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PREFACE

Memory formation is one of the most important achievements of
life, and a main determinant of evolutionary success. For us
humans, our present experiences are determined by their relation

to our personal past. Recall of memories, new evaluation of their meaning in
light of recent achievements, events or problems is therefore a fundamental
element of our conscious activities. On a more trivial level, remembering an
important phone number or the way to the next shop is essential for our
ability to manage day to day life. Failure of the neural mechanisms support-
ing these functions, as observed in varying levels of severity in different types
of dementia, has devastating consequences and leads, in many cases, to a loss
of a patient’s personality.

This illustrates the importance of memory for the human species, and
it also justifies why understanding the mechanisms of memory formation
and memory malfunction is in great demand.

While the present book concentrates mostly on pharmacological as-
pects of memory, we had to neglect the taxonomy of memory, i.e., what
forms of memories can be distinguished in humans and what are their coun-
terparts in animals? In the traditional laboratory experiment, the behavioural
task is shaped to address specifically one form of memory, for example spa-
tial memory or fear memories in order to avoid confounding influences of
other forms of memory, say procedural memory. In a more natural setting,
however, forms of memory are mixed and interact, and the recent emer-
gence of neuroecology to understand the brain in relation to native behavior
is a clear reflection of this awareness and will be of great benefit in future
work. Meanwhile however, we follow the traditional categorization that spe-
cific brain regions or neuronal circuits subserve specific forms of memory.

So what are the cellular events underlying memory formation? To put
it in simple terms, a learning event will lead to neuronal excitation, activa-
tion of ion channels and transmitter receptors in a specific subset of neurones.
This will trigger intracellular cascades leading eventually to the activation of
transcription factors and genes. The product is the formation of new pro-
teins, which can be used to remodel synapses in their morphology and thus
making them more efficient.

While this clearly is an over-simplification, this book follows the gen-
eral route outlined above and looks at the many different components that
are known to contribute to the chain of events, and reveals a number of
interactions at different levels.

The book has seven themes. Section one deals with ions and ion chan-
nels and concentrates on both calcium and potassium. Section two is dedi-
cated to the principle neurotransmitters and their receptors including exci-
tatory and inhibitory systems. Neuromodulators and their receptor func-
tion are summarised in section three. They do not directly activate ion chan-
nels and thus impinge on intracellular protein cascades and enzymes via



second messengers. These are then covered in section four which looks at
various kinases and phosphatases that are crucial for long-term memory for-
mation and can be linked to the activation of transcription factors and genes,
as described in section five. Such gene activation should generate novel pro-
teins and these may be incorporated during the formation of new connec-
tions between nerve cells, i.e., the process of synaptogenesis, outlined in
section six. The final section gives two examples of how pharmacological
knowledge can be used to understand malfunction of memory systems, and
we return to the outset of this book, namely the roles of ions and ion chan-
nels in learning and memory formation.

We are grateful to all our colleagues and friends for contributing to
this book despite their tight schedules and multitudes of commitments. With
as little interference from us as possible, each chapter is written in such a way
that it can be read independently and provides a thorough review of the
respective field. We trust that this compendium will appeal to memory re-
searchers, both students and scientists alike. It may hopefully provide a use-
ful overview of the diverse components relevant to memory and other as-
pects of neuronal plasticity, and serve as a comprehensive introduction for
those new in the field and as a source of reference. Finally, we would hope
that this summary of cellular mechanisms underlying memory formation
may give an impetus for new research in order to strengthen this exciting
scientific field.

Gernot Riedel
Bettina Platt
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2-DG 2-deoxygalactose
5-HETE 5-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid
5-HPETE 5-hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acid
5-HT serotonin
6-OHDA 6-hydroxydopamine
7-NI 7-nitroindazole
8-OH-DPAT 8-hydroxy-2(di-n-propyloamino)tetralin
11-HSD 11beta-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
12-HETE 12-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid
12-HKETE 12-keto-5,8,10,14-eicosatetraenoic acid ibuprofen
12-HPETE 12-hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acid
ACE angiotensin converting enzyme
ACh acetylcholine
ACPD 1S,3R-1-amino-cyclopentyl-1,3-dicarboxylic acid
ACTH adrenocorticotropic hormone
AMPA α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazoleproprionic acid
AMPA-R α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor
Ang I angiotensin I
Ang II angiotensin II
Ang IV angiotensin IV
ANP atrial natriuretic peptide
Anti-Svg-30 antisauvagine-30
AP-1 activating protein
AP5 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid
APP amyloid precursor protein
ArA arachidonic acid
Arc activity-regulated cytoskeleton associated protein
AST aristolochic acid
ATP adenosine triphosphate
AVP [Arg8]-vasopressin
AVP arginine vasopressin
BC264 Tyr(SO

3
H)-gNle-mGly-Trp-(NMe)Nle-Asp-Phe-NH

2

BDNF brain-derived neurotrophic factor
BLA basolateral nucleus of the amygdala
BNP brain natriuretic peptide
BOC tert-butoxycarbonyloxiimino protective group
Ca2+ calcium ion
CalA calyculin A
CaM calmodulin
CAM cell adhesion molecule
CaMk calmodulin-calcium dependent kinase
CaMKII Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
CaMK-II calcium-calmodulin dependent kinase-type II
cAMP cyclic adenosin monophosphate
CCK cholecystokinin
CCK-4 C-terminal tetrapeptide of cholecystokinin
CCK-8 C-terminal octapeptide of cholecystokinin
CCK-8s sulphated C-terminal octapeptide of cholecystokinin



CCK-8US unsulphated C-terminal octapeptide of cholecystokinin
CEA central nucleus of the amygdala
CGP42112A nicotinic acid-Tyr-(N-benzoylcarbonyl-Arg)-Lys-His-Pro-Ile-OH
ChAT choline acetyl-transferase
CLIP corticotropin-like intermediate lobe peptide
CNP C-type natriuretic peptide
CNQX 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione
CNS central nervous system
Cort corticosterone
CREB cAMP-responsive element-binding protein
CRF corticotropin releasing factor
CRH corticotropin releasing hormone
CyA cyclosporin A
DA dopamine
DAG diacylglycerate
DAG 1,2-diacylglycerol
DARPP-32 dopamine- and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein of 32 kD weight
D-MPRG D-Met-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2
DNMTP delayed non-matching to place
DNMTS delayed non-matching to sample
DOPAC 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacteic acid
EDRF endothelium-derived relaxing factor
eNOS endothelial NOS
EPSPs excitatory postsynaptic potentials
FF Fimbria /Fornix
GABA γ-aminobutyric acid
GAP GTPase activating protein
GAP-43 growth associated protein of ~50 kD weight
GluR glutamate receptor
GluR-A glutamate receptor subtype A
GPII glycosylphosphatidylinositol
GR 73632 D-ALA-[l-Pro9,Me-Leu8]substance P-(7-11)
GR glucocorticoid receptor
HFS high frequency stimulation
HMA hydroxymyristic acid
HODI homozygous diabetes insipidus
HPA hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal
HR hightened locomotor response
HVA homovanillic acid
ic intracerebral
icv intracerebroventricular
IEG immediate early gene
IgG immunoglobulin G
IMHV intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale
INDO indomethacin
INH-1 inhibitor-1
INH-2 inhibitor-2
iNOS inducible NOS
IP3 inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate
K+ potassium ion



L1 a cell adhesion molecule
L-365,260 3R(+)-N-(2,3-dihydroxy-1-methyl-2-oxo-5-phenyl-1-H-1,

4-benzodiazepine-3-yl)
LHRH luteinizing hormone releasing hormone
L-NA NG-nitro-L-arginine
L-NAME NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester
L-NAME nomega-nitro-L-arginine methylester-hydrochloride
L-NMMA NG-monomethyl-L-arginine acetate
LPH lipotropin
LPO lobus parolfactorius
LR locomotor response
LS lateral septum
LTD long-term depression
LTP long-term potentiation
LTS long-term sensitisation
M35 galanin-(1-13)-bradykinin-(2-9)amide
MAGUK membrane-associated guanylate kinase
MAP2 microtubule-associated protein 2
MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase
MARCKS myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate
MeA methylanthranilate
mGluR metabotropic glutamate receptor
MK-801 dizocilpine
MR mineralocorticoid receptor
mRNA messenger ribonucleic acid
MS medial septal nucleus
MSB multiple synapse bouton
MSH melanocyte stimulating hormone
MWM Morris water maze
[Nle1]-Ang IV norleucine-1-angiotensin IV
NA noradrenalin
NaCl sodium chloride, saline
NAME NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester
NARG N-nitro-L-arginine
NBM nucleus basalis magnocellularis
NC-1900 pGlu-Asn-Ser-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH

2
 acetate

NCAM neural cell adhesion molecule
NCDC 2-nitro-4-carboxylphenyl-N,N-diphenylcarbamate
NDGA nordihydroguaiaretic acid
NGF nerve growth factor
NK neurokinin
NKKB nuclear factor kB
NMDA N-methyl-D-aspartate
NMDA-R N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor
nNOS neuronal NOS
NO nitric oxide
NOS nitric oxide synthase
NPY neuropeptide Y
OA okadaic acid
OLETF Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima fatty rat



ORG 2766 [Met(O
2
),D-Lys,Phe9]-α-MSH-(4-9)

PAF platelet activating factor, 1-O-alkyl-2-acyl-sn-3-phosphocholine
PAG periaqueductal grey matter
PAL passive-avoidance learning
PAT passive avoidance task
PG prostaglandins
PI3 1-Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase
PIP

2
phosphoinosytolbisphosphate

PKA protein kinase A
PKC protein kinase C
PKG cGMP-dependent protein kinase, protein kinase G
PLA

2
phospholipase A

2

PLC phospholipase C
POMC proopiomelanocortin
PP1 protein phosphatase 1
PP2A protein phosphatase 2A
PP2B protein phosphatase 2B (also called calcineurin)
PP2C protein phosphatase 2C
PPIase peptidyl prolyl cis/trans isomerase (also called immunophilins)
PSA polysialic acid
PSD post-synaptic density
PST polysialyltransferase ST8SiaIV
PTP protein tyrosine phosphatase
PVN paraventricular nucleus
RA retinoic acid
RAM radial arm maze
RM reference memory
RT-PCR reverse transcriptase polimerase chain reaction
SDHACU sodium-dependent high affinity choline uptake
Ser/Thr serine/threonine
sGC soluble guanylyl cyclase
SHS septo-hippocampal system
SNAP S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine
SNAP soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein
SPRC synapse-associated polyribosomal complexes
STS short-term sensitisation
STX polysialyltransferase ST8SiaII
SVZ subventricular zone
TF transcription factor
TRIM 1-(2-trifluoromethylphenyl)imidazole
TX thromboxanes
US unconditioned stimulus
VDB vertical diagonal band
VDCC voltage-dependent calcium channels
WIN 62577 17-Hydroxy-17-ethynyl-D-4-androstano[3.2-b]pyrimido[1,2]-

benzimidazole (non-peptide NK
1
 tachykinin receptor antagonist)

WM working memory
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From Messengers to Molecules: Memories Are Made of These, edited by Gernot Riedel
and Bettina Platt. ©2004 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers.

Calcium
Miao-Kun Sun and Daniel L. Alkon

Abstract

Ca2+ plays an essential role in a variety of intracellular signaling cascades, which under-
lie mechanisms essential for the dynamic control of cell functions. In cognition, Ca2+

participates in control of not only the formation and development of neural structures
that cognition depends on, but also signal processing and synaptic plasticity that define learn-
ing and memory. The dramatic influence of Ca2+ on neural functions relies on the fact that its
concentrations and changes are rapidly sensed and recognized by many intracellular molecules,
including proteins that trigger neurotransmitter exocytosis and Ca2+-binding enzymes and ki-
nases. Ca2+ homeostasis is thus tightly controlled and involves a balance of mechanisms con-
trolling Ca2+ entry through the plasma membrane, intracellular storage and release, and se-
questration. Each of these mechanisms can be impaired in diseases, by drugs, and in aging,
leading to derangement of Ca2+ homeostasis. Thus, abnormal Ca2+ signaling contributes in
important ways to neurological and cognitive disorders. Effective cognitive therapies cannot be
achieved without a comprehensive understanding of the roles and mechanisms of Ca2+ ions in
cognition and without valid strategies for correcting the Ca2+ abnormalities. These and other
issues are briefly discussed in the chapter.

Introduction
Ca2+, a ubiquitous intracellular messenger, controls almost everything we do (from fertiliza-

tion to death), including how our minds organize thoughts sufficiently well to investigate our
own existence, and for an exceptional few, a clear view of the beginning of our universe. In
neurons, for instance, Ca2+

 regulates development, excitability, secretion, learning, memory,
aging, and death.6,15 Information about the mechanisms regulating Ca2+ concentrations and
mechanisms regulated by Ca2+ is therefore critical for our understanding neural functions and
memory.

Intracellular Ca2+ signaling is characterized by two phenomena: a broad spectrum of func-
tional roles and precise control of intracellular concentrations. A long-standing question in cell
Ca2+ signaling is how Ca2+, with its abundant and varied intracellular targets, is able to achieve
specificity and activate only a subset of those targets. Temporal and spatial control of Ca2+

signaling through the neural networks involved in learning and memory are fundamental for
cognitive capacities. The Ca2+ signals can not only spread through neurons as global Ca2+

waves, but can also be highly localized within micro-domains of sub-cellular compartments
such as at close appositions of mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), dendritic
spines, or presynaptic terminals.68,100

Losing effective control of cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]c) according to func-
tional demands undoubtedly contributes to neurological and memory disorders, and aging.
Abnormally high or low levels of [Ca2+]c can be cytotoxic. Although high [Ca2+]c attracts most
of attention, there is evidence that neuronal cell injury/death can also be associated with a
decrease of [Ca2+]c (for review see ref. 95). For instance, growth factor deprivation induces cell
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death of the sympathetic neurons and the death can be prevented by increasing [Ca2+]c, an
effect blocked by Ca2+ antagonists or intracellular Ca2+ chelators. Blocking L- and N-type
voltage-operated Ca2+ channel (VOCC) or N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors has also
been reported to cause degeneration of neurons.

Aged neurons exhibit a decrease in the maximal rate and amplitude of [Ca2+]c increase upon
depolarization, and a significant decrease in the rate of [Ca2+]c recovery after neurochemical
stimulation. Furthermore, abnormal Ca2+ homeostasis contributes to many forms of clinical
disorders and offers targets for therapeutic interventions. Moreover, the neuroprotective effects
of drugs designed to suppress neuronal cell injury by blocking VOCC may be counterbalanced
by the inherent toxicity of these compounds, because a decreased [Ca2+]c may be sufficient to
induce cell injury/death.

Ca2+ Influx
The ultimate Ca2+ source for neurons exits outside the neurons. Entry of Ca2+ across the

plasma membrane is known to be important in generating neuronal Ca2+ signals, resulting in
membrane depolarization and an increased [Ca2+]c. Ca2+ channel expression at the cell surface
is regulated by intracellular signaling molecules.13 The latter leads to activation of Ca2+-dependent
intracellular signal cascades. There is a large gradient of Ca2+ concentration across the plasma
membrane: extracellular Ca2+ ([Ca2+]o) is slightly above 2 mM, while [Ca2+]c is approximately
100 nM. Thus, there is a large driving force for Ca2+ entry into neurons. Ca2+ may enter via
either VOCCs (Fig. 1) or receptor-operated Ca2+ channels (ROCCs). Ca2+ efflux from the ER
may also trigger a small, but prolonged Ca2+ entry across the plasma membrane through the
so-called store-operated Ca2+ channels (SOCCs).

Action potentials reliably evoke Ca2+ transients in axons and boutons through VOCCs.35

The VOCCs are involved in providing the Ca2+ for neural signals underlying learning and
memory in neural networks.1 Blocking the L-type VOCCs with nimodipine, a
1,4-dihydropyridine, has been reported to dramatically impair learning and memory,79 limit-
ing their usefulness as therapeutic agents in various brain and cardiovascular disorders, includ-
ing brain trauma, hypoxia, ischemia, degenerative disorders, memory decline in normal aging,
heart failure, and cardiac arrhythmia. Others, however, reported that these substances pre-
vented the performance deficits in spatial memory in rats with a medial septal lesion.12

Multiple classes of VOCCs have been distinguished on the basis of their pharmacological
and electrophysiological properties and are often termed L, N, P/Q, and T-types. VOCCs are
multiple subunit membrane complexes. In the central nervous system, the complexes are com-
prised of at least α1, α2, and β subunits. Transcripts encoding a γ subunit have not been iden-
tified in RNA from the brain. The α1 and β subunits are each encoded by a gene family,
including at least six distinct genes for α1 subunits and four genes for β subunits. Primary
transcripts of each of the α1 genes, the α2 gene and two of the β genes have been shown to yield
multiple, structurally distinct subunits via differential mRNA processing. The α1 subunits of
Ca2+ channels contain the Ca2+-selective pore, the essential gating machinery, and the receptor
sites for the most prominent pharmacological agents. Some of the cloned α1 subunits in fact
correspond rather well to native L-type or N-type channels. In contrast to the α1 subunits,
Ca2+ channel α2 subunits generally serve as modulatory subunits for the Ca2+ channel com-
plex. Although in some cases α2 subunit coexpression is found also to modulate the rates of
activation and inactivation, and the voltage-dependence of inactivation. Functions of the β
subunits, on the other hand, more likely depend on their interaction with the α subunits as
modulatory subunits, by altering the channel complex properties,98 such as voltage depen-
dence, rate of activation and inactivation, and current magnitude. Interestingly, calmodulin
may mediate two opposing effects on individual channels, initially promoting and then inhib-
iting channel opening. Both require Ca2+-calmodulin binding to a single ‘IQ-like’ domain on
the carboxyl tail of α1A, but are mediated by different domains of calmodulin. Ca2+ binding to
the amino-terminal domain selectively initiates channel inactivation, whereas Ca2+ sensing by
the carboxyl-terminal lobe induces facilitation.30
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L-type Ca2+ channels represent a subset of high voltage-threshold Ca2+ channel that can
generally be distinguished by their persistent activation during a maintained depolarization
and by sensitivity to dihydropyridine antagonists and agonists. L-type channels are widely
distributed in excitable and nonexcitable cells and are inactivated by Ca2+.56,59,86 It has been
reported that the synaptic transmission between hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neurons does not
involve Ca2+ from activation of L-type Ca2+ channels.

N-type Ca2+ channels are found in many central and peripheral neurons and have been
proposed to play a role in the release of neurotransmitter at certain synapses. N-type channels
can generally be distinguished by the combination of a number of criteria, including activation
at potentials more positive than -30 mV (high voltage-threshold), inactivation during a pro-
longed depolarization, insensitivity to dihydropyridines, and a strong and irreversible block by
the neuropeptide toxin ω-conotoxin (ω-CTx)-GVIA. However, this toxin does not block N-type
channels exclusively. At micromolar concentrations, ω-CTx-GVIA also reduces currents car-
ried by doe-1, class D L-type channels, and an adrenal chromafin channel that is not the
classical N-type.

Figure 1. A cartoon to illustrate the features of Ca2+ cascades. [Ca2+]c may increase due to Ca2+ influx through
plasma membrane channels or intracellular release from ER RyR or IP3R channels. Ca2+ triggers many
intracellular responses, such as changes in enzyme activity and receptor/synaptic functions, Ca2+ release,
mitochondrial functions, gene transcription, and ROS/Aβ formation/apoptosis. Aβdamages neurons and
promotes apoptosis by a mechanism involving generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS promote
neuronal apoptosis by damaging various cellular proteins. α, α-secretase; β, β-secretase; γ, γ-secretase; AA,
arachidonic acid; ACh, acetylcholine; APP, amyloid precursor protein; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; CA,
carbonic anhydrase; CE, calexcitin; DAG, diacylglycerol; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; IP3R, inositol
1,4,5-triphosphate receptor; PKC, protein kinase C; RyR, ryanodine receptor; sAPPα, α-secretase-derived
secreted APP;
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P-type channels are potently blocked by ω-Aga-IVA, with an IC50 of 1-2 nM. In contrast,
α1A channels in oocytes are much less sensitive to ω-Aga-IVA, showing an IC50 of about 200
nM. However, at submicromolar concentrations, the toxin also strongly inhibits α1A currents.
Agonists of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) are also found to suppress a large
voltage-activated P/Q-type Ca2+ conductance in the presynaptic terminal, therefore inhibiting
synaptic transmitter release at glutamatergic synapses.

R-type channels in cerebellar granule neurons are resistant to blockade by ω-CTx-GVIA,
nimodipine (up to 5 µM), and ω-Aga-IVA (30 nM) at concentrations sufficient to eliminate
N-, L-, and P-type channels, respectively.

After blocking N-type channels with ω-Conotoxin GVIA (1-3 µM), much of the synaptic
transmission between hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neurons remains. The pharmacological pro-
file of Ca2+ channels mediating the remaining transmission resembles that of α1A Ca2+ channel
subunits expressed in Xenopus oocytes and the Q-type Ca2+ channel current in cerebellar gran-
ule neurons. Like the R-type channels, Q-type channels are resistant to ω-CTx-GIVA,
nimodipine, or ω-Aga-IVA. The Q-type channels appear to be generated by α1A and α1E sub-
units and are completely blocked by 1.5 µM ω-CTx-MVIIC, and are largely suppressed by
ω-Aga-IVA at 1 µM, a concentration 100 to 1000 times that needed to block P-type channels.

N- and P/Q-type Ca2+ channels are inhibited by G proteins.54,57 Ca2+ can regulate P/Q-type
channels through feedback mechanisms,41 probably through an association of Ca2+/calmodulin
with P/Q type Ca2+ channels.69 Thus, Ca2+ entry through P/Q-type channels promotes Ca2+/
calmodulin binding to the α1A subunit. The association of Ca2+/calmodulin with the channel
accelerates inactivation, enhances recovery from inactivation and augments Ca2+ influx by fa-
cilitating the Ca2+ current so that it is larger after recovery from inactivation.69

Low-voltage-activated VOCC channels are called ‘T’ type because their currents are both
transient (owing to fast inactivation) and tiny (owing to small conductance). T-type channels
are thought to be involved in pacemaker activity, low-threshold Ca2+ spikes, neuronal oscilla-
tions and resonance, and rebound burst firing.

ROCCs mediate major classes of signal processing throughout the brain network.
L-Glutamate is the major neurotransmitter in the principal pathways that connect the major
cell groups in the hippocampus and cortex. Activation of glutamate receptors (GluR) increases
Ca2+ entry into the neurons. It acts through either mGluRs (coupled to G proteins) or ionotropic
receptors (iGluRs; ligand-gated ion channels). iGluR subunits are further subdivided into
NMDA, AMPA, and kainate subtypes. When sufficient membrane potential changes are elic-
ited by activation of ROCCs, VOCCs might also be activated, providing additional Ca2+ in-
flux. The Ca2+ influx initiates intracellular events including intracellular Ca2+ release, alter-
ations in gene transcription, and modifications of synaptic strengths. Through the Ca2+ signal
cascades, glutamatergic activity dramatically alters neuronal activity, which in the hippocampal
place cells encode spatial information. Individual hippocampal pyramidal cells demonstrate
reliable place field correlates, increasing their discharge rates in selected places within an envi-
ronment and becoming virtually silent in other places. Excessive activation of the glutamate
receptors, however, results in increased Ca2+ influx and may cause oxidative stress.

Forming assembling complexes provides a mechanism that ensures specific and rapid sig-
naling through ROCCs. For instance, the β2-adrenergic receptor is directly associated with one
of its ultimate effectors, the class C L-type Ca2+ channel Cav1.2,26 generating highly localized
signal transduction from the receptor to the channel.

Intracellular Release and Storage
Other than Ca2+ entry through the plasma membranes, rapid changes in [Ca2+]c can be

induced through Ca2+ release from intracellular stores (Fig. 1). Intracellular Ca2+ release is
generally viewed as a mechanism to amplify and prolong Ca2+ influx signals.48 The release
mechanisms are widely used by neurons in signaling. The intracellular Ca2+ stores include the
ER, mitochondria, and less well defined nuclear store. The involvement of mitochondria in the
Ca2+ release for Ca2+ signaling, however, remains controversial.
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The ER is a continuous network that extends throughout the axon, soma, dendrites, and
spines and is therefore uniquely placed to generate Ca2+ signals in every compartment of a
neuron. Ca2+ is released from the ER via inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptors (IP3Rs) or
ryanodine receptors (RyRs). IP3Rs are synergistically triggered by IP3 and Ca2+, while RyRs
respond to [Ca2+]c and the intracellular messenger cyclic ADP ribose. Since the ER has a large
capacity, it can function as a Ca2+ sink to generate a large number of spikes, but as its load
increases the intracellular channels will become increasingly excitable, and Ca2+ may be re-
leased back into the cytoplasm through the process of Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release. Ca2+ waves
can be generated by first enhancement then inhibition. In Purkinje cells of the cerebellum,
Ca2+ elevation is required for the IP3R/channel to open.16 At Ca2+ basal concentrations well
below 0.25 µM, increasing [Ca2+]c increases the open probability of the IP3R/channel. For
[Ca2+]c higher than 0.25 µM, however, the open probability decreases. The hippocampal pyra-
midal cells, on the other hand, have complex dendritic arbors, receiving on the order of 10,000
synapses largely on dendritic spines. These dendrites contain a complex ER that reaches into a
majority of large spines. In contrast to Purkinje spines, the ER of the hippocampal pyramidal
cells is studded with RyRs in dendrites and spines, while IP3Rs appear to exist largely in den-
dritic shafts.107

The ER can function as an integrator or “memory” depot of neuronal activity. By absorbing
and storing the brief pulses of Ca2+ associated with each action potential, the ER may keep
track of neuronal activity and be able to signal this information to the nucleus through periodic
bursts of Ca2+. For example, brief bursts of neuronal activity generate small localized pulses of
Ca2+ that are rapidly buffered, but prolonged firing may charge up the ER sufficiently for it to
transmit regenerative global signals to the nucleus to initiate gene transcription.

IP3 Receptors
The IP3Rs consist of three isoforms. Each has a special role in the cell. The IP3R1 showed a

bell-shaped activity in response to [Ca2+]c. This property, however, is not intrinsic to the recep-
tor (its pure form is not inhibited by up to 200 µM Ca2+), rather it is mediated by calmodulin132

through a negative regulation by binding to calmodulin or a cGMP kinase substrate.101 The
IP3R3 forms Ca2+ channels with single-channel currents that are similar to those of IP3R1 at
low [Ca2+]c; however, the open probability of the IP3R3 isoform increases monotonically with
increased [Ca2+]c (ref. 50) and channels are more active even at 100 µM [Ca2+]c, whereas the
IP3R1 isoform has a bell-shaped dependence on [Ca2+]c with maximum channel activity at 250
nM [Ca2+]c and complete inhibition at 5 µM [Ca2+]c. The properties of IP3R3 provide positive
feedback as Ca2+ is released; the lack of negative feedback allows complete Ca2+ release from
intracellular stores. Thus activation of IP3R3 in cells that express only this isoform results in a
single transient, but globally increased [Ca2+]c, that is better suited to signal initiation. The
bell-shaped Ca2+-dependence curve of IP3R1 is, however, ideal for supporting Ca2+ oscillations
and the frequency of Ca2+ transients can be modulated when IP3 concentrations are increased.

Ryanodine Receptors
The RyRs correspond to the sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium channels and bind specifically

the plant alkaloid ryanodine. All known members of RyR family, namely, skeletal muscle type
RyR1, cardiac muscle type RyR2, and brain type RyR3, are abundantly expressed in the central
nervous system. They include about 5000 (4872-5037) amino acid residues and are coded by
three different genes, which are located on chromosomes 1, 15, and 19, respectively, in hu-
mans. The functional receptor is thought to be a homotetramer, which has a quarterfoil shape
and a size of 22 to 27 nm on each side. The center of the quarterfoil includes a pore, with a
diameter of 1 to 2 nm, which likely represents the Ca2+ channel. Near its cytoplasmic end, the
channel appears to be blocked by a mass, sometimes referred to as the “plug”, which might be
involved in the modulation of channel conductance. Hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells ex-
press all three types of RyRs and, compared with other central neurons, have the highest level
of the RyR3, in greater abundance than the IP3Rs. Moreover, in these neurons, RyRs are ex-
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pressed in the axon, soma, and dendrites, including spines107 and thus occupy strategically
important position for synaptic signaling and integration.

Activation of RyR requires Ca2+, which is therefore thought to be the “physiological” chan-
nel activator, since other ligands cannot activate the channel in the absence of Ca2+, or they
require Ca2+ for maximum effect. Activation of RyR may involve a global conformational
change including rotation of channel domain relative to the cytoplasmic domain and appear-
ance of a porelike structure within the channel domain preceding Ca2+ release (for review see
ref. 58). In the heart cells, a cleft of roughly 12 nm is formed between the cell surface and
sarcoplasmic membrane and local Ca2+ signal produced by a single opening of an L-type Ca2+

channel can trigger about 4-6 RyR receptors to generate a Ca2+ spark.123 The existence of other
endogenous RyR activators, such as calexcitin2,10,17,87,89 or calexcitin-like mammalian pro-
teins, has been proposed. The RyR is activated by caffeine43 and many other sub-
stances.112,113,116,131 Activation of RyR typically requires large [Ca2+]c (~1 µM), incompatible
with the small bulk NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ signals. However, local [Ca2+]c is more likely to
provide sufficient Ca2+ for the receptor activation (see below). The RyR is a substrate of several
protein kinases, namely cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA), cGMP-dependent protein
kinase (PKG), protein kinase C (PKC), and calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII).
These pathways may be activated in combination to evoke specific functions. The involvement
of RyRs in spatial memory is suggested by an increased expression of RyR2 in the rat hippoc-
ampus after training.21,129

Refilling of the ER is mediated by ER Ca2+-ATPases since it is blocked by cyclopiazonic
acid. Even without prior store depletion, the caffeine-induced Ca2+ transients disappear after
6-minute exposure to cyclopiazonic acid,43 suggesting that ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ stores are
maintained at rest by continuous Ca2+ sequestration. In addition, the store does not refill in
Ca2+-free saline, suggesting that the refilling of the stores depends upon Ca2+ influx, probably
through a ‘capacitative-like’ transmembrane influx pathway, or store-operated Ca2+ channels,76

at resting membrane potential, a process that depends on a spatial cytoskeleton rearrangement
between cell membrane and the ER structures.47 One possible mechanism underlying neu-
ronal injury by low [Ca2+]c is a disturbance of ER Ca2+ homeostasis. As mentioned previously,
low ER Ca2+ loading is also neurotoxic. This toxicity may result from other biological activity
in the ER that depends on high Ca2+ levels. Besides functioning as a major intracellular Ca2+

store, the ER plays a pivotal role in the folding, processing, and excretion of membrane and
secretory proteins, processes that depend on Ca2+ concentration. Depletion of ER Ca2+ stores
thus is a severe form of stress that blocks the folding and processing of membrane proteins.73

The involvement of mitochondria in intracellular Ca2+ signaling remains controversial, par-
ticularly signaling that requires physiological Ca2+ release from mitochondria. It is well estab-
lished, however, that physiological Ca2+ levels are associated with significant movement of Ca2+

and Ca2+ uptake into mitochondria (Fig. 1). With a bacterial evolutionary origin, mitochon-
dria maintain a modicum of independence from the host cell in some respects (maintaining
their own DNA while also deriving many important proteins from the nuclear DNA of the
host cell). Nevertheless, they are critical for the life of almost all eukaryotic cells. The primary
functions of the mitochondria involve oxidative phosphorylation and ATP supply (Fig. 1). The
major targets of mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake are the dehydrogenases of the Krebs cycle. In-
creases in mitochondrial [Ca2+] ([Ca2+]m) participate in activation of the respiratory chain
through stimulation of Ca2+-sensitive mitochondrial dehydrogenases (isocitrate, oxoglutarate,
and pyruvate dehydrogenases), thereby ensuring adequate ATP synthesis to match the increased
energetic demand of stimulated cells.63 The activation of dehydrogenases stimulates mitochon-
drial respiration leading to an increase in ∆Ψm, driving an increase in ATP production (for
review see ref. 33). Thus, [Ca2+]c oscillations, through their effect on mitochondrial Ca2+ up-
take, are represented by long-term activation of mitochondrial metabolism. Interestingly, a
significant portion of the Ca2+ entering mitochondria may not appear as free ionized Ca2+ in
the matrix, but might rather be present either bound to phosphate or to phospholipids.27
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Mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake may also exert subtle effects on the spatiotemporal characteristics
of the [Ca2+]c in micro-domains through the cell (see below).

Buffering and Sequestration
Buffering and sequestration of Ca2+ play an important role in Ca2+ homeostasis, involving

plasma membrane Na+-Ca2+ exchange, extrusion by plasma membrane Ca2+-ATPase, and up-
take into mitochondria and/or the ER. Extrusion through the ATP-dependent Ca2+ pump,
energized by the mitochondria, across the plasma membrane is the dominant form of Ca2+

removal from the bipolar cell synaptic terminals.127 These mechanisms are, however, vulner-
able to energy shortage as occurs in various disease states.

Sequestration of cytosolic Ca2+ by intracellular Ca2+ stores (ER and mitochondria) contrib-
utes substantially to Ca2+ clearance in neurons. In permeabilized cells, mitochondria can buffer
moderate levels of [Ca2+]—the so-called mitochondrial ‘set point’—at around 1 µM (for re-
view see ref. 96). The peak [Ca2+]m of highly responsive mitochondria can be as high as a few
hundred µM. Mitochondrial Ca2+ accumulation results from the close apposition of the or-
ganelles to either ER Ca2+ release channels or to plasma membrane Ca2+ channels (for review
see ref. 100). Mitochondria take up Ca2+ primarily through a uniporter,33 an electrogenic pro-
cess. The ability to remove Ca2+ from local cytosol enables mitochondria to regulate the [Ca2+]
in micro-domains close to ER Ca2+-release channels. The sensitivity of the IP3R/RyR-channels
to Ca2+ means that, by regulating local [Ca2+]c, mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake modulates the rate
and extent of propagation of [Ca2+]c waves in a variety of cell types.

Two observations suggest that intracellular ER Ca2+ stores may also act as a buffering system
for intracellular Ca2+. First, KCl-induced increase in [Ca2+]c in bullfrog sympathetic neurons is
reported to be substantially attenuated after depletion of ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ stores by
prolonged caffeine application. Second, blockers of ER Ca2+-ATPases have been found to prolong the
depolarization-induced increases in dendritic [Ca2+]c in rat neo-cortical layer V pyramidal neu-
rons in slices.133

Neurotransmitter Release
VOCC Ca2+ entry, a fundamental signaling step in the central nervous system, provides an

essential link between membrane depolarization and exocytosis at nerve terminals. [Ca2+]c thereby
profoundly influence neurotransmission that is proportional to the fourth power of [Ca2+]c.31,85

The central role of Ca2+ in transmitter release is that Ca2+ triggers the formation of protein
complex and drives membrane fusion in neurotransmitter exocytosis22,118 in less than 1 ms.

Neurotransmitter release at many central synapses is initiated by an influx of Ca2+ ion through
P/Q-type Ca2+ channels,34,119 which are densely localized in nerve terminals. Intracellular Ca2+

does not appear to be involved since depletion of intracellular stores with 1 µM thapsigargin
and 1 µM cyclopiazonic acid, two inhibitors of endosomal Ca2+-ATPase activity that deplete
all intracellular Ca2+ stores, does not affect basal synaptic transmission in the hippocampal
CA1 Schaffer collateral pathway inputs.99 On the other hand, intracellular Ca2+-induced Ca2+

release has been shown to contribute to the Ca2+ transients in the boutons and to the paired
pulse facilitation of excitatory postsynaptic potentials in the hippocampus.35 Spontaneous trans-
mitter release can occur in the absence of extracellular Ca2+ and is largely Ca2+ mediated,
driven by Ca2+ release from internal stores. Boutons display spontaneous Ca2+ transients; blocking
intracellular Ca2+ release reduces the frequency of these transients and of spontaneous minia-
ture synaptic events.35

One critical question is: how high must [Ca2+]c rise during an action potential in order to
release a vesicle. In nerve terminals of bipolar cells from goldfish retina, exocytosis requires
[Ca2+]c larger than 100 µM.83 Such concentrations are unlikely to be reached in the bulk of the
cytosol. Thus, vesicles undergoing exocytosis are located within Ca2+ micro-domains. The
micro-domain Ca2+ elevation serves a dual purpose: it permits limited Ca2+ elevation to achieve
a high, localized maximum regulatory impact for maintaining input specificity of synaptic
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plasticity and for reducing the risk of excitotoxicity. At fast synapses, step-like elevations to 10
µM [Ca2+]c have been shown to induce fast transmitter release, deleting around 89% of a pool
of available vesicles in less than 3 ms,102 less than the general assumed 100 µM.53,72,126 Thus,
transient (around 0.5 ms) local elevations of [Ca2+]c to peak values as low as 25 µM can ac-
count for transmitter release during single presynaptic action potentials.

Modulation of Channel Activity
Increases in [Ca2+]c activate the Ca2+-dependent K+ channel, either large (BK) or small (SK)

conductance, (KCa2+),7,105,124 limiting the firing frequency of repetitive action potentials. In
hippocampal neurons, activation of BK channels underlies the falling phase of the action po-
tential and generation of the fast afterhyperpolarization. In contrast, SK channel activation
underlies generation of the slow afterhyperpolarization after a burst of action potentials. The
source of Ca2+ for BK channel activation is probably N-type channels, which activate the BK
channel only, with opening of the two channel types being nearly coincident,77 suggesting that
the N-type Ca2+ and BK channels are functionally very close. Direct coupling of NMDA
receptors to BK-type Ca2+-activated K+ channels has also been reported in the inhibitory gran-
ule cells of rat olfactory bulb.60 The slow afterhyperpolarization is blocked by dihydropyridine
antagonists, indicating that L-type Ca2+ channels provide the Ca2+ for activation of SK chan-
nels. L-type channels activate SK only and the delay between the opening of L-type channel
and SK channels indicates that these two types of channels are 50-150 nm apart.77 Thus, there
exists an absolute segregation of coupling between channels, indicating the functional impor-
tance of submembrane Ca2+ micro-domains. Some of these effects on K+ channels may be
mediated by Ca2+-binding signal proteins.88

Long-Term Changes of Ca2+-Influx via Memory-Specific K+ Channel Regulation
Memory-related Ca2+ signals are decoded through altered operation of membrane chan-

nels, including K+ channels. K+ channels play an important role in memory formation (for
review, see Vernon and Giese in this book). The phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the
Shaker-related fast-inactivating Kv1.4 is regulated by [Ca2+]c.134 CaMKII phosphorylation of
an amino-terminal residue of Kv1.4 leads to N-type inactivated states. Dephosphorylation of
this residue induces a fast inactivating mode. Associate learning paradigms in a variety of species
have now been closely correlated with long-term changes of voltage-dependent K+ channels,
particularly those in the Shaker family and those that are Ca2+-dependent. Voltage-dependent
IA channels were shown to occur in the single identified type B cells of the Mollusk Hermissenda
only when the animal acquired a Pavlovian- conditioned response.4 The same type of K+ chan-
nel change was demonstrated to last even one month in duration in the post-synaptic dendrites
of the cerebellar HVI Purkinje cells only when a rabbit had acquired and retained a
Pavlovian-conditioned eye-blink response.103,104 Similar changes of a post-synaptic K+ chan-
nels were found in the rabbit hippocampus and were correlated with enhanced EPSP summa-
tion.25,74

These correlated learning-specific changes were found to bear a causal relationship to the
acquisition of associative learning using an antisense strategy. Antisense “knockdown” of Shaker
postsynaptic Kv1.1 K+ channels in the hippocampus eliminated retention of a spatial maze
learning task81 while “knockdown” of the presynaptic Kv1.4 K+ channel did not alter learning
or memory of the task.82

Such memory-specific reductions of voltage-dependent as well as GABA-mediated K+ con-
ductance will enhance synaptic depolarization of post-synaptic membranes and thereby en-
hance opening of VOCC. In this way, learning-specific reduction of K+ conductance will in-
crease Ca2+ influx across the plasma membrane. During learning and even retention, enhanced
voltage-dependent Ca2+ influx can combine with learning-specific enhancement of intracellu-
lar Ca2+ release via the RyR and IP3R to cause further activation of downstream Ca2+-dependent
molecular cascades.
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Signal Transduction Cascades
One critical role of Ca2+ in neuronal signaling is to couple electrical excitation to the activa-

tion of intracellular enzymes, such as various tyrosine protein kinases,128,130 and signal trans-
duction cascades (Fig. 1). Ca2+ regulates a wide variety of biological functions through binding
to proteins, so to confine it neatly to one predominant role in mediating effects of signal
transduction on synaptic plasticity may be unrealistic.

Most Ca2+-binding proteins can be grouped into families with common structural motifs
such as the EF-hand motif 29 or the C2 modif.106 The EF-hand motif in L-type Ca2+ channels,
for instance, is required for initiating Ca2+-sensitive inactivation of the channel.29 Examples of
proteins that contain the C2 motifs include synaptotagmin and PKC. Synaptotagmin I is a
synaptic vesicle protein that involves the coordination of two or three Ca2+ ions by five aspar-
tate residues (Fig. 2), one serine residue, and two backbone carbonyl groups located on two
separate loops.39,106,121 Ca2+ binding of synaptotagmin initiates vesicle fusion and transmitter
release, a basic communication means neurons rely on in information processing for a variety
of functions including learning and memory. Ca2+-mediated activation of PKC, on the other
hand, plays important roles in associative learning.3,6 Ca2+ also affects a variety of protein
kinases and other signal molecules. Many of them play important roles in synaptic plasticity
and gene transcription.

Information Coding
Many cellular stimuli result in oscillations in [Ca2+]c. The frequency of such oscillations

may encode information and can be important for the induction of selective cellular functions.
The frequency, duration, and amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations modulate activity of the Ca2+- and
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaM kinase II).28 A role for repetitive Ca2+ spikes has
also been suggested for the activation of mitochondrial ATP production,51 activation of PKC94

and CaMKII,28,84 and gene expression.32,70

Figure 2. Model of Ca2+ binding by C2 motifs of synaptotagmin I. The Ca2+ binding residues are in loop
1 and loop 3. Solid circles represent residues shown in single-letter amino acid code and identified by
number (adapted from refs. 39 and 121).
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Receptor stimuli that triggered repetitive Ca2+ spikes induce a parallel repetitive transloca-
tion of PKCγ to the plasma membrane.94 While Ca2+ acts rapidly, diacylglycerol binding to
PKCγ is initially prevented by a pseudosubstrate clamp, which keeps the diacylglycerol-binding
site inaccessible and delays Ca2+- and diacylglycerol-mediated kinase activation. After termina-
tion of Ca2+ signals, bound diacylglycerol prolongs kinase activity. The properties of this mo-
lecular decoding machine make PKCγ responsive to persistent diacylglycerol increases com-
bined with high- but not low-frequency Ca2+ spikes.

Axon Growth
Ca2+ transients are environmentally regulated to control axon growth. The motile growth

cone at the tip of the axon is sensitive to its [Ca2+]c. Large increases evoked by neurotransmit-
ters or depolarization cause growth cone to collapse, stopping neuritic elongation. NI-35, a
growth-inhibitory protein expressed on oligodendrocytes in the CNS, induces growth cones in
culture to collapse, associated with a large rise in [Ca2+]c, at least partially due to release from
the smooth ER.11 Growth cones generate transient elevations of [Ca2+]c and the rate of axon
outgrowth is inversely proportional to the frequency of transients.45 Blockade of Ca2+ release
prevents collapse. Decreases caused by removing Ca2+ from the bathing medium can have
similar effects. In some cases, growth cone activity and neuritic elongation can be promoted by
elevation of [Ca2+]c over resting levels; focal changes within the growth cone can produce focal
protrusive activity appropriate for changing the direction of growth.44

Synaptic Plasticity
Memories are believed to result from changes in synaptic strengths. Synapses are the special-

ized connections that allow signals to propagate from one nerve cell to the next. Their privi-
leged position and dynamic nature give them a unique role in neural computation. There are
about 7-8 x 108 synapses in the dentate gyrus of the rat alone. The number of synapses in the
human cerebral cortex is undoubtedly many orders of magnitude higher. Activity-dependent
changes in the efficacy of synaptic transmission are a basic feature of many synapses in the
central nervous system and are believed to underlie memory formation in the brain. Despite
the central role for synaptic plasticity in learning and memory, mechanisms underlying synap-
tic plasticity remain incompletely understood. One of the central challenges of neuroscience is
therefore to understand the mechanism of synaptic plasticity.

[Ca2+]c signals are essential for the induction of synaptic plasticity.3,6 Ca2+ together with
diacylglycerol and arachidonic acid then cause PKC activation, which, in turn, is responsible
for enhanced synaptic signals.74 This Ca2+ and PKC pathway activated during associative learning
in turn activates a series of molecular events such as the release of Ca2+ via the RyR,
Src-combination with synapsin and synaptophysin, and long-term synthesis of specific pro-
teins such as the RyR itself. Thus, learning-specific initial changes of Ca2+ homeostasis are
responsible for much longer-lasting molecular changes that themselves are responsible for
long-lasting changes of Ca2+ homeostasis.21,129 Many synaptic studies have been performed on
neural network in the hippocampus, a major component of the medial temporal lobe, a brain
system that plays an important role in declarative or relational memory, those related to per-
sonal experience (‘episodic memory’) and ability to consciously recollect events from everyday
experience set within spatiotemporal contexts.

Long-Term Modifications of Synapses
Ca2+ plays a crucial role in the induction of all the known forms of synaptic plasticity,

long-term potentiation (LTP), depression (LTD see ref. 23), synaptic transformation (LTT see
ref. 5,24,62), and enhanced EPSP summation,74 the putative cellular mechanisms of learning
and memory. Ca2+ is required to regulate postsynaptic enzymes that trigger rapid modifica-
tions of synaptic strengths and also to activate transcription factors that facilitate long-lasting
maintenance of these modifications. For instance, in the hippocampal CA1 region, LTP, LTD,
and LTT are all blocked by postsynaptic chelators of Ca2+ and are thus Ca2+-dependent.
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LTP of glutamatergic EPSPs received by the hippocampal pyramidal cells is induced by
high frequency (≥100 Hz) stimulation of the presynaptic Schaeffer collateral inputs. High
frequency stimulation of this Schaeffer collateral pathway activates NMDA receptors, resulting
in an initial Ca2+ influx, an event that is believed by many to be essential for LTP induction.120

The associated Ca2+ release from intracellular stores may determine whether LTP or LTD is
expressed by activation in the hippocampal CA1 region.91 Thus, blocking RyR eliminates
homosynaptic LTD while blockade or deletion of IP3R1 leads to a conversion of LTD to LTP
and elimination of heterosynaptic LTD.91 Reduction of Ca2+ influx through a partial blockade
of NMDA receptors also results in a conversion of LTP to LTD.91

LTD can be induced either by low frequency stimulation (1 Hz/15 min) of presynaptic
fibers, for instance, the Schaeffer collateral pathway, or in a related manner by asynchronous
pairing of presynaptic and postsynaptic activity (for instance asynchronous pairing of postsyn-
aptic action potentials with EPSPs evoked with a delay of 20 ms; 0.3 or 1 Hz for 360s) in slices
from young rat brains. According to Reyes and Stanton,99 induction of LTD by low frequency
stimulation alone requires release of Ca2+ both from a presynaptic ryanodine pool and from
postsynaptic (presumably IP3-gated) stores. Bath application of ryanodine (10 µM) blocks
LTD induction, but impalement of CA1 pyramidal cells with microelectrodes containing
ryanodine (2 µM to 5 mM) does not, whereas impalement with microelectrodes containing
thapsigarin (500 nM to 200µM) does.99 Unlike the LTD induced by low frequency stimula-
tion alone, associative LTD induction is independent of NMDA receptors but dependent of
mGluR activation and L- and N- VOCC activation.92

Central to our understanding learning mechanisms at a synaptic level is the idea that lasting
functional change can be driven by the coincidence of multiple signals at a single synaptic site.
One candidate for such a change is LTT, a long-term synaptic transformation of GABAergic
postsynaptic response from inhibitory to excitatory.5,24 The induction of LTT requires either
cholinergic and GABAergic inputs and/or an associative post-synaptic [Ca2+]c increase. Its in-
duction by associative activation with calexcitin has been found to be sensitive to RyR block-
ade,112 suggesting an essential role of intracellular Ca2+ release. Learning-specific up-regulation
of the RyR synthesis in this way can facilitate long-term changes of specific GABAergic syn-
apses.49

Postsynaptic Switch
Activity-dependent change in the efficacy of transmission through the AMPAR involves

alteration in the number and phosphorylation site of postsynaptic AMPARs. Repetitive synap-
tic activation of Ca2+-permeable AMPARs lacking the GluR2 subunit causes a rapid reduction
in Ca2+ permeability owing to the incorporation of GluR2-containing AMPARs on cerebellar
stellate cells,135 suggesting a self-regulating mechanism.

Ca2+ may mediate a dual function of glutamate and GABA receptors. mGluR activation is
generally found to be excitatory. However, depending on the frequency and pattern of afferent
input, glutamate can induce an excitation or inhibition by activation of the same mGluR1
receptor.40 In ventral midbrain dopamine neurons, rapid activation of metabotropic glutamate
receptors (mGluR1) induces a pure IPSP, mediated by Ca2+ release from ryanodine-sensitive
stores,40 whereas slow and prolonged synaptic activation of the mGluRs may result in a slow
EPSP, with suppression of the IPSP. Heterosynaptic interaction of cholinergic and GABAergic
synapses may result in a transformation of GABAergic postsynaptic response of the CA1 pyra-
midal cells from inhibitory to excitatory. The transformation dramatically alters the
signal-to-noise ratio and a switch from an excitatory filter to an excitatory amplifier, and thus,
the direction of signal transfer through the network.113-115

Synaptic Interaction and Associative Learning
Ca2+ homeostasis is directly related to learning and memory. First, learning and memory

depend on the Ca2+-mediated transmitter release for the associative integration of relevant
inputs. Changes in the intensities of neurotransmitter, such as glutamatergic, cholinergic,
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GABAergic activities, dramatically alter the signal transfer through the neural network and
synaptic plasticity. Excitatory inputs into the hippocampal pyramidal cells, for instance, rap-
idly change the firing rate of the cells. A large fraction of the pyramidal cells have place fields in
any environment. When a rat arrives at a particular location, the ‘place field’, the firing rate of
a particular ‘place cell’ can exceed 100 Hz from a baseline of < 1 Hz, although during some
passes through the place field the cell may not fire at all. Once established, place cells can have
the same firing pattern for months.117 Second, synaptic plasticity that underlies memory for-
mation depends on intracellular Ca2+ release (see below). Deficits of cholinergic release/inputs
into the hippocampal pyramidal cells are believed to be responsible for the memory decline
seen in the AD and elderly.

Oxygen-Sensing and Hypoxic Injury
The brain can be characterized as a metabolically very active organ but has few energy

reserves. It must receive adequate and continuous supplies of oxygenated blood and glucose.
Normally, as much as 50-60% of the brain cell’s energy expenditure may be spent on transport-
ing ions across the cell membranes in order to maintain cellular ion homeostasis,136,137 includ-
ing Ca2+ homeostasis. Brain ischemia, often resulting in stroke, is a common disorder with a
high rate of morbidity and mortality and may be caused by cerebrovascular disruption or hem-
orrhage, brain tumor, intracranial and/or extracranial inner carotid artery occlusion (e.g., car-
diac source embolism or arteriosclerosis), or cardiac arrest. When oxygen supply is halted, there
is an initial increase in glycolysis, which is insufficient, however, to make up the energy deficit.
The cardiovascular system responds by reorganizing oxygenated blood distribution to the
brain.109 If the insult lasts, after a few minutes there are major perturbations in the energy
status of the brain. The efficiency of ion pumps is compromised and there are net movements
of ions across the cell membrane down their concentration gradients. Consequently, there is an
increase in extracellular K+, which results in depolarization and an increase in [Ca2+]c.

It is widely believed that disturbances of Ca2+ homeostasis play a major role in the patho-
logical process in cell injury of neurons induced by hypoxia/ischemia. An elevation of [Ca2+]c
may result from several factors. First, within minutes following hypoxia-ischemia, neurons are
confronted with reduced energy availability, resulting in suppression of the operation of mem-
brane Ca2+ pumps. Second, injured cells release K+, which may depolarize the membrane,
resulting in Ca2+ influx through the VOCC. Third, Ca2+ may be released from intracellular
stores. Fourth, there is experimental evidence that the β amyloid protein that accumulates in
Alzheimer’s disease can potentiate excitotoxic degeneration. Hypoxia/ischemia induces the pro-
duction of the amyloid β protein, which can form Ca2+ channels in bilayer membranes and
may contribute to its neurotoxic effects.

Mitochondrial Ca2+ may be involved in hypoxic injury. In the progressive transfer of elec-
trons ultimately to molecular oxygen, the respiratory chain also translocates protons across the
mitochondrial inner membrane. This process creates and sustains the mitochondrial inner
membrane potential (∆Ψm) of some 150 mV negative to the cytosol (together with a low
resting concentration of [Ca2+]m, maintained primarily by the mitochondrial Na+-Ca2+ ex-
changer. Na+ is then exchanged for protons through a rapid Na+-H+ exchange) that provides
the energy required to drive the phosphorylation of ADP to ATP. Isolated mitochondria will
accumulate Ca2+ with impunity in the presence of ATP. A massive influx of Ca2+ into the
mitochondria leads to production of reactive oxygen species (ROS; Fig. 1), opening of the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore and disturbance of energy metabolism. This occurs
especially during Ca2+ uptake in the absence of ATP or in the presence of pro-oxidants, leading
to the release of apoptotic factors from mitochondria. It has been suggested that programmed
cell death involves the generation of ROS. Elevations of [Ca2+]c induce oxidative stress by
several mechanisms: activation of nitric oxide synthase (whose product nitric oxide interacts
with superoxide anion radical, resulting in production of peroxynitrite), impairment of mito-
chondrial function (resulting in increased superoxide production by the organelle), and activa-
tion of enzymatic cascades that include various oxygenases.78 Thus, preventing mitochondrial
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Ca2+ uptake by depolarizing mitochondria with a mitochondrial uncoupler can be
neuroprotective.108

ER Ca2+ stores are also involved in hypoxic injury. This is based on the observations that the
stores are depleted after severe hypoxia. As mentioned above, ER Ca2+ is required for protein
synthesis. Persistent suppression of protein synthesis due to Ca2+ depletion induced by hy-
poxia/ischemia apparently contributes to the pathological process. Following cerebral hypoxia/
ischemia, recovery of protein synthesis is closely related to the recovery of cells from metabolic
disturbance: protein synthesis recovers in resistant brain regions, but not in areas vulnerable to
transient hypoxia/ischemia.

Ca2+ is a signal for both life and death. Ca2+ can trigger apoptosis.71 In rat hippocampal
CA1 pyramidal cells, hypoxia induces L-glutamate release, Ca2+ influx, and Ca2+ release prob-
ably from IP3-sensitive stores.14 Increases in [Ca2+]c induce mitochondiral Ca2+ overload and
trigger the production of ROS,122 which play a central role in hypoxic damage. High [Ca2+]m
plus NO is particularly damaging.33 NO has been found to activate cardiac RyR by
poly-S-nitrosylation in canines.125 Hypoxia increases Ca2+ influx in many types of neurons.111

In skeletal muscle, the Ca2+-release RyR1 channel has been found to couple the O2 sensor and
NO signaling functions, with most efficient activation at low NO and O2 concentrations.37

Ca2+ also activates Ca2+-dependent proteases in vulnerable neuronal populations. Ca2+-induced
death can be of either the necrotic or apoptotic type. Uncontrolled elevation of [Ca2+]c has
been implicated in neurotoxicological responses and ischemia, by activating phospholipases.
Activated phospholipases break down membranes and produce toxic metabolites such as arachi-
donic acid, proteases. Active proteases break down the cytoskeleton, enzymes, receptors and
channels, and endonucleases. The latter induce DNA fragmentation.

Hypoxia/ischemic stroke dramatically impairs learning and memory.110 Long-term memory
decline is evident even after brief episode of hypoxia/ischemia.90 Therapeutic interventions
designed to suppress disturbances of Ca2+ homeostasis induced by hypoxia/ischemia must pro-
tect mitochondria from Ca2+ overload. At the same time, such intervention must prevent the
ER from undergoing Ca2+ depletion.

Gene Expression
One of the physiological functions of activation of VOCCs18 and intracellular Ca2+ release

is to regulate pathways controlling transcription, either through [Ca2+]c waves and oscillations,
or nuclear Ca2+ sensor20,52 that underlies long-lasting cellular events. In hippocampal neurons,
electrical activity or K+ depolarization has been shown to result in rapid translocation of the
NF-Atc family of transcription factors from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, activating
NF-AT-dependent transcription. These responses require Ca2+ influx through L-type VOCCs.46

GSK-3, a Ser/Thr kinase, can phosphorylate NF-Atc4, promoting its export from the nucleus
and antagonizing NF-Atc4-dependent transcription.46 Induction of the IP3R1 is also con-
trolled by the Ca2+/NF-Atc pathway.46 Ultraviolet illumination has been used to release a caged
InsP3 analogue after it diffuses into intact cells.70 The released analogue elicits [Ca2+]c spikes.
Although this study was performed on nonneuronal cells, the findings that the same IP3 ana-
logue elicits even more gene expression when released by repetitive flashes at 1-minute intervals
than at 0.5- or ≥ 2-minute intervals, as a single pulse, or as a slow sustained plateau,70 may
imply general rules for engaging the Ca2+-gene expression cascade. Thus, oscillations in [Ca2+]c
levels at approximately physiological rates may maximize gene expression for a given amount of
InsP3, and a well-defined signal-transduction cascade into the nucleus may be tuned to the
frequency of [Ca2+]c spikes.69 A single burst of IP3 or excessively frequent oscillations of IP3
may fail to maintain elevated [Ca2+]c levels for sufficient periods to trigger gene expression. The
lower-frequency oscillations, on the other hand, may allow too much time for rephosphorylation
and nuclear exit of NF-Atc between pulses. Slow, steady production of IP3 is remarkably inef-
fective at increasing [Ca2+]c levels for prolonged periods, perhaps because of IP3R desensitiza-
tion.93 The Ca2+ waves, however, are more efficient because IP3 biosynthesis uses many ATP
molecules and depletes stores of the scarce lipid phsophatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate.
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Learning and memory requires gene transcription triggered by synaptically evoked Ca2+

signals. Hippocampal neurons are able to convert a burst frequency coded signal in the den-
drites into a prolonged nuclear Ca2+ amplitude coded signal,52,80 involving no nuclear import.
The frequency-to-amplitude conversion provides a mechanism through which neuronal im-
pulse patterns shape genomic responses.

Alzheimer’s Disease
Abnormal Ca2+ homeostasis characterizes pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). For

instance, in AD fibroblasts, bombesin- and bradykinin-induced Ca2+ release (through IP3Rs) is
greatly enhanced, compared with those from control groups.55,61 The Ca2+-mediated acetyl-
choline release from rat hippocampal slice is potently and acutely inhibited by low concentra-
tion (10-8 M) of β-amyloid.64

β-Amyloid
β-Amyloid (Aβ) causes the death of cortical neurons at micromolar concentrations38 and

can directly form Ca2+ channels. It has been suggested that unregulated Ca2+ influx via the
Aβ-channels may underlie the molecular mechanism of Aβ neurotoxicity and of the AD patho-
genesis. Aβ is a hydrophobic peptide and has the intrinsic property of forming aggregates with
β-pleated sheet structures. Low concentrations of Aβ increase tyrosine phosphorylation and
[Ca2+]c.75 Incorporation of Aβ1-40 into artificial lipid bilayer membranes forms cation-selective
(including Ca2+) ion channels8,9 or Aβ25-35 in membranes of acutely dissociated rat cerebral
cortical neurons.42 Formation of Ca2+-conducting channels has been reported in the inside-out
membrane patches from immortalized murine hypothalamic neurons within 3-30 min of the
addition of Aβ1-40 at 4.7 µM,65 with spontaneous conductance changes over a wide range of
50-500 pS. The channel activity can be inhibited by 250 µM zinc in the bath solution.65 The
secreted form of β-amyloid-precusor protein (APP) is found to attenuate the increase in [Ca2+]c
evoked by L-glutamate in rat cultured hippocampal neurons.67 APP itself evokes an increase in
[Ca2+]c in 1 or 2 day-cultured hippocampal cells, but not in 7 to 13 day-cultured cells.67 The
APP-induced [Ca2+]c increase involves an increase in IP3 and brief intracellular Ca2+ release,
which triggers a large Ca2+ influx67 and is thus development stage-dependent. On the other
hand, intracellular RyR Ca2+ release increases the release of Aβ (by 4-fold with 5-10 mM
caffeine97), whereas thapsigargin, an irreversible inhibitor of Ca2+ reuptake from the ER, has
been shown to reduce the formation of Aβ.19

β-Amyloid also inactivates voltage-dependent K+ channels in nM concentrations.36 These
same K+ channels are down regulated in cells of Alzheimer’s patients and appear to be diagnos-
tic of the disease. β-Amyloid-reduced K+ channel activity will also enhance Ca2+ influx through
VOCC. Furthermore, Alzheimer’s-specific enhancement of IP3-mediated release of intracellu-
lar Ca2+ has also been observed. Finally, an Alzheimer’s gene, presenilin 1, is known to bind a
RyR ligand known as calsenilin. This ligand may be responsible for Alzheimer’s-specific en-
hancement of RyR-mediated Ca2+ release.

Conclusion
Ca2+ is a key regulator of various biological processes, including molecular events related to

synaptic plasticity, memory storage and recall. It remains a daunting challenge for memory
scientists to elucidate the mechanisms by which memory-related cellular/network events are
controlled and the specific roles played by [Ca2+]c in the critical processes. All the currently
known forms of synaptic plasticity that might be involved in memory formation in the brain
depend on temporal and spatial increases in [Ca2+]c. Abnormalities of endogenous mecha-
nisms involved in the effective control of [Ca2+]c are also known to contribute to various
neurodegenerative disorders.66 Elevated [Ca2+]c, however, can induce the synaptic plasticity
that underlies memory traces, but also trigger neurodegenerative cascades that lead to the death
of the same neurons. The distinction of the two may involve temporal, spatial, and
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compartmentally specific concentrations of the [Ca2+]c changes, i.e., temporal changes in Ca2+

signal micro-domains, particularly in relation to other signaling events. A comprehensive un-
derstanding of the events, then, will be essential for the treatment of memory impairments
without evoking neural injury and neurodegeneration. Because of its complexity in space and
time, perhaps it is inevitable that many questions remain about the comparative physiology
and pathophysiology of Ca2+ homeostasis. However, it is our hope that a sufficient understand-
ing of the critical Ca2+ homeostatic mechanisms will soon yield therapeutic benefits for the
amelioration of neurodegenerative disorders as well as cognitive impairments involving atten-
tion, learning, and/or memory.
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Potassium
Jeffrey Vernon and Karl Peter Giese

Abstract

Potassium-selective channels are ubiquitous constituents of plasma membranes, and are
structurally and physiologically diverse. It is considered that their multiplicity of form
allows for the fine-tuning of membrane responses to changes in potential or intracellular

environment. In neurons, both synaptic transmission and the onset and duration of excitations
are governed to a large extent by K+ channel kinetics. These properties of K+ channels facilitate
higher-order membrane phenomena such as signal integration, spike patterning and synaptic
plasticity. It would be surprising if K+ channels played no part in complex animal behaviours
having a neural basis; indeed, across animal models K+ channel modulation by conserved mecha-
nisms appears to underlie learning and memory. The study of invertebrate and vertebrate mod-
els has demonstrated a role for certain K+ conductances in associative learning and memory. In
many reports, learning correlates at the cellular level with a reduction in voltage-sensitive K+

current amplitude, with a concomitant increase in membrane excitability. Because of the bias
in learning and memory studies towards monitoring depolarisations, it is possible that further
classes of K+ channels have been neglected. Protein kinases and phosphatases are implicated in
the modulation of channels attending learning. While molecular information is emerging on
the channels affected in normal and mutant behaviours, the molecular basis of some
learning-associated currents is unknown. We review the fly, mollusc and mammal literature on
K+ currents in learning and memory, and consider some of the problems of the data, as well as
possible approaches to outstanding questions. One of these is gene targeting in mice, which has
already yielded insights into the relationship between K+ channel modulations, learning and
memory, and membrane phenomena such as long-term potentiation and the slow
afterhyperpolarisation.

Introduction
K+-selective transmembrane channels are the molecular substrate of K+ currents detected by

electrophysiology and modifiable by cytoplasmic components or experimental drugs. The clas-
sic work of Hodgkin and Huxley established that one type of outward K+ flux repolarises the
action potential of the squid giant axon56 and from that time the control of membrane excit-
ability in neural, cardiac and other tissues has remained a major theme of K+ channel research.
Elucidation of the control mechanisms in both native tissue and expression systems has been
assisted by the cloning of K+ channel subunits, the first of which was Shaker.66,91,93,126 Ap-
proximately seventy different alpha subunits have now been cloned, and assigned on sequence
criteria to some eleven subfamilies (ten in ref. 20; ref. 109 report a further class). Structure
prediction75 indicates that functional channels of the Shaker type consist of four subunits that
form six transmembrane domains plus an ion-permeable pore gated by conformation changes
(Fig. 1). These changes depend on the movement of dipoles in voltage-sensing amino acid
residues within the electrical field of the membrane. The ensemble activity of many single
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channels opening at random times under permissive conditions and then inactivating (by in-
trinsic mechanisms) or deactivating (on membrane repolarisation), gives rise to the macro-
scopic K+ current.

K+ channels with six, four or two transmembrane domains are known. The structure of
Shaker K+ channels is typical of the six-transmembrane (6TM) family. Some but not all 6TM
channels are voltage-gated. The 4TM ‘leak’ K+ channels and the 2TM ‘inward rectifiers’ are
not voltage gated, but their flux is nonetheless sensitive to membrane potential. The
heteromerization of channel subunits, alternative splicing and post-transcriptional modifica-
tions all generate a further diversity of K+ channels differing in their kinetic and biochemical
properties.20 Under some conditions, K+ channel subunits are known to associate with cyto-
plasmic β-subunits, of which several have been cloned. For example, Kvβ subunits,99 the mam-
malian homologues of Hyperkinetic of Drosophila melanogaster, associate with Shaker-related
alpha subunits. Beta subunits alter channel opening and closing kinetics, and may act as chap-
erones during biosynthesis.

Figure 1. Structure of a 6TM K+ channel. The functional protein is a homo- or hetero-tetramer of
alpha-subunits forming six transmembrane domains and a K+ permeable pore (H5). A beta subunit may
associate with each alpha peptide. A phosphorylation site has been indicated at a residue near the C-terminus
to indicate that phosphorylation events modulate channel activity. o=outside, i=inside the cell membrane.
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The variety of K+ channels exceeds that of any other ion channel type, implying a role for
K+ channels in the fine-tuning of membrane responses to electrical and molecular stimuli. K+

channels govern important aspects of membrane physiology, with consequences for resting
potential, the spacing between action potentials, the width of an action potential, and subse-
quent repolarisation. The repertoire of channels in a membrane therefore determines proper-
ties such as excitability, and functions such as encoding. Some of the in vitro properties of
cloned K+ channels can be correlated with conductances recorded in vivo; however, in many
cases no such correlation can yet be made, in the absence of further discoveries about the effects
on currents of subunit heteromerization, channel phosphorylation, and other environmental
factors. For example, no cloned subunit appears to correspond to the Na+-activated K+ chan-
nels detected in mammalian heart and brain.62 There is evidence for downstream effects of K+

channel activity beyond the control of membrane excitability, but most of these pathways also
remain to be elucidated (see ref. 70 on cell proliferation).

Beyond the detailed kinetic description of K+ channel opening, closing and inactivation,
and the biophysical description of channel function in membranes, there have been attempts
to correlate altered K+ currents with complex phenomena such as disease and behaviour. It is
possible that K+ current modulations are both the cause and the consequence of network changes
involved in learning and memory (L&M). Here we will review evidence for the contribution of
K+ channel modification to L&M. So far five identifiable types of 6TM K+ channel have been
implicated in L&M. These channels give rise to 1) the ‘transient’ A-type currents (IA) that
activate below spiking threshold and inactivate rapidly by intrinsic mechanisms; 2) the ‘delayed
rectifier’ currents that are inactivating or only slowly inactivating, and de-activated by mem-
brane repolarisation; 3) high-conductance ‘slowpoke (slo)’ or IKca currents sensitive to Ca2+;
and 4) the ‘ether-a-go-go (eag)’ currents potentially modifiable by cyclic nucleotides. These
four currents are all voltage-activated. The fifth is not. This is the apamin-insensitive
small-conductance Ca2+ sensitive ‘SK’ current of hippocampal neurons. For some synaptic K+

channels associated with learning in model organisms, for example the S-K channel in Aplysia
californica, the molecular identity has not yet been established. Conversely, some K+ channel
subunits underlying biophysical phenomena that are correlated temporally with memory for-
mation (e.g., the hippocampal theta rhythm) or attentiveness (e.g., the M current) are not yet
known to be essential in L&M. Finally, there are entire classes of K+ channel subunits believed
to control neuronal excitability that have so far been assigned no role in L&M, for example the
2TM inward rectifiers.

How Can K+ Channels Contribute to Learning and Memory?
It is generally accepted that synaptic inputs trigger L&M mechanisms. Synaptic receptors

activate signalling pathways resulting in the phosphorylation of proteins such as ion channels,
modulating their properties. Phosphorylation is a recognised mechanism of channel modula-
tion74 and the data discussed in this paper show that kinases are implicated in L&M in both
invertebrates and vertebrates. K+ channels may contribute to L&M in three ways, as shown by
Figure 2. (1) Modulation of K+ channels at the synapse can mediate synaptic plasticity. For
example, at the presynaptic terminals a reduction of K+ currents leads to broadening of action
potentials enhancing neurotransmitter release. Such a K+ channel modulation has been shown
to underlie the short-term facilitation in Aplysia californica that is thought to contribute to
L&M. (2) Modulation of K+ channels can regulate the induction of synaptic plasticity. For
example regulation of action potential backpropagation by A-type K+ channel modification
might control the onset of long-term potentiation, a process thought by some workers to un-
derlie mammalian L&M.14 (3) Modulation of K+ channels can switch the firing behaviour of
neurons without affecting synaptic plasticity. For example, modulation of the slow
afterhyperpolarisation (sAHP) is thought to contribute to memory consolidation. It should be
noted that such an intrinsic plasticity lacks the input-specificity of a synaptic mechanism.
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K+ Channels and Invertebrate Learning and Memory
In the 1960s Eric Kandel and Ladislav Tauc had begun to study habituation of a

nonassociative behaviour in single cells of a mollusc, Aplysia.68 Alkon’s work with another
mollusc, Hermissenda crassicornis, showed the neural site of a form of Pavlovian conditioning in
invertebrates, and motivated theories of conserved pathways of learning in higher metazoans.
The study of memory in Drosophila melanogaster turned from ethology to genetics when mem-
bers of Seymour Benzer’s group began to screen for learning mutants having single gene de-
fects, leading to the identification of dunce and other relevant genes.33,96 Continuing studies of
Hermissenda crassicornis, Aplysia californica and Drosophila melanogaster have revealed the in-
volvement of K+ channels in L&M (Table 1).

Figure 2. K+ channel modulation and the neurophysiology of learning. A) K+ channel suppression delays
repolarisation. The broadening of the action potential (AP) promotes more neurotransmitter release as
observed in short-term facilitation in Aplysia. B) Dendritic K+ channels regulate the pairing of inputs to
induce synaptic plasticity. Channel inactivation by synaptic inputs (EPSPs or neuromodulatory) allows
back-propagation of a temporally paired APs into distal parts of the dendritic tree. This allows coincidence
of the APs with incoming EPSPs, which induces long-lasting synaptic plasticity. C) Reduced K+ current
amplitude alters the firing pattern of neurons. A neuromodulator such as acetylcholine eventually switches
off the channels underlying the slow after-hyperpolarisation, altering the response to a given stimulus.
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Studies in Hermissenda crassicornis
The two eyes of Hermissenda consist of five photoreceptors; two ‘A’ cells, and three ‘B’ cells.

B photoreceptors can support a rhodopsin-mediated light response that depolarises the cell and
activates protein kinase C (PKC). Each eye is closely associated with a vestibular (gravity-sensing)
organ lined with excitable hair cells. Alkon determined that the vestibular system of Hermissenda
crassicornis receives signals from the visual system; that an electrical stimulus presented to the
animal’s photoreceptors elicits an electrical response in the hair cell. Hermissenda crassicornis
normally approaches a source of light, and clings to the substratum if it detects movement in
the aquarium. If the molluscs were trained to associate light with a perturbation, phototaxis
would cease and a correlate ought to occur in the visual-vestibular network. Depolarisations
recorded in the type B photoreceptor cells confirmed this hypothesis.2 Conditioning has last-
ing effects in B cells on evoked spike frequency, input resistance,89 the shape of action poten-
tials and the amplitude of the after-hyperpolarisation.43 In B cells isolated from any synaptic
input the learning trace can be recorded for weeks after training, suggesting that the photore-

Table 1. Summary of K+ channel subunits and corresponding currents implicated in
learning and memory

Cloned Subunits

6TM Subunit Candidate Current
Group (Number of Known

Family Members)

Shaker Kv1 (10) Fly, mammalian IA
Fly PKA-sensitive current
Kvbeta1.1/Hyperkinetic Fly , mammalian IA

Shab Kv2 (2) Fly IK major component;
Fly PACAP-activated current
Fly CaMKII-sensitive current

Shaw Kv3 (4) Fly IK;
Fly c.AMP-sensitive current in mushroom body

Shal Kv4 (3) Fly IA major component; Mouse IA
Fly CaMKII-sensitive K+ current

Eag Eag (1) Fly IA component

KCa Slo (1) Fly, mollusc IKCa

4TM Group

TRAAK TRAAK-1 (>1) Aplysia fast-onset cAMP-sensitive S-K current

Uncloned Subunits

SK1 or other Apamine- insensitive small Mammalian  slow afterhyperpolarisation
subunit conductance K+ channel

Shaker, Shal or Mollusc IA
other subunits

unknown Aplysia cAMP-sensitive slow S-K current

Fly data from larval neurons may not apply in adults; mollusc means either Hermissenda or Aplysia.
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ceptor cell itself is the encoding site of the altered behaviour. The excitability of the B cell
increases with the consolidation of the memory, and decreases after the presentation of light
alone causes memory extinction in previously conditioned animals. This excitability increase is
thought to depend on decreased amplitude and increased inactivation of two K+ currents in the
soma that can also be reduced in untrained photoreceptors by activation of Ca2+/phospholipid
dependent protein kinase C. These two currents are considered to be the transient IA and the
noninactivating composite current I delayed, of which the major component is IKCa.5,6,107 Con-
sistent with the PKC results, inhibitors of PKC antagonise the changes in B cells expected to be
induced by learning, by preventing the reduction of IA and IKCa.39 Single K+ channel record-
ings in B cells37 resolved two K+ conductances, of which one, having a 42 pS conductivity, was
unchanged by the animal’s experience, and the other (64 pS) was modified by learning or by
PKC. The 64 pS channel may contribute to a previously detected delayed rectifier current
found to participate in repolarisation, and is diminished by application of protein kinase A
(PKA);4 if true, this conductance may be regulated by two parallel kinase pathways. It has not
been assigned to a cloned K+ channel subclass.

How are the data to be interpreted in terms of biochemical pathways within the B-cell? The
two modulated K+ channels may stand at the confluence of two learning-associated pathways
that in combination potentiate PKC.124 For a compatible account but with different emphasis,
see refs. 3,13. The effects of PKC may belong to a serotonergic pathway, since light paired with
serotonin application to the relevant ganglion in Hermissenda produces behavioural suppres-
sion.23 This putative serotonin pathway has not been characterised, although it deserves atten-
tion because serotonin is central to synaptic plasticity in Aplysia. Finally, we mention the ‘crosstalk’
possibility that after paired stimuli the response to rotation acquires features of the response to
light.18,90,102

What is the significance of these K+ current modulations for L&M of Hermissenda crassicornis?
The transient IA current is mediated by A-type K+ channels that are thought to antagonise
depolarisations, and consequently a reduction of IA current results in increased excitability (see
also the role of A-type K+ channels in mammalian L&M). The IKCa current contributes to
repolarization of action potentials, and a reduction of this current broadens action potential
duration, which may result in enhanced neurotransmitter release onto the A cell.38 Condition-
ing leads to facilitation of the B cell inhibitory synapse onto the A cell, as measured by the
increased inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) amplitude in the A cell.42 Gandhi and Matzel43

blocked IA in B cells to show that spike broadening accounts for the synaptic facilitation.
The importance of B-cell depolarisation per se to Hermissenda learning is unclear; some

authors report that successive pairings while preventing depolarisation suffice to increase B-cell
excitability, meaning that the activation of PKC is the critical event for the memory trace.81

Studies in Aplysia californica
Synaptic plasticity connected with the sensitisation of the gill-withdrawal reflex in the mol-

lusc Aplysia californica is a model for a simple form of learning. The abdominal ganglion,
containing sensory cells that synapse onto interneurons and motor neurons controlling the gill
muscles, regulates the central component of the gill withdrawal reflex. The abdominal gan-
glion is connected to a pleural ganglion in the head. When the external siphon of Aplysia is
touched, the gill within the respiratory mantle retracts. If the head of the organism is given a
shock, the subsequent reflex to siphon touching is enhanced.

Electrical stimulation of the sensory neuron elicits an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP)
in the motor neuron, giving a cellular representation of the reflex. The motor neuron EPSP can
be facilitated by stimulating the connective to the abdominal ganglion from the pleural gan-
glion (equivalent to shocking the head). Since this facilitation does not fire the presynaptic
neuron, and post-synaptic mechanisms were ruled out, stimulating the connective must acti-
vate a different pathway that alters the level of neurotransmitter release. This pathway is known
to involve a facilitatory interneuron that releases serotonin onto a synapse with the sensory cell,
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and it is this that brings about facilitation of neurotransmitter release. Depending on the num-
ber and timing of serotonin pulses, the facilitation is either short- or long-lasting. Both forms
of facilitation appear to be important for behavioural sensitisation.40

Short-term facilitation (STF) is associated with two effects on neurotransmitter release,
differing in their dependence on action potential spike broadening. It is thought that serotonin
release from the interneuron stimulates adenylate cyclase in the sensory neuron, activating a
PKA pathway that phosphorylates two types of K+ channels and reduces their activities.10,114

The diminished K+ currents can prolong action potentials via spike broadening, increasing
Ca2+ entry through N-type Ca2+channels and potentiating glutamate release, leading to en-
hanced excitability. The two affected channels contribute to a transient voltage dependent K+

current IKv, and a cAMP-dependent K+ current, known as S-K.10 The first current mediates
most of the spike broadening observed in STF, while the second is responsible for most of the
spike-duration-independent excitability increase.16 It has recently been proposed that a fast-onset
component of the S-K-current has the properties of TREK-1, a stretch-activated and fatty acid
sensitive K+ ‘leak’ channel of the 4TM family (ref. 92 and citations therein). This channel
would pass net outward potassium flux at the resting potential. A slowly-activating component
of ISK has an unknown molecular basis.47

PKA is not the only kinase operating on K+ currents to affect action potential duration in
Aplysia. Following earlier evidence that PKC also contributed to the STF mediated by seroto-
nin, it was deduced that in synapses depressed by activity, this pathway may lead to a form of
spike broadening by slowing the activation of the transient IKv current and the inactivation of a
Ca2+-dependent K+ channel.121,122 There are, then, two G-protein pathways coupled to the
serotonin receptors on the sensory neuron membrane. The activation of either the PKA or
PKC pathway may depend on the excitation history of the synapse, implying cellular discrimi-
nation between two kinds of experience (reviewed in ref.16). In addition to sensitisation, forms
of associative learning have also been studied in Aplysia.17 Animals receiving a tail shock (the
unconditioned stimulus, US) retract the gill for longer periods than in the usual withdrawal
reflex to siphon touching (the conditioned stimulus, CS). Following paired presentations of
CS and US, Aplysia responds to the CS with an enhanced reflex like that produced by the US
alone (reviewed in ref. 1). In order to monitor the response of the motor neuron to the stimu-
lations of the sensory neuron and tail, the mechanism of conditioning was studied initially in
reduced preparations linking the abdominal and pedal ganglia to a portion of the tail. Later
work used synaptic cultures.34,53 As in STF, conditioning-induced sensorineuron current inhi-
bition increased spike duration, implicating serotonin release from an interneuron, and conse-
quently motor neuron EPSP was enhanced. However, in the case of conditioning the spike
broadening and EPSP enhancement were larger than in STF. This suggests that a conditioning
paradigm engages the same elements involved in STF, but using a pathway that generates
enhanced output.

Studies in Drosophila melanogaster
The first K+ channel subunit, mediating fast transient IA currents in expression systems, was

cloned from the leg-shaking Drosophila mutant Shaker (Sh) in 1987.66,91,93,126 The K+ channel
gene underlying a second leg-shaking mutant, ether-a-go-go (eag), was cloned four years later,32

and the Slowpoke (slo) calcium-activated K+ channel gene was cloned from a locus associated
with a poor flight and ‘sticky feet’ phenotype in the same year.9 Following the sequencing of
the Shaker locus, cloning in Drosophila and in vertebrates identified founder members of three
other voltage-gated K+ channel subfamilies, named Shab/ Kv2, Shaw/ Kv 3, and Shal/ Kv 4.15

Physiological studies of the adult giant cervical fibre (GCF) neuron of six Shaker allelic
mutants detected protracted action potentials, and additionally in all these genotypes except
Sh5, delayed repolarisations.125 There are developmental differences in Shaker mutant physiol-
ogy, so that IA in Sh5 larvae has reduced amplitude, while in Sh5 adults the current inactivates
more rapidly.136 The physiology of larval Shaker may not be relevant to all aspects of K+ chan-
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nel modulation in adult flies. In the Xenopus oocyte expression system Drosophila eag RNA
gives rise to a current that reactivates more slowly after increasing hyperpolarisations.101 This
property delays the activation of eag during successive depolarizations, narrowing the channel’s
range of activation and thereby reducing the current amplitude.

Before K+ channel gene cloning, K+ current mutants were shown to be defective in acquisi-
tion (Sh5) or retention (eag) of conditioned courtship behaviour.21 Courtship in male Droso-
phila is a ritual involving reorientation, attempted copulation, licking, pursuit and vibration,
and is susceptible to mutation at many loci (reviewed in ref. 51). This behaviour depends on
the reception of a pheromone secreted from the female cuticle, and is most pronounced in the
presence of a virgin female. Its moderation in the presence of a mated female may depend on
the secretion of an anti-aphrodisiac by females that have copulated. The identity of this sub-
stance has proved elusive, but its existence would account for the behaviour known as court-
ship conditioning, in which male flies that have courted a mated female subsequently show
suppressed courtship of virgins for 3 hours, and of mated females for 24 hours. As if the mated
female had given out a ‘mixed signal’ of mating and anti-mating substances, males later en-
countering a virgin apparently associate her aphrodisiac pheromone with the anti-aphrodisiac
it was previously paired with (summarized in ref. 67). The brain regions engaged by courtship
conditioning have been defined in a study of localised CaMKII inhibition.65 In addition to
impaired courtship conditioning Sh5 flies are also deficient in olfactory conditioning in the
paradigm developed by Tully and Quinn.22,131 In this paradigm wild-type flies are successively
exposed to two odours, one of which is paired with presentation of an electric shock. The flies
are then transferred to a T-maze in which either arm is scented with the odours used during
training. Under these conditions, Drosophila avoids the odour previously paired with shock.

K+ channel mutations can also affect nonassociative learning. Certain eag and Shaker alleles
enhance habituation to stimulation of a circuit that employs the GCF neuron , controlling a
flight-jump response.35 Conversely, the mutants slowpoke (slo) and Hyperkinetic (Hk) both have
reduced habituation. The mutant ShKS133, having no IA current in muscle, had no effect on
habituation. As the authors point out, this suggests that the habituation observed in the
voltage-range and kinetic mutants ShrK0120 and Sh5 occurs as an indirect consequence of channel
modulation. For slo, Hk and eag no significant allelic influences on habituation were reported.

The neural organization of Drosophila presents difficulties of access and circuit discrimina-
tion, so that K+ current electrophysiology is generally carried out at the fly neuromuscular
junction. These studies may not therefore be relevant to an understanding of mechanisms
underlying associative learning. Transgenic flies generated by Ron Davis and expressing a re-
porter gene confined to mushroom bodies, brain structures essential for chemosensory learn-
ing,55 made possible the in vitro analysis of currents in larval mushroom body neurons.135 Two
composite K+ currents were recorded; both had a sustained component, but in addition the
type 1 currents comprised a 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) insensitive transient, consistent with the
presence of Shal/Kv4,139 while the type 2 currents included a 4-AP sensitive transient. Indicat-
ing a role for a PKA pathway in suppressing K+ channels, cyclic AMP analogues reduced the
amplitude of type 1 currents and raised their activation thresholds by +40 mV. Consistent with
this result, two well-characterised learning mutants are deficient in the degradation (dunce)
and synthesis (rutabaga) of cAMP. Rutabaga encodes a Ca2+/calmodulin-sensitive adenylyl cy-
clase, which is preferentially expressed in mushroom bodies,52 while dunce specifies a cAMP
phosphodiesterase. In dunce flies, the amplitudes of both IA and the delayed rectifier IK are
enhanced, whereas in rutabaga a Ca2+-activated K+ channel shows increased amplitude.145 In
addition, in embryonic neuroblasts of both mutants the firing pattern and spike shape are
altered.142 Furthermore, in dunce mutants, a cAMP-sensitive K+ current, possibly mediated by
a homologue of the Shaw/Kv3 channel, is under-represented in larval mushroom bodies.25 The
morphology and physiology of dunce and rutabaga neuromuscular synaptic boutons are ab-
normal.98 Thus, changes in neuronal excitability and synaptic transmission due to abnormal
K+ channel activity might cause the learning deficits observed in dunce and rutabaga.26
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Two eag mutants, eag1 and eag4pm have been shown to phenocopy the behaviour of flies
transgenic for an inhibitor of CaMKII, suggesting that the predicted phosphorylation sites on
the Eag channel may be critical CaMKII substrates. In these experiments, eag mutants courted
mated females at up to 1.5 times the frequency of wild type flies.49 Since the Eag subunit may
coassemble with other K+ channel subunits,19 the eag mutation might influence neuronal path-
ways mediated by other K+ currents, such as delayed rectifier, Shaker and slo currents.145

Besides Shaker and Eag, further K+ channel subunits in Drosophila are altered by perturba-
tions in CaMKII or PKA signalling pathways. Yao and Wu137 studied giant neuron cultures
from ala1 mutants, which express a specific CaMKII inhibitory peptide, and a mutant DCOX4

that has reduced PKA catalytic activity. Both flies showed suppression of a composite K+ cur-
rent having a predominant IA component. DCOX4 in addition were inhibited for a second K+

flux containing a higher proportion of delayed rectifier current. Circumstantial evidence indi-
cates that the K+ channels differentially modulated by the two kinase pathways are Shal plus
Shab (modulated by CaMKII), and Shaker (modulated by PKA). This conclusion relies on the
earlier finding that fly neuron IK is principally a Shab conductance with an admixture of Shaw;
while IA is mostly Shal, together with a Shaker component.130 Both populations of mutant
neurons showed altered firing responses to current injection, with longer spike duration in ala1
cells and erratic firing rates in a subset of DCOX4 cells. Moreover, the firing patterns observed
in the mutant cells were disorganised in comparison with wild-type responses, suggesting that
the K+ channel activity deregulated by the mutations is responsible.

Two further Drosophila learning mutants carry molecular lesions with consequences for K+

channels. The amnesiac mutant is another fly with perturbed cAMP metabolism. The product
of the amnesiac gene has limited homology to mammalian PACAP, an activator of adenylyl
cyclase in the pituitary. PACAP-38 applied to the neuromuscular junction of wild type flies
elicits an outward K+ current, with a delay of up to 15 minutes; but not in the rutabaga mutant
(which cannot activate adenylate cyclase). These results imply that the rutabaga protein lies
upstream of PACAP effect.143,144 Currents elicited by PACAP-38 in mammalian systems63

have quinine and TEA sensitivity reminiscent of the slow activating Shab/Kv2 series of voltage
gated channels. In the Leonardo (Leo) mutant, flies are deficient in one isoform of 14-3-3, a
family of proteins with pleiotropic effects that is conserved from yeasts to mammals. Leonardo
flies have deficits in olfactory learning and short-term memory.115 At the neuromuscular junc-
tion, the leo protein may interact with the K+ channel Slo subunit via a calcium-binding pro-
tein called Slob.146 There may also be in vivo interaction with the eag subunit. Leo is expressed
in the mushroom bodies, but its interactions with K+ channels at this site are unknown.

Studies in Other Invertebrates
In addition to the described studies it may be speculated that K+ channel modulation also

contributes to L&M of other invertebrates.
Behavioural habituation is studied in the worm C. elegans and scrutiny of the genome pre-

dicts 80 K+ channel genes, predominantly forming 4TM channels, many of which appear to
have highly restricted expression patterns.108 However, K+ channel involvement in L&M has
not yet been demonstrated. One form of associative learning in C.elegans, whereby worms
migrate in a thermal gradient after conditioning with food, has been shown to depend on Ca2+

signalling mediated by NCS-1/frequenin.48 In Drosophila that over-express frequenin, increased
Ca2+ fails to enhance larval muscle IA amplitude in the expected way.94

Associative olfactory learning can be studied in the honeybee Apis mellifera84 and network
oscillations have been implicated as an underlying mechanism.118 The GABAA receptor an-
tagonist picrotoxin disrupts synchrony of oscillations and impairs odour discrimination in that
structurally similar odorants cannot be distinguished. This suggests that oscillations enable
fine-tuning of sensory inputs and that K+ channel modulation may be involved. However, as in
C. elegans, a direct demonstration of K+ channel involvement in L&M is lacking.
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K+ Channels and Mammalian Learning and Memory
Most mechanistic studies of mammalian L&M concentrate on the hippocampus, because

this brain structure is involved in declarative memory and abnormalities in this region contrib-
ute to L&M disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease.85 Modulation of the sAHP and A-type K+

channel modification in hippocampal pyramidal neurons are thought to contribute to L&M.

Modulation of the Slow Afterhyperpolarization (sAHP) As a L&M Mechanism
Studies on the sAHP have provided the strongest evidence for a contribution of K+ channel

modification to mammalian L&M. The sAHP follows bursts of action potentials, increases
with the number of action potentials, and lasts for up to several seconds, preventing further
firing of action potentials.119 In this way the sAHP is a negative feedback for neuronal firing.
Depending on the neuron the sAHP is sensitive to the bee venom apamin. For example, apamin
blocks the sAHP of hippocampal interneurons,141 but not the sAHP in hippocampal pyrami-
dal neurons.119 SK channels, voltage-independent small-conductance Ca2+-activated K+ chan-
nels mediate the sAHP,105 and three 6TM subunits underlying the apamin-sensitive
afterhyperpolarization (AHP) in brain have been cloned.111,117,133 However, the molecular
identity of SK channels mediating the apamin-insensitive sAHP is unknown.

The sAHP amplitude in hippocampal pyramidal neurons can be reduced by signalling path-
ways triggered by a variety of neurotransmitters, such as acetylcholine (Fig. 2C), which have
been implicated in L&M.105,119 Trace eyeblink conditioning, a hippocampus-dependent L&M
task in which the conditioned stimuli are separated from the unconditioned stimuli by a “trace”
of hundreds of milliseconds,116,138 is associated with a reduction of the sAHP in CA1 and CA3
pyramidal cells.30,88,128 Importantly, the sAHP in hippocampal pyramidal cells is not reduced
in nonlearning animals, demonstrating that the sAHP reduction is not a general attention
mechanism.87 In learning animals approximately 45% of the pyramidal cells show a reduced
sAHP, indicating that a large number of hippocampal neurons is involved in storing learned
information. This conclusion is consistent with the finding that learning of other
hippocampus-dependent L&M tasks is associated with transcriptional changes in a large pro-
portion of hippocampal neurons.50,61 The reduction of the sAHP lasts for about five days,
suggesting that this process contributes to memory consolidation. A long-lasting and wide-
spread reduction of the sAHP has also been observed in pyramidal neurons of piriform cortex
after olfactory learning103,104 and in Purkinje cells of lobule HVI of cerebellum after delay
eyeblink conditioning.110

The functional role of a learning-induced sAHP reduction has been addressed by computer
modelling.12 These simulations suggest that sAHP reductions can move networks from chaotic
or zero output into an equilibrium state in which the reproduction of learned patterns is more
probable. Interestingly, pharmacological studies showed that a reduction in the sAHP in hip-
pocampal CA1 pyramidal cells is associated with a decreased threshold for induction of long-term
potentiation (LTP), a kind of synaptic strengthening and a cellular correlate of L&M.106 The
sAHP in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons has been reported in basal and apical dendrites
and the soma so that it could suppress synaptic input in the entire neuron. A reduction of the
sAHP leads ultimately to more depolarization (less repression of synaptic input), which is re-
quired for the activation of NMDA receptors to induce LTP. Studies with Kvβ1.1 null mutant
mice (see below) confirm that some, but not all, sAHP alterations affect the threshold of LTP
induction at the CA1 synapse.45

The sAHP in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons increases during normal ageing73,86

due to an enhanced L-type Ca2+ channel density allowing more Ca2+-influx during bursts of
action potentials, which leads to increased activation of SK channels.79,127 This sAHP increase
could impair the learning-induced reduction of the sAHP, thereby leading to L&M deficits.
Thus, the sAHP increase could cause age-related cognitive decline.31 Consistently, in trace
eyeblink conditioning old animals perform poorly. After extensive training old animals can
learn this task and these animals have a reduced sAHP which is of a comparable amplitude to
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the reduced sAHP of young adult animals after less training.87 A further correlation of in-
creased sAHP leading to decreased L&M abilities derives from studies with animal models of
diabetes. These animals have an increased sAHP in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons,
impaired LTP at the hippocampal CA1 synapse and spatial learning deficits (see ref. 46 and
Gispen, W.H., personal communication).

Apamin has been used to study the requirement for sAHPs in L&M. As well as the previ-
ously described effects on sAHPs, apamin also blocks medium AHPs as has been observed in
hippocampal pyramidal neurons.117 In most studies apamin was applied by intraperitoneal
injections and the effects on L&M were task-dependent. Apamin does not influence spatial60

nor passive avoidance L&M,22,60 it improves memory consolidation in an olfactory discrimi-
nation task41 and operant conditioning,11 and it enhances learning in an object recognition
task.28

Studies on the role of the apamin-insensitive sAHP in L&M have been restricted by the
lack of specific high-affinity blockers and by the missing molecular identity of the underlying
channels. However, indirect blockade experiments confirmed the hypothesis that modification
of the apamin-insensitive sAHP is an L&M mechanism. For example, nimodipine, an L-type
Ca2+ channel blocker, or metrifonate, a cholinesterase inhibitor, reduce the sAHP in aged hip-
pocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons86,95 and reverse age-related impairments in trace eyeblink
conditioning.29,72

In addition to the pharmacological studies, experiments with Kvβ1.1 null mutant mice
indicate an important role in modulation of the sAHP in L&M.45 The expression of the
Hyperkinetic-related β-subunit Kvβ1.1 (for nomenclature, see ref. 36) is restricted to the central
nervous system and it is most abundant in the hippocampal CA1 area and in caudate puta-
men.15,99 Thus, the Kvβ1.1 null mutation affects a subset and not all of the circuits in brain.
Kvβ1.1 confers fast inactivation on otherwise noninactivating Kv1subunits.54,99 Consequently,
the loss of Kvβ1.1 transforms fast into noninactivating K+ channels, as has been analysed in
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons.45 Considering the fact that besides the Kvβ1.1-dependent
A-type K+ channels there are also A-type K+ channels that are not influenced by Kvβ1.1 (e.g.,
Kv4.2; see below), only a subset of fast inactivating K+ channels are transformed by the Kvβ1.1
null mutation. In hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons the null mutation does not affect
single action potentials but it reduces frequency-dependent spike broadening (FSB).45 FSB is
the phenomenon whereby later action potentials in a spike train are longer in their duration.
FSB is thought to result mainly from cumulative inactivation of fast-inactivating K+ chan-
nels.76,112 The reduced FSB leads to decreased Ca2+-influx during the action potentials, caus-
ing a smaller sAHP.45 This indirect reduction of the sAHP does not influence plasticity at the
hippocampal CA1 synapse.44,45 However, in old age the Kvβ1.1-caused reduction of the sAHP
compensates for the age-related increase of the sAHP in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons
and it restores the threshold of LTP induction at the CA1 synapse.44 Behavioural studies with
young adult Kvβ1.1 null mutants revealed impaired flexibility of L&M.45 The mutants were
impaired in reversal learning in the water maze and in the social transmission of food prefer-
ences task. The impaired behavioural flexibility can be explained by an “over-stabilisation” of
information resulting from the mutation-caused sAHP reduction. In old age the Kvβ1.1 null
mutants do not appear to suffer from age-related impairments in spatial and contextual L&M
and the social transmission of food preferences task.44 Thus, the age-related sAHP increase
appears to cause age-related L&M deficits and reductions of the sAHP can overcome these
impairments.

Modulation of A-Type K+ Channels As a L&M Mechanism
Apart from modulation of AHPs, there is evidence that modification of A-type K+ channels

contributes to mammalian L&M. The major characteristic of A-type K+ channels is their fast
inactivation, occurring within milliseconds. Because of this fast inactivation A-type K+ chan-
nels can regulate excitability. For example, action potential propagation can be gated by A-type
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K+ channels, which is only possible when the channels are inactivated.24,58 Even in a single
neuron diverse A-type K+ channels can be expressed. For example, in the somatodendritic
region of hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons there are at least two different A-type K+ chan-
nels45,58 and a third type is located in the presynaptic terminals.113 In the hippocampus Kv1.4,120

Kv3.4,100 Kv4.1, Kv4.2113 and Kv4.3129 have been identified as α-subunits and Kvβ1.145 and
KChIP2.17 as β-subunits of A-type K+ channels.

It has been proposed that learning is associated with a reduction of A-type K+ current am-
plitudes. Pairing of a click (conditioned stimulus) with a local iontophoretic injection of
glutamate (unconditioned stimulus) in cat motor cortex results in a reduction of A-type K+

current.134 Furthermore, a reduction of A-type K+ currents has been observed in lobule HVI of
cerebellum after delay eyeblink conditioning.110 Finally, experience-dependent reductions in
extracellular spike amplitude in hippocampus may result from enhanced action potential
backpropagation in CA1 pyramidal neurons, which is controlled by inactivation of A-type K+

channels (see ref. 97 and below).
A functional role of A-type K+ current reduction is the regulation of LTP. The coincidence

of incoming EPSPs with action potentials backpropagating from the soma into the dendritic
tree, can induce LTP.77,78 In hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons action potential
backpropagation is controlled by dendritic A-type K+ channels.58 The density of these channels
increases with the distance from the soma, making backpropagation more difficult in distal
parts of the dendritic tree. PKA, PKC and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), kinases
which have been implicated in L&M (e.g., see ref. 85, 123 and also Vianna and Izquierdo,
Nogues et al and Selcher et al in this book), reduce the channel activity by shifting the activa-
tion window to the right.57,64 Thus, kinase signalling could by inactivating dendritic A-type K+

channels and thereby allowing action potential backpropagation to coincide with incoming
EPSPs result in LTP induction. Most of the dendritic A-type K+ channels are thought to con-
tain the subunits Kv4.2 and KChIP2.1, as concluded from the subunit properties and expres-
sion patterns.7,58,113 Consistent with this idea the Kv4.2 subunit can be phosphorylated by
PKA and MAPK and these modulations vary with the anatomical input in the hippocam-
pus.8,132 Studies with transgenic mice overexpressing a dominant-negative form of Kv4.2 con-
firm that dendritic A-type K+ channels are involved in the induction of hippocampal LTP and
in L&M.

In addition to dendritic A-type K+ channels, presynaptic A-type K+ channels appear also to
be required for the induction of LTP at the hippocampal CA1 synapse.83 Intraventricular ap-
plication of Kv1.4 antisense oligonucleotides blocks this form of synaptic plasticity, probably
because it reduces neurotransmitter release, as indicated by a decrease in paired-pulse facilita-
tion. Interestingly, this blockade of LTP does not seem to affect spatial L&M in the water maze
(ref. 83; but see ref. 80).

Finally, antisense and pharmacological experiments suggest that Kv1.1 containing K+ chan-
nels, which may be A-type K+ channels, are also involved in L&M.71,82

Conclusion
We have reviewed strong evidence that K+ channel modulation influences neuronal spiking

and/or synaptic transmission and appears to contribute to memory formation (and maybe
even retrieval). Considering the results from different model organisms, continuities and changes
among them are apparent.

Conditioning in two species of mollusc leads to prolonged action potentials. The affected
K+ currents are not identical in each case, perhaps a matter of different circuits. In both species,
perturbations of serotonin and PKC signalling can affect K+ channel activity. However, sero-
tonergic mechanisms of conditioning are not as well characterised for Hermissenda photorecep-
tors as they are in Aplysia sensorimotor synapses. In the case of Aplysia, PKC and PKA pathways
can both suppress the same IKv transient current, and the adoption of one or the other kinase
pathway might depend on the excitation history of the neuron.
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In Drosophila PKA inhibition in mushroom bodies enhances the amplitude of IKCa cur-
rents, while PKA overexpression increases the amplitude of IA and a delayed rectifier. These
PKA results are consistent with the mollusc data, whereas there are no comparable fly data for
PKC. CaMKII also reduces the amplitude of Shal and Shab currents in flies, and rodent CaMKII
reduces the IA and IKCa currents in Hermissenda.107 Most of our examples concern excitability
changes; there is mounting evidence for synaptic mechanisms in Aplysia facilitation and this
appears to be effected by a reduction of IA.

The results of the invertebrate learning studies are consistent with the prominent role as-
signed by other investigators to K+ channel phosphorylations in brain function.74 Genetic in-
tervention is not possible for Aplysia and Hermissenda, a fact that makes Drosophila an attrac-
tive model for molecular studies of behaviour. However, fly studies do not allow observation of
altered neuronal physiology after conditioning. Data from Drosophila are obtained from flies
with channel deficiencies. These experiments demonstrate that some mutations in channel
subunits (eag, Shaker) disrupt courtship conditioning and olfactory conditioning. The mo-
lecular lesions can be correlated with channel physiology in culture and in expression systems,
providing some insight into the altered neuronal function. A number of caveats may be entered
here. Fly channel mutants with gross behavioural phenotypes such as ‘sticky feet’ may have
motor difficulties in task performance. While this objection can be answered by the use of
nonchannel mutants such as rutabaga and dunce, the direct relationship of the K+ channel to
the behaviour becomes harder to address. Indeed data showing normal habitutation in ShKS133

flies lacking IA in muscle suggest that effects on habituation attributed to other Shaker alleles
must be indirect. It may be the case that performance is separable from the acquisition of the
task; flies with inhibited PKC form a memory of courtship without showing suppression of
courtship during training.69 As these flies are not inhibited in performance by a motor deficit,
they demonstrate that immediate performance of the task may be dissociated from later recall
of it.

Even though K+ channel modulation is likely to contribute to the molecular mechanisms of
invertebrate L&M, there are some concerns, which need to be addressed. One is the use of
reduced preparations in place of intact animals. It is known that the effect of in vitro condition-
ing of Hermissenda on current amplitudes and voltage dependence is greater than that observed
after behavioural conditioning (summarised in ref. 59). This may be an effect only of the
relative intensity of the training, or else the mechanisms engaged may be different in vivo and
in vitro.

K+ current effects in the invertebrate studies are detected at sites that are not obviously
sufficient for cognitive changes, though they mediate simpler behavioural responses; single
photoreceptor cells of Hermissenda crassicornis, synapses of cultured neurons of Aplysia californica,
neuromuscular junctions of Drosophila melanogaster. It has been postulated that L&M are a
property of local circuits, and of higher order networks, and even of emergent states that are
difficult to predict from the cellular organization. Others maintain that present understanding
of the signalling of single neurons is too rudimentary to rule out a more reductionist paradigm
of theory and research.

Mammalian L&M has not recapitulated all the data from invertebrate studies, but then the
same experimental methods are not feasible. Consistent with the invertebrate results, mamma-
lian L&M studies implicate increased excitability due to reductions of IA. At least four different
channel subunits can assemble into functional channels mediating IA in mammals. Some of
these channels are modifiable by protein kinases. Robust data on the role of IA in mammalian
memory are provided by studies on eyeblink conditioning. It has been proposed that transient
A type channels can be inactivated by an incoming EPSP, to permit the backpropagation of
APs into the dendritic tree and thereby regulate LTP. However, while LTP remains the most
plausible cellular analogue of memory, its occurrence after hippocampal learning is question-
able in whole animals and LTP impairments may dissociate from spatial L&M abilities (e.g.,
ref. 140; but see ref. 80).
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The sAHP is the best candidate for a mammalian K+ channel mechanism in learning and
memory. Reductions of this Ca2+ activated current are associated with memory formation, and
increases in the current may mediate cognitive decline in aging animals. Mice lacking Kvβ1.1
in CA1 hippocampal neurons show reduced sAHP with old age compared with controls. The
apparent reason for this is that, in the absence of the β subunit, noninactivating K+ channels
are converted into fast inactivators, thereby reducing the time available for Ca2+ influx during
action potentials. A better understanding of the molecular controls of this process awaits the
cloning of the underlying apamin-insensitive SK channel subunit. Perhaps the most important
lesson of the Kvβ1.1 null mutant study is that the effect of K+ channel subunit deletions on
downstream physiology can be indirect. The mediations between the sAHP reduction and the
observed behavioural changes will also require careful dissection.

Most of the channels identified as L&M correlates are voltage-gated. The two known ex-
ceptions are the serotonin-sensitive S-K channel (Aplysia) and the SK channel underlying the
sAHP. The preponderance of voltage-gated channels might arise because most changes reported
are related to AP duration and indices of excitability that are relatively easy to measure, and less
likely to be affected by nonvoltage gated channels. Voltage-gated channels are also responsible
for altered frequency encoding in another preparation; cultured wild-type neurons of Droso-
phila show four distinct patterns of activity, which depend on the ratios of two distinct cur-
rents, and which are disrupted in dunce and rutabaga.142 As another example of pattern change,
evoked spike frequency increases in conditioned Hermissenda photoreceptors. The evidence for
learning-associated altered spiking is thinner for whole animals, but one example is the condi-
tioned click response of cat cortex.134 It is not known yet whether training in a behavioural task
leads to necessary transcriptional changes in channel profiles that affect membrane excitability.
Altered expression might reduce the synthesis of a prelearning channel; or increase the synthe-
sis of channels having a higher activation threshold, or tending to close during the falling phase
of an action potential. This question and its relation to memory is potentially solvable by
mouse molecular genetics, which permits the manipulation of K+ channel modulatory mol-
ecules in restricted sites within the CNS, or at developmental stages that suit the experimenter.44
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Glutamate Receptors
Gernot Riedel, Jacques Micheau and Bettina Platt

Abstract

Glutamate as a neurotransmitter plays a critical role in multiple processes in the brain
from early development to ageing and includes important functions in memory
formation. Both ionotropic and metabotropic glutamate receptors are involved in

these functions but a close review assessing the contribution of the individual receptor subtypes
reveals subtle differences. The longest tradition and extensive work is available for
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors and it seems increasingly clear that NMDA recep-
tor activation is necessary during encoding of new information. The precise function of α-amino-
3-hydroxy- 5-methyl- 4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors proved difficult to assess
since block of fast synaptic transmission acts like a local anaesthetic thereby transiently silenc-
ing the brain or brain structure. This experimental design, however, is most effective during
encoding but also affects recall. Metabotropic glutamate (mGlu) receptors, finally, seem to play
an intermediate role during memory consolidation. Evidence in favour of this interpretation is
summarised and functional differences between behavioural tasks and brain regions are pointed
out.

Introduction
Excitatory neurotransmission in the central nervous system is dominated by one transmit-

ter: glutamate. Due to its now well-established role in many aspects of neuronal communica-
tion, plasticity and pathology, it has been the focus of intense research in many laboratories
around the world. As a consequence, the amount of literature relevant to glutamate and neu-
ronal function has reached a size that most researchers (especially those at the start of their
career) will probably consider overwhelming.

Therefore, the present book chapter aims to give a concise overview of the current knowl-
edge on glutamate receptors and learning and memory. Experimental details however, as well
as the vast amount of data obtained by in vitro studies, are only referred to when necessary. To
satisfy the more experienced reader, we also provide an extensive review of the literature in
tabular form.

Glutamate receptors can be classified into two major classes: ionotropic receptors (iGlu)
coupled to cation channels; and metabotropic receptors (mGlu), coupling to intracellular sec-
ond messenger cascades. Within these two classes, specific receptor types and their subunits
have been characterised using molecular, pharmacological, and physiological techniques (Table
1). These properties have been extensively reviewed elsewhere.58,127,159,172

Ionotropic receptors to be considered here comprise α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-
4-isoxazoleproprionate (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. Kainate re-
ceptors only attracted interest more recently157 and very little is know on their behavioural
role. AMPA receptors are the main source of fast excitatory transmission and as such a rather
obvious but unspecific keyplayer in learning and memory formation. In contrast, NMDA
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Table 1. Glutamate receptor classification

                               Ionotropic Receptors                              Metabotropic Receptors

NMDA AMPA Kainate* Group I Group II Group III

Subunits/ NR1 GluR1-4 GluR5-7 1 (a-d), 2, 3 4 (a&b), 6,
Subtypes NR2A-D (also called KA1&2 5 (a&b) 7 (a&b), 8

NR3A GluRA-GluRD

Current/ Ca2+, Na+, Na+, K+, Na+, K+, (Ca2+)2 PLC ↑ AC ↓ AC ↓
Signalling    K+ (Ca2+)1 → IP3 + DAG → cAMP ↓ → cAMP ↓
Cascade → PKC ↑

→ Cai
2+

Agonists NMDA Quinolinate Kainate Quisqualate ACPD AP4
Ibotenate AMPA Domoate ACPD DCG-IV
Quinolinate Domoate ATPA (R5) DHPG L-CCG-I
AMAA Fluorowillar-diine Iodowillardiine (R5) CHPG (5) 4-CPG

ATPA Acromelic acid 3-HPG APDC
LY262466 (AMPA) t-ADA LY354740
(Kainate)

Antagonist AP5, AP7 CNQX, NBQX, CNQX, NBQX, MCPG MCPG (MCPG)
MK-801 DNQX DNQX 4-CPG` MTPG MPPG
PCP / TCP JST GAMS MPEP (5) LY341495 MAP4
Dextromethorphan Barbiturates AMOA LY367385 (1) MSOP
Ketamine (e.g. GYKI 52466, NS-102 CPCCOEt
Memantine GYKI53655) AIDA
Ifenprodil (NR2B) GDEE AP3
CGP37849 LY326325
CGP39551 LY215490
CGS19755 SYM 2206
LY233536 YM90K

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

NMDA AMPA Kainate* Group I Group II Group III

Modulators Positive: Anirazetam Lectins,  e.g.
Glycine, D-serine Cyclothiazide Concanvalin A
D-cycloserine IDRA 21 (ConA)
Polyamines CX516
Negative: 1-BCP
Zn2+, H+, Mg2+

7Cl Kyn
HA-966
Arcaine

This table gives an overview over the principle glutamate receptors and lists some of the pharmacological tools used in behavioral studies.
*: kainate receptors have been included for completion despite the lack of behavioral data.
Abbreviations:
Drug names:
ACPD: 1S,3R-1- aminocyclopentane dicarboxylate;
AIDA (=UPF 523):  (RS)-1-aminoindan-1,5-dicarboxylic acid;
AMAA: 2-amino-2-(3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolyl)acetic acid;
AMOA: 2-amino-3-(3-(carboxymethoxy)-5-methylisoxazol-4-yl)propionic acid;
AMPA: A-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazoleproprionic acid;
AP3: DL-2-amino-3-phosphonopropionic acid;
AP4: L(+)-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid
AP5: D-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid;
AP7: 2-amino-7-phosphonoheptanoic acid
APDC: (2R,4R)-4-aminopyrrolidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid;
ATPA: DL-amino-3-hydroxy-5-tertbutyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid;
1-BCP: 1-(1,3-benzodioxol-5-ylcarbonyl) piperidine;
L-CCG-1: (2S,1’S,2’S)-2-(carboxycyclopropyl)glycine;
CGS 19755: cis-4-phosphonomethyl-2-piperadine carboxylic acid;
CHPG: (R,S)-2-chloro-5-hydroxyphenylglycine;
7Cl Kyn: 7-chlorokynurenic acid;
CNQX: 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione;
4-CPG: (RS)--ethyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine;
CPP: cis(±)-3-(2-carboxypiperazine-4-yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid;
CPCCOEt: 7-(Hydroxyimino)cyclopropa[b] chromen-1a-carboxylate ethyl ester;
Cyclothiazide: 6-chloro-3,4-dihydro-3-(2-norbornen-5-yl)-2H-1,2,4-benzothiadiazine-7-sulphonamide-1,1-dioxide;

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

CX516: 1-(quinoxalin-6-ylcarbonyl)-piperidine;
DCG-IV: (2S,2’R,3’R)-2-(2’,3’-dicarboxycyclopropyl)glycine;
DHPG: (S)-3,5- dihydroxyphenylglycine;
DNQX: 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione;
Domoate: [2S-[2a,3b,4b(1Z,3E,5R)]]-2-Carboxy-4-(5-carboxy-1-methyl-1,3-hexadienyl)-3-pyrrolidineacetic acid;
GAMS: γ-D-glutamylaminomethyl sulphonic acid;
GDEE: L-glutamicacid-diethylesther;
GYKI 52466: 1-(4-aminophenyl)4-methyl-7,8-methylenedioxy-5H-2,3-benzodiazepine;
GYKI53655 (= LY300168; LY303070: the active isomer of GYKI53655): 1-(4-aminophenyl)-4-methyl-7,8-methylenedioxy-5H-(3N-methylcarbamate)-2,3-benzodiazepine;
HA966 (+)-3-amino-1-hydroxypyrrolit-2-one;
3-HPG: (RS)-3-hydroxyphenylglycine;
IDRA 21: 7-Chloro-3-methyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-1,2,4-benzothiadiazine S,S-dioxide;
JST: Joro spider toxin;
LY215490: (3SR,4aRS,6RS,8aRS)-6-[2-(1H-tetrazol-5yl)ethyl]decahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid;
LY262466: DL-2-amino-3-(4-hydroxy-1,2,5-thiadiazol-3-yl)-propanoic acid;
LY326325: (3S,4aR,6R,8aR)-6-[2-(1(2)H-tetrazole-5-yl) ethyl] decahydroisoquinoline-3-carboxylic acid;
LY354740: (2)-aminobicyclo[3.1.0]hexane-2,6-dicarboxylic acid;
LY367385: (S)-(+)--amino-4-carboxy-2-methylbenzeneacetic acid;
MAP4: (S)-2-amino-2-phosphonobutanoic acid;
MCPG: (+)-alpha-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine;
Memantine: 1-amino-3,5-dimethyladamantane;
MPEP: 6-methyl-2- (phenylethynyl)-pyridine;
MPPG: (RS)--Methyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine;
MSOP: (RS)-a-Methylserine-O-phosphate;
MTPG: (RS)--Methyl-4-tetrazolylphenylglycine;
MK-801: (+)-5-methyl-10,11-dihydro-5H-dibenzo[a,d]cyclo-hepten-5,10-imine maleate;
NBQX: 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfamoylbenzo(F)quinoxaline;
NMDA: N-methyl-D-aspartate;
NPC 12626: 2-amino-4,5-(1,2-cyclohexyl)-7-phosphonoheptanoic acid;
NS-102: 5-nitro-6,7,8,9-tetrahydrobenzo[g]indole-2,3-dione-3-oxime;
PCP: phencyclidine;
SYM 2206: (±)-4-(4-aminophenyl)-1,2-dihydro-1-methyl-2-propylcarbamoyl-6,7-methylenedioxyphthalazine;
tADA: trans-azetidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid;
TCP: 1-(2-thienyl)-cyclohexyl piperidine.
YM90K: 6-(1H-imidazol-1-yl)-7-nitro-2,3(1H,4H)-quinoxalinedione
Other abbreviations:
PLC (phospholipase C)
PLD (phospholipase D)
cAMP (cyclic aminotrisphosphate)
1: Ca2+ permeability only for AMPA receptors that do not contain R2
2: Ca2+ permeability only for GluR6 containing kainate receptors
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receptors are undoubtedly the most famous glutamate receptor in the field of learning and
memory. The receptor and its associated channel have two properties that render it particularly
interesting: firstly, it has a high calcium permeability thus providing access to Ca2+-dependent
second messenger cascades relevant to memory formation; secondly, it contains a voltage-gated
magnesium block, which requires simultaneous opening of other depolarising conductances to
permit activation.166 Accordingly, coincident activity as it is postulated to occur in Hebbian
types of synaptic plasticity can be detected by NMDA receptors. In addition, there is a receptor
site for the coagonist glycine and various additional modulatory sites. Of potential interest is
the modulatory site within the actual ion channel pore, which provides a use-dependent target
for drug development with the potential to modify memory formation (see Table 1).

Metabotropic Glu receptors have been identified in the mid-80s. To date, 3 main classes
with different molecular and pharmacological properties have been characterised. Links to
different second-messenger cascades (see Table 1) provide access to multiple enzymes, immedi-
ate early genes and the production of novel proteins, as well as to the modulation of diverse ion
channels (reviewed in refs. 7,48,85,177). Depending on the location of these receptors (e.g.,
pre or postsynaptic, on GABAergic or glutamatergic neurones) both enhancements and reduc-
tion of neuronal excitability is possible. As a general rule, group I mGlu receptors tend to
promote excitation while group II/III are more prone to reduce it. In addition, the existence of
additional, so far unidentified mGlu receptors such PLD coupled or presynaptic group I mGlu
receptors has also been suggested.87

In the context of learning and memory, group I mGlu receptors, which couple to phospho-
lipase C and hence to intracellular Ca2+ signalling and protein kinase C activation have at-
tracted more interest than group II/III, coupling to adenylate cylclase. Another property of
group I mGlu receptors, namely their perisynaptic location,15,124 is a further reason for the
assumed role in memory formation: similar to NMDA receptors, coincident neuronal excita-
tion and subsequent glutamate ‘spillover’ may be required to activate these receptors.

One obstacle in pharmacological approaches to study glutamate receptor functions in learning
and memory research has been the neurotoxic potency of the vast majority of glutamate recep-
tor agonists and even of some of the antagonists. Therefore, other strategies have focussed on
glutamate receptor modulators, and, more recently, on genetically modified animals.

Glutamate Receptor Function in Learning and Memory Formation
The starting point of our current interest in glutamate receptor function and memory for-

mation was a publication in 1986 in Nature by Richard Morris from Edinburgh and his co-
workers in Irwine (California).156 They intracerebroventricularly (icv) infused rats with the
NMDA-receptor antagonist AP5 through minipumps , and while animals where under drug,
they tested the rat’s ability to learn a spatial task in an open-field water maze. The milky water
in this circular pool prevents the animal from visualising the submerged platform, which is the
only means of escape. Compared with vehicle infused animals, AP5-treated subjects were im-
paired in learning and remembering the location of the submerged platform. Morris inter-
preted this as a spatial learning deficit and suggested that this might be due to AP5 blocking
synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus. This was later confirmed (see Table 2).

Subsequently, numerous other glutamate receptor antagonists and agonists were tested in
both spatial and nonspatial learning paradigms and there can be no doubt about the impor-
tance of the glutamatergic system in several brain structures during learning and memory for-
mation. For historical reasons, we start of with spatial learning paradigms and NMDA recep-
tors before moving to other behavioral tests.

Spatial Learning
Many thoughtfully developed spatial testing procedures are available to date and the most

popular ones are the water maze, the 8-arm radial maze and T- or Y-mazes. These paradigms
allow for spatial reference and/or working memory to be assessed and there are also some
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Table 2. Effects of glutamate receptor blockade on spatial learning and memory formation

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

      Water Maze
Rat/ Pretraining • i.c.v. (minipump), N:  AP5,CPP, Impairment • 5,11,53,68,76,
Mouse   i.HC, i.IC, s.c.,       MK801,    76,78,83,125,
(Gerbil)   i.p. (postnatal       ketamine; 7Cl-    140,153,154,

  d8- d19), i.v.      kynurenate    156,160,173,
   196,198,242,
   254,255,258

A:  NBQX, • 69,194,267
     LY325326
m:  MCPG, • 90,131,185
     MAP4

m: ACPD, • 90,91,176,244
      L-CCG-I,
     1S,3S-ACPD,
      L-AP4

• i.p., p.o., N:  NPC 17- Impairment • 3,32,33,82,100,
   i.c.v.       742, CGS due to    211,212

      19755, CGP sensorimotor
      40116, MK801 effects of the

drugs
A:  CNQX • 34

• i.BLA, i.p. N: CPP, TCP No effect • 68,122

• i.c.v m:   MCPG • 26
       MAP4 + m: L-AP4 • 90

• i. HC (minipump) MCPG,AIDA • 188

• p.o. daily for N: Memantine Facilitation • 13
  2 months

continued on next page
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Table 2. Continued

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

• i.p. N: ACPC,DCS, • 17,117,178
     RS 67333
A: IDRA 21 • 267

Rat / Post-training • i.c.v., i.IC, N:  AP5, No effect • 54,78,83,140,
Mouse or Pretesting   i.p., i.HC      CPP, MK801    153,196,258
(Gerbil) A:  NBQX, • 69,194,267

     LY325326

• i.c.v., i.HC N:   AP5 Impairment • 225
   (minipump) (working memory)

Mouse • CA1 specific NR1-/- Impairment • 240
(genetically
modified and • CA1 specific NR1-/- • 220
back-crossed    (inducible)
to C57-BL/6 strain

• mGluR1 -/- • 47

• mGluR5 -/- • 123

• mGluR2 -/- No effect • 261

• mGluR4 -/- • 74

• NR2B transgenic Facilitation • 235,236

• NR2B substituting • 57
   NR2C

continued on next page
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Table 2. Continued

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

                 Radial Maze

 Rat Pre-training • i.p. N: CGP37849, Impairment •21,23,27,42,101,
     CGP39551, in reference   110 ,119,128,
     MK801 and working    217

memory acquisition
• i.c.v. m:   MAP4 m: (1S,3S)- • 90,91

     ACPD,
     L-AP4

• i.Nacc core, N:    AP5 No effect • 256
  med. or post.
  caudate

• i.Nacc shell • 222

•  i.p. A:   YM90K • 120

•  i.p. A: BA-14 Facilitation • 77
     BA-74

Rat / Pre-test/ •  i.c.v.  (minipump), N:  AP5, PCP, N- Impairment • 25,31,39,52,
Mouse Pre-reversal      allylnormetazocin in reference    99,130,139,

•  i.p., i.HC, i.LS      MK801, CGS19755, or working    121,126,179,
     CPP, kynurenate memory or    217,218,258,

re-mapping    259

•  i.p., i.HC N:  MK801 No effect •  252,256

•  i.Nacc core, N:   AP5 •  222
   med. or post.
   caudate

continued on next page
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Table 2. Continued

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

    T- and Y-Mazes

Rat / Pre-training •  i.c.v., s.c., i.p. N:   MK801, CPP Impairment •  137,138, 144,
Mouse    94,219,223

Quinolinic acid •  148
m:   MCPG, 4-CPG, •  8,9,189,191
      MPEP

m:  tADA •  192

Rat / Post-training / •  i.p., i.PC, N: PCP,  MK801, Impairment •  71,79,249-251
Mouse Pre-test    i.c.v., i.HC      NPC, 12626, AP5

A:   CNQX •  204

A:   NBQX No effect •  174
 m:  MCPG, MPEP •  9,191

m:  tADA Facilitation •  191

      Other Spatial Tasks

Rat Pre-training •  i.p., i.HC, N:  Ketamine, Impairment •  102,103,108,
   i.AM,  i.PC       PCP, CPP,  (holeboard,    111,164,169-

     AP5, CGS cheese board,    171
     19755, MK801 open field,

3-panel runway,
3-choice operant
task, operant

 A:   DNQX, DMTP) •  229
GYKI52466
 m:  AIDA, 4CPG, • 43,44,167,
MCPG   168,175

m:  MPEP No effect • 175

continued on next page
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Table 2. Continued

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

Mouse 1 min post- •  i.Nacc N:  AP5, Impairment •  1,206,243
training MK801 (spatial object

recognition)

120 min •  i.Nacc N:  AP5, No effect
post-training MK801

Abbreviations:  N:  NMDA receptor ligand; A: AMPA receptor ligand; m:  mGlu receptor ligand; i.AM = intra amygdala, i.BLA = intra basolateral amygdala, i.c.v. =
intracerebroventricularly, i.HC = intra hippocampus, i.IC = intra insular cortex, i.LS = intra lateral septum, i.Nacc = intra nucleus accumbens, i.p. = intraperitoneally,  i.PC =
intra prefrontal cortex, i.v. = intravenously, med. = medial, p.o. = per orally, post. = posterior, s.c. = subcutaneous.
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nonspatial variants available for testing sensorimotor effects of the drugs. They are summarised
in (Table 2) inclusive of relevant references.

The Open-Field Water Maze
Both apparatus and procedures for conducting experiments with the water maze have been

extensively reviewed.49,230,238 We concentrate on behavioural data and the most influential
work is summarized in (Table 2) under the heading ‘water maze’. The overall outcome of the
survey strongly supports the notion that pretraining inactivation of NMDA receptors impairs
learning. In general, this is consistent for all glutamate subtypes, but there are some differences
with respect to memory stages. NMDA receptor blockade by competitive (AP5) or noncom-
petitive (MK-801) antagonism blocks learning with an impairment during the training period.
It is thus not surprising that animals do not remember after washout of the drug. Similar
results have been reported for the AMPA receptor blocker NBQX. However, these data should
be used with caution since blockade of AMPA receptors prevents synaptic transmission of
excitatory synapses and this may be equivalent to locally anaesthetising the brain region under
investigation. Animals treated with mGlu receptor agonists or antagonists show little, if any,
deficit during acquisition, but are impaired during retention testing. This suggests that mGlu
receptors play a more prominent role in memory consolidation.

These results have recently been challenged by work indicating that NMDA and AMPA
antagonists induce considerable sensorimotor side effects, which would alone explain the learning
deficit. However, these studies have used systemic application routes for the drugs. Such gen-
eral drug effects may be avoided by local micro-infusion of drugs directly into the brain region
of interest. Moreover, some antagonists with a relatively weak receptor affinity are sometimes
devoid of any effect on learning.

In contrast, pretraining activation of NMDA or AMPA receptors can sometimes enhance
memory formation, but the consequences on sensoric and motoric parameters are not well
explored. There is a further complication relating to the narrow safety of drugs due to their
excitotoxic effects.

Consistent with these data, post-training administration of ionotropic glutamate receptor
antagonists via several routes had no effect on spatial reference memory (but see Teather et al237

for contrasting results). When administered intrahippocampally to rats that have been pretrained
in a working memory version of the water maze, however, AP5 caused a delay-dependent
deficit confirming a role of hippocampal NMDA receptors in short-term memory. While aged
animals with memory impairments have reduced group I mGlu receptor levels in hippocam-
pus,162 they benefit from post-training infusion of MK-801 and show enhanced long-term
memory.165

Interesting results partly confirming pharmacological observations have been obtained us-
ing the water maze paradigm and genetically modified animals. Deletion of genes encoding for
group I mGlu receptors (mGlu1 and 5) or region-specific knockout of subunit NR1 of NMDA
receptors impeded spatial reference memory. Both group I mGlu and NMDA receptors medi-
ate a rise in intracellular calcium levels. Over-expression of NR2B or substitution of the NR2C
gene with the NR2B gene facilitated water maze learning, possibly due to increased calcium
influx through the NMDA receptor. Similar results would be expected for group I mGlu recep-
tor over-expressing animals, but these are not available to date. Group II mGlu receptor knock-
out mice show no deficit in spatial learning.

The 8-Arm Radial Maze
Numerous publications describe the experimental set-up and design of the radial maze and

its major variants.24,49,118,184 An advantage to the water maze is the fact that radial maze learn-
ing enabled distinction between reference and working memory processes within the same
experiment. Reference memory refers to task elements that are constant throughout training
and testing; working memory refers to elements specific for each trial (i.e., which arms have
been visited already). Overwhelming evidence suggests that acquisition of the radial maze is
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impeded after systemic block of NMDA or mGlu receptors. Sensorimotor side effects of drugs
have been reported259 but could be prevented by reduction of drug doses. Direct infusion of
NMDA receptor antagonists into striatal regions has no effect. Contrary to expectation, sys-
temic block of AMPA receptors had no effect on radial maze performance questioning whether
doses and bioavalability were sufficient to block neuronal receptors. This needs further clarifi-
cation, especially in light of the observation, that drugs blocking AMPA receptor desensitisation
(for example BA-14) facilitate acquisition learning of the radial maze. Interestingly, radial maze
learning is impaired in the presence of group II and group III mGlu receptor agonists, since
these receptors seem to play only a minor role in spatial learning in the water maze. The finding
is unexpected in light of the fact that group II and group III mGlu receptor agonists induce a
decrease of cAMP and thus should facilitate radial maze learning (see Mons and Gulliou in this
book). Thus the agonists should facilitate radial maze learning.

Finally, group III mGlu receptor agonists and antagonists blocked radial maze learning, but
coapplication of the antagonist MAP-4 with the agonist L-AP4 neutralised the deficits.90

Numerous studies have pretrained the animals to asymptote before testing the effects of
drugs on both reference and/or working memory. Recall of the reference memory component
of the task was normal in animals treated with competitive or noncompetitive NMDA receptor
antagonists (but see Marighetto et al130 for contrasting results). By contrast, working memory
was impaired and reversal learning deficits were reported. This latter result may be due to
blockade of remapping processes (see Shapiro and colleagues in Table 2) and deficits were
reversible by simultaneous treatment with the polyamine site agonist D-cycloserine.99

D-cycloserine alone facilitated working memory in trained rats180 and reversed the perfor-
mance deficits of hippocampally lesioned rats.215 AP5 infused into the striatum had no effect.
Widely unexplored is the role of mGlu receptors in radial maze performance. In one study,
animals were trained for several days in a pure working memory paradigm with all arms baited
and brain tissue was harvested. Biochemical analysis measuring activity of group I mGlu recep-
tors revealed increased excitability in trained compared to naïve tissue,161 but it still remains
unclear whether the increase in inositide hydrolysis is due to learning of the overall strategy
(reference memory) of specific for working memory performance.

Elevated T- and Y-Maze Protocols
Many variations used in the radial maze also apply to T- and Y-mazes so they may be

considered to be simple forms of the radial arm maze.49,184 Both paradigms have strong spatial
components (although there are some nonspatial forms as well) and, similar to water and radial
maze, block of NMDA, AMPA or mGlu receptors prior to training impeded acquisition of
spatial T- and Y-maze tasks (see Table 2 for references). This has been consistently reported for
forced choice or spontaneous alternation procedures. Activation of Glu receptors had similar
effects. The NMDA receptor antagonist-induced deficits were reversed by selective agonists
against the spermine or polyamine binding sites (for example, see refs. 94,137,138,144 ), and
local administration of subtoxic doses of NMDA into the nucleus basalis in rats facilitated
performance in a delayed alternation task in experienced animals.132 By contrast, mGlu recep-
tor antagonists had no effect when administered post-training or pretesting, and mGlu recep-
tor agonists caused marginal enhancement of memory.

An interesting observation throughout is that deficits are particularly striking when the
behavioural task includes a delay between different phases, such as matching or
nonmatching-to-sample paradigms. In many cases, there was a direct correlation of the perfor-
mance deficit with the length of delay pointing again at a role of ionotropic Glu receptors in
on-line information processing.

Other Spatial Learning Paradigms
Glutamate receptor antagonists have also been tested in less popular spatial learning tasks

including holeboard, cheeseboard, 3-panel runway as a working or reference memory task, and
operant chambers with strong spatial components. When applied pretraining either systemi-
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cally or micro-infused into the brain structure of interest, NMDA and AMPA receptor antago-
nists blocked learning. By contrast, some mGlu receptor antagonists such as AIDA or MCPG
(see Table 1) resulted in enhanced within-session performance but impaired long-term
memory43,44 confirming their importance in consolidation processes. MPEP, which is selective
for mGlu5 receptors had no effect suggesting that it is not involved in long-term spatial memory
formation. Deficits are also apparent in working memory tasks when NMDA or mGlu recep-
tor antagonists are administered pretraining. Impairments due to NMDA receptor blockade
were reversed by DCS and spermidine.168 That NMDA receptor activation is essential during
and shortly after acquisition training was also revealed in a spatial object recognition task. In
mice, AP5 or MK-801 infusion into the nucleus accumbens impaired memory formation when
given 1, but not 120 mins post-training.

Finally, NMDA receptor function was tested in a more natural setting in pigeons homing
for their loft. When MK-801 was administered i.p. shortly before the release of the animal, a
high percentage of birds never made it to the home loft.197

Overall, these results are consistent in suggesting a role of NMDA receptors in spatial learn-
ing and on-line processing of trial-specific spatial information. Compelling evidence is avail-
able to suggest that the hippocampal NMDA receptor population is of prime importance in
this process. Hippocampal mGlu receptors, by contrast, play little if any role in this on-line
processing but contribute to the consolidation process required for long-term reference memory
formation.

Conditioning of Fear Responses
Several different conditioning protocols using shock-reinforcement to induce fear responses

have been used in conjunction with Glu receptor agonists and antagonists. Both lesion and
micro-infusion studies support the contention of the amygdala being a central part of the
fear-eliciting neural pathway and it is particularly striking how administration of Glu receptor
blockers into the basolateral nucleus caused consistent memory impairments (Table 3 and
citations therein).

Conditioning to Context and Cue
Operant chamber-like boxes are frequently used for these tests and animals receive mild

footshocks shortly after being placed in this novel environment (context). The shock can be in
conjunction with a tone or light (cue) or in the absence of any association. Animals react with
a freezing behaviour in which they suspend activity and breathing (apart from respiration) and
maintain a crouching posture22 as an index of fear. Few shocks are sufficient to induce lasting
memory for days or weeks. Overall, pretraining administration of both NMDA and mGlu
receptor antagonists and agonists impaired memory formation of context fear conditioning
and in many cases also reduced freezing to the cue, especially when drugs are infused directly
into the amygdala. Here, recent work provided strong evidence for the involvement of the
NR2 and mGlu5 receptor subtypes in fear conditioning. The observation of Bordi and col-
leagues26 that MCPG has no effect on context conditioning possibly needs revision and con-
trasts with studies using different mGlu receptor knockout variants, all presenting with deficits
in contextual fear memory. A similar deficiency was reported for CA1-specific NR1 mutants in
trace fear conditioning.93

Post-training administration of NMDA receptor antagonists also impaired fear condition-
ing. In contrast to spatial tasks, this would suggest a role of NMDA receptor-mediated pro-
cesses in consolidation. A similar function can be postulated for mGlu receptors since recent
work has proven that fear conditioning can increase the expression level of mGlu5 receptors in
hippocampal subregions in a time-dependent manner during the consolidation period.40,193

Collectively, prolonged and possibly increased activity of both NMDA and mGlu receptors
may contribute to the post-training processing of fear conditioning.

When activated prior to retention testing, group I mGlu receptor agonists caused memory
impairments, whereas group II and III agonists enhanced recall. Such results contrast with the
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Table 3. Effects of glutamate receptor agonists and antagonists on fear conditioning

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

                              Context and Cue Conditioning

Rat / Pre-training • i.c.v., i.BLA, N:  AP5, MK801, Impairment • 16,62,63,104,
Mouse   i.HC, i.p.       Agmatine (context 1d and    105,115,129,231,

28d later)     232, 262,266
m:  AIDA, MCPG • 43,44,73,163

m: APDC • 195
N:  Ifenprodil Impairment • 199

(context and cue)

m:   MPEP • 200

• i.c.v., i.BLA, N:  NMDA • 266
  i.HC
• i.c.v. m:   MCPG No effect • 26

Rat Post-training, • i.BLA, i.p., i.HC N:  AP5, Agmatine Impairment • 115,116,231
pre-extinction,
pre-retention m:   3HPG • 233

N:  AP5 No effect • 129
m: L-CCG-I, Enhancement • 233
     L-AP4

Continued on next page
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Table 3. Continued

Species Infusion Infusion Antagonist Agonist Effect on References
Time Route Memory

Mouse • mGluR1 K.O. Impairment • 4
(context)

• mGluR5 K.O. • 123
• mGluR7 K.O. • 133

                                    Fear Potentiated Startle

Rat Pre-training • i.BLA, i.p. N: AP5 Impairment • 38,146,248
m:   MPEP • 29,64,214

 m:   ACPD Enhancement • 109
m: LY3547-40 No effect • 84,239

Rat Post-training, • i.BLA, i.AM, i.p. N:   AP5 Impairment • 61
pre-test,
pre-extinction A:   CNQX • 107

m: LY3547-40 • 84,239
m: MPEP, No effect • 64,239
     LY341495

Abbreviations: N:  NMDA receptor ligand; A: AMPA receptor ligand; m:  mGlu receptor ligand, i.AM = intra amygdala, i.BLA = intra basolateral amygdala, i.c.v.=
intracerebroventricularly, i.HC = intra hippocampal, i.p. = inraperitoneal
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spatial learning paradigms, for which we have no hard evidence for a role of mGlu receptors in
recall. Extinction of fear conditioned responding was NMDA receptor insensitive. Compounds
directed against AMPA receptors have not been tested.

Fear Potentiated Startle
In most animals, a loud unsignalled noise can lead to a startle response of different ampli-

tude. When animals are pretrained in a CS-US procedure, say a light indicating the arrival of a
footshock, and in phase 2 this light is presented in conjunction with the startling noise, the
startle response is significantly potentiated due to light-induced fear. Pretraining administra-
tion of NMDA or mGlu5 receptor antagonists blocked fear-potentiated startle and impaired
latent inhibition of startle responding.213 Consistent with this observation, the broad mGlu
receptor agonist ACPD enhanced fear-potentiated startle amplitudes while the group II selec-
tive agonist LY354740 had no effect, specifically implicating group I mGlu receptors in the
formation of fear memories.

This role seems to be reversed for post-training applied mGlu receptor compounds and
suggest a differential involvement of the mGlu subtypes in encoding and consolidation of fear
conditioning. Similar to classical fear conditioning, microinfusion of NMDA as well as AMPA
receptor antagonists post-training or pretest prevented potentiation of the startle amplitude
(see Table 3).

Other Fear Conditioning Tasks
Little work has used other fear conditioning procedures. Systemic application of the non-

competitive NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 prior to training blocked conditioned emo-
tional responding,88 and intra-amygdalar administration of the competitive antagonist AP5
blocked second order fear conditioning.75 The function of AMPA or mGlu receptors in these
paradigms remain elusive.

Avoidance Learning
Avoidance training is widely used and has several advantages compared with spatial learn-

ing. Animals have to learn a specific stimulus-response association and this enables better con-
trol over the actual learning process. Moreover, the reinforcer used in most studies is a mild
footshock. As a consequence, only few trials are necessary to induce long-lasting memory and
drug-treatment can therefore selectively target the different stages of memory processing. In
inhibitory or passive avoidance paradigms, animals are required to actively inhibit their natural
tendency to peck (chick), to step down from a small platform and explore the cage (step-down)
or escape from a brightly lid into a dark compartment (step-through) and remain passive in
order to avoid aversive reinforcement. By contrast, active avoidance requires animals to escape
by jumping over a hurdle into another part of the box (shuttle box) or escape into one arm of
the Y-maze. Although seemingly similar in character, pharmacological interference has revealed
differences in neuronal mechanisms underlying these paradigms (Table 4).

One-Trial Inhibitory Avoidance in 1 Day-Old Chicks
Presentation of a bead coated with the bitter tasting methyl-anthranylate causes a disgust

response in 1 day-old chicks, when they follow their natural tendency to peck. Memory can be
recorded minutes, hours or even days later and is expressed by the birds avoiding the presented
bead. Systemic or local administration of NMDA or mGlu receptor antagonists pretraining
blocked such memory formation. Effects of post-training infusions varied with the time of
injection. NMDA receptor activation via D-cycloserine facilitated memory of the avoidance
response when injected 1-6 hours, but not immediately after training. Although NMDA re-
ceptor antagonism was not detrimental during these time windows, these data suggest that
prolonged and exaggerated NMDA receptor activation may be beneficial for memory forma-
tion and are thus reminiscent of enhanced spatial learning in mice over-expressing NR2B sub-
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types. Blocking AMPA receptors by site-directed micro-infusion of quinoxalines into the inter-
mediate hyperstriatum ventrale impaired memory, but were not effective when infused imme-
diately after the training session. Whether this reflects a specific involvement of AMPA recep-
tors remains to be determined since block of AMPA receptors would act like a local anaesthetic
completely preventing fast synaptic transmission to occur. Under such circumstances, the data
may provide additional support for the fact that the intermediate hyperstriatum ventrale plays
a crucial and enduring role in avoidance learning in chicks (for further details and references,
see Table 4).

Step-Down Inhibitory Avoidance
Both facilitation of learning and memory formation as well as impairments have been re-

ported for animals trained in step-down passive avoidance paradigms and pretraining exposed
to NMDA receptor blockers. This discrepancy remains unresolved but may be due to differ-
ences in species used for testing (mouse versus rat) and/or differences in drug doses applied and
infusion routes used.

This may also apply to post-training infusions of NMDA receptor antagonists for which
variable effects have been obtained. Mondadori and colleagues150-153 have consistently reported
memory enhancements while others found impairments. Preliminary work using AMPA and
mGlu receptor antagonists reported impairments when applied post-training or shortly pre-
test. A prolonged involvement of AMPA receptor function is further supported by the fact that
AMPA receptor levels and density in the hippocampus are increased during the consolidation
phase.19,35-37 Metabotropic Glu receptors also play an important role in retrieval of the avoid-
ance memory. The broad spectrum mGlu receptor antagonists MCPG and the selective group
I agonist 3-HPG caused impairments in recall while group II and III agonists facilitated memory.
Although the exact mechanism has not been revealed, these data strongly indicate a bimodal
function of mGlu receptors with group I down-regulating and group II/III enhancing memory
formation. More extensive studies are warranted to address this issue.

Step Through Passive Avoidance
Compared with step-down paradigms, step-through inhibitory avoidance has been more

popular and results have been more consistent across species and compounds (see Table 4).
NMDA as well as antagonists for NMDA, AMPA or mGlu receptors impaired memory forma-
tion when administered systemically or intra-cerebrally prior to training and these results have
been confirmed in a modified version of step-through passive avoidance using multiple trials.
It is consistent with this observation that modulators of NMDA receptors binding to the
polyamine or spermine sites facilitate memory formation.

Post-training or pretest administration of both competitive and noncompetitive NMDA
receptor antagonists was widely noneffective, but in some cases led to impairments when ad-
ministered immediately post-training. Similar memory impairments were reported for the mGlu
receptor antagonist MCPG. Interesting is also the discrepancy for mGlu receptor agonists such
as ACPD. Packard and colleagues237 reported memory impairments after local intra-striatal
infusions while Wiesniewski’s group92,264,265 infused the drug freehand into the ventricle, and
thus affected a much greater portion of mGlu receptors in the brain and obtained an enhance-
ment.

Active Avoidance
Glu receptor antagonists have been tested in active avoidance paradigms, mainly using the

standard shuttle box design. NMDA receptor antagonists impaired avoidance memory when
administered pre or post-training and agonists proved to enhance memory formation when
given post-training or even prior to testing. These results are similar for systemic and local
treatments and consistent across species.
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Table 4.  Effects of glutamate receptor agonists and antagonists on inhibitory avoidance learning

Species Infusion Time Infusion Route Antagonist Agonist Effect on Memory References

      Inhibitory Avoidance in Birds

Chick Pre-training intracerebral, i.p., N:   AP5, MK801, Impairment • 30,72,187,226
i.IMHV (left)        7Cl-kynurenate

m: MCPG • 89,186
m: MCPG + m: ACPD Reversal of • 89,186

impairment

Chick Post-training: IMHV (left) N:   AP5, MK801, No effect • 30,72,187,226
0-5 min        7Cl-kynurenate

A: CNQX, DNQX, NBQX • 30
10-30 min N: DCS • 228
1-6 hr N: AP5, MK801 • 30,72,226

     7Cl-kynurenate
N:  DCS Facilitation • 228

1-6 hr A: CNQX Impairment • 187
10-30 min • 227,246
1-6 hr

          Step-Down Inhibitory Avoidance

Rat / Pre-training • i.p., p.o. N:   CGP 37849, AP7, Facilitation • 150-153
Mouse        MK801

• i.BLA, i.p. N:   AP5, MK801 Impairment • 18,97,137,138,201-203
•  i.p. N: MK801 + N: PRE-084 Attenuation of • 137,138

impairment

Rat / Post-training • i.BLA, i.c.v., N:   AP5, Impairment • 65,66,97,136,182,
Mouse    i.HC, i.EC        [Ser1]-histogranine,    202,203,207,208

       arcaine
A: CNQX • 97
m: MCPG • 20

continued on next page
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Table 4.  Continued

Species Infusion Time Infusion Route Antagonist Agonist Effect on Memory References

• i.p., p.o., i.AM, N:   CGP 37849, AP7, Facilitation • 150,152,153
  i.HC        MK801

m: ACPD • 20
N: Spermidine • 207,208

N: Arcaine + N: Spermidine Reversal of • 207,208
facilitation

m: MCPG m. ACPD • 20

Rat / Pre-test • i.BLA, i.c.v., A: CNQX, DNQX Impairment • 14,183,234
Mouse   i.HC, i.EC, i.PC,

  i.Nacc m: MCPG • 14,124
m: 3HPG • 233

A: CNQX A: AMPA Reversal of • 183
impairment

N:   AP5, [Ser1]-histogranine No effect • 97,136,202,203
A: AMPA • 183
m: L-CCG-I, L-AP4 Facilitation • 233

Step through Inhibitory Avoidance

Rat / Pre-training • i.c.v., i.p., p.o., N:  AP5, PCP, CGP 37849, MK801, Impairment • 50-52,56,80,82,114,
Mouse   i.DG,i.ST,i,HCm,       CPP, NPC 12626, ketamine,   135,141,142,150,152,

  i.BLA       dextromethorphan, 7Cl-kynure-   158,196,210,221,245
      nate, dextrorphan; CGP 40116,
      AP7, N-allylnormetazocine, CGS
      19755, riluzole
A: CNQX •  51
m:  MCPG •  20

N:  NMDA •  263
N: AP5 + N:  NMDA Reversal of •  122
N: MK801 or memantine + N:  NMDA impairment •  263
N: CGP 39551 + N:  NMDA No reversal • 263

N:  NMDA No effect • 122
A: NBQX • 147

continued on next page
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Table 4.  Continued

Species Infusion Time Infusion Route Antagonist Agonist Effect on Memory References

· N:  7-CL-kynurenate Facilitation • 247
N: DCS, HA 966, • 112,174,247
     ACPC

Rat / Post-training • i.c.v., i.p., p.o., N:   MK801, AP5, CPP Impairment • 41,46,122
Mouse   i.AM, i.ST

N:   AP5, PCP, CGP 40116, No effect • 46,50,52,82,150,153,196
       CGP 37849, AP7,
       MK801, CPP

m: ACPD, DHPG Facilitation • 92,264,265

Rat Pre-test • i.p. , i.AM N:   MK801, AP5, CPP No effect • 41,122,196

Rat Pre-training • i.AM, i.p. N:   AP5, CPP, MK801; Impairment(multi- • 106,147
       memantine, amantadine trial procedure)
      CGP37849
A: CNQX • 143
                           Active Avoidance

Rat / Pre-training • i.HC, i.p. N:  AP5, MK801 Impairment • 55
Mouse (shuttle box)

m:  L-AP3 Facilitation (step • 6
through)

Rat / Post-training • i.p., i.HC, i.c.v. N:   γ-LGLA, AP5, CPP Impairment • 45,134,241
Mouse (Y-maze)

N:   MK801, AP5 No effect (shuttle • 55
box)

N: Milacemid, Facilitation(shuttle • 70,181
     DCS box)

Rat / Pre-test • i.p. N: Milacemid, Facilitation(shuttle • 70,181
Mouse      DCS box)

Abbreviations: N:  NMDA receptor ligand; A: AMPA receptor ligand; m:  mGlu receptor ligand;  i.AM = intra amygdala, i.BLA = intra basolateral amygdala, i.c.v.=
intracerebroventricularly, i.DG = intra dentate gyrus, i.EC = intra entorhinal cortex, i.HC = intra hippocampus, i.IMHV = intra intermediate hyperstriatum ventrale, i.Nacc =
intra nucleus accumbens, i.p. = intraperitoneally,  i.PC = intra prefrontal cortex, i.ST = intrastriatal, p.o. = per orally.
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Olfactory and Gustatory Learning Paradigms
Although data using smell and taste-related memory paradigms confirm the importance of

the glutamatergic system, interpretation of results need caution due to the limited number of
studies, which may only give a preliminary and fragmented picture (Table 5). For olfactory
learning such as odour discrimination, odour memory and taste-potentiated odour aversion,
pretraining administration of NMDA receptor antagonists via several routes caused memory
impairments. Post-training administration of the same drugs into the amygdala was not effec-
tive. An interesting observation originally made by Nakanishi’s group showed that micro-infusion
of mGlu receptor agonists into the olfactory bulb can induce a pregnancy block in mice. This
action is due to the activation of group II mGlu receptors.

Systemic and localised infusion of NMDA, AMPA or mGlu receptor antagonists pretraining
led to impairments in conditioned taste aversion. In this paradigm, thirsty animals drink a
novel substance (saccharose solution) followed by an injection of lithium chloride, which in-
duces malaise. As a result, animals refrain from drinking saccharose solution again despite its
sweet taste. Impairment is reflected in animals drinking considerably more than controls.
Pretraining administration of the NMDA activator D-cycloserine enhanced memory in rats.
Post-training infusion of NMDA or AMPA antagonists into parts of the amygdala or insular
cortex also prevented memory formation while the broad mGlu receptor antagonist MCPG
had no effect. However, mGlu7 receptor mutant mice were also impaired.

Other Tasks
While a substantial number of studies has investigated the role of NMDA receptors in other

behavioural paradigms including open field paradigms, lever-press delayed-matching-to-sample
or nonmatching-to-sample as well as classical or trace eye-blink conditioning, the knowledge
of AMPA or mGlu receptor function in these tasks is still very fragmented. Overall, drug
effects have been very variable, even for the same behavioural test and it would be premature to
come to any firm conclusion at present.

Conclusions and Remaining Questions
Collectively, how can these data be summarised? Several themes seem to emerge from the

data set presented here.
1) Interpretation of pharmacological experiments using AMPA receptor antagonists are

somewhat flawed in their interpretation since this treatment results – at least in the majority of
cases – in the blockade of fast synaptic transmission and thus silencing of the whole brain or
one brain region in particular. Such a treatment is reminiscent of local anaesthetics such as
lidocain or tetrodotoxin and resembles the pharmacological enhancement of inhibition, for
instance via activation of γ-amino-butyric acid (GABA) receptor agonists. What may be taken
from the AMPA data is thus a more sophisticated way of temporary inactivation or lesion
sparing fibres of passage and thus provides data about the time-limited involvement of a par-
ticular brain structure in the formation of a particular form of memory. Overall, data suggest
that temporary inactivation using AMPA receptor antagonists are most effective when admin-
istered prior to training. The fact that learning-induced increases in AMPA-receptor levels have
been described for a number of training regimes could reflect the widely observed fact of in-
creased excitability of neurones during the memory consolidation process.

2) The role of NMDA receptors in memory appears to vary depending on the type of
memory and the brain regions involved in the specific learning paradigm. From psychophar-
macological data, there is strong evidence that NMDA receptor activation is important during
learning (encoding) of spatial tasks. Even prolonged NMDA receptor blockade for 7 days
post-training was not effective. By contrast, post-training blockade of NMDA receptors caused
impairments in fear conditioning, fear-potentiated startle paradigms, inhibitory avoidance or
conditioned taste aversion (see Tables 3-5). Memory for negative incentives involves different
brain structures compared to spatial learning, i.e., the amygdala as opposed to hippocampus,
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Table 5. Effects of glutamate receptor agonists and antagonists on olfactory and gustatory learning

Species Infusion Time Infusion Route Antagonist Agonist Effect on Memory References

             Olfactory Tasks

Rat / Pre-training • i.c.v., i.Olf.bulb; N:  AP5, MK801 Impairment (odor • 28,67,81,198,224
Mouse    s.c., i.BLA discrimination; odor

memory; taste potentiated
odor aversion)

Rat Post-training • i.BLA N:  AP5 No effect(taste potentiated • 67
Pre-test odor aversion)

Mouse During pairing • i.Olf.bulb m: APDC, Memory induction • 98,209
     DCG-IV (pregnancy block)

     Conditioned Taste Aversion

Rat Pre-training • i.p., i.c.v., i.IC, N:   Ketamine, Impairment • 2,59,60,78,145,198,
   i.LA, i.BLA        MK801, AP5,    205,253,257

       CPP
A: CNQX • 260
m: MCPG • 260

N:  DCS Enhancement • 112
m:  MCPG No effect • 60

Rat Post-training, • i.IC, i.LA, i.BLA N:  AP5 Impairment • 60,78,205
pre-test A: CNQX • 260

m:  MCPG No effect • 260

Mouse • mGluR7 K.O. Impairment • 133

Abbreviations: N:  NMDA receptor ligand; A: AMPA receptor ligand; m:  mGlu receptor ligand; i.BLA = intra basolateral amygdala, i.c.v. = intracerebroventricularly,
i.IC = intra insular cortex, i.Olf.bulb = intra olfactory bulb, i.p. = intraperitoneally, s.c. = subcutaneous.
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and competitive and noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonists are effective when infused
directly into the basolateral complex of the amygdala. This is strong evidence for different
forms of memory not only involving different parts of the brain, but also engaging different
cellular mechanisms. What remains elusive is whether this difference in NMDA receptor func-
tion may be due to a difference in subtype expression within the different brain structures.
Recent evidence confirms that the NR2 subunit in the basolateral amygdala is very important
for fear conditioning and similar work is necessary for other behavioural paradigms. Pharma-
cological experiments, however, require highly specific drugs, which are not yet available. On
the other hand, mutant mice are not yet region- and time-specific, allowing only gross func-
tional assessment of a particular gene.

It appears that differences between competitive and noncompetitive NMDA receptor an-
tagonism are relatively small. Pharmacologically interesting is the existence of various modula-
tory sites such as polyamine and glycine sites. Blockers acting on these sites caused much less
sensory-motor disruptions and agonists have revealed their potency to facilitate memory for-
mation. Transfer to demented humans, however, has met with little therapeutic success.86,216

3) The function of mGlu receptors, especially with respect to the different subtypes, seems
to be more consistent. Although pretraining infusion of mGlu receptor antagonists is the most
effective way of blocking memory formation, acquisition training is not affected by this treat-
ment. This suggests that mGlu receptor activation may take place during learning but plays a
more important part in the consolidation processes of memory. Region- and subtype-specific
functions are less clear to date owing to the lack of selective compounds, but should attract
more attention in the near future. In contrast to agonists acting at the modulatory sites of
NMDA receptors, stimulation of mGlu receptors consistently caused memory impairments.
This supports the contention that there is a fine balance of endogenous mGlu receptor activity
during states of resting and memory formation and its maintenance is crucial for normal learn-
ing and memory. Finally, mGlu receptors have recently been implicated in memory retrieval in
an inhibitory avoidance task (Table 3). Since very little is known about mGlu receptor func-
tion in recall of other paradigms (and forms of memory), this may open a new and intriguing
avenue for research with the potential for memory enhancement and clinical implications.

It may appear from the number of publications that we know a great many details about
Glu receptor functions in memory formation. What then remains elusive? It will be important
in the future to establish the cross talk between the different Glu receptors and develop a more
detailed picture about the second messenger systems mediating their actions. The latter can be
found in later chapters of this book, but behavioural studies linking receptors with second
messengers and enzyme cascades are still sparse. A second and timely topic concerns the role of
metaplasticity. This refers to the fact that changes in synaptic plasticity preceding the learning
event may have implications for the availability of particular neural mechanisms to learn a
second task. Initial reports suggest that such behavioral metaplasticity may render spatial learn-
ing NMDA receptor independent, and memory for step-down avoidance is blocked by expo-
sure to a novel environment. Such studies are of importance since they provide information as
to the interaction of the different memory systems and memory mechanisms.
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Abstract

In this chapter studies are considered concerning the actions of GABAA and GABAB
receptor agonists and antagonists on memory formation in laboratory animals. Peripheral
posttraining administrations of GABAergic drugs produce time- and dose-dependent ef-

fects on memory in animals tested in a variety of experimental conditions. These effects are not
state-dependent, but reflect impairments or enhancements of memory storage processes through
influences on central GABAergic receptors. Furthermore, the genetic make-up plays an impor-
tant role in the modulation of memory processes by GABAA and GABAB receptor agonists and
antagonists in mice.

Central administrations, as well as lesion studies, show that a number of brain structures,
including amygdala, hippocampus, septum and striatum, are involved in the effects of GABAergic
agonists and antagonists on memory storage. Finally, GABAergic mechanisms are involved in
the effects exerted on memory processes by opioids, benzodiazepines and ethanol.

Introduction
There is extensive evidence showing that memory processes in animals can be influenced by

posttraining administration of drugs. In posttraining treatments a drug is administered at some
time after the learning or acquisition phase. It is thus possible to eliminate the potential prob-
lems of the pretraining administrations, such as alteration by drugs of sensory and motor events
involved in learning, focusing on the action of the drugs on memory trace, rather than on
performance-related events. In fact, when a drug is administered after training, the animals can
be trained and tested while they are not under the direct influence of the drug, and the effects
observed can be attributed to influences of the drug on the consolidation of memory, a process
which takes place immediately after the training experience. In particular, the studies carried
out using this procedure can examine the effects of varying time between the training and the
administration of the drugs.73,74 There is now extensive evidence indicating that retention can
be influenced by drugs affecting a variety of neurochemical systems, including catecholaminer-
gic, opioid peptidergic, cholinergic and GABAergic systems.75,77

This chapter will deal with the involvement of the GABAergic system in memory forma-
tion in laboratory animals. Interaction with other systems in the modulation of memory stor-
age will be also considered.

GABA (γ-aminobutyric acid) is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian
nervous system and exerts its effects through specific postsynaptic receptors that influence
membrane permeability to chloride ions.65,96 The GABA receptor is part of a protein complex
that also contains receptor sites for benzodiazepines, picrotoxin and barbiturates, associated
with a chloride ionophore.34,93 In the mammalian brain there are two different GABA receptor
sites: GABAA and GABAB.10 The GABAB agonist baclofen mimics the effects of GABA on this
G-protein coupled receptor, while muscimol is a GABAA receptor agonist. Picrotoxin is an
indirect GABAA receptor antagonist and blocks GABAergic synaptic transmission by interaction
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occurring at the level of chloride ionophore.93,94 As concerns bicuculline, electrophysiological
and biochemical studies have shown that this drug is a specific GABAA receptor antagonist
with central actions.35,36,63,117

GABAergic Drugs and Memory Formation:
Peripheral Administrations

GABAergic Antagonists

Picrotoxin
The first study showing a possible involvement of the GABAergic system in memory was

carried out by Breen and McGaugh11 with rats tested in an appetitively-motivated multiple
T-maze. Posttraining intraperitoneal (i.p.) administrations of picrotoxin reduced significantly
the number of errors made by the animals. This initial finding was confirmed by the observa-
tion of other investigators, using aversively-motivated as well as appetitively-motivated tasks.
Studies carried out by Bovet et al9 showed that posttraining i.p. administrations of picrotoxin
enhanced the rate of acquisition of a two-way avoidance learning in mice. Furthermore, en-
hanced learning of rats posttraining injected i.p. with this drug and trained in a Hebb-Williams
maze was demonstrated by Garg and Holland.46

It must be stressed that, at the time of these studies, the mechanism of action of picrotoxin
at the biochemical level was as yet unknown, and only later it was shown that its effects in-
volved activation of the GABAergic neurotransmitter system.

More recently retention improvements have been shown, following posttraining i.p. ad-
ministration of picrotoxin, in CD1 and CFW mice tested in a one-trial step-through inhibi-
tory avoidance task and in a Y-maze task (Fig. 1).14,24,28 In these experiments the effects of
picrotoxin were dose- and time-dependent. In particular the effects were no more evident
when the animals were injected 120 min after training suggesting that they were due to a
specific action of the drug on the time-dependent memory consolidation process. Further-
more, picrotoxin treatment did not affect the retention performance of animals unless they
received footshock on the training trial. This excludes the possibility that the effects of the drug
on retention performance were due to nonspecific influences on response latencies.72,77 It must

Figure 1. Dose-dependent effects of immediately posttraining i.p. injections of picrotoxin on retention, by
mice, of a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task. Each column indicates median response latency
(+ interquartile range), in seconds, on the retention test trial (from ref. 24).
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be finally considered that enhancement of latent extinction of conditioned fear, following
posttraining i.p. administrations of picrotoxin, has been described in mice tested in a visual
discrimination task.78

Amnesia, instead of memory improvement, has been reported following posttraining i.p.
administration of picrotoxin in rats trained in a one-trial step-down inhibitory avoidance test.86

As observed by Brioni12, it is possible that this effect was the consequence of the high shock
intensity used in these experiments, and that picrotoxin could induce amnesia at high doses if
a high shock is used. In particular, the controls in the Nabeshima and Noda86 study showed
high retention latencies, suggesting that the footshock intensity was high for the animals used
in their study. Indeed, some posttraining treatments, such as acetylcholine and epinephrine,
enhance retention performance when low footshock intensities are administered in the train-
ing, but impair retention when, in the training session, high footshock intensity is used.48,49,59,60

Bicuculline
Effects on memory comparable to those exerted by picrotoxin have been found in a number

of studies following peripheral (i.p.) bicuculline administration.

Figure 2. Dose-dependent effects of immediately posttraining i.p. injections of muscimol (upper graph) and
bicuculline (lower graph) on retention, by mice, of a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task. Each
column indicates mean step-through latency (± SEM), in seconds, on the retention test trial (from ref. 27).
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Retention enhancement following posttraining bicuculline administrations in rats tested in
an active avoidance task has been reported.115 In further studies CD1 mice were used (Fig.
2).27 They were injected with the drug immediately or 120 min after training in a one-trial
step-through inhibitory avoidance task. As compared with saline injected animals, retention
improvement was observed in animals injected immediately after training, while no effect was
evident in mice following 120 min posttraining injection. This suggests that the effects exerted
by bicuculline were due to a specific action on the time-dependent memory consolidation
process. Further, posttraining administrations of bicuculline did not affect retention latencies
of unshocked controls, indicating that the effects of the drug on retention performance were
not due to nonspecific effects on response latencies.24 In a further study,14 carried out with
CFW mice, the animals were injected i.p. after training with bicuculline in two
aversively-motivated tasks, inhibitory avoidance and Y maze discrimination. Bicuculline
methiodide (BMI, a GABAA receptor antagonist that does not readily cross the blood-brain
barrier)-injected groups were also used. In both tasks bicuculline enhanced retention perfor-
mance of the animals in a dose- and time-dependent way. Further, retention was not affected
by the posttraining administration of bicuculline methiodide. These findings suggest the in-
volvement of central GABAergic processes in the effects observed. It must be underlined that
other studies have more recently confirmed that bicuculline improves memory consolidation
in CD1 mice tested in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task.22,25,54 Nabeshima et
al87 found, as in the case of picrotoxin, amnesia also following posttraining i.p. administration
of bicuculline in mice tested in an inhibitory avoidance task. As for picrotoxin, this finding
could be due to the high footshock intensity used in these experiments (see also above, picro-
toxin section).

GABAergic Agonists

Muscimol
There is extensive evidence suggesting that the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol influ-

ences memory processes in animals, after peripheral administration. It has been demonstrated
that posttraining i.p. injections of this drug impair memory consolidation in CD1 mice tested
in one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance conditions (Fig. 2).23,25,26,28,54 In these studies
the effects of muscimol were dose- and time-dependent. Furthermore, muscimol treatment did
not affect the retention performance of animals unless they received footshock on the training
trial, suggesting absence of nonspecific influences by the drug on the response latencies. In a
study carried out by Salinas and McGaugh101 it has been finally demonstrated that muscimol
can induce retrograde amnesia for changes in reward magnitude (reward reduction, and reward
increase) in male Sprague-Dawley rats.

Baclofen
Findings comparable to those observed with muscimol have been obtained following pe-

ripheral (i.p.) administrations of the GABAB receptor agonist baclofen. In particular, the ef-
fects of posttraining i.p. injections of this drug have been studied in two aversively motivated
tasks: one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance and a classical conditioning task (Y maze).23

The experiments were carried out with CD1 mice. The immediate posttraining administration
of baclofen impaired the retention performances of the animals in both experimental condi-
tions. No effect was evident when the drug was injected 120 min after training. These results
are in agreement with those of other studies carried out with rats injected posttraining with
baclofen and tested in an inhibitory avoidance task.104

GABAergic Drugs and Memory: Genotype-Dependent Effects
Studies carried out with the inbred strains of mice C57BL/6 (C57) and DBA/2 (DBA) have

shown that the genetic makeup plays an important role in modulating responses to drug ad-
ministration. As concerns memory processes, strain-dependent effects have been observed, in
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C57 and DBA mice, following posttraining injections of a number of drugs, such as opioid
agonists and antagonists, corticosterone, nicotine and dopaminergic agents. For a review see
reference 20.

Experiments have recently been carried out in which GABAergic agonists and antagonists
were administered in these two strains of mice after training in an inhibitory avoidance task.21

In these experiments immediately posttraining administration of muscimol or baclofen im-
paired retention in C57 mice, while improving it in the DBA strain. Further, picrotoxin,
bicuculline and CGP 35348 (a GABAB antagonist) dose-dependently improved retention in
the former, and impaired it in the latter strain. The fact that the animals of both strain were not
different in sensitivity to shock and to light, as well as in memory consolidation, rules out the
possibility that the observed strain-dependent effects of GABA receptor agonists and antago-
nists could be ascribed to differences in these parameters. Further, the effects of the drugs could
not be ascribed to nonspecific actions on retention performance, as the latencies during the
retention test of those mice that had not received footshock during the training session, were
not affected by the posttraining drug administrations. In addition, the effects of all drugs were
time-dependent, since they were not observed when the drugs were injected at long intervals
(120 min) after training. In summary, these results indicate that the GABA receptors have an
opposite role on memory consolidation in C57 and DBA mice. These opposite actions can be
tentatively explained on the basis of different strain-dependent distribution of GABA in dis-
crete brain areas. In fact, as compared with DBA mice, higher GABA concentrations have been
shown in amygdala, raphe and hippocampus of C57 mice, while lower concentrations of the
neurotransmitter are evident in this strain in the olfactory tubercle and the frontal cortex.31,105

The different distribution of GABA in the brain could be related to a strain-dependent role of
the neurotransmitter in the functions of neural circuits or systems in which other neurotrans-
mitters are also involved. Indeed, a role for GABA in the amygdala, on memory consolidation,
has been reported.15,23 Finally, the results of this study confirm that the effects of GABAergic
drugs on memory consolidation are not related to GABA receptors subtypes. In fact, within
each strain studied, the two GABAergic agonists (A and B) muscimol and baclofen, produced
similar effects on retention and the effects of the two GABAA receptor antagonists and those of
the GABAB receptor antagonists were also similar within each strain. GABAA and GABAB
receptors are considered to involve different mechanisms in neurotransmission, since activa-
tion of the classical GABAA receptor directly opens Cl, selective channels, while activation of
GABAB receptor causes an increase in K+ conductance or a decrease in Ca2+ conductance.
Activation of GABAA or GABAB receptors leads to fast or slow IPSPs, respectively. For a review
see ref. 16. In spite of such differences, in this study,21 selective type A or type B receptor
agonists and antagonists produced, within each strain, similar effects on memory consolida-
tion. This might indicate the existence of a similar functional role of the actions of the two
receptor types at the synaptic level.

GABAergic Drugs and the State-Dependency Hypothesis
The results of some studies have suggested that the retrograde amnesia which follows some

posttraining treatments may be based on state-dependency.56 According to this hypothesis, the
newly acquired informations may be stored in a state induced by the posttraining treatment,
and are not subsequently accessible when retention is assessed while the animals are in a normal
state. Several studies have reported that, while posttraining administration of β-endorphin or
enkephalin impairs retention of newly learned information, the retention of animals injected
after training with these, or other hormones (ACTH, epinephrine, that release brain β-endor-
phin) is comparable to untreated controls if the hormones are administered prior to the reten-
tion test. For review see refs. 24-25. These findings lead to the conclusion that, in some cir-
cumstances, retention performance may not reflect the degree to which the brain-state at the
time of the retention test is congruent with the state which normally occurs or is induced
following training. These findings raise the question of whether retention enhancement or
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impairment produced by posttraining treatments is due to state-dependency rather than to
influence on memory storage processes. For example, in studies of retention enhancement
resulting from posttraining picrotoxin administrations, the animals are not given treatments
shortly prior to the retention test. Thus, a state-dependent interpretation of the retention en-
hancement produced by a posttraining treatment would require the ad hoc assumption that
the state of the animal which normally occurs at the time of retention test is congruent with the
state that was induced following the training. As a consequence, the administration of the same
retention-enhancing treatment prior to the retention test should decrease the congruence, thus
attenuating the retention enhancement induced by the posttraining treatment.24 This implica-
tion was examined by Castellano and McGaugh.24 The experiments were carried out with
CD1 mice tested in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task.

In a first set of experiments different groups of animals received i.p. injections of saline or
picrotoxin immediately after training, and of saline 3 min prior to the retention test, that was
carried out 24 h later. Additional groups of animals were injected with saline or picrotoxin (1
mg/kg) 120 min after training, to determine whether the effect on subsequent retention varied
with the training-treatment interval. Further, to assess possible aversive effects of picrotoxin
injections, another group did not receive footshock but was injected with picrotoxin (1 mg/kg)
immediately posttraining and tested 24 h later. Other groups of mice were injected with picro-
toxin 30, 10 or 3 min prior to training in order to determine whether the drug affected re-
sponse latencies at these times following injections. The results of this set of experiments showed
that the retention latencies of mice given picrotoxin (0.5 and 1 mg/kg) posttraining were sig-
nificantly higher than those of saline controls. Moreover, retention was not affected by picro-
toxin administration 120 min after training, showing that the effects exerted by the drug were
to a specific action on the time-dependent memory consolidation process. Finally, picrotoxin
did not affect either training response latencies when administered prior to training or reten-
tion latencies of unshocked controls when administered posttraining, indicating that the ef-
fects of picrotoxin on retention performance were not due to nonspecific effects on response
latencies.

In a second set of experiments mice were trained in the task and given injections of either
saline or picrotoxin (0.5 or 1 mg/kg) immediately afterwards. Most of the groups were then
given either saline or picrotoxin (0.5 or 1 mg/kg) 3 min prior to the 24 h retention test. Other
groups received either saline or picrotoxin (1 mg/kg) 10 or 30 min prior to the 24 h retention
test. The results showed that picrotoxin administered prior to the retention test did not affect
the retention performance of mice given saline injections posttraining. Further, in all groups
given posttraining picrotoxin, the retention latencies of mice given picrotoxin prior to the
retention test were comparable to those of mice given saline prior to the test. Thus these find-
ings argue against a state-dependent interpretation of the effects of picrotoxin on memory and
are consistent with those of other studies in supporting the view that picrotoxin enhances
retention by modulating memory storage processes.

Further studies25 have shown that the retention-enhancing effect of posttraining adminis-
tration of bicuculline, and the retention-impairing effects of posttraining administration of
muscimol are not state-dependent. In fact, also in this case, the administration of drugs prior to
the retention test did not affect the retention latencies of the animals given saline, or bicuculline
or muscimol immediately after training.

GABAergic Drugs and Memory Formation:
Administrations into Brain Structures

The possibility that GABAergic agonists and antagonists exert their effects on memory as a
consequence of specific actions on central GABAergic receptors has been examined by a num-
ber of studies.

The first brain structure considered has been the amygdala. It is known that retention can
be modulated by posttraining intra-amygdala injections of drugs affecting several neurotrans-
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mitters and neuromodulatory systems.76 Further, GABAergic neurons are widely distributed
in this structure and GABAergic cells project mainly within the amygdala.6,17,67,71,90

In a study carried out with rats tested in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task,
immediate bilateral intra-amygdala administrations of baclofen impaired retention performance
on a 48 h retention test (Fig. 3).23 Further, bicuculline methiodide (BMI) improved, while
muscimol impaired retention (48 h later) in rats tested in a one-trial step-through inhibitory
avoidance task and injected into the amygdala with the drugs immediately after training. In
particular, the memory enhancing effect of BMI was produced by a dose lower than that nec-
essary to induce convulsions. In a further series of experiments of this study posttraining injec-
tions of BMI into the caudate-putamen, a structure which is dorsal to the amygdala, did not
affect retention (Figs. 4 and 5).15 In another study84 the effects of intra-amygdala infusions of
muscimol prior to retention testing was examined. Two sets of experiments were carried out. In
the first set, rats were trained in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task and given
bilateral intra-amygdala infusions of vehicle or muscimol, or simultaneous unilateral infusions
of each, 5 min before the retention test, 24 h after training. The same procedure was adopted in
experiment 2, but two retention measures were taken: initial step-through latency and the
number of trials to reach criterion during continuous multiple-trial inhibitory avoidance (CMIA)
training. The results showed that infusions of muscimol into the amygdalae prior to the reten-
tion test impaired performance in the inhibitory avoidance task. Further, unilateral infusions
of muscimol into the right, but not into the left amygdala, prior to the retention test was
sufficient to impair retention performance. Although bilateral infusions of muscimol impaired
CMIA acquisition, unilateral infusions of the drug into either the right or the left amygdala did
not significantly affect the number of trials required to reach criterion during the CMIA acqui-
sition. These results show that the right and the left amygdala are differentially involved in the
expression of memory for inhibitory avoidance training and suggest that the different effects
observed after unilateral amygdalae infusions of muscimol may depend on the type of task
examined.84 Other experiments, in which muscimol or bicuculline were infused into the
amygdala immediately after a reward shift, have shown that GABAergic system is involved in
the memory modulation for changes in reward magnitude.98 Further, facilitation of trace con-
ditioning of odor aversion has been observed following intra-amygdala (basolateral amygdala)
bilateral injections of BMI after the presentation of the conditioned stimulus in rats.43 Long-term
memory enhancement in rats tested in a one-trial step-down inhibitory avoidance task and
injected immediately after training with picrotoxin in the junction between the central and the

Figure 3. Effect of immediately posttraining intra-amygdala administrations of baclofen on retention of a
one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task in rats. Data are expressed as the median testing minus
training step-through latency (+ interquartile range), in seconds (from ref. 19).
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basolateral nuclei of amygdala, has also been demonstrated.7 A series of experiments has been
recently carried out in which rats were injected with muscimol into the amygdala immediately
after Pavlovian fear conditioning and one-trial inhibitory avoidance tasks.112 Immediate
posttraining infusions of muscimol had no effect on Pavlovian conditioning, but produced a
dose-dependent impairing effect in the inhibitory avoidance. However, Pavlovian condition-
ing was dose-dependently disrupted by pretraining infusions of muscimol. The results of this
study indicate that the amygdala plays a critical role in the acquisition of Pavlovian fear condi-
tioning, and is involved in the modulation of memory consolidation of inhibitory avoidance
but not of Pavlovian fear conditioning. Further evidence that amygdala is involved in modulat-
ing the effects of GABAergic agonists and antagonists on memory comes from lesion studies.
Some experiments,1 carried out with CD1 mice tested in a one-trial step-through inhibitory
avoidance task, have shown that bilateral lesions of the amygdala (or the dorsal hippocampus)
blocked the memory enhancing effect of posttraining i.p. injections of bicuculline as well as the
memory impairing effect of muscimol. In contrast, lesions of the caudate did not influence the
retention-modulating effects of posttraining administrations of the two drugs.

Although many studies have demonstrated that systemically administered GABAergic drugs
influence memory storage through effects involving the amygdala, it has been shown that learning
and memory can be influenced also by injections of GABAergic drugs in brain regions other
than this structure. Early studies have for example demonstrated that injections of picrotoxin
into the hippocampus50 and the substantia nigra,64 and of muscimol into the basal forebrain90

are followed by retention impairment. It is well known that the processing of spatial informa-
tion requires an intact hippocampal function, and is sensitive to the disruption of the
septal-hippocampal cholinergic pathway. Acquisition improvements of spatial information have
been observed in rats after septal lesions, that reduce hippocampal cholinergic activity.113

Muscimol injections in the medial septum reduce the high affinity choline uptake in the hip-
pocampus. It is interesting to underline that muscimol injections in this structure have been
shown to impair, in rats, place navigation in the Morris water maze at the same dose that
reduces the high affinity choline uptake in the hippocampus, and without affecting the nonspatial
strategies of the animals.13 In another study,89 experiments were carried out in which the ef-
fects of muscimol administration into the medial septal area prior to training were studied, and

Figure 4. Effect of bicuculline methiodide injections in the amygdala and the caudate-putamen on retention
of a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task. The rats with chronic implanted cannulae were trained
in the inhibitory avoidance, and were injected immediately after training. Each column represents the mean
± SEM testing minus training latency in seconds (from ref. 15).
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memory was tested at different retention delays in 3 tasks: inhibitory avoidance task, one-trial
place learning task and reward alternation task. In all 3 tasks muscimol administration did not
impair memory performance at short retention delays, but impaired retention at the longer
retention delays. The same authors showed in previous experiments that injections of muscimol
into the medial septal area impaired retention performance in an inhibitory avoidance task and
in a multiple-trial place learning task, when the injections were carried out pretraining but not
posttraining.13,88In summary, the findings of Nagahara and McGaugh89 suggest that the
intra-septal muscimol treatment impairs long-term memory by acting on a memory-related
process that occurs at the time of training rather than by acting on posttraining consolidation
processes. The existence of interactions between the medial septal area and the basolateral
amygdala (BLA, which modulates memory encoding in other brain areas including hippocam-
pus) in the processing of memory storage was demonstrated by a recent study.106The effects of
intra-medial septal infusions of muscimol in rats with BLA lesions were studied. The animals
received sham surgery or excitotoxic BLA lesions and were infused with either vehicle or muscimol
into the medial septal area 5 min prior to training in a step-through inhibitory avoidance and
water maze tasks. The results showed that BLA lesions potentiated the muscimol-induced
memory impairment in the inhibitory avoidance task. Further, BLA-lesioned animals given
muscimol infusions into the median septal area showed memory impairment also in the water
maze task. Taken together, these results give the evidence that BLA interacts with medial septal
area in the processing of memory storage.

In a series of experiments the effect of the infusion of muscimol on the role of the entorhinal
cortex, amygdala and hippocampus in memory processes was studied62 in rats bilaterally im-
planted with cannulae into these structures and trained, after recovery, in a one-trial step-down
inhibitory avoidance task. Testing occurred 24 h after training. In particular it has been exam-
ined whether the pretraining or pretest intra-entorhinal infusion of muscimol had any influ-
ence on the amnesic effect of a posttraining infusion of the same drug into the amygdala and
the hippocampus, and on the amnesic effect of cianonitroquinoxaline-dione (CNQX), an an-
tagonist of AMPA glutamatergic receptors, given prior to testing into the amygdala, hippoc-
ampus or entorhinal cortex. The results showed that muscimol, infused in the entorhinal cor-

Figure 5. Testing-training latencies to step-through after muscimol injections in the amygdala. Rats with
chronic implanted cannulae were trained in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task and were
injected immediately after training. Each column represents the mean ± SEM testing minus training latency
in seconds (from ref. 15).
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tex 20 min prior to testing, inhibited the amnesic effect of muscimol infused into this area 100
min after training. This result demonstrated that memory-relevant information must be pro-
cessed by the entorhinal cortex at the time of training in order that this cortex may play a late
posttraining role in memory processing. Further: a) pretraining intra-entorhinal muscimol
administration did not affect the amnesic effect of the posttraining infusion of muscimol into
the amygdala and the hippocampus, or the inhibition of memory expression induced by pre-
test infusion of CNQX into the amygdala and hippocampus or into the entorhinal cortex; b)
pretest intra-entorhinal muscimol administration did not influence the effect of pretest
intra-amygdala and intra-hippocampal CNQX administration. According to the authors, these
findings indicate that “the cells of the entorhinal cortex that are sensitive to pretraining muscimol
are not part of the inputs that lead to posttraining processing by the amygdala and hippocam-
pus or to the intervention of the amygdala, hippocampus and entorhinal cortex in memory
expression. Instead, the entorhinal cortex may be an output of the amygdala and hippocampus
at the time of memory expression.”62 In a series of experiments,116 Wistar rats were implanted
with cannulae into the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus and into the amygdaloid nucleus,
the entorhinal cortex and the posterior parietal cortex. The animals were trained in a step-down
inhibitory avoidance and received vehicle or muscimol injections 0, 30, 60 or 90 min after
training. Retention was measured 24 h after training. The results showed that retention perfor-
mance was hindered by muscimol administration into both hippocampus and amygdala at 0,
but not 30 min posttraining. Furthermore, the drug was amnesic when given into the entorhinal
cortex 30, 60 or 90 min after training, or into the parietal cortex only 60 or 90 min after
training. The data show a sequential entry in operation, during the posttraining period, of the
hippocampus and amygdala, the entorhinal cortex and the posterior parietal cortex in memory
processing.

Some experiments have been recently carried out in which the effects of muscimol on memory
were studied in rats receiving posttraining intra-hippocampal administrations of muscimol.110

The results showed that the administration of muscimol into the CA1 region of the dorsal
hippocampus impaired long-term memory of habituation to a 5 min exposure to an open field
measured 24 h later.

After the study of Brioni et al15 showing lack of effect following posttraining bicuculline
methiodide injections into caudate-putamen of rats tested in an inhibitory avoidance task,
some other studies have been carried out in which the effect of posttraining GABAergic an-
tagonists into the striatum have been examined. In a first study30 the effects of posttraining
administrations of picrotoxin and bicuculline were investigated in rats tested in a one-trial
step-through inhibitory avoidance task. The results showed that intra-striatal applications of
the two GABA antagonists induced dose-dependent and long-lasting impairments of memory
consolidation. The discrepancy between these findings and those of Brioni et al15 might be
explained, according to the authors, on the basis of a regional functional heterogeneity of
GABA within the structure.47 It is known that disruption of synaptic activity of some brain
structures, including neostriatum and thalamus, is followed by marked deficits in retention of
instrumentally conditioned behaviors. Further, when animals in these conditions are given a
high number of training trials or high intensities of footshock during training, such disruption
is less effective.38 Thus it has been studied32 whether, on the basis of the close anatomical and
functional relationships between the neostriatum and the substantia nigra, enhanced training
with a high level of footshock would prevent the amnesic state induced by picrotoxin and
bicuculline infusion into the latter structure. Rats were trained in a step-through inhibitory
avoidance task under two footshock levels, 0.2 or 0.4 mA, and were injected posttraining with
the GABA antagonists into the substantia nigra and the posterior region of the zona incerta.
Retention was measured 24 h later. The results showed amnesia only in the groups injected
into the nigra following training under the lower shock intensity. According to the authors, the
differences between their findings and previous findings12,58 showing that the main effect of
injections of GABA blockers into amygdala, hippocampus and septum is an impairment of
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retention in rats tested in the inhibitory avoidance, might be explained on the basis of a dis-
similar involvement of limbic and nigrostriatal GABA systems in memory processes, probably
due to regional differences in the physiology of GABA. As concerns the lack of effect of
GABAergic blockade of the nigra after the high (0.4 mA) intensity of footshock administered
during training, it might be related, according to the authors, to central and peripheral events
triggered by the increased aversive stimulation. The effects of regional blockade of the striatum
on memory consolidation has been examined in some further experiments.99 In this study rats
were trained in a step-through inhibitory avoidance task and received posttraining injections of
picrotoxin. Retention test was carried out 24 h later. The data showed that a strong amnesia
was produced by picrotoxin injections into the posteroventral and the lateral regions of the
striatum, an intermediate degree of impairment was produced by injections into the dorsomedial
region, while no retention deficit was evident when the GABA antagonist was injected into the
ventromedial part of the anterior striatum. It was thus evident that the retention impairments
were higher in the posterior and the lateral striatal regions than in the anterior and medial
regions. These results provide strong evidence that the striatal GABAergic activity plays a cru-
cial role in the consolidation of negatively reinforced behaviors. They also demonstrate the
existence of a neurochemical heterogeneity within the striatum as concerns memory consolida-
tion and further reflect a differential involvement of limbic and striatonigral GABA in memory
processes.

Differential effects of muscimol infusions in different regions of the cingulate cortex on
retention have been found.81 In a series of experiments Wistar rats were bilaterally implanted
with cannulae at four different coordinates of the cingulate cortex: 1) the anterior cingulate
(AC); 2) the rostral region of the posterior cingulate (RC); 3) the upper portion of the posterior
cingulate (UC) and 4) the lower portion of the caudal region of the posterior cingulate (LC).
The animals were trained in a step-down inhibitory avoidance task and received infusions of
vehicle or muscimol either immediately or 90 or 180 min after training. Muscimol was amne-
sic when given into any of the three coordinates of the posterior cingulate cortex 90 min after
training, and when given into LC immediately posttraining. None of the treatments was effec-
tive when given into AC. The results show that the posterior, but not the anterior cingulate
cortex regulates memory processing of the inhibitory avoidance task through muscimol-sensitive
synapses, relatively late after training.

The involvement of the GABAergic system in the medial precentral prefrontal cortex in
memory consolidation has been recently examined.82 In this study Wistar rats were trained in
a step-down inhibitory avoidance learning task and received infusions of muscimol or vehicle
into the anterior medial precentral area (Fr2)(CI) or into the junction of Fr1-Fr2 (CII) at
different times after training. Muscimol into CI was amnesic when given immediately, 90 or
180 min, but not 270 min after training. When injected into CII muscimol was amnesic when
given 90 min, but not 0 or 180 min, after training. The results suggest that the GABAergic
system in Fr2 is involved in the consolidation of memory for inhibitory avoidance learning and
that timing of involvement of anterior Fr2(CI) is different from that of posterior Fr2(CII).

Interaction with Other Systems

GABA-Opioids Interactions
The involvement of GABAergic mechanisms in the effects of opioids has been demon-

strated by a number of studies (for a review see ref. 92). Some findings show that opioid
antagonists may act as GABA antagonists. The GABA-induced inhibition of neuronal firing in
the olfactory tubercle of rats is antagonized by naloxone; furthermore, this opioid antagonist
displaces [3H]GABA from GABA binding sites in rat brain. It has been also shown that picro-
toxin- or bicuculline-induced convulsions are enhanced by naloxone.41,97 Finally, drugs known
to facilitate GABA-mediated synaptic inhibition attenuate the rate-decreasing effect of nalox-
one and picrotoxin on schedule-controlled responding in the pigeon. These observations sug-
gest that this effect of naloxone also is due to antagonism of GABA neurotransmission.18
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GABAergic mechanisms seem to be also involved in the effects of opioids on memory. In
fact some experiments have shown that GABAergic mechanisms are involved in the effects
exerted by the opioid antagonists naloxone and naltrexone on memory consolidation in CD1
mice.23 The experiments have been carried out with animals tested in a one-trial step-through
inhibitory avoidance task, and injected i.p. immediately after training with a) naloxone, picro-
toxin, bicuculline or muscimol, b) combinations of naloxone (or naltrexone) with each of the
GABAergic drugs. Retention was measured 24 h after training. The results showed that: a) the
two GABAergic antagonists, picrotoxin or bicuculline, enhanced, while the GABAergic ago-
nist muscimol impaired retention performance; b) the two GABAergic antagonists enhanced,
while muscimol attenuated the effects of naloxone and naltrexone on retention. These results
suggest that naloxone and naltrexone may influence memory consolidation by interacting with
the GABAergic system and by acting as GABAergic antagonists also when their effects on
memory are considered. It should be also noted that the effects of opioid antagonists on memory
consolidation involve both cholinergic and catecholaminergic mechanisms.5,45,55,61 Since GABA
interacts with cholinergic as well as catecholaminergic systems in the brain,66 these results
suggest that it may also interact with these neurotransmitter systems in the modulation of
memory. These findings also suggest that opioid peptides may affect memory storage through
GABAergic mechanisms.

The interaction of β-endorphin and GABAergic drugs in the regulation of memory storage
has been demonstrated by a further study.22 Male CD1 mice were trained in a one-trial
step-through inhibitory avoidance task and tested 24 h later for retention. Different groups of
animals were injected i.p., immediately after training, with β-endorphin, picrotoxin, bicuculline
or muscimol, or with combinations of each of the GABAergic drugs with the opioid. The
results showed that β-endorphin and muscimol produced a dose-dependent impairment of
retention, while the two GABA antagonists enhanced it. Further a low subeffective dose of
picrotoxin or bicuculline attenuated the retention-impairing effect of β-endorphin. These find-
ings indicate that β-endorphin influences memory consolidation through an interaction with
GABAergic mechanisms. The results of this study can be further considered in the light of
previous studies, in which the retention modulating effects of posttraining administrations of
drugs affecting opioid peptide and GABAergic systems were attenuated by drugs affecting
noradrenergic and cholinergic systems. It has been for example shown that the β-adrenergic
receptor blocker propranolol and the muscarinic cholinergic antagonist atropine block the
memory-enhancing effects of both naloxone and bicuculline.52,54,61 Moreover, it has been shown
that the adrenergic agonist clenbuterol and the cholinergic agonist oxotremorine attenuate the
memory impairing effects of β-endorphin and muscimol.26,52,55 These data suggest that both
GABAergic and opioid influences on memory storage are mediated by influences on noradren-
ergic and cholinergic systems. It must be underlined that some studies suggest that the norad-
renergic influences on memory are mediated by activation of cholinergic neurons.53 Thus the
data obtained concerning the interactions of GABAergic, opioid, adrenergic and cholinergic
systems in regulating memory storage suggest that opioid and GABAergic drugs influence
memory through a common action on the release of norepinephrine (NE) that, in turn affects
acetylcholine (ACh) release (for details on these transmitter systems, see relevant chapters in
this book). As concerns the release of NE, it has been shown that opioids inhibit it.2,85,111

Some studies have also shown that activation of GABAA receptors induces NE release.8,103

Further, other experiments79 have demonstrated that the memory modulating effects of
drugs affecting GABAergic, opioid peptidergic, adrenergic and cholinergic systems are medi-
ated, at least in part, by interactions occurring within the amygdaloid complex. As concerns
this point, GABAergic effects on NE release within the amygdala have been recently exam-
ined51 by using in vivo microdialysis and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
In particular the levels of NE within the amygdala were assessed in response to both footshock
and GABAergic compounds. It was observed that a 0.55 mA footshock induced a significant
increase in NE levels when the microdialysis probe was located within the amygdala. In a
further series of experiments rats injected systemically (i.p.) with picrotoxin showed increase in
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levels of NE within the structure, while systemic (i.p.) injection of muscimol resulted in de-
creased levels of this neurotransmitter. These data demonstrate that drugs that are capable of
modulating memory do so by altering NE levels within the amygdala. These results are sup-
ported by previous evidence that amygdala is a critical site for integrating neuromodulatory
systems which ultimately influence memory storage through the release of NE within this
structure,80 and by biochemical and pharmacological findings suggesting that treatments that
induce the release of NE in the amygdala enhance memory retention whereas treatments that
decrease NE release impair retention.51

GABA-Benzodiazepines Interactions
It is known that the systemic injections of benzodiazepines induce anterograde amnesia,

and that amygdala is involved in the mediation of benzodiazepine-induced memory impair-
ments.69,109 Some studies have demonstrated that GABAergic mechanisms are involved in the
effects of benzodiazepines on memory. GABAergic antagonists block, while GABAergic ago-
nists potentiate, the memory impairing effects of systemically administered benzodiazepines in
mice tested in one-trial inhibitory avoidance condition.87,108 Furthermore, the amnesic effect
of intra-amygdala injections of the GABAA agonist muscimol are blocked by systemic injec-
tions of the benzodiazepine antagonist flumazenil.57 Evidence that regional brain levels of
benzodiazepine-like molecules and binding sites changes in the amygdala (as well as in hippoc-
ampus and septum) following training on an inhibitory avoidance task provides further sup-
port for the view that the amygdaloid complex may be a site at which endogenous benzodiaz-
epines act in modulating memory storage.114

The possibility that intra-amygdala administrations of a GABAergic antagonist block the
benzodiazepine effect was examined in some studies. In a first study39 Sprague-Dawley rats
were tested in a continuous multiple trial inhibitory avoidance. The animals were implanted
bilaterally with cannulae aimed at the amygdala. One week later, ten minutes before training,
bicuculline methiodide (BMI) or 10 mM phosphate-buffered saline were infused into the struc-
ture. Immediately following the intra-amygdala injections midazolam or saline were injected
intraperitoneally. The results showed that intra-amygdala injections of BMI blocked the amne-
sic effect of systemically administered midazolam on retention. In fact, on a 48 h retention test,
the performance of the midazolam-injected animals was significantly poorer than that of the
controls, but the retention performance of animals given intra-amygdala injections of bicuculline
prior to the systemic injection of midazolam was comparable to that of the controls. These
results provide strong support for the view that benzodiazepine induced retention impairment
of inhibitory avoidance is mediated by GABAergic activation in the amygdaloid complex. In
another study,40 Sprague-Dawley rats were injected i.p. with either midazolam or vehicle 10
min before training on a multiple-trial inhibitory avoidance task. Immediately after training
BMI or vehicle were infused bilaterally into the amygdala. Also in this case the performance of
the midazolam-injected animals was significantly poorer than that of controls, on a 48 h reten-
tion test. Furthermore, the retention of the midazolam-treated animals given intra-amygdala
injections of bicuculline (2.0 pmol / 0.5 _l) was comparable to that of controls. These results
provide strong support for the view that posttraining GABAergic activation in the amygdaloid
complex mediates benzodiazepines-induced deficits of inhibitory avoidance.

GABA-Ethanol Interactions
GABAergic involvement in the central effects of ethanol has been demonstrated by a num-

ber of studies.37,44,68,70 Acute ethanol administration increases brain GABA content in rats and
mice.29,95,107 Furthermore, in cats, potentiation of the inhibition of cortical neurons by GABA
has been shown following ethanol treatment.91 Finally, ethanol inhibits, through a GABAergic
mechanism, the firing of pars reticulata neurons in rats.83

On the basis of these findings, Castellano and Pavone28 investigated the possible involve-
ment of the GABAergic system in ethanol-induced amnesia.4,27,70 The experiments were car-
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ried out with CD1 mice trained in a one-trial step-through inhibitory avoidance task and
injected immediately after training with either ethanol or the GABAergic drugs picrotoxin,
bicuculline or muscimol alone or in combination with ethanol. The results showed that the
retention performance of the animals was impaired by ethanol and muscimol, while it was
enhanced by picrotoxin and bicuculline. Furthermore, the ethanol-induced reduction of reten-
tion performance was potentiated by the GABAA agonist, and attenuated by the two GABAA
antagonists. Taken together, the findings confirm the involvement of GABAergic mechanisms
in memory consolidation, and demonstrate that this system is involved in the negative effect
exerted by ethanol on retention of mice tested in a one-trial inhibitory avoidance task.

Some studies have shown that the major actions of ethanol involve enhancement of the
effects of GABA at GABAA receptors and blockade of the NMDA subtype of excitatory
aminoacids (EAA) receptor. Furthermore, tolerance to ethanol results in enhanced EAA neu-
rotransmission and NMDA receptor upregulation, which appear to involve selective increases
in NMDA R2B subunit levels and other molecular changes in specific brain loci. (For a review
see ref. 42) It has been also shown that excitatory aminoacid antagonists block the cardiovascu-
lar and anxiety responses elicited by GABAA receptor blockade in the basolateral amygdala of
rats.98,102

There is little cognitive evidence of interaction between NMDA and GABAA receptors.
Some experiments have been carried out, in rats trained on a one-trial step-down inhibitory
avoidance, which received immediately after training intra-amygdala, intra-septal or
intra-hippocampal injections of drugs. In these experiments picrotoxin counteracted the am-
nesic effect of the competitive NMDA receptor antagonist AP5.58 In a recent study,3 the effect
of the noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 and ethanol combinations on
memory consolidation, and the involvement of GABAergic mechanisms in this effect were
investigated in CD1 mice injected i.p. with the drugs immediately after training in a one-trial
step-through inhibitory avoidance task, and tested for retention 24 h later. The results showed
that: a) the retention performances of mice were dose-dependently impaired by immediate
posttraining MK-801 (0.2 and 0.3, but not 0.1 mg/kg) and ethanol (1 and 2, but not 0.5 g/kg)
administrations; b) an otherwise ineffective dose of MK-801 (0.1 mg/kg) enhanced the delete-
rious effect exerted by ethanol (1 and 2 g/kg); c) an otherwise ineffective dose of muscimol (0.5
mg/kg) enhanced, while otherwise ineffective doses of picrotoxin (0.25 mg/kg) or bicuculline
(0.1 mg/kg) antagonized this effect; d) no effect was observed when the treatments were carried
out 120 min after training, suggesting that the effects observed following immediate posttraining
administrations were due to influences on the consolidation of memory. From these experi-
ments it is evident that: a) MK-801 enhances ethanol’s effects on memory consolidation and b)
GABAergic mechanisms are involved in this effect.

Taken together, these results suggest the existence of an interaction between GABAA and
NMDA receptors and ethanol in modulating the consolidation of memory.
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Acetylcholine: I. Muscarinic Receptors
Giancarlo Pepeu and Maria Grazia Giovannini

Abstract

The study of brain muscarinic receptors began more than a century ago, long before the
existence of muscarinic receptors was postulated and then demonstrated. However, the
effects of drugs acting on these receptors, such as atropine, eserine, pilocarpine and

arecoline had been studied much earlier. This chapter is an overview of these studies with the
purpose of defining the roles that different subtypes of muscarinic receptors play in the cogni-
tive process. Background information on the anatomy of the brain cholinergic system, the
muscarinic receptor subtypes, their transduction mechanisms and their distribution are dis-
cussed. The distribution of the receptors is influenced by behavior, age and Alzheimer’s disease
(AD). Three approaches have been used in order to understand which cognitive processes
depend on the activation of muscarinic receptors: i) blockade of the receptors, ii) lesions of the
cholinergic pathways and iii) the attempt to correlate the cognitive process with changes in
cholinergic neuron activity. From these studies, it may be concluded that muscarinic receptors
appear to represent a widespread target system through which acetylcholine, released from the
cholinergic network, improves memory performance by augmenting the selectivity of percep-
tual processing during encoding. Finally, the possibility to correct the cognitive deficits accom-
panying AD and aging by acting directly or indirectly on muscarinic receptors is examined.

Introduction
It has been known for centuries that the berries, roots and leaves of Atropa belladonna and

other plants of the Solanaceous family cause disturbances in memory and orientation and,
increasing the doses, cause hallucination and delirium.71 For a long time, the latter effects
attracted more attention that the subtle effects on memory.113 However, the retrograde amne-
sia following atropine intoxication was noted and reported also in the past. According to
Muccioli,134 patients poisoned with atropine become “idiots”. It is interesting that in its “Toxi-
cology” handbook this author already recommended pilocarpine, for its actions on the vagus,
as a good antidote for atropine intoxication.

It took a long time to demonstrate that the amnesic effects of atropine and scopolamine, the
active ingredient contained in Atropa belladonna, Hyosciamus niger, and Datura stramonium,
depended on their blockade of the actions of brain acetylcholine on muscarinic receptors. The
first systematic investigation of the effects of belladonna alkaloids on cognition was made by
Macht.114 He reported that after a dose as low as 0.05 mg the rats were unable to solve a
familiar maze. No neurochemical mechanism was proposed for this effect, but the author was
fully aware that atropine and scopolamine exerted parasympatholytic activity. The discovery of
acetylcholine (ACh) in the brain by Chang and Gaddum,33 the finding that its levels in the
brain increased during excitation and decreased during sedation and anaesthesia63,189 and the
observations that anticholinergic agents exerted an amnesic effects46 all led to the concept that
brain ACh may be involved in behavior.30
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Other steps, however, were necessary before establishing a connection between the brain
cholinergic system and its muscarinic receptors with learning and memory.143 MacIntosh and
Obering115 were the first to demonstrate an outflow of ACh from the cerebral cortex, provided
that the superfusing fluid contained an inhibitor of cholinesterase. The cortical cup used in
their experiments was the forerunner of the microdialysis technique making it now possible to
study ACh release in behaving rats. Besides showing that CNS depressants reduced ACh out-
flow and CNS stimulants increased it, the cortical cup experiments demonstrated that the
stimulation of the reticular formation was accompanied by an increase in ACh release from the
cerebral cortex, associated with an electrocortical activation. (For an extensive review of the
literature see Pepeu.147 In the same years, Shute and Lewis175,176 published the first map of the
cholinergic pathways in the rat brain. The map was obtained by staining the cholinesterase
contained in the cholinergic neurons and fibres; it was still approximate and lacked many
details. However, its general outlay was correct, as it will be shown later, and demonstrated that
in the brain a network of cholinergic neurons existed from which ACh was presumably released
during their activity.

Another important step towards the demonstration of the neurotransmitter role of ACh in
the CNS was the observation that it was possible to stimulate 10 to 20% of neocortical101 and
hippocampal18 neurons by microiontophoretic application of ACh. In the cortex the neurons
were probably the deep pyramidal cells of layer V. The excitation was muscarinic in nature
because it could be evoked by other muscarinic agonists besides ACh, and was selectively blocked
by atropine.102 This was the first direct demonstration that muscarinic receptors existed in the
CNS, and they were pharmacologically similar to those existing in the parasympathetic system.

The CNS effects of anticholinergic agents were defined as “central anticholinergic
syndrome”112 and emphasis was placed on the amnesic and psychotomimetic effects, and the
characteristic EEG modifications. For a long time little attention was devoted to the subtle
effects on memory and no attempt was made to define the role of the brain cholinergic system
in cognitive processes. In the first congress on the cholinergic mechanisms in the CNS,84 no
paper presented mentioned the word memory. Only Aprison and Hingtgen6 demonstrated the
involvement of a central cholinergic mechanism during drug-induced excitation in avoidance
behavior. Nevertheless, even if the association between ascending cholinergic fibers, EEG
activation and behavioral arousal had already been discovered, the interest in the role of the
cholinergic system in movement control, sleep and wakefulness prevailed over that in the role
of memory mechanisms.

Still, in the late fifties and sixties the investigation on the effects of cholinergic drugs on
acquisition and retention of conditioned responses had progressively begun using more com-
plex behavioral approaches, as shown by the already large number of references quoted by
Longo112 in his exhaustive review. In the second symposium on cholinergic mechanisms, a
review on cholinergic mechanisms and memory was attempted by Moss and Deutsch.132 Al-
though the authors claimed that “the mechanisms by which atropine might affect behavior are
not entirely clear” they concluded that “a full understanding of the effects of cholinergically
active drugs may give some insight into certain functions of cholinergic transmission which
may be necessary for normal recall of learned behaviors”.

An interest in the role of brain ACh in memory was strongly enhanced by the finding that
cognitive impairment and loss of forebrain cholinergic neurons are prominent and characteristic
landmarks of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).13 Moreover, it was shown that the blockade of musca-
rinic receptors by scopolamine in young normal subjects induced a cognitive impairment remi-
niscent of that observed in AD patients.48 Conversely, it was demonstrated that the activation
of muscarinic receptors by ACh, through the increase of its extracellular levels induced by
cholinesterase inhibition,186 or by direct muscarinic agonists184 may improve the cognitive
deficit in AD patients. These findings triggered a large number of studies. In this chapter an
attempt will be made to summarize them and present the available information on the role
exerted by the central cholinergic neurons, through the activation of muscarinic receptors, on
cognitive processes including attention, learning, information storage and recall.
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Anatomy of Brain Cholinergic Pathways
Muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (mAChRs) are the targets of ACh released from the

cholinergic nerve endings and in some cases, are located on cholinergic neurons and nerve
endings (autoreceptors). For this reason, a short description of the brain cholinergic system is
deemed useful.The central cholinergic system was characterized in the eighties using an
anti-choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) antibody99 and it was divided into 10 relatively well
defined populations of cholinergic neurons termed Ch1-Ch10126 (Fig. 1). Most of these clus-
ters of cholinergic cells are formed by projecting neurons, although there are some well charac-
terized populations of interneurons. The most studied central cholinergic neurons are those
found in the basal forebrain because they undergo degeneration in AD. They constitute an
aggregate of discontinuous cell islands of large, multipolar cells with extensive dendritic trees.
The cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain, named Ch1-Ch4, give rise to the main cholin-
ergic input to the cortical mantle and hippocampus (MS/DBB projecting primarily to the

Figure 1. Cholinergic pathways in the human brain. Dotted areas represent the most important nuclei of
origin of cholinergic pathways. A: amygdala; CB: cerebellum; CC: corpus callosum; CP: caudate-putamen;
DBB: diagonal band of Broca; H: hypothalamus; Hi: hippocampus; MS: medial septum; NB: nucleus
basalis of Meynert; OB: olfactory bulb; OT: olfactory tubercle; PPTN: peduncolopontine tegmental nucleus;
T: thalamus; IV: fourth ventricle.
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hippocampus but also to the cortex, and NB, corresponding to the nucleus basalis of Meynert
in primates projects diffusely to the cortex and to the amygdala, see (Fig. 1).

Other cholinergic projection neurons include cells extending from the peduncolopontine
tegmental nuclei to the floor of the fourth ventricle (Ch5-Ch8). These cells have widespread
projections to the forebrain nuclei and to the thalamus, as well as descending projections to the
spinal cord. These neurons do not show substantial degeneration in AD.170

The striatum contains large aspiny cholinergic interneurons whose dysfunction plays a patho-
genetic role in Parkinson’s disease. The existence of cortical cholinergic interneurons has been
recently confirmed in the rat cerebral cortex by means of immunohistochemical staining for
the vesicular ACh transporter.169 Their role needs to be defined.

Muscarinic Receptors

Subtypes—Transduction Mechanisms
In the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) both nicotinic (see Besheer and Bevins,

this book) and mAChRs are present but the density of the muscarinic receptors is much larger.39

The first evidence of the existence of more than one muscarinic receptor subtype was given
by the work of Riker and Wescoe156 showing the cardioselective action of gallamine, but it was
only at the end of the ’70s that the use of the muscarinic receptor antagonist pirenzepine, with
higher selectivity for ganglionic than cardiac muscarinic receptors,79 clearly demonstrated the
existence of more than one receptor subtype.

At present, pharmacological, biochemical, immunological, and molecular biological evi-
dence indicates the existence of five mammalian genes (m1-m5) encoding muscarinic recep-
tors (M1-M5). The cloning21,103,149 and expression of these receptor subtypes in cell lines shed
light on their function, potential physiological role as well as their signal transduction mecha-
nisms. Recently a gene for a putative sixth muscarinic receptor (m6) was cloned and patented
by Millennium Pharmaceuticals Inc. (P1); no details on its pharmacological or potential physi-
ological role are available yet.51 The five subclasses of mAChRs so far best characterized all have
the structural features of the seven-transmembrane helix G-protein-coupled receptor super-
family. Much of the diversity in the structure between the M1/M3/M5 sequences compared
with the M2/M4 sequences resides in the postulated third intracellular loop (i3), responsible for
the specificity of coupling to G proteins and which probably determines the quite specific
coupling preferences of these two groups.210 The “odd-numbered” M1/M3/M5 mAChRs
predominantly couple via the α subunits of the Gq/11 proteins that activate the enzyme phos-
pholipase Cβ, while the “even-numbered” M2/M4 subtypes couple via Gi and Go α subunits
that inhibit adenyl cyclase, as well as to G proteins that directly regulate Ca2+ and K+ channels
(for review see ref. 54).

CNS Distribution of the Muscarinic Receptors
While a great diversity of behavioral, physiological and biochemical effects is mediated by

mAChRs, the identities of the molecular subtypes responsible for any given neuronal function
remain elusive. The complex pharmacology of the mAChR subtypes, together with the lack of
drugs with high selectivity has made it difficult to determine the individual roles of m1-m5
receptors in the brain. Identification of the mAChR subtypes in the brain has been accomplished
using in situ hybridization to localize their mRNAs,24,199 or highly selective antibodies to di-
rectly localize the proteins;111 see also Van der Zee and Luiten.196 All subtypes appear to be
present in the brain, although with different densities, localization and relative abundance
(Table 1). In the forebrain, the region of interest for AD, the major mAChRs subtypes found
are the m1, m2 and m4 proteins. For example, quantitative immunoprecipitation studies showed
that in the hippocampus and several areas of human brain neocortex, the m1 receptor accounts
for 35-60% whereas the m2 and m4 each accounts for about 15-25% of all binding sites.59 In
contrast, m2 is the most prominent subtype in the basal forebrain and m4 is the most abun-
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dant in caudate-putamen. Immunocytochemistry with specific antibodies has enabled researchers
to define a detailed regional and cellular localization of mAChRs in different brain structures.
In the medial temporal lobe, the expression of the m1-m4 subtypes shows differences in the
regional and laminar patterns.110 In neocortical areas and hippocampus, the m1 subtype is
expressed on all pyramidal neurons, where it is localized in somatodendritic regions, primarily
at a postsynaptic level. The pattern of cellular staining for mAChRs in the neocortex is charac-
terized by a clear laminar distribution,26 with strong immunoreactivity present predominantly
in layer 5. Less numerous immunopositive neurons are present in layers 2, 3 and 6.196 Postsyn-
aptic mAChR subtypes modulate excitatory synaptic transmission in the hippocampus,76 and
an example of this modulation is the enhanced responsiveness of NMDA receptors in area
CA1 by activation of M1 receptors.116 Double labeling electron microscopic immunocytochem-
istry has shown that the m1 subunit colocalizes with the NR1 subunit of NMDA receptors in
CA1 pyramidal neurons, indicating an appropriate localization for m1 to modulate the activity
of the NMDA receptor.162 The m1 receptor has a similar postsynaptic distribution at excita-
tory synapses in the striatum85 and increases the excitability of striatal spiny neurons to the
application of NMDA,28 suggesting that this subunit might play a general role in the modula-
tion of glutamatergic neurotransmission.

The m2 subtype, with its prevalent presynaptic localization in the CNS,118 is generally
believed to act as an autoreceptor inhibiting ACh release. Recently, however, this issue has
become controversial. Levey et al.109 using molecular and immunocytochemical approaches
demonstrated that the m2 subtype is present in the basal forebrain not only as a presynaptic
cholinergic autoreceptor, but it is also expressed by the remaining population of cells (possibly
GABAergic) projecting to the cortex and hippocampus. Also, electron microscopic analysis has
shown that in the hippocampus the m2 receptors are present in axons and axon terminals.109

The m2 receptor is presynaptic in other regions of the brain, including the neocortex,133 where
most of the m2 receptors are located on intrinsic noncholinergic neurons,109 because complete

Table 1. Muscarinic receptors in the central nervous system

Receptor Subtypes

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

G-Protein Gq/11 Gi/o Gq/11 Gi/o Gq/11 ?

Transduction ↑IP3, DAG ↓ cAMP ↑ IP3, DAG ↓ cAMP ↑ IP3, DAG ?
mechanism ↑ [Ca2+]i ↑ K+ currents ↑ [Ca2+]i ↑ K+ currents ↑[Ca2+]i

↑ cAMP ↓ Ca2+ curre- ↑ cAMP ↓ Ca2+ curr- ↑cAMP
nts ents

Main local- Neocortex Moderately Low levels Neostriatum Substantia ?
ization Hippocampus abundant Basal forebrain  nigra

Neostriatum Hippocampus Hippocam-
 Cortex pus

Cellular Pyramidal Cholinergic Neuronal Striatal spiny Pyramidal ?
localization neurons neurons neurons neurons

Striatal spiny Microglia
neurons

Synaptic Post >> pre Pre >> post ? Pre and post ? ?

IP3 inositoltrisphosphate; DAG diacylglicerol; cAMP cyclicAMP; ?, Unknown
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lesion of the projecting cholinergic neurons almost completely spare the m2 receptors in the
terminal field. In the striatum the majority of the m2 receptors act as autoreceptors.85

Much less is known about the localization of the other mAChR subtypes in the CNS. The
m3 receptor is present throughout the brain,108 particularly in the basolateral and central
amygdala,108 while the m4 is mostly abundant in the hippocampus and striatum. GABA and
glutamate release is inhibited in the basolateral amygdala through m3-like receptors,181 sug-
gesting a function of these m3 receptors as heteroreceptors. In the hippocampus the m3 and
m4 subtypes are predominantly postsynaptic to the septohippocampal cholinergic terminals.223

However, the m4 subtype seems to also be presynaptically located on hippocampal associa-
tional and commissural projection pathways where it might regulate glutamate release.110 The
distribution profile of the m5 receptor is distinct from the other four subtypes and is enriched
in the outer layers of the cortex, specific subfields of the hippocampus, caudate putamen,
olfactory tubercle and nucleus accumbens.155 These studies also demonstrated that the levels of
m5 receptor protein expression are apparently higher and more widespread than anticipated
from previous in situ hybridization and immunoprecipitation studies.

The mAChRs mediate both excitation and inhibition, depending on the receptor subtype,
distribution, subcellular localization, etc. These receptors are found both presynaptically and
postsynaptically and, ultimately, their main neuronal effects appear to be mediated through
alterations in the properties of ion channels. Excitatory effects result principally from closure of
one or more of a number of different K+ channels,22 though instances of cation channel open-
ings have also been described,45,75 while inhibitory effects include opening of K+ channels and
closure of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. The presynaptic auto- and hetero-receptors constitute
important feedback loops that control ACh release in an inhibitory manner and represent an
important regulatory mechanism for short-term modulation of neurotransmitter release.

Investigations on the physiological role of the various mAChR subtypes are hampered by
the lack of selective agonists or antagonists for the specific receptor subtypes. Over the last few
years several knockout mice strains have been developed for the M1,78 M2,69 M3

119 and M4
receptors.70 The use of knockout animals might help to elucidate the physiological functions
and pathophysiological implications of each receptor subtype. From these studies it appears
that mAChR subtypes are involved in different physiological functions in the CNS, the M2
receptor being involved in movement, temperature control and nociception,69 the M3 in
facilitation of food intake,220 the M4 in locomotor activity,70 and the M5 in water intake, and
rewarding brain stimulation.221 Yamada and coworkers219 demonstrated that in M5 receptor
knockout mice ACh looses its ability to dilate cerebral arteries and arterioles. Studies on M1
receptor knockout mice have given contradictory results concerning their role in cognitive
mechanisms. Hamilton et al77 reported that M1R-/- mutant mice showed defects in LTP induc-
tion in hippocampal CA1 neurons and severe impairment in the consolidation of contextual
conditioning. On the other hand, it was shown128 that M1R-/- mutant mice have a normal
working memory, tested with a radial arm maze, a normal spatial memory, tested using a Mor-
ris water maze, and a normal freezing levels during contextual fear conditioning. The possibil-
ity that compensatory mechanisms occurring during development may help maintaining proper
cognitive functions in M1R-/-mice must be considered.

Very recently, release studies with brain slices from M2 and M4 receptor single KO mice
indicated that autoinhibition of ACh release is mediated primarily by the M2 receptor in hip-
pocampus and cerebral cortex, but predominantly by the M4 receptor in the striatum.224 These
results, together with additional receptor localization studies, support the novel concept that
autoinhibition of ACh release involves different mAChRs in different regions of the brain.

Alterations in mAChR Expression in Behaviorally-Induced Plasticity
Notwithstanding the consistent trend in distribution pattern of mAChRs in naive animals,

the picture of mAChR expression becomes much less static when studied in subjects trained in
learning new behavioral paradigms. It has been shown that ACh release is markedly increased
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in the hippocampus of rats exposed to a novel environment.65,67,187 In a similar behavioral
paradigm investigating spatial orientation, Van der Zee and coworkers192 showed that in ha-
bituated rats mAChRs immunoreactivity increases in cell bodies of pyramidal neurons, but not
interneurons, throughout the CA1 region. Changes were also observed in the neocortex, but
not in the amygdala.196 During the habituation period, exploration-associated synaptic changes
are likely to occur, and variations in ACh release, accompanied by alterations in mAChRs
density might reflect these changes. Similarly, mAChRs immunoreactivity shows a marked
increase in pyramidal cells of trace eyeblink conditioned rabbits,195 an associative learning task
in which the hippocampal cholinergic system is critically involved. In rats trained for a passive
avoidance conditioned response, increased immunostaining for mAChRs is found in layers 2,
3, and 5 of the prefrontal, cingulate, motor, anterior and posterior sensory cortex and shows a
columnar pattern.194 Since this effect is much less pronounced during recall, the authors
concluded that exposure to a new environment and to a painful foot shock, rather than
mnemonic processes of the passive avoidance task, are responsible for induction of the changes.
Active shock avoidance causes a long lasting and time dependent increase in mAChRs
immunoreactivity in the central and basolateral nuclei of the amygdala.157 Twentyfour hours
after training, almost all mAChRs immunoreactivity is lost in the central nucleus, while an
increase is present in the basolateral nucleus up to 25 days after the training. The long-lasting,
but reversible nature of these changes, indicates that fear conditioning is accompanied by dy-
namic plasticity of mAChRs immunoreactivity in the amygdaloid complex.

Muscarinic Receptors in Aging and Alzheimer’s Disease
Whether or not the mild cognitive deficits associated with aging or the severe memory loss

in AD depend, at least partly, on the loss of muscarinic receptors or change in their function is
a controversial topic. Age-related loss of muscarinic receptors in rat neocortex and hippocam-
pus is still a matter of debate, with the majority of the studies reporting no changes, and a few
reporting a decrease or even an increase in binding sites.44,196 In a recent PET study using
N-[11C]methyl-4-piperidyl benzilate, a decrease in muscarinic cholinergic receptor binding in
vivo was observed in several brain areas of aged conscious monkeys.97 Variation in animal
species, rat strain, age of the animal, technique employed and the mAChR subtype studied as
well as the poor specificity of the ligands towards individual mAChR subtypes, all contribute
to the controversy. For example, Quirion and coworkers151 showed that memory-impaired,
aged Long-Evans rats have higher levels of cortical and hippocampal presynaptic mAChR
autoreceptors, determined indirectly through the modulation of ACh release, while other au-
thors, using specific antibodies,37 did not find any change in the number of mAChRs in the
same strain of rats. This latter finding is in line with the observation that cholinergic depletion
in the neocortex accomplished by NBM lesion is not accompanied by loss in mAChR immu-
noreactivity.194,216 On the other hand, Gill and Gallagher64 found a significant age-related
reduction in M2 binding sites in the basal forebrain (MS/DBB) and brainstem (PPTN), and
the reduction in the basal forebrain was correlated with spatial learning impairment. Both of
these ascending cholinergic systems seem to be impaired in the aged rat brain. Since in the MS/
DBB complex M2 receptors are not exclusively located on cholinergic cells,109 decreased M2
receptor binding in aged rats may reflect composite alterations affecting cholinergic and non
cholinergic (presumably GABAergic) cells. The decreased density in M2 binding within the
basal forebrain in normal aging is consistent with several studies in rodents and primates.7,137

Taken together all of these findings led to the conclusion that postsynaptic receptors are largely
unchanged in the aging brain,109,118 but their function may be impaired,58 while there is no
consensus regarding the changes in the M2 receptor subtype.

A reduction in the coupling efficiency to the second messenger system(s), instead of alter-
ations in the number of mAChRs could be the age-related event responsible for
cholinergic-related memory dysfunctions. Indeed, it has been shown that the efficiency of
hippocampal muscarinic receptors coupling to phosphoinositide (PI) turnover is decreased in
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cognitively impaired aged rats and this change is highly correlated with the spatial learning
index,37 while there is no difference in the levels of muscarinic receptor proteins between young
and aged rats or in rats with impaired spatial learning.

Only recently has information been obtained regarding the molecular subtypes of mAChRs
affected by AD. Most studies on muscarinic receptor alterations in AD have concentrated on
changes in the pharmacological binding sites in the cortex of aged normal controls and of AD
postmortem brains. In AD, the severe loss of cortical cholinergic innervation is accompanied
by depletion of m2 receptors, with a relative stability of m1 receptors.118,182 These findings,
again, led to the concept that postsynaptic receptors are largely unchanged58,118 in AD, but
may not be functional.58-60 Quantitative immunoprecipitation followed by radioligand binding
demonstrated that m2 immunoreactivity is decreased, while the m4 receptor is up-regulated.59

On the other hand, Mufson and coworkers135 demonstrated that despite the extensive reduction
in cholinergic basal forebrain neurons, the cellular expression of the m2 receptor is not signifi-
cantly altered within the basal forebrain of AD patients, suggesting that the reduced levels of
the m2 receptor seen in AD cortex probably reflect changes in other neuronal populations.
Some of the m2-expressing pyramidal neurons may undergo degeneration in AD and thus
contribute to the overall loss of m2 receptors in these patients. Very recently, using muscarinic
receptor binding in vivo with [11C]NMBP and PET in healthy volunteers and AD patients,225

it was demonstrated that muscarinic receptor binding shows an age-related decline, but no
evidence of regional changes in AD patients, a finding that is largely in agreement with
post-mortem data. At variance with these results, Lai et al105 in a postmortem investigation
found a decrease in M2 receptor density in the frontal cortex of AD patients with no change in
M1 receptors. However, M2 receptor density was increased in the frontal cortex of patients with
psychotic symptoms compared with those without these symptoms.

The possibility that muscarinic postsynaptic receptors undergo upregulation following de-
generation of the cholinergic fibres141 must be also taken into consideration. It could be specu-
lated that in the AD brain postsynaptic compensatory processes are set forward as a response to
a decrease in presynaptic activity. Interestingly,80,206 it was demonstrated that the mRNA of the
m1 subtype increased in the temporal cortex of AD patients, with no changes in m2, m3, and
m4 mRNA.206 A defect in the coupling of muscarinic receptors to GTP-binding protein,177,207

and/or defective receptor-G protein/phospholipase C coupling56 in AD brain has also been
demonstrated.

Whatever the distribution and dynamics of mAChRs in AD patients, Nitsch and cowork-
ers140 provided the first and most direct link between muscarinic receptors and AD when they
showed that M1- and M3-mediated muscarinic stimulation of cortical neurons promotes the
processing of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) by the γ-secretase pathway. This pathway
splits the APP molecules in the middle of the Aβ domain, therefore precluding the subsequent
release of insoluble Aβ.89 These experiments suggest that loss of mAChRs subtypes during
aging and AD may increase the deposition of insoluble Aβ to form plaques.

It must be mentioned that mAChRs are present not only on neurons, but also on glial cells,
and are associated with cerebral microvasculature.196 In contrast to neurons, an increase in the
number and intensity of mAChRs-positive astrocytes in cortex and hippocampus of aged rats
has been reported.193 Furthermore, Messamore and coworkers124 showed, in autopsy brain
sections from AD patients, that astrocytes associated with senile plaques possess muscarinic
acetylcholine receptors. A brain-specific inflammatory reaction, presumably to the β-amyloid
plaques, is an important pathogenetic component of AD (for review see ref. 123). The inflam-
matory reaction is characterized by activation of microglial cells and astrocytes. The activation
of glial cells possessing muscarinic receptors may explain the controversial results on mAChRs
expression obtained in aging and AD brain.
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Muscarinic Receptors Theta Rhythm and Hippocampal Long Term
Potentiation (LTP)

Electrophysiological studies have defined the role of ACh in LTP, an activity-dependent
form of synaptic plasticity that is believed to represent the molecular basis of certain forms of
learning.40 The application of ACh or muscarinic agonists to hippocampal slices results in two
different actions: i) a rapid, short lasting, selective increase in responsiveness of NMDA recep-
tors in the CA1 area,116 and ii) a slow-onset facilitation of excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(EPSPs) and LTP at Schaffer collaterals-CA1 synapses,9,19,116 which seems to be mediated by
the postsynaptic M2 receptor subtype9,174 and is independent of NMDA receptors.9 This form
of LTP involves increased [Ca2+]i and activation of both serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases.
Aged rats, which are cognitively impaired, lack this form of LTP.171 On the other hand, in the
CA3 region of the hippocampus muscarine depresses LTP due to a block of voltage-gated
calcium channels.215

The hippocampal formation produces a field potential known as rhythmical slow activity
(RSA, or theta rhythm) in the electroencephalogram, characterized by a frequency in the range
of 3-12 Hz, which is, at least in part, atropine-sensitive.170 It has been suggested that hippoc-
ampal theta rhythm is involved in attention and motivation,73 and in mechanisms of learning
and memory,87 as well as in the processing of nonspatial working, but not reference memory.68

An atropine-sensitive theta rhythm has been recorded in immobile, highly aroused animals
placed in close proximity to predators,166 and in rabbits during the presentation of sensory
stimuli, but not after habituation.212 Application of ACh to hippocampal slices induces a theta
rhythm of neuronal activity,88,163 and muscarinic receptor agonists induce theta rhythm, facili-
tate LTP in vivo and restore learning and memory in a passive avoidance task. This finding
demonstrates a possible link between the hippocampal cholinergic system, theta rhythm, LTP
in vivo and learning.92 The presence of theta rhythm might create a permissive environment in
the hippocampus for the induction of LTP.88,138

Investigations into the intracellular signalling pathways that might be involved indicate that
protein kinase A is required for long-lasting LTP induced by stimulation at a theta frequency.88,138

It has been shown that M1 and M4 receptor activation can enhance cAMP, perhaps via βγ
activation of specific adenyl cyclase isozymes127,185 and muscarinic receptors can also increase
levels of intracellular Ca2+ from intracellular stores, thus stimulating adenyl cyclase activity in
tissues expressing Ca2+-sensitive forms of the enzyme.36 M1, M3 and M5 receptors indirectly
stimulate PKC activity (for review see ref. 54) while the M2 and M4 in some cell types can also
activate phospholipase C.188 These events can initiate an overlapping network of signals, in-
cluding the activation of a mitogen activated protein kinase (p42- p44-MAPK) pathway,74

which is known to be regulated by muscarinic agonists and antagonists in neuronal tissue.159

The MAPKs in the CNS are involved, among other actions, in LTP,52,66,159 fear condition-
ing,168 long term spatial memory172 and associative learning.8 MAPKs can also be stimulated
by growth factors and NMDA receptors, and downstream effectors are transcription factors
such as ELK1 or RSK2 (for reviews, see ref. 183 and Selcher et al, this book). The modulation
of the MAPK signaling pathway by muscarinic receptors provides support to the concept that
ACh exerts its effect on memory through intracellular phosphorylation cascades leading to
increased gene transduction and protein synthesis.

Which Cognitive Processes Depend on the Activation
of Muscarinic Receptors?

Three experimental approaches have been used for detecting which cognitive process re-
quires activation of muscarinic receptors.

1. Performance of cognitive tasks after blockade of the muscarinic receptors by muscarinic
antagonists. This approach has been (and still is) used in humans as well;

2. Performance of cognitive tasks after selective destruction of cholinergic neurons;
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3. Measurement of the changes in ACh extracellular levels in discrete brain regions in animal
performing cognitive tasks.

The two latter approaches can be used only in animals and do not exclude the possible
involvement of nicotinic receptors.

Cognitive Alterations Induced by the Blockade of Muscarinic Receptors
The nonselective muscarinic antagonist scopolamine has been extensively used to study the

cognitive alterations induced by the blockade of muscarinic receptors.112 The interpretation of
the pharmacological data is not straightforward, as scopolamine blocks postsynaptic receptors
as well as presynaptic autoreceptors, this latter effect being responsible for an increase in ACh.197

Scopolamine administered to human subjects impairs rapid information processing209 and
encoding of new memories in humans, primates and rodents (for review see ref. 82). Further-
more, scopolamine impairs the retention of contextual fear conditioning when administered
immediately before or immediately post training,164 as well as spatial learning when adminis-
tered before training in the spatial version of the Morris water maze.211 Scopolamine seems to
be less disruptive to long term memory storage than to short term memory,12,68,146 indicating
that once information has been consolidated it is no longer susceptible to disruption by the
blockade of the muscarinic receptors.

Studies evaluating the involvement of the cholinergic system in memory retrieval have given
mixed results. One study showed that scopolamine disrupts retrieval processes in human sub-
jects,165 while in a different study scopolamine had no effect.200 Some animal studies also
indicate that scopolamine interferes with retrieval of information in rodents,130 as do NB
lesioning.136

In both humans and animals the learning deficits caused by muscarinic antagonists are
reversed by cholinomimetic agents, such as cholinesterase inhibitors, supporting the role of
ACh in learning and memory processes. However, it should be mentioned that rats trained in
a Morris water maze under muscarinic antagonism display sensorimotor disturbances that may
interfere with their ability to acquire the task, confounding the impairments of learning/memory
with motor disturbances.27

Cognitive disruption similar to that occurring after scopolamine administration has been
observed in animals and humans with all muscarinic receptor antagonists. The memory im-
pairment induced in patients by tricyclic antidepressants such as amitryptiline and analogues
or anti-parkinsonian agents such as benztropine may represent a clinically relevant side effect.1

Pirenzepine, the only selective M1 antagonist, does not cross the blood brain barrier. Its
intracerebral administration in the rat results in cognitive impairment similar to that induced
by scopolamine.90 Conversely, the administration to rats of the selective M2 antagonists
BiBN-99151 and AFDX 384198 facilitate the release of ACh from the cholinergic nerve endings
by inhibiting the autoreceptor feedback mechanisms and, through this mechanism, restore the
object recognition, passive avoidance, and water maze performance impaired by age or by
scopolamine in young rats. These findings confirm that an increase in extracellular brain ACh
may improve some cognitive processes by acting on M1 receptors and indicate the blockade of
presynaptic muscarinic receptors as a possible target for therapeutic strategies.

Electrophysiological studies, using the selective M3 antagonist 4-DAMP mustard, demon-
strate that M3 and possibly M5 receptors, located in the medial septum/diagonal band modu-
late the impulse flow in the septohippocampal GABAergic pathway.5

The muscarinic toxins MT1, MT2 and MT3 from the venom of the snake Dendroaspis
angusticeps, (Eastern Green Mamba)3,96 appear to be valuable tools to study receptor pharma-
cology, physiology and structure/function relationships. MT1 and MT2 toxins are of great
interest because they appear to be the first allosteric agonists of muscarinic receptors. It is
possible to study the in vivo effects on memory retention of the injection of the toxins into
discrete brain regions. MT2 toxin, a highly selective agonist for M1 receptors of the rabbit vas
deferens, when injected into the dorsal hippocampus immediately after an inhibitory avoid-
ance task, improved retention of the task and its effect was antagonized by scopolamine. This
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finding led the authors to postulate that the M1 receptor of the dorsal hippocampus is directly
involved in positive modulation of memory of this task.94 On the other hand, MT3 injected
into the same region caused amnesia.95 Since this toxin is a highly selective antagonist for M4
receptor,142 acting on the allosteric site of the receptor, the authors suggest that M4 receptor
subtype in the dorsal hippocampus is involved in memory consolidation of a step-down inhibi-
tory avoidance, a task with spatial and strong aversive components.

Cognitive Alteration Induced by Lesions in the Cholinergic Pathways
The prerequisite of lesion studies is the selectivity of the lesion. In order to investigate their

role in learning and memory, the lesions must damage only the cholinergic neurons, a condition
which is not easily obtained. The first difficulty is represented by the anatomy of the cholin-
ergic system since the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons are not clustered together in a well
localized nucleus that can be lesioned easily.222 For many years the second difficulty was the
tool for making the lesion, since a selective cholinergic neurotoxin has been made available
only recently. Electrolytic lesions, which destroy both cholinergic and non cholinergic neu-
rons, as well as intermingled neurons and axons, were used in the past (for review see ref.
53,148) before more refined methods were developed. Neurotoxic lesions made by injecting
the area with glutamate analogs, such as ibotenic acid, kainate, and quisqualate have been
largely used to destroy cholinergic neurons, but they have different degrees of selectivity and
effectiveness,50 and these excitotoxins may damage cholinergic and non cholinergic neurons. A
more promising technique has been the development of selective cholinergic neurotoxins. An
analog of choline, AF64A, has been used to impair the cholinergic neurons, but it appears
more effective on MS than on neocortically projecting cholinergic neurons.38 An important
improvement has been the introduction of the 192IgG-saporin conjugate which permits very
selective cholinergic lesions of the basal forebrain cholinergic neurons.214 Notwithstanding all
these limitations, experiments with lesions of the forebrain cholinergic neurons by different
means have helped in enlightening the role of ACh in learning and memory.

Destruction of the septo-hippocampal projections, either by kainate or ibotenate, impairs
choice accuracy in experimental procedures implying short-term memory57 and transection at
the level of the fimbria-fornix produce deficits in a T-maze performance.154 According to
Casamenti31 the destruction of the NB obtained by bilateral injection of ibotenic acid results
in a complete impairment of passive avoidance conditioned responses lasting at least 6 months.
It has been demonstrated that quisqualic acid lesions of the nucleus basalis disrupts working
memory evaluated by the object recognition test.11

The most selective procedure for the destruction of the cholinergic neurons is the
intracerebroventricular or intraparenchymal injection of 192IgG-saporin (see also Jaffard and
Marighetto in this book). This immunotoxin acts by coupling the ribosome inactivating toxin
saporin to an antibody that recognizes low-affinity NGF (Nerve Growth Factor) receptors
(p75), which are located on the cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain.150 It may therefore
be assumed that the cognitive processes affected by 192IgG-saporin injection depend on the
function of cholinergic neurons. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with this neurotoxin.

Intracerebroventricular injection of 192IgG-saporin results in cell loss in the MS/DBB and
NB, whereas cholinergic cells in the adjacent ventral pallidum, septal cholinergic interneurons,
and peduncolopontine tegmental nuclei are spared.83,160 The use of 192IgG-saporin causes up
to a 90% reduction in cholinergic presynaptic markers, indicating an almost complete cholinergic
deafferentation to the cortex and hippocampus.160 These changes are accompanied by up to a
35% increase in M1 receptor density and by a 20% increase in M2 receptor density in the
cortex.161 Again, increased M1 receptor density can be regarded as a compensatory mechanism
for reduced cholinergic input, while M2 increase after immunolesion supports the hypothesis
that a significant part of M2 receptors exists as postsynaptic receptors in the cerebral cortex. All
the data obtained from behavioral studies performed in rats with i.c.v. injections of
192IgG-saporin are consistent with the finding that only very extensive lesions involving more
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than 90% of MS/DBB and NB cholinergic neurons result reliably in severely impaired perfor-
mances (for review see ref. 218). Impairments in water maze acquisition,107 delayed match-
ing106 and nonmatching to position task,120 prepulse inhibition10 as well as acquisition, but
not retention, of an object discrimination201 have been reported in the rat.

Site directed injection of 192IgG-saporin into distinct nuclei induces cholinergic cell loss in
situ and cholinergic hypoactivity in target areas.208 These lesions are however rather small and
circumscribed and did not produce reliable learning and memory deficits in several behavioral
tests studied, even after bilateral injections of 192IgG-saporin.15 Other papers reported im-
paired retention of a passive avoidance response and of a delayed nonmatching to position

Table 2. Behavioral tasks impaired by 192 IgG saporin injections in rodents

Administration Behavioral Test Effect References
Route

i.c.v. Morris water Spatial working (Leanza et al., 1995)
maze Memory (Waite and Thal, 1996)

(Baxter et al., 1995)
(Berger-Sweeney et al., 1994)
(Walsh et al., 1995)

i.c.v Radial arm maze Spatial working (Wrenn et al., 1999)
Memory

i.c.v. Multiple choice Attentional (Waite et al., 1999)
reaction time task functions

i.c.v. Delayed non-matc- Operant behavior: (Steckler et al., 1995)
hing to position working  Memory, (McDonald et al., 1997)

spatial memory
MS/DBB and NB Operant delayed Short-term memory (Leanza et al., 1996)

matching -to-posit- (Torres et al., 1994)
ion task

MS/DBB or NB Morris water maze Working memory (Dornan et al., 1996)
and radial arm (Shen et al., 1996)
maze

MS/DBB or NB Matching-to-place Spatial memory (Baxter et al., 1995)
task

Intraseptal Radial arm maze Spatial working (Walsh et al., 1996)
memory

Posterior parietal Conditioned stimu- Attentional (Bucci et al., 1998)
cortex lus processing functions (Chiba et al., 1995)
NB Vigilance task Sustained attention (McGaughy et al., 1996)
Intracortical Sustained attention Attentional (McGaughy and Sarter, 1998)

functions
MS/DBB Conditional discri- Conditional (Marston et al., 1994)

mination learning

Amygdala (central Conditioned stimu- Attentional (Han et al., 1999)
 nucleus) & SI/NB lus processing functions
NB Pre-pulse inhibition Sensorimotor gating (Ballmaier et al., 2001)
NB Passive avoidance Working memory (Torres et al., 1994)
MS/DBB Latent inhibition Attentional functions (Baxter et al., 1997)
NB Stimulus discrimi- Operant behavior (Stoehr et al., 1997)

nation
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task190 when the toxin was injected into the NB or MS, respectively, and deficit in the acquisi-
tion of a working memory task14 when injected into either or both structures. Intraparenchymal
injections of 192IgG-saporin have also been used to study the effects of basal forebrain cholin-
ergic lesions on attentional processing. Most of the studies report disrupted attentional pro-
cessing in NB- or MS-injected animals,218 which raises the possibility that the performance
deficits in 192IgG-saporin treated rats might be downstream manifestations of disrupted at-
tention.

Cognitive Processes Associated with Changes in Cholinergic Activity
The development of the in vivo microdialysis technique191 coupled to sensitive analytical

systems for the quantification of ACh levels in the nanomolar range has made it feasible to
correlate changes in ACh extracellular levels in the brain with cognitive processes in the animal.
Using this approach, it has been possible to study the behaviorally-induced activation of the
cholinergic system ascending from the NB to the cortex, from the septum to the hippocampus
or in other structures, during the performance of behavioral tasks.

A caveat in the interpretation of the results obtained with this approach is that stressor
stimuli, such as prolonged handling,139,158 restraint,93 and fear,2 also strongly activate the cho-
linergic system. Therefore before associating a behavioral response to an increase in ACh re-
lease, it is necessary to consider the possible interference of stressors.

Cortical ACh release increased in rats performing a visual attentional task,41 and during an
operant task designed to assess sustained attention and it showed a direct relationship with
attentional effort.86 Similarly, Orsetti and coworkers144 observed a large increase in cortical and
hippocampal ACh release during acquisition of a rewarded operant behavior, but not during its
recall. However, a correlation between attentional effort, required by the task difficulties and
ACh release has not always been found.145

The first exposure to a novel environment causes pronounced behavioral activation.4,32

Giovannini et al65 demonstrated that when the rats are moved from the home cage to a novel
environment ACh release from the frontal cortex increases during the exploratory activity.
Conversely, if the rat is left in the novel environment, exploratory activity and ACh release
decrease, presumably as a consequence of habituation. Explorations render the environment
familiar33,67,187 since its features have been memorized. Behavioral habituation, which is usually
demonstrated by a decrease in exploratory behavior, provides one of the most elementary forms
of learning, both in animals and humans.

The response of an animal to a novel environment includes arousal, attention, anxiety and
fear. A novel environment represents a stressful condition and elicits exploratory activity. The
increase in ACh release from the frontal cortex and the hippocampus,67 occurring under such
conditions, demonstrates an activation of the forebrain cholinergic neurons.72 The presence of
hippocampal theta rhythm during exploratory activity213 and attention73 is further evidence of
cholinergic activation since theta rhythm depends on the septohippocampal cholinergic path-
way,170 as already discussed in a previous paragraph. Two questions arise: 1) To which compo-
nent of the response to a novel environment is the activation of the cholinergic forebrain neu-
rons associated?, and 2) Which cognitive processes depend on the increase in ACh levels in the
synaptic cleft?

Motor activity appears to be associated with an increase in ACh release. However, the at-
tempt to establish a direct correlation between motor activity and ACh release has provided
contradictory results. While Day et al42 and Mizuno et al129 found a correlation, Day and
Fibiger,43 Moore and coworkers,131 and Thiel and coworkers187 did not confirm this correlation.
Giovannini and coworkers67 demonstrated a significant correlation between cortical and
hippocampal ACh release and motor activity only after habituation, but not during the first
exposure to a novel environment. This finding indicates that ACh released during exploration
of a novel environment has more than one component: one related to motor activity and the
others to attention, arousal, anxiety and fear.
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In conclusion, the release experiments in behaving rats support the notion that the fore-
brain cholinergic system plays a crucial role in the attentional functions. This role is mediated
by muscarinic receptors since it is well known that muscarinic antagonists, such as scopola-
mine, reduce the efficiency of information encoding because they impair the optimal utiliza-
tion of attentional resources.49 Further evidence comes from the finding that by enhancing
cholinergic activity with the cholinesterase inhibitor donepezil it is possible to reduce inspec-
tion time in normal subjects.91 According to Sarter and colleagues,167 activated cortical cholin-
ergic inputs enhance cortical sensory and sensory-associational information processing, in-
cluding filtering of noise and distractors. Furthermore, it may be assumed that optimal operation
of information processing results in more efficient memory storage and information retrieval.

Effects of Direct and Indirect Selective Muscarinic Receptor Agonists
on Learning and Memory: Therapeutic Implications

The clinical observations that learning and memory are impaired by drugs which block the
muscarinic receptors, and pathological conditions characterised by a loss of cholinergic neu-
rons, such as AD, have lead to the attempt to restore or improve the cognitive processes by
acting directly or indirectly on the muscarinic receptors. Already in the 19th century both the
direct agonist pilocarpine,134 and the Calabar beans,100 which contain eserine, were indicated
as an antidote for atropine poisoning.

Indirect activation of all subtypes of muscarinic receptors can be obtained by raising the
intrasynaptic levels of ACh through the inhibition of acetylcholinesterase, the enzyme specifi-
cally devoted to ACh inactivation. Some cholinesterase inhibitors such as tacrine, donepezil,
and rivastigmine are currently used in the treatment of the cognitive and behavioral distur-
bances in AD patients. It is outside the scope of this review to discuss the pharmacological
effects of these drugs and their therapeutic results. A recent comprehensive overview was pub-
lished by Giacobini.62 The involvement of muscarinic receptors in this therapy is demon-
strated by their down regulation during subchronic treatments with cholinesterase inhibi-
tors.25,153 The extent to which muscarinic receptor down-regulation may affect the therapeutic
efficacy of cholinesterase inhibitors has not yet been established.

Indirect activation of muscarinic receptors has been attempted using non selective and se-
lective muscarinic agonists. Arecoline, an alkaloid contained in the Areca nut or Betel nut from
the palm tree Areca catechu, is a partial agonist with higher M2 than M1 receptor affinity.125 It
has a psychostimulant activity well know by the populations of Southwest Asia where the
chewing of Betel nuts is a widespread habit. Intravenous administration of arecoline to AD
patients resulted in cognitive improvement, particularly in verbal ability.152 However, arecoline
has not been tested extensively for AD therapy.

Several selective agonists for the M1 receptors have been synthesised with the purpose of
treating AD.55 Xanomeline resulted in significant improvement in cognition despite
dose-limiting adverse events.20 The cholinergic side effects include salivation, lacrimation, gas-
trointestinal disturbances and cardiac rhythm alterations. They are more severe than during
treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors and so far they have prevented the therapeutic use of
M1 muscarinic agonists.

Since it has been shown that the administration to rats of the selective M2 antagonists
BiBN-99151 and AFDX 384198 facilitate the release of ACh from the cholinergic nerve endings
by inhibiting the autoreceptor feedback mechanisms and, through this mechanism, restore
cognitive performances impaired by age or by scopolamine in young rats, other more selective
M2 antagonists have been developed for the treatment of AD.104 For instance, in rodents and
non human primates the selective M2 antagonist SCH57790 was as effective as the ChE in-
hibitor donepezil in reversing scopolamine induced behavioral deficits.29 However, no infor-
mation on the clinical efficacy of these compounds is available yet.
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Conclusions
From this overview of about a century of studies on muscarinic receptors, it appears that the

widespread target system through which acetylcholine, released from the cholinergic network,
improves memory performance by augmenting the selectivity of perceptual processing during
encoding.61 However, it should be remembered that apart from their role in learning and
memory, muscarinic receptors are involved in other brain functions, such as motor control,
sleep, cardiovascular activity, hormone secretion and pain control.98

We still need selective agonists and antagonists through which to improve our understanding
of the role the different muscarinic receptor subtypes play. Only with better drugs we may hope
to exploit more successfully the muscarinic receptors for therapeutic purposes.
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Abstract

The nicotinic cholinergic system has been widely implicated in mediating learning and/or
memory processes in human and nonhuman animals. This chapter highlights various
areas of basic research in which stimulation or blockade of nicotinic acetylcholine

receptors (nAChRs) has been shown to affect an animal’s performance in a variety of tasks
thought to measure learning and memory. For example, under certain conditions, stimulation
of nAChRs by nicotine (or other nAChRs agonists) can enhance working memory of primates
as measured in a delayed matching-to-sample task. Attentional processes are also improved in
rats as indexed by a five-choice serial reaction time task. Further, recent research suggests that
stimulation of nAChRs by nicotine likely enhances the incentive salience of stimuli. We elabo-
rate on a model by which this enhancement might occur and suggest that the role of this
incentive mechanism in relation to learning and memory processes requires more empirical
attention. Finally, there appears to be overlap in the processes by which nAChRs affect learning
and memory. That is, enhanced incentive salience might be responsible for the increased
attentional effects of nicotine, or vice versa. Subsequent research needs to refine the behavioral
techniques so as better dissociate, if required, these mechanisms.

Introduction
A survey of the neuropharmacology literature would likely leave even the most critical indi-

vidual convinced that nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are involved in learning and/
or memory processes in human and nonhuman animals. For example, in humans nAChRs
have been implicated in memory and learning difficulties displayed by patients suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease66 and attention deficit disorder.58 In rodent and nonhuman primate mod-
els, manipulation of nAChRs can alter performance in such learning tasks as radial-arm
maze,49,52,53,65 Morris water maze,1,26 T-maze,6 delayed matching13 and nonmatching to
sample,38 delayed matching-to-position,31 5-choice serial reaction time,11,41,64 environmental
familiarization,9 passive avoidance,28,74 signal detection,14 latent inhibition,79 “learned help-
lessness”,36 and context conditioning.40 In the past decade or so, there have been several
thought-provoking reviews on the role of nAChRs in learning, cognition, and memory.18,56,78

We encourage readers interested in this aspect of nicotinic receptor functioning to seek these
other reviews because of the vastness of the relevant literature and the differences in emphasis
between reviews—including the present review.

Neuronal nAChRs
Before any detailed discussion of the functional role of nAChRs in learning and memory

processes, it may be helpful to provide a brief overview of the main subtypes of neuronal
nAChRs and their neuroanatomical localization within the central nervous system (CNS). For
a comprehensive review of brain nAChRs we refer the reader to Changeux et al.18
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Subtypes
Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are ligand-gated ion channels. This receptor is composed

of five polypeptide subunits that form a barrel-like structure around a central ion channel.21 In
contrast to nAChRs located in the periphery which are composed of α1, β1, δ, ε, γ subunits,
the standard configuration of the neuronal nAChRs include combinations of α and β sub-
units. However, α7, α8, and α9 subunits can also form functional nAChRs that consist of a
single subunit type.25 Presently, the subunits α2-α7 and β2-β4 have been identified in the
human brain and the distribution of these subunits in the human brain are presently being
examined (see ref. 71 for a review of the nAChRs in the human brain). As in other receptor
systems, much more work has examined the distribution of nAChR subunits in the rodent
brain. In rodent models, the α3, α7, β2 subunits, and to a lesser extent the α4 subunit are
expressed in the hippocampus (see ref. 73). The α2, α4, α5, α7, β2, and β4 subunits have
been identified in the interpeduncular nucleus, and expression of the α3, α4, α7, and β2
subunits have been reported in the amygdala.89 For a more detailed description of the distribu-
tion of the various subunits see Arneric et al2 and Shacka and Robinson.89 Most of the neu-
ronal nAChRs contain α4β2 or α7 subunits37,90,94,99 and these are the subunits that have been
most commonly studied in learning and memory tasks (see later). Although, this chapter fo-
cuses on the contribution of central nAChR processes in learning and memory, the role of
nAChRs located in the peripheral nervous system should not be ignored (see ref. 89 for discus-
sion of peripheral nAChRs).

Localization
Acetylcholine (ACh) is the endogenous transmitter substance that binds to functional

nAChRs. Much of the research localizing these ACh-utilizing (cholinergic) neurons in the
central nervous system has employed immunohistochemistry staining for choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT); an enzyme required for synthesis of ACh. Table 1 provides a

Table 1. Distribution of cholinergic neurons in the CNS

Descriptor CNS Localization Projection Areas

Ch1 medial septal nucleus hippocampal complex, limbic cortex

Ch2 ventral nucleus of the diagonal band hippocampal complex, limbic cortex

Ch3 horizontal limb nucleus of the diagonal olfactory bulbs, limbic cortex,
band, magnocellular preoptic area amygdala

Ch4 nucleus basalis of Meynert amygdala, neocortex

Ch5, Ch6 pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus, thalamus, substantia nigra (ventral
laterodorsal tegmental nucleus, central tegmental area and pars compacta),
gray, locus coeruleus reticular formation, locus coeruleus,

cingulate gyrus, subicular cortices,
medial prefrontal cortex

Ch7 medial habenula interpeduncular nucleus

Ch8 parabigeminal nucleus superior colliculus

Striatal nucleus accumbens, olfactory tubercle, local interneurons
caudate, putamen, island of Calleja

Hypothalamic hypothalamus local interneurons, neocortex

Based on refs. 34, 62,63,98.
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summary of the CNS localization of major clusters of ChAT-containing neurons in mam-
mals. Also, included in (Table 1) are some of the notable brain regions that receive projec-
tions from these cholinergic cells. The “Ch” nomenclature allows for simpler designation of
diffuse collections of cholinergic neurons.62,95 For example, Ch3 is located in the basal
forebrain and includes neurons in the horizontal limb nucleus of the diagonal band and
magnocellular preoptic area of the hypothalamus. We will reference back to this table when
discussing the functional importance of nAChRs. For example, cholinergic input from Ch1
may affect learning by modulating α7* nAChRs in the hippocampus (see later). Because a
comprehensive review of the cholinergic system is tangential to our goal, we refer the reader
to the following reports for a more detailed discussion of the cholinergic system: Mesulam
(refs. 62,63) and Woolf (ref. 98).

Memory
Manipulation of nAChRs has been shown to affect performance in a variety of tasks that

assess memory functioning. In nonhuman animals, a majority of this work has been conducted
in tasks designed to assess working memory processes. Working memory is defined by Feldman
et al34 as “encoding of task-specific information over short periods of time (e.g., within a single
trial or test session)” (p. 272). The delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) task is a commonly
used preparation for assessing working memory. Briefly, in this task an animal is presented with
a “sample” stimulus. Following a delay, the animal is presented with the sample stimulus and
one or more novel stimuli. During this choice test, the animal is rewarded for choosing the
sample stimulus. Thus, working memory processes are recruited to encode the information of
the sample stimulus in order to make a correct response during the choice test. That is, working
memory allows the animal to discriminate between the sample stimulus and the other stimuli.

The DMTS task has been widely used to examine the role of nAChRs. For example,
Buccafusco et al13 trained mature pig-tailed and rhesus monkeys on the DMTS task using
colored lights as the stimuli. After acquisition training, the monkeys were tested at 4 different
delays: zero, short, medium, and long. At the zero delay, the choice test occurred immediately
following the presentation of the sample stimulus. The other delays were adjusted for each
monkey’s skill level; on average the short delay was 10.6 sec, the medium delay 39.4 sec, and
the long delay 79.4 sec. Presumably, lengthening the delay impairs performance in this task
because of the limited capacity of working memory processes.31 Indeed, performance ranged
from 97% correct after the zero delay to 58% correct after the long delay. In order to assess if
stimulation of the nicotinic receptors could enhance working memory performance, the ani-
mals were administered ABT-418, a nAChR agonist (i.e., cholinergic channel activator).
ABT-418 did not affect performance at the zero, short, or medium delays. However, at the
long delay, DMTS performance was enhanced by treatment with ABT-418. After a washout
period, all animals were tested with nicotine, an agonist at nAChRs with a high affinity for
α4β2*.20 Similar to ABT-418, nicotine enhanced performance only at the longest delay.

The inability of nAChR agonists to improve performance in the DMTS task at the shorter
delays likely indicates that performance was near optimal levels at the shorter delays, thus
making an improvement difficult to observe. However, improvement at the long delay suggests
that stimulation of the nAChRs affected memory processes when strained. Recall that at the
long delay performance was impaired (58% correct versus 97% correct after no delay). As
mentioned earlier, impaired performance in this task after long delays is taken to suggest a
disturbance in the capacity of working memory.31 Thus, one possibility for the enhancement
in performance is that the agonists stimulated working memory processes by enhancing the
capacity to store the information of the sample stimuli. Given that a major component of
working memory tasks involve attention,12 another tenable and related possibility, is that
attentional processes were enhanced such that the neural representation of the sample stimulus
was stored/encoded more efficiently. Indeed, stimulation of nAChRs has been shown to en-
hance attentional processes (see later).
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Further, there is a wealth of research examining the role of nAChRs in mediating perfor-
mance in other tasks that include a working memory component. For example, Levin et al53-55

has repeatedly found that chronic nicotine treatment enhances performance in a win-shift
version of a radial arm maze. In this particular version of the task, the arms of the maze are
baited and entries into arms that had been previously visited are scored as errors. The number
of errors is taken as a measure of working memory function given that the rat must encode the
information about the location of visited arms. Similar to chronic nicotine, AR-R17779, an
agonist for the α7 subunit, enhances performance in this task.57 Further, Felix and Levin35

found that methyllycaconitine (MLA), an antagonist specific for the α7 subunit, or
dihydro-β-erythroidine (DHBE), an antagonist with affinity for the α4β2* nAChR, infused
into the ventral hippocampus impaired performance in the win-shift version of the radial-arm
maze. This impairment suggests a role for hippocampal α4β2* and α7* nAChRs in working
memory processes.

Interestingly, the greatest performance improvements resulting from stimulation of nAChRs
are commonly reported in tasks that require effortful processing38,84 or in tasks in which a
deficit is produced.29,56 For example, in the DMTS task described earlier, enhanced perfor-
mance was not observed until the delay induced a severe deficit in performance. Similar find-
ings have been reported using a novel-object detection task (also referred to as object recogni-
tion). In that task, a rat is presented with two identical sample objects. After a delay, the rat is
presented with a novel object and one of the previously experienced objects. Rats display a
tendency to interact more with the novel object than the familiar object when the delay is 1 h
(i.e., delayed nonmatching-to-sample; see refs. 7 and 33). However, Puma et al77 found that
after a 24 h delay rats did not discriminate between the objects (i.e., equal time with the novel
and familiar object). Administration of nicotine after exposure to the sample objects reversed
this “deficit;” rats spent more time interacting with the novel object during the test that oc-
curred 24 h later. Presumably, stimulation of the nAChRs enhanced the retention (consolida-
tion) of the information about the sample objects during the long delay.77 Nicotine has also
been reported to enhance retention in a passive avoidance task.74 Interestingly, in that study, mice
lacking the β2 subunit of the nAChR did not show the nicotine-induced enhancement in reten-
tion, suggesting a role for this subunit in retention processes (e.g., consolidation, encoding, etc.).

Deficits in performance induced by lesions have also been reversed by nAChR stimulation.
For example, Decker et al29 found that lesions of the septal area, which reduced cholinergic
input to the hippocampus (see Table 1), induced an impairment in a spatial discrimination
version of a Morris water maze task. Administration of ABT-418 reversed the lesion-induced
deficit, but had no effect on intact controls. Interestingly, this drug was subsequently tested by
Potter et al76 in patients with early to moderate Alzheimer’s Disease, a disease which is accom-
panied by memory impairments and degeneration of the cholinergic system. ABT-418 treated
patients tested on the Selective Reminding Task had improved recall across a 6 h testing period.

Interestingly, stimulation of nAChRs does not appear to affect performance in tasks that
involve reference memory (i.e., use of the same information across trials).12 For example, ad-
ministration of SIB-1553A, a β4* nAChR agonist, did not affect performance in mice that
were trained to discriminate between a baited and unbaited arm of a T-maze.12 Similarly, Levin
et al55 found that chronic nicotine treatment did not affect performance in a 16-arm radial
maze in which specific arms were repeatedly unbaited. Further, Granon et al38 reported that
antagonism of nAChR by administration of neuronal bungarotoxin (NBT) did not affect per-
formance in a reference memory component of a T-maze task; NBT, however, impaired work-
ing memory. Notably, mecamylamine, a noncompetitive nAChR antagonist, infused into the
hippocampus did not affect reference memory, but impaired working memory.67 This result
suggests that nAChRs in the hippocampus are involved in mediating working memory, but not
reference memory processes.

There clearly exists a wealth of research examining the role of nAChRs in mediating perfor-
mance in a variety of tasks. Stimulation of nAChRs generally appear to enhance performance
in working memory tasks and tasks that involve retention of information across a delay. Fur-
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ther, nAChR processes in working memory and retention (consolidation) mechanisms appear
to be especially important in restoring performance induced by degeneration of the cholinergic
system, whether the deficit is naturally occurring (i.e., aging) or induced by a lesion. From our
reading of the literature, an important factor that may contribute to this restoration includes
alterations in attentional processes mediated by nAChRs (see following section). Presumably,
increasing attention to specific stimuli would result in better encoding of the information. In
turn, this information would be neurally retained more effectively and be more readily avail-
able for future use. Further, in a later section (Rewarding/Incentive Effects), we propose an-
other mechanism that may contribute to the enhanced performance observed with nicotinic
receptor stimulation.

Attention
The cholinergic system has been implicated in mediating attentional processes in humans

and nonhuman animals.11,50,59,64,85,96 For example, in human studies, smoking a cigarette (e.g.,
nicotine administration) before presentation of a word list improved the number of words
correctly recalled during a later test.83,96 Specifically, Warburton et al96 found that more words
from the latter part of the list were recalled; this pattern was consistent with an attentional
explanation to the extent that attention diminishes towards the latter part of the list. Similarly,
Rusted and Eaton-Williams83 found that nicotine-induced accuracy improvements in word
recall was related to the length of the word list. That is, a greater improvement was observed
after presentation of a 30-item word list, than a 10-item word list. Nicotine delivered by a
transdermal patch has also been shown to enhance performance in a Random Letter Genera-
tion task (e.g., participants required to name letters of the alphabet in a random order) and a
Stroop test (e.g., participants required to read the ink color of color words), presumably by
enhancing attentional processes.59

Nonhuman animal studies have also focused on nAChR involvement in attentional pro-
cesses. The five-choice serial reaction time (5-CSRT) task has been used in rodents to assess the
role of various nicotinic agonists and antagonists in attentional processes. Commonly, the ap-
paratus used for this task includes a wall with five distinct holes, each with a light at the rear of
the hole. During training, one of the five holes is illuminated for a brief duration. A correct
response is registered for nose pokes during the period that the light is illuminated or for a fixed
interval after the offset of the light. Daily training sessions usually include about 100 trials (i.e.,
random light illuminations). Thus, accurate performance in this task involves sustained atten-
tion and vigilance throughout the entire session.

Mirza and Stolerman64 found that increasing the time between each light presentation re-
sulted in a performance decrement, likely because prolonged vigilance was necessary to main-
tain correct responding. Nicotine administration reversed this deficit suggesting that attentional
processes were enhanced. Interestingly, shortening the duration of the stimulus illumination
(i.e., weakening the signal strength), decreased correct responding, and increased the latency to
make a response.11 According to the authors, this data pattern indicates that information pro-
cessing, not necessarily attentional processing, is impaired. Under these conditions, nicotine
administration did not enhance correct responding. Together these results suggest that stimu-
lation of nAChRs by nicotine can enhance attentional processes, but may not necessarily affect
informational processing (see ref. 92 for a review of the effects of nicotine in the 5-CSRT task).
Further, using the short duration light stimulus, Blondel et al11 replicated the findings of Mirza
and Stolerman64 in that nicotine administration did not affect the number of correct responses.
However, the authors did find that nicotine decreased the latency to make a correct response
and increased anticipatory responses.

To further assess the role of the specific subunits of the nicotinic receptor that may contrib-
ute to attentional processes, Grottick and Higgins41 assessed various compounds in rats that
had failed to meet criterion during 5-CSRT task training. Presumably, attentional/vigilance
processes in these rats were slightly impaired given that they had failed to meet the predeter-
mined criterion. Rats were administered nicotine, AR-R 17779 (an α7* agonist), or SIB 1765F
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(an α4β2* agonist). Both nicotine and SIB 1765F improved performance by increasing correct
responding and enhancing reaction time. In contrast, AR-R 17779 did not affect correct re-
sponding. This data pattern was taken to suggest involvement of the α4β2, but not the α7
subunits, in mediating increased attention/vigilance. Additionally, SIB-1553A, a β4* nAChR
agonist, had no effect on correct responding in the 5-CSRT task in aged rats, whereas perfor-
mance in aged rats was enhanced by nicotine administration.43 Taken together this work sug-
gests that the β4* nAChR is not involved in attentional processes as measured in a 5-CSRT task.

In sum, performance on tasks designed to measure attention processes can be enhanced by
stimulation of nicotinic receptors. Specifically, the α4 and β2 subunits appear to contribute to
this enhancing effect. Notably, researchers have begun to examine the feasibility of using nAChR
compounds as potential therapeutic agents for attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).
Nicotine delivered by a transdermal patch to adults with ADHD showed some effect in aiding
attentional processes;58 however, further research in this area is required.

Rewarding/Incentive Effects
The nAChR agonist nicotine acts on dopaminergic pathways (see Fig. 1) implicated in the

rewarding or the incentive-motivational effects of stimuli such as food, play, or copulatory
opportunity.70,88 Notably, nicotine’s action in this “incentive/approach system” and the condi-
tioned effect associated with this action is used to explain the acquisition and maintenance of
compulsive tobacco use,44,45,80 and the over 95% relapse rate following abstinence without
pharmacotherapy.16,17 Animal models such as self-administration and intracranial
self-stimulation have been employed to elucidate the behavioral and neurobiological processes
underlying these effects of nicotine.15,46,69,81 For example, rodents and nonhuman primates
prepared with an intravenous catheter will press more on a lever that produces contiguous
intravenous delivery of nicotine.22,39 The differential increase in responding (self-administration)
maintained by nicotine requires normal functioning of the system outline in Figure 1. For
example, nicotine self-administration in rats is decreased with bilateral 6-hydroxydopamine
lesions of the dopaminergic projections between the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and nucleus
accumbens,23 or by infusions of a nAChR antagonist, DHβE, into the VTA.24 Further, selec-
tive cholinergic lesioning of the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus, a major cholinergic pro-
jection to the VTA, also attenuates nicotine self-administration.51 Finally, mice lacking the β2
subunit fail to self-administer nicotine.32

Additional empirical work has implicated nAChRs located on the cell bodies in the VTA
and on the terminals of glutamatergic projections from the prefrontal cortex to the VTA.27,47,60

These excitatory glutamatergic projections stimulate VTA neurons resulting in dopamine re-
lease.48 Theorists have suggested that this release of dopamine, especially in the nucleus
accumbens, is important for various aspects of the rewarding/incentive effects of appetitive
stimuli and the conditioned approach effects engendered by these stimuli (de Bruin, this book
and refs. 3,10,27). Dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens is increased in vitro and in vivo
with nicotine. This prolonged increase in dopamine release appears to be mediated by long-term
potentiation of VTA cells containing NMDA receptors—a glutamate receptor selective for the
agonist N-methyl-D-aspartate.87 The α7* nAChRs located on the presynaptic terminals of
projections from the prefrontal cortex are important for inducing this long-term potentiation
in the VTA.60,88 The α4β2* nAChR located on the cell bodies of VTA neurons quickly desen-
sitize to the presence of nicotine and are unlikely to contribute to the long-term enhancement
of dopamine release.27,75

Although there is a massive empirical literature studying the functional effects of dopamine
release in this system, there is still disagreement as to its role in incentive-related behaviors. The
following quote by Dani et al27 provides a good summary that is consistent with our thinking
and will serve as basis for suggesting a broad role of the nAChR-mediated neural plasticity of
this system in learning and memory.

“DA [dopamine] concentrations in the NAc [nucleus accumbens] are not a scalar indica-
tion of reward. More likely, the DA signal conveys novelty and reward expectation or serves to
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indicate the deviation of the environmental input from the animal’s expectations, which were
constructed by experience. Thus, DA may participate in the ongoing associative learning of adap-
tive behaviors as an animal continually updates a construct of environmental salience” (p. 350).

This conceptualization suggests that the dopamine signal that is enhanced by nicotine’s
action on presynaptic terminals containing α7* nAChRs plays a role in neurally attributing
incentive salience to the stimulus input from a continually changing environment. This neural
attribution likely occurs through associative learning processes, broadly defined.3

Recent research by Caggiula and colleagues15 provides an important behavioral example of
this process. Briefly, rats were trained to self-administer nicotine such that when the response
requirement was completed a 1-sec intravenous infusion of nicotine (0.03 mg/kg) was deliv-
ered; a 1-sec light co-occurred with the nicotine infusion. Upon establishing stable
self-administration behavior, some rats were switched to an extinction phase in which saline
replaced nicotine, but the 1-sec cue light still occurred. Although lever press rates decreased
with the removal of nicotine, the nicotine-associated light still maintained responding well
above controls receiving saline without the cue light. In a separate set of rats, the
response-contingent nicotine infusion continued during the extinction phase, but the light
signal was removed. Rates of nicotine self-administration also decreased in this group. Notably,
the level of responding maintained by nicotine alone was comparable to that maintained by the
cue light alone. This result is intriguing if one considers that the rate of behavior maintained by
what is conceptualized as the primary reinforcer, nicotine, is similar to that controlled by a cue
associated with the effects of nicotine. Caggiula et al15 concluded that, “nicotine promotes the
establishment or magnifies the salience of conditioned reinforcers” (p. 526). We suggest that a
plausible mechanism for this enhanced incentive salience is the action of nicotine on the α7*
nAChRs located on glutamatergic presynaptic terminals of projections from the prefrontal
cortex to the VTA. Of course, this proposal requires empirical attention.

Regardless of the specific neurobiological processes responsible for enhancing the incentive
salience of stimuli, this enhancement provides an additional mechanism by which nAChR
compounds may broadly affect learning and memory. For example, enhanced attention and/or
vigilance (see earlier) may be, at least in part, the result of this process. Stimulus events that
occur in the presence of nicotine (or other appropriately selective nAChR agonists) may ac-
quire, or have potentiated, some appetitive property. Presumably this enhanced appetitive quality
increases salience and may even require deeper processing given the acquired associations. In-
deed, animals in a free-choice situation spend more time in a distinct environment that has
been previously paired with appetitive stimuli.4

Figure 1. Diagram of the main pathways involved in nicotinic acetylcholine synaptic plasticity of the
incentive-motivational (reward) system.
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Enhanced/magnified incentive salience of cues may also play a role in the improved acqui-
sition of new tasks observed with some nAChR agonists. For example, we found that acquisi-
tion of a T-maze visual discrimination task was faster in chronic nicotine-treated rats than in
saline-treated rats.6 Perhaps nicotine potentiated the incentive effects of the food used to rein-
force correct arm choice (i.e., black arm). According to this formulation the incentive salience
of the black arm may also be enhanced. That is, any conditioned reinforcing value acquired by
the black-arm stimuli repeatedly associated with food may be increased by nicotine. Further,
these conditioned effects may be stronger because the appetitive effects of food would also be
enhanced (see earlier). Finally, the black-arm stimuli may acquire additional incentive salience
by direct association with nicotine. The cumulative increase in the incentive salience of the
stimulus events relevant to learning the discrimination thus enhanced acquisition rates relative
to saline controls. Interestingly, reversal learning (white-arm now associated with food) was not
altered by nicotine pretreatment. Perhaps, the effects of nicotine on the incentive salience re-
quire the stimulus events to be relatively novel (i.e., relatively little learning history). Or, per-
haps the acquired increase in the incentive salience of black arm cues competed with white arm
cues that were now becoming associated with food and nicotine after a long history on
nonreinforcement in a manner similar to nonmagnified cues in the saline controls.

As a final note in this section, we found that enhanced acquisition in the T-maze task was
predicted by activity in an inescapable novel environment; less reactive rats learned the dis-
crimination faster (see ref. 6 and Fig. 1). Notably, past research on individual differences pre-
dicted by reactivity to inescapable novelty has implicated the mesocorticolimbic dopamine
system.82,86 The nAChR-mediated long-term potentiation of the VTA increases dopamine
release within this system (see Fig. 1) and suggests a potential process responsible for the pre-
dictable difference in T-maze learning produced by nicotine. Of course, the speculations con-
cerning incentive salience and the role of nAChR-mediated long-term potentiation in learning
and memory require further research to provide independent evidence for the processes at a
neurobiological and behavioral level.

Other Effects
Additional functional effects of nAChRs include alterations in pain, anxiety, appetite, de-

pression, epilepsy, and motoric abilities. Although a comprehensive discussion of these effects
is beyond the scope of the present review, their potential influence (direct or indirect) on learn-
ing and memory deserves mention. We will use as an example the locomotor effects of centrally
located nAChRs. Most of the nonhuman animal research investigating attention, reward, or
working memory include controls to assess whether the motoric effects of the nAChR ligand of
interest could account for group differences. Such controls are important in that nAChR ago-
nists can alter general locomotor activity.8,42,61,68,92 Whether the change is locomotor suppres-
sion or stimulation depends on such factors as selectivity of ligand, dose, pretreatment or
preexposure history, rodent strain, and environmental familiarity. Accordingly, if one is inves-
tigating the memory enhancing effects of, say, chronic nicotine, then an index of locomotor
stimulation will be important. Arguably, these locomotor stimulant effects could enhance ac-
quisition and performance in certain learning tasks perhaps by producing small decreases in
the time between stimulus-outcome or behavior-outcome relations (i.e., improved temporal
contiguity) inherent in learning situations.72,93,97 Along these lines, it is interesting to note that
the α4β2* nAChRs42 and increased dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens5 appear to be
important for the locomotor stimulant effects of nicotine (see section on Reward/Incentive
Effects). Likely, future research will begin to more specifically identify the links between the
effects we have listed as “Other” and memory. Perhaps the anxiolytic effects of ABT 41830 or
nicotine19 allow an animal to use neural processing resources released from this decrease in
anxiety toward the learning/memory task prescribed by the experimenter.
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Closing Remarks
Advances in molecular biology are clearly refining our understanding of the vast structural

variation that exists in nAChRs. As these advances continue, so will our understanding of
nAChR processes in learning and memory. For example, behavioral geneticists can further
develop mutant mice with selective deletions of nAChR subunits. Extensive neurobiological
and behavioral assessment of these mice will inform our theoretical models. Also, continued
development of selective ligands will allow researchers to dissociate function and receptor sub-
types. Finally, from our perspective, we need a better understanding of the psychological con-
structs measured by current animal models (e.g., radial arm maze, 5-CSRT) and we need fur-
ther development of new animal models (see Jaffard and Marighetto in this book). Our
discussion, for example, of the possibility that working memory models may also be measuring
attentional processes highlights this need. If we do not fully understand what the dependent
measures are indexing and the factors that affect those measures, we will always be unsure of
whether the neurobiological process identified actually reflects the psychological construct
(memory, learning, attention, reward, etc.) of interest.
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Abstract

The serotonergic system is widely distributed in the central nervous system and plays a
role in many behavioral and physiological processes. However, converging data indicate
that serotonin (5-HT) is specifically involved in learning and memory by interacting

with major neurotransmitters. Thus, 5-HT modulates acetylcholine and glutamate release in
the pathways of first importance for memory functions. The use of global strategies aimed at
modifying the 5-HT level allows to estimate the functional implication of 5-HT in several
types of memory. Nevertheless, the mechanisms of action are dissected by studying 5-HT
receptors. To define the role played by a receptor in memory, one has to consider at least two
criteria which are: 1) its linkage to a second messenger, 2) its anatomical, cellular and subcellu-
lar locations. According to these criteria and by using both pharmacological approaches and
molecular tools such as gene knockout mice, only six types or subtypes among the fourteen
5-HT receptors have presently been demonstrated to be involved in learning and memory.
Administration of 5-HT1A/1B and 5-HT3 specific agonists induces impairments in many
memory tasks while agonists for 5-HT2A/2C, 5-HT4 and 5-HT6 receptors have generally
facilitatory effects. Many of these effects can be reversed by the use of 5-HT receptor specific
antagonists. The combination of these pharmacological tools allows to dissect the physiological
interaction between different 5-HT receptors and different neurotransmitter systems in vari-
ous cerebral structures. Such interactions could participate in the control of the signal-to-noise
ratio in the information processing. Increasing evidence is consistent with the view that the
role of 5-HT in learning and memory becomes more important when the cognitive demand is
high. This can be achieved by increasing the complexity of the memory task or by impairing
memory abilities, as it is the case in aging. For these reasons, specific 5-HT receptor drugs
could prevent memory decline in normal aging or neurodegenerative pathologies such as
Alzheimer’s disease.

Introduction
Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) presents a wide distribution in the central nervous

system (CNS), and thus plays important roles in various behavioral and physiological pro-
cesses, including activity rythms, food-intake, locomotor activity, behavioral inhibition or
emotional states. There is increasing evidence showing that 5-HT is concerned with cognitive
functions, especially learning and memory and attentional processes.24 These functions are not
independent from each other or from other behavioral levels. There are indeed some relation-
ships between anxiety and memory, or between learning and behavioral inhibition. It is thus
clear that 5-HT may modulate learning and memory by direct or indirect ways. If memory
functions are mainly and more directly controlled by other neurotransmitter systems such as
the glutamatergic and the cholinergic, it is presently well-established that, by interacting with
these systems, 5-HT plays an unneglectible role in memory formation via its various receptors
(Fig. 1).
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This chapter thus intends to analyse behavioral and neurobiological data emphasizing the
contribution of serotonin in memory, with special reference to the receptor side as the specific
multidimentional “target” for serotonin to influence memory systems.

Role of 5-HT in Memory: Global Strategies
Serotonergic projections from the raphe nuclei, where cell bodies are concentrated, are wide-

spread and terminate in brain structures thought to underly memory processes such as the
hippocampus, the prefrontal cortex, cortical associative areas, basal ganglia, or thalamus. The
projections to the frontal cortex predominantly originate in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN),
whereas the projections to the hippocampus arise from the median raphe nucleus (MRN). The
DRN regulates the excitability of prefrontal cortical neurons,104 while the MRN plays a direct

Figure 1. What does serotonin do in the main neuronal circuits underlying memory? The flow of inputs from
the environment reaches specialized cortical areas, related information is then transmitted through the
entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus where it is processed before being distributed, via the subiculum, to
cortical areas. The corticohippocampo-cortical communication allows the consolidation of information
into long-term memory. Major anatomical structures underpinning memory processes are interconnected
by glutamatergic routes. Acetylcholine, from the nucleus basalis magnocellularis and septum, subserves a
cross-talk with these major pathways, hence modulating learning mechanisms. Anatomical structures are
illustrated by autoradiography on rat brain sections with specific ligands labeling 5-HT1A ([3H]8-OH-DPAT,
for hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and cortex), and 5-HT1B (S-CM-G[125I]TNH2, for subiculum,
septum and basal nucleus) receptors.1
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role in the desynchronization of the electroencephalographic activity of the hippocampus,129

with possible consequences for memory-associated functions of the frontal cortex and the hip-
pocampus, respectively. In the adult rat brain, hippocampal dependent learning increases the
number of newborn cells which differentiate into neurons.50 Depletion of serotonin with
5,7-dihydroxytryptamine (5,7-DHT) reduces neurogenesis, thus serotonin might be a factor
stimulating granule cell production.20

Nonspecific strategies, which concern much of the earlier studies on the role of serotonin in
cognition, used global strategies, by which the effects of increasing or reducing central 5-HT
neurotransmission were observed in various learning models (Fig. 2, top-half ).

Given the known role of 5-HT in mood disorders such as anxiety, “emotional memory”
deserves to be analysed per se in relation to 5-HT. Thus, a change in 5-HT metabolism occurs
in the prefrontal cortex, the nucleus accumbens, and the amygdala of rats subjected to the
conditioned fear stress (CFS).65 CFS-induced freezing behavior decreases following treatment
with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), which is supposed to enhance 5-HT level
in the brain.66 In contrast, global 5-HT lesions induce specific impairments of contextual

Figure 2. Metabolism and receptor transduction systems of serotonin. Top-half of the figure. 5-HT synthesis
is realized in soma and terminals. Tryptophan hydroxylase is specific of 5-HT neurons and is the rate limiting
enzyme for 5-HT synthesis. As tryptophan cannot be synthesized by the metabolism, 5-HT synthesis is very
sensitive to the presence of this amino acid in the diet. 5-HT degradation takes place in neurons and glial
cells. 5-HT uptake is specific for 5-HT neurons and exists in all membrane compartments of the neuron
(soma, dendrites, axon terminals). Black dots show the steps which can be experimentally controlled in
global strategy approaches to modify the extracellular level of 5-HT. Bottom-half of the figure. Once released
in the intercellular space, 5-HT may act on several specific receptor types or subtypes, which are differen-
tiated by their protein structure, and by their intracellular effectors in the target neuron. The multiplicity
of effector systems for each receptor type, as well as several common intracellular pathways for different
receptor types, increase the diversity of functional effects of the fourteen 5-HT receptor subtypes.
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conditioning in rats, while sparing discrete cue-conditioning.133 Interestingly, selective lesions
of the DRN induce impairments of unconditioned (innate) fear, a response mediated by the
DRN-periaqueductal gray (PAG) projection, but have facilitatory effects on learned fear, a
response mediated by the DRN-amygdala and DRN-frontal cortex pathways.51

Reducing central 5-HT synthesis through L-tryptophan restriction specifically impairs
short-term and long-term memory performance in rats and humans.49,111 Depletion of 5-HT
by using the tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitor, parachlorophenylalaline (PCPA), during
synaptogenesis decreases synaptic density in the adult rat hippocampus, while inducing spatial
learning deficits associated with failure to extinction and, consequently, relearning.87 In con-
trast, 5-HT depletion following 5,7-DHT lesioning has been found to facilitate acquisition
and performance of various learning tasks in rats such as spatial discrimination,3 conditional
visual discrimination (presumably by reducing proactive interference),131 and temporal dis-
crimination under certain conditions such as when the task difficulty is increased.4 Fluoxetine,
a SSRI, was found to weaken associative memory in the rat,97 but aged rats treated with a low
dose of the 5-HT precursor (5-hydroxytryptophan, 5-HTP) improved their performance (over
controls) in a spatial memory task.110

From the above studies inconsistencies emerge about the mechanisms by which 5-HT might
be involved in memory functions or dysfunctions. These are attributable, in part, to the appli-
cation of this global experimental strategy, which modifies the entire serotonergic system and
its interactions with other neurotransmitters, such as the cholinergic system.

Serotonergic-Cholinergic Interactions
The serotonergic and cholinergic systems display important functional interactions in learn-

ing and memory.33,115,122 Simultaneous loss of both acetylcholine (ACh) and 5-HT transmis-
sion prolongs memory impairment in rats, compared with the effect of the separate loss of cho-
linergic or serotonergic transmissions.73,85 Converging data show that 5-HT is involved in the
regulation of central cholinergic activity by modulating ACh release in various cerebral struc-
tures, e.g., cholinergic pathways from the medial septum/diagonal band of Broca (MS/DBB) to
the hippocampus or from the nucleus basalis magnocellularis (NBM) to the cerebral cortex and
amygdala.33,122 Both ACh and 5-HT are crucial for maintaining synapses in the hippocampus
and are critically involved in the acquisition of spatial memory.86,120 Combined disruption of
muscarinic and serotonergic functions induces severe deficits in spatial performance in rats,53

that tacrine, an acetylcholinesterase inhibitor considered to be of high efficacy in the treatment
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), is able to alleviate.54 Intra-hippocampal cografts rich in cholinergic
and serotonergic fetal neurons have a selective, beneficial, effect on spatial reference memory
impairment induced by extensive lesion of the dorsal septo-hippocampal pathways.9 Serotonin
is able to directly modulate cholinergic septo-hippocampal neurons94 as well as indirectly by
interacting with GABAergic interneurons that synapse on medial septum cholinergic neurons.43

5-HT Receptors in Memory Systems
The knowledge of the mechanisms by which 5-HT contributes to learning and memory

requires a more consistent and accurate investigation of the role played by specific types or even
sub-types of receptors, especially those localized in particular cerebral structures underlying
defined cognitive functions. Besides the pharmacological approach which attempts to evaluate
the behavioral functions of particular receptors by use of specific drugs, molecular genetic
techniques provide useful complementary tools, in particular knockout (KO) mice with a de-
letion of a single gene coding for a specific receptor, which constitute unique models of selec-
tive dysfunctions.

Basic Neurobiological Data
Until now only 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT2, 5-HT3, 5-HT4 and 5-HT6 receptors (among

14 types or subtypes) have been demonstrated to play a role in learning and memory. There are
at least two main criteria which have to be taken into account to analyse the potential role
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played by a receptor in a function such as memory: 1) its linkage to a second messenger, 2) its
anatomical, cellular and subcellular locations in the CNS.

5-HT Receptors and Linkage to Second Messenger: Signaling Pathways
Among the fourteen different 5-HT receptor types or subtypes, only 5-HT3 is a

transmitter-gated cation channel, all other 5-HT receptors are linked to guanine
nucleotide-binding proteins (G proteins) and members of the seven transmembrane (7TM)
domain receptors.15 The class of 5-HT1 receptor is coupled to Gi/o, the 5-HT2 to Gq/11, the
5-HT4/6/7 to Gs (Fig. 2; for reviews see: Hoyer and Martin,64 Barnes and Sharp11). The Gi/o
and Gs linkages decrease and increase adenylyl cyclase (AC) activity, respectively, while Gq/11
increases phospholipase C (PLC) activity and can thus also activate adenylyl cyclase through
the protein kinase C (PKC) pathway.

Multiplicity of Effector Pathways84

A single receptor subtype can be linked to multiple effector pathways within a cell. Native
5-HT1B expressed in OK cells are coupled to both elevation of intracellular calcium and inhi-
bition of adenylyl cyclase.137 Activation of recombinant h5-HT1B and h5-HT1D in C6 glioma
cells produces increases in Ca2+-dependent K+ current.72 This coupling depends on the neu-
ron type: As an example, 5-HT1A is not coupled to the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase in DRN.36

Both 5-HT1A and 5-HT1B are linked to Gi and inhibit adenylyl cyclase activity, but in tissues
containing the Ca2+-insensitive adenylyl cyclase (e.g., type II), they stimulate the activity of
the enzyme. This activation is due to the beta-gamma subunits released from activated proteins
Gi.2 The effect is evidenced in the hippocampus where the 5-HT1A potentiates stimulation of
the cyclase promoted by a Gsα-coupled receptor (beta-adrenergic, for example).5

Agonist-Directed Differential Signaling of Receptor Stimulus
The agonists may be able to selectively activate a subset of multiple signaling pathways coupled

to a single receptor subtype. The 5-HT2A receptor is coupled to PLC-mediated inositol triphos-
phate (IP3) accumulation and phospholipase A2 (PLA2)-mediated arachidonic acid (AA) re-
lease. All 5-HT2A agonists have greater activation capacities for PLA2-AA than for PLC-IP3.12

Cross-Talk between 5-HT Receptors
The responsiveness of one receptor system may be regulated by activation of another recep-

tor system, resulting in a “cross-talk” between different receptors. In CHO cells, the h5-HT1B
decreases forskolin-stimulated cAMP accumulation and stimulates increases in Ca2+, along
with a potentiation of Gq-coupled receptor stimulated second messenger responses (PLC-IP3).40

The efficacy of 5-HT1A agonists on inhibition of forskolin-stimulated cAMP accumulation is
regulated by the activation of phospholipid-coupled receptors.42

The interaction between receptors may be due to a physical association. When expressed
alone, 5-HT1B or 5-HT1D form monomers and homodimers, while when coexpressed they
form heterodimers. This association might exist in several brain areas where both receptors
colocalize in the same neuron.135

Constitutive Activity and Inverse Agonism
Most agonists (with intrinsic activity) bind with a high affinity to the isomerized and signal-

ing G protein-coupled conformation, and with low affinity to the inactive G protein-uncoupled
conformation. Neutral antagonists (with no intrinsic activity) bind to all conformations of the
receptor with the same affinity. However, spontaneous activity, not induced by the agonist, has
been demonstrated, which may be decreased by inverse agonists (or negative antagonists), that
oppose the intrinsic activity of the agonist.

Spontaneous or constitutive activity of the 5-HT1A in transfected HEK-293 cells is attenu-
ated by 5-HT1A partial agonists (buspirone, flesinoxan) sharing an inverse agonist capacity,
but not altered by full agonists or antagonists.2
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The inverse agonist properties of the 5-HT1B antagonist SB224289, observed at cloned
receptors, cannot be detected in vivo.93

There is an inverse agonism exerted by some 5-HT2A/2C drugs in the nictitating mem-
brane reflex of the rabbit, which suggests the existence of a constitutive activity in vivo.57

Prolonged treatment with 5-HT2C inverse agonists enhances selectively 5-HT2C-mediated
IP3 accumulation, with no receptor upregulation but changes in the expression of G pro-
teins.13 The in vivo demonstration of a constitutive activity is difficult, but inverse agonists
may be useful drugs for the modulation and regulation of 5-HT receptor activity.

Splice Variants
Apart from 5-HT1, all 5-HT receptor genes contain introns. Although all these receptor

subtypes respond differentially to the same neurotransmitter, an even higher level of diversity
exists because isoforms have been identified for several of these receptor subtypes.103 Isoforms
are either created by RNA editing or by alternative splicing. The variants might exhibit differ-
ent pharmacology, abundance and anatomical distribution.69

Editing of 5-HT2C receptor mRNA results in 11 distinct mRNA species, seven of which
are expressed in the rat brain. These different isoforms modify the basal activity of the receptor,
and decrease agonist affinity and potency.25

The 5-HT4 splice variants differ in the length and composition of their intracellular C
terminals after the common splicing site (L358). These variants have a constitutive activity,
which is higher in splice variants with short C-terminal sequences than in splice variants with
long C-terminal sequences.35

Anatomical and Cellular Compartment Locations

Anatomical Distribution
The possibility that 5-HT receptors play a role in memory is based on the evidence that

these receptors are present in crucial regions involved in such functions, like the hippocampal
formation, the frontal cortex, the striatum, and related structures. Each type or subtype of
serotonin receptor, indeed, has a specific regional distribution in the brain.64 The serotonin
transporter is associated to all membrane compartments of 5-HT neurons and thus mimics
5-HT innervation.138 The 5-HT1A receptor is mainly concentrated in the hippocampus, the
septum, the raphe and, to a lesser extent, in cortical areas. The 5-HT1B receptor is found in
the substantia nigra, the hippocampus, the dorsal subiculum and, to a lesser extent, in the
striatum and cortex. The 5-HT2 receptor is present in a high concentration in cortical re-
gions. The 5-HT3 receptor is widely distributed in the cortex and in all subfields of the
hippocampus. The 5-HT4 receptor is mainly localized in the frontal cortex and hippocam-
pus. Lastly, the 5-HT6 receptor, which emerged more recently from the literature as a poten-
tial target for cognitive enhancers, is mainly expressed in the nucleus accumbens, striatum,
cerebral cortex and hippocampus.

Cellular Location
In neuroanatomical studies, receptors were found to be located: 1) on the cholinergic

septo-hippocampal (5-HT1A, 5-HT1B) and NBM-frontal cortex (5-HT2A, 5-HT3, 5-HT4)
pathways; 2) on the glutamatergic pyramidal cells in the hippocampus (5-HT1A, 5-HT4,
5-HT6), the subiculum (5-HT1B), the entorhinal and the frontal (5-HT1A, 5-HT2A, 5-HT3)
cortices; 3) on GABAergic interneurons (5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT2A, 5-HT3) in different
regions (Fig. 3).

Subcellular Location
5-HT receptors, like all types of receptors can be found at two main subcellular locations

which are somatodendritic and preterminal positions. The somatodendritic receptors modu-
late the firing rate of the neuron (indirectly controlling the neurotransmitter release in termi-
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Figure 3. Sites of action of 5-HT receptor subtypes in different neuronal compartments (soma, dendrites,
axon terminals) in the septo-hippocampal and basal forebrain-cortical complexes. Schematic representation
of data obtained by different authors by using electrophysiology, microscopy and neurotransmitter release
methods (see text for references). The functional consequences of the activation of 5-HT receptors are
indicated (when known) by an upward arrrow ( ↑ ) for an excitatory effect, and a downward ( ↓ ) arrow for
an inhibitory effect on the target cell (with ? signifying uncertainties). For definitions, please refer to the list
of abbreviations.
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nals), while preterminal receptors directly control the release of neurotransmitter. Thus, 5-HT
receptors can be grouped into three main categories: 1) somatodendritic (5-HT1A, 5-HT3,
5-HT6), 2) preterminal (5-HT1B), 3) both somatodendritic and preterminal (5-HT2, 5-HT4).
In addition, receptors can be either auto- or heteroreceptors: Autoreceptors are located on
serotonergic neurons whereas heteroreceptors are found on non5-HT-releasing neurons.
Autoreceptors have been found in the raphe (5-HT1A, 5-HT1D) and in different projecting
areas, such as the septum, hippocampus, the NBM or the entorhinal and frontal cortices
(5-HT1B). Heteroreceptors are present in all anatomical structures mentioned above.

Integrating Behavioral and Neurobiological Data

Receptors that Inhibit Adenylyl Cyclase

The 5-HT1A Receptor
The 5-HT1A receptor is characterized by its high concentration in the hippocampus (Fig.

3), as well as in the raphe, where autoreceptors are also likely to exert an indirect influence on
cognitive functions. This receptor subtype interacts with other neurotransmitter systems, such
as the cholinergic, glutamatergic, GABAergic ones.52

8-OH-DPAT, a specific 5-HT1A agonist, dose-dependently impairs the retention of a
well-learned maze, as well as acquisition of a novel configuration of the maze.67 Interestingly,
the combination of 8-OH-DPAT and scopolamine, a muscarinic ACh receptor antagonist,
even at subthreshold doses, impairs acquisition of the water maze task, but not its retention, in
both normal rats and rats with a central 5-HT depletion. This emphasizes the important role of
postsynaptic heteroreceptors112 and the fact that 5-HT1A receptors and muscarinic receptors
are located on the same target neurons, i.e., hippocampal pyramidal cells. Both systemic and
intra-hippocampal (CA1 region) injections of 8-OH-DPAT impair acquisition of spatial memory
tasks in rats, a deficit attributable to the activation of postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptors. Com-
bining both modes of injection with the use of WAY-100135, a 5-HT1A antagonist (with
partial agonist properties), Carli and colleagues demonstrated that the activation of hippocam-
pal 5-HT1A receptors selectively impairs spatial but not visual discrimination.26 In contrast,
intra-DRN stimulation of 5-HT1A autoreceptors can compensate spatial learning deficits in-
duced by intra-hippocampal scopolamine injections.30 WAY-100135 and WAY-100635, an-
other more potent and more selective 5-HT1A antagonist,44 are equally able to antagonize this
deficit.27,28 Systemic low dose of 8-OH-DPAT prevents intra-hippocampal scopolamine-induced
spatial memory impairment, that an intra-DRN injection of WAY-100635 is able to reverse.32

Similarly, WAY-100635 is able to prevent a cognitive impairment induced by blockade of
hippocampal NMDA receptors with MK-801 in a spatial memory task in rats,31 and in visual
and visuospatial discrimination in monkeys.55

Stimulation of 5-HT1A receptors has controversial effects on working memory.60-130 When
coadministered intrahippocampally with scopolamine, NAN-190, another 5-HT1A antago-
nist, is able to reduce scopolamine-induced working memory impairments.99 There is however
no direct reciprocal interaction since physostigmine, a cholinesterase inhibitor generally able to
compensate cholinergic dysfunction, fails to compensate the deficit induced by an
intra-hippocampal injection of 8-OH-DPAT.98 WAY-100135 is also able to attenuate the det-
rimental effect of the blockade of NMDA receptors by MK-801 on working memory mea-
sured in rats in a delayed alternation task.132

Intra-septal (medial septum) infusion of 8-OH-DPAT in rats impairs spatial learning in a
water maze,14 but facilitates spatial learning in a radial maze in mice.91 The authors attribute
both results, as an alternative hypothesis, to a possible effect of the compound on anxiety. In
the same line of research, it was observed that activation of 5-HT1A receptors induces a com-
plex pattern of facilitatory and detrimental effects on learning, which is dependent on the task
conditions.8 The authors have interpreted their results in terms of a particular role played by
5-HT1A receptors in arousal, similar to mild stress. This study represents a particularly inter-
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esting example of the complex participation of 5-HT in the balance between emotion and
memory mediated by 5-HT1A receptors. Using a behavioral paradigm combining learned
helplessness, fear-conditioning and escape learning, Maier et al78 have emphasized the contri-
bution of 5-HT1A autoreceptors in these behaviors. Systemic and intra-hippocampal adminis-
trations of buspirone, a 5-HT1A receptor partial agonist, have detrimental effects on all stages
of emotional memory, i.e., acquisition, consolidation and retrieval as studied in rats in differ-
ent types of avoidance tasks.75 Intra-amygdala infusion of 8-OH-DPAT (or buspirone) pro-
duces a deficit in the retention of avoidance learning,76 whereas intra-hippocampal infusion of
8-OH-DPAT produces a deficit in the acquisition but not consolidation of fear condition-
ing.123 WAY 100635 is able to attenuate or block both of these effects.

Some recent neurobiological data have added further insights to our understanding of the
way 5-HT1A receptors may interfere with the septo-hippocampal formation (Fig. 3). Activa-
tion of MRN 5-HT1A autoreceptors has been found to produce the hippocampal theta rhythm
and a rhythmical firing pattern of MS/DBB neurons, strongly correlating with the theta
rhythm.70 Moreover, 5-HT1A receptors are expressed in a subpopulation of cholinergic neu-
rons belonging to the MS/DBB complex.68 5-HT, acting via 5-HT1A receptors, is able on the
one hand to decrease CA1 pyramidal cell activity directly, and on the other hand to disinhibit
these cells by acting on interneurons, thus controlling the balance between excitation and inhi-
bition in this region.118 Stimulation of 5-HT1A receptors by BAY x 3702, a high-affinity
5-HT1A agonist, enhances ACh release in the rat cortex and hippocampus, an effect compen-
sated by WAY-100635.71 This effect may be due to an indirect mechanism or to the contribu-
tion of 5-HT7 receptors,96 which have a good affinity for 5-HT1A agonists.128

The main conclusion drawn from these data is that drugs that stimulate 5-HT1A
autoreceptors and block hippocampal 5-HT1A receptors may be useful in the symptomatic
treatment of human memory disturbances associated with the loss of cholinergic and
glutamatergic innervation to the hippocampus.

The results presented here support a consistent role for, especially hippocampal, 5-HT1A
receptors in learning and memory, predominantly by way of their relationships with the cho-
linergic and the glutamatergic systems. In a majority of cases, activation of these receptors
compromises learning, whereas their inactivation selectively reduces this detrimental effect and
those associated with cholinergic and glutamatergic dysfunction.

More recently, molecular biology provided a generation of specific KO and transgenic mice.
The availability of both constitutive and inducible 5-HT1A KO mice will certainly add further
critical knowledge regarding the cognitive functions regulated by this receptor subtype.106-101-58

The 5-HT1B Receptor
In contrast to the 5-HT1A receptor, the 5-HT1B receptor is predominantly located on

axon terminals (Fig. 3). This receptor is present in the hippocampus, the dorsal subiculum and
frontal cortex.

We demonstrated that stimulation of hippocampal 5-HT1B receptors, by the specific
5-HT1B receptor agonist CP 93129, impairs the performance of rats trained in a radial arm
maze using a procedure that makes it possible to dissociate working versus reference memory
errors. This impairment affected the reference memory component of the task more than the
working memory component.23 These results might be explained by the specific cellular and
subcellular locations of 5-HT1B receptors in the hippocampal formation116 (Fig. 3). In par-
ticular, stimulating 5-HT1B heteroreceptors located on hippocampal terminals of septal cho-
linergic neurons induces a decrease in the release of ACh, thus reducing the efficacy of the
septo-hippocampal pathway.34 In addition, stimulating 5-HT1B receptors located on axon
terminals of glutamatergic CA1 pyramidal cells1 induces a decrease in the release of glutamate,
thus reducing CA1-subiculum transmission.16 In this configuration, the 5-HT1B receptors
occupy strategic locations for the control of the main inputs and outputs of the hippocampus.
In particular, 5-HT, via 5-HT1B receptors, may act as a filter for the transfer of processed
information from the hippocampus to cortical areas.
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In contrast, stimulation of 5-HT1B receptors has been demonstrated to increase ACh re-
lease in the frontal cortex, probably by acting on GABAergic interneurons, thus stimulating
cortical pyramidal cells.37 This is an interesting example of the way a specific receptor is able to
influence learning and memory performances in opposite directions, depending on the cere-
bral structure concerned, in processes which may be either time-dependent (dynamics of the
memory trace) or task-dependent (memory systems). For a memory model relying more on the
recruitment of the hippocampus (spatial reference memory), we have observed that a specific
agonist impairs performance. For a memory model that involves more the recruitment of the
frontal cortex (as working memory or sequential processing), one might expect a facilitatory
role of 5-HT1B agonists on memory, via an interaction with the cholinergic system.

So far, there was a lack of specific 5-HT1B antagonists enabling to study the functions of
this receptor. We thus studied the learning and memory abilities of 5-HT1B KO mice.117 In an
object exploration task, the 5-HT1B KO mice displayed higher exploratory activity than wild
type mice,79 a result consistent with the fact that rats show decreased exploratory activity fol-
lowing specific stimulation (using CP 93129) of hippocampal 5-HT1B receptors.22 In the
Morris water maze, no differences between genotypes was found in the visual cue version of the
task, but the 5-HT1B KO mice learned the spatial reference memory task faster than control
(wild type) mice and were found to display higher flexibility when confronted with a change in
the platform location. Independently, Hamon and colleagues observed that the 5-HT1B KO
mice displayed longer periods of paradoxical sleep than wild type mice.18 Given the positive
influence of paradoxical sleep on memory consolidation,59 this result converges with our find-
ings showing enhanced long term memory performance in 5-HT1B KO mice.79 Furthermore,
recent results from our group indicate that this facilitatory effect of the 5-HT1B gene deletion
on memory is accentuated in aged 5-HT1B KO mice.80

These results are promising in view of possible therapeutical applications, in particular the
use of functionally selective 5-HT1B receptor antagonists with potential use in the treatment
of aging-related or AD-associated memory decline.

Receptors that Stimulate Adenylyl Cyclase

The 5-HT4 Receptor
The 5-HT4 receptor is present in the frontal cortex and the hippocampus (Fig. 3). 5-HT4

receptor agonists stimulate adenylyl cyclase, thereby increasing cAMP levels and producing a
decreased after-hyperpolarization that may increase neuronal excitability and neurotransmitter
release.41 Stimulation of 5-HT4 receptors by specific agonists selectively facilitates basal ACh
release in the frontal cortex of rats, but not in the striatum,41 and increases the extracellular
level of 5-HT in the hippocampus.48

These basic modifications in neuronal excitability and/or neurotransmitter release by 5-HT4
ligands in anatomical structures underlying learning and memory suggest an active role for this
receptor in these functions. RS67333, a selective 5-HT4 agonist, prevents the performance
deficit induced in rats by atropine in the Morris water maze, an effect reversed by the selective
5-HT4 antagonist RS67532.46 RS17017, another 5-HT4 agonist, enhances dose- and
delay-dependently delayed-matching-to-sample performance in aged and young monkeys.126

Even if the 5-HT4 receptors do not seem to be tonically activated, the preacquisition adminis-
tration of various 5-HT4 agonists generally improves memory in rats in the Morris water
maze,46 in a social olfactory recognition task assessing working memory,74 or in an olfactory
association learning, assessing long-term memory,83 whereas the post-training administration
impairs consolidation in an autoshaping task in rats.88 However, post-training administration
of 5-HT4 antagonists (SDZ 205557, GR 125487) produces an amnesic effect in the mouse
passive avoidance test, that 5-HT4 agonists (BIMU 1, BIMU 8) are able to prevent.47 More
clearly, it was recently observed that selective 5-HT4 agonists, RS 17017 and especially RS
67333, counteract the detrimental effect of the selective 5-HT4 receptor antagonist RS 67532
in the associative olfactory task in rats.82
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On the whole, these experimental data strongly suggest a beneficial role for 5-HT4 receptor
agonists in restoring deficits in learning and memory.

The 5-HT6 Receptor
The 5-HT6 receptor is an emerging target for drug discovery.19 This receptor, present in the

cerebral cortex and the hippocampus is given much attention due to the potential role of some
of its antagonists as cognitive enhancers. The 5-HT6 receptor antagonist Ro 04-6790 im-
proves consolidation in operant learning (autoshaping) in rats and is able to reverse the detri-
mental effect of scopolamine in this task, but not the detrimental effect of dizocilpine.90 5-HT6
receptors might be involved in the control of ACh neurotransmission.17 Ro 04-6790 does not
affect the acquisition of the water maze task, but enhances the long-term retention of the
platform location.134 Another 5-HT6 receptor antagonist, SB 271046, also improves retention
in the water maze and produces a significant improvement of the performance of aged rats
submitted to an operant delayed learning task.113 This compound was also demonstrated as
being able to increase glutamate and aspartate levels in frontal cortex. As it is orally bioavailable,
it is currently under investigation in phase I in humans for its potential properties as cognitive
enhancer.92

Receptors that Stimulate Phospholipase C

The 5-HT2A/2C Receptors
The 5-HT2A and 5-HT2C receptors both stimulate phospholipase C and show a close

structural homology. So far, there are no ligands truly selective for each of these receptor sub-
types, and few studies are available on the effects of 5-HT2 receptors in learning and memory.
They are present in high concentrations in cortical areas and are thought to mediate more
attentional than memory processes.24 Activation of 5-HT2A/2C receptors induces a facilita-
tory effect on cholinergic release in the rat frontal cortex.61 MDL100907, a 5-HT2A antago-
nist, is able to block the excitatory effect of 5-HT on septo-hippocampal neurons, via 5-HT2
receptors, probably located on GABAergic neurons belonging to the MS/DBB complex.77

MDL100907 is able to selectively abolish the improving effects elicited by DOI, a 5-HT2A/
2C receptor agonist, on memory consolidation in rats.89

Harvey56 reviewed different studies dealing with the effects of 5-HT2A/2C receptor ago-
nists and antagonists on associative learning, as assessed by the conditioned avoidance response
in rats and the conditioned nictitating membrane response in the rabbit. These two tasks are
highly sensitive to specific 5-HT2A/2C drugs. Agonists are consistently observed to enhance
learning in both tasks, whereas 5-HT1A receptor agonists either have no effect or retard learn-
ing. Interestingly, the author suggests that these drug effects are observed only when the task
generates a low level of acquisition. The facilitatory effect of 5-HT2A/2C receptor agonists in
learning (see also ref. 98) might, therefore, be particularly efficient in situations in which task
difficulty is increased. The 5-HT2C KO mouse exhibits weight gain and a high probability of
spontaneous death associated with seizures.6 This mouse is considered as a robust model for the
study of serotonergic mechanisms in epilepsy, which mainly concerns hippocampal dysfunc-
tion. The 5-HT2C KO mouse exhibits an abnormal performance in the water maze, as well as
a defect in synaptic long-term potentiation restricted to the main input of the hippocampus
(perforant path-dentate gyrus).124 This result elucidates the role of 5-HT2C receptors in neu-
ronal plasticities underlying hippocampal learning and memory functions.

Altogether, these data suggest the use of 5-HT2A/2C agonists as complementary or alterna-
tive therapeutic or preventive tools for the treatment of severe memory deficits in humans (e.g.,
AD patients), and also even in normal aging, since these compounds appear to be beneficial in
memory tasks with a high cognitive demand.
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A Ligand-Gated Ion Channel

The 5-HT3 Receptor
The 5-HT3 receptor is the only ligand-gated ion channel among the 5-HT receptors.
Inactivation of 5-HT3 receptors has been found to increase the frequency of the hippocam-

pal theta rhythm and the magnitude and duration of long-term potentiation (LTP) in the CA1
of the hippocampus of freely moving rats.121 These neurophysiological effects have been corre-
lated with improved retention in both spatial and olfactory memory tasks, behaviors which
require the integrity of the hippocampus.121 Systemic administration of a 5-HT3 antagonist
(ondansetron) decreases the firing activity of CA1 hippocampal interneurons, with concomi-
tant increases in the firing rate of pyramidal cells.108 These results indirectly confirm the pres-
ence of 5-HT3 receptors on GABAergic interneurons in the rat hippocampus.95 In the entorhinal
cortex, 5-HT3 receptors (probably located on GABAergic interneurons) tonically inhibit the
release of ACh.107

Initial research on the role played by 5-HT in learning and memory started by demonstrat-
ing that 5-HT3 receptor antagonists are able to improve learning and memory or to antagonize
the effects of anticholinergic or age-induced memory decline in rodents and primates,10 which
is a more recent discovery for other types or subtypes of 5-HT receptors. The beneficial effect
of 5-HT3 antagonists currently receives additional support. Thus, while mCPBG, a 5-HT3
agonist, impairs retention of an associative learning task in rats, ondansetron and tropisetron,
5-HT3 antagonists, improve it.63 Ondansetron prevents scopolamine-induced impairment of
short-term memory retrieval in mice,114 as well as intra-hippocampal scopolamine induced
impairment in rat spatial learning in a water maze.29 Y-25130, another 5-HT3 antagonist, has
a similar compensatory effect on working memory impairment due to cholinergic blockade in
rats, but is ineffective to compensate memory impairment due to blockade of glutamatergic
transmission.100

The cognitive-enhancing property of ondansetron in aged rats is significant and selective in
cognitively impaired animals (as determined by a prescreening procedure) when compared
with that of a cholinergic agonist.45 This prescreening procedure might be a particularly sensi-
tive method for detecting those aged subjects who sustain critical memory deficits that can be
reversed with drugs. In addition, 5-HT3 antagonists, in contrast to nicotine, have no effect on
the acquisition of the water maze task in intact rats, but antagonize both acquisition and reten-
tion impairments in rats sustaining a combined lesion of the MS and the NBM.62 Taken to-
gether, these data clearly indicate that the use of 5-HT3 receptor antagonists is an efficient
compensatory model for cholinergic dysfunction, maybe better than cholinergic agonists.
However, extrapolation to humans is not so clear, as it was found recently that ondansetron is
not able to attenuate scopolamine-induced impairment of episodic memory of young healthy
volunteers.21,81 There is, nevertheless, no doubt that the ‘cognitive profile’ of the 5-HT3 recep-
tor KO mouse will be of great interest.136

Current research suggests that there may be subtypes of the 5-HT3 receptor.38 This hypoth-
esis might explain some functional dissociations, such as the one revealed in a behavioral study
demonstrating that ondansetron (on passive avoidance) and tropisetron (on spatial learning)
have different efficacies to counteract scopolamine-induced memory impairment.105 But it
must also be kept in mind that different cerebral structures or circuits preferentially underlie
the various tasks, recruiting different cognitive operations, that is commonly accepted as memory
systems. Hence, Arnsten and colleagues7 observed mixed drug effects obtained with two 5-HT3
antagonists (ondansetron and SEC-579) in cognitive improvement of aged monkeys submit-
ted to the reversal of a visual discrimination task. Some monkeys either markedly improved or
impaired their performance, depending probably on competing controls of cognitive processes
between the orbital prefrontal cortex and the inferior temporal cortex. In addition, RS-56812,
another 5-HT3 antagonist, was observed to facilitate short-term memory rather than attention
in monkeys.125
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This model of 5-HT3 receptor-mediated control of an inhibitory influence on cholinergic
neurons and modulation of hippocampal theta rhythm and LTP may underlie the memory
enhancing property of various 5-HT3 antagonists. These compounds may be used in potential
therapies aimed at correcting the memory deficits resulting from cholinergic hypofunction.102

Conclusions and Perspectives
In the present chapter, we emphasized recent behavioral and neurobiological studies which

have increased our understanding of the contribution of 5-HT and its receptors to the mecha-
nisms of memory formation. None of these mechanisms appear to be linked exclusively to the
activation (or inactivation) of a single receptor subtype. On the contrary, converging evidence
indicates that different subtypes of receptors potentially interact to contribute to a particular
function.127 This is the case of 5-HT1A, 5-HT1B, 5-HT3 and 5-HT4 receptor subtypes in
hippocampal functions, and probably also of 5-HT2 and 5-HT3 receptors for those functions
depending more critically on cortical control. Interestingly, 5-HT, through some of its recep-
tors, is proposed to play a role both in information processing, by controlling the signal-to-noise
ratio, and in the control of behavioral processes, such as behavioral inhibition. It has therefore
been suggested that 5-HT plays a selective, and probably crucial, role in situations involving an
increased cognitive demand. This has been demonstrated following 5-HT depletion, stimula-
tion of 5-HT2A/2C and 5-HT4 receptors, and inactivation of 5-HT1A and 5-HT3 receptors.

Role of 5-HT in Age- or Alzheimer’s Disease-Related Memory Decline
The practical applications of these researches correspond to a crucial need in the population

to attempt to delay age-related memory decline or to prevent the behavioral consequences of
premature serious neuropathologies such as AD. Learning and memory deficits appearing with
aging and AD are positively correlated with the decline in cholinergic neurotransmission.119

We developed experimental arguments showing that age-related cognitive deficits are associ-
ated with a combined dysfunctioning of cholinergic and serotonergic functions,39,109 and that
the functional interaction between these two neurotransmitter systems plays an important role
in the maintenance of learning and memory performances.115,122 Thus, our insight into the
mechanisms by which the cross-talk between 5-HT and ACh signals occur, in particular through
the mediation of specific types or subtypes of 5-HT receptors, may provide a useful framework
for the development of novel drugs to delay or prevent memory decline.

New Tools for Research and Therapeutical Strategies
Through the development of more specific tools, both pharmacology and molecular biol-

ogy will contribute to a better understanding of the functions of 5-HT receptor subtypes.
These tools will include new selective antagonists and agonists, as well as the ability to target
changes in genes at specific times, e.g., to bypass the developmental compensatory mechanisms
and at specific anatomical sites.81 However, the behavioral tools will, in all experiments, be
decisive. It is thus also crucial to use ‘targeted’ behavioral models in order to recruit preferen-
tially the functioning of a specific cerebral structure, and thus add further knowledge about
memory systems.
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Abstract

Since the discovery that dopamine occurs in the cerebral cortex and functions as a transmitter
a large number of studies has been conducted to examine its precise functions. It was
found that administering dopaminergic drugs, either stimulating or inhibiting dopamine

receptors, affected various modes of behaviour, including locomotor activity, eating and drink-
ing, reward-related processes, and cognition. This chapter is especially concerned with the role
of dopamine receptors in cognitive processes. It focuses on the mesocortical dopaminergic
system, which, along with some other cortical areas, innervates the prefrontal cortex (PFC).
This system is particularly sensitive to stressful stimuli, which, even when of small magnitude,
leads to an elevation of prefrontal dopamine levels. Manipulations of this system have been
shown to greatly affect behavioural functions, which depend on the integrity of the prefrontal
cortex, such as working memory, attention and behavioural flexibility. To date five subtypes of
dopamine receptors have been described (D1-5), all occurring in the brain. Although there are
data that all types of dopamine receptors are involved in cognitive processes, available evidence
strongly favours dopamine D1 receptors. Either hyper- or hypostimulation of prefrontal D1
receptors leads to dysfunctioning of the prefrontal cortex and behavioural impairments. Mod-
els of how D1 receptor actions may impair PFC functions are discussed.

Introduction: Dopamine Receptors in the Brain
The history of dopamine (DA) as a neurotransmitter effective in the central nervous system

and affecting cognition-related processes is an interesting one. It is more than four decades ago
that DA was recognised as a neurotransmitter present in the brain. During the seventies impor-
tant progress was made which will be illustrated by four hallmark publications. Thierry and
colleagues60 described in 1973 that DA in the brain was not restricted in its occurrence to the
nigrostriatal system and the tubero-infundibular systems, but also occurred “by its own right”
(i.e. not as a precursor of noradrenaline) in the cerebral cortex. In subsequent studies, con-
ducted by the same research group,61 data on functional significance were first described. When
subjected to severe stressful stimuli (20 min electric foot shocks) the rate of utilisation of DA
was greatly accelerated in the frontal cortex. By contrast, such treatment had no effect on DA
utilisation in the dorsal striatum, while a minor effect was found in the ventral striatum (nucleus
accumbens). These data are important because they indicate functional differences between
three meso-telencephalic dopaminergic systems, the nigrostriatal, the mesolimbic and the
mesocortical one.

A few years later evidence was obtained that DA has a great impact on cognitive processes.
Two studies, one with primates, the other one with rodents, have provided evidence. In the
primate study, Brozoski et al13 used the technique of local depletion in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) of different neurotransmitters, DA, noradrenaline and serotonine. Using a delay-type of
learning task sensitive to damage of the PFC, they showed that depletion of DA in the PFC
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resulted in behavioural impairments quite similar to impairments seen following lesion of that
area. Depletion of the other transmitters had no such effects. Moreover, stimulation of the
postsynaptic DA receptors with a DA receptor agonist resulted in an amelioration of the
behavioural deficiency. Such data can be taken as evidence of the importance of the mesocortical
dopaminergic system in behaviour related to PFC functioning.

Comparable findings in rats were obtained by Simon and colleagues.56 Lesion of the
dopaminergic cells in the ventral tegmental area impaired retention of previously learned de-
layed alternation responses. Thus, although the methodology of this study is different from the
one of Brozoski et al,13 both studies provide evidence for the functional importance of this
dopaminergic pathway in delay-type tasks. In addition to these (and other) studies with
experimental animals, studies in human patients, suffering from neuropsychiatric diseases such
as schizophrenia have indicated the importance of the mesocortical dopaminergic system. Such
findings have considerably stimulated research into the basic properties of the dopaminergic
innervation of various brain regions, especially frontal cortical ones.

Dopaminergic Systems in the Central Nervous System
The dopaminergic innervation of the brain deviates from that of the other catecholaminergic

systems. It is less uniform and more patchy, suggesting localization-related functions. In one of
the first reviews on this topic, Moore and Bloom41 list seven dopaminergic systems in the
brain: nigrostriatal, mesocortical, tubero-hypophysial, retinal, incerto-hypothalamic,
periventricular and olfactory bulb. The mesocortical system of this list also comprises the pre-
viously mentioned mesolimbic one. In view of the scope of this chapter, DA receptors and
learning and memory, these two systems will be the focus of interest. Together with the
nigrostriatal system they have been described as the meso-telencephalic system41 with the cells
of origin located in the mesencephalon. For the nigrostriatal system the dopaminergic cells are
found mainly in the substantia nigra (pars compacta), for the mesocortical and mesolimbic
systems mainly in the ventral tegmental area. The latter two systems are distinguished on the
basis of differences in their target areas. Their cells of origin in the ventral tegmental area (A10
cell group) are interspersed (see Oades and Halliday46 for a detailed review). In the field of
learning and memory studies the mesolimbic dopaminergic, and especially the mesocortical
system clearly have received most of the scientific attention, because the projection areas are
limbic ones (e.g., nucleus accumbens and amygdala), and cortical ones (prefrontal, entorhinal,
perirhinal cortices), respectively. These areas are known to play a crucial role in various cognitive
processes. This interest is also due to the notion that DA has an important role in the pathogenesis
of various brain diseases, such as Parkinson disease (nigrostriatal dopaminergic system) and
schizophrenia (mesocortical dopaminergic system).

Dopamine Receptor Subtypes
With the progress of various techniques (anatomical, pharmacological, biochemical) in the

seventies, it was discovered that there is not just one kind of DA receptor, but that there are
more. The first distinction was made between two subtypes, D1 and D2 receptors.35 The
distinction is primarily based on differences in biochemical responses, i.e. stimulation or
inhibition of adenylate cyclase (review by Seeman and Grigoriadis55). In this latter review it is
argued that (at that time) it is necessary to postulate only two types of receptors, D1 and D2. In
addition to their opposite effects on adenylate cyclase, they may also mediate different types of
behaviour. During the following decade three other DA receptors were described. At present,
based on molecular biological studies (gene cloning), five distinct DA receptors, all G-protein-
coupled, are recognised. These receptors are clustered in two “families”, the “D1-like” receptors
(D1 and D5), and the “D2-like” ones (D2, D3 and D4) (for a recent review see ref. 59). The
clustering of the various subtypes in these two “families” is based on similarities in their
pharmacological profiles, coupling to second messenger systems, nucleotide sequence and ge-
nomic organisation.
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Using immunocytochemical, mRNA and other techniques the distribution of the various
subtypes of DA receptors in the brain has been studied. Although there are discrepancies be-
tween studies (perhaps related to the techniques used), and, although there are some differ-
ences between rodents and primates, the following, general survey can be given. The distribu-
tion of the various subtypes is quite heterogeneous, with some subtypes occurring at high
density in one brain region, and being virtually absent in another one. Highest densities of DA
receptors are found in the striatal areas (dorsal and ventral striatum) with both D1 and D2
receptors prominent. Both are also found in the frontal cortex, with a higher level of D1 than
D2 receptors (e.g., see ref. 25). The distribution of the other subtypes is more region-specific.
The highest density of D4 receptors is seen in the frontal cortex, with a low density in other
dopamine-innervated areas.2 D3 receptors are found in the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens)
and in the Islands of Calleja. D5 receptors are found in hippocampus, thalamus, striatum and
cortex, but at low densities in all these areas.59

Functional Studies Using a Systemic Approach
Concurrent with the distinction between the various subtypes of DA receptors and with the

availability of dopaminergic drugs with a high and selective affinity for either one of the DA
receptor subtypes, studies became possible to further elucidate the functional properties of the
dopaminergic innervation of the brain and to unravel possible functional differences between
DA receptor subtypes. There is a large body of studies that have investigated this, using
antagonists and/or agonists of these two receptors administered via a peripheral route
(systemically). Such studies have revealed functional properties of DA receptors, but generally
do not allow a distinction between effects specific for particular brain regions.

The general picture which has emerged from these studies is that central dopaminergic
systems are involved in locomotor activity, in eating and drinking behaviour, in reward-related
processes, and, last but not least, in cognitive processes. This chapter focusses on cognition-
related functions of dopaminergic receptors. However, it is important to briefly review some of
the data on other types of behaviour, in which dopaminergic receptors participate. It is clear
that the performance in learning and memory paradigms usually require locomotor responses,
eating or drinking responses (in the case of food or water restriction), while reward-related
processes may also have a great impact on the performance of learning tasks.

Initially, with the development of agonists and antagonists specific for either D1 or D2
receptors, a number of studies have investigated what the functional properties of these two
receptors are, and whether their behavioural significance is different. Later studies have addressed
the other subtypes of DA receptors.

DA Receptors and Locomotor Activity
One of the first studies in this field1 examined two DA receptor antagonists, SCH 23390

(highly selective for D1 receptors) and spiperone (highly selective for D2 receptors). Both
receptor antagonists fully blocked a supersensitive locomotor response (induced by apomorphine
in rats with nucleus accumbens lesions). Using a simple motor task in non-operated rats, both
receptor antagonists increased the step-down latency (in a simple bar catalepsy test), and again
no difference between the two DA receptor antagonists was detected. The conclusion of these
studies is that, notwithstanding distinct differences in their in vitro dopamine binding affini-
ties, no distinction between the two drugs could be established in in vivo tasks.

Another locomotor model to examine properties of dopaminergic drugs is rotational
behaviour induced by unilateral striatal lesions. Using such a model Barone et al8 have examined
possible differences between D1 and D2 receptors. Agonists selective for either D1 (SKF 38393)
or D2 (LY 171555) receptors were both able to induce ipsilateral turning. Thus, both D1 and
D2 receptor systems participate in the regulation of these behaviours.

While both previous studies examined the effect of dopaminergic drugs in animals with a
manipulated dopaminergic system (lesions of striatal areas) Sanger52 has taken a different
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approach by investigating the effects of dopaminergic drugs in untreated animals, moreover
using a locomotor response more directly related to cognition. He found that operant bar
pressing (with a FR10 schedule of food reinforcement) was decreased following administration
of a D1 receptor antagonist (SCH 23390) in a dose-related manner. Although other studies
had shown that typical neuroleptics (e.g., haloperidol, which antagonises both D1 and D2
receptors) also reduced bar pressing in this task, the author argues that the time course is quite
different and that, therefore, the actions of D1 and D2 receptors are different.

Using mice as their experimental subjects Tidey and Miczek62 have examined the effects of
D1 and D2 receptor agonists in motor behaviour and schedule controlled responding. While
the D2 receptor agonist (quinpirole) decreased both motor activity and schedule-controlled
responding, the D1 receptor agonist (SKF 38393) decreased schedule-controlled responding at
doses that did not affect motor behaviours. The relative behavioural specificity of the D1 receptor
agonist suggests that activation of this receptor alters the temporal patterning of behavior while
D2 activation appears to cause a more general suppression of behaviours.

Regarding the effects of manipulation of D1 and D2 dopaminergic receptors on locomotor
activity it can be stated that increased dopaminergic transmission increases locomotor activity,
while manipulations that decrease dopaminergic transmission decrease locomotor activity. These
effects are usually more pronounced for D2 receptors. It is clear that such effects on performance
potentially influence any possible effects of manipulations of dopaminergic function on learning
and memory formation.

DA Receptors and Reward
DA receptors, for a long time, have been given an important role in reward-related pro-

cesses, examined e.g., in place conditioning tests and in intracranial self- stimulation para-
digms. An example of the former is the study of Hoffman and Beninger34 using agonists for the
D1 (SKF 38393) and D2 (quinpirole) receptors. Although previous studies had little success in
differentiating the D1 and D2 receptor subtypes at a behavioural level, the evidence obtained
in this study favours the D2 receptor in mediating the reinforcing effects of psychomotor
stimulants. This view is also expressed by Beninger and co-workers9: agonist studies showed
that D2, but not D1 receptor agonists were self-administered, produced place preferences and
enhanced responding for conditioned reward.

Data on the role of dopaminergic receptors in intracranial self-stimulation have been col-
lected by Ferrer et al31 In their paradigms electrodes were localised in the medial PFC, an area
of the brain where D1 receptors exceed D2 receptors. While D2 dopaminergic drugs, either
receptor agonists or antagonists, failed to affect the rate of self-stimulation, D1 receptor ago-
nists and antagonists both decreased the self-stimulation responses. The conclusion is, that at
least in this area of the brain D1, rather than D2, receptors are involved in the rewarding
properties of intracranial self-stimulation.

Although this latter study provides evidence for a role of prefrontal DA receptors in reward,
it is particularly the mesolimbic dopaminergic system (nucleus accumbens) which is thought
to be crucial in mediating reward processes. This topic has recently been reviewed by Spanagel
and Weiss.57

DA Receptors and Eating and Drinking
Besides their effects on locomotor activity and reward-related processes, dopaminergic drugs

are also known to affect eating and drinking. One of the first studies was conducted by Zigmond
et al68 An increased DA release (achieved by d-amphetamine) reduced food intake. This effect
was attenuated by DA receptor antagonists (haloperidol or spiroperidol). However at higher
doses such DA receptor antagonists also reduced food intake. The interesting conclusion of the
authors is that there is an optimal level of dopaminergic activity for the mediation of feeding
behaviour and that both increases and decreases from this optimum may disrupt feeding as
well as other behaviours. This conclusion is made again in a more specific way, relating D1
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receptor activation in the PFC with the performance of working memory (e.g., Desimone,23

see below). In later studies, when more subtype-selective dopaminergic drugs were available, a
distinction between D1 and D2 receptors was made. Clifton and co-workers17,18 found that
especially D2 receptors are involved in food intake, whereas D1 receptors are of greater
importance in controlling water intake.

DA Receptors and Cognition
When discussing DA receptors and locomotor activity we already pointed at the role of DA

receptors in cognitive performance. This subject has been intensively studied by Goldman-
Rakic, Arnsten, and co-workers in the nineties, using both monkeys and rats as experimental
subjects. In a study with rhesus monkeys, Arnsten et al5 have provided compelling evidence
that cognitive performance depends on DA D1 receptor mechanisms. In this study both young
and aged monkeys were used. In aged primates there is a marked degeneration of the mesocortical
dopaminergic system, with a loss of DA in the PFC. Other neurotransmitter systems in this
brain area are less affected. Using a working memory task with delayed responding known to
be sensitive to prefrontal damage, they found that task performance in young monkeys was
impaired following administration of a D1 receptor antagonist (SCH 23390). In aged monkeys,
however, this drug had no effect on task performance. By contrast, the D1 receptor agonist
(SKF38393) led to an improved performance in the aged monkeys, without affecting
performance in the young ones. In the latter group this agonist only improved performance
when they had been previously treated with reserpine which leads to a depletion of
catecholamines.

Results consistent with these findings were obtained in other studies in which prefrontal
dopamine levels had been increased by stressful stimuli such as a loud noise or the odour of a
predator, or by an anxiogenic drug which specifically elevates dopamine levels in the PFC.
When first exposed to a loud (105-dB) noise stress monkeys performed worse on a spatial
working memory task (delayed responding). The deficit in performance was absent at very
short delays and also in a visual discrimination task. Pretreatment with an antagonist for the
D1 receptor (SCH 233990) prevented the noise-induced impairment in task performance.6

In other studies conducted by Murphy and co-workers44,45 the anxiogenic β-carboline,
FG7142, was administered. This drug is known to selectively elevate dopamine turnover in the
PFC, without affecting other dopamine terminal fields. Both rats and monkeys were impaired
in the performance of a spatial working memory task, while, similar to the Arnsten and Goldman-
Rakic6 study, blockade of D1 receptors prevented the impairment in task performance.
Interestingly, in the rats of this study there was a good correlation between performance scores
and DA utilisation in the PFC. These data are consistent with those of an earlier study51 show-
ing that in untreated rats cortical DA concentrations correlated negatively with the number of
errors in a T-maze spatial delayed alternation task.

Recently4 similar procedures were used to examine the possible function of D4 receptors,
known to occur at relatively high density in the PFC.2 In monkeys, pretreated with an antago-
nist selective for D4 receptors (PNU-101387G), the reduced task performance induced by the
anxiogenic β-carboline (FG7142) was reversed. Thus, D4 receptor mechanisms, like D1 ones,
also contribute to stress-induced cognitive dysfunction.

Within this line of research the study of Morrow et al42 is an interesting example of a more
naturalistic approach. In their experiments they exposed rats to the odour of a “natural” predator,
a fox. Like noise stress or pharmacological stress the fox odour resulted in an increased dopam-
ine metabolism, restricted to the PFC. In a working memory task (delayed non-matching to
sample), different from the tasks used in the other studies, it was shown that exposure to the
fox odour impaired task performance, but did not suppress overall exploratory behaviour.

Whereas short-lasting stress leads to an increased release of DA in the PFC, resulting in a
hyperstimulation of DA receptors and impairing working memory functions, the study of
Mizoguchi et al39 has demonstrated that a long-lasting exposure to stressful stimuli has the
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opposite effect. There is a decreased level of DA in the PFC and an impairment in a working
memory task (T-maze spatial delayed alternation). Interestingly, in this paradigm the adminis-
tration of a D1 antagonist (SKF 81297) improved working memory performance in a dose-
and delay-dependent manner.

The studies reviewed above point to an important role of D1 (and D4) receptor mechanisms
in the behavioural tasks examined, while it is suggested that D2 receptors are not involved,
perhaps playing only a minor role. However, there is evidence in humans that also DA D2
receptors play a role. Luciana et al37 have clearly shown that in human volunteers of a relatively
young age and not suffering from neurological diseases, spatial working memory was facilitated
by D2 receptor activation: the selective D2 receptor agonist, bromocriptine, resulted in improved
task performance. However, a later study43 failed to replicate this finding. Facilitation in the
performance of a visuospatial working memory task was seen after administration of a mixed
D1-D2 receptor agonist (pergolide), but not after administration of bromocriptine. The
discrepancy in findings between these two human studies awaits further experimentation. The
findings of the latter study are quite consistent with those of monkey studies indicating a
preferential role of (prefrontal) D1 receptors for working memory modulation.

Functional Studies Using a Central Approach
Studies using systemic administration of dopaminergic drugs and examining concomitant

behavioural alterations do not directly reveal which brain areas are important for the performance
of tasks under investigation. However, sometimes deductions can be made. When the task is
sensitive for damage of a particular brain area, and when performance is affected by selective
dopaminergic drugs, it can be assumed that the drugs exert their effect in that brain area. This
can be exemplified by the study of Packard and White48 where the beneficial effects of a D2
receptor agonist (LY 171555) on a radial arm maze task were ascribed to the stimulation of D2
receptors in hippocampus and/or nucleus caudatus. Similarly, the effects of selective D1 receptor
agonists / antagonists on working memory (reviewed above) were assumed to be due to D1
receptor stimulation / inhibition in the frontal cortex. However, there are other techniques,
which may provide such data in a more direct way. The oldest one is local depletion of dopam-
ine, either directed at the cells of origin or targeting dopamine-innervated areas. The other one
is based on local, intracerebral administration of dopaminergic drugs to a focal brain area.

Dopaminergic Depletions and Cognitive Impairments
Ever since the availability of drugs that specifically destroy dopaminergic cells and fibres, the

technique of local DA depletion has been a powerful tool in examining the contribution of
dopaminergic systems in behavioural performance. The most widely used drug in such studies is
6-OHDA (6-hydroxy-dopamine) that will destroy dopaminergic cells and fibres, while leaving
postsynaptic terminals intact. Unfortunately, 6-OHDA is not specific for dopamine but will also
damage noradrenergic cells and fibres. By using a noradrenergic receptor re-uptake inhibitor,
e.g., DMI (desmethylimipramine), administered prior to 6-OHDA, the effects of the latter drug
will be more specific causing a degeneration of dopaminergic fibres and cells. Another important
issue is that a single administration of 6-OHDA is generally not sufficient to induce large enough
dopamine depletion. With dopamine levels at 20-50 % of the original tissue concentration,
suspected behavioural impairments might not be detectable. Multiple injections of 6-OHDA
therefore may be required. Reduced levels of dopamine are known to result in the development
of post-synaptic supersensitivity. This is an explanation for behavioural recovery often witnessed
following dopamine depleting brain lesions. Another complicating finding has been that deple-
tion of DA in one area of the brain may result in elevated DA levels in another one. For example,
a number of studies15,24,38 has shown that depletion of DA in the rodent medial PFC leads to
elevated DA levels and an increased DA metabolism in the nucleus accumbens.

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, dopaminergic depletions of focal brain areas have con-
tributed to our knowledge of the importance of dopamine for cognitive functioning. The study
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of Brozoski et al13 already referred to in the Introduction, is an example of that approach. An
example of studies in rodents using this methodology is the one of Bubser and Schmidt14 also
targeting the dopaminergic innervation of the frontal cortex. They found a decreased perfor-
mance in a spatial delayed alternation task, a working memory task known to depend on the
integrity of the PFC. They also described an increased locomotion in their rats with prefrontal
DA depletion. This is possibly due to an increased DA receptor activation in the ventral stria-
tum (nucleus accumbens). In one of our own studies,58 we have also used the technique of
reducing the dopaminergic innervation of the PFC. In this study lesions were made in the
ventral tegmental area, the site of origin of the dopaminergic cells projecting to the PFC. We
found a reduced level of DA in the medial PFC along with an impaired performance of a
working memory task, spatial delayed alternation. Thus, our findings are consistent with those
of Bubser and Schmidt.14 However, whereas in the Bubser and Schmidt study some of the
findings can be explained by an elevation of DA in the nucleus accumbens, lesioning the VTA58

will have led to a reduction of DA in that area. The dopaminergic cells of the ventral tegmental
area, projecting to PFC and nucleus accumbens are interspersed.46 Therefore, it is difficult to
arrive at a clear conclusion whether the observed behavioural changes are due to DA receptor
mechanisms in PFC or nucleus accumbens. An additional disadvantage is that this method
does not reveal the role of specific DA receptor subtypes.

Intracerebral Infusion of Dopaminergic Drugs and Cognitive Processes
An important progress in the search for dopaminergic involvement in cognitive processes

has been the development of the technique of chronic intracerebral cannulae providing the
possibility of infusing dopaminergic drugs into small, well-defined areas of the brain. The areas
targeted in this manner have been especially the striatal and prefrontal cortical areas. We will
focus on the prefrontal cortical areas.

We will first review studies using local administration of dopaminergic drugs affecting D1
and D2 receptors and examining different cognitive tasks for working memory, attention, and
behavioural flexibility. This experimental approach directly targets the prefrontal DA receptors
and is expected to further support the indirect evidence provided by the studies reviewed above.
The hallmark publication of research in this field was the study of Sawaguchi and Goldman-
Rakic.53 Using a delay response task they examined behavioural changes resulting from local
infusions of dopaminergic drugs in the dorsolateral aspect of the PFC in rhesus monkeys.
Infusions of a D1 receptor antagonist (SCH2390) resulted in a decreased performance of this
working memory task. The impairment was both dose-dependent and delay-dependent, indi-
cating that it was truly working memory that was affected. It is also important to note that
performance of a control task, requiring similar sensory and motor functions, was not altered
by local administration of the D1 receptor antagonist. Since infusions of a D2 receptor antagonist
(raclopride) did not affect the performance of this working memory task, clear evidence was
obtained pointing to the D1 receptors in the primate PFC as crucial for working memory
mechanisms.

Studies in rats, examining the effects of dopaminergic drugs locally infused in the PFC have
not always yielded results which were consistent with those of the primate study of Sawaguchi
and Goldman-Rakic.53 This is surprising and not easily explained in view of the commonalities
in function of the PFC of rodents and primates, particularly working memory,36 and the simi-
larity in dopaminergic innervation of the PFC. One of the first rodent studies using local
infusions of dopaminergic drugs was conducted by Brito et al10 In a working memory task,
delayed non-matching to sample, conducted in a T-maze, they found no effects of local infusions
of a DA receptor antagonist (sulpiride) in the medial aspect of the PFC; however, a cholinergic
receptor antagonist (scopolamine) did interfere with the performance of the delayed non-match-
ing to sample task. The authors conclude that cholinergic, but not dopaminergic mechanisms
in the PFC are important for working memory. However, since sulpiride mainly antagonises
D2 receptors, a mnemonic role of D1 receptors in the rodent PFC can not be excluded. This
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topic has been studied by Broersen et al11,12 The working memory task used was a delayed
matching to sample task conducted in operant chambers. The dopaminergic drugs infused in
the dorsal11 or ventral12 aspect of medial PFC were an agonist (apomorphine) or an antagonist
(cis-flupenthixol) affecting both D1 and D2 receptors. Although the drugs affected perfor-
mance of this task, this did not occur in a delay-dependent manner. Thus no proof was ob-
tained for a role of rodent PFC DA receptors in working memory processes. However, similar
to the findings of Brito et al10 a cholinergic receptor antagonist (scopolamine) interfered with
task performance in a delay-dependent manner. Thus, the conclusion was made that in rats
cholinergic rather than dopaminergic receptor mechanisms in the PFC are involved in working
memory processes. Later studies also failed to show that blockade of DA receptors in the PFC
impaired performance in working memory tasks. Using the classical (T-maze) spatial delayed
alternation task Romanides et al50 report that blockade of D1 and/or D2 receptors with SCH
23390 (D1 receptor antagonist) and sulpiride (D2 receptor antagonist) was without effect on
working memory performance. Similarly, Zahrt et al67 described that in a comparable spatial
working memory task infusion of the D1 antagonist (SCH 23390) in the medial PFC by itself
had no effect on performance. However, in the latter study intraprefrontal infusions were also
made with a D1 receptor agonist (SKF 81297). This treatment affected delayed alternation
performance and produced a dose-related impairment. Pretreatment with a D1 receptor
antagonist reversed the agonist-induced effects. These data suggest that both in primates and
rodents prefrontal D1 receptors are involved in working memory processes. Whereas in pri-
mates both blockade and stimulation of D1 receptors leads to impaired performance in such
tasks, in rodents only “overstimulation” and not blockade of these receptors has been shown to
affect task performance.

Seamans et al54 and Floresco and Phillips32 have used a spatial (radial arm maze) task with
delays between training and testing that far exceed the delay intervals commonly applied in work-
ing memory tasks. Intraprefrontal infusions of dopaminergic drugs were given before testing with
a training-testing interval of 30 min or 12 h. With an interval of 30 min both a D1 receptor
antagonist (SCH 23390) and an agonist (SKF 81297) disrupted memory performance. A D2
receptor antagonist (sulpiride) failed to alter performance. When the long interval (12 h) between
training and testing was used the D1 agonist (administered just prior to the testing phase) im-
proved memory performance, an effect opposite to the one seen after a 30 min interval. Appar-
ently, the effect of D1 stimulation depends on the strength of the memory trace. When memory
is still good (30 min interval) blockade or stimulation of D1 receptors leads to more errors; when
memory has deteriorated (12 h interval) stimulation of D1 receptors improves memory retrieval.

Recent studies have investigated other cognitive properties, besides working memory func-
tion, of prefrontal DA receptors, e.g., attentional functions. Granon et al33 have examined the
role of DA (D1 and D2) receptors in the PFC in an attentional task (the five choice serial
reaction time task). They used dopaminergic drugs acting on D1 receptors (antagonist, SCH
23390; agonist, SKF 38393) or D2 receptors (antagonist, sulpiride; no agonist). The interest-
ing approach of this study is that individual differences between rats were taken into account in
a meaningful way. Based on their scores for task accuracy the rats were divided in a low and
high performance group. Antagonising D1 receptors in the PFC impaired performance in the
high baseline condition, while in the low baseline condition accuracy was enhanced by the D1
agonist. Thus, both drugs can enhance performance depending on pre-infusion performance
scores. The D2 receptor antagonist had no effects on task performance, in any of the groups.

Thus, as a general conclusion of these studies it can be stated that prefrontal D1 receptor
mechanisms are important for working memory and attentional processes. Performance levels
are of importance for the effects that dopaminergic drugs may exert. This has emanated from
studies, which made use of inter-individual differences in performance33 and from studies in
which memory was manipulated by using different intervals between training and testing.32

In some of our own studies we have examined prefrontal DA receptor mechanisms in tasks
for behavioural flexibility, requiring rats to either select or inhibit lever press responses in an
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operant chamber.20 It has been known for quite some time that the capability to respond to
changes in task demands in a flexible manner depends on the integrity of the PFC. In humans
it has been shown that performance of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, a classical test for
flexible responding, is impaired with prefrontal cortical damage, whereas the PFC is activated
during task performance (see ref. 40 for a recent study). However, most studies relating pre-
frontal DA receptor mechanisms with cognitive performance have used working memory para-
digms. Only recently other functions have been included in this line of research, exemplified
by the study of Granon et al33 In our paradigm for behavioural flexibility rats first learn to press
one of two available levers in an operant chamber to obtain a food reward. With a high level of
accuracy the rats are subjected to a reversal, i.e. they now have to press the other lever. We first
assessed whether reversal learning depends on the PFC. Transient lidocaine-induced inactiva-
tion of the PFC impaired reversal learning.19,20 Subsequently, we have studied the effects of
antagonising DA receptors in the PFC. Intraprefrontal infusion of a D1 receptor antagonist
(SCH 23390), resulted in impaired reversal learning, comparable with the changes observed
following receptor non-specific transient inactivation.19 Interestingly, we also found that local
infusion of an antagonist for D4 receptors (L745,870) also impaired reversal learning.21 This
is, along with the findings of Arnsten et al,7 one of the first demonstrations of a behavioural
significance of this receptor subtype.

Epilogue
In this review we have considered the role of DA receptors in cognitive processes. There are

different dopaminergic systems in the mammalian brain and different subtypes of DA receptors.
It is especially the mesocortical dopaminergic system innervating the PFC and other cortical
areas which is involved in cognitive processes. The actions of DA on these processes are promi-
nently modulated by D1 receptors. Findings from different sources have led to the inverted U-
shape model (Desimone23). There is an optimal level of D1 receptor stimulation needed to
perform tasks, which depend of prefrontal DA. Excessive stimulation resulting from hyperstimu-
lation leads to a deteriorated performance, which can be ameliorated by D1 receptor antagonists.
Hypostimulation, a consequence of ageing22 or chronic stress,39 also impair performance of
PFC-related cognitive tasks, and D1 receptor agonists may then lead to improved performance.
The model described by Desimone focuses on prefrontal D1 receptor mechanisms and working
memory. Future studies will clarify whether the model can be extended to other types of behaviour
related to the PFC, and perhaps to other subtypes of DA receptors (e.g., D4 subtype).

The role of D2 receptors in these modes of behaviour is less obvious. Although most stud-
ies, especially those using an intracerebral way of administering dopaminergic drugs have yielded
negative findings with respect to cognition-related properties of D2 receptors (note that ref. 26
forms an exception), we have indicated some studies with positive results.37 With regard to
memory formation D4 receptors are the most interesting to date, especially in view of their
relative high density in frontal cortical areas.2 However, most studies of the functional properties
of this receptor subtype have been unable to obtain clear functional results (e.g., refs. 16 and
47). Perhaps, when future studies will focus more on functions related with the PFC, a better
knowledge of the functional properties of D4 receptors will emerge.

Because of the constraints of this review we have not touched upon possible cognition-
related properties of some of the other types of DA receptors. There is recent evidence49 that
conditioned cocaine-seeking behaviour could be inhibited by a dopaminergic drug that selectively
acts on D3 receptors as a partial agonist. It has been suggested that this effect can be generalised
and that D3 receptor mechanisms would be involved in conditioning processes in general. To
our knowledge D5 receptor mechanisms have not yet been linked to cognitive processes, al-
though it has recently been suggested that not only D1 but also D5 receptors are involved in
stress-induced impairments of PFC function.4

We have also not dealt with other promising approaches, such as the technique of in vivo
microdialysis and the use of transgenic animals. In vivo microdialysis offers an important cor-
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relative approach. Animals implanted with in vivo microdialysis cannulae can be subjected to a
behavioural task, while extracellular samples are taken from a small area of the brain. Sensitive
neurochemical methods are available to measure the levels of various catecholamines and their
metabolites in such samples. Sampling time (temporal resolution) depends on the neurotrans-
mitter levels of the particular brain region and the sensitivity of the neurochemical detection
methods. In the case of DA, levels are commonly assessed with HPLC (high pressure liquid
chromatography) and electrochemical detection methods. Sampling time ranges from 5-15
min in prefrontal cortical areas, to one min in striatal areas. Changes in the release of DA
during task performance are indicative for the regional involvement of this transmitter in the
particular task.28 Using this technique a number of studies have shown that in a rodent classical
conditioning task the conditioning stimulus may be sufficient to elevate prefrontal DA
level.29,30,64 There is one study in primates, which showed that during the performance of a
working memory task an increased release of DA was measured in the PFC.63 Studies in this
field have been reviewed in detail by Feenstra.28

The technique of in vivo microdialysis can also be used to administer drug to a small area of
the brain. This is called “reversed” microdialysis and has the advantage that drug delivery occurs
at a slower rate, avoiding the aversive effects of acutely-injected high drug concentrations and
of having to manipulate the animal just before subjecting it to the behavioural task.28 At present,
few experimental data are available on this latter approach.

The other promising approach is the use of DA receptor knockouts. At present such knockout
mice are available for various DA receptor subtypes. An example of such an approach is the study
of El-Ghundi et al27 which has shown that D1 receptor knockout mice are deficient in a spatial
learning task (Morris water maze task). In view of the important role of D1 receptors in cognition
it is to be expected that this approach will greatly contribute to our knowledge in this field.

There have been suggestions how DA receptors accomplish their role in cognitive processes.
Electrophysiological studies have indicated that dopamine levels in the PFC affect the propaga-
tion of signals from apical dendrites to soma in pyramidal cortical cells.65,66 With insufficient
D1 stimulation signals are unfocussed, both spatially and temporally. When there is a hyper-
stimulation of D1 receptors signals would be oversharpened and not reach the soma. Thus, the
PFC would be taken “off-line” during stress, and according to Arnsten3 ensuring rapid yet
reversible loss of prefrontal cortical control over behaviour. Schematic representations, com-
bining behavioural and electrophysiological data, have been given by Zahrt et al67 and Arnsten.4

These basic findings have relevance for cognitive functions related to PFC dysfunctioning in
humans67 while evolutionary implications have been hypothesised by Arnsten.3
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Abstract

Noradrenaline released in the brain can potentially act on any of 9 different receptor
subtypes and since activation of the different receptors produces quite different effects
both in duration and time-course of memory, noradrenaline can produce very

complicated behavioral responses. Using a model of memory derived from work with the
chick, we have dissected out the different roles of noradrenaline in memory formation
and consolidation and show that its precise role depends on (i) the receptor subtype (ii)
the discrete brain location, and (iii) the time at which it is acting relative to the learning
experience.

Pharmacology of α- and β-Adrenoceptors in the Central Nervous
System

Noradrenaline exerts a wide variety of effects on animal physiology. As a neurotrans-
mitter in the central nervous system it plays an important role in sleep regulation, mood
regulation, aggression, the degree of alertness and arousal, eating behaviour as well as
modulation of memory storage. The release of noradrenaline within the central nervous
system as a result of stimulation—arousal, vigilance, etc, has been regarded as an integral
part of memory formation for at least thirty years.32 Although noradrenaline and adrena-
line act via the same adreno-receptors, preipherally released catecholamines do not influ-
ence central receptors directly because they do not cross the blood-brain barrier. How-
ever, noradrenaline acts more to modulate activity in neuronal pathways rather than as a
direct chemical transmitter between cells. The main aim of this chapter is to outline how
noradrenaline can modulate memory formation and how it interacts with the different
subtypes of adrenoceptor that are found in the brain.

Sources of Noradrenaline in the CNS
Neurones with cell bodies located in the locus coeruleus (loc), subcoeruleus and nu-

clei of the lateral tegmental system are the major source of noradrenaline in the brain.
Since these neurones branch widely and send both ascending and descending projections
to many brain areas and spinal cord; a single neuron can innervate a wide area of the
brain. The noradrenergic afferent nerves of the neocortex, hippocampus, amygdala and
thalamus run from the loc in the midbrain to the forebrain centres via the dorsal norad-
renergic bundle.

Noradrenergic fibres, rather than having discrete synaptic connections, have exten-
sively branched terminals containing multiple varicosities which release the neurotrans-
mitter and this in turn stimulates receptors located on various cell types in the proximity.
As well as neurones, the cell types that have receptors for noradrenaline include astro-
cytes and other glial cells and endothelial cells.
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Stimulus for Noradrenaline Release
The neurones of the loc are activated by external and internal stimuli that are novel or

significant to the subject. As well as anatomical specificity regarding which areas the fibres
project to,55 there is specificity in terms of the adrenergic receptors in these target areas that
respond to noradrenaline. Adrenoceptors are classified into three main subclasses: α1-, α2- and
β-receptors, each with three subtypes. All are present in brain.

Adrenoceptor Subtypes and Signal Transduction Pathways
The classification of adrenoceptors by functional, receptor binding and molecular cloning

techniques has led to the identification of 9 subtypes, α1A/ α1B/α1D; α2A/ α2B/α2C and β1/ β2/
β3-ARs which are classical G-protein-coupled receptors ranging in size from 402 amino acids
(β3) to 560 amino acids (α1D). The adrenoceptors have 7 transmembrane spanning domains,
with the third intracellular loop being crucial for coupling to the guanine nucleotide regulatory
protein (G-protein). The receptors have several ligand recognition sites located within the trans-
membrane spanning regions. Intracellularly the adrenoceptors have a C-terminus tail of vary-
ing length, depending on the receptor, containing a variety of phosphorylation sites. These
phosphorylation sites are largely involved in receptor desensitization. G-proteins couple the
receptors to multiple types of intracellular effector proteins and in some cases, couple the re-
ceptors directly to certain types of ion channels. G-proteins are heterotrimers composed of
single α, β and γ subunits. Combination of an agonist with an adrenoceptor causes coupling
with the heterotrimeric G-protein. GDP associated with the Gα subunit exchanges for GTP
and the GTP associated Gα dissociates from the βγ subunits and activates the effector en-
zymes. Classically adrenoceptors interact with 3 major classes of G-proteins.71 The α1-ARs
interact with Gq/G11 proteins that couple via phospholipase C to phosphoinositol signalling;
α2-ARs couple to Gi and inhibit the activity of adenylate cyclase; whereas β−ARs couple to Gs
and activate adenylate cyclase. However there are now many documented cases where particu-
lar adrenoceptors demonstrate coupling to multiple G-proteins. The β3-ARs for example can
couple to both Gs and Gi10 and phosphorylation of β2-ARs has been shown to switch coupling
from Gs to Gi.17 The activation of effector enzymes results in alterations in intracellular levels
of second messengers in target neurons and other cells. Prominent second messengers in the
brain include cAMP, cGMP, calcium, the major metabolites of phosphatidyl-inositol (PI) [inositol
triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG)].20

Signal Transduction Pathways of α1-Adrenoceptors
α1-ARs are coupled to phospholipase C through Gq, which initiates the hydrolysis of a

membrane bound phospholipid to produce two second messengers, diacylglycerol (DAG),
which activates PKC, and inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3), which acts on its specific intracel-
lular receptor to release Ca2+ (Fig. 1). They are selectively stimulated by methoxamine and
phenylephrine and selectively blocked by prazosin. α1-AR subtype selective agonists and an-
tagonists are currently in development.

Signal Transduction Pathways of α2-Adrenoceptors
α2-ARs are coupled by Gi to adenyl cyclase or to ion channels. They alter cellular activity

either by reducing intracellular levels of cyclic AMP or by modifying activity of Ca2+ or K+

channels (Fig. 2). α2-ARs are found both pre- and post-synaptically. The presynaptic receptors
are regarded as autoreceptors and regulate release of noradrenaline from the terminals. Inhibi-
tion of these receptors results in increased neuronal release of noradrenaline.57,66

Signal Transduction Pathways of β-Adrenoceptors
β-ARs are coupled by Gs to adenylate cyclase and produce alterations in cellular activity by

raising intracellular levels of cyclic AMP (Fig. 3). Pharmacologically, the classical β-ARs have
been defined as receptors at which (-)-isoprenaline acts as an agonist and (-)-propranolol as an
antagonist. In addition to the classical β1- and β2-ARs there is a third subtype, the β3-AR,
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which has been detected in the brain72 and is characterized by distinct pharmacology and a
short C-terminal region that lacks phosphorylation sites. Unlike the β1- and β2-AR, β3-ARs
are resistant to desensitisation involving phosphorylation. There are now highly selective com-
pounds that delineate β1-, β2- and β3-ARs.

During time periods of minutes to hours, phosphorylation of the β2-AR is closely involved
in desensitisation. Agonist occupied receptors are substrates for phosphorylation by G-protein

Figure 1. Signal transduction pathways for α1-adrenocceptors. Gq/11 couples α1-adrenenoceptor to PIP2
(phosphatidyl inositol bisphosphate). The interaction of the G-protein activates phospholipase C-depen-
dent hydrolysis of PIP2. This generates the second messengers inositol trisphosphate (IP3) which releases
calcium from the intracellular stores of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), and diacylglycerol (DAG), which
activates protein kinase C (PKC). This can lead to further interactions with other second messenger depen-
dent protein kinases such as RAS and MAP kinases.

Figure2. Signal transduction pathways for α2-adrenoceptors. Activation of α2-adrenoceptors causes Gi to
inhibit adenylate cyclase leading to a decrease in cAMP levels.
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receptor kinases. Phosphorylated receptors uncouple from the signal transduction pathway but
are also substrates for β-arrestin, an adaptor protein involved in pinocytosis and subsequent
internalisation of receptor complexes. Internalised receptors may undergo proteolysis or be
dephosphorylated and re-inserted in the plasma membrane. Receptor phosphorylation by β-
AR kinases involves Ser and Thr residues in the carboxy-terminus region. The shorter C-termi-
nus region of the β3-AR contains few potential phosphorylation sites, which may be the reason
that this receptor does not down-regulate in response to prolonged agonist stimulation.

The second messenger systems are also capable of interacting with other kinases such as the
CAM kinase and MAP kinase pathways all of which have been implicated in long-term memory
formation (see Medina and Cammarota, and also Selcher et al in this book).

Distribution of Adrenoceptor Subtypes in the Brain

Localization of Adrenoceptor Binding
All of the AR subtypes are expressed widely in the brain where they have multiple physi-

ological roles including modulation of cardiovascular responses, sensory input, body tempera-
ture and food intake. The distribution of the different adrenoceptor subtypes is not uniform.
Within the cortex, α1 and α2-ARs are found in different laminae; in the thalamus, α1-ARs are
localized to associational and sensory nuclei, whereas α2-ARs are localized to periventricular,
dorsomedial, midline and intra laminar thalamic nuclei.53 The amygdala, particularly the cen-
tral and basolateral-basomedial complex and the CA1 area of the hippocampus in the rat have
a high density of α2-ARs. In contrast, α1-ARs are found in high density in medial septum,
lateral hypothalamus and the basomedial amygdala.53

The distribution of β-AR subtypes in brain varies with species, with high densities of local-
ized subtypes found in cortex, hippocampus and striatum.

Localization of mRNA
The presence or lack of mRNA signal in a particular region does not necessarily imply pres-

ence or lack of receptor protein since receptors can be transported from cell bodies to distant
nerve terminals.52 Furthermore, it is not always clear whether a signal originates from neuronal
or glial cells. Both cell types express a variety of different receptor subtypes.50,51 Examination of
the distribution of the mRNA coding for the three basic AR subtypes enables mapping of those
regions in the brain that possess cells which synthesize the distinct receptor subtypes (Table 1).

Figure3. Signal transduction pathways for β-adrenoceptors. Activation of β−adrenoceptors couples the
receptor to Gs and activates adenylate cyclase increasing cAMP levels within the cell. cAMP activates the
kinase PKA leading to phosphorylation and desensitisation of the β-adrenoceptor.
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Localization of α1-Adrenoceptors
α1A-AR mRNA appears to be widely expressed throughout the CNS, whereas α1B-AR mRNA

is heavily concentrated in areas such as the cerebral cortex, thalamus and raphe nuclei. α1D-AR
mRNA is found in the cerebral cortex, olfactory bulb, hippocampus, dentate gyrus and reticu-
lar thalamic nuclei.

Although all three α1-AR subtypes are present in rat brain, since subtype-selective agonists
or antagonists are only now emerging, it is not yet possible to allocate a particular central effect
to particular subtypes.52,64 However, recent studies using knock out mice suggest that the α1B-
AR subtype is involved in the reaction to novelty and in exploration. α1B-AR knockout mice
displayed deficits in both passive avoidance and water maze tasks.38,65

Localization of α2-Adrenoceptors
Although presynaptic α2-ARs are found in the brain, most α2-ARs are post synaptic.73

mRNA coding for α2A-ARs is found throughout the brain, especially in the locus coeruleus;
α2B-ARs are found only in the thalamus. α2C-ARs have a wide distribution, and expression is
particularly intense45 in the basal ganglia. α2A-ARs appear to be pre- and post synaptically
localized in the locus coeruleus.8,24,39 This may explain why activation of α2-ARs can both
enhance or inhibit memory formation.

Localization of β-Adrenoceptors
Although β-ARs are widely distributed within the CNS, their functional role is still incom-

pletely understood.33 β1-ARs are generally associated with forebrain structures such as the cere-
bral cortex, striatum and hippocampus, while β2-AR radioligands are found strongly associated
with cerebellar membranes.52 β1-AR mRNA is found in many areas including the cerebral cor-
tex, thalamic neurones, whilst β2-AR mRNA is strongest in the olfactory bulb, piriform cortex,
hippocampal formation and cerebellar cortex. β3-AR mRNA was detected in areas associated
with memory - cerebral cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and thalamus and also in hypothalmus.72

The expression of β3-mRNA in hypothalamic areas is related to feeding and FOS expression
also occurs in the hypothalamic areas following icv administration of β3-AR agonists.9,72

Factors Affecting Drug Action at Adrenoceptors
The physiological catecholamines (-)-noradrenaline and (-)-adrenaline activate all of the

adrenoceptor subtypes. (-)-Noradrenaline is somewhat more selective for β1- compared to
β2-ARs. The action of the catecholamines therefore will largely depend on the distribution of
receptor subtypes at the site of injection and the rapidity with which these amines are removed
by neuronal and extraneuronal uptake processes and enzymic degradation by MAO and COMT

Table 1. Distribution of adrenoceptor mRNA’s in catecholaminergic rat CNS areas
involved in memory formation from (adapted from refs. 56,72)

Structure

β1- β2- β3- α1A α1B α1D α2A α2B α2C

Cerebral cortex ++ ++ + +++ +++ ++ ++ - ++
Hippocampus +- + ++ ++++ - +++ +- - +++
Thalamus + + + ? +++ +- +- + +
Hypothalamus - + + ? + - ++ - +
Locus coeruleus - - ? ++ ++ ++ +++ - ++
Vl medulla obl - - ? ? ++ - ++ - -
NTS - - ? ? - - ++ - -
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(monoamine oxidase and catechol-O-methyl transferase). Results obtained using more selec-
tive agonists and antagonists allow a clearer interpretation of results. For most of the receptor
subtypes there are a range of selective compounds available with lipophilic or hydrophilic prop-
erties and with differing affinities. Lipophilic compounds that penetrate the blood brain bar-
rier can be useful in studies in mammals provided peripheral actions do not interfere (e.g., α1-
AR agonists produce intense vasoconstriction that will prevent or delay absorption following
subcutaneous injection).

When agonists or antagonists are administered peripherally, it can be difficult to determine
whether the action is mediated peripherally or centrally. Drugs acting centrally when adminis-
tered peripherally have to be able to cross the blood brain barrier. Unitary action in the brain is
unlikely as adrenoceptor subtypes are quite widely spread in different brain areas and activation
of receptors in different regions may have opposing actions. Activation of receptors during
memory formation can have different effects than when there is no learning, ie processes occur-
ring during memory formation may differentially determine activation. For instance, we have
found in the chick that there are different effects depending on the stage of memory processing
at the time of administration of the agonist or antagonist. In addition, there may be release of
endogenous transmitters within the CNS, including noradrenaline which can confound inter-
pretation of the results.

Memory Studies with Adrenoceptor Agonists and Antagonists in Rats
In the past, studies on the involvement of adrenoceptors in memory formation in rats has

focussed on identifying specific brain areas activated by systemically administered agonists and
antagonist (Table 2). The search for memory functions related to the release of noradrenaline
has concentrated on the amygdala (in particular the baso-lateral amygdala), prefrontal cortex,
olfactory cortex and locus coeruleus. There has been very little work involving pharmacological
intervention using adrenoceptor agonists and antagonists in the hippocampus. Izquierdo and
coworkers37 have shown differential effects on short- and long-term memory with localized
injections of noradrenaline.

Amygdala
There is extensive evidence that β2-ARs are involved in the modulatory action of norad-

renaline in the amygdaloid complex in the rat. The memory enhancing effects of intra-amygda-
loid infusion of noradrenaline are blocked by post-training infusion of the β-AR antagonist

Table 2. Commonly used adrenoceptor agonists and antagonists in memory studies
with mammals

Subtype Agonist Antagonist

α1-AR cirazoline prazosin
phenylephrine urapidl
methoxamine

α2-AR clonidine idazoxan
guanfacine yohimbine

β1-AR isoprenaline atenolol
propranolol

β2-AR isoprenaline ICI 118,551
clenbuterol propranolol

β3-AR isoprenaline
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propranolol.41,42 Infusion of the selective β2-AR agonist, clenbuterol into the amygdala35 and
specifically into the baso-lateral amygdala21 enhances memory consolidation.

If β2-ARs are involved in memory consolidation in the amygdala, inhibition of these ARs
should produce inhibition of memory. Until recently there was little evidence that systemic
injection of propranolol produced memory impairment.7,54 However, there have been studies
showing infusion of propranolol into the amygdala produces a deficit in memory retention.41

Generally the early reports implicating β2-ARs in memory modulation demonstrated the abil-
ity of propranolol to prevent facilitation either by naloxone or adrenaline35,42,47 but propra-
nolol by itself did not produce a change in memory. Acute systemic administration of propra-
nolol usually failed to affect memory.19,69 As Cahill and coworkers7 point out, variables such as
drug dose and release of endogenous noradrenaline induced by the learning situation, may all
contribute to the failure to detect inhibition of memory by propranolol, particularly when the
drug is administered systemically. Indeed, Schneider et al62 report enhancement of retention
by propranolol in a multiple trial passive avoidance task and points to problems of systemic
administration of drugs which can be having effects on a number of different ‘circuits’ within
the brain, or even within the amygdala.63 However, recently Cahill et al7 demonstrated impair-
ment of memory in a watermaze task by propranolol.

A series of recent12,49,75 studies support the notion of noradrenaline release in the amygdala
as a consequence of footshock (at levels employed in training paradigms), and as a consequence
of systemic injection of adrenaline, naloxone or amphetamine.21 As well as β2-AR involvement
in the amygdala, there is evidence for the involvement of α1-ARs in memory modulation in the
amygdala.22,23 The selective α1-AR antagonist prazosin infused into the basolateral amygdala
immediately after inhibitory avoidance training impaired memory tested 48 hours later. Other
experiments using prazosin infused into the amygdala, either showed no effect47 or ‘a tendency’
to impair.41 Low doses of the α1-AR agonist phenylephrine suggested ‘a tendency’ for impair-
ment of memory. The argument for involvement of α1-ARs in the amygdala was supported by
experiments selectively eliminating the effect of α2-ARs by adding the antagonist yohimbine to
the infusion; and then adding the β1-AR antagonist atenolol to the phenylephrine and yohim-
bine mix. The addition of yohimbine reversed the tendency for phenylephrine to inhibit and
the addition of atenolol prevented this effect.

In a subsequent experiment,23 the memory facilitating effect of the β2-AR agonist clenbuterol
was dose-dependently affected by infusion of prazosin (at a dose which inhibited in the earlier
experiment), which supported the suggestion that activation of α1-ARs by noradrenaline serves
to modulate the activation of β2-ARs by noradrenaline. The precise role of these adrenoceptors
in the amygdala or basolateral amygdala is not clear. As noradrenaline has the ability to activate
all of the adrenoceptors, it is not clear how a meaningful selectivity can be obtained. On the
other hand, although small amounts of the drugs are infused into the same area, they may have
different lipid solubility and may not remain confined to the same area upon infusion.

The amygdala clearly plays an important role in memory consolidation, and certainly nora-
drenaline appears to play a role in regulating how the amygdala influences other regions of the
brain, eg hippocampus, cortex and striatum which are also implicated in memory storage.46 It is
also probable that other regions of the brain are involved in modulation of information storage.

Hippocampus
Noradrenaline modifies phenomena such as long-term potentiation in the hippocampus.

Although there are no pharmacological experiments where manipulation of adrenoceptors in
the hippocampus influences memory processing, the presence of adrenoceptors in this area
suggests that they may play a role in hippocampal activity associated with memory.

Prefrontal Cortex
Evidence is accumulating from the work of Arnsten and her associates that noradrenaline

has an important influence on spatial working memory and attentional functions of the pre-
frontal cortex. While the cognitive processes of the prefrontal cortex appear to be unaffected by
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β-AR stimulation, they are impaired by α1-AR stimulation. Neither systemic administration
nor infusion of propranolol into the prefrontal cortex altered working memory performance in
monkeys.2,40 Infusion of isoprenaline into the medial prefrontal cortex had no effect on work-
ing memory performance in a T-maze in rats.1 Stimulation of α-ARs by systemic cirazoline in
monkeys3 or by phenylephrine infused into the prefrontal cortex in rats, impaired working
memory,5 an effect that was blocked by systemic prazosin or co-infusion of the α1-AR antago-
nist urapidil respectively. However, infusion of urapidil alone did not enhance working memory.
This effect was attributed to α1-ARs because post-synaptic α2-AR stimulation in the prefrontal
cortex has the opposite effect.

Stimulation of α2-ARs by systemic injection or by prefrontal cortex infusion of clonidine or
guanfacine improved working memory in rats and monkeys.4 The effects were blocked by co-
administration of α2-AR antagonists such as yohimbine or idazoxan. Yohimbine infused into
the prefrontal cortex impaired working memory.

Arnsten suggests that “noradrenaline has a higher affinity for α2- than for α1-ARs”. Thus
α2-AR mechanisms predominate when basal noradrenaline release is moderate (e.g. normal,
attentive, waking) and prefrontal function is optimal, while α1-AR mechanisms may dominate
when higher levels of noradrenaline release occur (eg during stress) contributing to PFC cogni-
tive impairment “.6

Olfactory Bulb
In neonatal rat pups, the association of an odour with stimulation of β2-ARs by the β-AR

agonist isoprenaline in the olfactory bulb is sufficient to promote memory consolidation, as is
stimulation of the locus coeruleus by the α2-AR agonist idazoxan.70 This effect is blocked by
systemic injection of propranolol. The acquisition of a response to facial vibrissae stimulation
and aversive shock in these rat pups is conditioned to isoprenaline and also blocked by systemic
injection of propranolol. These experiments further support the importance of β-ARs in re-
gions other than the amygdala in memory formation.

Locus Coeruleus
Electrical stimulation of the locus coeruleus facilitates memory retrieval in a task when

normally there is a considerable decay of memory.60 This facilitation is blocked by propra-
nolol19 and is attributed to noradrenaline release stimulated by activation of the locus coer-
uleus acting on β-ARs. Increased noradrenaline release following blockade of prejunctional α2-
AR by the selective α2-AR antagonist idazoxan improves memory retention.

β-AR stimulation appears important for a late phase of memory consolidation59,61 and is
also critical for memory reactivation.56 In agreement with this, blockade of β-AR by propra-
nolol interferes with the reactivation of a learning experience 48 hours after training. Rats
trained in an inhibitory avoidance task are not amnestic on first test but on second test after
injection of propranolol 5 min after the first test the animals were amnestic tested 24 hours
later. The time at which propranolol is effective when injected after first test seems to depend
on the nature of the task.

Idazoxan clearly has effects on some aspect of memory processing. Systemic injection before
every trial facilitated acquisition of a multi trial visual discrimination test.60 Whether this effect
is due to the effect of idazoxan on visual perception, attention or on memory processing is not
clear, as any of these could account for the improved performance. Another experiment is the
response to novel and unexpected objects appearing in a familiar environment—rats treated
with idazoxan spent more time exploring the novel objects than controls. This suggests that
increased release of noradrenaline enhances attention of novel environmental stimuli, which
could account for the improvement in the multiple trial task.

These results using an α2-AR antagonist are in contrast to those reported by Arnsten et al
using the α2-AR agonist clonidine or guanfacine; and indeed to the α2-AR antagonist yohim-
bine. As there are both pre- and post -synaptic α2-ARs in locus coeruleus, the route of injection
may determine the outcome on memory processing. One of the problems in equating experi-
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ments using agonists and antagonists lies with the route of injection—systemic injection of
drugs that cross the blood-brain barrier have the potential to target many regions in the brain;
whether the drugs reach all loci at the same time is also an important concern. The nature of
the task used may also be important in the interpretation of the drug effects. In the experi-
ments with chicks,30 noradrenaline affected different stages of memory processing for different
reasons, in different locations and at different times relative to the initial acquisition.

Memory Studies with Adrenoceptor Agonists and Antagonists
in Chicks

We have systematically investigated the roles of adrenoceptors in the action of noradrena-
line in a one trial learning task (discriminated avoidance learning) in the young chick, where
the chick discriminates between red and blue beads. The chick at one to two days of age has a
number of distinct advantages over rodents in the study of memory, including limited develop-
ment of the blood brain barrier, the ability to learn about coloured beads in one short trial
without any prior knowledge of colored beads. When chicks are readily available from nearby
poultry farms (as male rejects from an egg laying strain), they are inexpensive, available in
sufficient numbers for large experiments from the same hatch and available soon after sex
determination. As they are precocial, they can be used for experiments on the day of arrival and
do not need to be housed for more than one day. Birds have a visual system with similar
capabilities to humans and are active during the day unlike rodents. The structure of the avian
brain, once thought to be very dissimilar to that of mammals, is now considered to have the
same components (although perhaps packaged in a different way). For example, there is a close
similarity between rats and pigeons in hippocampal functions with respect to spatial memory.13

The primary visual, somatosensory and motor cortices are also similarly structured.48

The one trial peck avoidance task that is used with young chicks in various versions (passive
avoidance, or discriminated avoidance) has changed subtly over the years since first introduced
by Cherkin and Lee-Teng11 and Watts and Mark.74 But the task is still essentially the suppres-
sion of pecking at a bead that has the bitter taste of methyl anthranilate. The chick pecks at the
bead on the training trial and if it remembers the bitter taste it does not peck at beads of that
colour on the retention trial. We now get the chicks to discriminate between a clean red bead
(this color was associated with methyl anthranilate on the training trial) and a blue bead and
measure memory retention by the ratio of pecks to red and blue on the two successive 10
second retention trials. This gives a memory score for each chick, called the discrimination
ratio (DR). If a chick remembers, it pecks less on the red bead and has a DR approaching 1.0
(Fig. 5B); if it forgets, the chick pecks at both beads equally and the DR approaches 0.5.
Chicks are trained in groups of up to 20 and memory is measured in separate groups of chicks
at prescribed times after training.

The memory time course which results from training with concentrated anthranilate on the
bead reveals a model of memory where three stages are delineated by two periods (15 and 55
minutes after training) where the chicks appear to forget (Fig. 4). These two times correspond
to the times for short-term, intermediate and long-term memory that have been defined on the
basis of susceptibility to different classes of pharmacological drugs.26,30 These drugs inhibit
memory when injected at particular times up to 30 minutes after training and inhibitors for
each memory stage have characteristic time windows during which they have to be injected in
order to inhibit memory.26,30 The determination of these times is also important for establish-
ment of the roles of adrenoceptor subtypes in memory (see below, Table 3).

One particular advantage of this task is that the level of reinforcement, ie the concentration
of the aversant on the bead, can be altered such that the retention level can be changed from
good memory, with a level of 1.0 to poor memory with a retention level of 0.5. With weakly
reinforced learning, memory lasts for 30 minutes and then the memory is lost (Fig. 5A). Memory
is in a labile form and is not normally kept for longer than 30 minutes unless some event occurs
which triggers the consolidation of the labile memory to a permanent form. This can be achieved
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Figure 4. Sequences of memory stages in memory formation in the chick. This model is derived from
behavioural and pharmacological experiments where memory is tested in separate groups of chicks at
discrete times after training. Memory is measured as the discrimination between red and blue beads, where
only the red bead had the aversive taste on training. A discrimination ratio approaching 1.0 is found where
chicks avoid the red bead but peck the blue bead; a discrimination ratio approaching 0.5 is found when the
chicks forget and peck at both beads equally. Behavioural experiments reveal two times after training when
the chicks do not appear to remember. These time points coincide with data from pharmacological experi-
ments, where memory decays after each of the stages following inhibition leaving the previous stage intact
(from refs. 26,30). Theoretically, this represents the memory course within any one chick. At 30 minutes
some internal event triggers the consolidation of labile memory into permanent storage. This time divides
intermediate memory into phase A and phase B, each susceptible to interference by different pharmacologi-
cal agents. Reprinted from Progress in Neurobiology, 67, 2002, pp. 345-391, Gibbs et al: "Role of
adrenoreceptor subtypes in memory consolidation. Figure 1.

Figure 5. Data from experiments in which the chicks given (A) weakly reinforced training (20% anthra-
nilate) or (B) strongly reinforced training (100% anthranilate). Separate groups of 20 chicks are tested at
different times after training. With weakly reinforced training, memory gets weaker in chicks tested after
30-35 minutes; whereas with strongly reinforced training the level of memory retention is still high on the
test 120min after training. This memory remains permanently good (at least 72 hours). Reprinted from
Progress in Neurobiology, 67, 2002, pp. 345-301. Gibbs et al: Role of adrenoreceptor subtypes in memory
consolidation. Figure 2.
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by injection of noradrenaline or by hormonal or environmental events that may lead to in-
creased endogenous release of noradrenaline. Memory improvement from enhancement of
consolidation can be achieved by injection of drugs up to 30 min after training but not later.

Noradrenaline enhances memory of weakly reinforced training (20% anthranilate) when
injected subcutaneously25,30 or when injected into two different brain regions - the intermedi-
ate medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV-a multimodal sensory association area - association
cortex) and the lobus parolfactorius (LPO- caudate putamen).30 The dose response relation-
ship at 2 hours after training for intracerebral administration 20 minutes after training is a bell-
shaped function, with low doses enhancing and higher doses inhibiting memory.30 Similar
responses are seen in rats with systemic injection of adrenaline31 or clenbuterol34 or noradrena-
line infused into the amygdala.43 By pre-administration of selective α- and β-AR antagonists
(see Table 2; Fig. 6) we showed that the action of noradrenaline, injected into the IMHV,
involves β2-, β3-, and α1-ARs, which are activated at different doses. Low doses of noradrena-
line facilitate memory acting via β3-ARs; higher doses also facilitate memory by acting on β2-

Table 3. Adrenoceptor agonists and antagonists used in chick discriminated avoidance
learning

Subtype Agonist Antagonist Route Effect

α1-AR Methoxamine IMHV inhibit
Prazosin enhance

α2-AR clonidine LPO/IMHV enhance
oxymetazoline LPO enhance

yohimbine* LPO Inhibit/
enhance

Yohimbine* subcut Inhibit/
enhance

β1-AR RO363 LPO enhance
isoprenaline enhance

CGP 20712 LPO/sc inhibit
propranolol LPO/sc inhibit
sotalol inhibit

β2-AR isoprenaline IMHV enhance
zinterol IMHV Enhance
clenbuterol Enhance
salbutamol Enhance
BRL37344† IMHV enhance

Propranolol IMHV inhibit
Sotalol inhibit
ICI 118,551 enhance
timolol

β3-AR isoprenaline IMHV enhance
CL316243 IMHV/sc enhance
BRL37344 IMHV enhance
CGP12177A IMHV enhance

SR59230A IMHV/sc inhibit

*It is clear that yohimbine can enhance or inhibit depending on route of administration and also on
the time administered after training.
† High doses.
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ARs; and the highest doses of noradrenaline inhibit memory via α1-ARs. Pre-administration of
the α2-AR antagonist yohimbine did not affect the response to noradrenaline injected into the
IMHV, but did prevent the memory facilitation produced by noradrenaline injected into the
LPO. In these experiments, noradrenaline was injected 20 minutes after training, during inter-
mediate memory and prior to the consolidation into long-term memory. Although neither the
β1-AR agonist RO363 nor the selective β1-AR antagonist CGP20712 influenced memory when
given 20 minutes after training, we have evidence that β1-ARs in the LPO are involved in
short-term memory.

Roles for Adrenoceptor Subtypes in the IMHV

α1-Adrenoceptors
High doses of noradrenaline (10nmol/hemisphere) injected into the IMHV inhibit memory

formation in chicks trained with 100% anthranilate, however, high doses of the β-AR agonist
isoprenaline do not inhibit.27 The effect of high doses of noradrenaline is mimicked by injec-
tion of the selective α1-AR agonist methoxamine.29 Both noradrenaline and methoxamine
injected into the IMHV prevent the consolidation of intermediate memory. There are two
times of susceptibility to interference by stimulation of α1-ARs (Fig. 7). Injections made 5
minutes before training or 20 to 25 minutes after training affect memory, but injections at the
times in between have no effect. At either time after training, memory was unaffected for 30
minutes, but then rapidly decays (Fig. 8A). Memory does not consolidate.

The specificity of the action of methoxamine on α1-ARs was demonstrated by pre-adminis-
tration of the selective α1-AR antagonist prazosin. Given 5 minutes before methoxamine, prazosin
shifted the dose-response curve in parallel to the right, ie. prazosin decreased the ability of
methoxamine to inhibit memory.

β2-Adrenoceptors
The non-selective β-AR agonist isoprenaline enhances memory consolidation in a similar

manner to the lower dose range of noradrenaline (0.1 and 3.0 nmol/hemisphere). The action of
isoprenaline (1 to 10 nmol) is prevented by pre- administration of the β1-/β2-AR antagonist

Figure6. A) Dose response relationship for noradrenaline injected into IMHV 20 minutes after weakly
reinforced training. Enhancement of memory consolidation by noradrenaline at doses of 0.1nmoles/hemi-
sphere is attributed to action at β3-ARs; whereas at 1.0nmole/hemisphere noradrenaline is acting via β2-
ARs. Higher doses of noradrenaline (3-10nmoles/hemisphere) do not enhance weakly reinforced memory
and are inhibitory when used with 100% anthranilate. This inhibitory effect is attributed to an action on
α1-ARS. B) Dose response relationship for noradrenaline injected into LPO at 20 minutes after weakly
reinforced training. A similar bell-shaped relationship is seen, with the memory enhancing property attrib-
uted to β2-ARs.
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propranolol.27 Although propranolol blocks both β1- and β2-ARs, we were not able to demon-
strate any effect of β1-AR agonists or antagonists given 20 minutes after training, suggesting
that the action of propranolol on the enhancement of memory by isoprenaline 20 min after
training is due to an action at β2-ARs.

Systemic injection after training of propranolol,15 sotalol67,68 and the selective β2-AR an-
tagonist ICI11855118 have all been shown to inhibit memory, whereas the β1-AR antagonist
atenolol does not. The selective β2-AR agonist, salbutamol enhanced weakly reinforced train-
ing and facilitated retention in chicks treated with the noradrenergic neurotoxin DSP-4.14 In
order to inhibit memory in IMHV, the intracerebral injections have to be made after training,
we found that injections before training into IMHV did not have any effect on memory.30

However, the injection of propranolol either subcutaneously before or into the LPO immedi-
ately after training affects β1-ARs (Gibbs and Summers, in prep). Propranolol30 and sotalol68

can be injected up to 25 minutes after training (Fig. 7). Inhibition of β2-ARs in the IMHV in

Figure 7. Schematic representation showing times and memory stages at which antagonists to the different
subtypes are effective in preventing memory formation.

Figure 8. Time of memory decay after injection of different AR subtype antagonists (with 100% anthra-
nilate). A) α1, α2 and β2- AR antagonists do not impair labile memory but memory decays after 30 minutes
and there is no consolidation. B) Memory decay after 10 minutes following the β3-AR antagonist, and from
10 minutes (or earlier) when propranolol’s action is attributable to β1-ARs in the LPO.
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chicks given strongly reinforced training prevents consolidation and memory loss occurs after
30 minutes (Fig. 8A). This discrepancy in results between subcutaneous injection and injection
into particular brain regions points out the importance of full investigations of the actions of
drugs which may act at several receptor subtypes.

The selective β2-AR agonist, zinterol will enhance the consolidation of weakly reinforced
learning when injected at 0 to 25 minutes after training and when given immediately after
training, increases the duration of both short-term and intermediate memory.27 The specificity
of action of zinterol was demonstrated by experiments in which we pre-administered (5 min-
utes after training with 20% anthranilate) non-amnestic doses of either propranolol or the
selective β3-AR antagonist SR59230 (Table 3). The dose-response curve for zinterol was shifted
to the right by propranolol but not by SR59230 (Fig. 9C and D).

β3-Adrenoceptors
The action of the selective β3-AR agonist CL316243, shows specificity for the β3-AR in

memory functioning. The dose response curve to CL316243 injected into the IMHV at 20
minutes after weakly reinforced learning shows dose dependent consolidation of memory. Prior
administration of a non-amnestic dose of the selective β3-AR antagonist SR59230 shifts the

Figure 9. Dose response curves showing specificity of AR subtype action. A. the dose response to CL316243
is shifted in a dose-dependent manner to prior administration of a non amnestic dose of the selective β3-
AR antagonist SR59230 (A); but is not shifted by a non-amnestic dose of propranolol (B). Likewise, the
dose response curve to zinterol is not shifted by a non amnestic dose of SR59230, but is shifted by a non
amnestic dose of propranolol. (From ref. 27). Reprinted from Neuroscience, 95, 2000, pp. 913-922. Gibbs
et al: Separate roles for β2- and β3-adrenoceptors in memory consolidation. Figure 3.
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dose response curve to the right in a dose dependent manner (Fig. 9A). Propranolol does not
shift the dose response curve to CL316243 (Fig. 9B). Activation of both the β3- and the β2-AR
are able to promote consolidation of memory. It appears that the action of low doses of norad-
renaline and isoprenaline is on β3-ARs as the selective antagonist SR59230 inhibits the action
of 0.1 nmol/hemisphere of noradrenaline and 0.03nmol/hemisphere of isoprenaline. This dif-
ference in the effective doses is in accord with the differences in affinity of the two catechola-
mines for the receptor. We hypothesize that endogenously released noradrenaline acts firstly on
β3-ARs and then β2-ARs are recruited. The level of endogenous noradrenaline may be related
to the level of reinforcement or in the case of aversive learning, to the level of stress invoked by
the learning situation.

The selective β3-AR agonist CL316243 also enhances memory consolidation.27 Injection
immediately after training results in a memory time course that appears to be the same as that
seen with strongly reinforced training. Injection up to 20 minutes after weakly reinforced training
is effective in promoting consolidation. The time window during which strongly reinforced
learning can be inhibited by SR59230 is limited to injection 5 minutes after training (Fig. 7)
and memory loss occurs after 10 minutes following training. The limited action of this antago-
nist was puzzling, but may be explained by the added complication of endogenous release of
noradrenaline which will occur in many learning situations. In support of this interpretation,
injection of SR59230 to chicks given weakly reinforced training was effective with injections at
any time during the first part of intermediate memory (ITMA), i.e. from 10 to 25 minutes
after training. To obtain this result, chicks had to be tested at 30 minutes after training. The
endogenous noradrenaline, released with strongly reinforced training, may not act on β3-ARs
when inhibited by the antagonist, but can still act on β2-ARs. In the weakly reinforced situa-
tion there should be less endogenous noradrenaline release.

We have been able to show enhancement of consolidation with two other β3-AR agonists—
BRL37344 and CGP12177. However, BRL37344 appears to have two actions. At low doses
(100pmol/hemisphere) it acts via β3-AR, whereas at higher doses (1 nmol / hemisphere) it acts
on β2-ARs.28

Roles for Adrenoceptor Subtypes in the LPO

β1-Adrenoceptors
As mentioned above, β1-ARs are involved in the LPO at the time of acquisition, during

short-term memory, but do not appear to be involved in the IMHV at any of the times tested.
The antagonist CGP20712 inhibits strongly reinforced training when injected into the LPO
up to 2.5 minutes after training, and the selective agonist RO363 enhances memory when
given up to 2.5 minutes after training (Gibbs and Summers, unpublished observation). Whether
these agonists and antagonists act by enhancing consolidation or by some other action on
short-term memory is not yet clear. It is possible that the β1-ARs are involved with the effects
of arousal or attention in the basal ganglia at the time of acquisition and short-term memory.

α2-Adrenoceptors
α2-ARs seem to be involved in memory consolidation in the LPO rather than in the IMHV.

Pre-administration of the selective α2-AR antagonist yohimbine prevents enhancement of
memory formation by noradrenaline when injected into the LPO (Fig. 6B), but has no effect
on noradrenaline injected into the IMHV.30

Injection of the selective α2-AR agonist clonidine into the IMHV produces an effect, but at
a higher dose and at more restricted times than when injected into LPO where injection is
effective over the full time of labile memory. However, clonidine is lipophilic and crosses mem-
branes readily, which makes it less than ideal for determination of sites of action. Experiments
were therefore conducted with a hydrophilic α2-AR agonist, oxymetazoline which was found
to have no effect on memory when injected into the IMHV, but is as effective as clonidine
when given into the LPO. Likewise, yohimbine was not effective in the IMHV. Memory loss
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after yohimbine occurs after 30 minutes (Fig. 8A). However, yohimbine is only effective in
inhibiting consolidation when injected 10 or 15 minutes after training.

The danger of basing findings solely on drug administration by systemic injection is exem-
plified in our recent finding that yohimbine has a biphasic effect. Given subcutaneously 10 or
15 minutes after training, it inhibits memory consolidation, whereas given by the same route
2.5 or 25 minutes after training, it enhances consolidation. This does not occur following
injections into either LPO or IMHV at these times. The may indicate an action of yohimbine
in the locus coeruleus, and be related to the contradictory findings mentioned earlier.

Summary
By examining the response to administration of selective adrenoceptor subtype agonists and

antagonists we have been able to map the time-course of noradrenaline involvement in memory
acquisition and consolidation in chicks. By varying the route of administration, based on the
response to subcutaneous injection, we have located different areas in the brain which, as well
as being involved in memory,16 are involved in differential adrenoceptor activation at different
times after training (Fig. 10).

Our research demonstrates the importance of systematic investigation to determine the
time in the memory processing sequence when drugs are effective, the dose-response relation-
ships for each drug and the site of action in the brain in order to conclude that a particular
receptor is or is not involved in memory formation. Even when these factors are taken into
account, the effects described are most likely still an oversimplification of the events in the
brain that are influenced by noradrenaline in the acquisition and consolidation of a memory,
since we have not touched on the possible involvement of noradrenaline in areas like the amygdala

Figure 10. A model of noradrenergic modulation of memory formation in the consolidation of memory in
the chick. Noradrenergic input from the locus coeruleus activates β1-ARs in LPO (basal ganglia) at the time
of or shortly after training. β3-AR activation in IMHV (association cortex) occurs before β2-AR activation
in the IMHV, with the latter being dependent on α2-AR activation in LPO. It is likely that there could be
other interactions between noradrenaline and adrenoceptors in other parts of the brain not yet explored.
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(archistriatum), hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (caudal neostriatum) in the avian brain.
But it does emphasize the caution needed when interpreting results from experiments using a
single dose, a single route of injection and a single time of administration.

Input into different primary sensory brain regions and into various multimodal association
areas will occur at the same time and cellular processing of the information will probably occur
in more than one (if not many) of these areas. The potential is there for different influences or
modulators employing many different neurotransmitter systems

As Lipp and Wolfer44 conclude - the reticular formation (and noradrenaline) has the poten-
tial to integrate and coordinate activity in many different brain regions during the acquisition
and consolidation of memory. Other neurotransmitter and hormonal influences will also play
a part in memory formation, some of which may involve noradrenaline (e.g., see ref. 58).

In the rodent, memory research is now focussing on hippocampus, amygdala, and the pre-
frontal cortex, all of which are influenced by noradrenergic input. It is likely that these areas all
have a different response to noradrenaline dependent on the subtype, and relative distribution
of adrenoceptors. When information is available on the action of selective adrenoceptor ago-
nists and antagonists administered to all these brain areas, a clearer picture of the interrelation-
ships may emerge. The role of noradrenaline in modulating memory formation may be more
complex than that of other neurotransmitters.
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Histamine
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Abstract

Histamine is an important but largely neglected modulator in the central nervous sys-
tem. Histaminergic neurons are located exclusively in the posterior hypothalamus,
the tuberomammillary nucleus (TM), from where they project to almost all brain

regions, with ventral areas (hypothalamus, basal forebrain, amygdala) receiving a particularly
strong innervation. Here we summarize behavioural data based on TM-lesions as well as on
electrophysiological, neurochemical and pharmacological studies related to histamine agonists
and antagonists. The outcome of these studies provides evidence that the brain histamine sys-
tem is a) involved in neural plasticity and functional recovery following unilateral damage of
the brain and b) may subserve inhibitory functions in the control of reward and learning processes.

Introduction
In recent years, evidence has accrued from neurochemical, electrophysiological and phar-

macological studies that histamine functions as a central neurotransmitter and/or
neuromodulator.43,106,120 The characteristic distribution of histamine and the presence of spe-
cific histamine receptive sites in the brain121 underlined such a possibility and incited further
investigation to unravel the role of this biogenic amine in brain function (see ref. 14 for re-
view). Much attention has been focused on the effects of histamine or its agonists and antago-
nists on various (electro)physiological parameters and behaviours.41,51,150 The existence of a
histaminergic neuronal system was, however, disputed until immunocytochemical studies re-
vealed the existence of histaminergic neurons in the brain,98,128,145 which allowed a more pre-
cise anatomical and neurochemical analysis of this neuronal system beyond the pharmacologi-
cal approach. This chapter will start with a short description of some of the properties of the
neuronal histamine system, its receptors and its chemoarchitecture in the brain; then we present
a summary of experiments, which investigated a possible involvement of the TM histamine
system in neural plasticity, reinforcement and memory functions.

The Histaminergic Neuron System
The presence of histamine can be demonstrated in two major pools—in neurons as well as

in mast cells, which, however, are relatively scarce in the brain.35,128 Histamine is synthesized in
a single step from L-histidine by the enzyme histidine decarboxylase (HDC). Up to now, no
high-affinity uptake system for histamine has been reported and termination of its action in
brain appears to require catabolism to telemethylhistamine, which is further metabolised by
MAO.120 Inhibition of histamine synthesis can be achieved by alpha-fluoromethylhistidine, an
irreversible inhibitor of HDC,70 which is frequently used as a research tool with which to
investigate the functional role of neuronal histamine.94

Histaminergic neurons are exclusively located in the posterior hypothalamus, specifically in
the tuberomammillary (TM) nucleus (Fig. 1). Fibres arising from the TM constitute two as-
cending pathways: one laterally, via the medial forebrain bundle, and the other periventricularly.
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These two pathways combine in the diagonal band of Broca to project to many telencephalic
areas. The projections from the TM to the various brain regions are bilateral with ipsilateral
predominance and, curiously, no differences have been reported so far in the projection sites of
the cell bodies of the respective subgroups, E1 to E5.58 In most brain areas histamine is released
from varicosities, mostly at non-synaptic sites, indicating modulatory functions similar to those
found for other biogenic amines.142

The diverse actions of the histaminergic neuronal system appear to be mediated by at least
three classes of receptors, namely H1, H2 and H3, which differ in pharmacology, localization
and the intracellular response they mediate.50,75,121 The H1 receptor was initially defined in
functional assays and by the design of potent antagonists, the so-called ‘antihistamines’. The
widespread distribution of H1 receptive sites in areas involved in arousal, such as thalamus,
cortex and cholinergic cell groups in tegmentum and basal forebrain, possibly accounts for the
sedative properties of most H1 antagonistic compounds. High densities of H1 receptors are also
found in hypothalamus, septum, nucleus accumbens and in several hippocampal areas.11,97 It

Figure 1. Left: A series of schematic drawings of frontal sections through the posterior part of the hypothala-
mus of the rat, illustrating the topographical localization of subgroups E1-E5 of histaminergic neurons.
(Modified after ref. 142). Right: Schematic diagram of histaminergic pathways in the rat brain. (Modified
after ref. 120)
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is interesting to note that several drugs used in the treatment of psychiatric disorders, such as
tricyclic antidepressants and neuroleptics, also have significant H1 receptor blocking ability.50

The finding that most of the peripheral actions of histamine cannot be blocked by classical
antihistamines led to the proposal of an additional class of histamine receptors.6 This second
subtype was validated pharmacologically by Black and co-workers9 and designated the H2
receptor. Like the histamine H1 receptor, the H2 type has a widespread distribution in brain
and spinal cord with high densities in basal ganglia, hippocampus and amygdala; unlike the H1
receptors, H2 receptive sites are present in low density in septal areas, hypothalamic and tha-
lamic nuclei.103 Furthermore, H1 and H2 receptors show partial overlap in several brain re-
gions, including hippocampus, nucleus coeruleus, ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra,
where the receptors can interact in a synergistic manner. A third histamine receptor subtype,
H3, has received much interest in recent years, as this receptor was initially detected as an
autoreceptor mediating feedback inhibition of histamine synthesis and release.4,5 High con-
centrations of H3 receptors are found in neostriatum, nucleus accumbens and in cingulate/
infralimbic cortices,104 whereas its density is relatively low in hypothalamus, which contains
most of the histaminergic axons and perikarya in the brain. This distribution pattern suggests
that the majority of H3 receptors are not autoreceptors. Actually, H3-receptors can also function
as heteroreceptors, modulating the activity of other monoaminergic,118 glutamatergic12 and
peptidergic systems.81 Recently, a fourth histamine receptor has been cloned and characterised.91

This H4 receptor is primarily found on intestinal tissue and immune active cells and, thus,
differs markedly from the H3 receptor, whose expression seems to be restricted to brain.77,78

In spite of many different suggestions mainly derived from observations of responses to
locally applied histamine or related compounds, only few physiological roles of the histaminer-
gic neuronal system are relatively well documented.14,45,56 Recent research emphasis has been
placed on the possible role of neuronal histamine in the control of the waking state86,122 and
circadian rhythmicity,15,139 in autonomic37 and neuroendocrine processes,68 in the regulation
of seizure susceptibility,60,154,155 in motivated behaviours like feeding and drinking,72,89,138 in
affective processes such as fear/anxiety,59,114 in neuropsychiatric disorders,28,90,107 in learning
and memory processes96,102 and in the control of reward or reinforcement.49,108 Furthermore,
histamine was found to promote survival of developing hippocampal tissue23 and to alleviate
neuronal damage subsequent to experimental brain lesion,1,32 and may, therefore, be impor-
tant for processes related to neurogenesis and neuronal functional recovery.

The Role of the Tuberomammillary Nucleus Projection System in
Neural Plasticity and Functional Recovery

Swanson135 was one of the first to report who reported extrahypothalamic projections of
the TM. Specific crossed and uncrossed projections from the TM to the caudate putamen were
then described by Watanabe et al145 with immunohistochemical methods and by Steinbusch et
al129 with retrograde tracing by fluorescent dyes. We confirmed these findings by using the
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) tracing technique, and extended them by showing neuroplastic
changes in tuberomammillary-striatal projections in relation to recovery from behavioural asym-
metries induced by hemivibrissotomy147 and unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesion
of the substantia nigra (SN). Hemivibrissotomy, which stands for the removal of the tactile
hairs (vibrissae) on one side of the rat’s snout, induces a transient asymmetry in the side of the
face used to scan the wall while traversing the edge of an open field (i.e., ‘thigmotactic scan-
ning’; see Fig. 2A) from which rats recover over time.55 Time-related to these behavioural
changes we found an increase in ‘strength’ (i.e., in structure and/or activity) in the uncrossed
and crossed projections from the TM to the caudate nucleus. Rats examined four to twenty
days after unilateral clipping of vibrissae had more HRP-labelled cells in the crossed and un-
crossed projections from the TM nuclei to the caudate nucleus on the side of intact vibrissae
(i.e., to the hemisphere deprived of vibrissal sensory input) compared to projections to the
caudate nucleus on the side of vibrissae removal (Fig. 2B). The neuronal asymmetries in the
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TM-striatal projections were in the same direction as the asymmetries previously found in
nigro-striatal projections after hemivibrissotomy.131,132 However, unlike in the nigro-striatal
pathway, apparent neuronal asymmetries in the tuberomammillary-striatal projections were
only evident during the period when the rats had recovered from the behavioural asymmetry.
Given the coincidence of changes in striatal afferents from the SN and from the TM, both
being correlated in time with recovery from behavioural asymmetries after hemivibrissotomy,
it is conceivable that an interaction between histamine and dopamine (DA) could play a role in
the control of compensatory processes and recovery of function. In line with this suggestion,

Figure 2. A) Duration (mean±SEM, in seconds) of thigmotactic scanning with the vibrissae-intact side
(continuous line) and the vibrissae-clipped side (broken line) through a 5-min test session. Rats tested
between 1 h and 3 days after hemivibrissotomy exhibited a strong asymmetry in scanning during the first
minute of testing, as they scanned more with the vibrissae-intact side (left). This behavioural asymmetry was
absent in rats tested 6 days, or later, after clipping the vibrissae (right). B) Corresponding neuronal changes
in the tuberomammillary-striatal projections 1-3 days (left) and 4-20 days after hemivibrissotomy (right)
in comparison with the findings in the nigro-striatal projections. (Data from ref. 55 and 147)
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nigrostriatal DA denervation was found to induce a marked up-regulation of H3-receptors in
the striatum, which was reduced by dopamine D1 receptor stimulation.112 Furthermore, par-
tial destruction of the TM resulted in increased DA and serotonin levels in neostriatum,79

corroborating the notion that histamine has an inhibitory impact on striatal monoamine activ-
ity under physiological conditions.117 Taken together, these data provided first evidence for a
role of the tuberomammillary-striatal system in behavioural plasticity subsequent to unilateral
removal of the vibrissae, in concert with the nigro-striatal system.

Based on these anatomical findings we were interested in a behavioural correlate of a lesion
in the TM region. Therefore, we investigated the influence of a unilateral direct current (DC)
lesion in the TM region on thigmotactic scanning behaviour. Destruction of the TM region
was found to produce more thigmotactic wall scanning behaviour with the vibrissae contralat-
eral to the lesion; the histamine precursor histidine reversed the effects of the TM lesion, sug-
gesting that histamine is involved in this effect.148 In contrast, a unilateral 6-OHDA lesion of
the SN produced more wall scanning behaviour with the vibrissae ipsilateral to the lesion.130

The finding that lesions in the SN and TM have opposite effects on scanning behaviour sug-
gests that the projections (perhaps to the striatum) could represent a reciprocally acting regula-
tory system in terms of sensorimotor processes, possibly involving DA and histamine. In accor-
dance with the idea of a reciprocal relationship between the TM system (histaminergic) and the
SN (dopaminergic) is the finding that functional recovery from a unilateral 6-OHDA lesion of
the SN was associated with an enhancement of the nigro-striatal projections,87 whereas in rats
that failed to recover from the nigral lesion, an enhancement of the TM-striatal projections
(based on the extent of HRP-labelling in TM and SN after HRP injection into the caudate-
putamen region) was observed.88 These findings suggest that the increase in HRP-labelling
seen in the tuberomammillary-caudate projections indicates an enhancement of histaminergic
activity, which, in turn may be related to the lack of recovery from a unilateral SN lesion, and
to the increase in asymmetry that develops over time in such animals.

The Role of the Histaminergic Neuronal System in the Control of
Reinforcement

A number of pharmacological studies have examined the role of histamine in reinforcement
processes. For example, the self-administration of histamine and histamine-blocking compounds
has been evaluated.7,113 The injection of histamine and histamine antagonists was also studied
in combination with rewarding brain stimulation22,110,140,146 and in drug-discrimination tests.36

Their effects were assessed on operant behaviour8,84,136 and in conditioned place preference
tasks, either alone82,134 or in combination with stimulants80 and opioids.66,133 The results of
these experiments provided evidence that histamine agonists may have aversive properties,
whereas histamine antagonists, particularly those blocking the H1-receptor, can exert reinforc-
ing as well as reward potentiating effects.

The TM nucleus itself has largely been neglected in the search for the neural mechanisms
underlying reinforcement. Some studies, in which the hypothalamic region was mapped for
reinforcing properties of electrical stimulation reported negative or ambivalent stimulation
effects in the posterior hypothalamus, the region where the TM is located.93 Given the evi-
dence for a role of the TM projections in neural plasticity and functional recovery and the
proposed reciprocal relation between histaminergic and dopaminergic mechanisms (see above),
a series of experiments was performed to examine the possible involvement of the TM in the
brain’s reinforcement system. In the first experiment, the effects of an electrolytic lesion in the
rostroventral part of the TM (E2-region) on lateral hypothalamic self-stimulation were as-
sessed.143 From the second day post-lesion, the response rate gradually increased in TM-lesioned
animals and peaked on day thirteen in the ipsilateral hemisphere only. Although there was no
further increase over subsequent days, response rates remained elevated during the following
seven weekly tests (Fig. 3A). Since electrolytic lesions lead to general tissue damage, it was not
possible to pinpoint with certainty that the TM neurons were responsible for the observed
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‘disinhibition’ of reinforcement in this experiment. Thus, another study was performed to
determine, whether the observed increase in response rate was due to the destruction of intrin-

Figure 3. Lateral hypothalamic self-stimulation ipsi- (left) and contralateral (right) to the side of a unilateral
electrolytic (A) or ibotenic acid lesion (B) in the region of the tuberomammillary nucleus. Rats were
implanted bilaterally with stimulating electrodes in the lateral hypothalamus and unilaterally with one
lesion electrode/injection cannula in the TM area. Following three days of baseline testing, one half of the
animals were given an electrolytic or excitotoxic TM lesion. Response rates are expressed as mean (±SEM)
percentage of corresponding baseline values. (Data from refs. 143 and 144)
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sic TM neurons or to the destruction of passing fibres.144 Therefore, lateral hypothalamic self-
stimulation was examined following a unilateral TM-lesion with ibotenic acid, which destroys
cell bodies but can spare fibres of passage.16,119 Figure 3B shows increasing response rates ob-
tained from the hemisphere ipsilateral to the excitotoxic TM lesion. As in the previous experi-
ment, there were no changes in rate when the animals stimulated themselves in the lateral
hypothalamus contralateral to the lesion, and therefore, an interpretation of the rate increase in
terms of an unspecific enhancement of general arousal can be ruled out.76 Since the response
curves revealed in both studies were very similar, it can be concluded that the destruction of
TM-intrinsic neurons was critical for the effects, rather than the denervation of remote struc-
tures induced by damaged fibres of passage. Furthermore, it is important to note that in both
experiments facilitation of self-stimulation only occurred after destruction of the E2- but not
of the E1-subgroup of the TM. This dissociation can be considered as the first indication for a
functional specificity of a cell population within the TM, which until now has been defined on
anatomical grounds only.

To establish whether the observed effects following TM lesions involve a histaminergic
component, pharmacological studies were performed to investigate the effects of different his-
tamine-receptor blocking drugs in the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) and the nucleus basalis of
the ventral pallidum.108,157 Both structures are known to play an important role in reinforce-
ment-related processes53,71 receive specific histaminergic input99,129 and contain all three hista-
mine receptor subtypes.121 In order to assess the effects of histamine receptor blockade on
reinforcement, the administration of the histamine antagonists was either combined with lat-
eral-hypothalamic self-stimulation, or their effects were examined with the corral version of the
conditioned place preference paradigm.46 In the NAcc, the administration of the H1-blocking
drug chlorpheniramine produced a lateralised increase of hypothalamic self-stimulation and
was effective in inducing a conditioned corral preference, indicative of a positively reinforcing
action. Furthermore, the effects of chlorpheniramine were found to be restricted to the caudal
part of the NAcc, since injection of the H1-antagonist into the rostral NAcc did not affect the
behaviour in either paradigm.157 In the ventral pallidum, chlorpheniramine as well as the H2-
antagonist ranitidine were tested for possible reinforcing effects by the use of the corral method.108

The results are summarized in (Fig. 4): A single intrabasalis injection of chlorpheniramine
increased the sojourn time in the corral previously paired with the drug treatment in a dose-
dependant manner, indicative of a reinforcing action of the H1-antagonist. In contrast, the H2-
antagonist ranitidine did not significantly influence the preference behaviour within the entire
dose range tested.

Taken together, the outcome of this series of lesion studies and pharmacological experi-
ments suggest that the TM and its histaminergic projections (specifically the histaminergic
efferents to basal forebrain) exert inhibitory effects on reinforcement under normal conditions.
Reducing histaminergic activity either by a partial destruction of TM-intrinsic histamine neu-
rons or by inhibiting histaminergic transmission at H1-receptive sites apparently results in a
disinhibition of reinforcement. The described inhibitory function of the TM in the control of
intracranial self-stimulation and the effects of histaminergic agonists and antagonists on vari-
ous measures of reinforcement stand in sharp contrast to the effects of DA on reinforcement. It
is widely accepted that DA agonists facilitate and DA antagonists inhibit brain stimulation
reward.151 Thus, DA seems to influence the brain’s reinforcement system in a way, which is
again reciprocal to histamine. The brain’s reinforcement mechanism or mechanisms can be
considered as being activated in a tonic fashion by DA and histamine, with the further promot-
ing, and the latter diminishing reinforcement, i.e., the effectiveness of a reinforcing stimulus to
increase the probability of recurrence of a preceding operant behavior, as also evidenced by
changes in the organism’s degree of ‘preference for’ that stimulation or for place cues that have
been associated with such reinforcing stimulation.
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The Role of the Histaminergic Neuronal System in the Control
of Learning and Mnemonic Processes

The role of the histaminergic system in learning and memory has been generally investi-
gated pharmacologically, with contradictory results.95,101 For example, histamine was reported
to improve inhibitory and active avoidance conditioning,24,65 whereas administration of H1-
antagonists disrupted learning in an active avoidance task.61,64 Both histamine and acetylcho-
line reversed the impairing effects of H1 receptor antagonist injection,61 suggesting an interac-
tion between the central histaminergic and cholinergic system in learning. Thioperamide, a
histamine H3-antagonist, was found to improve the retention performance of adult105 and
senescence-accelerated mice,85 whereas H3-agonists such as imetit or (R)-alpha-methylhistamine
produced learning disruption.10 Furthermore, histamine was reported to improve memory
retrieval in old and hippocampus-lesioned rats.62,63 On the contrary, histamine has been shown
to reduce active avoidance responding, an effect mediated via the H1-receptive site,137 and

Figure 4. Mean (+SEM) time in seconds spent in the treatment corral during test for conditioned corral
preference. The corral apparatus was a circular open field, which could be divided into 4 quadrants (corrals)
of equal size, identical floor and wall texture, and identical colour. Spatial orientation inside the apparatus
was provided by external cues located in the surroundings. During the conditioning session, the animals
received a single injection of different doses of (A) the H1-antagonist chlorpheniramine, (B) the H2-
antagonist ranitidine, or vehicle (SAL; 0.5 µl) into the ventral pallidum, after which they were confined for
15 min to one quadrant of the apparatus (treatment corral). During test for conditioned corral preference,
the undrugged animals were again placed into the corral for 15 min and the time spent in each quadrant
was scored (open corral). *p<0.05, significantly different from vehicle controls; Mann-Whitney U-test, two-
tailed. (Data from ref. 108)
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long-term depletion of neuronal histamine by alpha-fluoromethylhistidine proved to be effec-
tive in facilitating active avoidance3 and radial maze learning (ref. 113, but see ref. 20). Micro-
injection of histamine into the dentate area and subiculum complex was reported to adversely
affect active avoidance conditioning via histamine H1-receptive sites.3 Furthermore, the H3-
receptor agonist (R)-alpha-methylhistamine was found to improve navigation performance in
the Morris water maze task.111,124

The reasons for these discrepant findings require clarification; however, the main problem
with the reliability of the data may lie in the effectiveness/specificity of the histaminergic drugs
tested, rather than, for example, in the use of different learning tasks, modes of injection and
variation in the time of injection in relation to the learning trials, etc. Moreover, the exact
functions of the histamine receptor subtypes remain to be determined. For example, mutant
mice lacking the H1-receptor showed reduced aggressive and exploratory behaviours but no
apparent change in learning capacities.152,153 Furthermore, although functionally character-
ized as an inhibitory autoreceptor, the histamine H3-receptor is not restricted to presynaptic
elements of the histaminergic neurons, but can also function as a heteroreceptor modulating
the activity of several other transmitter system.115,116

Lesion Studies
Our strategy in investigating the role of the histaminergic neuronal system in learning and

mnemonic processes was guided by a theory of reinforcement,54 which proposes that reinforc-
ers ‘strengthen’ behaviour by preventing memory traces from fading out and therefore leading
to learning (consolidation). Based on this theory, one aim of the present studies was to examine
possible effects of lesions in the TM region on learning and memory processes in adult rats.
Given the parallelism between reinforcing and memory-promoting effects of manipulations of
the brain, it was hypothesized that lesion of the TM region could have a facilitatory effect on
learning and mnemonic processing in addition to its facilitatory effect on reinforcement pro-
cesses. Furthermore, it was asked whether TM lesions might exert a beneficial action on the
performance of aged rats, which are considered an animal model for learning and memory
disturbances related to aging and nervous system disorders like Alzheimer’s disease.33

In the first series of experiments,30,67 adult and aged rats with a bilateral electrolytic lesion
in the TM region were tested along with sham-lesioned controls in a set of learning tasks,
which differed in terms of complexity and reward contingencies (habituation of exploratory
activity, inhibitory avoidance retention, discrimination learning). An improvement was found
in every test applied, indicating that TM lesions can generally enhance learning and memory
capacities independent of the special demands of a given task. Moreover, age-related learning
deficits were strongly diminished by the lesion (Fig. 5A-C). The fact that habituation learning
was improved is important. For one, this test of memory, as assessed by behavioural habitua-
tion, does not involve application of conventional reinforcers, such as food or escape from or
avoidance of aversive stimulation, and secondly, the TM histaminergic system is thought to
play a role in stress, perception of pain, and thermoregulation,51,95 which are important factors
in aversive conditioning, but not for habituation. This makes an interpretation of the perfor-
mance enhancement following TM lesion simply in terms of an interaction between the lesion
and physiological processes induced by a punishing/aversive stimulus, unlikely. Based on these
initial findings, the objectives of a follow-up study were two-fold.30 In order to determine
whether the facilitation of learning and memory was due to the destruction of intrinsic TM
neurons, adult and aged rats with bilateral ibotenic acid lesions of the TM region were tested
along with vehicle-injected controls in the Morris water maze, in which old rats display marked
performance deficits.47 In addition, the number of histamine cells was determined at the site of
the neurotoxic lesion by immunohistochemistry using specific antibodies against the amine.128

The main finding of this study was that adult and aged rats with neurotoxic lesions of the TM
showed accelerated navigation performance in the course of place learning in the maze and an
improved ability to locate the platform site during a spatial probe trial (Fig. 6). Inspection of
the site of the ibotenic acid microinjection in the TM region revealed a marked decrease of
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Figure 5. The effects of a bilateral DC lesion in the TM region on performance of adult (3-month-old) and
aged (31-month-old) rats in different learning tasks. (A) Habituation paradigm: Mean (+SEM) number of
rearing (left) and mean (+SEM) distance travelled in the open field (right) during test for habituation
learning. Habituation was measured in an open field by recording the number of rearing and square
crossings during 5 min of free exploration in one baseline and one test session with a baseline-test interval
of 7 days (aged rats had to be disqualified from this task because baseline activity was too low to determine
possible effects of the TM lesion on habituation). (B) Step-through task: Median (with interquartile range)
step-through latency revealed in the retention test. Immediately after the rat had entered the dark compart-
ment in the third familiarization trial, a foot shock was applied (training). Retention of the step-through
response was measured 24 hours after shock administration with a 300 s cut-off. (C) T-maze discrimination:
During one baseline trial, the rats were trained to swim to the end of the left or right arm of the maze in
order to escape. After a training-test interval of 7 days, the animals were retrained on the same task to the
same criterion. The figure depicts the number of trials required to reach the criterion of 5 successive correct
choices in the T-maze during the retention test. Trials to criterion during retention test are expressed as mean
(+SEM) percentage of corresponding baseline values (= 100%, dashed line). *p<0.05 vs. sham-lesioned
controls, indicative of enhanced learning (Data from refs. 30 and 67)
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Figure 6. The effects of a bilateral ibotenic acid lesion in the TM-region on the navigation performance of
(A) adult (3-month-old) and (B) aged (28 to 31-month-old) rats in the Morris water maze. Left: Mean
(±SEM) path length to find the hidden platform in the place version of the maze. Right: Mean (+SEM)
distance to target during a spatial probe trial without platform. *p<0.05 vs. vehicle-injected controls. (Data
from ref. 30)
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histamine-staining neurons mainly in the rostral part of the TM (Fig. 7), suggesting that the
facilitatory effects on maze navigation observed after TM lesion might be related to reduced
histaminergic activity produced by a partial destruction of TM-intrinsic histaminergic cells. It
is important to note that the facilitatory effects on learning and memory parameters produced
by irreversible TM lesions could be mimicked by a transient inactivation of this brain region
with the short-acting local anaesthetic lidocaine.31 This suggests, that the beneficial effects on
reinforcement and memory observed after permanent TM lesion were not a function of long-
term compensatory processes of the brain, but, instead, a direct result of an inhibition of (his-
taminergic) TM activity induced by the lesion.

Pharmacological Approach
Congruent with the outcome of the lesion studies are the results from our pharmacological

experiments dealing with the effects of histamine antagonists on different aspects of learning,
which are also suggestive for an inhibitory action of the biogenic amine. Thus, we found that
the histamine H1 receptor antagonist chlorpheniramine, but not the H2 antagonist ranitidine,
can exert memory-promoting effects when administered into nucleus accumbens or ventral
pallidum.49,109 The peripheral injection of chlorpheniramine improved appetitive learning in
goldfish125 and the compound ameliorated learning deficits in behaviourally impaired old rats

Figure 7. Effects of ibotenic acid injections into the E2-subregion of the TM on histamine-positive neurons
of the TM. (A) Schematic drawings of frontal sections through the posterior hypothalamus illustrating the
location of subgroups of histaminergic neurons (E1-E5) in the TM region (Modified after ref. 142). The
dotted area indicates the extent of a representative lesion induced by ibotenic acid, based on cresyl violet
staining. Box indicates the location from where the photomicrographs were taken. (B) and (C): Photomi-
crographs of coronal sections showing histamine immunoreactive neurons and fibres in the E2-subgroup
of the TM two weeks after injection of (B) vehicle or (C) ibotenic acid; magn. x 200. (from ref. 30.)
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when administered systemically29 or into the ventricles.48 Furthermore, neurochemical experi-
ments with in vivo microdialysis in anaesthetized rats revealed that peripheral administration
of chlorpheniramine can produce increases in extracellular levels of acetylcholine in the cortex
and dopamine in nucleus accumbens,25,26 confirming that the memory enhancing and rein-
forcing effects of H1 antagonists involve dopaminergic134 and cholinergic mechanisms.124

However, histaminergic antagonists, particularly those acting at H1 receptors, have been seri-
ously questioned with regard to their selectivity, since they can bind also to receptors other than
histaminergic ones.73,92,123 Hence, we compared the H1 antagonist chlorpheniramine with
histamine in their effects on learning following injection into different subregions of the NAcc.
With respect to the proposed inhibitory function of histamine in reward-related processes (see
above), we expected that accumbal injection of the biogenic amine should produce a behavioural
profile distinct from or even opposite to that obtained after intra-NAcc administration of the
H1 receptor antagonist; that is, histamine injection should be non-rewarding or even interfere
negatively with reward and memory processes.49 However, incongruent with this premise
intraaccumbens injection of both chlorpheniramine as well as histamine produced a condi-
tioned place preference and facilitated negative reinforcement learning when administered post-

Figure 8. Effect of intra-accumbens histamine and chlorpheniramine injection on the performance of the
uphill avoidance task, which involves punishment of a high-probability turning response on a tilted plat-
form.127 Immediately after the learning trial, that is, after a shock was administered upon performing the
response, different doses of chlorpheniramine and histamine were injected unilaterally into caudal or rostral
NAcc. Retention is expressed as median latency (s) to step-up, measured 24 h after shock administration with
a 180 s cut-off. Numbers at the bottom of the histograms indicate 25./75. percentiles. Controls included
vehicle-injected (VEH; 0.5 µl) rats and a group administered 10 µg chlorpheniramine 5 h after training
(DEL). *p<0.05 vs. vehicle controls, indicative of enhanced learning. Note: The failure of the delayed post-
trial injection of the antagonist to influence learning indicates that the compound influenced learning by
modulating early memory storage processes, rather than by acting on performance variables during retrieval
of the task or by influencing memory consolidation going on 5 h after learning or later. (from ref. 49)
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trial (Fig. 8). These effects were evident only when drug infusion was performed into the
caudal-shell but not into the rostral subregion of the NAcc, providing further evidence for
behavioural relevance of the known histaminergic innervation of this brain region with a func-
tional subdivision on its rostrocaudal axis.157 Interestingly, it was shown that locally adminis-
tered histamine can increase DA levels in the NAcc, whereby the histamine-induced DA re-
lease could be blocked by peripheral administration of the H1-antagonist pyrilamine, which
itself was found to decrease DA levels after local intraacumbens injection.34 These findings
suggest that histamine and H1 antagonists could be operative via quite different neurochemical
mechanisms within the NAcc, which, however, can produce a quite similar behavioural profile.
Thus, it seems that the promnestic and reinforcing effects of chlorpheniramine involve phar-
macodynamic aspects beyond its antagonistic activity at H1-receptive sites. Furthermore, these
data imply that the behavioural changes observed after manipulations of the TM-histamine sys-
tem may not necessarily be related to disturbances specific to histaminergic neurotransmission.

Tuberomammillary Modulation of Hippocampal Signal Transfer
The hippocampus is thought to play an important role in memory formation27 and in

reward-related processes.156 The hippocampus receives histaminergic fibres through both a
ventral and a dorsal route57 and contains all three histamine receptor subtypes.5,39 Further-
more, a number of electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that TM histamine projec-
tions are involved in the subcortical modulation of neuronal excitability and synaptic plasticity
in the hippocampal circuitry.13,41,44 Given the evidence for an inhibitory role of the TM in
reinforcement and mnemonic processes and the functional link between TM and hippocam-
pus, we149 gauged whether activation of the TM could modulate evoked field potentials in the
dentate gyrus, frequently used to study electrophysiological correlates of learning.17,38 There-
fore, paired-pulses of electrical stimulation were delivered to the perforant path (PP) and evoked
field potentials (fEPSPs) were recorded in the dentate gyrus (DG) in freely moving rats. Before
activating the PP, the TM was triggered by electrical stimulation when the rat explored an
unfamiliar environment [Type I, ‘theta’ behaviour, including walking, sniffing and rearing ac-
cording to Vanderwolf141] or when the animals showed Type II, ‘non-theta’ behaviour, includ-
ing grooming, awake immobility and slow-wave sleep. The results indicate that activation of
the histaminergic TM nucleus in the freely moving rat differentially affected the efficacy of
afferent transmission to the hippocampus, depending on the behavioural state of the animal.
Prestimulation of the TM was found to modulate neuronal transmission in the PP during
learning-related exploratory behavior, but not during ‘non-theta’ related behaviours, including
awake immobility (Fig. 9). During exploration both the conditioning as well as the test re-
sponse of the dentate fEPSPs decreased with increasing TM train stimulation intensities, whereas
the population-spikes were unchanged. Similar excitability changes in the PP-dentate area were
previously observed following glutamate microinjections into the TM in vivo (unpublished
results) and in hippocampal slices exposed to high concentrations of histamine.40,42 Taken
together, these results indicate that the TM and the hippocampus may comprise a common
system involved in the inhibition of the brain’s reinforcement system and suggest that the TM
projection system exerts its inhibitory action on associative functioning by interfering nega-
tively with the signal transfer across the PP-granule cell synapses of the dentate gyrus. Congru-
ent with this hypothesis, it was recently found that histamine and certain H2 antagonists can
inhibit high frequency oscillations (‘ripples’) in hippocampus CA1 subfield,69 that are known
to be associated with processes related to memory formation and certain behavioural states
such as slow wave sleep;21 application of histamine H1 receptor antagonists had the opposite
effect and facilitated the occurrence of ripples. Furthermore, behavioural studies revealed that
a lesion of the hippocampus can amplify rewarding hypothalamic stimulation156 and microin-
jection of histamine into the dentate area was reported to adversely affect active avoidance
conditioning.3
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Figure 9. Normalized fEPSP slopes recorded in the dentate area evoked by paired-pulse stimulation (ISI=
30 ms) of the perforant path 50 ms following train stimulation in the TM with three different current
intensities (0= no train, baseline) during exploration and awake immobility. The values given are mean
(±SEM) percentage of the respective baseline condition (=100%). Black bars: Response on the conditioning
(first) pulse (RC). White bars: Response on the test (second) pulse (RT). The Wilcoxon test for related
samples performed on raw data was used to test for within group differences; *p<0.05 vs. conditioning pulse
(RC0); tp< 0.05 vs. test pulse (RT0). (from ref. 149)
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Conclusions
Results from this laboratory suggest that TM histamine projections are involved in behavioural

asymmetries and in subsequent behavioural recovery after hemivibrissotomy and unilateral
6-OHDA lesions of the substantia nigra. Furthermore, our findings indicate that the histamin-
ergic neuronal system (histamine fibres arising from E2-subgroup) may function as an inhibi-
tory neurochemical substrate in the control of reinforcement and mnemonic processes. Both
amplification of rewarding hypothalamic stimulation as well as facilitation of mnemonic pro-
cesses were demonstrated following destruction of the TM. On the other hand, electrical or
chemical stimulation of the TM was found to negatively interfere with the signal transfer in the
hippocampus during learning-related behaviours. Moreover, administration of the histamine
H1-receptor antagonist chlorpheniramine, but not the H2-receptor antagonist ranitidine, was
found to exert reinforcing effects and to promote learning in projection areas of the TM known
to be crucial for reward and memory, namely, the ventral pallidum and the NAcc. However,
the finding that histamine itself can have beneficial effects on learning and reward-related
functions do not implicitly support this view and suggest that the behavioural effects observed
after destruction of the TM might involve neurochemical processes other than a lesion-in-
duced downregulation of histaminergic activity. Possible mechanisms that might account for
the behavioural effects could involve TM-lesion produced alterations in diverse neurochemical
systems that are colocalized and functionally linked to histamine such as GABA, glutamate,
adenosine and certain neuropeptides.2,74,126 Thus, it remains to be determined which endog-
enous processes are related to the inhibitory control of TM neurons, thereby affecting processes
of learning and memory. This can only be achieved through knowledge of the distinct and
opposite modulatory actions that the TM-histamine system might exert by activating different
receptor subtypes on different neuronal systems involved in reinforcement and learning pro-
cesses.

Nevertheless, our results are the first to focus on an inhibitory element in the neural system
underlying the reinforcement process (‘stamping-in’). Up to now, such an inhibitory substrate
has been largely ignored or neglected in the attempt to characterize the neural basis of the
reinforcement system.52 Furthermore, we found that lesions of the TM or blockade of certain
histamine receptors generally induced changes in behavioural parameters, which were opposite
to those known to occur after destruction or pharmacological manipulations of the substantia
nigra.19,55 Such an antagonism was evident for turning and thigmotactic scanning, lateral-
hypothalamic self-stimulation, place conditioning and mnemonic functioning. The evidence
that the TM, the substantia nigra, and their transmitters DA and histamine can act in a recip-
rocal fashion with regard to the behaviours investigated so far, may be indicative of a functional
link between the tuberomammillary-striatal and the nigrostriatal system.

Finally, another aspect should be pointed out. The lesions in the TM region and the appli-
cation of the H1-blocking drug chlorpheniramine not only improved learning in adult rats but
also ameliorated performance deficits of aged rats, which are proposed to be an animal model
for Alzheimer’s disease.33 This finding is interesting in the light of recent studies, showing
increased levels of histamine in aged rats83 as well as in Alzheimer’s disease patients with mental
deterioration (ref. 18; but see ref. 100). Based on these findings, histamine antagonists, par-
ticularly those acting at the H1-receptive site, or H3-agonists could be considered in terms of
their possible therapeutic and/or protective role in Alzheimer patients, and also in patients
suffering from other neuropathies, such as Parkinson’s disease.
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Adenosine and Purines
Trevor W. Stone, M-R. Nikbakht and E. Martin O’Kane

Abstract

Adenosine can act on four subtypes of receptor, of which the A1 and A2A subtypes have
received the most attention experimentally. The A1 receptors are primarily inhibitory
by depressing transmitter release or causing hyperpolarisation, while the A2A receptors

often cause overall excitation by direct depolarisation or the facilitation of transmitter release.
Activation of these receptors can also modulate neuronal sensitivity to classical transmitters by
altering receptor function, especially of acetylcholine and glutamate receptors, two of the trans-
mitters most closely involved in processess of learning and memory. Both the A1 and A2A
receptors have been shown to modulate synaptic plasticity in areas such as the hippocampus,
although the relationship between these effects and the influence on individual classical trans-
mitters remains unclear at present. Adenine nucleotides are also known to be active at receptors
in the brain, and some forms of long-term potentiation may be in part attributable to the local
release of ATP. Together, the purine nucleosides and nucleotides represent strong candidates for
major physiological regulators of the cellular processes underlying neuronal excitability and
synaptic plasticity.

Origin of Adenosine in the Extracellular Fluid
Adenosine is normally present in the extracellular fluid at a concentration of around 1µM

or less.13,28,29,137,185,264 The origin of this adenosine remains unclear with some authors sup-
porting the view that the nucleoside is transported out of cells by bi-directional membrane
transporters when the intracellular level of free adenosine exceeds a threshold level while others
argue that enzymes such as adenosine deaminase and adenosine kinase maintain intracellular
free adenosine at a low concentration, and that extracellular nucleoside is primarily the conse-
quence of metabolism of ATP which has been released from cells as a neurotransmitter,
cotransmitter or trophic factor, for example. Release can be stimulated by cellular depolarisation
produced by transmitters such as glutamate and acetylcholine.44,185

Adenosine Receptors
To date four types of adenosine receptor have been cloned, namely adenosine A1, A2A, A2B,

and A3 receptors.83,149,151,266 Adenosine A1 and A2 receptors occur widely distributed through-
out the CNS, with the heaviest density of A1 receptors in the hippocampus and of ‘classical’
A2A receptors in the striatum and limbic areas such as the nucleus accumbens and olfactory
tubercle.117,138,165 A1 receptors in the hippocampus have been localised to granule cell bodies
and dendrites and to pyramidal neurons, but do also occur on glial cells.

There is, however, uncertainty as to whether the A2A receptors found throughout the CNS
are homogeneous. Molecular biology has revealed only a single population of sites, but there
are significant pharmacological differences, especially in the binding affinities of
2-[4-(2-carboxyethyl)-phenylethylamino]-5’N-ethyl-carboxamido-adenosine (CGS 21680) and
4-(2-[7-amino-2-{2-furyl}{1,2,4}-triazolo{2,3-a}-(1,3,5}triazin-5-yl-amino]ethyl)phenol (ZM
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241385), which suggest functional differences, probably attributable to other cellular or mem-
brane components linked to, and modifying responsiveness of, the receptors themselves. There
is certainly a high affinity binding site for the prototypical (striatal) A2A receptor agonist CGS
21680, but the detailed characterisation of CGS 21680 binding sites in the hippocampus
reveals that they are not identical in their properties and pharmacology to those present (in
much greater abundance) in the striatum.49,118,119,143

Adenosine and Learning
Adenosine analogues exhibit a range of behavioural effects (see ref. 227), which include

sedation,14,45,74,218,220 anticonvulsant activity,15,65,74 anti-nocisponsive effects,3,110,190,259 inhi-
bition of aggression181 and suppression of operant responding.34,35

Surprisingly, however, relatively little attention has been paid to purine modulation of memory
processes. Several studies have indicated that adenosine analogues can suppress aspects of learning
such as the acquisition of conditioned reflexes254,255 and conditioned avoidance respond-
ing.153,172,262 Depressant effects on working memory177 and specifically tests of spatial memory247

have also been reported. These generally inhibitory actions have formed the basis of current
interest in the potential use of xanthine derivatives as cognition enhancers.203,221,233

Adenosine Receptor Subtypes and Learning
Few of these studies have been designed specifically to clarify the relative importance of the

different adenosine receptor subtypes. Hooper et al111 addressed this question using one of the
simplest tests of memory function—spontaneous alternation in a Y-maze. Tests involving sponta-
neous alternation became widely used after the classical studies of Dennis,59 Douglas and Isaacson63

and Anisman,10 and are based on the tendency of rodents to enter that arm of a Y-maze least
recently visited. Alternation scores by definition are significantly greater than 0.5, the proportion
of alternations expected if the animal was selecting arms purely by chance. Some authors have
attempted to interpret spontaneous alternation behaviour in terms of habituation to the most
recently explored arm of the Y-maze,10,97,132 but it is now generally accepted that spontaneous alterna-
tion behaviour reflects spatial working memory19,184;200,231,239,248 as originally proposed by Dennis.59

This system was used to examine the effects of purine receptor ligands with some selectivity
for acting at A1 and A2 adenosine receptors. The A1 receptor selective agonist N6-cyclopentyladenosine
(CPA) did not change spontaneous alternation behaviour alone, but it prevented the decrease
of spontaneous alternation scores produced by scopolamine. The A1 receptor selective antago-
nist 1,3-dipropyl-8-cyclopentylxanthine (DPCPX) prevented this scopolamine reversal by CPA
although it had no effect when administered alone. The nonselective adenosine receptor an-
tagonist 8-(p-sulphophenyl)theophylline (8PST), which does not cross the blood-brain bar-
rier, had no effect upon alternation behaviour or arm entries. The A2 receptor selective agonist
(N6-[2-(3,5-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methylphenyl)ethyl]adenosine (DPMA), and the A2 re-
ceptor selective antagonist 1,3-dimethyl-1-propargylxanthine (DMPX) had no effect on alter-
nation behaviour alone and did not modify the effect of scopolamine.

These results contrast with previous studies using more complex experimental paradigms.
Normile and Barraco,172 for example, observed that CPA attenuated retention in a passive
avoidance test. Winsky and Harvey254 reported that R-phenylisopropyl-adenosine (R-PIA)
reduced the acquisition of a conditioned avoidance response and similar results were claimed
by Martin et al.153 Conversely, acute administration of an A1 receptor antagonist has been
claimed to facilitate learning.203 The explanation for the ability of these groups to find effects
of the purines tested alone, and the results of Hooper et al111 is not clear, although different
behavioural tests were used in each case, and the adenosine receptor ligands were also different.
In the case of R-PIA, only very low doses can be used, less than 1 mg/kg, if depression of overall
motor activity is to be avoided. In the work of Normile and Barraco172 the doses of CPA found
to be effective were over 0.5 mg/kg - doses over ten-fold greater than the doses used by Hooper
et al.111 Similar results were obtained by Zarrindast and Bijan262 who only obtained effects on
passive avoidance learning at R-PIA doses of 0.125 mg/kg or above. In the study by Martin et
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al153 the ED50 doses of R-PIA and CPA were found to be 10 mg/kg and 1.5 mg/kg respectively,
doses far in excess of those used by Hooper et al.111 While it remains possible that inhibition of
learning does occur at these high doses, the work of Hooper et al111 clearly indicates that at low
doses, a reversal of scopolamine-induced memory deficits can be obtained.

When purine receptor ligands were combined with scopolamine, however, it was clear that
A1 but not A2 receptor activation could modify working memory deficits induced by scopola-
mine. Perhaps even more significantly, however, the fact that neither the A1 receptor selective
antagonist DPCPX25,144 nor the A2 receptor antagonist DMPX had any effects themselves
upon spontaneous alternation behaviour or arm entries, and did not modify scopolamine’s
elimination of spontaneous alternation behaviour suggests that activation of A1 or A2 receptors
by endogenous adenosine is not normally involved in spatial working memory.

Of great interest is the later finding that blockade of A2A receptors by DMPX could reverse
the detriment to learning caused by the NMDA receptor channel blocker dizocilpine,86 possi-
bly implying that different neural mechanisms and/or pathways were involved in the disrup-
tion of learning produced by scopolamine and dizocilpine. A facilitatory effect of a more selec-
tive A2A receptor antagonist—7-( 2-phenylethyl)-5-amino-2 -(2-furyl)-pyrazolo- [4,3e]
-1,2,4-triazolo [1,5-c]-pyrimidine  (SCH 58261)—was also reported by Kopf et al133 using an
inhibitory avoidance test.

A potential confounding factor in studies with purines is the influence of locomotor depres-
sion. Importantly, however, locomotor activity was unchanged by CPA at any of the doses used
in the analysis of alternation behaviour. Furthermore, it would be expected that a decrease in
total entries, which would imply an increased time between successive entries, might allow
greater time for forgetting the previous arm, thus hindering spontaneous alternation behaviour.
Anisman10 has investigated specifically the relationship between arm entries and spontaneous
alternation behaviour using three strains of mice with different degrees of locomotor activity.
Despite this difference, all strains showed the same level of spontaneous alternation behaviour.
In the same study, it was noted that scopolamine increased arm entries in two strains but not
the third, whereas it eliminated spontaneous alternation behaviour in all mice. In addition,
Drew et al66 observed no correlation between arm entries and spontaneous alternation behaviour.
Nevertheless, the motor effects of modulating purine receptor function may contribute to
some instances of apparent changes of learning behaviour. Blockade of A2 receptors, for ex-
ample, increases motor activity234 and still needs to be excluded as a factor in the
memory-enhancing effects of A2 antagonists.

Cellular Actions of Adenosine
Given this evidence for adenosine receptor modulation of learning, what are the cellular

processes which may underlie the behavioural effect? This section will be approached by deal-
ing firstly with studies of the effects of purines and their antagonists on synaptic plasticity, and
then considering in more detail the various sites and mechanisms of action of adenosine and its
analogues which could underlie the change of plasticity.

Once in the extracellular space adenosine is able to act on its receptors to modulate neu-
ronal activity in the central nervous system by a variety of actions including inhibition of the
release of neurotransmitters such as glutamate,33,38,78,191,201 acetylcholine,51,125,135,154,225 dopam-
ine,160,263 serotonin82 and noradrenaline,120,130 by acting at the A1 receptor. The A2 receptors
on the other hand tend to increase the release of some of these transmitters40,126,225 including
the all-important glutamate.42,176,189 Depression of release is directed largely against excitatory
transmitters, with little influence on the release of inhibitory transmitters.109,136,261

While there is general agreement that A1 receptors depress, and A2A receptors increase, the
release of acetylcholine,51,125,135,154,225 studies of GABA release have proved more controver-
sial. It has been reported, for example, that A2A receptors can increase41,155 or decrease125,134,166

GABA release. It is almost certain that methodological differences, especially the use of radio-
labelled versus endogenous material, account for some of these differences, but clarification
would be valuable.
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The inhibitory effects of adenosine are often mediated by an inhibition of calcium influx
into synaptic terminals5,6,87,205,258 or by a decreased availability of calcium within the terminals
to the active site for release.214 A1 receptors have been shown to inhibit presynaptic ω–conotoxin
sensitive calcium channels,260 while several authors have shown inhibitory actions on N, P and
Q-type channels.6,98,244 In dissociated hippocampal neurons, Mogul et al164 described the in-
hibition by A1 receptors of N-type currents, while A2B receptors appeared to increase P-type
channels. Synaptic currents can still be inhibited by A1 receptors in the presence of calcium
channel blockers, suggesting that there is an additional component to the presynaptic activity
of adenosine which is independent of calcium movement.204

In postsynaptic cell somata, adenosine can alter neuronal polarisation, A1 receptors often
inducing hyperpolarisation, while A2 receptors often cause depolarisation.7,71,141,238 The
hyperpolarisations have usually been ascribed to the opening of potassium channels in the
hippocampus and elsewhere99,100,182,196,241 or of chloride channels.150 The channels on hip-
pocampal pyramidal neurons are sensitive to blockade by barium21 which not only prevents
the direct hyperpolarisation by adenosine, but also prevents the changes by adenosine of spike
activation threshold and EPSP / spike coupling.

There is some evidence that adenosine can act partly via ATP-sensitive potassium channels.
For example, tolbutamide and glibenclamide, blockers of those channels, can reduce the postsyn-
aptic actions of adenosine, including the changes of EPSP / spike coupling, at concentrations
which do not alter the presynaptic actions.112,174

Distinguishing the site of action of adenosine—presynaptic or postsynaptic—is difficult to
achieve in the mammalian hippocampus in view of the difficulty of recording directly from
synaptic terminals. The use of paired-pulse stimuli is far from ideal, but does provide a window
on that distinction which lends a different view from simple measures of spike or postsynaptic
potential size, or the demands of quantal analysis. Using the paired-pulse approach Higgins
and Stone108 attempted to examine the effects of adenosine specifically on the presynaptic
terminals, as described below.

Adenosine and Synaptic Plasticity
The activation of A1 receptors was shown to suppress the induction of LTP, provided that

adenosine (the agonist used in those experiments) was applied within one minute of the induc-
ing tetanus; there was no effect of adenosine if applied 5 minutes after stimulation.11 A1 recep-
tors may even respond to endogenous levels of adenosine sufficiently to regulate the degree of
LTP and LTD induced by electrical stimulation, since antagonists at these receptors increase
the amplitude of both these phenomena.55,56 However, while Fuji et al91-93 confirmed the
ability of adenosine to restrain the size of LTP, they reported that the presence of the nonselec-
tive adenosine receptor antagonist 8-cyclopentyl-theophylline (CPT) also decreased the size of
a subsequent depotentiation, implying that in their system, endogenous adenosine was con-
tributing to, or facilitating, the extent of depotentiation. Whether this is simply a species dif-
ference between rats and guinea-pigs would be interesting to establish.

There are several reports that adenosine, released spontaneously or as the result of neuronal
activation, can participate in the physiological regulation of synaptic transmission. Thus, even
low frequency stimulation of hippocampal axons can apparently release enough adenosine to
inhibit synaptic transmission.163 Given the numerous physiological factors which can in turn
modulate adenosine levels extracellularly, or can modify the results of activating adenosine
receptors, this modulatory role of adenosine could play a pivotal role in many aspects of hip-
pocampal function, including those related to learning and memory. A recently described ex-
ample of this has been reported by Huang et al.113 This group studied the depotentiation of
hippocampal potentials following the enhancement by LTP. When a period of low frequency
stimulation was initiated within a few minutes of the initial LTP, stable depotentiation was
obtained which could be mimicked by bath application of adenosine, and was prevented by the
A1 receptor antagonist DPCPX.
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Interestingly, the LTP obtained by stimulation in the presence of an A1 receptor blocker was
dependent on the activation of NMDA receptors, whereas LTD induced under similar condi-
tions was not.54 The intriguing result was that of a dissociation between the effects of adenos-
ine receptor activation (A1 or A2) on synaptic potentials and on EPSP-spike coupling91,92 pro-
viding some of the clearest evidence for nonparallel changes of presynaptic and postsynaptic
actions of adenosine which in turn imply a complex, state- and environment-sensitive modula-
tion by adenosine of synaptic plasticity.

A2 receptors also do appear to contribute to classical, NMDA-dependent LTP, since ago-
nists increase56 and most importantly antagonists reduce the amplitude of tetanus-induced
potentiated potentials91,122,123,212 Antagonists were only effective when applied within a rela-
tively short time window after an inducing tetanus; application after 45 minutes, for example,
failed to modify the potentiated potential size, suggesting that the A2 receptors are more im-
portant for the induction of LTP than for its maintenance.122 The A2A antagonist produced a
substantially greater facilitation of depotentiation when studied using evoked excitatory postsyn-
aptic potentials compared with postsynaptic population spikes, suggesting that the effect is
preferentially expressed presynaptically rather than postsynaptically.94

The A2A receptor population in the hippocampus was reported not to greatly influence
electrophysiological activity, possibly because these receptors show low affinity for agonists.147

This lack of effect of the A2A receptor agonist CGS 21680 was later confirmed by Kessey and
Mogul,122 although less selective agonists could increase synaptic potentials, while antagonists
reduced them, leading to the proposal that it is the A2B population which can most readily
modulate transmission. However, Sebastiao and Ribeiro209 used concentrations of CGS 21680
which they believed to be more selective for A2A receptors, and without the complicating acti-
vation of A1 receptors which was noted by Lupica et al.147 This, and later work from the same
laboratory50 demonstrated that A2A receptors could enhance transmission, an effect which
probably stems in part from the ability of A2 receptor agonists to increase presynaptic calcium
conductances.98,164 The similar enhancement of transmission recorded by Li and Henry141 was
accompanied by a slowly developing depolarisation which was responsible for a post-inhibitory
excitatory action of adenosine. Paradoxically, however, the absence of any change of paired-pulse
facilitation in response to A2 receptor activation would seem to exclude a presynaptic site of
action.122 While this paradox has not yet been fully resolved, part of the explanation is that A2A
receptors can facilitate postsynaptic responses to AMPA, allowing the emergence of an NMDA
receptor-independent form of LTP.122

Paired-Pulse Inhibition
Endogenous adenosine may play a significant part in other aspects of synaptic transmission

in addition to LTP and LTD. The phenomenon of paired-pulse inhibition is believed to reflect
the depletion of presynaptic stores of transmitter and any decrease of that inhibition should
indicate a specifically presynaptic inhibitory site of action of an agent. Higgins and Stone108

concluded that adenosine probably contributed to that fraction of paired-pulse inhibition which
was not blocked by bicuculline and was not therefore mediated by GABA release from local
interneurones. In the same study it was revealed that adenosine contributed also to the inhibi-
tion produced by twin stimuli separated by only 30ms, implying that a rapid release of adenos-
ine might allow this substance to function as a classical neurotransmitter. The reduction of
paired-pulse inhibition produced by CPT in the presence of bicuculline was only partly revers-
ible, raising the possibility that endogenous adenosine itself may play a role in long-term changes
of neuronal excitability. In terms of understanding fully the relationship between adenosine
receptors and learning, it would be valuable to have a clearer view than is available at present on
the relative magnitudes of the various actions of adenosine on hippocampal transmission and,
in particular, whether all those actions are optimally expressed under the same or different
environmental conditions existing under varying physiological and pathological conditions.
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Several groups have previously reported an inhibitory effect of adenosine A1 receptors on
population excitatory postsynaptic potentials (popEPSP), population spikes (PS) and the rela-
tionship between the two i.e., EPSP-spike (E-S) coupling in the CA1 area of rat hippocam-
pus.173 The popEPSP gives primarily a measure of membrane potential changes generated by
excitatory synapses on the apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurones. The population spike
reflects the summated firing of CA1 pyramidal neurones8 and gives a measure of the excitabil-
ity of the postsynaptic neurone. EPSP-spike coupling gives an indication of the ability of a
given level of synaptic depolarisation to induce the postsynaptic cell to fire an action potential.
Intracellularly, changes in excitability can be measured as a change in EPSP slope or as a change
in the firing probability of the cell.2,9,206,237

Interactions between Adenosine and Cholinergic Neurotransmission
Central cholinergic systems have been widely implicated in learning and memory processes

(see ref. 101 for an excellent review; and also the relevant chapters in this book). The postnatal
time course of development of cholinergic neurones parallels closely the development of sponta-
neous alternation behaviour.76 As more recently observed by Dunbar et al,68 specific cholinergic
markers such as choline acetyltransferase, in areas of the brain believed to be associated with
learning such as the hippocampus, correlate with spatial learning ability. The selective block of
hippocampal muscarinic M1 receptors has also been shown to impair working memory in rats.178

Consistent with this view, cholinergic antagonists have been canvassed as a means of induc-
ing a pharmacological model of the memory disturbance encountered in Alzheimer’s and other
degenerative disorders.64,222,223,240 The alkaloid scopolamine has been shown to impair learn-
ing in a variety of paradigms and in a range of species including humans64,222,240 and accord-
ingly reduces alternation scores in rodents and other species.19,76,116,178,200,226,231,235,240,248

Cellular Mechanisms of Adenosine / Acetylcholine Interactions
Both adenosine148 and acetylcholine192,210 act on presynaptic receptors to regulate glutamate

release from synaptic terminals, including those of the CA1 Schaffer collateral and commis-
sural axons. Again, paired-pulse inhibition was used as a sensitive indicator of presynaptic
terminal function.10,29,58,159,252 Nikbakht and Stone169 demonstrated that, using this protocol,
both adenosine, acting at A1 receptors and oxotremorine-M acting at M2 receptors24,105 were
able to depress transmitter release at short interpulse intervals (10ms), and facilitate release at
longer intervals (20 and 50ms) as shown by others.72

There is long-standing evidence that the activation of adenosine receptors can suppress
responses to muscarinic receptors43 and similar data have been collected from experiments on
sensory ganglia36 as well as the hippocampus.23 A more recent study sought to establish whether
the interactions between adenosine and muscarinic receptors were apparent specifically on
presynaptic terminals.169 The presynaptic inhibitory effects of A1 and M2 receptors are occlu-
sive: the combination of agonists at these sites has a less than additive effect upon transmitter
release from CA1 terminals (Fig. 1). This suggests that they are acting via a common mecha-
nism. Previous work has suggested that the suppression of transmitter release is mediated by a
reduction of calcium influx or calcium availability to the release process.214 The blockade of
calcium channels by adenosine and muscarinic receptors exhibits occlusion193 and might, there-
fore, underlie their occlusive interaction on transmitter release. However, several groups have
reported that presynaptic cholinomimetic effects in the hippocampus are not mediated by a
suppression of calcium channels,202 so that potassium conductances may be more relevant.
Raising extracellular potassium levels or adding 4-aminopyridine to block potassium channels
suppressed the responses to both CPA and oxotremorine-M, suggesting that both receptor
types are operating by increasing potassium conductance in the axon terminals. These channels
may, therefore, represent a common site of action. A similar convergence was reported by
McCormick and Williamson156 on postsynaptic sites. These effects could be secondary to the
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reported effects on calcium conductances, or the calcium changes could be secondary to the
changes of potassium movements altering the polarisation state of the presynaptic terminals.

Adenosine and Acetylcholine Release
Acetylcholine is one of the transmitters whose release is modulated by the activation of

adenosine receptors. However, while several groups have demonstrated an overall inhibitory
effect of adenosine A1 receptors or stimulation by A2A receptors in the CNS,50,51,125,135 Cunha
et al48,51 uncovered regional variations within the hippocampus such that release was modu-
lated only by inhibitory A1 receptors in the CA1 area, whereas it was inhibited by A1 and
increased by A2A receptors in CA3. If subtle differences such as these occur in other areas of

Figure 1. Histograms summarising the effect on the EPSP slope in rat hippocampal slices of two combina-
tions of CPA and oxotremorine-M. In both cases, the effects of CPA and oxotremorine-M produce com-
parable degrees of inhibition of the response, but their combined addition produces an effect which is not
significantly greater than either alone. Both were able to produce 100% inhibition at sufficiently high
concentrations. The final column indicates the predicted effect if responses to the two agents had been
additive. The actual combined response (ACT) was significantly different from the predicted additive
response (p < 0.001, n = 5 for (A), n = 3 for (B)) even when the addition in B was limited to the theoretical
maximum of 100%. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 169).
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brain, and if different regions of hippocampus are involved in different aspects of learning,
then dissecting out the relative roles of A1 and A2 receptors in learning will not be simple.

The effects of purines on acetylcholine release in the hippocampus in vivo need to be exam-
ined however, since Materi et al154 have demonstrated recently that A1 receptors suppress evoked
but not spontaneous release of acetylcholine from the rat neocortex and, more surprisingly,
that A2A receptors did not modify spontaneous or evoked release. It is, therefore, important to
establish whether the effects of A2A receptors seen in vitro do not represent an experimental
artefact and that they do also occur in the intact, conscious animal, in which the release of
acetylcholine is known to be a critical factor in wakefulness. Some differences between neocor-
tex and hippocampus may in fact reflect differences in the source of extracellular adenosine
(adenosine efflux or nucleotide metabolism, see ref. 47) and differences in the accessibility of
adenosine to A1 and A2A receptors which they could produce.47

Interactions between Purines and Glutamate Receptors
The activation of glutamate receptor subtypes is now known to be important for several

aspects of long-term plastic changes including LTP and LTD, and there is now evidence for a
variety of ways in which the activation of adenosine receptors can modify the presence or
actions of glutamate.

Adenosine and Glutamate Release
As in the case of acetylcholine, there is evidence for a dual modulation by purines of glutamate

release in the brain, A1 receptors inhibiting and A2 receptors increasing release.176,189,216

Adenosine and Glutamate Receptor Interactions
A close relationship may exist between the presence of adenosine receptors and the extent to

which NMDA receptors can participate in plastic changes of neurotransmission. Klishin et
al128 noticed that in the presence of an increased ratio of extracellular calcium to magnesium in
hippocampal slices, blockade of A1 adenosine receptors induced a long-lasting increase in the
NMDA receptor-mediated component of excitatory postsynaptic currents relative to the
nonNMDA component. The authors proposed that a proportion of NMDA receptors may
normally be functionally masked by A1 receptors, and it is these which are made available to
the transmission process after A1 blockade. This would certainly account for the facilitation of
learning reported by some groups using A1 receptor antagonists (e.g., ref. 203), and could be
highly relevant to physiological learning (in the absence of pharmacological agents) if the A1
receptors are inactivated by other transmitters or receptors. The conclusion that there may be a
population of ‘latent’ NMDA receptors suppressed under resting conditions by endogenous
levels of adenosine was supported by the demonstration that, after blocking all NMDA recep-
tor function with the channel blocker dizocilpine, an NMDA receptor-mediated component
of transmission could be restored by perfusing slices with 8-cyclopentyltheophylline. One ex-
planation of this finding is that removing the influence of endogenous adenosine had again
revealed a population of NMDA receptors which had not previously contributed to glutamate
sensitivity and which had therefore escaped blockade by the use-dependent agent dizocilpine.129

In dissociated hippocampal pyramidal neurons, de Mendonca et al57 found that A1 receptor
activation would suppress ionic conductances induced by NMDA. This raises the possibility
that intense stimulation of neurons, whether pathologically by hypoxia-ischaemia or physi-
ologically during memory formation, might lead to a degree of NMDA receptor activation
which is limited by local increases in adenosine concentration. Certainly, Mitchell et al163 have
concluded that adenosine can be released by quite low levels of hippocampal fibre stimulation,
reaching local levels high enough to inhibit further transmitter release. This report requires
reexamination, however, to assess whether the cells studied were exhibiting a homogeneous
response to A1 receptors, since it has been reported that on a sub-population of striatal neurons
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A1 receptors do not modify NMDA receptor activation, whereas both A2A receptors and A3
receptors were able to inhibit NMDA-induced currents.171,256

As long ago as 1988, it was reported that the presynaptic inhibitory effects of adenosine on
glutamate release in the hippocampal CA1 region were dependent on the presence of magne-
sium, since removal of this ion from the superfusing medium prevented responses to adenos-
ine.16 This change was later shown to be reproduced by superfusing N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA), and prevented by including blockers of the NMDA-sensitive receptors (such as
dizocilpine or 2-amino-5-phosphono-pentanoic acid) before the removal of magnesium.17 This
result suggested that activation of NMDA receptors was involved in the suppression of adenos-
ine sensitivity. Also consistent with this view was the weaker ability of adenosine receptor
activation to suppress neuronal firing induced by microiontophoretically applied NMDA com-
pared with firing induced by acetylcholine or quisqualate.18 Although interpreted as consistent
with a postsynaptic locus for the interaction between NMDA and adenosine receptors, it is
difficult to be certain of the site of action of agents applied by microiontophoresis,228 and
attempts to do so by, for example, lowering extracellular calcium, complicate interpretation by
modifying neuronal excitability and receptor function.

There remains a major question as to the site of the adenosine / NMDA interaction—
presynaptic or postsynaptic. The interaction has therefore been reexamined using the paired-pulse
paradigm, which is widely accepted as providing a more accurate indication of presynaptic
events than the study of population spikes and postsynaptic potentials.106,107,252,258 Paired-pulse
inhibition at interpulse intervals of around 10 ms reflects the depletion of transmitter from
presynaptic stores,26,106,252 and is reduced by agents or procedures which decrease transmitter
release. Paired-pulse facilitation, on the other hand, at longer interpulse intervals, results from
the residual intraterminal calcium which increases transmitter release.58,107,127,258 There is al-
ready ample evidence for the existence of presynaptic glutamate receptors85 and especially presyn-
aptic NMDA receptors27,83,121,152,180 on terminals in the hippocampus and other regions of CNS.

Data showed that NMDA receptor activation suppresses the inhibitory effects of adenosine
on transmitter release assessed using paired-pulse interactions both with population spikes and
population EPSPs. This interaction occurs at levels of NMDA receptor activation which are
not themselves sufficient to alter paired-pulse inhibition and strongly suggests that the primary
site of the interaction is presynaptic. The fact that the interaction can also be observed in the
presence of bicuculline suggests that the receptors involved are likely to be located on the main
terminals of the Schaffer collateral fibres, and not on inhibitory interneurones. In addition, the
suppression of adenosine sensitivity can be produced by methods other than the direct activa-
tion of NMDA receptors. Thus, the induction of LTP, which is known to involve the activation
of NMDA receptors by synaptically released glutamate, or the application of exogenous gly-
cine which can enhance the activation of NMDA receptors162 and induce or facilitate LTP in
regions such as the hippocampus213 and superior colliculus1,188,249 also reduced adenosine re-
sponses. Responses to baclofen were unaffected.

One explanation for some of the earlier data of Bartrup and Stone17 was proposed by Smith
and Dunwiddie,217 who argued that the effects of magnesium removal could simply reflect the
altered balance between calcium and magnesium in determining the amount of transmitter
release and thus account for the loss of sensitivity to adenosine. However, the finding that
application of NMDA itself mimicked the effects of low magnesium, while NMDA antago-
nists prevented it, indicates that this cannot represent the whole explanation and that amino
acid receptors probably contribute to the phenomenon. Of course, it is still possible that the
activation of NMDA receptors changes sensitivity to adenosine by way of an alteration of
intracellular calcium levels or availability to the transduction mechanism.

The inhibitory effect of adenosine on population spikes, and the decrease of paired-pulse
inhibition assessed using either population spikes or population excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tials, were suppressed by performing the experiments in magnesium-free medium, or by
superfusion of the slices with NMDA at a concentration (4 µM) which did not itself affect
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potential size. The suppressant effect of NMDA was prevented by 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic
acid. All these interactions were still seen in the presence of bicuculline methobromide, 30 µM.
Neither α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionic acid (AMPA) nor kainate pro-
duced a suppression of adenosine responses. The presence of NMDA did not modify the ef-
fects of baclofen on population potentials or paired-pulse inhibition. Activating NMDA recep-
tors by the induction of LTP or by superfusion with glycine also reduced significantly the
effects of adenosine on population spikes and paired-pulse interactions. Increasing population
potential size by a mechanism which did not involve the activation of NMDA receptors (in-
creasing stimulus strength) did not change sensitivity to adenosine. When adenosine
receptor-selective agonists were tested, it was found that NMDA did not modify the inhibi-
tory effect of the A1 receptor agonist N6-cyclopentyladenosine (CPA), but did enhance the
excitatory effect of the A2A receptor agonist 2-[ p- (2-carboxyethyl)phenylethylamino]
-5'-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (CGS 21680). The combined response to NMDA and
CGS21680 was prevented by the A2A receptor selective antagonist 4- (2- 7-amino-2-
(2-furyl)[1,2,4] triazolo [2,3a][1,3,5]triazin-5-ylamino]ethyl)phenol (ZM 241385). It was con-
cluded that NMDA receptor activation can suppress neuronal sensitivity to adenosine by act-
ing at presynaptic sites, and that this interaction results from an increase in the excitatory
action of A2A receptors, rather than a depression of A1 receptor function.170

This result appears particularly surprising in view of demonstrations that the activation of
A2A receptors can suppress neuronal responses to NMDA in slices and patch-clamp experi-
ments57,171,256 (Fig. 2). It should be emphasised, however, that the interactions described in the
present study involved a concentration of NMDA which was not active when tested alone. It
therefore seems that the simultaneous activation of A2A and NMDA receptors at low (sub-
threshold) concentrations produce an increase of glutamate release and neuronal excitability,
whereas their combined activation at higher concentrations - which are themselves depolarising
- results in antagonism.

Overall, therefore, NMDA receptor activation seems able to modify selectively the presyn-
aptic responses to activation of A2A adenosine receptors, leading to the masking of adenosine’s
inhibitory activity on transmitter release. The physiological significance of this is potentially
interesting. Craig and White44 have proposed that adenosine A1 receptors present a barrier to
the actions of NMDA receptors which must be overcome if the full effects of NMDA receptor
activation are to be observed in phenomena such as LTP. The present work suggests that part of
the mechanism of overcoming this barrier may be that, under conditions in which the amount
of adenosine released by neurons and glia is greatly increased so that the relatively low affinity
A2A receptors are activated, the inhibitory A1 receptors effects are overcome. Such a sequence
provides at least one rationale for the otherwise curious coexistence of inhibitory A1 and facili-
tatory A2A receptors on the same population of glutamatergic terminals, and is consistent with
earlier proposals that A2A receptor activation can suppress responses mediated by A1 recep-
tors.50,137,173

By affecting NMDA receptors adenosine may have a fundamental role to play in control-
ling the dynamics of neuronal interactions. The nonspecific blockade of adenosine receptors
has been claimed to block what may be a crucial role for adenosine of preventing dendritic
spikes generated by NMDA receptors.142 Such a blockade releases the tendency, described by
many authors in the presence of adenosine antagonists and with specific experimental condi-
tions (e.g., ref. 32) for neurons to generate spontaneous bursts of action potentials.

Other Receptor Interactions
In addition to the potential interactions between purine receptors and acetylcholine and

glutamate receptors—two of the neurotransmitters most clearly and consistently related to
learning and memory—there is also evidence for interaction between adenosine receptors them-
selves, between adenosine and dopamine receptors, and between adenosine and peptide recep-
tors.
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tance of NMDA receptor channels. The hold-
ing potential was –80mV in this and all sub-
sequent experiments. (A) Experimental
procedure to assess possible effects of
CGS21680 on the conductance of NMDA-
activated channels. The input resistance of
striatal medium spiny neurons was monitored
by applying hyperpolarising voltage steps, 10
to 20mV in amplitude, and 100ms in dura-
tion every 10 seconds. The input resistance
was measured 4 times: immediately before
the first application of NMDA (10µM; R1
before T1), during the maximum response to
NMDA (10µM; R2 during T1), immedi-
ately before the second challenge with NMDA
(10µM) in the presence of CGS21680
(0.1µM; R3 before T2), and during the maxi-
mum response to NMDA (10µM) in the pres-
ence of CGS21680 (0.1µM; R4 during T2).
(B) Input resistance values in 8 neurons sen-
sitive to CGS21680. Means of 3 current re-
sponses at R1, R2, R3, and R4 respectively
were obtained according to the scheme in
(A), either in the absence (open columns) or
in the presence of CGS21680 (0.1µM; solid
columns). *P < 0.001 significant differences
from the respective controls (C) in the ab-
sence of NMDA (R2 compared with R1,
and R4 compared with R3, respectively);
**P < 0.001, significant difference between
NMDA alone and NMDA plus CGS21680
(R2 and R4). (C) Input resistance in 4 me-
dium spiny neurons which did not respond
to CGS21680. Here, the NMDA (10µM)-
evoked increase in membrane conductance
was uninfluenced by CGS21680 0.1µM;
compare R2 with R4). *P0.001, significant
differences from the respective controls in the
absence of NMDA (10µM). (Reproduced
with permission from ref. 171).
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Adenosine Receptor Interactions
The activation of both A2A

50,137,173 and A3 receptors69 has been shown to suppress the
activation of A1 receptors. There is evidence that these interactions may involve the enhanced
desensitisation of the A1 receptors.62,69

One form of interaction between A2A and A1 receptors is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 Activa-
tion of adenosine A1 receptors with the specific agonist CPA caused a greater inhibition of PS
amplitudes than popEPSP slopes indicating that the resulting E-S dissociation is due mainly to
postsynaptic effects of A1 receptor activation.173 When adenosine A2A receptors are coactivated
with A1 receptors, using CGS 21680 along with CPA, the postsynaptic inhibitory effects of A1
receptor activation are significantly attenuated showing that cross-talk exists between the two
types of receptor. The attenuation of A1 receptor-mediated inhibitory responses by adenosine
A2A receptor activation is not due to a functional antagonism between excitatory versus inhibi-
tory effects of the two receptor types, since activation of A2A receptors by CGS21680 does not
cause a significant degree of excitation.173

Cunha et al50 have previously shown an attenuation of adenosine A1 receptor responses on
PS amplitude by A2A receptor activation in the rat hippocampus, while Dixon et al62 reported
a desensitisation of adenosine A1 receptors by A2A receptors in the rat striatum, an effect medi-
ated by protein kinase C. A reduction of A1 receptor binding can also be demonstrated in the
presence of A2A receptor agonists, and this is also mediated via protein kinase C.146 In the
hippocampus, however, we found no evidence that the A1 receptor effects could be modified
by inhibitors of protein kinases (A or C). Previous investigators have also demonstrated a lack
of relationship between cAMP levels and the electrophysiological effects of adenosine70,73,195,257

except in forskolin treated hippocampal slices.88 There is growing evidence for an interaction
between adenosine and nitric oxide systems.61,157,186 However, neither the competitive nitric
oxide synthase inhibitor L-nitroarginine methylester (L-NAME) nor the brain specific inhibi-
tor 7-nitroindazole (7NI) showed any effects on the inhibition obtained upon addition of
CPA, suggesting that nitric oxide does not play a significant role in the inhibition seen with A1
activation.

In contrast, blockade of potassium channels with barium attenuated the postsynaptic ac-
tions of adenosine A1 receptor activation. It is well established that, postsynaptically, adenosine
increases potassium conductance,179,210,241 and it has been shown that barium will selectively
block the postsynaptic hyperpolarising effects of adenosine.4,96,103,238 The E-S dissociation
caused by adenosine A1 receptor activation studied extracellularly, and the directly measured
effect on spike threshold recorded intracellularly, are also prevented by barium. The possibility
exists that a similar suppression of a potassium current may be the mechanism by which ad-
enosine A2A receptor activation causes inhibition of A1 receptor-mediated changes of spike
threshold. Since barium can block several potassium currents,37,102 it is not clear which of these
might be involved in the A1/A2A receptor interaction. It is unlikely that the IA current is in-
volved, however, as Pan et al182 have shown that, whereas barium blocks the postsynaptic
hyperpolarisation induced by adenosine, it does not prevent adenosine activation of the
A-current.

Adenosine and Dopamine
There are several reports of dopamine receptors exerting a modulatory influence on synap-

tic plasticity, and there has been much interest in the receptor-receptor interaction between D2
dopamine and A2A adenosine receptors79,80,83 and between D1 and A1 receptors.81 It is not yet
clear whether D2 receptors are involved in the physiological regulation of learning and memory,
although dopamine itself does suppress spontaneous alternation253 and D2 dopamine agonists
reverse scopolamine-induced memory deficits.253 It is possible, therefore, that this represents
another site at which endogenous purines could interact to modify learning in a psychologi-
cally state-dependent manner.
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Figure 3. Intracellular recordings from pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus. Record A (a) illustrates the
membrane potential of a neurone which is stimulated by a depolarising current pulse just sufficient to induce
the production of an action potential on most occasions (0.2 nA delivered every 30s). During the period
indicated by the bar below the record, N6-cyclopentyladenosine (CPA) was perfused at 100nM, and causes
failure of action potential initiation with no accompanying change of membrane potential. In record A(b),
the cell is superfused with CPA 100nM plus CGS 21680 at 30nM. The latter compound was perfused for
15 min before the addition of CPA. The elevation of spike threshold is now blocked and there is some
evidence of increased synaptic activity and spontaneous action potentials, with little overall change of
membrane potential. Records in B show this effect on a more expanded time scale from a different cell. B(a)
and (d) represent responses of the cell to pulses of 0.2 and 0.4nA in the control state. Record (b) shows the
failure of spike initiation and (e) a reduced number of spikes produced during superfusion with CPA
100nM. The latter record (e) also shows an increase in the degree of after-hyperpolarisation which probably
contributed to the reduced spike number. Records (c) and (f ) show the prevention of the CPA effect when
coperfused with CGS21680 at 30nM. Calibrations: 20mV and 10 min in A; 50mV, 0.2nA and 300ms for
B. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 175).
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Figure 4. (A) Effect of N6-cyclopentyladenosine (CPA) on the population spikes (PS) and population
excitatory postsynaptic potentials (popEPSP) ratio in rat hippocampal slices. While 50nM CPA decreased
this by 80.1 ± 6.41% compared with control values, barium or CGS21680 greatly reduced this effect. (B)
summarises the number of spikes evoked by intracellular pulses of varying amplitude and shows the depres-
sant effect of CPA, the block of this effect by CGS21680, and the ability of ZM241385 to prevent the effect
of CGS21680.(mean ± s.e.mean for n = 5). The insets show representative records at threshold and 5 x
threshold for a typical cell. (C)illustrates the use of a depolarising current ramp to determine the threshold
for spike initiation, and (D) summarises the results showing the elevation of threshold by CPA, the non-
significant increase of threshold by barium and the blockade by barium of the CPA effect. (E) shows
representative records of membrane voltage in response to hyperpolarising current pulses in the presence
of CPA alone or in CPA plus CGS21680, and (F) summarises the pooled data for CPA (open circles) and
CPA with CGS21680 (closed circles) indicating the absence of any changes at the concentrations used here.
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Adenosine and Peptides
There is growing evidence for an ability of adenosine receptors to modify responses to

certain neuropeptide hormones and neurotransmitters. The targets studied to date include
calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP). Correia-de-Sa
and Ribeiro39 demonstrated that A2A receptors could facilitate the actions of CGRP at motor
nerve terminals, and more recently have shown complex interactions in the hippocampus. A1
receptors exert a restricting effect on responses to CGRP in the hippocampus, so that effects of
the peptide can only be observed when the influence of endogenous adenosine is removed by a
suitable antagonist.208 Conversely, A2A receptors enhance the response to CGRP. The studies
on purine/peptide interactions to date have been well reviewed by Ribeiro.197

The Effects of Ageing on Adenosine Receptors
Intriguingly for any consideration of purines and learning, Corsi et al42 have reported that

A2A receptors increase spontaneous glutamate release only in young, not old, rats. Although
this work was performed in the striatum (in vivo), could a similar change in the hippocampus
help to account for the declining memory so often associated with ageing? Interestingly,
8-cyclopentyltheophylline (CPT) has been shown to increase acetylcholine release from hip-
pocampal slices only from relatively young (4 and 12 month) rats, but not from 24-month
rats.224 The change was apparently attributable to a reduced A1 receptor density rather than
affinity. The authors noted that in the older animals, there was a parallel increase in the level of
extracellular adenosine, with the possibility that this has induced a down-regulation of A1
receptors and thus reduced A1 sensitivity. This in turn could mean that the physiological regu-
lation of synaptic plasticity by adenosine is less effective with ageing.

The decline in the density, though not the affinity, of A1 receptors in the hippocampus and
other regions of brain has also been noted by Cunha et al46,48 in old animals (24 months)
compared with young ones (6 weeks). Conversely, there is an increase in the density of A2A
receptors in the hippocampus46,48 and cortex.145 These binding studies were supported by
electrophysiological data showing a parallel decrease in the efficacy of CPA to decrease neu-
rotransmission by activating A1 receptors208 (Fig. 5). However, CPX generated a greater in-
crease of potential size, implying that there was a greater concentration of functionally active
A1 receptors despite the reduced apparent density. The authors attempted to explain this seem-
ing paradox by suggesting that the reduced number of receptors is accompanied by an in-
creased relative activation by endogenous adenosine. This explanation would certainly be con-
sistent with the numerous reports of an increased level of extracellular adenosine in the brain of
aged rats, but is difficult to reconcile with the studies of acetylcholine release.224

At the junior end of the ageing spectrum, the presynaptic inhibitory effects of A1 receptors
are poorly developed shortly after birth and become increasingly apparent only over the first
few weeks of life. This is probably related to the similar time course of development of those
adenosine-sensitive processes relevant to transmitter release.67

Trophic Functions of Nucleosides
Long-term memory formation is usually assumed to involve some form of permanent or

semi-permanent structural change in cells, whether neurons, glia or both. It is therefore perti-
nent to any discussion of learning to note that a number of purines and pyrimidines have been
shown to have marked trophic effects on cells, altering neuronal growth or viability and glial
proliferation. While this review is concentrated on the events surrounding the initial establish-
ment of a memory trace, these long-term changes are clearly important and, as more is learnt
about their cellular mechanisms and the nature of the receptors involved, these could form new
targets for future generation drugs intended to reverse memory and cognitive decline. The
trophic actions of purines and related compounds have been the subject of excellent and de-
tailed review by Rathbone et al.194
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Nucleotides and Synaptic Plasticity
ATP has been shown to produce excitation of neurones in several regions of the central

nervous system89,104,232,242 and to modulate membrane potassium114,167,198,243 or Ca2+ con-
ductances.31,53,131 In addition, it is now recognised that ATP can function as a fast excitatory
neurotransmitter in the locus coeruleus,75,168 peripheral ganglia95,215 and between cultured
neurones77 often with a pharmacology suggestive of a P2 purinoceptor rather than an indirect
effect such as ion chelation or metabolic modification.

Binding and molecular biology data suggest the presence of P2X3, P2X4 and P2X6 receptor
subunits and their messenger RNAs in the hippocampus.12,22,124,139,161,211,219,236 Homomeric
assemblies of P2X4 subunits respond poorly to αβ-methyleneATP and are relatively insensitive
to suramin. Combinations of P2X4 and P2X6 subunits, however, have been shown recently to
be sensitive to the agonist effects of αβ-methyleneATP and blockade by suramin.139

Figure 5. Comparison between the effects of the adenosine A1 receptor agonist CPA on field excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) recorded from the CA1 area of hippocampal slices taken from young adult
(6 weeks) and and aged (24 months) rats. (a) shows trace recordings of averaged fEPSPs obtained in one
experiment with an aged rat (left), and in another experiment with a young rat (right); in each panel the
fEPSP obtained in the same slice in control conditions (C) and 30-34 mins after the application of CPA
(40nM) are superimposed; calibration bars 500µV, 10ms. (b) shows the log-concentration response curves
for the inhibitory effects of CPA on the slope of fEPSPs in aged and young adult rats; on the ordinate 0%
corresponds to the fEPSP slope before CPA application (0.42 ± 0.06 mV/ms in young and 0.42 ± 0.10 mV/
ms in aged rats) and 100% represents the complete inhibition of fEPSPs. The data for each curve were
obtained from 4-5 experiments, except for saturating concentrations of CPA (60-100nM) in young animals,
which represent results from 2 experiments; the s.e.mean are shown when they exceed the symbols in size.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 208)
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Despite this evidence, several studies have failed to detect any consistent functional re-
sponses to adenine nucleotides on neuronal networks and synaptic transmission in the mam-
malian hippocampus which cannot be explained by metabolism to adenosine.52,73,140,187,229,230

Only depressant effects were noted when ATP was applied by microiontophoresis to single
neurones which were spontaneously active or excited by glutamate.60,229 Furthermore, ATP
and derivatives depressed evoked potentials52,73,230 even when analogues were used which were
resistant to hydrolysis and had selective actions on P2X and P2Y receptors respectively.230 Cunha
et al52 have recently performed a careful analysis suggesting that ATP must first be metabolised
by ecto-nucleotidases, and that it was the adenosine (or perhaps adenosine 5’monophosphate—
ref. 1999) generated, acting at P1 purinoceptors, that caused inhibition of hippocampal synap-
tic transmission. On the other hand, von Kugelgen et al245,246 have argued that nucleotides can
act directly on P2 receptors to modulate transmitter release. The relative importance of nucle-
otides acting at P2 receptors, nucleotides acting at P1 receptors, and prior metabolism to nucleo-
sides, has been discussed by Ross et al.199

There have also been reports of functional responses to P2Y receptor stimulation. Zhang et
al,265 for example, indicated that a series of ATP analogues promoted the release of dopamine
in the rat striatum, with an order of potency suggesting the mediation of this effect via P2Y
receptors. Most relevant to questions of learning are interactions with glutamate, and
Mendoza-Fernandez et al158 have recently reported that activation of P2Y receptors can sup-
press glutamate release from hippocampal pyramidal neurons. If reproducible, this would rep-
resent one of the first indications that P2Y receptors could be involved in synaptic plasticity.

ATP and Synaptic Plasticity
On the other hand, there are recent reports of ATP contributions to synaptic transmis-

sion169,183 as well as reports of long-term potentiation being induced in the hippocampus in
response to ATP.30,90,175,250 The superfusion of rat hippocampal slices with ATP induces an
initial depression of evoked potential size which is followed by a rebound facilitation which is
not reproduced by αβ-methyleneATP, βγ-methyleneATP, or the dinucleotide P1,P6-diadenosine
hexaphosphate (Fig. 6). The post-ATP facilitation can be prevented by the adenosine A1 recep-
tor antagonists or adenosine deaminase. The adenosine A2A receptor antagonist
8-(chlorostyryl)-caffeine did not affect the inhibition but prevented the post-ATP facilitation.
The NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid prevented the estab-
lishment of post-ATP facilitation. Suramin prevented the induction but not the maintenance
phase of the post-ATP facilitation. The repeated induction of post-ATP facilitation by bursts of
electrical stimulation designed to saturate the normal mechanisms of long-term potentiation
prevented the induction of post-ATP facilitation. However, repeated applications of ATP to
achieve saturation of its receptor did not prevent the subsequent induction of electrically-evoked
long-term potentiation. It was concluded that ATP could induce a form of synaptic facilitation
which resembles only partially that induced by electrical stimulation and which may require
the simultaneous activation of P1 and P2 receptors.

The results suggested that the depressant action of ATP is due to its conversion to adenos-
ine, but that the subsequent enhancement of potential size requires the activation of both P1
and P2-receptors. Finding the precise balance between the activation of these sites to produce
long-term potentiation experimentally and confirm this idea may be difficult.

ATP has been shown to elicit the release of glutamate115 and such an effect could account
for the production of the long-lasting facilitation. The involvement of a common mechanism
is supported by the finding that the saturation of electrically-induced long-term potentiation
prevents the establishment of ATP-induced long-term facilitation. This in turn raises the ques-
tion of whether electrically-induced long-term potentiation might involve the activation of
ATP receptors. Complicating this issue, however, the prior application of ATP did not prevent
electrically-induced long-term potentiation, implying a significant difference at some point
along the signalling pathways employed by the two procedures. The existence of differences is
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supported by the finding that E-S dissociation is not associated with ATP-induced long-term
facilitation, whereas an enhancement of E-S coupling always accompanies electrically-evoked
long-term potentiation.20

Figure 6. Plots showing the effect of ATP on the evoked potentials in rat hippocampal slices. The plots show
the size of the potentials expressed as a percentage of the initial amplitude. In A, ATP at 2.5µM produces
no effect during its presence, but generates a facilitation of potential size on washout. The insets show sample
records obtained (a) immediately before the addition of ATP and (a) 30 min after ending the ATP perfusion.
Plot B illustrates the effect of superfusion of ATP 10µM, which produces an initial depression of population
spike and (filled squares; n = 5) and population EPSP (open squares; n = 3), both of which recover to an
increased size on washout, although there is a subsequent decline in EPSP slope towards baseline values.
Symbols indicate the mean ± s.e.m. Calibration bars in A: 1mV and 20ms. (Reproduced with permission
from ref. 173).
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It has been suggested that ATP-induced long-term facilitation is due to ecto-protein kinase
enzymes using ATP as a substrate, on the basis that stable analogues such as βγ-methyleneATP,
αβ-methyleneATP and βγ-imidoATP do not mimic the facilitation induced by ATP251 and
that an inhibitor of ecto-protein kinase, K-252b, prevents the establishment of long-term fa-
cilitation by ATP.90 The accumulated evidence suggests that ATP itself is needed to activate
long-term facilitation by a mechanism which may involve protein phosphorylation, but that
P2 receptors are also implicated. The latter statement is supported by the use of both suramin
and PPADS as receptor blockers. Suramin is known to exhibit a range of other actions, most
particularly that of inhibiting ecto-nucleotidases,207,267,268 an action which could prevent the
use of ATP for phosphorylation and thus be consistent with a metabolic, rather than a
receptor-mediated involvement in long-term potentiation. Of course, there is no reason why
both these mechanisms should be exclusive, and a situation could be envisaged in which the
activation of P2 receptors is required at the same time, or within a defined temporal window
around the use of ATP in a phosphorylation process. Interestingly, the involvement of
ecto-protein kinase in electrically-induced long-term potentiation has been proposed by Chen
et al30 with the demonstration that LTP can be prevented by a monoclonal antibody to the
catalytic domain of protein kinase C, increasing the possibility that ATP may contribute to
electrically-induced long-term potentiation.

Summary
It is clear that both adenosine and ATP can modulate neuronal activity at a variety of sites

and by a range of mechanisms which involve both direct effects as well as the modulation of the
release and receptor sensitivity to other neurotransmitters. Taken together with the evidence
for the ability of adenosine receptor agonists and antagonists to affect learning at the behavioural
level, it seems likely that at least some of these cellular sites of action are relevant to the physi-
ological regulation of learning. Perhaps even more importantly, there is the possibility that
targeting purine receptors will provide new agents for the pharmacological enhancement of
learning in the elderly population, and those with disorders of cognitive function.
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Cannabinoids
Lianne Robinson, Bettina Platt and Gernot Riedel

Abstract

Despite its long tradition in human psychopharmacology, animal studies on the effect
of marijuana and its constituents in memory formation are relatively recent. They
have been aided by both the development of synthetic cannabinoid drugs and the

identification of specific receptors located in both central nervous and peripheral tissue. On
one hand, cannabinoid receptor agonists induced memory deficits, especially in the short-term,
but not in the long-term domain. Antagonists, on the other hand, efficiently reversed these
deficits but had little effect when given alone. This suggested: 1) cannabinoid receptors exist in
memory-relevant structures and can potentially modulate memory, but 2) there is no
endocannabinoid tone in these brain areas and 3) endocannabinoids are not released during
learning or they play no major part in memory processing. During the last 2 years, however,
the generation of cannabinoid receptor knockout mice coupled with increased sophistication
of learning experiments and pharmacological tools revealed compelling evidence for an active
role of the endocannabinoid system in forgetting and extinction of memories.

Introduction
The resin made from the flowers and leaves of the hemp plant Cannabis sativa is more

commonly known as cannabis or marijuana. It contains approximately 60 terpenophenolic
compounds which are referred to as plant cannabinoids, with the primary psychoactive con-
stituent being ∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol (∆9THC).32 Marijuana has been used for hundreds of
years all over the world for both recreational and medicinal purposes. However, there has been
an increase in recreational marijuana utilisation in the west since the 1960’s and it is now the
most widely used illicit and the third most common recreational drug after alcohol and to-
bacco (see ref. 47 for review). Marijuana consumption is most common in under 30’s with
almost 50% of 18 year olds having tried it at some point. A number of adverse effects have been
reported following marijuana use including nausea, sickness, vomiting, dizziness and head-
aches. Unpleasant cognitive side effects can also be experienced such as paranoia, depression,
fear, anxiety and hallucinations. Users also report a number of positive effects including relax-
ation, calming and relief from stress. Cannabinoids have been studied for both their actions as
drugs of abuse and also for potential therapeutic applications.

Cannabinoid Receptors
At least two cannabinoid receptors have been cloned and characterised in mammalian tissue

so far, namely ‘CB1’ (see ref. 68) and ‘CB2’ (see ref. 76). Both are G protein coupled membrane
receptors, coupled to Gi/o proteins, inhibiting adenylate cyclase activity and stimulating mito-
gen activated protein kinase. CB1 receptors also couple to ion channels via Gi/o proteins (see
ref. 86 for review). A-type potassium channels are activated, while D-type potassium or N and
P/Q type voltage-dependent calcium channels in hippocampal neurones are inhibited.44,45,89
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The distribution of the two cannabinoid receptors is different: CB1 receptors are found
throughout the central nervous system and also in peripheral tissues including immune cells,
reproductive tissues, the heart and lungs.85 In the brain, they are predominantly expressed
presynaptically and regulate the release of various neurotransmitters including gamma-amino-butyric-acid
(GABA), acetylcholine, dopamine, norepinephrine, glutamate, cholecystokinin and seroto-
nin.86 CB1 receptor mRNA and immunoreactivity25 is particularly evident throughout the
brain, in areas including the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, hippocampus, lateral caudate-putamen,
substantia nigra pars reticulata and globus pallidus.84,85 By contrast, CB2 receptors are mainly
expressed in the periphery, tonsils, spleen and immune cells including B-cells and natural killer
cells. CB2 receptors are suggested to be responsible for the potential immunosuppressant and
anti-inflammatory effects of cannabinoids.2

Another nonCB1 and nonCB2 receptor has been proposed in the brain based on evidence
from CB1 knockout mice.5,21 This receptor, sometimes referred to as CB3, is also G
protein-coupled and sensitive to agonists like WIN55,212-2 and anandamide but not CP55,940
or ∆9THC (see below for pharmacology, and ref. 102 for review). Its activity is also blocked by
the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A suggesting that actions reported with this antagonist
may not always be due to CB1 antagonism.

Cannabinoid Receptor Ligands
Endogenous cannabinoid receptor ligands (endocannabinoids) such as anandamide and

2-arachidonoyl glycerol have been isolated20,70 and are able to bind and activate the cloned
cannabinoid receptors. A common property of these endocannabinoids, sometimes referred to
as eicosanoids, is that they are chemical derivatives of the polyunsaturated fatty acid, arachi-
donic acid. They serve as neurotransmitters/neuromodulators, are not stored in vesicles but
instead are synthesised on demand and released from neurones as a result of depolarisation and
Ca+ influx.23,87 They activate presynaptic receptors and are then removed from the extracellu-
lar space by a membrane transport process and hydrolysed by the microsomal enzyme, fatty
acid amide hydrolase, with anandamide being hydrolysed to arachidonic acid and ethanola-
mine.

R(+)Methanandamide is a synthetic analogue of anandamide more resistant to hydrolysis
than anandamide. Other synthetic cannabinoid receptor agonists can be categorised into 3
chemical drug groups. 1) Classical 2) Nonclassical and 3) aminoalkylindoles. Classical cannab-
inoids include plant-derived compounds such as cannabinol and cannabidiol, and their syn-
thetic analogues. The best known is ∆9THC, however other cannabinoids in this group in-
clude the synthetic analogue 11-hydroxy ∆8-dimethylheptyl (HU210). Nonclassical
cannabinoids consist of bicyclic and tricyclic analogues of ∆9THC but lack the pyran ring;
CP55,940 is perhaps the most widely used. The aminoalkylindoles are structurally different
from the classical and nonclassical cannabinoids, resulting in binding differences. WIN55,212-2
is a member of this class of cannabinoids.

Receptor agonists differ in their affinities and efficacies for the cannabinoid receptors.85

∆9THC binds equally to CB1 and CB2 in the nanomolar range, acting as a partial agonist for
the CB1 receptor, similar to anandamide. Cannabinol and cannabidiol have lower affinities
and efficacy for CB1 receptors than ∆9THC. In contrast, HU210, WIN55,212-2 and CP55,940
have greater affinities for the CB1 receptor. For WIN 55,212-2, an inactive isomer,
WIN55,212-3, exists which can serve as a convenient control.

Several cannabinoid receptor antagonists have also been synthesised, e.g., SR141716A is a
well-studied and extremely potent CB1 selective antagonist (see refs. 85 and 86 for review).
SR141716A is able to reverse or prevent the CB1 receptor agonist-mediated effects in vivo and
in vitro.6,9,59,84,101 If administered alone at high doses it may behave like an inverse agonist,
producing responses opposite to CB1 agonists.57,92 SR141716A appears to be more potent
against noneicosanoid cannabinoid agonists. Structural analogues including AM281 and AM251
have been developed, with AM281 being slightly less potent than SR141716A. Similar to
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SR141716A, AM281 attenuates the effects of cannabinoid receptor agonists and when admin-
istered alone can behave like an inverse agonist.30

Cannabinoid Receptors Modulate Memory Formation
Most of the animal research summarised below has been guided by work on human sub-

jects, for which disruption of short-term memory is a widely acknowledged effect of marijuana
or ∆9THC.11-13,24,29,72,95 Direct effects on memory storage, however, have not been found.3,24

Interestingly, marijuana increased cerebral blood flow predominantly in paralimbic regions of
the frontal lobes and the cerebellum, but reduced blood flow in the temporal lobe.82 Such
hypoactivity may be the neural basis of cognitive alterations. It is also in line with observations
that marijuana addicts have reduced amplitudes in P300, an event related potential reflecting
attentional resource allocation and active working memory54 and that monkeys treated with
∆9THC chronically have predominantly slow wave EEGs (1-2Hz) in hippocampus, amygdala
and septum.96

Human data have subsequently been confirmed in work on a variety of other species in-
cluding monkeys1,4,26,31,78,94,103 and rodents (Table 1 and see also below). Due to refinement
of pharmacological and physiological techniques, however, a much more complex framework
has emerged for various animal species and there is now accumulation of evidence to suggest a
modulatory role of cannabinoid receptors in several memory processes, such as encoding, con-
solidation, and even forgetting.

Spatial Learning

Water Maze
Training in an open water-filled tank containing a submerged platform is a popular learn-

ing paradigm tackling spatial and thus hippocampal-dependent memory.75 Animals learn to
find the submerged platform in the opaque water in relation to distal cues and reduce their
latency to swim and climb onto it over days. Despite its long tradition as a behavioural test,
reports on the effects of cannabinoids are relatively recent. The initial report by Ferrari and
colleagues28 revealed evidence for HU210-induced dose-dependent spatial acquisition deficits
in rats for a reference memory paradigm in which the platform location was constant through-
out training. A visible platform test showed no differences between the groups excluding sen-
sory perception as a contributing factor. More recently, three reports extended this finding to
∆9THC in rats and mice14,73,101 and found that once spatial memory is acquired, consolida-
tion and recall is not sensitive to cannabinoid treatment unless drug doses caused considerable
motor side effects. When exposed to a working memory paradigm, in which the location of the
platform was changed on a daily basis, ∆9THC-treated mice were impaired in finding the
platform despite extensive pretraining over weeks. Consequently, Varvel and coworkers,61,101

claimed that spatial working memory in mice is more sensitive to cannabinoid treatment.
Since mice trained in the reference memory paradigm were completely overtrained, however,
this claim needs qualification since animals were only tested for recall and recall seems to be
cannabinoid insensitive. In the working memory task, animals had to learn the platform loca-
tion every day and this acquisition was not surprisingly, disrupted by ∆9THC. A similar im-
pairment of acquisition of reference memory has now been reported by Da Silva and Takahashi.14

Finally, the working memory paradigm of Varvel et al,101 which was also used more recently for
the testing of CB1 null mutants,100 may not be an allocentric (guided by distal cues) task due to
the fact that the same release site was used in each session. This makes it more egocentric
(animals learn to swim to the left or right according to their own location independent of the
environment) than the authors may accept and, as a consequence, a hippocampally-independent
task.51 At any rate, the CB1 knock out mice showed no deficits in acquisition of a reference
memory task with constant platform location, but were impaired in reversal learning suggest-
ing a deficit in task flexibility.100CB1

-/- mice were not different from wildtype littermates in a
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Mouse Water maze Pre-training 14

(male Reference ∆9THC IMPAIRMENT
albino) memory 4 - 8mg/kg i.p. (8 mg/kg)

(+SR141716A REVERSAL
1mg/kg i.p.)

∆9THC 8 mg/kg i.p. IMPAIRMENT

Post-training No effect
Pre-test No effect

Working memory ∆9THC 8 mg/kg i.p. IMPAIRMENT

Mouse Water maze 100

CB1 -/- Reference No effect
memory
Reversal IMPAIRMENT
learning

Working memory IMPAIRMENT

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-training 97

(Wistar) (working memory) ∆9THC (20 mg/kg i.p.: IMPAIRMENT
chronic for 3-6 months,
then 1 month drug free)

Continued on next page
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Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing 77

(Wistar) (working memory Acute: ∆9THC IMPAIRMENT
+ delay 5s and 1h) (1.25 mg/kg i.p.) (post-delay)

Chronic: ∆9THC IMPAIRMENT
(5 mg/kg i.p.for 90 days) (post-delay)

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing No changes in serotonin 74
(Wistar) (working memory metabolism in cortex,

 + 5s delay) ∆9THC (5mg/kg p.o.) IMPAIRMENT hippocampus etc.
(pre and post delay)

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing 60

(Sprague- (working memory) ∆9THC (1-5.6 mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT
Dawley) (dose-dependent)

CP-55,940 (0.125-0.25 IMPAIRMENT
mg/kg i.p.) (dose-dependent)

WIN-55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT
(1-10 mg/kg i.p.) (dose-dependent)

CP-55,940 IMPAIRMENT
(5-10 µg/rat i.HC.) (dose-dependent)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing 59

(Wistar) (working memory ∆9THC (2-6mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT
 + 5-30s delay) (dose-dependent,

delay-independent)

∆9THC (5mg/kg i.p.) REVERSAL
+ SR141716A

∆9THC (5mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT
+ Physostigmine NO reversal

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing 57

(Sprague- (working memory SR141716A (3mg/kg i.p.) IMPROVEMENT
Dawley) + delay 1-24hrs) (delay-dependent)

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing Noradrenaline in 42
hippocampus reduced

∆9THC IMPAIRMENT

Rat 8-arm RM Pre-testing 73

(Wistar) (Working memory) ∆9THC(2-6mg/kg) IMPAIRMENT
(6mg/kg)

+SR141716A REVERSAL
(0.01-0.1mg/kg)

(Working + ∆9THC(2-6mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT
reference memory) (working memory;

not reference memory)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat T-maze, Pre-testing
(Spraque- delayed spatial
Dawley) alternation ∆9THC (5mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT Activation of dopamine 53

and noradrenaline in
prefrontal cortex

∆9THC (5mg/kg i.p.) for REVERSAL Depression of hippocampal 80
7 days +SR141716A acetylcholine release

T-maze, ∆9THC (5mg/kg i.p.) No effect 53
black-white
discrimination

T-maze, ∆9THC (5-10 mg/kg i.p.) No effect 73
visual form
discrimination

Rat 2-lever DMTP Pre-test CA1 complex spike cells 43
(Sprague- have reduced firing in
Dawley) ∆9THC (0.75-2 mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT sample phase

(delay dependent; dose-
dependent >0.75mg/kg)

Rat 2-lever DMTP Chronic 17
(Wistar) (during testing)

∆9THC (10 mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT
(adaptation after 35 days)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat 2-lever DNMTP Pre-test CA1 and CA3 complex 34,35,
(Long- spike cells have reduced 36
Evans) WIN-55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT firing in sample phase

(0.25-0.75 mg/kg i.p.) (dose-dependent)

+ SR141716A REVERSAL
(1.5mg/kg i.p.)

SR141716A No effect
(1.5mg/kg i.p.)

Rat 2-lever DNMTP Pre-test 41

(Sprague- WIN 55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT
Dawley) (0.5-2mg/kg i.p.) (2 mg/kg)

Rat 3-lever DMTP Pre-test 71
(Wistar) (delay 3s)

∆9THC (10mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT

Rat 2-lever DNMTP Pre-test 63
(Wistar) (delay 4-16s)

∆9THC (0.5-4 mg/kg i.p) IMPAIRMENT
(dose-dependent)

Anandamide IMPAIRMENT
(0.25-2mg/kg i.p.) (dose-dependent)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat 2-lever DNMTP Pre-test 64
(Wistar) (delay 4-16s)

∆9THC (2 or 4 mg/kg i.p) IMPAIRMENT

+ SR141716A partial REVERSAL

Anandamide (2mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT

+SR141716A REVERSAL

SR141716A No effect
(0.05-2 mg/kg i.p.)

Fear Conditioning

Mice Auditory fear Pre-training No effect 66
C57Bl/6 conditioning SR141716A

Pre-extinction IMPAIRMENT
SR141716A

and CB1
-/- Normal acquisition,

IMPAIRMENT in extinction

Rat Acoustic startle Pre-training 65
(Sprague- + prepulse
Dawley) inhibition of CP-55,940 IMPAIRMENT

acoustic startle (0.01-0.1 mg/kg i.p.)
+ SR141716A (10mg/kg i.p.) REVERSAL

SR141716A (1-10 mg/kg i.p.) No effect

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat Pre-pulse inhibition Pre-testing 93
(Wistar) of fear potentiated

startle WIN55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT
1.2 mg/kg i.p.

Avoidance Learning

Mice Step-through Post-training Effects antagonized by 7
- CD-1 passive avoidance (0 – 120 min) dopamine D1 and D2

antagonists

Anandamide IMPAIRMENT
(1.5-6mg/kg i.p.) (for injections at

0 min post-training)

Mice Step-through Post-training Effects antagonized by 8
- C57Bl/6 passive avoidance (0-120 min) naltrexone (opioide
- DBA/2 antagonist)

Anandamide IMPAIRMENT
(1.5-6mg/kg i.p.) in DBA/2

IMPROVEMENT
in C57Bl/6

Rat Step-through Post-training (30s) 91
(Wistar) passive avoidance

Anandamide IMPAIRMENT More slow-wave sleep
(3.6nmol/5µl i.c.v.) (24h, but not 15 min later) and REM

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Arachidonic acid IMPAIRMENT Less slow-wave sleep
(3.6nmol/5µl i.c.v.) (15 min and 24h later)

Rat Step-through Pre-training, IMPAIRMENT 73
(Wistar) passive avoidance Post-training IMPAIRMENT

Pre-test IMPAIRMENT

∆9THC (10mg/kg i.p.)

Rats Active avoidance Cannabidiol IMPAIRMENT 48
(albino) (3.5 mg/kg i.p.)

Rat Active avoidance Chronic 98
(Wistar) (shuttle box) (3 months, then 1.5

month drug free)

∆9THC (20 mg/kg i.p.) IMPROVEMENT

CB1
-/- mice Active avoidance IMPROVEMENT 67

Olfactory and Gustatory Paradigms

Rat Social Post-training Partial reversal by 99
(Wistar) recognition task scopolamine (0.06mg/kg i.p.)

SR141716A IMPROVEMENT
(0.03-3mg/kg s.c.) (0-5min, but not

longer delays)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat Social Pre-training 93
(Wistar) recognition task

WIN55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT
0.6 or 1.2 mg/kg i.p.

Other Tasks

Rat Object Pre-testing 93
(Wistar) recognition task

WIN55,212-2 IMPAIRMENT
0.6 or1.2 mg/kg i.p.

Rat Object Pre-testing 9
(alkohol recognition task
preferring) (15 min interval) ∆9-THC

0.2-5 mg/kg i.p. No effect
10 mg/kg i.p. IMPAIRMENT

∆9-THC + SR141716A REVERSAL
(10 + 1 mg/kg i.p.)

CB1 -/- Object IMPROVEMENT 62,90
mice recognition task (24 and 48 hr

post-acquisition)

Continued on next page
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Table 1. Continued

Animal Behavioural Drug Effect on Effect on Effect on Other Refs.
Task (admin. & dose) Acquisition/Learning Consolidation Retrieval Observations

Rat Repeated Pre-test 6
(Long – acquisition
Evans) procedure with Cannabidiol No effect

light-related (3.2-100mg/kg i.p.)
keypressing

Anandamide No effect
(0.01-18mg/kg i.p.)

∆9THC (3.2-18mg/kg i.p.) IMPAIRMENT

+ SR141716A REVERSAL
(1mg/kg i.p.)

R-methanandamide IMPAIRMENT
(1-18mg/kg i.p.)

+ SR141716A REVERSAL
(1mg/kg i.p.)

SR141617A No effect
(1-32 mg/kg i.p.)

i.c.v. = intracerebroventricularly; i.p. = intraperitoneally; p.o. = per orally; s.c. = subcutaneous
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working memory version of the task, and were also insensitive to ∆9THC, WIN55,212-2 or
methanandamide treatment, which disrupted working memory in wild-type littermates in a
SR141716A-sensitive manner.

Radial Arm Maze
In this paradigm, animals are kept on 80-85% of their free-feeding body weights and have

to retrieve food placed at the distal end of 8 arms radiating from an octagonal central platform.
Although widely used for cannabis research, the 8-arm radial maze is not ideal to assess the
effects of synthetic or endogenous cannabinoids on memory formation. This has two main
reasons. First, cannabis or ∆9THC as well as other synthetic analogues depress locomotor ac-
tivity (see refs. 18,19 and 91 for review), which can obviously influence latencies, and a prolon-
gation of the task may also have confounding consequences on attention. Second, ∆9THC is
well known to increase appetite thereby affecting the motivation of already hungry animals to
perform in this food rewarded task.22,69

Nevertheless, numerous reports suggest that cannabinoids impair performance in the 8-arm
radial maze, especially when short-term memory is tested. This has been originally reported in
chronic experiments with ∆9THC administered for 3 or 6 months,97 and corroborated later
for acute infusions of ∆9THC,42,58,60,73,74,77 acute systemic administration of the full synthetic
CB1 receptor agonists WIN55,212-2 and CP55,940 (see ref. 60) or local infusion of CP55,940
directly into the hippocampus.60

In most cases, animals were trained to criterion performance in a working memory task
with all 8 arms baited. Systemic treatment with cannabinoids increased the number of working
memory errors (reentries of previously baited arms) (see refs. 73,74,97) with low doses not
affecting the amount of time required to complete the 4 visits.42 Short-term memory can be
tested by introducing a short delay between visits to arms 1-4 and 5-8. Cannabinoids also
disrupt performance after a 5s,74 30s,42 or 1h delay period,77 but reports did not distinguish
between revisits to arms 1-4 or 5-8. However, post-delay performance was prolonged in the
∆9THC group,42,77 suggesting a dissociation between impaired short-term memory and re-
duced overall activity. Mishima and coworkers73 recently also distinguished between working
and reference memory errors using a protocol with 4 baited and 4 nonbaited arms. ∆9THC
(6mg/kg) significantly impaired working memory but not reference memory. However, inspec-
tion of their data suggests that reference memory was also impaired, warranting a replication of
this study.

Cannabinoid effects were due to CB1 receptor activation since the selective antagonist
SR141716A reversed deficits induced by ∆9THC.58,73 If no or very short delays were em-
ployed between arm visits 4 and 5, SR141716A alone had no effects.56,57,73 Prolonging this
delay, however, revealed a memory enhancement in the SR141716A group57 suggesting that
the ability to deal with increased task difficulty may be aided by CB1 receptor blockade.

T-and Y Maze Procedures
Spontaneous alternation in the T-maze or Y-maze is another popular spatial paradigm, in

which animals alternate between the arms. Similar to the 8-arm radial maze, this task has the
disadvantage of using food reward in most cases. ∆9THC administered systemically prior to
training reduced the alternation score and diminished acetylcholine release in the hippocam-
pus.79 When administered chronically (twice per day 5mg/kg i.p.) for up to one week, the
alternation impairment persisted.80 More interestingly, both acetylcholine depression and al-
ternation impairment was fully reversible upon SR141716A treatment, suggesting that no tol-
erance developed after chronic 5 day ∆9THC exposure.

Delayed alternation is another possible training protocol in which animals are rewarded for
choosing any goal box in trial 1. After an inter-trial interval spent in the start box, animals are
rewarded in the next trial only when entering the opposite arm (nonmatch). Animals trained to
criterion (80% correct responses) were impaired after ∆9THC treatment and had reduced
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monoamine turnover in their prefrontal cortex.53 They were, however, not impaired in bright-
ness discrimination52 or visual discrimination of forms procedures73 using the same apparatus.

Delayed-Match-to-Position
Several studies have tested for short-term memory in delayed-match-to-position (DMTP)

or delayed-match-to-sample (DMTS) tasks. They are usually performed in a conditioning cham-
ber and animals learn to press a lever during the sample phase and press the same (match) or
opposite (nonmatch) lever during the choice phase. These tasks have a spatial component
(right or left). In addition, task difficulty can be modified by increasing the delay between the
sample and the choice phase with rats coming down to chance levels at delays of about 30-40
seconds.16 The group of Deadwyler has extensively used this task and determined a) the
hippocampal involvement during performance,38 and b) the electrophysiological activity of
CA3 and CA1 ensembles of neurones during the different phases of the task15,16,33,37,39 using
multielectrode recording techniques. In brief, principle neurones distinguish between the sample,
delay and match phase. In a series of elegant studies, this group and others have provided
compelling evidence for a modulatory role of cannabinoids in delayed-match-to-sample per-
formance. Systemic administration of ∆9THC prior to testing led to dose- and delay-dependent
performance deficits suggesting compromised short-term memory.43 In addition, the hippoc-
ampal firing during the sample phase was greatly diminished43 leading to ensemble miscodes
increasing the probability for the occurrence of errors especially at long, but not very short
delays. A follow-up study further established that animals develop behavioural tolerance to
∆9THC after about 35 days of exposure followed by a short withdrawal period of 2 days.17

Behavioural sensitization, however, develops within 4 days of repeated treatment.71 The same
results were obtained for delayed-nonmatch-to-position protocols,34,63 WIN55,212-2,35,36,41

or anandamide63 applications, and deficits are reversed by the CB1 receptor antagonist
SR141716A.35,36,64 Interestingly, SR141716A alone had no effect.36,64 While Hampson and
Deadwyler have made a strong case for a role of CB1 receptors in encoding, Han and Robinson40

recently challenged this view and showed that cannabinoids (WIN55,212-2 and ∆9THC) can
shorten time estimation in the rat providing a nonmemory-related explanation for the
behavioural deficit observed in DMTP/DNMTP procedures. Interestingly, SR141716A pro-
longed modal response times providing compelling evidence for endocannabinoid participa-
tion in time estimation.

Conditioning of Fear
Auditory fear conditioning is a standard procedure used in animal research (for review, see

ref. 10). Animals are placed in a small chamber and a tone is presented which coterminates
with a mild footshock. This induces a typical crouching posture and immobility, and the length
of this freezing response is probed upon reexposure to the chamber and presentation of the
tone. Both animals exposed to the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A or CB1 knockout mice
show no difficulty in acquiring this conditioning. When given a number of extinction trials, in
which no footshock is presented, wildtype mice reduce the amount of freezing over 6 days. By
contrast, both SR141716A treated mice or knockouts did not extinguish the freezing response
suggesting that the endocannabinoid system plays a major role in the forgetting and extinction
of aversive memories.66 This reexposure to the tone (but not shock) during extinction also
induced the release of endocannabinoids such as anandamide and 2-AG in the basolateral
amygdala, and this not only confirms the importance of the amygdala in fear conditioning, but
also that on-demand release of endocannabinoids controls their extinction.66

A second paradigm, the acoustic startle response, is based on a naturally occurring reaction
to loud noise. If coupled with a 20ms prepulse (pure tone) delivered 30-500ms prior to the
startle stimulus the startle reaction is considerably inhibited, termed prepulse inhibition. Prepulse
inhibition is a measure of sensory-motor gating and involves a multitude of brain stem areas
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and transmitter systems.55 Rats injected with WIN55,212-2 show less prepulse inhibition com-
pared to controls, corroborating similar findings using CP55,940 and suggesting a deficit in
sensorimotor integration.65 The effect of CP55,940 was fully reversed by SR141716A, but the
antagonist had no effect when given alone.65 Given the normal startle reaction even under drug
treatment, these data confirm a specific role of CB1 receptors in sensory-motor gating, the
involvement of the endocannabinoid system remains elusive.

Avoidance Tasks

Inhibitory Avoidance
A number of studies have assessed the role of cannabinoid receptors in step-through inhibi-

tory avoidance tasks. Animals placed in the light part of a box tend to escape into darkness.
This is punished by a mild footshock and animals readily learn to inhibit this natural escape
tendency. Mice and rats treated with anandamide immediately, but not several hours post-training
were impaired in retention performance.7,8 This is due to an effect of anandamide on memory
consolidation since injections 2 hours post-training had no effect7,8 and were strain-specific
with C57Bl/6 mice showing memory facilitation.8 A more detailed time course with systemic
pretraining, post-training and pretest injection of ∆9THC in rats revealed memory deficits
independent of injection time.73 This suggests that cannabinoid receptors may play important
roles in encoding, consolidation and retention processes of emotional memories, but the rea-
sons for the discrepancies between these data remain to be established

Active Avoidance
Few reports are available on active avoidance procedures, in which the animals have to

escape in a predetermined time window in order to avoid a mild footshock. In rats cannabidiol,
a weak CB1 receptor agonist, given i.p. resulted in an acquisition impairment, but had no effect
on consolidation of the conditioned responding.48 In agreement with the idea that the effect is
mediated via CB1 receptors, CB1 null mutants showed an increase in active avoidance responses67

consistent with memory enhancement. Enhanced acquisition of the active avoidance paradigm
was reported for rats that had been chronically treated with ∆9THC for 3 months, but were left
untreated for 30 or 118 days before exposure to the shuttle box. Previously drug-treated animals
outperformed controls during initial training and were faster to reach asymptotic levels.98 Such
a result is reminiscent of hippocampal lesions, which also facilitated active avoidance learning46

suggesting that systemically administered ∆9THC may have acted via hippocampal cannab-
inoid receptors and have thereby compromised hippocampal function.

Olfactory and Gustatory Memory Paradigms
There are various behavioural models to assess olfactory memory, for example using a social

recognition task. Adult animals meet a juvenile conspecific and explore him/her via anogenital
sniffing for say 5 mins. Reexposure to the same (familiar) juvenile after minutes to1 hour will
lead to reduced anogenital sniffing reflecting recognition memory. If exposed to a different
juvenile, however, anogenital sniffing will be high. Social recognition memory is affected by
the CB1 receptor agonist WIN55,212-2 which reduced short-term memory (30 mins) in a
dose-dependent manner without affecting anogenital exploration per se.93 This observation is
in line with the original work by Terranova and coworkers99 who used subcutaneous injection
of the CB1 receptor antagonist SR141716A at various time points after the first presentation of
the juvenile. When injected immediately or 5 minutes post-presentation of the juvenile,
SR141716A in doses of 0.1-3 mg/kg enhanced social recognition memory tested after a reten-
tion interval of 120 min. This memory enhancement was effective in both aged rats and aged
mice, and was antagonised by scopolamine suggesting a tight interaction with the cholinergic
system. The work raises at least two remaining questions: 1) Was the effect due to SR141716A
antagonism at CB1 receptors or due to inverse agonism? 2) What memory processes are affected
by SR141716A? Speculation about the latter suggests that CB1 receptor activation during the
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retention interval supports memory decline or forgetting in agreement with recent work on
emotional memory.66 It is highly questionable, however, whether SR141716A is ‘active upon
consolidation’ (see ref. 99) of a memory which may not be consolidated at all.

Other Paradigms
Another test for short-term memory, but with a different psychological quality, is object

recognition.27 In this task, animals are exposed to an environment containing an object A, and
are reexposed to object A and another novel object B after a predetermined time interval.
Given that rodents have a natural tendency to evaluate novelty over familiarity, exploration of
object B is measured and, if higher in comparison to A, indicates memory for object A. Brain
structures involved in object recognition include entorhinal and perirhinal cortex. Rats have
been tested in object recognition after i.p. injection of ∆9THC (see ref. 9) or WIN55,212-2.93

While 0.2 –5 mg/kg ∆9THC was not effective, 10 mg/kg reduced the amount of exploration of
object B upon reexposure suggesting a memory deficit. The deficit was reversed by simultaneous
administration of SR141716A (1mg/kg) suggesting selective CB1-mediated action of this effect.9

However, SR141716A alone was not tested, which leaves the possibility that endogenous can-
nabinoid release during object recognition might limit the length of the recognition memory.
This idea is supported by work that utilised CB1 null mutants.62,90 Animals showed normal
exploratory activity to object A but memory is enhanced when tested against object B 24 or 48
hours later. While one needs to be cautious with the interpretation of such data, they predict
that a similar effect should be observed in normal animals under SR141716A. It then remains
to be established whether this is due to endocannabinoid release during encoding or during the
consolidation period.

A different but highly complex learning protocol was used by Brodkin and Moerschbacher.6

For up to 14 weeks, animals were trained to respond to a sequence of lights by pressing appropriate
keys in a modified conditioning box. Once asymptotic performance criteria were met, drugs
like cannabidiol and anandamide were injected, but had no effect on performance. By contrast,
∆9THC and R-methanandamide, a more stable anandamide analogue impaired performance
in a dose-related manner. This impairment was reversed by SR141716A, but the antagonist
had no effect on its own.6

Conclusions
In summary, the aforementioned behavioural data seem to provide strong evidence for a

role of cannabinoids in learning and formation of different forms of memory. However, it
could be argued that because systemic infusion of ∆9THC or other synthetic cannabinoid
receptor agonists has numerous unspecific effects, hard proof is difficult to obtain and many
studies may be flawed by the overshadowing effects of CB1 activation-induced changes in activity
or reward rather than learning.

While this may explain a false negative due to increased appetite under cannabinoid treat-
ment, the picture is somewhat complicated by the observation of ∆9THC-induced suppression
of ambulations when exploring a novel open-field.49,50,81 This may be due to anxiogenic prop-
erties of cannabinoids and could generate higher levels of emotionality and neophobia re-
flected in a degree of immobility.83 Reduced activity may lead to the impression, for instance in
inhibitory avoidance tasks, of memory enhancement owing to longer latencies to step down or
step through. However, reduced activity does not necessarily imply learning or memory im-
pairments and it is therefore important to monitor carefully parameters like reaction times or
swim speed etc., which enable to discern overall motor performance and learning.

Finally, cannabinoids affect signal detection. For instance, Presburger and Robinson88 re-
cently showed that ∆9THC significantly and selectively disrupted signal detection accuracy
with light as a signal in rats at a stimulus duration of 100, but not 300 or 1000 ms. This result
is revealing and has important implications for stimulus presentations during behavioural learn-
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ing. The results differ from those obtained for muscarinic and glutamatergic antagonists, which
did not produce deficits in visual attention.88

Despite all these problems with systemic administration of cannabinoids there is now strong
evidence for a role of CB1 receptors in memory formation. For delay-dependent short-term
memory tasks, CB1 receptors may be able to modulate the encoding processes. By contrast,
CB1 receptors may play a role in consolidation and even recall in memory formation of avoid-
ance tasks. These effects are likely to be mediated by different CB1 receptor populations located
in different brain regions and a better understanding of their function requires more localised
administration of selective CB1 agonists and antagonists. This would also reveal more detailed
information about the role of the endocannabinoid system in memory processing.
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Abstract

To date, numerous publications have reported on the effects of opioids in learning and
memory, and much research has been conducted on novel opioid receptor ligands as
anti-amnesic drugs. The involvement of the opioid system including opioid peptides

and their receptors has been increasingly revealed by anatomical, electrophysiological and bio-
chemical approaches. Here, we review the relationship between opioid systems and learning
and memory, and discuss several of our novel findings.

Introduction
More than twenty years have passed since the implication of opioids in learning and memory

was revealed. At that time, the effects of nonselective opioid receptor ligands (e.g., morphine,
naloxone, etc.) were studied on learning and memory functions from the standpoint of behav-
ioral pharmacology. Then, the influence of opioid receptor ligands on memory processes (ac-
quisition, consolidation, retention and retrieval) was investigated in detail. Furthermore, ana-
tomical, electrophysiological and biochemical studies have been conducted using not only whole
animals but also brain slices. In particular, the localization of opioid peptides, the alternation of
long-term potentiation (LTP) as well as long-term depression (LTD), known indices of synap-
tic efficiency, and the quantitative changes of neurotransmitter release caused by opioid recep-
tor ligands in the hippocampus suggested a link between opioids and memory function.

In 1997, endogenous µ-opioid receptor ligands (endomorphins-1 and 2) have finally been
isolated and purified from mammalian brain, leading to the supposition that the opioid system
may contribute to learning and memory functions, and that opioid agents could be useful
drugs in the therapy of memory disturbances.

To date, numerous publications have reported on the effects of opioids in learning and
memory, and much research has been conducted on novel opioid receptor ligands as anti-amnesic
drugs since the initial report by Castellano that morphine impaired learning and memory.3 In
particular, the involvement of the opioid system including opioid peptides and their receptors
in learning and memory has been increasingly revealed by anatomical, electrophysiological and
biochemical approaches.

Distribution of Opioid Peptides and Their Receptors
in the Hippocampus

Opioid Peptides
The immunohistochemical localization of proenkephalin-derived peptides in the hippoc-

ampus has indicated their presence in the somatic fibers of specific neural populations. In the

CHAPTER 3.2
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rat dentate gyrus, enkephalins were observed in fibers of the lateral perforant path and the
temporoammonic tract4,11,23 (Table 1), and both fiber tracts originate in the entorhinal cortex.
Additionally, some proenkephalin-derived peptide immunoreactivity was found in the mossy
fiber projection, mainly consisting of granule cell axons projecting to the proximal dendrites of
CA3 pyramidal cells.4,23

In contrast, prodynorphin-derived peptides exist in a more restricted neuronal population
within the hippocampus than proenkephalin-derived peptides (Table 1). Dynorphins are pro-
duced primarily by granule cells, and the immunoreactivity is densest in the mossy fiber path-
way.4,10,23,24 Dynorphin is also detected in the dentate molecular layer in guinea pigs. Electron
microscopy revealed that 75% of the dynorphin-containing dense core vesicles in the molecu-
lar layer exist in dendrites and most likely in granule cells.10

Receptors
There are important differences in the pattern of opioid receptor expression among species.

In rats, µ-opioid receptor mRNA has been demonstrated in neurons scattered in both granule
cell and pyramidal cell layer, but also in stratum oriens and radiatum.2,20 Similarly, receptor
autoradiography, using [3H]DAMGO, has revealed a high density of µ-opioid binding sites in
the stratum lacunosum moleculare and the pyramidal cell layer. The binding sites are moder-
ately dense in CA3 stratum radiatum but absent from stratum lucidum.24 In the dentate gyrus,
receptors seem to be concentrated in the layers adjacent to the granule cell layers. More re-
cently, differential distribution of endomorphin-1 and endomorphin-2-like immunoreactivi-
ties in rodents has been reported.21

µ-Opioid receptor-like immunoreactivity was found in nonpyramidal neurons that are likely
to be GABAergic interneurons.1 Punctate labeling was also observed in the surrounding den-
tate granule and pyramidal cells, consistent with localization at presynaptic terminals. Further-
more, it was reported that µ-opioid receptors are functionally coupled to this channel.28

Compared to µ-opioid receptor expression, δ-opioid receptor expression is more widespread.
In the rat, δ-opioid receptor mRNA has been demonstrated in neurons within the pyramidal
and granule cell body layers.20 Moreover, [3H]DADLE autoradiography has shown that the
distribution of δ-opioid receptor binding sites is generally similar to that of µ-opioid receptor
binding sites. However, δ-opioid receptor binding sites are more abundant, particularly in the
dentate molecular layer.24 Using antisera raised against the cytoplasmic tail of the mouse δ-opioid
receptor, it was demonstrated that the δ-opioid receptor is localized on GABAergic terminals
surrounding the somata of a subpopulation of cells in the stratum radiatum, stratum pyrami-
dale, and stratum oriens.1 These cell bodies include both pyramidal and nonpyramidal cells.
Similarly, in the dentate gyrus, immunoreactive GABAergic terminals surround the cell bodies
of nongranule cells in stratum moleculare and the hilus. The cells associated with δ-opioid
receptor immunoreactive terminals include both GABAergic and nonGABAergic cells.1

On the other hand, κ-opioid receptor distribution in hippocampus also shows marked
differences among species, with much higher levels in the guinea pig than in the rat. Moreover,
the κ2 receptor with low affinity for dynorphins and U-69593 seems to be the main κ subtype
expressed in rat hippocampus34,38 but the κ1 subtype, which is defined by its high affinity for
the synthetic agonist U-69593, is also expressed in guinea pig hippocampus.

An autoradiographic study showed that κ-opioid receptors are present in greatest abun-
dance in the pyramidal and granule cell layers and areas adjacent to these layers, as well as in
CA3 stratum lucidum in the rat.24 κ-Opioid receptor specific antibodies revealed additional
receptors in the inner molecular layer of pyramidal cells in guinea pigs10 and in the middle
molecular layer of the ventral dentate gyrus in rats.23 It is interesting to note that the pattern of
κ-opioid receptor expression in guinea pigs, as opposed to rats, resembles the pattern seen in
the human brain.27
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Table 1. Distribution of opioid peptides in hippocampal region

Regions Cells/Pathway Peptides References

CA1/2
Stratum lacunosum-moleculare Lateral temporoammonic tract Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).
All layers Interneurons Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).

CA3
Stratum lucidum Mossy fiber Dynorphins Brain Res, 331, 366-370 (1985); J Neurosci, 5, 808-816

Enkephalins (1985); Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 80, 589-593 (1985).
Stratum lacunosum-moleculare Lateral temporoammonic tract Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).
All layers Interneurons Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).

Dentate Gyrus
Outer molecular layer Lateral perforant path Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).
All layers Interneurons Enkephalins J Comp Neurol, 198, 335-350 (1981).
Hilus Mossy fiber collaterals Enkephalins Brain Res, 331, 366-370 (1985); J Neurosci, 5, 808-816

Dynorphins (1985); Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 80, 589-593 (1985).
Molecular layer Granule cell dendrites Dynorphins J Neurosci, 14, 3736-3750 (1994).
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Effects of Opioid Receptor Ligands on Long-Term Potentiation in
Hippocampal Regions (Table 2)

LTP is characterized by the enhancement of synaptic responses that are induced by a par-
ticular event, such as high-frequency stimulation, and lasts for hours or days. It is widely re-
garded as a cellular substrate for learning and memory processes. The mechanisms of LTP are
beyond the scope of this review and have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere.19,25 Here, we
will focus on the roles of opioids in LTP of the hippocampal mossy fiber.

There have been many demonstrations of µ- and δ-opioid receptor modulation of LTP at
the mossy fiber-CA3 pyramidal cell synapse. It was reported that local application of naloxone
blocked LTP of CA3 field EPSPs evoked by mossy fiber stimulation in the rat. In contrast,
naloxone had no effect on CA3 LTP evoked by stimulation of commissural afferents. The
conclusion drawn from those studies was that the high-frequency tetanus used to induce LTP
also evoked the release of opioid peptides from mossy fibers, and these opioids were necessary
for LTP induction. The specific receptor type responsible for the above effects was later deter-
mined as the µ-opioid receptor. The µ-opioid receptor antagonist CTOP also blocked mossy
fiber LTP, and both the δ-opioid receptor antagonist naltrindole and the κ-opioid receptor
antagonist nor-binartorphimine (norBNI) were without any effects.9 The effects of CTOP
were restricted to mossy fiber potentiation, because commissural fiber LTP was not blocked.
CTOP also attenuated post-tetanic potentiation, which is a marked facilitation observed in the
first few seconds to minutes after mossy fiber tetanus. Post-tetanic potentiation is thought to
reflect increased glutamate release as a result of accumulated calcium in the presynaptic termi-
nal. Further information regarding µ-opioid receptor mediated modulation of LTP was gained
by pairing local application of DAMGO with mossy fiber stimulation. A brief mossy fiber
tetanus, which had been shown to be insufficient for inducing LTP, was delivered following
application of a low dose of DAMGO, which alone did not induce LTP. When the two events
were paired, LTP was induced, suggesting that the µ-opioid receptor agonist lowered the thresh-
olds of the induction of mossy fiber LTP.7,8

The effects of κ-opioid receptor mediated modulation of LTP are quite different from those
of µ-opioid receptor mediated modulation. In the guinea pig hippocampus, the κ-opioid re-
ceptor antagonist norbinaltorphimine facilitated LTP, that is, a tetanus paradigm that failed to
induce LTP in control experiments was sufficient to induce LTP when applied while κ-opioid
receptors were blocked. Thus, the tetanic stimulation released endogenous dynorphins from
mossy fiber terminals, which functioned to increase the threshold for LTP induction. The
inhibitory effects of endogenous dynorphins could be overcome by increasing the number of
pulses in the tetanus. When this longer tetanus was delivered in the presence of naloxone (at a
concentration that blocks κ-opioid receptors), the magnitude of LTP was not significantly
changed. This means that κ-opioid receptors do not modulate mossy fiber LTP.9 Furthermore,
the inhibition of mossy fiber transmission by endogenously released dynorphins is masked
when LTP is induced simultaneously. However, the processes of potentiation do not prevent
the processes of dynorphin-mediated inhibition, because a second tetanus delivered 30 min
after an LTP tetanus elicits a transient, norBNI-sensitive inhibition.29 In addition to raising the
threshold for mossy fiber LTP, dynorphins released by the tetanic stimulation also serve to
inhibit excitatory transmission at parallel, unpotentiated mossy fiber synapses.37 This
heterosynaptic depression is transient and naloxone-sensitive. Thus, the tetanized synapses are
relatively unaffected by dynorphins because they are simultaneously potentiated, while neigh-
boring synapses are depressed. It has been reasoned that the heterosynaptic depression effec-
tively limits the LTP to the tetanized pathway, which may be important for learning and memory
functions ascribed to the hippocampus.
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Table 2. Effects of various opioid receptor ligands on the long-term potentiation in the hippocampal regions

Recording Stimulation References

µ-Opioid receptor
CA1 pyramidal cells Schaffer lateral naloxone antagonist ± Brain Res, 280, 127-138 (1983).
CA3 pyramidal cells Mossy fiber naloxone antagonist � Brain Res Bull, 27, 219-223 (1991). Brain Res, 821, 286-293 (1999).
CA3 pyramidal cells Commissural fiber naloxone antagonist ± Brain Res Bull, 27, 219-223 (1991).
Granule cells Perforant path naloxone antagonist � Brain Res, 567, 42-50 (1991).
CA3 pyramidal cells Mossy fiber CTOP antagonist � J Pharmacol Exp Ther, 263, 725-733 (1992).
CA3 pyramidal cells Commissural fiber CTOP antagonist ± J Pharmacol Exp Ther, 263, 725-733 (1992).
CA3 pyramidal cells Mossy fiber DAMGO agonist � Brain Res, 821, 286-293 (1999).

δ-Opioid receptor
Granule cells Perforant path ICI 174864 antagonist � Brain Res, 567, 42-50 (1991).

κ-Opioid receptor
CA1 pyramidal cells Mossy fiber Dynorphin A agonist � Nature, 362, 423-427 (1993)
Granule cells Perforant path Dynorphin agonist � Nature, 363, 451-454 (1993)
Granule cells Perforant path U69593 agonist � J Neurosci, 14, 4740-4747 (1994). J Neurosci, 20, 4379-4388 (2000)

�: facilitation, �:inhibition, ±:no change
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Effects of Opioid Receptor Ligands on Learning and Memory
in Hippocampal Regions

One role of the hippocampus in spatial memory processes is that hippocampal lesions in-
duce the impairment of spatial performance.30 In a behavioral test, naloxone was found to
induce an enhancement of spatial memory.12 The impairment induced by dentate granule cell
stimulation was blocked by pretreatment with naloxone, indicating that endogenous hippoc-
ampal opioid systems are implicated in the memory deficit.5 Since granule cells contain both
enkephalin and dynorphins, it remains to be determined which opioid system mediates the
amnesic effects of dentate granule cell stimulation. The presence of dynorphin A and dynorphin
A (1-8) in hippocampus resulted in the impaired performance of learning, however, their ef-
fects were blocked by naloxone pretreatment.22 On the other hand, aged rats with memory
deficit have elevated levels of dynorphin peptides compared with young healthy rats.18 The
finding that dynorphins released from granule cells following intense activity impair spatial
memory is consistent with the inhibition of hippocampal LTP by dynorphins.36 These find-
ings indicate that endogenous opioid systems are involved in the negative modulation of learn-
ing and memory.

Effects of Opioid Receptor Ligands on Learning and Memory Tasks
(Table 3)

It is well established that peripherally injected opioid receptor agonists and antagonists
modulate learning and memory in a wide variety of tasks.26 On the whole, agonists tend to
inhibit learning and memory and antagonists facilitate them, with some exceptions. Relatively
little is known, however, about the behavioural significance of opioids in hippocampus. Gallagher
et al12 found that systemically administered opioid receptor antagonists facilitate water-maze
learning, which is highly sensitive to hippocampal damage. It was later determined that
β-endorphin and naloxone can affect hippocampal function by disrupting modulatory inputs
from the medial septal area (cholinergic/GABAergic, see Pepeu and Giovannini and Castellano
et al, this book) and the locus coeruleus (noradrenergic, see Gibbs and Summers, this book).
Furthermore, aged rats with poor spatial learning ability have elevated hippocampal levels of
dynorphin and preprodynorphin mRNA, while aged cohorts with normal spatial learning abil-
ity do not.18 It was shown that applying a 10-sec sinusoidal electrical stimulation to mossy
fibers after acquisition of a radial arm maze task impaired subsequent retention, and this effect
was blocked by systemic administration of naloxone.5 The study implicated the mossy fiber–
CA3 region in spatial memory, but it was not determined whether the effects of naloxone were
due to a direct action on the hippocampus, and whether the effects of electrical stimulation on
CA3 cells were monitored. It was also found that the rapid learning to self-administer dynorphin
A into the CA3 region is blocked by the coadministration of naloxone. It is suggested that the
CA3 region plays an important role in opioid dependence, which may be related to clinical
observations that drug craving and compulsive drug seeking are aroused by memory of past
drug reinforcement. Moreover, some genetically inbred strains of mice with abnormal explor-
atory behavior and learning ability were found to have aberrant mossy fiber terminal fields and
altered dynorphin levels.6 Further characterization of these strains may provide insight into
normal mossy fiber function.35 Finally, studies combining behavioral electrophysiology with
focal manipulation of opioidergic transmission will be very useful for clarifying the contribu-
tion of opioids to hippocampal function.

Ameliorating Effects of Opioid Receptor Ligands on Models
of Learning and Memory Impairment (Table 4)

Here, we have focussed on the effects of µ- and κ-opioid receptor agonists on animal mod-
els of learning and memory impairment. In particular, not only endomorphin-1, but also
dynorphin A and the synthetic agent U-50488H ameliorated the impairment of learning and
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Table 3. Effects of opioid receptor ligands on the various learning and memory tasks

Tasks Effects References

µ-Receptors
Agonists
Morphine Water Y-maze � Psychopharmacologia, 42, 235-242 (1975).
Morphine Passive response � Psychopharmacology, 66, 199-203 (1979).
Levorphanol Passive avoidance response � Life Sci, 23, 1973-1978 (1978).
Endomorphins Y-maze � Eur J Pharmacol, 395, 211-215 (2000).
Endomorphins Passive avoidance response � Eur J Pharmacol, 421, 115-119 (2001).
β-Endorphin Passive response � Psychopharmacology, 69, 111-115 (1980).

Neurosci Lett, 19, 197-201 (1980).
γ-Endorphin Passive response � Neurosci Lett, 19, 197-201 (1980).
DAMGO Y-maze � J Pharmacol Exp Ther, 269, 15-21 (1994).
TAPA Y-maze � Gen Pharmacol, 29, 453-456 (1997).
TAPA Passive avoidance response � Eur J Pharmacol, 239, 237-240 (1993).

Eur J Pharmacol, 287, 245-249 (1995).
Antagonists
Naloxone Passive avoidance response � Life Sci, 23, 1973-1978 (1978).
Naloxone Passive response � Psychopharmacology, 66, 199-203 (1979).
Naloxone Rearing response � Psychopharmacology, 67, 265-268 (1980).
Naloxone 8-arm radial maze � Science, 221, 975-976 (1983).
Naloxone 8-arm radial maze � Behav Neural Biol, 44, 374-385 (1985).
Diprenorphine 8-arm radial maze � Science, 221, 975-976 (1983).
Naltrexone 8-arm radial maze � Behav Neural Biol, 44, 374-385 (1985).

δ-Receptors
Agonists
DPLPE Passive avoidance response � Eur J Pharmacol, 338, 1-6 (1997).
[D-Ala2] Passive avoidance response � Eur J Pharmacol, 338, 1-6 (1997).
  Deltorphin
DPLPE Passive avoidance response � Behav Neurosci, 103, 429-437 (1989).
[leu5] Passive avoidance response � Behav Neurosci, 103, 429-437 (1989).
  Enkephalin

Antagonists
ICI 174864 Passive avoidance response � Pharmacol Biochem Behav, 52, 683-687 (1995).

κ-Receptors
Agonists
Dynorphin Radial maze � Pharmacol Biochem Behav, 35, 429-432 (1990).
  A(1-8)
Dynorphin Peck avoidance learning � Psychopharmacology, 108, 235-240 (1992).
  A(1-13)
Dynorphin Aversive & appetitive � Peptides, 14, 1165-1170 (1993).
  A(1-13)   learning
Dynorphin B Water maze � Neuroscience, 85, 375-382 (1998).
U-50488H Peck avoidance learning � Psychopharmacology, 108, 235-240 (1992).
Tifluadom Passive avoidance response � Behav Brain Res, 15, 177-181 (1985).
Bremazocine Passive avoidance response � Arch Int Pharmacodyn Ther, 283, 199-208 (1986).
Dynorphin Passive avoidance response � Life Sci, 47, 1453-1462 (1990).
  A(1-17)
U-50488H Peck avoidance learning � Psychopharmacology, 108, 235-240 (1992).
U-69593 Y-maze � Brain Res, 856, 259-280 (2000).

Antagonists
MR-1452 Passive avoidance response � Arch Int Pharmacodyn Ther, 283, 199-208 (1986).
norBNI Y-maze � Behav Brain Res, 109, 229-241 (2000).

 �: enhancement, �: impairment
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Table 4. Attenuating effects of κ-opioid receptor ligands on the impaired models of
learning and memory

Tasks Impaired Model References

κ-Opioid receptor ligands
Dynorphin A(1-13) Y-maze ischemia Eur J Pharmacol, 234,

Passive avoidance 9-15 (1993).
response
Elevated plus-maze

Dynorphin A(1-13) Passive avoidance basal forebrain Brain Res, 625, 355-356
response lesion (1993).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Y-maze scopolamine Eur J Pharmacol,
236, 341-345 (1993).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Passive avoidance scopolamine Eur J Pharmacol, 274,
response 89-93 (1995).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Y-maze pirenzepine Eur J Pharmacol,
281, 173-178 (1995).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Y-maze DAMGO J Pharmacol Exp Ther,
269, 15-21(1994).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Passive avoidance cycloheximide Eur J Pharmacol, 313,
response 11-15 (1996).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Elevated galanin Neuropharmacology,
plus-maze 33, 1167-1169 (1994).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Passive avoidance galanin Hum Psychopharmacol
response Clin Exp, 12, 243-248 (1997).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Passive avoidance carbon Eur J Pharmacol, 282,
response monoxide 185-191 (1995).

Dynorphin A(1-13) Y-maze carbon Pharmacol Biochem
monoxide Behav, 56, 73-79 (1997).

Dynorphin A(2-13) Y-maze carbon Brain Res, 859, 303-310
Passive avoidance monoxide (2000).
response

Dynorphin A(2-13) Y-maze β-amyloid Neuroreport , 11, 431-435
Passive avoidance (2000).
response

U-50488H Y-maze carbon Eur J Pharmacol, 315,
Passive avoidance monoxide 119-125 (1996).
response

U-50488H Passive avoidance carbachol Neurosci Lett, 236,
response 45-48 (1997).

U-50488H Passive avoidance carbachol Br J Pharmacol, 123,
response 920-926 (1998).

U-50488H Passive avoidance scopolamine J Pharmacol Exp Ther,
response 284, 858-867 (1998).

U-50488H Y-maze pirenzepine Eur J Pharmacol, 281,
173-178 (1995).

U-50488H Passive avoidance mecamylamine J Pharmacol Exp Ther,
response 284, 858-867 (1998).

U-50488H Passive avoidance dizocilpine J Pharmacol Exp Ther,
response 284, 858-867 (1998).

U-50488H 3-way runway ischemia Eur J Pharmacol,
193, 357-361 (1991).

U-50488H Y-maze ischemia Brain Res, 619, 223-228
Passive avoidance (1993).
response
Elevated plus-maze
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memory induced by scopolamine and pirenzepine (muscarinic receptor antagonists).13,14,31-33

The finding that opioid receptor agonists attenuate learning and memory impairments is con-
troversial, because many reports have shown that opioid receptor agonists can produce memory
deficits (see Table 3). It appears that opioid receptor agonists improve memory impairments by
acting directly on neurotransmitters rather than on the cellular mechanisms of LTP. For ex-
ample, the increase in acetylcholine release induced by scopolamine was suggested to be the
result of a positive feedback after the blockade of pre and/or postsynaptic muscarinic receptors.
Although U-50488H attenuated the increase in acetylcholine release by muscarinic receptor
antagonists, dynorphin A (1-13) did not affect this increase. We speculate that dynorphin A
(1-13) may postsynaptically activate cholinergic systems because κ-opioid receptor agonists
inhibit the spontaneous release of acetylcholine.13 Furthermore, we examined the effects of
dynorphin A and U-50488H on the impairment of learning and memory induced by carbon
monoxide exposure and transient ischemia in mice.15-17 κ-Opioid receptor agonists attenuated
the impairment in models of delayed amnesia accompanied by neuronal death. In contrast,
although the exact mechanism underlying the effects of endomorphin-1 remains elusive, it is
likely that the opioid peptide improved short-term memory disturbances resulting from cho-
linergic dysfunction via µ1-opioid receptors.31 These findings suggest that κ- and µ-opioid
receptor agonists act as neuromodulators and are useful drugs for the improvement of learning
and memory impairments.

Future Expectation
Here we have briefly reviewed the relationship between the opioid system and the learning

and memory function in the hippocampus. Recently, not only conventional pharmacological
techniques but also molecular biological approaches have been employed in the detailed inves-
tigation of opioid systems (endogenous opioid and its receptor function). Thus, we believe that
the significance of opioid systems in the learning and memory will be clarified fully in the near
future.
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Neuropeptides
David De Wied and Gábor L. Kovács

Introduction

Neuropeptides are peptides involved in nervous system function. They are synthesized
in cells in large precursor proteins, and generally several biologically active peptides
are contained in the same precursor molecule. Various biochemical processes control

the quantities of neuropeptides, as well as the nature of their biological activity, through size,
form and derivatization of the end product. In this way neuropeptides with different, opposite,
and often more selective properties are formed from the same precursor.

The generation of neuropeptides is a cell/specific phenomenon. They are co-localized with
classical neurotransmitters and released when the system is stimulated. Neuropeptides may act
as neurotransmitters, but in most instances modulate neuronal activity in conjunction with the
neurotransmitter, with which they are co-localized. In recent years, receptors have been found
for many of the neuropeptides in the brain.

The effects on learning and memory processes by various neuropeptide families have been
reviewed earlier.65 This manuscript mainly—although not exclusively—summarizes findings
of the literature, published after 1995.

Posterior Pituitary Peptides (Vasopressin, Oxytocin)
Vasopressin exerts a long-term facilitating effect on learning and memory processes, which

can be clearly demonstrated in aversive-conditioning. The influence of vasopressin is
time-dependent, i.e., the effectiveness of neuropeptide treatment depends on the time interval
between the learning or retention trial and the treatment. Vasopressin and related peptides
facilitate consolidation as well as retrieval processes. These neuropeptides also prevent and
reverse retrograde amnesia induced by various amnesic treatments, which is another measure
to determine effects on retrieval processes.8,27,31

The effect of vasopressin on learning and memory processes in non-aversive (food-rewarded,
sexually motivated etc.) tasks has been controversial for a long time.20,37 Paban et al92 using a
non-aversive visual discrimination task observed a tendency to improve performance following
intrahippocampal injection of vasopressin in male Balb/c mice at different stages of the learning
process. Engelmann et al38 discussed the effects of vasopressin and also oxytocin on behavior.
They concluded that the results found in aversively motivated behavior is often different from
those obtained in non-aversive behavior and also depend on the area of the brain under study.

The capacity of male rats to remember familiar conspecifics is called social recognition. It is
a form of short-term memory. It measures the amount of time an adult male rat spends to
investigates a juvenile. Recognition lasts 30 min and has disappeared after 120 min. Social
recognition is also facilitated by vasopressin and attenuated by oxytocin.97 However, low doses
of oxytocin microinjected into the preoptic area facilitates social recognition.98 Dluzen et al35

infused vasopressin and oxytocin bilaterally into the olfactory bulb in male rats and found that
both peptides preserved recognition at 120 min. Antagonists of the two neuropeptides had no
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effect. Thus the olfactory bulb represents an important central nervous system target site where
these neuropeptides can act to preserve social recognition responses. In contrast to social recogni-
tion, object recognition reflects a form of habituation, which is not under the control of vaso-
pressin.40

Learning and memory processes are disturbed in animals deficient in vasopressin [e.g., in
the homozygous variant of the Brattleboro strain of rats (HODI);8]. Disturbances can be ob-
served in various single and multiple learning paradigms and these disturbances can be normal-
ized by vasopressin and some behaviorally active (non-endocrine) fragments, such as
Des-Gly9-Arg8 -LVP.8

In contrast to vasopressin, oxytocin facilitates extinction of conditioned avoidance behavior.
The performance in a one-trial passive avoidance paradigm is also time-dependent following
systemic, or central administration. In general, it can be stated that vasopressin and oxytocin
exert opposite effects on fear-motivated avoidance behavior and hence the hypothesis has been
put forward that oxytocin is an amnesic neuropeptide.27,65

Evidence for a role of endogenous vasopressin and oxytocin stems from results of studies
with central (intracerebroventricular, i.c.v.) injections of specific antisera against neurohypo-
physeal neuropeptides. I.c.v. administration of anti-vasopressin serum induced severe distur-
bances in active and passive avoidance behavior. Anti-oxytocin serum, on the other hand, re-
sulted in an improved performance. Time gradient studies with anti-vasopressin serum or
anti-oxytocin serum also pointed to a modulatory role of endogenous vasopressin and oxytocin
on consolidation as well as retrieval processes.27,65

 Several attempts have been made to determine the sites of action of vasopressin and oxyto-
cin on learning and memory processes. Microinjections of small amounts of vasopressin in the
dentate gyrus, in the dorsal septal nuclei, or in the dorsal raphe nuclei improved passive avoid-
ance behavior, when administered after the learning trial. Microinjection of vasopressin into
various limbic areas also improved passive avoidance behavior of rats that had been made amne-
sic by pentylenetetrazol. Of various brain structures tested, the ventral hippocampus appeared
to be the most sensitive area for vasopressin to improve passive avoidance behavior in rats.65

Alescio-Lautier et al1 also found that the hippocampal structure is involved in the memory
effect of vasopressin. Using a Go-No Go visual discrimination task in mice, these authors have
shown that both parts of the hippocampus mediate the effect of endogenous or exogenous
vasopressin on memory processes, but the ventral part is more sensitive. They showed that
micro-injection of vasopressin into the ventral hippocampus, generates different behavioral ef-
fects, depending on whether treatment is performed at the beginning or in the middle of the
learning process, suggesting that the mnemonic context is an important factor for understand-
ing the effect of vasopressin on memory in the ventral hippocampus.92

Paban et al94 used a polyclonal antibody to determine Fos and Fos-like proteins. In
non-conditioned mice, vasopressin evoked a time-dependent increase in Fos and Fos-like pro-
tein expression in the dentate gyrus, CA1 and CA3 hippocampal fields, lateral septum, bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis, and basolateral and central amygdaloid nuclei. In contrast, in
conditioned mice, an increase in the level of Fos expression was detected only in the dentate
gyrus, ventral CA3 hippocampal field, and the lateral septum. Thus, the pattern observed after
post-training injection of vasopressin was not the same as that evoked by vasopressin alone.

Endogenous vasopressin and oxytocin in the dorsal septum or in the ventral hippocampus
is of particular importance for learning and memory processes. Engelmann et al39 found evi-
dence that the two nonapeptides are not only secreted from the neurohypophysis into the
general circulation, but—probably upon some specific stimuli, and largely independently of
their peripheral release—are also released intracerebrally (e.g., into septum). The experiments
provide additional evidence for an involvement of endogenous vasopressin and oxytocin in the
regulation of learning and memory processes. Metzger et al73 determined whether the injection
of vasopressin or vasopressin antisera into the ventral hippocampus has an effect on retrieval
and relearning of a visual discrimination task in mice. Pretest microinjection of vasopressin
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into the ventral hippocampus alleviated forgetting observed after a prolonged interval of 24
days between the acquisition of information and its retrieval. Conversely, immunoneutralization
of endogenous vasopressin in the ventral hippocampus by microinjection of vasopressin antis-
era resulted in a drastic impairment of retrieval and relearning.

Similarly to vasopressin, oxytocin has also been found to exert locus-specific effects on
learning and memory.65 Oxytocin attenuates memory consolidation upon microinjection into
the hippocampal dentate gyrus or the midbrain dorsal raphe nucleus. The central amygdaloid
nuclei did not respond to oxytocin, although this region receives a relatively dense oxytocinergic
innervation. It is possible, however, that endogenous oxytocin in the amygdala is involved in
retrieval rather than consolidation processes. Bilateral injections of oxytocin in the dorsal hip-
pocampus, in rats, impaired acquisition and accelerated extinction of conditioned avoidance
behavior in a shuttle-box.155 The data suggested that the attenuating effect of oxytocin on
acquisition of shuttle-box avoidance behavior is, at least partly, mediated by the hippocampus.

Vasopressin treatment may also counteract behavioral effects, induced by other neuropeptides.
In a study of Izquierdo et al,61 retrograde amnesia was induced in rats trained in a step-down
inhibitory avoidance task, by an i.p injection of β-endorphin or by the administration of an
electroconvulsive shock. Pretest i.p. injections of vasopressin (or ACTH) reversed the amnesia.

Based on electrophysiological findings, one might conclude that a neurotransmitter-like
effect is associated with vasopressin in limbic brain structures. Vasopressin applied
iontophoretically to neurons in the lateral septal area or ventral hippocampus in vivo, excites
approximately 30 percent of the neurons tested. The remaining 70 percent were not excited by
vasopressin. The response of these neurons to glutamate but not to acetylcholine was markedly
potentiated.64 This suggests that the more important influence of vasopressin is on
neuromodulation. In this respect it is of interest that vasopressin is capable of modulating
long-term potentiation, which is believed to be an electrophysiological basis of memory pro-
cesses.133 Winnicka and Wisniewski144-146 found that the positive influence of vasopressin on
memory processes is mediated by excitatory amino acids, since it was abolished by NMDA
receptor antagonists. These authors also reported that bilateral transections of glutamatergic
temporo-entorhinal connections attenuated the facilitating effect of vasopressin on retrieval.
Vasopressin may also modulate various other neurotransmitter systems in the central nervous
system. It enhanced noradrenaline turnover in the hypothalamus, thalamus, and medulla ob-
longata but not in the septum, preoptic area, hippocampus and amygdala in rats. Microinjec-
tion of vasopressin into the dentate gyrus enhanced, while injection into the dorsal septal area
decreased, noradrenaline turnover. Destruction of the coerulo-telencephalic noradrenergic sys-
tem with 6-OHDA prevented the effect of vasopressin on passive avoidance behavior following
post-learning administration (consolidation), but not when the peptide was injected prior to
the retention test (retrieval). Thus, the coerulo-telencephalic noradrenaline system may medi-
ate the effects of vasopressin on memory consolidation.65

Diaz Brinton et al32 summarized the cellular mechanisms of the action of vasopressin on
hippocampal cells. They suggest that receptors for vasopressin are present in both neurons and
glial cells. In the periphery, vasopressin is a potent mitogen in some proliferative cell types,
which also suggests a possible association between vasopressin receptor activation and the pro-
liferative capacity of astrocytes. These authors therefore investigated whether vasopressin would
induce the expression of the immediate early response gene, NGFI-A, which is associated with
initiation of mitogenesis. Cultured hippocampal glial cells were exposed to vasopressin or a
selective vasopressin V1 receptor agonist and in situ hybridization for NGFI-A mRNA was
conducted. Results of these experiments demonstrated that vasopressin induced a highly sig-
nificant dose-dependent increase in the number of cells expressing NGFI-A. Jachimowicz et
al62 tested the hypothesis that nitric oxide (NO), which functions as a novel type of inter-cellular
messenger in the central nervous system, participated in the facilitating effect of arginine vaso-
pressin on learning and memory. Their results, however, indicate that central action of vaso-
pressin is probably independent of NO activity in the brain.
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Born et al9 reviewed human research on the effect of vasopressin on memory processes.
Although the human studies yielded less consistent results than those in rats, they indicate that
vasopressin is able to improve declarative memory formation, which is the type of memory
essentially relying on hippocampal function. The effect appears to center on the encoding
process for memory. The regulation of voluntary selective attention and arousal do not appear
to be primary targets of vasopressin effects in humans. Mediation of effects by peripheral changes
could be excluded since the central effects were observed in studies using intranasal vasopressin
administration which provides a direct access to the brain.

Vasopressin and oxytocin are converted to highly selective memory molecules in the brain13

as [Cyt6]AVP-(4-9/5-9) and [Cyt6]AVP-(4-8/4-9). These are more effective than the parent
nonapeptide, in terms that a lower amount of these peptide fragments facilitated passive avoid-
ance behavior in all brain regions investigated. Following microinjections into the ventral hip-
pocampus, [Cyt6]AVP-(4-8/5-8) were more effective in a post-learning than in a pre-retention
treatment schedule. [Cyt6]AVP-(4-9/5-9), on the other hand, was more effective when injected
shortly before the retention trial. It was suggested, therefore, that active fragments of vaso-
pressin selectively influence different phases of information processing. This is in agreement
with the findings using systemic administration.24 Analyzing the effects of AVP-(4-8), Du et
al36 found a putative receptor-mediated signaling pathway involving second messenger IP3,
immediately-early gene c-fos transcription and protein kinase PKC, CaMKII and MAPK. These
authors also described a peptide-induced enhancement of some crucial functional proteins
such as calmodulin, nerve growth factor (NGF) and brain-derived nerve growth factor (BDNF).
Tanabe et al125 described the effects of a newly synthesized cationized AVP-(4-9) analogue on
learning and memory in rats, using the passive avoidance test. The cationized peptide fragment
was highly effective after a s.c. treatment route, most likely because it more easily penetrates the
blood-brain-barrier.

NC-1900 is a stable peptide analog of AVP-(4-9), with a five-fold longer half-life than that
of AVP-(4-9) itself. Sato et al112 investigated the mechanism of action of NC-1900 on learning
and/or memory impairment in passive avoidance task and on damage of cultured cerebro-cortical
neurocytes induced by glutamic acid. NC-1900 ameliorated impairments of learning and/or
memory induced by intracisternal injection of glutamic acid and impairments induced by
intracisternal NMDA, AMPA-antagonist CNQX and by the mGlu1 receptor agonist
3,5-dihydroxyphenylglycine, but not by the kainate receptor agonist domoic acid nor MK-801
in mice. NC-1900 also ameliorated the cell damage. These results suggest that NC-1900 may
serve as a remedy in patients with certain brain disorders induced by excess glutamic acid.

Ponomareva et al95 reported studies on the effects of intranasal administration of a new
analog of arginine-vasopressin fragment AVP-(6-9), i.e., D-MPRG, on the learning ability of
rats with positive and negative reinforcement. The peptide improved learning, i.e., accelerated
the acquisition of a conditioned active avoidance behavior both when given before or immedi-
ately after training sessions. The peptide had a greater effect when animals were trained with
negative reinforcement. Analysis of the results suggests that the action of D-MPRG is mainly
on perception processes, i.e., extraction of the conditioned stimulus from the environmental
surroundings and evaluation and enhancement of its biological significance. In addition, the
peptide prevented extinction of an acquired habit and improved consolidation, though this
effect was weaker than its effect on perception. In recent experiments of Dietrich and Allen,33,34

AVP4-9 enhanced radial arm maze performance. AVP-(4-9) treated animals showed enhance-
ment in performance as well as increases in the rate of learning, indicating that they learned the
task faster. The overall memory enhancement was due to improved working as well as reference
memory. Rats with NMDA lesions in the hippocampus showed a marked deficit in working
memory that was not ameliorated by AVP-(4-9); however, the improvement in reference memory
produced by the compound was as large as in healthy animals. It is concluded that the vaso-
pressin fragment has a more general effect on memory and that its site of action includes but is
not limited to the hippocampus.
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Which receptor is involved in the effects of the neurohypophyseal hormones on learning
and memory processes? Kidney vasopressin V2 receptors which mediate the antidiuretic effect,
activate adenylate cyclase. Vascular vasopressin V1 receptors are coupled to phospholipase C to
generate inositol-1,4,5- triphosphate (IP3) and to increase intracellular Ca2+ concentrations.
The liver membrane or hepatocyte receptors are also coupled to IP3 and Ca2+. The same holds
for the pituitary vasopressin receptors. These show marked differences in affinity as well as in
cellular and endocrine responsiveness to a number of vasopressin analogues and this receptor is
regarded as a subtype of the vasopressin V1 receptor, namely the vasopressin V1b receptor, as
opposed to the liver and vascular V1a receptor. The oxytocin receptor is also coupled to IP3 and
Ca2+ and mediates the contraction of ovine myometrial cells and myoepithelial cells of the
bovine mammary gland.129 Vasopressin and oxytocin receptors have also been found in the
brain. Receptors in the brain, selective for vasopressin, are presumably of the vasopressin V1a
receptor type. There is also evidence for central vasopressin V1b receptor and circumstantial
evidence for the existence of central vasopressin V2 receptors. In the hippocampus both oxyto-
cin and vasopressin V1 receptors have been detected. Expression of mRNA was found for the
vasopressin V1a receptor in the cortex.27,115

As mentioned above, the ventral hippocampus is the area most sensitive to the effect of the
neurohypophyseal hormones on avoidance behavior. The facilitating effect of vasopressin and
the attenuating effects of oxytocin on passive avoidance behavior are blocked by a vasopressin V1,
a vasopressin V2, and by an oxytocin receptor antagonist. Since this oxytocin receptor antagonist
does not have a high affinity for vasopressin V1a receptors, while the vasopressin receptor antago-
nists possess relative high affinity for oxytocin sites, these results suggest that the memory effects
of the neurohypophyseal hormones may be mediated by the oxytocin receptor in the ventral
hippocampus. Vasopressin and related peptides may act on this non-selective receptor as agonists
while oxytocin and related peptides, which have opposite effects, may act as “inverse” agonists.27

Paban et al93 have shown that the enhancing effect of vasopressin, when microinjected into the
ventral hippocampus of mice, is antagonized by pretreatment with the vasopressin V1 receptor
antagonist d(CH2)5Tyr(Me)-vasopressin. The vasopressin V2 receptor antagonist microinjected
into the ventral hippocampus did not alter the enhancing effect of vasopressin on retrieval and
relearning. In contrast, the oxytocin receptor antagonist blocked the vasopressin-enhancing ef-
fect on retention processes. Thus these observations on mice partly confirm the previous conclu-
sions of the Utrecht group on rats, that both vasopressin V1 receptors and oxytocin receptors
seem to be involved in the enhancing effect of vasopressin on memory retention.

In a recent experiment, Nakayama et al82 pharmacologically characterized the putative bind-
ing site and mechanism of intracellular signaling of AVP-(4-9). Radioligand binding assay
showed that AVP-(4-9) could detect specific binding sites in the rat hippocampus membrane
preparations, and the binding site was specifically displaced by AVP-(4-9). AVP-(4-9) caused
the [Ca2+](i) increase via release from intracellular calcium store as well as influx from extracel-
lular calcium. AVP-(4-9) could not detect vasopressin V1a, V1b and V2 receptors. For the first
time, this study provides evidence to show that AVP(4-9) activates an IP3/[Ca2+](i) pathway
and intracellular calcium concentrations through a novel type of receptor in rat hippocampus,
which might be potentially important for the mnemonic effect of these selective neuropeptides.

Tanabe et al126 conducted studies to clarify the mechanisms by which AVP-(4-9) affects memory
processes. AVP-(4-9) enhanced the basal and the high-potassium-evoked acetylcholine release from
rat hippocampal slices. A vasopressin V1-selective antagonist (but not a vasopressin V2-selective
antagonist) inhibited AVP-(4-9)-stimulated basal acetylcholine release. AVP-(4-9) also facili-
tated the passive-avoidance response of scopolamine-induced memory-deficient mice. These
findings suggest that AVP-(4-9) stimulates acetylcholine release via vasopressin V1-like recep-
tors. The results also suggest that the mechanism of action of AVP-(4-9) on learning and memory
is mediated by the cholinergic system in the brain.
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ACTH/MSH and Opioid Peptides
ACTH/MSH neuropeptides facilitate the deficient acquisition of shuttle-box avoidance

behavior of hypophysectomized rats, delay extinction of shuttle box avoidance behavior and
pole-jumping avoidance behavior, and facilitate passive avoidance behavior of intact rats.25

Classical endocrine activity of ACTH/MSH neuropeptides can be clearly dissociated from
behavioral effects. A great number of structure-activity studies were performed using active and
passive avoidance behavior as the behavioral bioassay. The main conclusion of these studies was
that ACTH-(4-7) was the smallest peptide to be fully active. γ-2-MSH, which differs from
α-MSH in various amino acid residues, attenuates acquisition and facilitates extinction of
active avoidance behavior and attenuates passive avoidance behavior. Structure-activity studies
also revealed a number of highly selective ACTH-(4-9) analogs. ORG 2766 with 3 modifica-
tions in the ACTH-(4-9) sequence is markedly more potent in active and passive avoidance
behavior, while its intrinsic endocrine effects are negligible.50

Different hypotheses have been offered to explain the influence of ACTH/MSH neuropep-
tides. One hypothesis suggested that ACTH/MSH neuropeptides increase the motivational
value of the consolidating stimulus, thereby modifying the input and the external mechanisms
of learning and memory processes. This effect may be caused by a selective arousal in limbic
midbrain structures. This hypothesis would easily explain the physiological significance of
ACTH/MSH peptides in aversive (stressful) behavioral situations. ACTH also influences at-
tention and concentration. This hypothesis offers an explanation for the putative physiological
effects of ACTH/MSH peptides in non-aversive learning. The electrophysiological finding
that ACTH and related peptides increase the sensitivity (mean and peak frequency of
theta-activity following stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formation) of the hippoc-
ampus in rats is evidence for a selective arousal effect of these neuropeptides in limbic-midbrain
structures. As outlined above, these effects might have important consequences for learning
and memory processes, especially for the retrieval of stored information.19,25 The posterior
thalamic region seems to be an essential structure for the effect of ACTH-related peptides on
avoidance behavior. This is also indicated by the fact that bilateral lesioning of the parafascicular
nuclei inhibit the effect of ACTH-(1-10) on extinction of pole-jumping avoidance behavior.7

It has been suggested that ACTH/MSH peptides improve avoidance behavior via an in-
crease in the turnover of noradrenaline in the brain. Many reports indeed showed an increase in
catecholamine and serotonin turnover or content in different brain regions after the treatment
with ACTH or behaviorally active ACTH fragments.136 It has been reported that the behavior-
ally highly active ACTH-(4-9)-fragment (ORG 2766) and related peptide fragments affect
acetylcholine turnover e.g., in the hippocampus and the frontal cortex of the rat. Behaviorally
active ACTH fragments were found to antagonize glutamate binding.57 Horvath et al54 stud-
ied the effect of ORG 2766 applied in early postnatal life when brain structures and neuronal
pathways are still developing. The aim was to see whether such treatment during development
would result in permanent changes in adult behavioral performance. Animals treated with
ORG 2766 during early postnatal life learned faster in the spatial Morris water-maze. The
treatment had a positive effect on performance during the acquisition phase of the learning
task, while memory retrieval was not affected. Learning in a non-spatial active avoidance task
was not affected by postnatal ACTH4-9 treatment. In addition, there were no differences in the
open field test, the defensive burying test, the elevated plus maze and the conditioned fear test.
The latter supports the conclusion that the differences in water-maze performance was due to
a difference in learning speed, rather than a difference in anxiety or behavioral stress reactivity.

Also in humans, neuropeptides of the ACTH/MSH family are modulators of cognitive
function. Their neurobehavioral activity is principally encoded in the 4-10 fragment of the
ACTH/MSH molecule; in humans, it has been shown to pertain primarily to functions of
attentive stimulus/response processing.119 The effects support the view of a de-focusing action
of ACTH during selective attention that could serve to improve the organism’s adaptation to
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stress stimuli.77 These results could provide the basis for developing a new, specific, and “soft”
neuropharmacology.41

Data on the role of β-endorphin in learning and memory processes are rather ambiguous.
β-Endorphin has been found to delay the extinction of pole-jumping active avoidance behav-
ior and to facilitate the retention of passive avoidance behavior.26 Flood et al46 found that in
mice, partially trained to avoid footshock in a T-maze, both intra-amygdaloid and intraven-
tricular injections of β-endorphin resulted in amnesia. Izquierdo60 suggested, that a difference
in the neurohumoral state of an animal after the learning trial and the retention trial results in
poor retrieval. According to this hypothesis, β-endorphin does not affect consolidation but
merely influences retrieval processes. In accordance with this hypothesis Netto and Maltchik83

found that a single injection of β-endorphin prior to the retention test enhances retrieval.
Although these results are consistent with an interpretation of an anti-amnesic action of endor-
phins, especially on retrieval processes, other hypotheses regarding changes in arousal,
fear-motivation, or response to stress were not explored. In contrast, others found postlearning
facilitating effects of enkephalins or β-endorphin on passive avoidance behavior, and a
dose-dependent dual effect of β-endorphin administered prior to the retention test.26 It has
been shown in these experiments that the effect of β-endorphin on performance in learning
situations is largely dependent on the dose of the neuropeptide. Smaller doses of β-endorphin
facilitate passive avoidance behavior, while higher doses have attenuating effects. This
dose-dependent dual effect might be related to the fact that β-endorphin affects learning and
memory processes (or ‘second order’ physiological processes closely associated to learning and
memory) by more than one neuronal, or neurochemical mechanism. In that respect, it is of
interest that β-endorphin can be converted in the brain to γ-endorphin (β-endorphin-[1-17]),
α-endorphin (β-endorphin-[1-16]), and smaller fragments. α- and γ-endorphin exert opposite
effects on the performance in active and passive avoidance tasks. The differential effect of β-
and γ-endorphin on avoidance behavior has been replicated by other groups of investigators as
well, showing, in addition, opposite effects of the two endorphins in a lever press response for
food.26 It has been suggested24 that β-endorphin possesses amphetamine-like, while γ-endorphin
(and various active fragments thereof ) possesses neuroleptic-like, activities. Effects of these
peptides on the performance of animals in a learning situation might thus also be secondary to
these amphetamine- and neuroleptic-like effects and do not necessarily suggest (but also do not
exclude) an involvement of β-endorphin and related neuropeptides in mechanisms of learning
and memory.

Long-term potentiation in the mossy fibre pathway to the CA3 region in the hippocampus,
an animal model of memory acquisition, is modulated by dynorphin peptides. Sandin et al108

investigated the possible role of hippocampal dynorphin in spatial learning in the Morris water
task. After microinjection into the CA3 region of the dorsal hippocampus, dynorphin B was
found to impair spatial learning. The synthetic κ1-selective opiate receptor antagonist
nor-binaltorphimine also injected into the hippocampus fully blocked the acquisition impair-
ment caused by dynorphin B, while nor-binaltorphimine alone did not affect learning perfor-
mance. These findings suggest that dynorphin peptides could play a modulatory role in hip-
pocampal plasticity by acting on hippocampal kappa-receptors and thereby impair spatial
learning.

The recently discovered endogenous mu-selective opioid peptide, endomorphin-2, and the
endogenous δ-selective opioid peptide, Leu-enkephalin, were tested for their ability to affect
spatial learning in the Morris water task.109 It was found that microinjection of endomorphin-2
into the CA3 region of the rat hippocampus significantly impaired spatial learning.
Leu-enkephalin did not have an effect on spatial learning. Neither peptide had affected motor
performance as measured by swim speed. The results indicate that mu-receptors in the CA3
region of the rat hippocampus are more relevant than δ-receptors for spatial learning. Orphanin/
nociceptin, a 17-amino-acid peptide, is an endogenous peptide. Its receptor is similar to δ- and
κ-opioid receptors (approximately 65% homology). It has been reported that i.c.v. injection of
orphanin/nociceptin can antagonize morphine analgesia, whereas i.c.v. antibody injection against
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the peptide can reverse morphine tolerance. Nocistatin is a recently characterized neuropeptide
possessing an antagonistic effect on orphanin/nociceptin.91 Since orphanin/nociceptin and
nocistatin are derived from the same preprohormone, the processing in the CNS may play an
important role in determining the effectiveness of morphine analgesia. Sandin et al107 investi-
gated the possible role of hippocampal orphanin/nociceptin in spatial learning and in sponta-
neous locomotion. Male rats were trained in the Morris water task after microinjection of
nociceptin/orphanin into the CA3 region of the dorsal hippocampus. Nociceptin/orphanin
was found to severely impair spatial learning without interfering with swimming performance.
Intrahippocampal injection of nociceptin/orphanin markedly decreased exploratory locomotor
activity including vertical movements (rearing). The data suggest that nociceptin/orphanin is a
potent modulator of synaptic plasticity within the hippocampus.

Noda et al87 demonstrate that nociceptin-knockout mice show greater learning ability in
the water maze task, an enhanced latent learning in the water finding task, better memory in
the passive avoidance task, and further, larger long-term potentiation in the hippocampal CA1
region than wild-type mice. Nociceptin itself impaires passive avoidance behavior in wild-type
mice. Thus, the nociceptin system seems to play negative roles in learning and memory.

Hypophyseotropic Peptides (CRF, Somatostatin)
Corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) is the principal activator of the pituitary-adrenocortical

system. However, CRF containing neurons were found outside the endocrine hypothalamus in
brain structures of primary importance for learning and memory processes, e.g., in the cortex,
amygdala, thalamus, locus coeruleus, brainstem, etc. CRF affects behavioral processes related
to learning and memory. The hypothesis has been put forward that CRF primarily exerts
anxiogenic effects and has arousal properties. Anxiety has profound effects on learning and
memory processes.19,113

Croiset et al19 reviewed the effects of CRF on learning and memory processes. Most of the
information has been derived from studies on avoidance behavior in rats. Aversive stimuli are
associated with the release of stress hormones and neuropeptides. Neuropeptides not only af-
fect attention, motivation, concentration and arousal or vigilance, but also anxiety and fear. In
this way, they participate in learning and memory processes. Furthermore, neuropeptides as
CRF and vasopressin modulate the release of stress hormones such as epinephrine. In turn,
systemic catecholamines enhance memory consolidation. CRF and vasopressin are co-localized
in neurons from the nucleus paraventricularis, which project to nuclei in the brainstem in-
volved in autonomic regulation. Both CRF and vasopressin have effects in the same direction
on behavior, learning and memory processes and stress responses (e.g., release of catechola-
mines and ACTH). These neuropeptides may act synergistically or in a concerted action aimed
at learning to adapt to environmental demands.

Nijsen et al84 investigated the role of the endogenous corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRF)
system in the regulation of heart rate, PQ interval (a measure of vagal activity), gross activity
and release of ACTH, noradrenaline and adrenaline into the blood during conditioned fear in
freely moving rats. I.c.v. infusion of α-helical CRF-(9-41), a non-selective CRF receptor an-
tagonist, under resting conditions had no significant effect on gross activity, heart rate and PQ
interval, indicating that at this dose it was devoid of agonist effects. Conditioned-fear rats
showed freezing behavior, associated with an increase in heart rate, PQ interval, noradrenaline
and adrenaline. This indicates that the cardiac effects were the result of co-activation of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. The i.c.v. pre-treatment of rats with α-helical
CRF significantly reduced the conditioned-fear-induced tachycardiac and ACTH response,
and enhanced the increase in PQ interval, without affecting the noradrenaline and adrenaline
response. These results suggest that endogenous CRF reduces the vagal response to
conditioned-fear stress in rats.

Diamant and De Wied30 found that the fragment CRF-(34-41) given i.c.v. was as active as
CRF-(1-41) in attenuating passive avoidance behavior, CRF-(28-41) had a minor effect and
CRF-(1-8) was without effect. CRF-(34-41) did not possess ACTH-releasing effects as the
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parent hormone. The dissociation between endocrine, autonomic and behavioural activities
suggested the existence of different CRF receptors.

Different CRF receptors have been cloned. The stimulation of the HPA-axis by CRF is
mediated by CRF1 receptors, which bind CRF in a highly preferential manner. A CRF2 recep-
tor is widely distributed in subcortical areas which project to autonomic brain stem areas and
therefore may be involved in autonomic regulation. A splice variant of the CRF2 receptor has
been identified and designated as CRF2b receptor. CRF1 and CRF2a receptors have different
tissue distributions. CRF2a receptor was not detected in the neocortex and cerebral cortex in
contrast to CRF1 receptor.118 It was almost undetected in the pituitary lobes. CRF2a receptor
mRNA is decreased in response to food and maternal deprivation in rats. A second mammalian
CRF-related neuropeptide urocortin has been found135 which binds with high affinity to both
CRF receptors. The limited overlap, between the distribution of CRF and urocortin in the rat
suggests that these two peptides have distinct physiological roles. Urocortin is less potent in
generating acute anxiety effects and generalized behavioural activation but more potent in
suppressing appetite. This suggests that urocortin mediates some stress related effects attrib-
uted originally to CRF by serving as a ligand for the CRF2a receptor. Recently a new member
of the CRF-related neuropeptides was cloned, urocortin II. It has no appreciable activity on
CRF1 receptors. Transcripts encoding urocortin II are expressed in discrete regions of the ro-
dent CNS including the PVN and the nucleus arcuatus and in the brain stem (locus coer-
uleus).103 Central administration of this peptide indicates that it is involved in autonomic and
appetitive control (suppression of night-time feeding), but not in general behavioural activation.

Radulovic et al100 demonstrated a differential modulation of learning and anxiety by CRF
through CRF1 receptor and CRF2 receptor. As learning paradigm, context- and tone-dependent
fear conditioning of the mouse was used. Injection of CRF into the dorsal hippocampus before
training enhanced learning through CRF1 receptor as demonstrated by the finding that this
effect was prevented by the local injection of the unselective CRF receptor antagonist astressin,
but not by the CRF2 receptor specific antagonist antisauvagine-30 (anti-Svg-30). In contrast,
injection of CRF into the lateral intermediate septum impaired learning through CRF2 recep-
tors, as demonstrated by the ability of antisauvagine-30 to block this effect. When
antisauvagine-30 was injected alone into the lateral intermediate septum, learning was en-
hanced. Such tonic control of learning was not observed when astressin or antisauvagine-30
were injected into the dorsal hippocampus. Injection of CRF after the training into the dorsal
hippocampus and the lateral intermediate septum also enhanced and impaired learning, re-
spectively. It was suggested that CRF acts on memory consolidation and that the observed
effects reflects changes of associative learning and not arousal, attention, or motivation.

Wu et al152 demonstrated that the local injection of an antisense oligonucleotide against
CRF into the hippocampus significantly impaired the retention performance of an inhibitory
avoidance task in rats. Experiments performed by Liebsch et al,69 in which antisense
oligodeoxynucleotides corresponding to either the rat CRF1 or CRF2 receptor mRNA were
infused chronically via osmotic minipumps into the lateral ventricle. The rats were subjected to
social defeat and immediately afterwards tested on the elevated plus-maze. CRF1 receptor
antisense oligodeoxynucleotide infusion was found to exert an anxiolytic-like effect, whereas
CRF2 receptor antisense oligodeoxynucleotide infusion had no effect on defeat-induced
anxiety-related behavior. In contrast, the CRF2 receptor antisense oligodeoxynucleotide in-
creased immobility in a forced swim test. No influence of either oligodeoxynucleotides was
found on general locomotor activity in an open field or on short-term memory performance in
a social discrimination test. The results support the hypothesis that the two CRF receptor
subtypes selectively mediate differential effects of endogenous CRF or CRF-related peptides at
the brain level with the CRF1 receptor contributing predominantly to emotional behavior and
the CRF2 receptor being involved in the regulation of stress coping behavior.

Chen et al18 studied the role of CRF in the locus coeruleus, which gives rise to ascending
noradrenergic neurons of the coeruleo-telencephalic tract and which has been implicated in
attention and behavioral arousal. Microinjections of CRF into the locus coeruleus significantly
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improved retention performance. Intra-hippocampal destruction of catecholaminergic neu-
rons by 6-OHDA antagonized the memory-enhancing effect of CRF in the locus coeruleus.
This finding suggests that the dorsal noradrenergic pathway is involved in the effects of CRF
on memory processes. This is of interest, since vasopressin also needs this pathway for its effect
on memory consolidation. Since the locus coeruleus is regarded as an anatomical substrate for
anxiety, CRF may enhance memory processes through its anxiogenic actions. It may well be
that the effects of vasopressin on arousal are also mediated through this pathway. Clear mor-
phological evidence on the co-localization of these two peptides in the locus coeruleus is, how-
ever, missing.

Wang et al138 have found that CRF, injected into the dentate gyrus of hippocampus pro-
duced a dose-dependent and long-lasting enhancement in synaptic efficacy of these neurons, as
measured by an increase in the amplitude and slope of population excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tials, as well as the amplitude of population spikes. This effect of CRF was completely blocked
by pretreatment with a cAMP inhibitor, and partially blocked by a NMDA receptor inhibitor.
These results suggest that CRF-induced potentiation simulates the late phase of
tetanization-induced long-term potentiation. cAMP seems to be the messenger mediating this
effect. Ma et al70 investigated the effects of CRF injected into the dentate gyrus of the hippoc-
ampus on brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNA expression and studied whether
NMDA receptors mediate the effects of CRF on BDNF mRNA expression in the dentate
gyrus. Since both CRF and BDNF gene expressions are involved in memory processing in rats,
these authors further investigated whether CRF facilitates memory retention through enhanced
BDNF mRNA expression in the hippocampus. Effect of direct BDNF injection into the den-
tate gyrus on retention performance in rats was also assessed. Results indicated that CRF pro-
duced a dose-dependent increase in BDNF mRNA level and consistently improved retention
performance in rats in an inhibitory avoidance learning task. BDNF antisense oligonucleotide
treatment, at a concentration, which did not affect retention performance alone, blocked the
memory-enhancing effect of CRF. However, acute and chronic BDNF injection into the den-
tate gyrus did not improve memory performance in rats. These results suggest that at least one
of the mechanisms responsible for the memory-facilitating effect of CRF is mediated through
enhanced BDNF mRNA expression in the hippocampus. Astressin, a novel unselective CRF
receptor antagonist, has been found to be particularly potent in inhibiting the HPA axis. Astressin
also significantly reverses the anxiogenic-like response induced by social stress.121

Somatostatin is highly concentrated in the extra-hypothalamic areas of the brain, including
the frontal and parietal cortex and the hippocampus. At these locations somatostatin may play
a fundamental role in the modulation of cognitive functions. Indeed, somatostatin was found
to affect behavioral processes related to learning and memory.15,137 Following i.c.v. administra-
tion, the neuropeptide inhibits extinction of an active avoidance response and attenuates retro-
grade amnesia induced by electroconvulsive shock in rats.

Somatostatin increased the turnover of acetylcholine in the hippocampus, brainstem and
the diencephalon of rats. A facilitated release of cortical and hippocampal serotonin and nora-
drenaline was also observed in in vivo and in vitro experiments following somatostatin admin-
istration.65 Schettini114 found that the activation of somatostatin receptors inhibited adenylate
cyclase and reduced intracellular Ca2+ levels in the brain. The peptide caused hypopolarization
of hippocampal and cortical cells by inducing outward K+ currents. Florio et al47 found a
significant reduction of pre-prosomatostatin mRNA levels in aged animals in the frontal and
the parietal cortex, but not in the hypothalamus. These results demonstrate that age-related
alterations in somatostatin gene expression occur in the rat. This suggests that such alterations
may participate in the behavioral and cognitive impairments that occur during aging.

Sanchez-Alavez et al106 studied the effect of cortistatin a recently discovered neuropeptide
related to somatostatin, named after its predominantly cortical expression and ability to de-
press cortical activity, on learning and memory. Cortistatin-14 shares 11 of the 14 amino acids
with somatostatin-14, yet their nucleotide sequences and chromosomal localization clearly
indicate that they are products of separate genes. Now cloned from human, mouse and rat
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sources, cortistatin binds to all 5 cloned somatostatin receptors and shares many pharmaco-
logical and functional properties with somatostatin including the depression of neural activity.
However corticostatin also has properties distinct from somatostatin including induction of
slow-wave sleep, apparently by antagonism of the excitatory effects of acetylcholine on the
cortex and reduction of locomotor activity.120 Its mRNA is related to γ-amino-butyric-acid
(GABA)-containing cells in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus. Cortistatin modulates the
electrophysiology of the hippocampus and cerebral cortex of rats; hence it may modulate mne-
monic processes. Results showed that the administration of either cortistatin or somatostatin into
the hippocampal CA1 area deteriorates memory consolidation in a dose –dependent manner
and facilitates extinction of learned behavior. Cortistatin is more potent in this respect than
somatostatin. As far as the mechanism of action is concerned however, cortistatin increases
cAMP, while somatostatin has the opposite effect.

Brain-Gut Peptides (CCK, Neuropeptide Y, Galanin)
Cholecystokinin (CCK) is a peptide originally discovered in the gastorintestinal tract but

also found in high density in the mammalian brain. The C-terminal sulphated octapeptide
fragment of cholecystokinin (CCK-8) constitutes one of the major neuropeptides in the brain;
CCK-8 has been shown to be involved in numerous physiological functions such as feeding
behavior, central respiratory control and cardiovascular tonus, vigilance states, memory pro-
cesses, nociception, emotional and motivational responses. CCK-8 interacts with nanomolar
affinities with two different receptors designated cholecystokinin receptor Type A (CCK1 re-
ceptor) and Type B (CCK2 receptor).86 The functional role of CCK and its binding sites in the
brain and periphery has been investigated thanks to the development of potent and selective
CCK receptor antagonists and agonist. The physiological and pathological implications of
CCK2 receptor have been demonstrated in CCK2 receptor deficient mice obtained by gene
targeting (Nagata et al, 1996).

Peptides related to CCK have been detected in the brain. The predominant form is the
C-terminal octapeptide (CCK-8). Pathways of CCK-8 have been demonstrated in the cerebral
cortex, as well as in subcortical structures. In the cerebral cortex CCK is present in very high
concentrations. CCK has been shown to co-exist with dopamine in several dopamine-containing
neurons.

In relation to learning and memory processes, early findings have shown that peripheral injec-
tions of CCK-8 impaired acquisition and facilitated extinction of active avoidance behavior. Fekete
et al42 measured the acquisition of shuttle-box avoidance behavior, extinction of bench-jumping
active avoidance behavior, food-motivated conditioned approach behavior, and one-trial learn-
ing passive avoidance behavior. These authors found that following peripheral administration,
both the sulfated and non-sulfated octapeptide, the C-terminal tetra-, penta-, hexa-, and
heptapeptides were almost equally active on extinction of active avoidance behavior and on
passive avoidance behavior. CCK-8 was found to impair acquisition in a shuttle-box (two way)
avoidance paradigm. In contrast, in a passive avoidance learning paradigm CCK-8 improved
retention (lengthened avoidance latency), when the neuropeptide was injected either after the
single learning trial42 or prior to the retention test.134 Other findings also argue for a significant
role of CCK in information processing,58 since CCK receptor agonists and antagonists have
repeatedly been demonstrated to improve and impair, respectively, learning and memory func-
tions.46,74 The effect of subcutaneously injected caerulein (a nonselective CCK receptor ago-
nist) on memory impairment induced by protein kinase C inhibitors was examined in rats.124

Intracerebroventricular injection of protein kinase C inhibitors caused marked memory im-
pairment in a one-trial passive avoidance test and in a Morris water maze. When rats were
pretreated with caerulein before the training trials, the CCK receptor agonist offered protec-
tion. Itoh et al59 studied the effect of subcutaneously administered caerulein on amnesia in-
duced by protein synthesis inhibitors in passive and active avoidance behavior and in the Mor-
ris water maze test. The amnesic effect of the protein synthesis inhibitors was abolished by
combined administration with caerulein.
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Harro and Oreland51 studied the effect of CCK receptor agonists and antagonists on the
ability to acquire an appetitively motivated task and to influence spatial memory. Studies have
been carried out in which endogenous CCK was blocked in the posterior cingulate cortex of
mice using a local injection of CCK-8 antiserum;74 and memory effects were tested using
visual discrimination conditioning. Injection of CCK-8 antiserum 10-15 min before each ses-
sion produced substantial learning impairment in the discrimination task. But when injections
were stopped, animals began to learn the task normally, showing that the CCK antiserum
effect was reversible. When the antiserum was administered at the same dose before a single test
session 14 days after the end of the initial training, the retention was also affected. These results
show that cingulate CCK can affect retrieval processes. Mice, partially trained to avoid foot
shock in a T-maze, showed enhanced retention relative to vehicle-injected mice when treated
peripherally with CCK-8. Both intra-amygdaloid and intraventricular injections of β-endorphin
resulted in amnesia. The effects of CCK-8 showed a differential ability to block amnesia in-
duced by β-endorphin. This data suggests that the memory enhancement produced by periph-
erally administered CCK-8 involves the amygdala and that CCK-8 interacts with opioid am-
nesic mechanisms within the amygdala to alter memory processing.46

The involvement in memory processes of the neuropeptide CCK through interaction with
CCK2 receptors was studied in a recent experiment of Sebret et al117 A two-trial recognition
memory task was used. The positive effect of a selective CCK2 agonist, BC 264, i.p. adminis-
tered in the retrieval phase of the task, was also observed after injection into the dorsal subicu-
lum/CA1 of the hippocampus but not into the caudate/putamen nucleus or into the prefrontal
cortex of rats. The CCK2 antagonist L-365,260 injected into this region of the hippocampus
abolished the effect of BC 264 injected i.p. Furthermore, L-365,260 injected into the hippoc-
ampus suppressed recognition of the novel arm normally found in the controls, when it was
injected before the acquisition or the retrieval phase of the task. In addition, an increase in
extracellular levels of CCK-like immunoreactivity in the hippocampus of rats during the acqui-
sition and retention phase of the task was observed. CCK2 receptor-deficient mice also have an
impairment in performance in this memory task. Together, these results support a physiological
role of the CCK-ergic system through interaction with CCK2 receptors in the hippocampus to
improve performance of rodents in spatial recognition. Nomoto et al88 investigated the behav-
ior of Otsuka Long-Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rats, which are lacking CCK1 receptors
and which are hyperphagic, obese, and diabetic. OLETF rats were performing poorly in an
elevated eight-arm radial maze, where the sequence of arms entered and the time spent there
were recorded. The number of errors was significantly higher, and that of the correct choices
was significantly lower in OLETF rats compared to the controls. The LTP of the population
spike amplitude, measured following stimulation of the perforant path to activate comissural
fibers projecting to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, was also significantly lower in the
OLETF than in the control rats. From these observations, one might conclude that learning
and memory functions are impaired in the OLETF rats due to the absence of CCK1 receptors.

Winnicka and Wisniewski143 studied the involvement of dopaminergic projection to the
hippocampus on the effect of CCK-8US and caerulein on memory in male rats. CCK-8US
and cerulein were given s.c., immediately after a single learning trial in a passive avoidance
situation, after bilateral 6-OHDA lesions to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. Bilateral
6-OHDA lesions to the hippocampus significantly attenuated the facilitating effect of CCK-8US
and caerulein on retention of passive avoidance behavior. These results may indicate that the
facilitating effect of CCK-8US and cerulein on memory is, in part, mediated by dopaminergic
projections from the ventral tegmental area to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. In a
similar experiment143 the involvement of dopaminergic projections to the central amygdala
were also analyzed. Bilateral 6-OHDA lesions of the central amygdala totally abolished the
facilitating effect of CCK-8US and cerulein on retention of passive avoidance behavior. These
results may indicate that the effect of CCK-8US and cerulein on memory (at least if motivated
aversively) is mediated by dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area to the
central amygdala.
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Huston et al56 examined the effects of the CCK fragments Boc-CCK-4 and CCK-8s on
memory, reinforcement and anxiety following unilateral injection into the central nucleus of
the amygdala. A one-trial uphill avoidance task was used. Post-trial injection of Boc-CCK-4 or
CCK-8s was found to improve the retention performance in a narrow dose range. The
hypermnestic effects of Boc-CCK-4 and CCK-8s were no longer evident when injection was
performed 5 h after the learning trial. Authors used the elevated plus-maze to gauge anxiogenic
properties of intra-amygdala injections and a circular open field for a single conditioning trial
in one of the four restricted quadrants to measure aversive effects of the two peptides. No
indication for anxiogenic or aversive influences were found.

Although it is known that CCK-4 triggers panic attacks, the specific involvement of peripheral
or central CCK receptors in various adaptive processes such as emotion, memory and anxiety
has yet to be demonstrated. Ladurelle et al67 investigated the biochemical and pharmacological
effects resulting from the administration of BC264, the highly potent and selective CCK2
receptor agonist able to cross the blood-brain barrier. Very low doses of BC264 increased ex-
ploration of animals submitted to an unknown territory but were devoid of anxiogenic proper-
ties in the elevated plus maze. BC264 increased locomotion and rearings of rats newly placed
in an open field and improved their spontaneous alternation in a Y-maze. The use of vagoto-
mized animals showed that the increased alternation induced by BC264 did not require an
intact vagus nerve, but the locomotor activation did. These behavioral effects are prevented by
the prior i.p. administration of the CCK2 receptor antagonist L-365,260 but not by the CCK1
receptor antagonist L-364,718. These effects depend on dopaminergic systems, since they were
blocked by D1 or D2 antagonists. In addition, bilateral perfusion in freely moving rats with
BC264 at pharmacologically active doses was found to increase the extracellular levels of dopam-
ine, DOPAC and HVA in the anterior part of the nucleus accumbens. These results show that
activation of CCK2 receptors by BC264 does not produce anxiogenic-like effects but appears
to improve motivation and attention, whereas other CCK2 agonists such as BocCCK4 induce
anxiogenic responses.

Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is an amidated 36 amino acid peptide with a wide distribution in
the central and peripheral nervous system. NPY is highly concentrated in the hippocampus
and the amygdala.80 Cholinergic interactions of NPY in the neocortex have been reported.99

Of particular interest are the findings on the potential influence of NPY transmission in memory
and cognition. Post-training i.c.v. administration of NPY to mice resulted in improved reten-
tion, when mice were retested 7 days later.80 When testing the performance of mice in a T-maze
active avoidance task, i.c.v. administered NPY had no effect on acquisition but improved re-
tention. Peripheral administration had no effect. The effect of NPY on memory retention was
time-dependent. When NPY was administered immediately prior to the retention test, en-
hanced recall was observed. As NPY did not alter acquisition, this enhanced recall most prob-
ably reflects enhanced retrieval of previously stored memories. NPY was found to reverse retro-
grade amnesia induced by scopolamine treatment and by protein synthesis inhibitors.80 NPY
improved retention when injected into the rostral portion of the hippocampus and in the
septum. Conversely it impaired retention when injected into the caudal portion of the hippoc-
ampus and in the amygdala. Injections of NPY into the caudate nucleus, thalamus, or into
cortical sites above the rostral hippocampus were without effect.44,80 The physiological role of
NPY on T-maze avoidance was studied following local microinjections of NPY antibodies into
various brain structures. NPY antibodies caused amnesia when injected into the rostral hippoc-
ampus and septum and were found to facilitate the behavior when administered into the cau-
dal hippocampus or the amygdala.45

Part of the activity of NPY to modify learning and memory processes is likely to reside in
the C-terminal part of the molecule, since the C-terminal peptide fragment, NPY-(20-36), was
as active as the whole molecule. A shorter C-terminal fragment, NPY-(26-36), was ineffec-
tive.44 Two distinct subtypes of NPY receptors have been found, a postsynaptic (Y1), for which
effects could only be obtained with the complete NPY molecule, and a presynaptic (Y2) recep-
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tor, for which effects could be elicited by long C-terminal fragments as well as the whole mol-
ecule. Taken together, it is likely that Y1 receptors mediate the effects of NPY on food intake,
while Y2 receptors are responsible for the effects of NPY and NPY fragments on learning and
memory processes.44 The latter effect, which is localized in the hippocampus, most probably is
the result of an inhibition of the release of GABA from the basket cells80 and explains why NPY
facilitates the firing of glutamate-containing pyramidal cells.

In a recent experiment, Thorsell et al130 found that exogenous NPY reduces experimental
anxiety in a wide range of animal models. The generation of an NPY-transgenic rat has pro-
vided a unique model to examine the role of endogenous NPY in control of stress and
anxiety-related behaviors. Locomotor activity and baseline behavior on the elevated plus maze
were normal in transgenic subjects. Two robust phenotypic traits were observed. In one trait
transgenic subjects showed a markedly attenuated sensitivity to behavioral consequences of
stress, as they were insensitive to the normal anxiogenic-like effect of restraint stress on the
elevated plus maze and displayed absent fear suppression of behavior in a punished drinking
test. In the other trait a selective impairment of spatial memory acquisition was found in the
Morris water maze. Control experiments suggest these traits to be independent. These pheno-
typic traits were accompanied by an overexpression of prepro-NPY mRNA and NPY peptide
and decreased NPY-Y1 binding within the hippocampus, a brain structure implicated both in
memory processing and stress responses. These data support and extend a previously postulated
anti-stress action of NPY and provide novel evidence for a role of NPY in learning and memory.

Galanin, a 29 amino-acid neuropeptide, affects diverse processes throughout the nervous
system and coexists with several “classical” neurotransmitters, including norepinephrine, sero-
tonin, and acetylcholine.104 Galanin coexists with acetylcholine in neurons of the medial sep-
tum, diagonal band, and nucleus basalis of Meynert. The cholinergic forebrain neurons appear
to play a significant role in learning and memory, as suggested by a severe loss of these neurons
in Alzheimer’s disease. In the ventral hippocampus, galanin inhibits the release of acetylcholine
and inhibits carbachol-stimulated phosphatidylinositol hydrolysis. Galanin impairs choice ac-
curacy in learning and memory paradigms in rats.104 Malin et al71 investigated whether galanin,
administered i.c.v. immediately after the learning trial, might interfere with a one-trial dis-
criminative reward learning task. Galanin infused rats showed significantly less retention. Ad-
ministered before the retention trial, galanin had no effect, suggesting that galanin may inter-
fere with memory consolidation rather than memory retrieval or task performance.

To test the possibility that galanin acts on the cell bodies of medial septal neurons,49 two
measures of septohippocampal function were assessed following intra-septal microinfusion of
galanin or two of its synthetic fragments: galanin-(1-16) and galanin-(21-29). The behavioral
measure was choice accuracy in a memory task in a T-maze. The electrophysiological measure
was hippocampal theta activity recorded from the dentate hilus. Both the galanin fragment,
galanin-(1-16), and the complete peptide, galanin-(1-29), decreased choice accuracy and hip-
pocampal theta activity in a dose-dependent fashion. Sensorimotor performance was unaf-
fected by the neuropeptide. These findings demonstrate that galanin impairs memory when
administered directly into the medial septal area and suggest that galanin inhibits medial septal
activity. The involvement of endogenous galanin in learning has also been demonstrated by the
use of a high-affinity galanin receptor antagonist M35 [galanin- (1-13)-bradykinin-(2-9)amide].
I.c.v. administration of M35 facilitated acquisition of spatial learning in the Morris swim maze
without an increase in swim speed. Thus, M35 shortened escape latency, reduced the number
of failures to reach the platform, and shortened the path length to reach the hidden platform.
M35 also tended to enhance retention performance seven days after the last training session.89

Age-related alterations in cue-training and place-training tasks were evaluated21 and compared
to alterations in galanin-like immunoreactive neurons in the medial septal area of the rat. The
majority of aged male rats exhibited impaired performance in a Morris water maze, as com-
pared to young rats. In addition, there was a significant loss of galanin-like immunoreactive
cells in the medial septal-diagonal band complex, and a marginal loss of septo-hippocampal
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galanin positive neurons in aged rats. Schott et al116 investigated the role of galanin in
hippocampally mediated functions such as spatial learning and memory. Galanin was infused
via bilateral chronic cannulae into different areas of the hippocampal formation, which are
characterized by different galanin receptor subtypes and also by different galanin innervation
patterns. The effects of galanin on spatial learning were examined in the Morris swim maze.
Infusions of galanin into both the dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus, which mainly contain
galanin GAL2 receptor mRNA and a high degree of galanin-noradrenaline coexistence, signifi-
cantly retarded spatial acquisition without affecting swim speed or performance in the visible
platform test. This spatial learning deficit was fully blocked by pretreatment with the non-selective
galanin receptor antagonist M35.

Analysis of retention performance suggested that the major effect of intrahippocampal galanin
is mediated via a specific disruption of acquisition mechanisms of importance for performance
in the trial. Galanin infused into the ventral CA1 (a mainly galanin GAL1 receptor mRNA
expressing region) or into anterior, ventral CA3 regions did not produce any deficits in spatial
learning compared to control animals. These results suggest that galanin mediates its action on
spatial learning mainly through the galanin GAL2 receptor subtype in areas where most of the
galanin is present in noradrenergic terminals. A possible role for the galanin GAL1 receptor
subtype in cognition in the dorsal and ventral hippocampus remains to be defined. The results
suggest a differential functional role for galanin and galanin receptor subtypes within subre-
gions of the hippocampal formation. Ogren et al90 suggested that galanin is a potent modulator
of basal acetylcholine release in the rat forebrain. These effects appear to be related to the activation
of galanin GAL1 (ventral hippocampus) and galanin GAL2 (dorsal hippocampus) receptors, re-
spectively. Thus, galanin perfused through a microdialysis probe decreased basal acetylcholine
release in the ventral hippocampus, while it enhanced acetylcholine release in the dorsal hip-
pocampus. This finding indicates that galanin may act via different mechanisms within sub-
systems of the hippocampus. This hypothesis has received support from studies in the Morris
maze. Galanin infused into the ventral hippocampus impaired while infusion into the dorsal
hippocampus tended to facilitate spatial learning. However, the authors suggest that the effects
of galanin on acetylcholine release and on spatial learning, which are due to activation of
GALreceptors, may be indirectly mediated via noradrenaline or 5-HT transmission as Galanin
is also a potent inhibitor of mesencephalic 5-HT neurotransmission in vivo. Misane et al76

provided evidence that galanin can modulate brain serotoninergic (5-HT) neurotransmission
in vivo and, particularly, 5-HT1A receptor-mediated transmission. Galanin (given i.c.v.)
dose-dependently attenuated the impairment of passive avoidance retention induced by the
selective 5-HT1A receptor agonist 8-hydroxy-2-(di-n-propyloamino)tetralin (8-OH-DPAT)
when injected prior to training. This impairment appears to be mainly related to activation of
5-HT1A receptors in the CNS. Wrenn and Crawley148 recently reviewed the effects of galanin
on learning and memory processes and hypothesized that galanin is localized in brain pathways
involved in both cognition and affect. Galanin may inhibit learning and memory by inhibiting
neurotransmitter release and neuronal firing rate. Two signal transduction mechanisms through
which galanin exerts its inhibitory actions are through inhibition of phosphatidyl inositol hy-
drolysis and adenylate cyclase.

Substance P
Substance P is present in various brain (including limbic) nuclei, where the neurons are

intimately associated or colocalized with neurons containing classical neurotransmitters, e.g.,
acetylcholine in the basal forebrain nucleus or dopamine in the striatum.2 Substance P is con-
sidered to be a putative transmitter substance in sensory nerves exerting a slow excitatory influ-
ence. Substance P, given i.p., disrupted learning to turn off an aversive stimulus that was condi-
tioned to an acoustic stimulus.55 In a hexagonal maze, which measures activity, exploratory
efficiency, habituation, and perimeter walking, injection of substance P facilitated perimeter
walking only.81 In a radial maze, substance P produced facilitation of long-term and short-term
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memory without affecting activity. When the effect of pre- and post-learning injections of
substance P was tested on performance in the radial maze configuration, only pretrial injec-
tions facilitated performance with respect to measures of efficiency and short- and long-term
memory. Virtually no effect was seen with post-learning injections. In the early studies,
post-learning injections of substance P into the substantia nigra and into the amygdala was
found to disrupt passive avoidance learning and thus resulted in amnesia.55 In contrast, micro-
injections of substance P into the lateral hypothalamus or the medial septal nucleus improved
avoidance learning.122 Differential functions and individual sensitivity of various anatomical
brain sites may not be the only reason for the opposite effects of substance P on learning and
memory processes. Following unilateral injection into the nucleus accumbens, the intact pep-
tide (substance P-[1-11]) and the C-terminal fragment substance P-(7-11) disrupted, whereas
the N-terminal fragment substance P-(1-7) facilitated, passive avoidance behavior.48 It has
been concluded that—similarly to various other neuropeptides—substance P may require pro-
cessing by enzymatic cleavage to activate moieties which modulate avoidance behavior.48 It
thus seems that substance P can modulate avoidance learning and facilitate or inhibit perfor-
mance depending on the site of injection and the formation of biologically active fragments.

Tomaz and Nogueira131 found that peripheral post-training substance P administration in
rats enhances memory in a dose-and time-dependent way. The effect of substance P on reten-
tion was observed across tasks with different response requirements and in the absence of ex-
plicit punishment. The memory-enhancing effects are long-lasting, until 21 days post-training,
and are mediated, at least in part, via interactions with the endogenous opioid system. The
mnemotropic effects of peripherally administered substance P are sensitive to the functional
integrity of the vagus, suggesting that the vagus nerve may be one pathway by which systemic
substance P influences memory storage processes in the brain. Furthermore, the data indicated
that these effects seemed to be encoded by different substance P sequences, the N-terminal
substance P1-7, but not the C-terminal hepta- and hexapeptide sequences being responsible
for the memory-promoting effects, thus confirming earlier results by Gaffori et al48 Data of
Santangelo et al110 suggest that substance P-like in mammals—can facilitate memory in gold-
fish in an inhibitory avoidance test.

Recently, the receptor for substance P (the tachykinin NK1 receptor), has been proposed as
possible target for new antidepressant and anxiolytic therapies.111 Localized administration of
substance P in the central nervous system may produce anxiogenic or anxiolytic responses,
depending on the animal species and site of injection. Conflicting results have been obtained
from the use of tachykinin NK1-receptor antagonists, and issues of drug access and species
specificity have further clouded the roles of substance P in stress-related behaviors. Central
tachykinin NK1 receptors are thought to modulate aversion, whereas the periaqueductal gray
matter (PAG) is a common pathway for the integration of fear behaviors. Mongeau et al78

determined whether injection of an NK1 agonist (GR73632) into subregions of the PAG would
alter fear-related behaviors. Behavioral inactivity was increased by GR73632 injected into the
caudodorsal PAG or the dorsal raphe. Flight behavior induced by stimulation of the dorsal
PAG or by a foot shock was decreased after injection of GR73632 into the dorsal PAG. Rats
that had 6 pairings of a tone with a foot shock after injection of GR73632 into the dorsal PAG,
displayed more freezing behavior than controls at the beginning of the session. It is concluded
that tachykinin NK1 receptors in the dorsal PAG modulate the unconditional but not the
mnemonic aspects of fear behaviors.

Ukai et al132 investigated the effects of intracerebroventricular injection of substance P on
scopolamine-induced impairment of spontaneous alternation performance in the mouse. The
neuropeptide alone did not influence either spontaneous alternation performance or total arm
entries. Scopolamine impaired spontaneous alternation performance was accompanied by an
increment in total arm entries. In contrast, substance P significantly attenuated the
scopolamine-induced impairment of spontaneous alternation performance. The effects of sub-
stance P on scopolamine-induced impairment of spontaneous alternation performance were
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almost completely reversed by pretreatment with WIN 62577, a tachykinin NK1 receptor
antagonist. These results suggest that substance P affects scopolamine-induced impairment of
spontaneous alternation performance through the mediation of tachykinin NK1 receptors. In a
recent review, Hasenohrl et al52 showed that substance P can have memory-promoting, rein-
forcing and anxiolytic-like effects when administered systemically or centrally into the nucleus
basalis of the ventral pallidum. These effects seem to be mediated via the substance P preferring
tachykinin NK1 receptor and differentially related to N- versus C-terminal fragments of the
undecapeptide. Substance P injection into the ventral pallidum can lead to increases of acetyl-
choline in the frontal cortex and of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens, suggesting that the
hypermnestic, positively reinforcing and anxiolytic effects observed upon basal forebrain injec-
tion of substance P are mediated by activation of the nucleus accumbens-ventral pallidum
circuitry. Furthermore, substance P and certain substance P fragments may not only be consid-
ered to have beneficial behavioral effects in normal animals, but can also prevent lesion-induced
functional deficits and improve the speed of recovery. This indicates that substance P agonists
might also have a neuroprotective capacity in parallel with recovery-promoting actions. Based
on these findings, one might suppose that substance P- like vasopressin- has time-dependent
facilitatory effect on learning and memory processes.

Natriuretic Peptides, Angiotensin
The natriuretic peptide family is composed of at least three ligands: atrial natriuretic pep-

tide (ANP), brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and C-type natriuretic peptide (CNP). ANP and
BNP regulate body fluid homeostasis and blood pressure.22,72 CNP acts mainly as a vasodilator
with little natriuretic activity, and is found principally in the central nervous system and endot-
helial cells.123 The natriuretic peptides have a widespread distribution in the brain. They pos-
sess a variety of CNS functions, involving body fluid homeostasis and cardio-vascular function.

Two types of active receptors for the natriuretic peptides have been identified as ANPAA and
ANPAB receptor. CNP is a selective ligand for the ANPAB receptor, whereas ANP possesses the
highest selectivity for the ANPAA receptor. BNP activates guanylate cyclase through both ANPAA
and ANPAB receptor. The third natriuretic peptide Type C receptor, ANPAC receptor, is known
to have its major role in the clearance of natriuretic peptides from the circulation.

Electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that ANP is a potent inhibitor of vaso-
pressin neurons to prevent vasopressin secretion.154

Data suggest that ANP might influence learning and memory processes. Bidzseranova et al5

investigated the effects of rat atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP-[1-28]) on passive avoidance be-
havior in rats following administration into a lateral ventricle immediately after the learning
trial. ANP-(1-28) dose-dependently facilitated passive avoidance behavior. When injected be-
fore the learning trial, ANP had the same effect. When, however, the peptide was given shortly
before the retention trial, there was no effect. The data suggest that ANP-(1-28) facilitates
acquisition and the consolidation of passive avoidance behavior. Electroconvulsive shock-induced
partial retrograde amnesia could also be prevented by i.c.v. administered ANP.5 Structure activ-
ity studies revealed that the active moiety of ANP resides in the sequence ANP-(15-23).6 The
same authors, in addition, showed that i.c.v. injection of an ANP antiserum attenuated passive
avoidance behavior when administered immediately after the learning trial. It also facilitated
extinction of an active avoidance response. The results suggest that endogenous ANP is in-
volved in the modulation of learning and memory processes. According to the same authors,
BNP has similar effects as ANP on avoidance behavior.

Jahn et al63 found evidence that CNP exerts effects opposite to those of ANP, on the perfor-
mance in the elevated plus maze. Low CNP doses did not significantly facilitate the behavior of
rats in the plus maze. At higher doses (0.5 – 5 ug i.c.v.) CNP had distinct anxiogenic proper-
ties. Authors concluded that CNP may have anxiogenic, while ANP has anxiolytic-like proper-
ties after i.p., i.c.v. and intra-amygdala infusion in rats. The data suggest opposite effects of
CNP and ANP on anxiety-related behavior and neuroendocrine regulation in rats, which ap-
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pear to be mediated via different receptor occupation and brain regions. The hypothesis that
the anxiogenic effect of CNP is mediated by CRF, which possesses anxiogenic effects, was
investigated by using an antagonist of CRF α-helical CRF at both CRF receptors. The anxiogenic
effect of CNP was entirely blocked by α-helical CRF.

Telegdy et al128 studied the action of CNP on passive avoidance learning in rats. The in-
volvement of transmitters was investigated by pre-treating the animals with different neurotrans-
mitter receptor blockers. CNP administered into the lateral brain ventricle caused a
dose-dependent facilitation of learning and consolidation of passive avoidance learning, but
was ineffective on retrieval. Pretreatment of the animals with atropine, haloperidol or the nitric
oxide synthase inhibitor nitro-L-arginine abolished the action of CNP. Phenoxybenzamine,
naloxone, bicuculline, propranolol and methysergide were ineffective. The results suggest that
CNP improves learning and consolidation in a passive avoidance paradigm, but is ineffective
on retrieval processes. In the action of CNP, dopamine, acetylcholine and nitric oxide could be
the mediating transmitters.

Abundant evidence indicates that angiotensin II (Ang II) can influence central nervous
system activity. Effects on blood pressure, thirst, salt appetite, and release of such pituitary
hormones as vasopressin, oxytocin, ACTH, and LHRH have been reported.149 Angiotensin
immunoreactive neurons have been visualized in the brain. Among the effector peptides of the
brain renin angiotensin system (RAS), Ang II and Ang III [(Ang-(2-8)], have the same affinity
for the two pharmacologically well-defined receptors: type 1 (angiotensin AT1 receptor) and
Type II (angiotensin AT2 receptor). In rodents two angiotensin AT receptor subtypes, angio-
tensin AT1A receptor and angiotensin AT1B receptor, have been isolated. Angiotensin AT1A
receptor and angiotensin AT2 receptor mRNA are predominantly expressed in the brain and
angiotensin AT1B receptor in the pituitary. Limited overlap was found between expression of
angiotensin AT1A receptor and angiotensin AT2 receptor mRNAs in the brain. The neural
expression of angiotensin AT1a and angiotensin AT2 receptors was demonstrated in the
subfornical organ, the hypothalamus, and the lateral septum. Angiotensin AT1A receptor ex-
pression was localized in CRF- but not in AVP-containing neurons. These findings point to a
central role of angiotensin in cardiovascular regulation, water metabolism, pituitary function
and behavior. Other fragments of Ang I have been found in the course of years. One of these is
the fragment Ang-(1-7). It is the most pleiotropic of the metabolites found because it exerts
effects that may be identical as well as opposite to those of Ang II.43 It activates antihyperten-
sive mechanisms as it stimulates the synthesis and release of vasodilator prostaglandins, aug-
ments metabolic actions of bradykinin and facilitates the release of nitric oxide. Ang-(1-7) may
therefore act as a negative feed back hormone of the pressor and trophic actions of Ang II.
Effects on learning and memory have not been reported.

Behavioral effects of Ang II include effects on exploratory and stereotype behavior as well as
on learning and memory processes. A single subcutaneous injection of Ang II failed to modify
extinction of active avoidance behavior in rats.23 However, administered i.c.v. it facilitated
retention of a food-motivated T-maze task, shuttle box avoidance training, and passive avoid-
ance behavior.11 Chalas and Conway17 found no evidence for involvement of Ang II in spatial
learning in a water maze. Neither the ACE inhibitor ceramapril nor ramipril altered the in-
crease in path length in the maze produced by scopolamine. Administration of the substrate,
renin that leads to Ang II formation, did not alter water maze performance over 5 days of
training. The angiotensin receptor antagonist, losartan, has been shown to improve basal and
scopolamine-impaired performance in a habituation task and reverse the inhibition in long-term
potentiation produced by diazepam. However, neither losartan, nor ramipril reversed
diazepam-impaired acquisition of the spatial memory task over 5 days of training. Winnicka140

showed that the facilitory effect of Ang II on passive avoidance retention is mediated by dopamine
projections to the central amygdala as 6-OHDA lesions abolished the effect of Ang II. Braszko
et al12 found that the ACE inhibitor trandolapril given orally either acutely or chronically,
attenuated acquisition of active avoidance behavior. The treatment however did not affect con-
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solidation and retention of passive avoidance behavior, object recognition and locomotor ac-
tivity in an open field. These authors conclude that physiological levels of Ang II may be
required for effective learning. Baranowska et al3 reported that i.c.v. Ang II facilitated acquisi-
tion but did not affect extinction of the response. Others found similar effects after i.c.v. ad-
ministration of Ang II.149

Belcheva et al4 investigated the effects Ang II, micro-injected into the CA1 hippocampal
area of male Sprague Dawley rats, on learning and memory in a shuttle box. Bilateral
micro-injections of Ang II improved learning, i.e., increased the number of avoidances during
the two training days. Interestingly, Ang II facilitated learning and memory, only when
micro-injected into the left CA1 hippocampal area.

Several reports have been published on negative effects of Ang II on learning and memory.
Raghavendra et al101 showed that immobilization stress and i.c.v. injection of Ang II in mice
and rats produced an increase in tail-flick latency. Similarly, immobilization stress and post
training i.c.v. injection of Ang II impaired retention in the plus maze and in the passive avoid-
ance step-down test. Both these responses were reversed by prior treatment with the Ang I
receptor antagonist losartan and an Ang II receptor antagonist. Naloxon attenuated
immobilization-induced analgesia and -retention impairment but not that of Ang II. Nikolova
et al85 also showed that ACE inhibitors improved learning and memory in active and passive
avoidance behavior. Raghavendra et al102 further studied the potential nootropic effects of
captopril and losartan. Postlearning administration of captopril but not losartan improved
learning in the second trial of the acquisition test. However, both drugs were equally effective
when administered prior to the training. The retention enhancing effect of the antagonists
were reversed by post training administration of L-NAME, dizocilpine or scopolamine.

Sakagawa et al105 have shown that angiotensin AT2 receptor deficient mice displayed
anxiety-like behavior in comparison with wild-type mice. In the passive avoidance task, no
differences were found between wild-type mice and angiotensin AT2 receptor deficient mice.
In contrast, the pain threshold was significantly lower in angiotensin AT2 receptor deficient
mice as compared with findings in wild-type mice. It thus was concluded that the angiotensin
AT2 receptor does not influence learning behavior. Since angiotensin AT2 receptor deficient
mice also have increased sensitivity to pain and decreased levels of brain β-endorphin, angio-
tensin AT2 receptors may mediate pain threshold.

Smaller fragments of Ang I as Ang-(3-7) and Ang-(3-8), the latter known as Ang IV, which
lack most of the physiological effects of the parent hormones,150 have been found to improve
memory. Binding sites also known as AT 4 receptors are widely distributed in the brain with
high densities in the hippocampus, neocortex and motor nuclei in guinea pigs and monkeys.
Binding sites have been found also in post mortem human brains with the use of iodinated
Norleucine 1-Ang IV (Nle(1)-AngIV), with a higher affinity than the naturally occurring com-
pound. It did not bind to Ang II receptors. High densities were found throughout the cerebral
cortex, the claustrum, chorioid plexus, hippocampus and pontine nucleus.16

Structure-activity studies showed that Ang-(3-7) was as active, as Ang II in acquisition of
active and retention of passive avoidance behavior. Holy et al53 found that 3-7(4)Phe Ang-(3-7)
and Ang-(3-7) as well as Ang II, stimulated the rate of acquisition of conditioned avoidance
behavior. These peptides had no effect on activity in an open field nor on the retention of a
spatial task in the Morris maze. In the passive avoidance test Ang II had a more pronounced
effect on retention than the two fragments. All peptides potentiated apomorphine and am-
phetamine induced stereotypy. Braszko10 also reported that Ang II as well as Ang-(3-7) im-
proved retention of passive avoidance behavior. These effects were abolished by the selective
AT1 losartan or AT2 receptor antagonist CGP 42112 A. These antagonists also abolished Ang
II as well as Ang-(3-7)-induced enhancement of apomorphine stereotypy. Winnicka and asso-
ciates showed that destruction of the dopamine projections to the central amygdala and the
CA4 field of the hippocampus, abolished respectively diminished the effect of i.c.v. adminis-
tered Ang-(3-7) given 15 min. before the retention test. The concomitant increase in spontane-
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ous locomotor activity in rats lesioned to the central amygdala and a decrease in rats lesioned to
the hippocampus were unlikely to interfere with the cognitive effect of the peptide.147 Similar
lesions to the nucleus accumbens and septi lateralis showed that lesions to the nucleus accumbens
but not to the nucleus septi lateralis abolished Ang II and Ang-(3-7) induced facilitation of
retrieval of object recognition.142 These effects are also abolished by NMDA receptor antago-
nists. Bilateral destruction of glutaminergic temporo-entorhinal connections abolished the fa-
cilitatory effect of both angiotensins on recall of passive avoidance behavior.143 Winnicka141

also studied the influence of Ang II and AII (3-7) given i.c.v., in rats in which the dopamine
projections to the nucleus accumbens and to the nucleus septi lateralis were lesioned with
6-OHDA. Angiotensin II and its 3-7 fragment significantly improved passive avoidance reten-
tion in sham-operated rats. Bilateral 6-OHDA lesions to the dopaminergic projections to the
nucleus accumbens but not to the nucleus septi lateralis blocked these effects. Bilateral lesions
of the dopaminergic projections to the central amygdala also abolished, and to the CA4 field of
the hippocampus significantly diminished, the effect of Ang-(3-7). These results suggest that

Table 1. Amino acid sequences of neuropeptides (human) modulating learning and
memory processes

Vasopressin Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2

Oxytocin Cys-Tyr-Ile-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Leu-Gly-NH2

ACTH Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-Gly-Lys-Lys-
Arg-Arg-Pro-Val-Lys-Val-Tyr-Pro-Asn-Gly-Ala-Glu-Asp-Glu-Ser-Ala-
Glu-Ala-Phe-Pro-Leu-Glu-Phe

α-MSH N-Acetyl-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2

β-Endorphin Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-Thr-Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser-Gln-Thr-Pro-Leu-Val-Thr-
Leu-Phe-Lys-Asn-Ala-Ile-Ile-Lys-Asn-Ala-His-Lys-Lys-Gly-Gln

γ-Endorphin Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-Thr-Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser-Gln-Thr-Pro-Leu-Val-Thr-Leu
α-Endorphin Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met-Thr-Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser-Gln-Thr-Pro-Leu-Val-Thr
Endomorphin-2 Tyr-Pro-Phe-Phe-NH2

Astressin D-Phe-His-Leu-Leu-Arg-Glu-Val-Leu-Glu-Nle-Ala-Arg-Ala-Glu-Gln-L
Orphanin/nociceptin Phe-Gly-Gly-Phe-Thr-Gly-Ala-Arg-Lys-Ser-Ala-Arg-Lys-Leu-Ala-Asn-Gln
Nocistatin Thr-Glu-Pro-Gly-Leu-Glu-Glu-Val-Gly-Glu-Ile-Glu-Gln-Lys-Gln-Leu-Gln
CRF Ser-Glu-Glu-Pro-Pro-Ile-Ser-Leu-Asp-Leu-Thr-Phe-His-Leu-Leu-Arg-

Glu-Val-Leu-Glu-Met-Ala-Arg-Ala-Glu-Gln-Leu-Ala-Gln-Gln-Ala-His-
Ser-Asn-Arg-Lys-Leu-Met-Glu-Ile-Ile-NH2

Somatostatin Ala-Gly-Cys-Lys-Asn-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys
Cortistatin Pro-Cys-Lys-Asn-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Ser-Ser-Cys-Lys
CCK-8 Asp-Tyr-Met-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2

Coerulein pGlu-Gln-Asp-Tyr(SO3H)-Thr-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2

NPY Tyr-Pro-Ser-Lys-Pro-Asp-Asn-Pro-Gly-Glu-Asp-Ala-Pro-Ala-Glu-Asp-
Met-Ala-Arg-Tyr-Tyr-Ser-Ala-Leu-Arg-His-Tyr-Ile-Asn-Leu-Ile-Thr-Arg-
Gln-Arg-Tyr-NH2

Galanin Gly-Trp-Thr-Leu-Asn-Ser-Ala-Gly-Tyr-Leu-Leu-Gly-Pro-His-Ala-Val-
Gly-Asn-His-Arg-Ser-Phe-Ser-Asp-Lys-Asn-Gly-Leu-Thr-Ser

Substance P Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Gln-Phe-Phe-Gly-Leu-Met-NH2

ANP Ser-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ser-Ser-Cys-Phe-Gly-Gly-Arg-Met-Asp-
Arg-Ile-Gly-Ala-Gln-Ser-Gly-Leu-Gly-Cys-Asn-Ser-Phe-Arg-Tyr

BNP Ser-Pro-Lys-Met-Val-Gln-Gly-Ser-Gly-Cys-Phe-Gly-Arg-Lys-Met-
Asp-Arg-Ile-Ser-Ser-Ser-Ser-Gly-leu-Gly-Cys-Lys-Val-Leu-Arg-Arg-His

CNP Gly-Leu-Ser-Lys-Gly-Cys-Phe-Gly-Leu-Lys-Leu-Asp-Arg-Ile-
Gly-Ser-Met-Ser-Gly-Leu-Gly-Cys

Angiotensin II Asp-Arg-Val-Tyr-Ile-His-Pro-Phe
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the anatomical substrate of facilitating retrieval of information activity of AII(3-7) is closely
related to the dopaminergic projection from the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra to
the central amygdala and to the hippocampus.147

Delorenzi et al29 in the crab Chasmagnathus found that Ang IV enhances long-term memory
stronger than Ang II. The effect was dose dependent and salarasin reversible. Kramar et al66

investigated the effects of two Ang IV analogs, Nle(1)-AngIV (an AT4 receptor agonist) and Nle
1-Leual 3-AngIV (an AT4 receptor antagonist), on long-term potentiation (LTP). Excitatory postsyn-
aptic field potentials were recorded from the CA1 stratum radiatum following stimulation of the
Schaffer collateral pathway. Activation of AT4 receptors by Nle(1)-AngIV enhanced synaptic
transmission and increased LTP. Paired stimulation before and during infusion of Nle(1)-AngIV
indicated no change in paired-pulse facilitation as a result of AT4 receptor activation suggesting
that the underlying mechanism(s) responsible for Nle(1)-AngIV-induced increase in synaptic
transmission and LTP is likely a postsynaptic event. These results extended previous findings
from behavioral data in that AT4 receptor agonists and antagonists are capable of activating,
and inhibiting, learning and memory pathways in the hippocampus, and suggest that the AT4
receptor subtype is involved in synaptic plasticity.

Ang II impairs learning and memory when administered directly or released into the hip-
pocampal dentate gyrus and inhibits LTP in medial perforant path-dentate granule cell syn-
apses, Wayner et al139 studied the effect of Ang IV on LTP in the same synapses. It significantly
enhanced LTP and the enhancement was both dose and time dependent. An inverted U-type
dose related effect was observed, when administered before the first tetanus. A complex time
related effect was observed with a maximum at 5 min., a return to normal LTP at 30 min and
a minimum below normal at 90 min and return to normal again at 120 min. The enhancement
could be prevented by pre-treatment with divalinal, an Ang IV antagonist without any effect
on normal LTP. The agonists Nle(1)-AngIV was less effective than the parent compound but

Table 2. Shortest active amino acid sequences of neuropeptides modulating learning
and memory processes

Vasopressin AVP4-8

Oxytocin OXT4-8

ACTH ACTH/MSH4-7

α-MSH ACTH/MSH4-7

β-Endorphin Complete sequence
γ-Endorphin β-Endorphin6-17

α-Endorphin β-Endorphin6-16

Endomorphin-2 Complete sequence
Astressin Complete sequence (?)
Orphanin/nociceptin Complete sequence (?)
Nocistatin Complete sequence (?)
CRF CRF34-41

Somatostatin Complete sequence (?)
Cortistatin Complete sequence (?)
CCK CCK30-33 (CCK4)
Coerulein Complete sequence (?)
NPY NPY20-36

Galanin Galanin1-16 , Galanin21-29

Substance P Substance P1-7, Substance P7-11

ANP ANP15-23

BNP Complete sequence (?)
CNP Complete sequence (?)
Angiotensin II Angiotensin3-7, Angiotensin3-8
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exhibited the same time dependent effects. Both produced a significant suppression of LTP at
90 min that remains to be explained. However the inhibition was dose dependent and blocked
by divalinal. This compound did not affect Ang II induced inhibition of LTP. AT4 receptors
and cholinergic neurons are closely associated in regions involved in cognitive processing, such
as the hippocampus and neocortex. Lee et al68 therefore postulated that AT4 receptors affect
cognitive processing by modulating cholinergic neurotransmission. Ang IV potentiated
depolarization-induced [(3)H]ACh release from the rat hippocampus. Potentiation of release
was attenuated by the angiotensin AT4 receptor antagonist, divalinal. Ang IV-induced poten-
tiation was not affected by angiotensin AT1 and angiotensin AT2 receptor antagonists. These
results indicate that stimulation of AT4 receptors can potentiate depolarization-induced release
of ACh from hippocampal slices and suggest that potentiation of cholinergic transmission may
be a mechanism by which angiotensin AT4 receptor ligands enhance cognition. Tchekalarova
et al127 found that Ang IV exerted a dose dependent (inverted U) improvement of passive
avoidance retention. Adenosine A1 is involved in this effect as theophiline enhanced and the
selective antagonist cyclopentyladenosine attenuated Ang IV-induced memory effect. Wright
et al151 investigated the role of angiotensin AT4 receptor in the acquisition of this spatial learn-
ing task. Chronic i.c.v. infusion of an angiotensin AT4 receptor agonist Nle(1)-AngIV via os-
motic pump facilitated the rate of acquisition to solve this task, whereas treatment with an
angiotensin AT4 receptor antagonist significantly interfered with the acquisition of successful
search strategies. Animals with bilateral knife cuts of the perforant path, a major afferent hippoc-
ampal fiber bundle originating in the entorhinal cortex, displayed deficits in solving this task.
This performance deficit could be reversed by acute i.c.v infusion of a second angiotensin AT4
receptor agonist (Norleucinal). These results suggest that the brain Ang IV – angiotensin AT4
receptor system plays a role in the formation of spatial search strategies and memories.

Amyloid Peptides
Yamaguchi and Kawashima153 investigated the neurotoxicity of amyloid-β-(25-35) pro-

tein, which is thought to be the active site of amyloid-β, a 42 amino acid peptide chain. A
single i.c.v. injection of amyloid-β-(25-35) induced a marked decrease in latency in step-through
passive avoidance task, impaired radial-arm maze performance, and induced a decrease in
choline-acetyltransferase activity in the medial septum, cortex and hippocampus, but not in
the basal forebrain of rats. The reverse sequence of amyloid-β-(25-35) was without harmful
effects on passive avoidance performance. These results suggest that learning and cognitive
disturbance induced by i.c.v. injection of amyloid-β-(25-35) is associated with a dysfunction of
cholinergic activity in the brain. Vaccinations with amyloid- peptide can dramatically reduce
amyloid deposition in a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease. To determine if the
vaccinations had deleterious or beneficial functional consequences, Morgan et al79 tested eight
months of amyloid-β vaccination in a different transgenic model for Alzheimer’s disease in
which mice develop learning deficits as amyloid accumulates. Vaccination with amyloid-β pro-
tects transgenic mice from the learning and age-related memory deficits that normally occur in
this mouse model for Alzheimer’s disease. During testing for potential deleterious effects of the
vaccine, all mice performed superbly on the radial-arm water-maze test of working memory. Later,
at an age when untreated transgenic mice show memory deficits, the amyloid-β vaccinated
transgenic mice showed cognitive performance superior to that of the control transgenic mice
and, ultimately, performed as well as non-transgenic mice.

The amyloid-β/A4 protein precursor has been implicated in age-associated plastic changes at
synapses that might contribute to memory loss in Alzheimer’s disease. As amyloid-β/A4 has
previously been reported to have multiple functions during normal development, Mileusnic et
al75 employed a one-trial passive avoidance task in day-old chicks to study its role in the process
of memory formation. Administration of anti-amyloid-β/A4 antibodies, injected 30 min
pretraining, prevented memory for a one-trial passive avoidance task in day-old chicks without
effects on general behavior or initial acquisition. Amnesia was apparent at 30 min post-training
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and lasted for at least 24 h. The same result was obtained by down-regulation of amyloid-β/A4
expression by amyloid-β/A4-antisense, injected 8-12 h pretraining. However, injections of
anti-amyloid-β/A4 antibodies or amyloid-β/A4 antisense at later post-training time did not
cause amnesia for the task. Unlike antibodies and antisense, injection of the amyloid-β/
A4-328-332 pentapeptide, in either orientation, 30 min pretraining, was able to rescue the
memory and prevented antisense-induced amnesia. The post-training time within which the
antibody- and antisense-induced amnesia, and within which the amyloid-β/A4 peptides pre-
vent amnesia, correspond to that during which memory formation is vulnerable to disruption of
the putative signal transduction functions of amyloid β/A4. These results suggest that amyloid-β/
A4 is required during an early phase of memory formation, and the memory enhancing effect is
localized within a pentamer sequence of the growth-promoting domain of amyloid-β/A4.

Conclusions
Animals, as well as human beings, acquire new information about their environment by

learning and subsequent retention of that information. The brain interacts with the internal
and external environment through axon discharges and synaptic transmission, and it follows
that the substrates of memory are triggered by and act upon these physiological events. The
integrated activity of primary physiological and behavioral processes is a necessary condition
for the occurrence of memory.

The strategy for studying the biology of learning and memory is based on the belief that
information is stored as changes in neuronal interactions in the brain. If learning and memory
processes involve the formation of new synaptic contacts or modification of existing ones, then
these modifications are likely to require changes in the quantity, turnover, metabolism, release,
or receptor-mediated events of specific biochemical mechanisms. Although the precise nature of
these changes is not yet understood, a good deal is known about the morphology, physiology, and
biochemistry of neurons and about the ways in which neurons can change the way they commu-
nicate with other neurons. A major discovery of the past three decades has been that within the
cascade of processes involved in learning and memory, neuropeptides play a significant part.

Memory encoding is the result of the formation of specific spatiotemporal patterns of acti-
vation of neuronal networks. Neuropeptides (peptidergic neurons) may either be part of these
networks or may modulate the activity of these networks. Many of the neuropeptides known
to facilitate learning and memory processes are also present in limbic or cortical structures. The
areas involved, i.e., limbic-midbrain areas, in particular, are innervated by neuropeptide sys-
tems or are characterized by the presence of neuropeptides and neuropeptide receptors. This
suggests the participation of these compounds in the activity of these areas. Here, neuropep-
tides also affect biochemical and electrophysiological processes intimately involved in the for-
mation of memory (long-term potentiation, neuronal excitability of the hippocampus, modi-
fication of the responses of the neurons to glutamate, functions of NMDA receptors,
phosphoinositide metabolism, the expression of immediate early genes, etc.).

None of the neuropeptides discussed above is specific in the sense that their only effect
would be on information processing. Almost all have well-characterized, wide-spread endo-
crine activities either on the pituitary gland or in the periphery. Release of ‘endocrine’ neu-
ropeptides may occur in response to specific stimuli (e.g., vasopressin release to thirst, oxytocin
release to suckling, CCK release to hunger and satiety, etc.). In some situations (anxiety, fear,
etc.) the release of these neuropeptides occurs in the brain exclusively.39

One of the most important discoveries is the principle that classical endocrine activities and
central nervous activities of the same neuropeptides can be dissociated; thus, potent behavioral
activities may reside in smaller, more selective peptides, which are devoid of endocrine activ-
ity.24 This conclusion was originally based on experiments with vasopressin, oxytocin, ACTH/
MSH and the endorphins. In agreement with this hypothesis, however, are various observa-
tions based on molecular and neurobiochemical studies. Neuropeptides are formed following
gene expression in nerve cells, and produced in large precursor molecules which through a
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series of processes express the genetic information into biologically active peptides. Specific
binding sites in the brain, receptor-coupled biochemical events, gene activation have been
described for many of these peptide fragments. This principle has now been widely accepted
and described for many other peptides affecting learning and memory processes (e.g., angio-
tensin, natriuretic peptides, CCK, substance P, NPY, etc.). This concept gave an explanation
for the multitude of behavioral effects of neuropeptides involved in various brain structures
and in different learning situations.

As the human genome with ‘only approximately 30.000 genes expresses proteins with mul-
tiple information, it seems that peptide- and proteohormones of the endocrine system express
multiple neurohormones. A typical example of this is the POMC molecule. POMC is synthesised
in and released from the corticotrophs in the adenohypophysis, the melanotrophs in the
neurointermediate lobe and in hypothalamic neurons. In the adenohypophysis it is a precursor
for β-lipotropin (β-LPH) and ACTH. β-LPH in turn is a precursor for γ-LPH, β-endorphin
(βE) and β-MSH. ACTH released from the pituitary melanotrophs is the precursor for α-MSH
and ACTH-(1-16), corticotrophin-like intermediate lobe peptide (CLIP), while the N-terminal
part of POMC, pro-γ-MSH, is the precursor for the various γ-MSH’s. These peptides are
precursor molecules for neuropeptides of the second generation. ACTH-1-16 and α-MSH
generate fragments as those found following incubation in synaptosomal membranes that could
well be responsible for the nervous system effects of the melanocortins.13

Another aspect of specificity is whether neuropeptides are selectively involved in cognitive
processes of memory consolidation and retrieval, or whether they also have secondary effects
through ‘second order’ events which modulate the input to information processing, i.e., pro-
cesses such as perception, motivation, emotionality, attention, or arousal.

Memory processes, the retrieval of memory in particular, must be intimately related to
perception, attention, and stimulus selection. Time- and dose-dependent post-learning effects,
modification of neuronal excitability, the presence of these neuropeptides, their genetic appa-
ratus and their receptors in brain structures critically involved in information are the most
important criteria for a putative physiological involvement of a neuropeptide in cognitive pro-
cesses. The greater effectiveness following intracerebral administration into these brain struc-
tures than following systemic treatment, and disturbances of cognitive processes following
immunoneutralization, receptor blockade, anti-sense treatment or those of the peptide-deficient
knock-out animals are essential arguments as well. The hypothesis has been put forward that
some neuropeptides do not directly affect information processing per se, but modify it through
motivation (motivational states are inferred mechanisms postulated to explain the intensity
and direction of a variety of complex behaviors), attention, or arousal. For example, ACTH/
MSH peptides are thought to act via sympathetic activation on motivation and attention,
while CRF is thought to activate arousal mechanisms in autonomic nuclei of the brainstem.
The hypothesis that neuronal peptides are often not released under basal conditions, but be-
come released as auxiliary messengers in synaptic signaling upon activation, is in complete
agreement with their putative role in biochemical events of information processing, arousal,
attention, or motivation.

A certain degree of specificity may also appear at the level of the interaction of neuropeptides
with classical transmitters or other peptidergic pathways in the brain. It is widely accepted that
most neuropeptides modulate the ongoing neuronal activity of other transmitters. The physi-
ological importance of these interactions is related to the fact that neuronal peptides have been
found to be co-localized with one or more transmitters. It has been suggested that a neuron
releases the same combination of transmitters at all terminals. It might be that co-existing
transmitters and peptides interact in a synergistic as well as in an antagonistic manner, whereby
neuropeptides are functioning as auxiliary messengers. This is in accordance with the finding,
that the presence or absence of neuropeptides never induce ‘all or none’ type effects in information
processing. The result of different peptidergic inputs that modulate neurotransmission might
be part of synaptic plasticity.
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Despite intensive experimentation and theorizing, the discussion of the role of neuropeptides
in learning and memory processes makes no claim to completeness. One of the conclusions is
that the mammalian brain does not possess a single neuropeptidergic mechanism that could
account for the modulation of learning or memory processes. On the contrary, a symphony of
neuropeptides of different chemical nature, localization and origin seem to act in concert with
each other and with classical transmitters, and in some instances one of them may become
more effective or even specific in a particular behavioral situation. What makes the role of some
of these neuropeptides very attractive, is that they may contribute to plastic changes in the
connectivity of neurons whose relationships are being reconstructed during learning and memory
formation.
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Nerve Growth Factors and Neurotrophins
Catherine Brandner

Abstract

Cell division, cell death, and cell differentiation are hallmarks of embryogenesis. Such
processes are supported by neurotrophins that have the capacity of regulating not only
developmental processes, but also neuronal survival, morphological adaptation, and

neural plasticity.
Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a prototype of neurotrophins capable of influencing survival

and differentiation of neuronal cells during development. It has been shown that the cholin-
ergic neurons of the basal forebrain critically depend on NGF for differentiation and survival.
Exogenous administrations of NGF induced up or down regulation of cholinergic enzymatic
activity that in turn altered the number of muscarinic receptors. Apart from its trophic func-
tion through activation of tyrosine kinase A receptors, NGF also can be neurotoxic through
activation of p75NTR receptors.

Such dual and opposite effect suggests that exogenous NGF supplementation could alter
the exact maturation of the cholinergic system either in a positive or in a negative way, depend-
ing on the period of the treatment. This was confirmed with NGF treatment during postnatal
week two generating an adult-like spatial learning capacity despite animals being less than 5
weeks old. This superiority was maintained into adulthood. By contrast, NGF treatment dur-
ing postnatal week one impaired spatial learning and hindered development into adult-like
efficiency. These results reveal a developmentally crucial period for spatial learning mecha-
nisms with a critical modulatory role of NGF.

Introduction
Among growth factors, neurotrophins appear to play a critical role particularly in neurite

outgrowth and terminal arborization. In addition to their classical role in neuronal differentia-
tion and survival, neurotrophins have been strongly implicated in axon pathfinding.63 The
notion that growth factors can guide growing axons to their targets was introduced more than
20 years ago.51 This assumption was confirmed by culture experiments showing that nerve
growth factor (NGF) induces a chemotactic response of sensory neurons.31 The growing tip of
the axons, the growth cones expresses growth factor receptors. The neurotrophic influence
seems to depend on the receptor-mediated uptake and on the retrograde axonal transport to-
ward the soma of the responsive neuron.44,69 In vivo and in vitro experiments led to the hy-
pothesis that growth factors promote the development of innervation. As will be revealed later,
the effects of NGF on the development of cholinergic neurons support this idea. However, the
concentration of NGF required to produce this effect appears to be higher than endogenous
levels of NGF. To explain this paradox, it has been postulated that most of the developing
neurons die during embryogenesis, because of their insufficient ability to compete for the lim-
ited amount of a trophic factor42,45,24 and undergo synaptic plasticity.66
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Neurotrophin Expression and Regulation of Neurogenesis
during Development

The five closely related factors nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic fac-
tor (BDNF), neurotrophin-3 (NT3), -4 (NT4) and -5 (NT5) constitute the neurotrophin
family. In the developing rat nervous system, the distribution of NT3, BDNF and NGF tran-
scripts display a simultaneous increase in their expression between the 11th and 12th embryonic
day and are widely distributed at embryonic days 12 and 13. This timing approximately corre-
sponds with the developmental onset of neurogenesis (for example, see ref. 4). Despite the
simultaneous gene expression of neurotrophins, the levels differ greatly at early embryonic
stages. Nt-3 is the most highly expressed in the embryo while BDNF is expressed lowest.
During development, NT-3 expression appears to follow proliferation, migration and differen-
tiation of neurons and decreases within CNS regions as they mature. BDNF expression in the
newborn rat is most prominent in CNS regions in which neurogenesis has already occurred
and increases with maturation. Finally, NGF expression varies locally during development, but
these variations do not follow a consistent pattern.47 This absence of specificity would suggest
a more general action of NGF on neurogenesis.

Embryogenesis, characterized by continuous cell division, death and differentiation is sup-
ported by neurotrophins, which regulate developmental processes, neuronal survival, mor-
phology, and neural plasticity. The synaptic targets of the cells that enable neurotrophins neu-
ronal survival. A partial or complete deletion of targets results in reduced innervation of neurons
and reduced numbers of surviving neurons.35 However, it seems that the target neurons may
not be the only source of trophic support for neuronal survival.58 Directional guidance of the
growth cones appears to depend on second messengers, particularly cAMP, and the growth
cone behavior seems to be regulated by the sum of second-messenger signals generated by
several guidance cues.50 Data have shown that an abrupt change in levels of guidance molecules
are necessary for steering axons to an intermediate point or to a synaptic target.51,72 This seems
to indicate that a uniform pattern of guidance molecules prevents growth cones to extract
guidance information and to enter their targets correctly. It appears that once secreted, imme-
diate binding to cofactors could spatially restrict the actions of growth factors. For example,
NGF and BDNF are immediately catabolized after secretion by the cell surface.5 As NGF
expression presents variations during development, it could also play a particularly important
role in functional neuronal connections.

Neurotrophin Receptors
Actions of NGF depend on specific receptors. Their activation can lead to a wide range of

responses, and these responses seem to depend on the activation of distinct second-messenger
pathways. Growth factors bind to different tyrosine kinase members, NGF binds to trkA,
BDNF to trkB, NT3 to trkB and trkC and NT4 to trkB, while the p75NTR low affinity recep-
tor binds NGF, BDNF and NT3-4 (Fig. 1).

The p75NTR has no catalytic intracellular tyrosine kinase domain, but it is capable of medi-
ating the neurotrophin signals. The ligand binding of p75NTR increases the high-affinity trkA
binding sites and enhances trkA autophosphorylation and selectivity for neurotrophin ligands.
The trk-independent pathway of p75NTR increases intracellular ceramide levels and further
NFκB transcription factor17 and JNK kinase.18 Conversely, trkA activation can inhibit
p75NTR-mediated signaling, but the mechanism of this inhibition remains unclear.40

Nerve Growth Factor and the Basal Forebrain Cholinergic System
NGF is the most widely studied and characterized polypeptide growth factor capable of

influencing survival and differentiation of neural cells during development.44,45 Although, this
prototype neurotrophic factor is well known to regulate the survival of neuronal populations,
its function in the control of nerve growth remains unclear. Investigations on newborn and
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adult rats have shown that exogenous NGF affects at least two parameters of the basal forebrain
and striatal cholinergic neurons:

• It induces a selective and prominent increase of choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)
activity.29,55,56,39,25

• It enlarges the size of the cholinergic neurons.
Enzyme activity is a classical measure for evaluating the maturation of neuronal tissue. The

development of enzyme activity in the terminal fields of the cholinergic forebrain system takes
place during the first four postnatal weeks.65 During ontogeny, the basal forebrain cholinergic
neurons depend on NGF for their differentiation and the expression of neurotransmitter phe-
notype.42,37 Fiber terminals originating in the septal complex are present within the hippocam-
pus formation by at least fetal day 20. Septal terminals are diffusely distributed initially and
segregate to their mature position during the second postnatal week.55 Cholinergic enzyme
activity increases between birth and PN 5 in the hippocampus and frontal cortex. It reaches a
peak value by PN 30 except in striatum, which achieved maximal activity at PN 60. This
increase in activity is transient, and a major decrease is observed between PN 30 and 60.66

The cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain depend on NGF for their differentiation and
survival, and the expression of neurotransmitter phenotype.77,43,37 Exogenous administration
of NGF in neonatal rats produces an up and down-regulation of muscarinic cholinergic recep-
tors in the cerebral cortex that could be correlated with concomitant changes in ChAT activ-
ity.21 In neonatal mice, a single intracerebroventricular injection of NGF enhanced reactivity
to the muscarinic blocker scopolamine suggesting an acceleration of cholinergic maturation.2,16

This result supports the notion of the trophic action of NGF for these neurons since NGF
antibody administration produced a decrease of ChAT activity in the hippocampus, septal
area, cortex, and striatum of rat pups.71 On the other hand, NGF can kill neurons during
normal development by activating the p75NTR receptor, and this apoptotic effect through p75NTR

receptor is not shared by the other neurotrophins. For example, it has been shown that p75NTR

positive, trkA-negative cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain of mice are normally elimi-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of neurotrophin binding showing that NGF binds to trkA, BDNF and
NT4 to trkB, NT3 to trkC while the p75NTR low affinity receptor can bind NGF, BDNF and NT3-4.
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nated within two weeks after birth.68 During apoptosis, the absence of trkA expression appears
to be a common denominator of NGF-induced cell death in the CNS. The expression of trkA
often comes after that of p75NTR, suggesting that in the intact organism, NGF-induced toxicity
may be limited to early stages of development.24 More generally, these effects indicate that the
occurrence of endogenous NGF in the CNS is physiologically relevant for regulating the func-
tion of forebrain cholinergic neurons.

Taken together, these results suggest that exogenous NGF supplementation during devel-
opment could either promote cholinergic maturation through trophic actions or damage the
functionality of the system by an apoptotic effect. This dual and opposite role seems to rely on
the maturation of the central cholinergic system depending on the presence of different NGF
receptors. Thus, we could hypothesize that high levels of NGF in the first postnatal week are
susceptible to induce behavioral disturbances through preferential activation of p75NTR. On
the other hand, exogenous NGF given during the second postnatal week is likely to accelerate
cholinergic maturation and thus enhanced cognitive abilities. Establishment of NGF actions
in the developing nervous system cannot be achieved in the absence of behavioral data.

Behavioral Studies of NGF Administrations
A large body of data support the hypothesis that normal spatial learning and memory pro-

cesses depend on cholinergic function in the hippocampus and cortex. Maturation of spatial
behavior, like learning and memory capacities in general appear relatively late in development.
Data from experimental neuropsychology, comparative anatomy and field research show that
behavioral adaptation requiring accurate spatial memory are most often mediated by perma-
nent or transitory changes in the functional configuration of the hippocampus and cortex.
Functional activity of the hippocampus and cortex rely on cholinergic input from the basal
forebrain. These structures require 4-8 weeks to develop and NGF appears to play an impor-
tant role in their maturation. Icv NGF injections during the first postnatal week produce a
reduction of both ChAT and AChE activities in hippocampus. Neurochemical changes are also
detected in 120-day old rats and are accompanied by an increase in the density of muscarinic
receptors in the cerebral cortex.72 The same treatment given during the second postnatal week
induced a decrease in the muscarinic receptor number that return to control values shortly after
treatment has ceased. Such up and down regulation of muscarinic receptors is associated with
concomitant changes in ChAT activity72,21 and might reflect the selection of cholinergic termi-
nals. These results suggest the presence of critical periods during postnatal development withNGF
injections having opposite effects on the maturation of the central cholinergic system. This also
depends on the presence of different NGF receptors. We could thus expect that exogenous
NGF administrations during these critical periods could differentially affect development and
maintenance of cognitive abilities like spatial learning.

Does Early Icv NFG Injections Alter the Development of Spatial Abilities in
Immature Rats?

In rats, navigation tasks like the Morris navigation task allow the study of spatial learning
and memory processes. In the classical procedure (“place only”), animals learn to find a hidden
platform on the basis of distant landmarks in the environment. The relational properties of the
surrounding cues, no one of which is necessary, direct the movements towards a goal. This
behavior is considered as a “place response”. In contrast, “cue responses” are movements guided
by a specific cue. In the Morris task for example, this behavior is observed when the platform is
made visible. For normal adult rats with intact spatial abilities, no single landmark is necessary
for place discrimination in the Morris navigation task. The addition of a conspicuous cue
signaling the presence of the hidden platform induces the development of straight swim paths
and the removal of the cue does not alter the memory of the goal position. In immature rats,
the goal seeking response critically depends on cue presentation.63,64,8 This effect, correspond-
ing to an overshadowing of the distant cues by the more proximal one, is dependent on central
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cholinergic function.9 Thus, training in the presence of a salient cue indicating a goal location
is a task particularly sensitive to modifications in memory processing. In these studies, imma-
ture rats (28 control, 28 icv NGF injected: 14 in days 2 and 3 and 14 in days 12 and 13) were
trained in both a ‘place only’ and a ‘place & cue’ version of the Morris navigation task starting
at PD22 (see refs. 10, 11). This task was chosen owing to previous experiments8 in which
cholinergic manipulations has particularly severe behavioral consequences in rats applying a
mixed learning strategy that combined cue response with place response (Fig. 2A).

During the fourth postnatal week, adult-like spatial learning abilities emerge in normal
rats,62 but the full repertoire of spatial strategies is yet to develop.8 Thus, training of immature
rats showed a progressive reduction of escape latency in both place only and place & cue ver-
sion with animals expressing a bias toward the training quadrant (Fig. 2B and C). A tendency
towards better spatial performance was observed in rats injected with NGF on postnatal days
12 and 13, but this was only apparent in the place & cue condition. In rats treated on postnatal
days 2 and 3, the spatial abilities were not clearly altered by the treatment. Further overtraining
(stabilisation) in the “place only” condition revealed an improvement of escape efficacy in the
12/13 day NGF group (Fig. 2A) which was similarly observed in the place & cue version (Fig.
2C). It is interesting to note a decrease in efficiency of rats NGF-treated on days 2 and 3 and
trained in the place & cue, but not the place only, version.

Probe trials, during which the platform and the suspended cue were removed, were used to
measure spatial memory. In line with training data, NGF treatment increased the time spent in
the training quadrant during probe trial 1. Data are summarized in (Fig. 3) A more restrictive
measure of accuracy (annulus crossings), however, revealed that only spatial memory of rats
treated with NGF on days 12 and 13 was enhanced (Fig. 3A and B).

Following “place & cue” training, the expected overshadowing of distant landmarks was
observed in both control and NGF 2/3 days treated rats. However, spatial memory of rats
treated on days 12 and 13 was not affected by this training procedure (Fig. 3B). We continued
to train animals with the platform at a new location (Fig. 2A, phase 2). This procedure exagger-
ated the superior performance of the NGF 12/13-day group, especially in the place only ver-
sion. Such a difference is surprising given that the cue hanging above the new position was
expected to exert a powerful attraction. This effect, however, was not observed. Following
learning of the new location, the improvement of the spatial accuracy observed in rats treated
with NGF on days 12- and 13 was maintained during another probe trial. This was indepen-
dent of the training condition. NGF rats treated on days 2 and 3 and trained in a “place only”
condition displayed a decrease of spatial memory following training to the new location (Fig.
3C and D).

In the present work, immature rats showed a progressive reduction of escape time in both
place only and place & cue conditions and they expressed a bias toward the training quadrant,
but their efficacy was limited. If trained without the hanging cue, the immature subjects showed
rapid learning of the new spatial position, as indicated by the time spent in the new training
quadrant during the second probe trial. As expected also, we measured a significant overshad-
owing effect of the presence of the cue upon the performance of immature rats. This appeared
as a lack of bias toward the most recently trained position when escape has been facilitated by
the presence of a cue hanging above the platform during training. Indeed, these rats showed a
rapid adaptation of escape to the new position while they were allowed vision of the cue.
However, following removal of this cue, they gave no indication that they had memorized the
position of the platform relative to the distant room cues. Immature subjects seem to pay less
attention to distant room cues when trained with a salient cue associated with the invisible
target. This effect, could be due to the relative importance of the proximal cue that prevents an
allocentric use of the more distant landmarks.8,63 In comparison, the performance of rats treated
on days 12 and 13 was comparable to what can be expected from normal adult rats in these
conditions (see ref. 9): rapid acquisition of escape, accurate memory of the spatial position,
efficient use of the salient cue to learn about the position of the platform relative to distant
environmental cues and rapid learning of a new escape position.
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Figure 2. A) Schematic representation of the apparatus used for the Morris navigation task. Positions of the
platform and, if provided, hanging cues are indicated. B) Mean (±sem) escape latencies (logarithmic scale)
during training in the Morris navigation task by control (N=28) and NGF treated, 22 day-old rats trained
in the absence of the suspended cue ("place only" condition). Acquisition, blocks 1-5, corresponds to the
20 first trials. Stabilization, blocks 6-9, corresponds to the asymptote of the escape latency. New place, block
10 and 11, the location of the hidden platform was changed. C) Mean (±sem) escape latencies (logarithmic
scale) during training in the Morris navigation task by control and NGF treated, 22 day-old rats trained in
the "place & cue" condition. Acquisition, blocks 1-5, corresponds to the 20 first trials. Stabilization, blocks
6-9, corresponds to the asymptote of the escape latency. New place, block 10 and 11, the location of the
hidden platform was changed. PT1/2=probe trail 1/2; PN1,2=postnatal week 1,2.
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probe trial (PT1) was given be-
tween block 6 and 7 of the sta-
bilization phase, following trial
24. A) Mean (±sem) of the per-
centage of time spent in the train-
ing quadrant of the pool during
a 60-second probe trial after
training in the place only condi-
tion. Swim paths taken by rep-
resentative rats are also given.
Annulus crossings were mea-
sured as percentage of time spent
in the platform area (Ø14-cm)
of the training quadrant. B)
Probe trial data for the place &
cue trained groups. Mean
(±sem). C) Probe trial 2 (PT2)
was given after reversal training.
Data from place only group.
Mean (± sem). D) Probe trial 2
data of animal trained in the
«place and cue» condition. Mean
(± sem).
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Are These Effects Maintained in Adulthood?
To assess long-term effects of NGF treatment, some of the rats treated on days 12 and 13

were tested in an 8-arm radial maze at the age of six months. All rats treated on days 2 and 3
were retrained in the Morris navigation task following the same procedure at the age of two
months.

Rats Treated on Days 12 and 13
A general improvement on place learning ability that was observed in immature rats treated

with NGF on days 12 and 13 was maintained in adulthood. The long-term effect of NGF
treatment, assessed at six months in the radial maze task, was demonstrated by an early reduc-
tion of the errors in the NGF treated rats. A secondary effect of treatment was displayed by sex
comparison. During the free choice phase, female control rats made a higher number of reen-
tries while NGF treated female rats performed like male rats. Although the forced choice phase
confirmed the efficiency of the NGF treated rats, the effects of treatment and sex were no more
consistent as if such procedure elevated attentional processes in control rats (Fig. 4).

Rats Treated on Days 2 and 3
The effect of NGF injections on days 2 and 3 upon adult spatial performance was more

extensive and appeared as a general impairment in spatial learning and memory abilities. Re-
trained at the age of two months, control rats showed equally efficient capacities in a cued and
a noncued training condition. In contrast, NGF treated rats showed a decrease in escape effi-
cacy particularly marked in a cued condition (Fig. 5A).

Figure 4. Mean number of errors (±sem) per block in the free choice and forced choice acquisition phases
of the radial maze testing applied to 6 month-old control and NGF rats treated on days 12-13.
MALE-FEMALE comparison.
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Figure 5. A) Mean (±sem) escape latencies (logarithmic scale) during retraining in the Morris navigation task
in the "place & cue" and the "place only training" conditions by NGF and control two month-old adult
rats. (For details, see Fig. 2B). B) Mean (±sem) of probe trial 1 administered after 24 training trials. (For
details, see Fig. 3). (quadrant labeling: tr+1 = adjacent right ; train = training ; tr-1 = adjacent left ; opposite
= opposite). C) Mean (± sem) of probe trial 2 after reversal training. (For details, see Fig. 3).
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Compared with control animals, the spatial bias for the training quadrant measured during
the first probe trial was consistently reduced in treated rats. This effect was independent of
training condition (Fig. 5B).

Reversal learning distinguished the two learning procedures with a place & cue reversal being
learnt more readily (Fig. 5A). Subsequent probe trials confirmed that NGF 2/3-day postnatally
treated animals did not remember the new platform compared with controls (Fig. 5C).

In general, the treated rats appeared significantly impaired in all aspects of the place learn-
ing task when adults. They had longer escape latencies and weaker biases toward the training
sector following acquisition in both training conditions. The treated rats showed reduced ca-
pacities to learn a new position. This later deficit was particularly obvious following training
with a cued platform since they showed nearly no bias toward this position during the probe
trial. In contrast, control rats showed flexible and accurate behavior. These results suggest that
the treated rats were especially sensitive to the effect of a salient cue overshadowing the more
subtle distal cues.

Discussion
NGF appears to regulate specifically the postnatal maturation of the central cholinergic

nervous system (for a review, see ref. 15). Cholinergic projections to the hippocampus are
essential for normal learning and memory capacities43 (see also Jaffard and Marighetto, and
Pepeu and Giovannini in this book). Neurotrophic factors contribute substantially to many of
the neuronal changes in the brain (for review, see refs. 6, 44, 67). For example, BDNF appears
to modulate transmission and plasticity in the hippocampus during development,30 can en-
hance synaptic transmission in the adult hippocampus, and increases BDNF and NT-3 mRNA
in the CA1 region of hippocampal slices have been shown following long-term potentiation
(LTP).60 In vivo, recent studies have shown that spatial and contextual learning are related to
the expression of BDNF mRNA in the hippocampus.31,34,42 The development of LTP in the
hippocampus is influenced by the activity of septohippocampal cholinergic fibers13,28 generat-
ing the theta rhythm.3,54,70 An optimal tuning of the cholinergic system is indispensable for
efficient spatial learning, but there are diverse interpretations as to the function of cholinergic
activation for solving spatial tasks. Cholinergic blockade with muscarinic antagonists impairs
various components of spatial abilities (see Pepeu and Giovannini in this book) such as the
sensitivity to distant cues,33,74,76 the organisation of exploratory responses75,12 or the develop-
ment of appropriate behavioural strategies necessary for the acquisition of movement sequences
under distal cue guidance.74 Since cholinergic blockade was most efficient when administered
before training (see refs. 33, 1) this treatment might interfere with the initial storage of infor-
mation, or with the process by which ongoing information is integrated before the selection of
an appropriate behavioural strategy. Along this line, experiments have confirmed that cholin-
ergic dysfunction does affect the attention to environmental stimuli.58,14 This suggests an in-
volvement of cholinergic transmission in attentional processes and in the selection of an appro-
priate strategy as well, which does not necessarily preclude a participation in memory processes.

Icv injections or infusion of NGF in young adult rats have been shown to prevent retro-
grade neuronal death, to promote recovery after damage to the septohippocampal pathway and
to improve retention of a spatial memory task in impaired aged rats (Markowska et al.,
1996).36,22,61 Likewise, NGF injections appear to compensate for deficits induced by
septo-hippocampal lesions or ageing.26,27 In particular, NGF could modulate both the number
and appearance of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons of cognitively impaired aged rats23 and
increase the number and size of cholinergic synaptic elements.19

Trophic action of NGF is known to prevent neuronal death. This property seems to rely on
trkA receptor activation that regulates neuronal function like synaptic plasticity.38 During de-
velopment, however, NGF binding to low affinity p75NTR receptors appears to induce neu-
ronal death.24 Van der Zee and collegues (1996) have shown that p75NTR receptor mediates
apoptosis of approximately 25% of the cholinergic basal forebrain neurons in mice between
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postnatal day 6 and 15, but only in cholinergic neurons that lack trkA receptors. In adulthood,
by contrast, recovery after injury could be mediated by the p75NTR low-affinity neurotrophin
receptor. Van der Zee et al69 now provide evidence that NGF infusion after fimbria fornix
transection did not induce a reversal of choline ChAT expression in adult p75NTR deficient
mice.

Opposite to expectations derived from binding studies, postnatal NGF administration re-
sulted in cognitive enhancement, which was particularly obvious in rats trained in the presence
of a salient cue. Efficient spatial representation requires attention to each of the different cues,
despite large inequalities in salience. This may be due to differences in size, contrasts with the
background, or varying distances from the pool and the platform. Different treatments induc-
ing cholinergic system modifications in rats indicate that either impairment or enhancement
was more consistent when rats were trained in the presence of a salient local cue.9,7

It is known that a salient local cue facilitates escape. It is assumed that a cued task does not
require spatial memory per se, but rather an association between the cue and the goal for the
development of a guidance strategy. It has also been demonstrated that lesions of the striatum
affect the cued task while lesions of the fornix reduce performance in place tasks.20 In most
cued tasks, the platform is visible, so that a rapid escape can be based on the single rule of
approaching the conspicuous platform. In our task, however, the cue does not precisely coin-
cide with the platform and offers only a partial support to landing. When the rat is in the
proximity of the target, the cue is positioned above its head and thus might appear less salient.
Such a cued task requires to chain at least two different strategies, i.e., a cue guidance combined
with a memory of the platform position of the relative more distant room cues. As discussed by
Jaffard and Meunier,39 an optimal behaviour might require an active process “that readily upsets
the imbalance between competing memory systems.” This suggests that the elaboration and the
use of a spatial representation might require a temporary memory of the local cues’ salience, and
one of the main functions of the cholinergic system might be the modulation of attentional
processes by the balancing of the relative importance of the various components of the environ-
ment.

Finally, NGF seems to have a dual role that consists in preventing or inducing neuronal
cholinergic death during development. This early regulation of the cholinergic system appears
to be critical for the development of normal spatial capacity. The effects of early exogenous
NGF administrations depend on the maturational state of the neuronal tissue. Given during
periods crucial for development, NGF will preferentially induce p75NTR receptor expression
that could lead to cholinergic cell segregation and produce spatial impairments depending on
the modification of attentional processes.
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Eph Receptors and Their Ephrin Ligands
in Neural Plasticity
Robert Gerlai

Abstract

Eph receptor tyrosine kinases are largely known for their involvement in brain development.
But, as these receptors are also expressed in the adult, their possible role in the mature
nervous system has begun to be explored. Emerging evidence for the involvement of

Eph receptors in synaptic plasticity, learning and memory is discussed in this chapter. It is
forecast that the actions of Eph receptors in the adult brain will attract significant attention,
and research into their roles will have relevance for the human clinic, particularly in the area of
CNS disorders associated with abnormal neural plasticity and memory loss.

Introduction
Tyrosine kinases including the receptors of neurotrophic factors such as NGF (Nerve Growth

Factor), BDNF (Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor) and neurotrophins NT3 and NT/4-5,
have enjoyed considerable attention because of their newly discovered roles in neural plasticity
and learning and memory. These proteins that were previously thought to function exclusively
in brain development, now are known to be key players in synaptic processes thought to under-
lie LTP and memory formation.62-67 Some argue now that the development of the brain and
the development of the memory trace are not fundamentally different in terms of underlying
molecular mechanisms.

The focus of the present review is the newest and largest receptor tyrosine kinase family, the
Eph tyrosine kinases. Interestingly, the history of research into the function of these kinases is
fairly similar to that of the “traditional” nerurotrophic factors and their receptors. The initial
functional characterization of Eph tyrosine kinase receptors was also focussed on brain devel-
opment. Eph receptors were found to mediate the establishment of topographic connections
and migration of neuronal cells during ontogenesis. The fact that Eph receptors are expressed
in the adult brain escaped attention for several years after the discovery of these receptors.
Recently, however, such expression has been clearly demonstrated and the question regarding
the possible role these receptors may play in the adult central nervous system has been raised.
Here I review the emerging evidence for Eph receptor involvement in neural plasticity, and
argue that the actions of Eph kinases in the adult brain will attract much attention and will
become a prolific research area, perhaps even more so than in the case of neurotrophins and
their tyrosine kinase receptors.

The Promiscuous Family of Eph Receptors
Eph receptors form the largest family of tyrosine kinase receptors with highly conserved

amino acid sequence and perhaps function across vertebrate species (for most recent reviews
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see refs. 1, 2). Their ligands, the ephrins, are also a highly abundant class of molecules.1,2 Two
main classes of Eph receptors are differentiated, A and B. This classification is based on the
homology of the extracellular domains of the receptors and on their ligand preference.3,4 EphA
receptors bind ephrinA ligands and EphB receptors bind ephrinB ligands. The ephrin ligands,
similarly to their receptors, are characterized by higher sequence homology within a class. The
A and B classes of ephrins are also different in the way these ligands are attached to the cell
membrane. EphrinA ligands are glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchored. EphrinB ligands,
however, span the cell membrane as they possess a transmembrane and a cytoplasmic domain.
Importantly, the ephrin ligand must be membrane bound in order for it to activate its receptor.
Soluble ephrin extracellular domains are inhibitory as they bind to the Eph receptors but are
unable to initiate dimerization and autophosphorylation of the receptor. Artificial aggregation
of soluble ligands mimics the endogenous physiological conformation of the ligands and can
be used to activate the Eph receptor.5 In summary, under physiological conditions receptor-
ligand interaction requires cell-cell contact.6

The majority of studies investigating the function of Eph receptors has been largely limited
to exploring the developmental role of these receptors.7 Interestingly, however, recently both
the receptors and their ligands were found to be expressed in the mature mammalian brain (see
e.g., ref. 9 and references therein). This has raised the intriguing possibility that Eph receptors
have a role beyond development. Here the first pieces of evidence supporting a role for Eph
kinases in the adult nervous system is reviewed. The discussion will be focused on the involve-
ment of Eph receptors in synaptic plasticity and learning and memory. The possible mecha-
nisms of their action will also be outlined.

Eph Receptors Are in the Right Places and at the Right Time
The expression of Eph receptors has been thoroughly investigated in the developing brain.

It has been found to be complex, temporally controlled, and tissue specific. Recently, however,
continued expression in the adult CNS has been demonstrated by in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemical analysis. For example, a strong signal for EphA5, a member of the Eph
tyrosine kinase family, was found in all hippocampal neuronal fields, in the cortex, and in the
amygdala of the adult rat brain.8 The results were confirmed in two inbred strains of mice
(C57BL/6 and DBA/2) by in situ hybridization.8 Strong EphA5 mRNA expression was ob-
served in the hippocampus, and a milder but still clearly detectable message was seen in the
cortex, the amygdala, the thalamus and the hypothalamus.9 The presence of EphA5 protein
was also revealed.9 It was found in hippocampal tissue in a phosphorylated form, which implies
that the Eph kinase was present in an activated form in the adult mouse brain. EphrinA5, a
ligand of the EphA5 receptor, was not detected by in situ hybridization in mice.9 Nevertheless,
a more sensitive technique, quantitative real time RT-PCR demonstrated the presence of mRNA
of this and other ephrin ligands including ephrinA2.9 Other studies using immunostaining
revealed the presence of EphA3 and EphA4 receptors and the ephrinA2 ligand in both the
adult rat and mouse brains10,11 Clearly, these findings imply a possible functional role for the
Eph receptors and their ligands in the adult brain.

The mere presence of these receptors and their ligands in adult brain tissue does not allow
one to speculate what role these molecules may play there. However, analysis of their micro-
structural localization may offer some clues. Eph receptors and ephrinB ligands were found to
co-localize with PDZ binding proteins in subcellular fractions (crude synaptosomes, and pre-
and post-synaptic membranes) of adult rat cortex, indicating that these molecules may be
present at synapses in vivo.12 Moreover, immunohistochemical double labeling for synaptophysin
and for Eph receptors or ephrinB ligands has confirmed synaptic localization of these proteins
in hippocampal neuronal cultures.12 Based on these observations a potential role for Eph ki-
nases in the physiology of the synapse has been suggested,12 an idea that has gained consider-
able support by the results of in vivo and ex vivo analyses of the function of Eph receptors.
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Eph Receptors: “New” Players in the Adult Brain
Perhaps the first indication that Eph receptors may function in the adult brain came from a

study in which kainate induced excitotoxicity and its effects on Eph gene expression were
studied.13 Kainate injection was found to induce the expression of Eph tyrosine kinases, namely
EphA4, EphB2 and EphA5. Quantification of the expression levels of these receptors showed
significant temporal changes. The results suggested that Eph receptors/ligands might function
in neuronal pathfinding after sprouting subsequent to neuronal denervation in the adult, po-
tentially implicating these receptors in such human brain diseases as epilepsy or spinal cord
injury.14 For instance, upon spinal cord injury EphB3 was found to be overexpressed in a rat
model of contusive spinal cord trauma suggesting that EphB3 may contribute to the unfavor-
able environment for axonal regeneration.68 In another study, ephrinA5 was found to be in-
volved in selective inhibition of spinal cord neurite outgrowth and cell survival14 again suggest-
ing that Eph receptors significantly impair regeneration after injury in the adult CNS. Another
interesting recent finding relevant for adult brain injury and repair concerns the expression of
EphB1-3 and EphA4 receptors and their ephrinB ligands in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of
the lateral ventricles in the adult mammalian brain.69 SVZ, the largest remaining germinal
zone of the adult brain contains neuroblast cells migrating rostrally to the olfactory bulb. The
Eph receptors were demonstrated to mediate the migration and proliferation of these cells69

raising the intriguing possibility that modulation of Eph receptor function may allow one to
develop therapeutic applications by influencing neurogenesis in the adult brain. Finally, in a
recent study, investigators using a kindling model found that activation or deactivation of Eph
receptors can alter the development of behavioral seizures and change both the extent and the
pattern of mossy fiber sprouting.70 In summary, it appears that Eph receptors are involved in
processes following injury to the adult brain. But what do they do in the normal brain?

Function of Eph Receptors in the Normal Brain: Role in Plasticity
and Memory

The above question has been difficult to address because of the scarcity of good molecular
tools with which one can manipulate Eph function. Specific pharmacological agents are not
available for Eph tyrosine kinases. Antisense oligonucleotide knock down approaches have not
been attempted. Gene targeting, although successfully employed with a number of Eph recep-
tors and their ligands, has had limited use for the analysis of adult neural function because
disruption of a single gene encoding a particular receptor or ligand could be compensated for
by the presence of sister molecules. That is, functional redundancy made it difficult for the
investigators to analyze the disruption of single members of this large protein family. Another
complication in these studies is that these receptors and ligands are involved in CNS develop-
ment. Thus if their disruption by gene targeting is not compensated for, the effects almost
certainly will manifest as significant developmental abnormalities which would make the analysis
of their adult neural function complicated. Perhaps, an inducible and cell type restricted knock
out approach could adequately address the confounding effects of developmental alterations.
But such an approach has not been attempted for these kinases. Furthermore, because of the
high redundancy in the Eph family (overlapping expression and high homology between sister
receptors or ligands), significant compensation may be expected if a single gene encoding one
Eph receptor or ephrin ligand is mutated15 thus double, triple, quadruple, etc. knock outs may
be needed. Ultimately, creating all permutations of absence vs. presence of the normal form of
certain members of this family may be required, clearly a daunting task that could take decades
of experimentation. To solve the above problems an alternative molecular tool, the
immunoadhesins16 was utilized.

The immunoadhesins (Fig. 1) employed in the functional analysis of EphA receptors8,9

were comprised of the ligand-binding domain of the EphA5 receptor (EphA5-IgG) or the
receptor-binding domain of the ephrin-A5 ligand (ephrinA5-IgG). These immunoadhesins
had opposing effects. EphA5-IgG scavenged the endogenous ligand and acted as an antagonist,
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Figure 1. Immunoadhesins in the functional characterization of Eph receptors. Immunoadhesins (A) are
genetically engineered proteins that consist of the Fc portion of an IgG molecule attached to a cell-surface
protein (for review see 16). Immunoadhesins are disulfide-linked homodimers structurally similar to an-
tibodies. They contain an adhesin region derived from a receptor or cell-surface ligand (triangles), the hinge
region (white rectangles) and the Fc portion (black rectangles). Immunoadhesins bind to their target (B)
with high affinity and specificity because the binding capacity of their adhesin domain is identical to that
of the receptor or ligand of interest. For example, the receptor immunoadhesin EphA5–IgG (panel B left
side) binds to ephrinA ligands anchored to the cell surface. By scavenging the ligands, it acts as a competitive
antagonist of EphA function. The ligand immunoadhesin ephrinA5–IgG (panel B right side) Fc domain,
black; receptor-binding domain of ligand attached to the Fc, “claw” shape) binds to EphA receptors (triangle
and elliptic shape) and elicits receptor dimerization, which leads to receptor activation and intracellular
signaling (but see below).
It is important to stress that these immunoadhesins recognize the ligand or the receptor on the basis of the
high-affinity ligand-receptor interaction.16,17 Immunoadhesins therefore may obviate the lack of EphA
selective pharmacological agents and, as a result of the unaltered binding sites, immunoadhesins are capable
of binding all the relevant proteins that the endogenous Eph receptor and the ephrins would bind. As Eph
receptors are promiscuous and interact with several ephrin ligands,3 immunoadhesins allow the manipu-
lation of all functionally relevant ligands and receptors without the confounding effects of compensation
by related molecules, as occurs in gene targeting experiments.15,59,58

Several caveats must also be mentioned, however. First, the ability of immunoadhesins to act as agonists may
depend on the experimental conditions and the particular target receptor the immunoadhesin is supposed
to bind. Eliciting receptor dimerization may require cross linking several immunoadhesins, i.e., the creation
of immunoadhesin multimers.16 Second, even the monomer is large enough not to be able to cross the blood
brain barrier. Thus the in vivo delivery of the immunoadhesin requires time consuming, delicate, and
invasive stereotaxic brain surgery. Third, the immunoadhesin solution may contain endotoxin, a bacterial
lipoprotein-polysaccharide complex that may have significant toxic effects in the brain. Fourth, the
immunoadhesin, as a foreign protein, may elicit an immune response. Despite these caveats that can
complicate the interpretation of immunoadhesin effects, immunoadhesins have been successfully used in
the functional analysis of neurotrophic factors and their tyrosine kinase receptors as well as ephrins and their
Eph receptors (for a recent review and methods see refs. 60, 61). Figure modified from ref. 60.
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whereas ephrinA5-IgG worked as an EphA agonist by dimerizing and initiating the
autophosphorylation cycle of the receptor.6,17

Acute administration of EphA5-IgG, the EphA antagonist, resulted in EphA receptor deac-
tivation leading to a significant impairment in long-term potentiation (LTP) in rat hippocam-
pal slices.8 Conversely, the agonist immunoadhesin, ephrinA5-IgG, led to synaptic potentia-
tion resembling LTP.8 These results provided the first direct evidence demonstrating that Eph
tyrosine kinases participate in synaptic plasticity in vitro.

The question whether similar effects may be seen in vivo has also been addressed.9,18 In
these studies, the synaptoplastic and behavioral effects of in vivo chronic (7 day long) bilateral
intrahippocampal immunoadhesin infusion were investigated. Although the induction of LTP
was found normal in hippocampal slices of C57BL/6 mice previously infused with EphA5-IgG,
the potentiated response was shown to decay faster when compared to control slices. The
synaptoplastic changes correlated with behavioral alterations. Mice that received bilateral
intrahippocampal infusion of EphA5-IgG for a week exhibited impaired T-maze spontaneous
alternation (Figs. 2 and 3) as well as disrupted context-dependent fear conditioning perfor-
mance (Figs. 4 and 5.), behavioral aberrations indicative of hippocampal abnormalities.19,20,21

Thus, inhibition of EphA activity impaired neuronal plasticity, which manifested both in elec-
trophysiological as well as behavioral tests. A potential concern could be that the impairment
was due to non-specific effects but perhaps general impairment of health or brain function.
However, the effects of ephrinA5-IgG induced Eph activation could not be explained by a
non-specific action of this immunoadhesin. When infused into the hippocampus of DBA/2

Figure 2. The T-maze Continuous Alternation Task (T-CAT). Mice are allowed to alternate between the left
and right arms of the T-maze throughout a 15-trial session. Once they have entered a particular arm, a
guillotine door is lowered to block entry to the opposite arm (checkered area). The door is removed only
after the mice have returned to the start arm, allowing a new alternation trial to be started. Alternation rate
is calculated as the ratio between alternating choices and total number of choices (50%, random choice;
100%, alternation at every trial; 0%, no alternation). Time to complete 15 choices is recorded. In addition,
several motor and posture patterns are also measured (not shown).
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mice, a strain with impaired hippocampal function,21,22,23,24 ephrinA5-IgG led to significantly
improved LTP and this improvement correlated with superior performance in both the T-maze
alternation task and the context dependent fear conditioning test as compared to control.
These results were replicated in another strain (C57BL/6) of mice with the use of modified
stimulation and testing protocols9 suggesting that the findings are robust and not unique to a
particular inbred mouse strain. Lastly, the involvement of Eph receptors in consolidation of
memory has also been demonstrated18 in a ketamine anesthesia induced retrograde amnesia
model. In this work, ephrinA5-IgG, infused after ketamine induced disruption of memory
consolidation, significantly improved cognitive performance in a hippocampus dependent
manner (Fig. 6). In conclusion, the electrophysiological and behavioral observations obtained
support a role for Eph receptors in neural plasticity in the adult mammalian brain.

Figure 3. EphA receptors mediate spontaneous alternation performance in the T-maze. Infusion of EphA5-
IgG impairs alternation performance in C57BL/6 mice (A) while ephrinA5-IgG improves alternation
performance in DBA/2 mice (C) in the T-maze spontaneous alternation task. The changes are not related
to task completion time (B, D) indicating unaltered motor performance or motivation. Mean + standard
error are shown. Sample sizes (n) are also indicated.
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Mechanisms Mediating Eph Action: The First Working Hypotheses
Admittedly, the potential neurobiological mechanisms underlying the observed behavioral

and electrophysiological effects are speculative at this point. The findings obtained so far, how-
ever, have led to the emergence of working hypotheses that may be tested in future mechanistic
studies. The recent observation showing that Eph receptors and ephrinB ligands contain PDZ
recognition motifs and are bound and clustered by PDZ proteins at pre- and postsynaptic sites
of neuronal synapses in vitro suggests that Eph receptors are properly positioned to mediate
synaptic plasticity.12,25 Moreover, as Eph receptor and ephrin ligand binding interaction re-
quires cell-cell contact (both the ligand and the receptor are membrane bound), Eph receptor
mediated signaling can be achieved in a highly localized manner, a crucial prerequisite in the

Figure 4. The fear conditioning paradigm. The paradigm has three phases: a training phase (A), a context
dependent test (B), and a cue dependent test (C). For training, mice receive 3 electric foot shocks (1 sec,
0.7 mA, indicated by the thick black bars on the bottom of the cage) each preceded by an 80 dB, 2900 Hz,
20 sec long tone cue (indicated by the black filled circle on the wall). The context test is performed in the
training chamber but no shock (thin bars) or tone (empty circle) is delivered. The cue test is carried out in
another chamber identical in size but different in visual, olfactory, and tactile cues from those of the training
chamber. Tone signals identical to the one used in training are given (black filled circle) but no shock (thin
bars) is delivered. Behavior is video-recorded and later quantified using event recording computer programs.
Behavior elements correlated with fear, primarily freezing, are measured. The timing of stimulus delivery
in each phase of the paradigm is also shown: solid black bars represent the tone, the arrows the shock, and
the gray shading the different context.
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Figure 5. EphA receptors mediate cognitive performance in a context dependent manner in fear condition-
ing. The performance of EphA5-IgG infused C57BL/6 mice was significantly impaired compared to control
(CD1-IgG infused mice) in the context test (B) but not in other phases of the paradigm (A training, C cue
test). The performance of ephrinA5-IgG infused DBA/2 mice after fear-conditioning was significantly
improved (increased freezing) compared to the control animals in a context-dependent manner (D training,
E context test, F cue test). Note that both the context and the cued tests were carried out 24 hours after the
fear conditioning. Mean + standard error are shown. Sample sizes (n) are also indicated. Thin solid lines
represent the delivery of tone and the arrows the shocks. (Modified from ref. 9)
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Figure 6. EphA receptors are involved in consolidation of memory. The performance of C57BL/6 mice were
significantly disrupted by surgical anesthesia (ketamine) delivered 90 min after completion of training (A).
The retrograde amnesia is robust in the context test (B), and almost completely absent in the cue test (C).
EphrinA5-IgG infusion significantly ameliorates surgical anesthesia induced retrograde amnesia (D train-
ing, E context test, F cue test) in C57BL/6 mice. Mean + standard error are shown. Sample sizes (n) are also
indicated. Thin solid lines represent the delivery of tone and the arrows the shocks. (Modified from).18
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activation/deactivation of single synapses essential for proper stimulus processing. Eph recep-
tors may interact with a number of proteins through their PDZ binding domains that mediate
cytoskeletal processes12 and thus potentially affect a range of subcellular mechanisms influenc-
ing synaptic transmission and/or plasticity. Such mechanisms may include, for example, the
trafficking and docking of presynaptic vesicles,26 the clustering of neurotransmitter receptors,
e.g., AMPA-R and NMDA-R,27 and the formation of “perforated” synapses associated with
LTP28,29,30 and perhaps with memory formation. Interestingly, a member of the Eph family,
the EphA5 receptor, has been shown to mediate actin polymerization, and its activation by
administration of ephrinA5-IgG leads to actin depolymerization and axonal growth cone col-
lapse in neuronal cell cultures and cortical explants.6 Depolymerization of actin, a component
of the scaffolding of the synapse, may allow the synapse to undergo plastic structural modifica-
tion. Indeed, actin has been found to be a crucial component of the cytoskeleton present in
presynaptic as well as postsynaptic terminals31,32,33 and has been shown to be associated with
structural changes underlying synaptic plasticity34,31,35,32 affecting both presynaptic and
postsynapric mechanisms including paired pulse facilitation, and LTP.36 Remarkably, it has
been demonstrated that application of the EphA agonist ephrinA5-IgG, which destabilizes
actin filaments6 improves LTP. Therefore, the assumption that EphA receptor activation mobi-
lizes the synapse by destabilizing actin filaments thus allowing the synapse to undergo struc-
tural modifications necessary for plastic changes to take place is not far fetched. Perhaps this
hypothesis may be tested by detailed electron- or confocal microscopy analyses coupled with
electrophysiological manipulation and monitoring of the synapse.

The possibility that Eph receptors play roles in cytostructural processes is consistent with
the changes that were observed in the expression of the tubulin and MAP2 (microtubule asso-
ciated protein 2) genes in response to EphA5-IgG or ephrinA5-IgG treatment.9 Tubulin and
MAP2 were overexpressed as a result of EphA receptor inactivation and were underexpressed
due to receptor activation in the adult mouse hippocampus. First, these findings are compat-
ible with the known arresting effects of ephrinA ligands on axonal and dendritic growth during
CNS development.17,6,15 Second, they are also consistent with the suggested cytostructural
role of the Eph receptors in neural plasticity: removal of the structural components tubulin and
MAP2 may be a prerequisite of plastic changes of the synapse. In the adult brain, where major
developmental alterations do not take place, transcriptional regulation of tubulin, and perhaps
other genes of cytoskeletal proteins, may subserve the development of new or altered synaptic
connections, i.e., neural plasticity as previously assumed.37,38,39

Although the above hypotheses are plausible, they are not the only possible ones. Eph re-
ceptors may also influence synaptic mechanisms via mediating adhesion processes. For ex-
ample, phosphorylation of L1, a transmembrane adhesion molecule, was demonstrated follow-
ing EphB2 activation,40 and disruption of L1 function by anti-L1 antibody application was
shown to impair synaptic plasticity.41 EphA receptor induced signaling via ephrinA ligands
(e.g., ephrinA5) should also be mentioned here as it was shown to increase the attachment of
neuronal cells to the extracellular matrix,42 a process that may influence synaptic plasticity.43

Furthermore, Eph receptors contain a cytoplasmic sequence motif, YEPD, that mediates
binding src non-receptor tyrosine kinases, including src and fyn.44 fyn is involved in the
phosphorylation of NMDA-R,45 a key player in LTP,46 and fyn null mutant mice exhibit
impaired spatial learning and blunted hippocampal LTP.47 src also modulates NMDA-R
function48 and plays a crucial role in LTP.49 LTP, and NMDA-R itself, has been implicated
in acquisition and consolidation of memory .50,46,51,52,19,53,54,55 Thus, src kinase mediated
synaptic plasticity may be a potential substrate of Eph action. Lastly, EphB receptors have
been shown to directly interact with NMDA receptors, a process that may influence synapse
formation and function.56

Involvement of Eph receptors in adult neural plasticity implies that Eph receptor function
must be modulated in a precise time and location specific manner. At this point, however, it is
unclear how this is achieved. Ephrin ligands, compared to their receptors, are expressed at low
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levels in the adult brain9 implying that perhaps a considerable proportion of Eph receptors is
not activated under basal conditions. It is plausible that localized induction of expression of the
ligands is the primary process that leads to receptor activation at the appropriate synaptic sites,
however, this has not been investigated. Perhaps sensitive single cell PCR techniques or expres-
sion profiling using gene arrays will be able to address this question. It is also possible that
proper clustering of the GPI anchored membrane bound or transmembrane ephrin ligands
underlies receptor activation, as at least two ligand molecules need to be in close proximity to
induce receptor dimerization and initiate the autophosphorylation process.16 Although no di-
rect evidence has been obtained to confirm the validity of this suggestion, ephrinA5 ligands
have been found in specialized membrane rafts, called caveolae, which perhaps facilitate cluster-
ing of EphA receptors42 and eprhinB ligands.12 Activity dependent induction of EphA and
EphB receptors (e.g., EphA4, EphA5, EphB2) at the mRNA level has been demonstrated in the
hippocampus13 suggesting that transcriptional regulation of the receptors may be possible. Al-
ternatively, or additionally, modulation of Eph receptor signaling may be achieved through the
tyrosine phosphorylation sites identified at the juxtamembrane, SAP, and kinase domains of the
Eph receptor (reviewed in refs. 1, 2). But again, the molecular components involved in such
processes are not well understood. Similarly, the downstream elements of Eph signalling are not
yet elucidated. Nevertheless, based on the binding domains identified on the Eph receptor,
downstream molecular interactions could involve numerous signaling pathways acting through
src family cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, the RasGAP pathway, the LMW-PTP phophotyrosine
phosphatase, PI3 kinase, the Grb2, Grb10 and SLAP adaptor proteins, and several PDZ do-
main containing proteins including GRIP (reviewed in refs. 1, 2). Finally, signal transduction
via ephrin ligands must also be mentioned. EphrinB ligands possess a cytoplasmic domain and
have been clearly shown to transduce signals (reviewed in ref. 57) and ephrinA ligands (ephrinA5),
as already mentioned, may also be involved in signal transduction (for review see refs. 1, 2).

Concluding Remarks
The molecular cascade of events in which Eph receptors are involved, including both the

upstream and downstream elements, are far from understood. The potential neurobiological
mechanisms associated with Eph action are also highly speculative. Nevertheless, the gross
anatomical localization of Eph receptors and ephrin ligands in the adult brain, and the localiza-
tion of some of these proteins at the synapse, suggest that this receptor system is involved not
only in development of the brain but also in adult neural function. This conclusion is now
supported by the findings demonstrating that significant changes occur in synaptic plasticity
following acute or chronic modulation of Eph function in hippocampal slices and that signifi-
cant changes are also observed in learning and memory after chronic modulation of Eph func-
tion in vivo.

This is a promising start by all means, but much needs to be done before the exact role of
Eph receptors in adult neural function can be understood. Characterization of the signaling
pathways upstream and downstream of the Eph receptor will be a complex task given the
multitude of potential molecular interactions in which these receptors and ligands participate.
It is also not clear whether different members of the Eph receptor tyrosine kinase family have
spatially and/or temporally distinct roles in the adult brain. Inducible and cell type restricted
gene targeting or the use of immunoadhesins and perhaps novel small molecules, specific phar-
macological tools to be developed for particular Eph receptors, will advance our understanding
of the actions of the Eph receptors. Ultimately, these techniques will enable us to address the
intriguing question whether the development of our brain and the development of our memo-
ries share common molecular mechanisms.
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Corticosteroids
Carmen Sandi

Abstract

Glucocorticoid hormones, released from the adrenal glands, easily access the brain where
they can affect neural structure and function through the binding to two types of
intracellular receptors, the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) and the glucocorticoid

receptor (GR). Secretion of these steroids is activated by exposure to stressful situations, and
growing evidence indicates that they can interact with the neurobiological mechanisms subserving
memory formation. After a brief description of these hormones and their receptors, we will
review the scientific literature questioning whether glucocorticoid release, during the process-
ing of certain types of information, could play a role on the neural processes involved in long-term
memory formation. Emphasis will be made on findings that have shown a differential role of
the two corticosteroid receptors on cognitive function, with MRs involved in behavioural reac-
tivity to novel situations, and GRs in the consolidation of the newly acquired information.
Which could be the mediating mechanisms involved in glucocorticoid actions is one of the key
questions to be addressed when dealing with the capacity of these hormones to modulate memory
storage. Recent evidence suggesting that glucocorticoids could induce their memory effects, at
least partially, by regulating expression and function of synaptic proteins (in particular, cell
adhesion molecules) will be presented. Finally, the behavioural and neural outcomes induced
by chronic exposure to hypercortisolemic situations—a field that has received increasing atten-
tion over the past decade—will be reviewed.

Glucocorticoid Hormones and Receptors

Glucocorticoids and the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) Axis
Glucocorticoids are a major subgroup of steroid hormones, which are produced by the

adrenal cortex under the regulatory influence of the adrenocorticotropin hormone (ACTH).
They are important elements of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, a neuroendo-
crine circuit critically involved in the response to stress and emotions and in the maintenance
of homeostasis in the organism (see Fig. 1). The parvocellular neurons of the paraventricular
nucleus (PVN) in the hypothalamus are the endpoint that integrates inputs from different
neurotransmitter systems throughout the brain, including influences from the prefrontal cor-
tex, hippocampus, amygdala, and septum. These neurons secrete corticotrophin-releasing hor-
mone (CRH) and arginine vasopressin (AVP), which stimulate the pituitary to release ACTH
(for discussion of the roles of these peptides, see de Wied and Kovac, this book).

Therefore, glucocorticoids (cortisol being the major naturally occurring glucocorticoid in
humans, and corticosterone in several other animal species, including rats, mice and chicks) are
the final products of the HPA system which, under basal conditions, shows a pulsatile and
circadian secretion of the different hormones involved. Under exposure to physical or psycho-
logical stress, the brain structures involved in the regulation of this circuit stimulate the PVN,
which then triggers the chain of endocrine responses on the different components of the axis.
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As important as this stress response is for adaptation and survival, as important is the termina-
tion of its activation, since sustained exposure to elevated levels of these hormones (particularly
glucocorticoids) is well known to be highly deleterious – and potentially lethal- for the organ-
ism. Thus, glucocorticoids play a key role in the termination of their own release by inhibiting
the secretion of ACTH and CRH at the level of the pituitary and hypothalamus, respectively,
and also by interacting with other brain structures, among which the hippocampus plays a very
important role.30

In addition to displaying a wide number of actions at different levels of the organism –
including the regulation of glucose levels, blood pressure, and the immune response-, due to
their lipophilic nature, glucocorticoids can readily enter the brain, where they affect neural
function and behaviour mainly by interacting with two types of intracellular receptors: the
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR). Although increasing
evidence indicates that glucocorticoids can also exert rapid, non-genomic actions by interact-
ing with different proteins of the cell membrane (including neurotransmitter receptors and
putative non-genomic receptors for glucocorticoids),37 this mechanism of action is still poorly
understood. Here, we will focus on the classic corticosteroid genomic actions through the
intracellular corticosteroid receptors.

Corticosteroid Receptors in the Brain
The intracellular corticosteroid receptors belong to the superfamily of nuclear hormone

receptors. These are part of a cytoplasmic multiprotein complex, which, in addition to a recep-
tor and several other molecules, involves heat shock proteins (hsp). When a corticosteroid
hormone binds to a receptor, a conformational change is induced in the receptor molecule,
which then leads to a cascade of events, including the dissociation of the receptor from the hsp
complex, and the translocation of the receptor-ligand complex to the nucleus, where it can
modulate gene transcription. Depending on a number of factors (such as the cellular context or
specific physiological conditions), gene expression can either be activated or repressed, either
through a direct interaction of the ligand-activated MR or GR with specific DNA sequences,
or by the interaction of the activated receptor with other transcription factors, such as the
activating protein (AP-1), the nuclear factor kB (NFKB), or the cAMP-response element-binding
protein12 (CREB, see Frankland and Josselyn, this book) (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the
hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA)
axis. Corticotropin Releasing Hormone (CRH)
is released from the hypothalamus and activates
the pituitary, where it activates the secretion of
Adrenocorticotropin (ACTH). When ACTH
stimulates the adrenal cortex, glucocorticoid se-
cretion is activated. Circulating glucocorticoids
can then inhibit HPA axis, by inhibiting ACTH
secretion at the pituitary and CRH secretion at
the hypothalamus. In addition, glucocorticoids
can get access to the brain and also inhibiting
HPA axis activation through their binding to
specific mineralocorticoid (MR) and glucocor-
ticoid (GR) receptors in different brain areas
(particularly the hippocampus and the frontal
cortex).
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MRs and GRs differ in their affinity to bind different ligands. In particular, affinity of MRs
to bind corticosterone is approximately 10-fold higher than the affinity of GRs. As a conse-
quence, at physiological conditions when corticosteroid levels are low (i.e., at the circadian
trough at rest), whereas MRs are largely occupied (around 70-80%), GRs only show a low
occupancy (around 10%). However, under situations of enhanced corticosteroid levels (i.e.,
under stressful circumstances), activation of GRs is considerably increased.

Both receptor types also differ in their respective distribution throughout the brain. Al-
though they are co-localized in a number of brain structures involved in emotion and cogni-
tion, such as hippocampus, septum and amygdala, the GR has a much wider distribution in
the brain, with its highest expression being observed in brain areas involved in the regulatory
feedback of the HPA axis, including the pituitary, paraventricular nucleus of the hypothala-
mus, and the hippocampus. In the context of the present chapter, it is important to emphasize
that a particularly high density of both MRs and GRs is found in hippocampal neurons.24,25

Hippocampal MRs have been implicated in the control of the inhibitory tone that the
hippocampus exerts on the HPA axis,52 as well as in the maintenance of neuronal excitability in
the CA1 subfield.26 Importantly, the expression of MRs in the hippocampus has been found to
be rapidly upregulated by acute stress exposure, an effect which seems to potentiate the inhibi-
tory tonus of these receptors on the activity of the HPA axis.52 In contrast, GR action appears
to be regulated by the hormone level. Thus, when corticosteroid levels are increased, their
activation of GRs (in addition to MRs) has been associated with a facilitation of HPA activa-
tion and reduced neuronal activity in the hippocampus. A balance in corticosteroid actions
mediated via MRs and GRs has been proposed to be critical for the control of homeostasis.12

Figure 2. Genomic mechanisms of action of mineralocorticoid (MR) and glucocorticoid (GR) receptors.
Due to their lipohilic nature, corticosteroids can easily cross cell membranes. When an agonist ligand (i.e.,
aldosterone or corticosterone) binds to the intracellular corticosteroid receptors, a chain of events is trig-
gered, including the translocation of the hormone-receptor complex to the nucleus. There, they can either
directly or indirectly (through the interaction with other transcription factors, such as AP1) modulate gene
transcription, eventually facilitating or inhibiting the synthesis of specific proteins. Cort: corticosterone;
Aldo: aldosterone; GR: glucocorticoid receptor; MR: mineralocorticoid receptor; 11-HSD:
11beta-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase.
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Role of Glucocorticoids on Memory Consolidation
The idea that stress hormones, released during training experiences, can modulate the stor-

age of information, was proposed after the observation that emotionally arousing experiences
generally lead to stronger memories than more ordinary events.20,22 A wide body of data has
lead to recognise that peripheral catecholamines (adrenaline and noradrenaline), secreted as
part of the stress response by the activation of the sympathetic nervous system, display impor-
tant modulatory actions on learning and memory processes21 (see also, Gibbs and Summers,
this book). In addition, intensive research, involving a great variety of experimental approaches,
has also indicated a key role of glucocorticoids in the storage of information.

The interest in glucocorticoid actions on cognitive processes is multiple. First, although
glucocorticoids are peripheral hormones, their lipophilic nature allows them to readily cross
the blood-brain barrier and to get access to the brain. Second, the high density of corticosteroid
receptors expressed in brain areas involved in learning and memory, such as the hippocampus,
septum, cerebral cortex and amygdala, denotes their key location to affect cognitive processing.
Third, considerable evidence has shown that protein synthesis is required for long-term memory
storage (Stork and Welzel, and also Mileusnic in this book for review). Given that the classic
mechanism of corticosteroid action is to modulate gene transcription (with immediate effects
on the synthesis of a number of proteins), this functional regulation might have important
consequences both on the structural and functional characteristics of the nervous system, in-
cluding the neurobiological processes involved in memory formation. Furthermore, it is nowa-
days well established that glucocorticoids affect numerous cellular and molecular events in
brain cells,12,38 the main substrate of behaviour and cognition.

In order to question whether these hormones could actually affect cognitive function, differ-
ent approaches have been used to investigate the role of glucocorticoids on memory formation:

Manipulation of the Degree of Stress Involved in the Training Task
Some studies have evaluated to what extent the strength of a long-term memory could be

related to the degree of stress involved in the training situation. One way to assess this question
is to manipulate the intensity of the stressor used as the unconditioned stimulus (US) in a
particular task, and to subsequently evaluate whether any relationship can be observed between
posttraining corticosterone levels and the degree of memory displayed by the animals.

In training tasks in which the US is a footshock, it is the intensity of the shock which is
generally varied. Thus, experiments performed in the contextual fear conditioning task, involv-
ing groups of rats that received different shock intensities (0.2, 0.4 and 1 mA), observed a
direct relationship between the stressor intensity experienced at training and the level of freez-
ing displayed by rats at the testing session. Besides, posttraining corticosterone levels showed a
positive correlation with the strength at which fear conditioning is established into a long-term
memory.8 However, in the passive avoidance task, it has been reported that very high shock
intensities, instead of resulting in potentiated memory, might have the opposite, inhibitory,
effect on memory formation, an effect which seems to resemble the amnestic phenomenon
associated to the experience of traumatic situations.

In the water maze task, a similar phenomenon has been described by manipulating the
temperature of the pool water during the acquisition phase. Rats learning the task at a water
temperature of 19 ºC showed a greater retention of the platform location on the second day of
training than rats trained at 25 ºC. Again, a relationship was found between the strength of
memory and corticosterone levels displayed by rats after the first training session, with rats
trained on the experimental conditions that led to a stronger and longer-lasting memory (i.e.,
at 19 ºC) showing the highest circulating hormone levels.68

Therefore, these studies suggest the existence of a correlational relationship between corti-
costerone secretion during training and the strength at which long-term memory is estab-
lished. The following experimental approaches are complementary to this one, and were de-
signed to evaluate the possible existence of a causal relationship between these two phenomena.
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Inhibition of Glucocorticoid Secretion
A more direct way to question whether training-induced glucocorticoid secretion might

play a role in memory formation is to interfere, around the time of training, either with hor-
mone secretion, or with its neural action, and then to evaluate whether that might have any
impact on later retention of the task.

Inhibition of hormone secretion can be accomplished through either surgical adrenalec-
tomy or by injecting inhibitors of glucocorticoid synthesis, such as metyrapone or
aminogluthetimide. In adrenalectomized animals, there is a total absence of circulating corti-
costerone levels. Training rats under such conditions has proved to impair memory formation
for a number of tasks, including contextual fear conditioning51 and water maze learning.48,58

Corticosteroid synthesis inhibitors induce a partial chemical adrenalectomy, causing a
dose-dependent reduction of plasma corticosterone levels. Pretraining injection of glucocorti-
coid synthesis inhibitors has also been reported to interfere, in a dose-dependent manner, with
the strength and duration of newly formed memories. Among other tasks, this effect has again
been reported for the water maze59 and contextual fear conditioning.7 Interestingly, the effect
in the fear conditioning paradigm, in addition to being dose-related was also dependent on the
stressor intensity used during training. Whereas systemic administration of a metyrapone dose
of 100 mg/kg impaired memory in animals trained at either 0.4 or 1.0 mA shock intensity, a
lower dose of 50 mg/kg was only effective to decrease memory in the 0.4 mA condition, sug-
gesting an interaction of the drug dose effectiveness with the endogenous corticosterone levels
induced by the training experience.

Therefore, these experiments further supported the idea that training-induced corticos-
terone release plays an important role in the mechanisms that determine the strength of
memories.

Inhibition of Glucocorticoid Action
Given that corticosterone is released from the adrenal glands, the question, then, is whether

its effects are mediated via specific brain receptors or attributable to a peripheral action.
Several studies have addressed this question by administering selective MR or GR antago-

nists directly into the brain. In the water maze task, intracerebral injection of GR antagonists,
either before or immediately after the first training session, decreased long-term retention of
the platform location.48,56 However, administration of a MR antagonist, although it slightly
changed rats’ searching pattern at training, failed to affect subsequent retention of the task. As
for the contextual fear conditioning task, the intracerebroventricular (icv) pretraining injection
of a GR (RU-38486), but not a MR (RU-28316), antagonist diminished subsequent retention
of conditioned freezing in rats trained at an intermediate shock condition (0.4 mA), but failed
to affect retention levels in rats trained at a high shock intensity (1 mA).6 This could be either
due to the fact that neural processes that mediate memory for drastic experiences might be
under the influence of several physiological systems operating in a co-ordinated and redundant
manner and, therefore, manipulating only one physiological system (such as MRs or GRs)
might be insufficient to interfere with such a memory. However, the fact that we also found
that a pretraining systemic injection of metyrapone (100 mg/kg) was effective to diminish the
level of fear conditioning7 (see above), suggests that the lack of effect observed with the icv
administration of the GR antagonist (100 ng) might have also been due to the use of a dose of
the compound not high enough to antagonise all the relevant receptors, even though it should
be noted that the same dose has been shown to be sufficient to interfere with a number of
behavioural processes in other studies.48,28

From these findings and data obtained in other learning tasks and animal species (see Fig.
3), quite different roles have been proposed for each receptor type on cognitive processes.11,53,62

Thus, activation of MRs seems to be essential for sensory integration and response selection.
However, GR activation has been more directly implicated in the mechanisms of memory
consolidation.
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More recently, genetic tools developed to interfere with GR function have also provided
further support for the role of GRs in memory formation as suggested by psychopharmacologi-
cal studies. Thus, memory was impaired in experiments in which antisense oligonucleotides
that prevented the synthesis of GR were injected in rats28 and in ‘knock out’ mice of the genes
encoding for the GR.49

Potentiation of Glucocorticoid Action
Another way to explore whether posttraining glucocorticoid levels could have an impact on

the consolidation of newly acquired information is to assess whether the strength of a memory
could be potentiated by increasing corticosterone levels during the posttraining period. This
idea has been validated under experimental conditions inducing low to moderate levels of both
learning and corticosterone release. Posttraining injections (systemic or central) of either corti-
costerone or synthetic corticosteroid agonists have proved to facilitate subsequent retention for
a number of tasks, including passive avoidance,18,54 brightness discrimination42 contextual fear
conditioning,6 and water maze learning.68

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the one-trial passive avoidance task in the day-old chick and the effects
of the administration of mineralocorticoid (MR) and glucocorticoid (GR) receptor antagonists on memory
for this task. On the training session, due to their innate tendency to peak salient objects in their environ-
ment, chicks peck at a bright bead which has been coated in an aversive substance. As a consequence, they
display a disgust response and, when subsequently submitted to a retention test, they generally avoid pecking
at a similar dry bead. Therefore, avoidance of the bead at test is an index of memory for the task. When chicks
are intracerebrally (ic) injected with a MR antagonist prior to training, in addition to a reduction on
avoidance at retention, they show an altered reactivity response during the training situation. However,
when a GR antagonist is administered, only retrieval for the task is affected. Therefore, MRs are suggested
to influence response activation at training, whereas GRs have been proposed to participate in the
memory-facilitating mechanisms induced by glucocorticoids in the consolidation period. Based on data
taken from refs. 66 and 67.
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However, a different picture can be observed when animals display high circulating levels of
corticosteroids during the posttraining period, either due to the injection of high doses of the
steroid, or to the interaction of moderate dose injections with considerably stressful training
situations. Thus, in one-day old chicks, the same corticosterone dose that facilitated memory
for weak training conditions on the passive avoidance task, impaired memory in chicks trained
in a strong learning version of the task.64 Similarly, whereas posttraining corticosterone injec-
tions enhanced consolidation processes in rats trained under water maze conditions involving
intermediate stress levels (i.e., warm temperature),68 administration of dexamethasone impaired
memory under more stressful conditions of the same task.58

Therefore, although there is considerable evidence to propose that endogenously released
glucocorticoids potentiate memory consolidation processes by acting through brain GRs dur-
ing the posttraining period, the whole range of modulatory actions induced by these steroids
on cognitive processes requires to be described by an inverted-U shape relationship (Fig. 4).
Thus, whereas intermediate glucocorticoid levels leading to the partial activation of GRs (in
addition to MRs occupancy) facilitate consolidation, impaired retention is generally observed
in animals trained under conditions of either absence (lack of MR and GR occupancy) or
excess (high occupancy of MRs and GRs) of circulating corticosteroid hormone.

It is interesting to note that electrophysiological studies have shown similar biphasic modu-
latory actions of glucocorticoids on synaptic plasticity. Expression of hippocampal long-term
potentiation (LTP)—a long-lasting increase of synaptic efficacy induced by high-frequency
electrical stimulation which appears to be relevant to memory—is dependent upon glucocorti-
coid levels. Whereas adrenalectomy and elevated glucocorticoid levels interfere with synaptic
potentiation, both in vivo and in vitro,13,50 intermediate glucocorticoid levels leading to partial
occupation of GRs (in addition to MRs) lead to optimal expression of this phenomenon.76

Therefore, it seems that whereas MR’s activation facilitates LTP, GR-induced effects depend
upon their degree of occupation. Thus, while facilitating effects would follow their weak or
partial occupancy, their extensive occupation would inhibit the induction of this type of synap-
tic plasticity. Interestingly, inverted-U shape relationships have also been described for a num-
ber of cellular effecs of glucocorticoids, including calcium influx and responsiveness to trans-
mitters.12 In addition, it is interesting to mention that GR activation has been implicated in
the facilitation of long-term depression (LTD), a physiological phenomenon opposite to LTP
that consists on a weakening of synaptic efficacy.50,81

Figure 4. Memory or synaptic strength and corti-
costeroid activation. A wide body of data has sug-
gested that conditions in which either very low (as
found, for example, in adrenalectomized animals)
or very high (as it happens, for example, under
strong stressful circumstances) circulating levels of
glucocorticoids impair memory formation or syn-
aptic potentiation (such as LTP). However, both
memory storage and synaptic strength seem to be
facilitated under mild stressful conditions involv-
ing glucocorticoid levels able to partially activate
GRs, in addition to most MRs.
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Neural Mechanisms Involved in Glucocorticoid Actions on Memory
Consolidation

Increasing attention is being devoted to the study of the neurobiological mechanisms by
which glucocorticoids affect the processes of memory consolidation. Here, we will address this
question at two different levels of analysis, by firstly dealing with the brain structures that have
been implicated in glucocorticoid actions and, then, reviewing the cellular and molecular mecha-
nisms that might mediate their effects.

Brain Regions Implicated in Glucocorticoid Effects on Memory
Consolidation

The hippocampus is one of the brain structures implicated in the facilitating effects of GR
activation on consolidation. Whereas intra-hippocampal administration of corticosterone or
synthetic GR agonists enhanced memory consolidation for different tasks, infusions of a GR
antagonist induced the opposite, impairing, effect on the storage of spatial orientation learning
in the water maze.42,57 Although glucocorticoids could induce these facilitating effects by di-
rect binding to hippocampal GRs, a regulatory influence of the amygdala has been proposed to
be required for glucocorticoids to influence memory consolidation. In particular, the basolateral
nucleus of the amygdala (BLA) has been implicated in the glucocorticoid-induced memory
consolidation processes involving the hippocampus (Fig. 5).

In fact, studies involving a combination of amygdala lesions and systemic injections of
glucocorticoids have led to the view that the BLA, but not the adjacent central nucleus of the
amygdala (CEA), is critically involved in the memory-enhancing effects of posttraining gluco-
corticoids.54,55 This critical participation of the BLA in mediating glucocorticoid effects in
memory consolidation involve binding of corticosterone to GRs in this brain area, as shown in
experiments in which (i) local administration of a selective GR agonist enhanced retention for
the passive avoidance task when administered into the BLA, but was ineffective when infused
into the CEA; (ii) administration of a GR antagonist into the BLA interfered with memory for
spatial orientation in the water maze.56

In addition, the integrity of the amygdala β-adrenergic system seems to be required for
these facilitating actions of glucocorticoid on cognition.53

Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms Involved on Glucocorticoid Effects
on Memory Consolidation

Protein synthesis mechanisms have been reported to be required for the transfer of informa-
tion into a long-term memory storage in a variety of learning tasks. Given that glucocorticoids
can regulate (either facilitating or inhibiting) the synthesis of a large number of proteins, in-
cluding several which have been critically implicated in neural plasticity10,14 the possible in-
volvement of a protein regulatory action on the modulatory actions of glucocorticoids on cog-
nition is receiving increasing attention.62

Using the one-trial passive avoidance task in day-old chicks, a set of experiments was per-
formed to evaluate whether the memory-facilitating effect that induces corticosterone in a
weak training version of this learning model is dependent upon protein synthesis.65 By inject-
ing the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomicyn at different times with regards to training, it was
found that this inhibitor was effective to reverse the facilitatory effect of the steroid on reten-
tion when injected up to 4-5 h after training, but not at later time points. Therefore, these
results suggested that receptor-mediated changes in gene expression were involved in the facili-
tating effect of corticosterone on consolidation. One important question to address from these
findings was, therefore, which type/s of proteins could be relevant in this context.

Evidence obtained in the same chick learning model suggested that a family of fucosylated
glycoproteins could play a major role, not only in the mechanisms of memory formation, as
previously described,60 but also in the memory enhancement induced by glucocorticoids. Firstly,
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biochemical experiments showed that the intracerebral injection of a corticosterone dose that
facilitated the storage of the avoidance response, enhanced protein fucosylation in a brain
region largely implicated in learning and memory in the chick.70 Subsequent psychopharma-
cological studies showed that the administration of the fucosyl-glycoprotein synthesis inhibi-
tor, 2-deoxygalactose (2-DG), prevented the facilitating effect of corticosterone on retention
when injected 5.5 – 7.5 h posttraining, but was ineffective if injected at earlier or later time
points,65 therefore implicating glycoprotein fucosylation in the cognitive actions of the steroid.
Interestingly, studies performed in rats also showed that corticosterone administration [at a
dose that induces circulating stress levels of this steroid and facilitates consolidation of water
maze learning (see above)] resulted in decreased glycoprotein expression in the hippocampus
when evaluated 3 h post-injection, an effect which was suggested to be related to synaptic
restructuring mechanisms.79

Among the different synaptic membrane glycoproteins, the cell adhesion molecules (CAMs)
of the immunoglobulin superfamily (including the neural CAM –NCAM- and L1) have re-
ceived particular attention in the search for the cellular and molecular mechanism of memory
(see Fig. 6 and Regan, this book). CAMs are cell surface macromolecules that participate in
target recognition and synapse stabilisation.46 They have been largely implicated in cell-cell
interactions during development of the nervous system16 and in activity-dependent synaptic
plasticity in adulthood,17,46 including the synaptic changes underlying learning and memory

Figure 5. Role of amygdala nuclei in the memory-facilitating effect of glucocorticoids. Cartoon showing
neural circuits involved in the communication among different amygdala nuclei. When the central nucleus
is lesioned in rats before being exposed to a training session in the passive avoidance task, the enhancement
of memory induced by a posttraining glucocorticoid injection is preserved. However, when it is the basolateral
nucleus which is lesioned, the facilitation of memory induced by glucocorticoids is prevented. Therefore,
the basolateral nucleus has been proposed to play a critical role on the memory-facilitating effects of
glucocorticoids. Based on data taken from ref. 55.
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processes.75 Furthermore, the post-translational modification of NCAM that consists in the
addition of α-2,8-linked polysialic acid (PSA) homopolymers to its fifth immunoglobulin-like
domain, by attenuating interactions mediated by NCAM and other related molecules,61 pro-
vides another mechanism for structural plasticity. In fact, PSA-NCAM has also been impli-
cated in memory formation15,19,47 and synaptic plasticity.2,45

Interestingly, these CAMs seem to be implicated in corticosteroid actions in cognitive pro-
cesses. Thus, corticosterone facilitation of memory formation in the day-old chick was shown
to be inhibited by intracerebral administration of NCAM antibodies 5.5 h posttraining.70 In
rats, an acute corticosterone injection, although not affecting NCAM levels in the hippocam-
pus, significantly enhanced NCAM expression in frontal cortical areas when evaluated 8 and
24 h post-injection.63

Interestingly, different effects were found when rats were submitted to a training experience
involving different stressor intensities (and, as noted above, inducing different posttraining
corticosterone levels), as shown for the contextual fear conditioning paradigm. As opposed to
the lack of effect induced by the single injection of corticosterone in the hippocampus, rats
trained in this fear conditioning task (at either 0.2, 0.4, or 1 mA shock intensity) showed a
marked regulation of hippocampal CAMs which was dependent upon time and stressor inten-
sity.41 At 12 h post-training, conditioned animals displayed reduced NCAM, but increased L1,
expression. The group trained at the highest shock intensity (1 mA) also presented decreased
PSA-NCAM expression. However, at 24 h posttraining, the 1 mA group exhibited increased
NCAM and L1 expression, but decreased expression of PSA-NCAM levels. The pattern of
CAMs expression found in the 1 mA group (which is the one that shows higher posttraining
corticosterone levels and develops the stronger and longer lasting levels of fear conditioning)
supports the view that, after a first phase of synaptic de-adherence during consolidation, NCAM
and L1 might participate in the stabilization of selected synapses underlying the establishment
of long-term memory for contextual fear conditioning. They also suggest that glucocorticoids
might play a role in the observed regulation of CAMs.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the cell adhesion molecules of the immunoglobulin superfamily,
NCAM and L1. These molecules are formed by five immunoglobulin domains and several fibronectin
domains. NCAM is expressed in several isoforms which differ in their molecular weights and mode of
attachment to the cytoplasmic membrane.
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In addition to glycoprotein regulation, evidence suggests that glucocorticoids could also
exert their effects on learning and memory processes by their reported modulatory actions on
other cellular and molecular factors implicated in cell function and survival, such as growth
and neurotrophic factors.4,74

Furthermore, glucocorticoids can increase glutamate concentrations in the hippocampus as
well as in other brain regions,31,44 and given that glutamate has been largely involved in the
mechanisms of memory formation (see Riedel et al., this book), a regulatory action of corticos-
terone through glutamatergic mechanisms has also been proposed.78

Effects of Chronic Exposure to Elevated Glucocorticoid Levels on
Cognitive and Neural Function

Although the physiological responses to stress trigger a chain of reactions in the body to
promote adaptation to the changing circumstances, it is certainly critical for the system to have
an efficient mechanism to restrain these defense reactions to stress. However, when this ma-
chinery is damaged (which could happen, for example, when the activation of stress systems is
either excessive or maintained chronically), the individual become more prone to develop dif-
ferent psychological and psychiatric disturbances. Conversely, such disturbances are generally
associated with an inability to develop adaptive responses under challenging circumstances
which, in turn, can potentiate the stress responses of the individual.

Neural Consequences of Chronic Glucocorticoid Exposure
Chronic exposure to either exogenous or stress-induced endogenous glucocorticoids has

been associated with deficits in learning, memory and retrieval. These effects have mainly been
related to the finding that chronic exposure to high levels of glucocorticoids can lead to atro-
phy of the hippocampus, both in animals and humans.38,33 In animals, vulnerability of hip-

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the effect of sustained exposure to elevated levels of glucocorticoids
on hippocampal CA3 neurons. Animal studies have shown that pyramidal CA3 neurons undergo a
time-dependent neurodegeneration process when expossed to excessive glucocorticoids or to sustained
stress. When these conditions are mantained for 3-4 weeks, a reversible atrophy of apical dendrites is
observed. However, if they last for longer time periods or occur in association with other neural challenges,
an irreversible cell death could happen. Based on references cited by ref. 38.
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pocampal neurons to a number of different insults was shown to be increased under chronic
hypercortisolemia.72 Besides, although there has been some controversy as to whether pro-
longed exposure to stress or to high glucocorticoids levels could eventually result in neuronal
loss, there is a general agreement that these treatments can result in more subtle structural
changes in hippocampal neurons and, particularly, in the CA3 subregion. Thus, an atrophy of
apical dendrites of CA3 pyramidal neurons –the site of mossy fiber projection- has been consis-
tently found after 3-4 weeks of chronic stress or corticosterone treatments, both in rats35,77,80

and primitive primates.36 In addition, atrophy has also been found in granule and CA1 pyra-
midal cells77,80 (see Fig. 7).

This glucocorticoid-induced neural damage has attracted considerable attention for the
critical role of the hippocampus in cognitive function and evidence which supports, in hu-
mans, the same type of interactions between chronic glucocorticoid exposure and hippocampal
morphology.34,71 In addition, high levels of glucocorticoids have been hypothesised to acceler-
ate brain ageing,29,73 which is frequently associated with learning and memory impairments.40

However, it should be noted that besides these changes in hippocampal structure, the possibil-
ity that other brain areas can be functionally altered by chronic stress and/or glucocorticoid
administration has been suggested by several neurochemical and biochemical studies.23,43,63,79

Cognitive Consequences of Chronic Glucocorticoid Exposure
Although the initial reports suggested that sustained exposure to stress or high glucocorti-

coid levels would result in cognitive impairments, the current picture suggest that the outcome
depends on a number of factors, including the duration of the temporal exposure to these
treatments, the type of demands involved in the cognitive tasks and individual differences in
the vulnerability to develop alterations in hippocampal structure and function. Thus, whereas
exposure to these treatments for around 3 months or longer seems to impair the acquisition of
spatial learning in a variety of mazes,3,9,39 shorter exposure (for 3 weeks) of rats to stress or

Figure 8. Effects of chronic exposure to high glucocorticoid levels on spatial orientation learning and reversal
learning. The results show that animals submitted to a corticosterone (Cort) treatment for 21 days did not
differ from controls in their spatial learning abilities in the Morris water maze. However, when they were
subsequently trained to find the platform in other locations of the pool, a consistent deficit was observed
in corticosteroid-treated animals, which indicates a detrimental effect of the treatment on reversal learning
abilities.
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corticosterone regimes (which have been shown to induce reversible atrophy of pyramidal CA3
neurons as described above), hardly affected this type of learning.1,3,32 However, a cognitive
deficit for these 3-week treatments is detected when rats are evaluated in tasks that require to
develop a plastic strategy, such as in reversal learning paradigms (Fig. 8).

A surprising effect has been reported for the effect of a 3-week restraint stress regime on
another hippocampus-dependent paradigm, the contextual fear conditioning task. Given that
the hippocampus has been implicated to play a significant role in this learning task,27 a de-
creased conditioning was expected as the outcome of chronic stress. However, chronically stressed
rats developed enhanced conditioning, not only when trained at an intermediate shock condi-
tion (0.4 mA),5 but also when trained at a high shock intensity (1 mA), an experimental con-
dition that, by itself, leads to considerably high levels of conditioned freezing.69 Since morpho-
logical experiments showed that the potentiation of fear conditioning was also observed in
stressed rats treated with daily injections of tianeptine (a tricyclic antidepressant that facilitates
serotonin reuptake and prevents the development of hippocampal atrophy), the hippocampal
alterations induced by chronic stress do not seem to be involved in the conditioning enhance-
ment. It is quite possible that other brain regions, known to be neurochemically affected by
this type of chronic regimes (particularly the amygdala, but also the prefrontal cortex or other
cortical areas), are implicated in the observed potentiation of fear conditioning.

Therefore, chronic exposure to high glucocorticoid levels predispose individuals to develop
enhanced fear conditioning responses, impaired acquisition of spatial learning and reduced
behavioural flexibility, a variety of behavioural alterations that accompany and/or underlie
many psychopathological disorders. However, it is also important to mention that recent find-
ings indicate that individuals differ in their vulnerability to develop stress-induced cognitive
alterations, a phenomenon that in rats seems to be related to the behavioural trait of reactivity
to novelty, as well as to the type of demand involved in the stressful situation. Thus, whereas
rats characterised by a hightened locomotor response (HR) in a novel environment show learn-
ing impairments after exposure to a social stress regime, the low reactive rats (LR) appear to be
more affected when submitted to a restraint stress regime (Touyarot, Venero and Sandi, un-
published observations).

Conclusion
Evidence available to date indicates that glucocorticoids can exert profound effects on cog-

nitive and neural function. However, these effects are varied and complex and, therefore, it is
not possible to simplify their outcome. In general terms, the evidence discussed favors the
hypothesis that GR activation induced by corticosterone released during the processing of
information can contribute to the strength of newly formed memories. However, although we
cannot conclude that exposure to chronic glucocorticoid elevations impairs performance in all
tasks that require the integrity of the hippocampus, the behavioural alterations observed after
chronic stress treatments suggest that their constellation of effects could be related to a number
of psychopathological disorders. The recent observations of individual differences in the vul-
nerability to this type of disturbances after chronic stress supports the interest to develop future
investigations addressed to find possible behavioural and physiological markers efficient to
predict vulnerability of particular individuals to show cognitive alterations after sustained ex-
posure to stressful situations.
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Adenylyl Cyclases
Nicole Mons and Jean-Louis Guillou

Abstract

Although a number of signal transduction pathways have been implicated in short- and
long-term adaptative changes in neuronal plasticity and memory formation, there is
increasing evidence that cross-talk between the cAMP- and Ca2+-regulatory pathways

may play a pivotal role in learning and memory processes. The fact that adenylyl cyclases (AC),
in both invertebrates and mammals, are potentially subject to a wide range of influences has
given rise to the notion that they can act as molecular coincidence detectors which are able of
yielding a unique integrated response when simultaneously exposed to multiple stimuli. In this
review, we discuss the role of AC in the molecular mechanisms underlying the induction and/
or expression of memory in various organisms that perform different behavioral tasks, ranging
from studies of implicit memory for the acquisition of fear, such as behavioral sensitization in
Aplysia or classical conditioning in Drosophila, to explicit forms of long-term memory (LTM)
and synaptic plasticity in the rodent brain.

Introduction
Intracellular adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) is generated from ATP in a

reaction catalyzed by adenylyl cyclase (AC) in response to a variety of extracellular signals, such
as hormones, neurotransmitters, and other regulatory molecules, via the activation of specific
receptors. The cAMP then propagates the hormone signal either by stimulating cAMP-dependent
protein kinase (PKA) or directly by inducing protein-protein interactions independently of
any phosphorylation (for a review see ref. 74). The subsequent activation of PKA controls
multiple cell functions, including metabolism, cell growth, differentiation, ion channel activity,
synaptic transmission, gene transcription and memory formation (for a review see refs. 61,118).
A major surprise to emerge from the cloning and expression of the mammalian AC family is
that most, if not all, ACs are potentially subject to dynamic control by multiple regulatory
influences and that distinct coincident signals can be translated into a unique integrated response.
In addition to their capability to respond via either Giα or Gsα subunits, the activity of particular
AC can also be regulated either directly or indirectly by a variety of signals, including cytosolic
calcium ions ([Ca2+]i), protein kinase C (PKC) and βγ subunits of G proteins (for a review see
refs. 37,79,131). The fact that ACs are subject to this wide range of influences has given rise to
the notion that they can act as «coincident signal detectors», which are capable of yielding a
unique response when simultaneously exposed to multiple regulatory cues. In addition to
interacting with various signalling pathways, increasing evidence indicates that the various ACs
show distinct cellular distributions and subcellular compartmentation. Indeed, the role and
specificity of the cAMP/PKA-signaling pathway may be critical in the regulation of synaptic
functions by virtue of this restricted synaptic compartmentation. In particular, the selective
targeting of both AC and PKA to discrete subcellular localizations via interaction with specific
anchoring proteins, in juxtaposition with other Ca2+-regulated signaling molecules (mainly
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kinases and phosphatases) optimizes the reception and propagation of the signal carried by
cAMP, such as those required for the establishment of learning and memory.

In this review, we will first outline the essential evidence implicating the cAMP/AC/PKA
pathway in short- and long-term sensitization of the siphon and gill withdrawal reflex (GSWR)
in Aplysia. We will examine the associative learning defects in the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster,
caused by mutational perturbations of the cAMP cascade, focusing on the genes rutabaga (rut)
and dunce (dnc), which encode a Ca2+/calmodulin (CaM)-responsive AC and a cAMP-specific
phosphodiesterase, respectively. We will then briefly survey current evidence that mammalian
AC isoforms are uniquely regulated by a variety of influences and are spatially organized for
integrating coincident cellular signals and thus, modulate local regulatory components subserving
early and late memory processes. We will then proceed to outline recent data implicating
mammalian Ca2+/CaM-sensitive and -insensitive ACs as molecular coincidence detectors
subserving synaptic function and memory formation. Particular attention will be given on the
recent genetic studies demonstrating that Ca2+/CaM-stimulated ACs may have a crucial role in
the hippocampus-dependent LTP and memory.

Adenylyl Cyclases and Memory Formation in Invertebrates

Molecular Mechanisms Underlying Memory in Aplysia californica
In the marine snail Aplysia californica, the role of the cAMP-dependent signaling pathway

in short- and long-term memory (LTM) comes from studies on sensitization of the GSWR,
which is a nonassociative form of learning.55 A weak stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS) to
the siphon leads to the animal’s defensive response that includes the GSWR. 27,29,116 The
amplitude and duration of defensive withdrawal reflexes become enhanced when stimulation
of the siphon is coupled to strong noxious stimulus (unconditioned stimulus, US), which is
usually a shock to the tail. Whereas one single stimulation to the tail produces short-term
sensitization (few minutes to hours), repeated spaced stimulations produce a long-term
sensitization that lasts from days to weeks.35,116 The GSWR is controlled by sensory (SN) and
motor (MN) neurons27 and cellular analyses of the SN-MN synapses demonstrated that the
site of induction and expression for sensitization is the presynaptic SN. Both short- and long-term
facilitation induced by sensitizing stimuli (US presented alone or unpaired with CS) activate
serotonergic (5-hydroxytryptamine; 5-HT) receptors and lead to increased cAMP levels, acti-
vation of PKA and thus, modulation of membrane channels and other effector proteins that
contribute to enhanced transmitter release (for a review see refs 23,82). Five spaced 5-HT
pulses can cause long-term facilitation by inducing a prolonged activation of PKA and translo-
cation of its catalytic units into the nucleus of SN where it activates transcription factors be-
longing to the cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB) family.11,39 Manipulation of
the signaling cascades in the presynaptic SN, such as intracellular injection of cAMP, induces
long-term changes which can be blocked by anisomycin, an inhibitor of protein synthesis.28,112,117

Thus, it is likely that the transient 5HT-induced elevation of cAMP can lead to long-term
facilitation in Aplysia. Anisomycin is not effective, however, when applied 12-15 hr after the
cAMP injection, suggesting that transient cAMP elevation induced a signaling cascade of en-
during process, such as protein synthesis whose products continue to be synthesized for several
hours after cAMP levels have returned to baseline.104 All these findings support the hypothesis
that the specific temporal activation of the cAMP cascade, dependent on distinct stimulation
parameters, may be critical for the induction of long-lasting neuronal and behavioral changes
in Aplysia.

Although direct evidence is lacking, cellular studies suggested that a dually-regulated AC
serves as a coincidence detector for detection of US-CS contingencies (with 5-HT release and
Ca2+ influx, respectively).2,4,75 By injecting a peptide inhibitor of PKA into the SN, Bao et al10

revealed that activation of the cAMP cascade is crucial for both associative and nonassociative
facilitations. In contrast, associative, but not nonassociative, facilitation of SN-MN synapse is
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attenuated by either by presynaptic injection of Ca2+ chelators or a postsynaptic injection of an
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-receptor antagonist or a strong postsynaptic hyperpolariza-
tion, suggesting that associative facilitation requires activation of a Ca2+-sensitive AC in the
presynaptic SN and coincident elevation in [Ca2+]i in both post- and presynaptic SN-MN. It
was proposed that a postsynaptic site of detection involving Ca2+ influx through NMDA
receptor-gated channels might serve for presynaptic glutamate release and postsynaptic depo-
larization to initiate induction of associative plasticity.10,82 The resulting rise in postsynaptic
Ca2+ might induce the release of a retrograde signal which acts presynaptically by activation of
Ca2+/CaM-stimulated AC. The Aplysia AC has not been cloned yet but it is clearly distinct
from mammalian types 1 and 8 which do not require sequential application of Ca2+/CaM and
Gsα to be synergistically stimulated.38 In addition to activation of the cAMP/PKA cascade,
5HT acting on different receptor subtypes can also activate other kinases, including PKC23,122

and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK).89 Recent studies indicated that prolonged
activation of PKC is involved in the long-term facilitatory actions of 5-HT that are mediated
primarily by the cAMP/PKA cascade, suggesting that AC activity can be modulated via cross-talk
between different signal transduction pathways in the Aplysia SN.12-121

The Drosophila System
The cAMP signaling cascade has a crucial role in LTM of associative olfactory learning in

which the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is presented with two novel odors, and then trained
to avoid a particular odor by pairing that odor with an electric shock.138 Repeated,
temporally-spaced training trials induced a stable, long-lasting memory that requires protein
synthesis.137 This memory can be dissectable into a medium-term memory (lasting few hours)
which requires activation of PKC activity and a LTM (over 1 day) which requires a PKA- and
nitric oxide-dependent processes.45,91 In the mushroom bodies, which mediate olfactory learn-
ing, multiple conditioning trials induced temporal dynamics of PKA activation which depend
both on the sequence of CS (which triggers odor-specific Ca2+-mediated process) and US stimu-
lation and also on the number of conditioning trials.46 Mutational analyses of associative learn-
ing behavior have identified genes that are required for olfactory associative memory and their
molecular characterization indicating that they all affect, albeit in different ways, the cAMP
signaling cascade.44,45,47,84,137 Gene disruptions of G-protein α subunit (dGsα), AC (Ruta-
baga), cAMP phosphodiesterase (dunce), catalytic (DCO) and regulatory subunits (dPKA-RI)
of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) and cAMP-response element binding (CREB)
(dCREB2) impair olfactory learning and/or memory formation in flies (for a review see refs.
111,136). Interestingly, both rutabaga and dunce are severely affected in initial memory acqui-
sition and subsequent consolidation whereas relatively intact learning scores immediately after
training are observed in dPKA-RI, DCO and dCREB2 mutations. A neuronal model involving
the cAMP cascade has been proposed for olfactory associative learning.40,83 In this model, the
rutabaga AC acts as a molecular coincidence integrator of associative learning cues responding
synergistically to activated Gsα and Ca2+ signals.40 Interestingly, rutabaga AC shows high simi-
larity to mammalian Ca2+/CaM-stimulable AC isoforms (types 1 and 8).26,157 It has been pro-
posed that integration of sensory inputs from olfactory cues (increased [Ca2+ ]i) and footshock
(activation of dGsα) in mushroom body neurons may lead to activation of AC and produce a
synergistic increase of cAMP levels which then, may act as the primary mediator of down-
stream events that are responsible for long-term functional and structural changes. Zars et al157

have recently reported that a cell type-specific gene targeting the rutabaga gene in Kenyon cells
(the primary afferents of which convey olfactory inputs via the antenno-glomerular tract) re-
stores olfactory learning, and indicates that mushroom bodies are a critical locus for the
signal-integrating properties of rutabaga AC.
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A Specific Role for Mammalian Adenylyl Cyclases in Learning and
Memory Processes: Heterogeneity of Mammalian Adenylyl Cyclases

Since the original cloning of the first mammalian AC isoform by Kuprinski et al80 nine
isoforms have now been identified and characterized in brain, revealing variable sensitivities to
regulators such as G proteins, Ca2+, CaM and protein kinases.37,74,79,131 Hydropathy analysis
predicted that all isoforms are large (1080-1248 amino acids) polypeptides consisting of a
short and variable cytoplasmic N-terminal region, followed by a double six-transmembrane
spanning motif (M1 and M2) and two 40 kDa cytoplasmic domains (C1 and C2). Whereas
the transmembrane domains are not highly conserved among ACs, two subregions of the
cytosolic domains (termed C1a and C2a) are well conserved within a particular AC isoform,
they also share homology with the cytoplasmic domains of Drosophila rutabaga AC, bacterial
and yeast AC and even with the catalytic domains of membrane-bound guanylyl cyclases,
suggesting that both eukaryotic and prokaryotic AC share the same ancestral origin.123,126

These homologies among the C1a and C2a domains from the same or different mammalian
ACs suggest that the cytosolic domains constitute the site for cAMP synthesis. Indeed, molecu-
lar studies showed that a soluble chimeric construct consisting of C1a from type 1 and C2a
from type 2 contains all of the catalytic apparatus of the wild type AC and is responsive to Fsk,
Gsα-and Gβγ subunits.126

Based on their similarities in sequences and their distinct regulation by Ca2+ and G-protein
signaling pathways, mammalian AC isoforms have been divided into distinct subfamilies as (1)
Ca2+-stimulated AC types 1, 8 and 3 (types 1 and 8 act as coincidence detectors for positive
cross-talk between Ca2+/CaM and Gsα whereas stimulation of type 3 by Ca2+/CaM is strictly
conditional and requires concomitant activation by Gsα or forskolin (Fsk)); (2) Ca2+-inhibited
ACs (types 5 and 6); (3) Ca2+-insensitive ACs (types 2, 4 and 7 are insensitive to [Ca2+

i], but
stimulated by Gsα and βγ under coincidental activation by Gs and Gi) and (4) Ca2+/
CaM-dependent protein phosphatase (calcineurin)-inhibited type 9 (for a review see refs.
37,38,123).

Diversity in the Regulation of Mammalian Adenylyl Cyclases by G Proteins
Ca2+ Signals and Phosphorylation

In light of their varied and complex modes of regulation by G-proteins, kinases (PKA,
PKC, MAPK and CaMkinase), phosphatases (calcineurin), Ca2+ and Ca2+/CaM, mammalian
ACs have been proposed to serve as critical « coincidence » detectors i.e., they could respond
synergistically to multiple signals that arrive from independent transductional pathways to
efficiently increase cAMP production6,20,95 (see Fig. 1). All of the ACs are regulated in
type-specific patterns, and their mechanisms of regulation are often highly synergistic or
conditional.

Regulation by G-proteins
Although the different isoforms differ greatly in their pattern of regulation, all ACs share

the capacity to be stimulated by the plant diterpene Fsk and Gsα in vitro (except type 9).
However, the Ca2+/CaM-stimulated isoforms (types 1 and 8) are insensitive to Gs in vivo.67,145

The different mammalian ACs exhibit different susceptibilities for activation by Fsk, Gsα or
both. Coincident stimulation by both Fsk and Gsα results in synergistic, non competitive,
stimulation of enzymatic activity for Ca2+-insensitive ACs (types 2, 4, 7) and Ca2+-inhibited
type 5 whereas the two activators act independently for type 1.124,125,130

Although stimulation through Gsα is the principal mechanism whereby ACs are activated,
the activity of certain isoforms is also regulated by the family of Gi-related proteins (Gi, Go,
Gz) that can be activated by diverse hormones and neurotransmitters (i.e., adenosine, epineph-
rine and cannabinoids). Inhibition of catalytic activity by Giα is selective and variable degrees
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of inhibition have been reported.129 The ability of AC to integrate multiple regulatory inputs
from the α and the βγ subunits released from Gi is isoform-specific.127,130 Reconstitution or
transfection studies demonstrated that activated Gi selectively inhibits types 3, 5 and 6.43,133

whereas types 1, 2, 7, 8 and 9 are less sensitive to Giα.109,129,130 The inhibition is noncompeti-
tive with Gsα, arguing that Gsα and Giα bind to separate nonoverlapping sites on the AC
protein. Type 1 is slightly inhibited by Giα, but in the presence of βγ subunits released from
hormonal activation of Gi, the CaM (or Fsk or Gsα)-stimulated activity of type 1 is inhibited
by Gβγ subunits. Interestingly, Nielsen et al103 have shown that type 1, but not type 8, is
inhibited by activation of Gi-coupled receptors in vivo.

Coincidence regulation has also been proposed for Ca2+-insensitive isoforms (types 2, 4 and
7) which are only weakly inhibited by activated Giα, but are synergistically stimulated by βγ
subunits in the presence of Gsα.130,131 In addition to in vitro regulation of βγ subunits, types 2
and 4 also act as coincidence detectors of paired Gi and Gs inputs with βγ potentiation in

Figure 1. Complex regulatory patterns of hippocampal AC by various G protein subunits, Ca2+/CaM,
kinase (PKC), phosphatase (calcineurin). The different Ca2+-sensitive and insensitive AC act as molecular
coincidence detectors i.e., they could respond to multiple signals that arrive from independent pathways
to efficiently increase cAMP level and activate PKA activity. The AC/cAMP/PKA pathway, in addition to
participate to early biochemical events, also interacts with other kinases (CaMKII, ERK/MAPK) to regulate
transcriptional and translational events required for the establishment of late biochemical events. Stimula-
tory signals are shown as arrows and inhibitory signals as plungers. Abbreviations are described in the text.
(adapted from ref. 74).
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vivo.52,86,140 The cotransfection of HEK-293 cells with the Gi-coupled serotoninergic receptor
(5-HT1A or 5-HT1B), type 2 and Giα greatly stimulates AC activity and this activation is
blocked by pertussis toxin and a Gβγ antagonist.4 Similarly, activation of the 5-HT1A receptor
in tissues in which type 2 is highly expressed (e.g., hippocampus) potentiates actions of
Gs-coupled receptors (e.g., β-adrenergic receptor in CA1 neurons) by Gβγ-mediated activation
of type 2 ACs.5,24

Regulation by Ca2+

Stimulation by Ca2+. Profound physiological significance derives from the regulation of
mammalian AC by Ca2+, which provides a means of integrating the activities of the two crucial
cAMP- and Ca2+-regulated signalling pathways.38 Submicromolar concentrations of Ca2+ elicit
a prominent stimulation of type 1 and 8 ACs, in the presence of CaM.25,27,80 In vitro stimulation
of type 3 by Ca2+/CaM requires low micromolar [Ca2+]i and is seen only in the presence of
activated Gαs or Fsk.33

Inhibition by Ca2+. All AC activities are inhibited by high, nonphysiological submillimolar
levels of [Ca2+]i, possibly by competition with magnesium which is required for catalysis.59

Submicromolar [Ca2+]i directly inhibits the activity of types 5 and 6, independently of CaM.38

This inhibition by [Ca2+]i is additive to that elicited by receptors acting via Giα.130 Interest-
ingly, both types 5 and 6 are weakly expressed in regions associated with learning and memory,
including the hippocampus and cortex, suggesting that a direct inhibitory control of AC by
Ca2+ is not critical for memory processes.

Inhibition by Ca2+/Calcineurin. Calcineurin-dependent dephosphorylation represents an-
other mode of regulating cAMP production by which Ca2+ signals may exert an indirect nega-
tive control on AC. In HEK-293 or COS7 cells transfected with AC9 or in AtT20 cells that
express predominantly endogenous AC9, the inhibition of cAMP synthesis by a rise in [Ca2+]i
is alleviated by specific inhibitors of calcineurin (FK506 or cyclosporin A).7

In vivo regulation of AC by Ca2+. When Ca2+-sensitive ACs are directly regulated by changes
in [Ca2+]i, studies in non excitable cells demonstrated that the positive or negative regulation of
AC activity is strictly dependent on capacitative Ca2+ entry (CCE), activated secondary to the
emptying of intracellular Ca2+ pool.49,50 In contrast, Ca2+ release from internal stores or non
specific Ca2+ entry via ionophore is unable to regulate Ca2+-sensitive ACs.32 In neuronal cells
in which the CCE plays a modest role, both CCE and prominent voltage-gated Ca2+ entry
appear equally efficacious at regulating Ca2+-sensitive ACs, indicating that Ca2+-sensitive AC is
closer to the CCE channel than the voltage gated Ca2+ channel.48

Regulation by Protein Kinases
Serine/threonine phosphorylation of specific isoforms of ACs by protein kinases (PKC,

PKA, CaMK) is a very important regulatory mechanism allowing a direct and efficient control
of cAMP production within the cell (see also relevant chapters in this book).

PKC. The PKC-mediated phosphorylation of AC isoforms positively regulates types 1-5
and 7 but inhibits type 6. 69 Intriguingly, the Gβγ potentiation of the Gsα-stimulated activities
for types 2 and 4 is abolished by the PKC-mediated phosphorylation, indicating that PKC can
exert an inhibitory effect on activated Ca2+-insensitive types 2 and 4.128 PKC synergistically
increases the activity of type 2 evoked by Gsα or Gβγ whereas it inhibits Gsα-activated activity
of type 4.71,86,154 These findings strongly suggest that activation of PKC pathway greatly re-
duces the ability of type 2 to integrate coincident signals from Giα- and Gsα-coupled receptors.
Thus, the role of type 2 (or type 4) to mediate cross-modulation of synaptic plasticity between
Giα and Gsα-coupled receptors in hippocampal neurons might be affected upon activation of
PKC.4,5

PKA. Both Fsk- and Gsα-stimulation of Ca2+-inhibitable types 5 and 6 are inhibited by
PKA-mediated phosphorylation,30,70 suggesting that both types 5 and 6 are under feedback
inhibition by cAMP cascade. This effect is isoform-specific since types 1 and 2 are not suscep-
tible to PKA-mediated loss of Gsα stimulation.30
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CaMkinase. The best example of rapid desensitization of AC by CaM kinase phosphoryla-
tion is provided by the negative effect exerts by CaMKII on type 3 in olfactory signaling.144,147

Wayman et al146also reported that CaMKIV functions as a negative feedback regulator of
Ca2+-stimulation of type 1 activity, without affecting basal and Fsk-stimulated activity in vivo.
Since type 1, but not type 8, is subject to inhibition by both CaM kinase and Gi-coupled
receptors, it is suggested that the two Ca2+-stimulated ACs may have very distinct regulatory
properties and thus, the presence of both types 1 and 8 in a particular neuron is not redundant.

Potential Targets of cAMP
cAMP-binding proteins. In addition to PKA activation, cAMP also regulates the activity of

specific guanine nucleotide exchange factors (cAMP-GEF). Two genes have been identified for
cAMP-GEF also called Epac (exchange protein directly activated by cAMP). They exhibit both
a cAMP-binding site and a domain that is homologous to domains GEF for Ras and Ras-like
GTPase (Rap1).41,42,77 Recent studies reveal complex regulation of Rap1 by cAMP including
PKA-independent activation and PKA-dependent negative feedback regulation.139 As one Epac
isoform (Epac 2) is strongly expressed in restricted brain areas, including the hippocampus
(mainly CA3 and DG), the cortex and the cerebellum,77 a PKA-independent activation of
Rap1 by Epac 2 may provide a direct mechanism for cAMP to activate the Rap1-MAPK/ERK
cascade and thus, to stimulate the gene transcription in a PKA-independent manner. Further-
more, the restricted expression of Epac 2 could contribute to region- and cell type-specific
cAMP-mediated neuronal functions.

Cyclic nucleotide gated ion channels (CNGC). As the CNGC conduct Ca2+ entry under
the control of cAMP and cGMP,153 Fagan et al 51 proposed that they could also participate in
the Ca2+ feedback regulation of Ca2+-sensitive AC, independently of voltage-operated Ca2+

channels and Ca2+ stores. Regulation of AC by Ca2+-dependent CNGC modulation is particu-
larly important in the context of short-term adaptation and desensitization in olfactory cilia,
because Ca2+ transients present in the olfactory cilia following cAMP-mediated gating of CNGC
inhibits the activity of AC3 via phosphorylation by CaMKII and also via a down-regulation of
CNGC affinity to cAMP. 159

The Specific Distribution and Expression Levels of Mammalian Adenylyl
Cyclases in Brain

Although all AC isoforms are present in the brain, the various ACs are distributed in quite
distinct patterns throughout the different regions. In situ hybridization studies showed that (1)
only four AC isoforms are highly expressed in the brain (e.g., types 1, 2, 5 and 9); (2) many
brain areas express multiple AC isoforms and (3) Ca2+-sensitive ACs are expressed in specific
regions (e.g., type 3 in olfactory cilia, type 5 in basal ganglia; type 1 in areas implicated in
memory formation)whereas others are widely distributed (e.g., types 2, 6, 7, 9) (for a review see
refs. 61,93,94).

In the hippocampus, at least six AC isoforms (types 1,2,4,7,8,9) are expressed in the CA1-CA3
pyramidal layers and the dentate gyrus (DG). The pattern of expression of type 1 in the
hippocampus provides a good example of cell-type specific expression of an individual AC
isoform.97,152 Type 1 is expressed predominantly in the CA1-CA2 fields and the DG whereas it
is barely expressed above background in CA3 field. Compared to type 1, the level of expression
of type 8 in the hippocampus is weaker25,98 Since most forms of hippocampal LTP require
increased [Ca2+]i which markedly elevates cAMP levels,76,87,102 the presence of types 1 and 8 in
hippocampal subfields strongly suggests that Ca2+-mediated increased cAMP level depends
upon these two Ca2+-stimulated ACs. In addition to types 1 and 8, high levels of mRNA
encoding for Ca2+-insensitive, PKC-stimulated type 2 and Ca2+/calcineurin-inhibited type 9
are also expressed in all hippocampal subfields. Specific isoform-antibodies against types 2 and
9 have been developed to examine the distribution of the protein in the brain. Labeling for type
2 is found in the dendritic subfields of the CA1-CA3 pyramidal and the granular cells and type
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2 colocalizes with the dendritic marker (MAP2), suggesting that type 2 plays an important role
for the generation of the cAMP signal in the postsynaptic compartment.9 Type 9 also appears
implicated in postsynaptic mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity since it is also present in
the dendritic fields in both hippocampus and neocortex and it colocalizes with calcineurin in
synaptic structures of most cerebral neurons.8,119

Ultrastructural analysis using anti-AC antibodies that recognize a domain common to all
mammalian AC confirmed that AC immunoreactivity is highly distributed near postsynaptic
densities in dendritic spines of hippocampal CA1 region.96 Dendritic spines are areas of high
concentrations of Ca2+ channels and pumps,100,156 as well as PKA and CaMKII,78,85 ACs may
thus be precisely where they are most efficacious in the integration and propagation of Ca2+

signals. We might expect that cAMP would need to diffuse only a short distance before activat-
ing the anchored PKA, thereby greatly facilitating the local downstream phosphorylation steps
that are responsible for short-term modifications.

Adenylyl Cyclase and Long-Term Potentiation
LTP is a robust and persistent modification of synaptic transmission in response to tran-

sient stimuli and is thought to be a candidate cellular mechanism for mediating some forms of
explicit hippocampus-dependent memory. LTP requires stimulation of NMDA receptors,
postsynaptic depolarization and Ca2+ influx into the postsynaptic cell in the Schaffer collateral/
commissural synapses in area CA1 and the perforant path/DG synapses31,102 whereas LTP in
the mossy fibers is initiated presynaptically through voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels.63,102,148

In contrast to the general agreement that the late phase of LTP (L-LTP) requires activation
of AC and cAMP-dependent PKA, the issue of whether early phase of LTP (E-LTP) depends
on a rise in cAMP level is not clear. Several pharmacological and genetic studies showed that
interfering with the cAMP signal does not affect E-LTP.1,53,64,105,149 However, recent studies
demonstrated that inhibition of the cAMP/PKA pathway indeed decreases E-LTP.19,106,155 Blitzer
et al18,19 proposed a postsynaptic mechanism by which the cAMP pathway may act as keeping
the «gate open» for the induction of LTP by controlling the activity of protein phosphatases,
such as calcineurin (see Fig. 2). They proposed that the gating mechanism comprises two
opposite PKA and calcineurin pathways, which converge on the regulatory protein inhibitor-1
(I-1), a specific blocker of protein phosphatase-1 (PP1). The cAMP pathway, through activa-
tion of I-1 and inhibition of PP1, enables the autophosphorylation of CaMKII to occur and
thereby, enhances CaMKII activity.18 As calcineurin could mediate the decrease in synaptic
strength through dephosphorylation of I-1 and thus, activation of PP1,99 the interactions be-
tween the two cAMP and Ca2+ signals at this point may play a key role in the modulation of
LTP. 18,19,22,134 As shown by Raman et al108 in cultured hippocampal CA1 neurons, inhibition
of PKA prevented recovery of NMDA receptors from calcineurin-mediated dephosphoryla-
tion induced by synaptic activity whereas elevation of PKA activity by Fsk, cAMP analogs or
β-adrenergic receptor agonists can antagonize the effects of calcineurin. Moreover, Malleret et
al88 showed that the enhancement of E-LTP in area CA1 after altering calcineurin activity
could be prevented by blocking PKA. Taken together, the findings suggest that a PKA/ calcineurin
gate represents a major activator/suppressor mechanism for regulating E-LTP. Blitzer et al19

proposed that the direct mechanism for coupling increases when Ca2+ influx leading to rises in
cAMP levels and this might be through activation of types 1 and 8. Interestingly, type 9 which
is under inhibitory control by calcineurin, is inhibited by the same range of [Ca2+]i that stimu-
lates type 1.7 Thus, it is possible that cAMP generated by type 9 also provides a critical link in
the balance between phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cascades that controls LTP.

In addition to the Ca2+ signal, cAMP-induced synaptic plasticity can also be modulated by
neurotransmitter receptors acting on Gsα, Giα or βγ subunits of G proteins. Thus, by acting as
a molecular coincidence detector to integrate signals from PKC- and Gs/Gi-protein-regulated
pathways, it is possible that the cAMP cascade arising from activation of Ca2+-insensitive type
2 also participates in the molecular events that trigger LTP (See Fig. 1). In particular, electro-
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physiological studies reported that, in hippocampal CA1 neurons, agonist stimulation of Gi-coupled
5-HT1A, GABA-B and α-adrenergic receptors leads to liberation of βγ complex and potentiates
Gsα-mediated actions of β-adrenergic receptor via activation of type 2 AC (or type 4).4,5

Studies using pharmacological inhibitors or genetic manipulation have implicated the cAMP
cascade in the late phase of LTP (L-LTP) in all hippocampal pathways.54,62,66,73,148,150 There is
increasing evidence that cross-talk between the Ca2+, cAMP and mitogen-activated protein ki-
nase (MAPK) pathways is critical for the stimulation of CREB and thus, the expression of genes
required for the formation of LTP and LTM (see Fig. 2).68,89 In the hippocampus, a rise in
intracellular cAMP activates the Erk/MAPK cascade, much as it does in lateral amygdala, and
coactivation of the cAMP and MAPK pathways by Ca2+ is essential for phosphorylation of CREB
and L-LTP formation.62,65,110 In this context, the induction of arg3.1/arc mRNA in primary
culture hippocampal neurons is strictly dependent on the coactivation of PKA and Erk/MAPK
pathways.143 In neuronal cells, the effect of cAMP has been proposed to involve the sequential
activation of Ca2+/CaM-sensitive ACs (types 1,8) and the phosphorylation and activation by
PKA of Rap-1, then the coupling of Rap-1 to B-Raf results in the activation of ERK/MAPK
pathway.56,115,142 Although PKA plays a crucial role in the activation of CREB, activation of
Rap1 by cAMP-GEFII may also provide another mechanism by which cAMP can stimulate the
Erk/MAPK pathway and thus, can induce gene transcription in a PKA-independent manner.42,77

Figure 2. Postulated interactions between Ca2+/CaM-stimulated types 1 and 8 and Ca2+-regulated pathways
in the early and late biochemical events underlying LTP and memory formation. Increased [Ca2+]i arising
from NMDA-R or VGCC induces elevation of intracellular cAMP via activation of type 1 or type 8. The
resulting activation of the cAMP/PKA pathway, through phosphorylation of I-1 and inhibition of PP1, acts
as keeping the «gate open» for Ca2+-dependent biochemical events by inhibiting calcineurin and thus,
maintaining CaMKII activity. Abbreviations are described in the text. (adapted from refs. 18,19,74).
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To investigate the role of Ca2+/CaM-stimulated ACs in LTP, mice lacking either type 1 or
type 8 (AC1 or AC8KO) or both ACs (DKO) were analyzed for several forms of LTP.120,141,150

Surprinsingly, LTP at the Schaffer collateral/CA1 pyramidal cell synapse was not affected in
the KO mice whereas it was impaired in the DKO mice.150,151 Moreover, hippocampal
Ca2+-stimulated AC activity was partially reduced in KO mice whereas response to Ca2+ was
totally abolished in DKO. These observations suggest that the two Ca2+-stimulated AC1 and
AC8 can, at least in part, substitute to each other for cAMP production in hippocampal CA1
region. In contrast to hippocampal CA1 LTP, AC1KO mice exhibit impaired mossy fiber/CA3
and cerebellar parallel fiber L-LTP, suggesting that presynaptic forms of LTP strictly depend
upon AC1.120,141 In addition, since administration of Fsk (a nonselective stimulator of ACs) to
DKO mice in hippocampal CA1, (or to AC1KO in mossy fiber) can restore L-LTP, it thus
appears that postsynaptic activation of hippocampal ACs, other than types 1 and 8, could also
modulate L-LTP.

Are Ca2+-Stimulated Adenylyl Cyclases Critical for Memory
Behavioural studies have provided evidence that AC activity is critical for learning and

memory functions in mammals. A first study in our laboratory reported that AC activity was
altered in mouse hippocampus following learning tasks. After acquisition of a spatial
discrimination task performed in a 8-arm radial maze (a hippocampus-dependent task),
Fsk-stimulated AC activity was down-regulated in the hippocampus and negatively correlated
with the response accuracy attained by the subjects.57 In contrast, AC activity was increased
following acquisition of a bar-pressing task, which is an hippocampal-independent task.72

Arguments based on phylogenetic adaptation supported our proposal that these opposite
learning-induced alterations of AC activity might reflect an interaction between two (or more)
competing memory systems at the hippocampal level, in which ACs might have a critical role.
Meanwhile, Wu et al151 reported that AC1KO could acquire normally, as compared to controls,
a task where they are required to find a hidden platform in the standard water maze task.
Moreover, AC1KO did not keep searching the quadrant where the platform had been previously
located. This observation was interpreted as a spatial memory deficit although no argument
excluded the possibility that these animals might be more flexible (i.e., search for the platform
elsewhere). Whatever the case, the deficit was marginal and could be explained by the fact that
50-60 % of the Ca2+-stimulated AC activity remained in the hippocampus of AC1KO, sug-
gesting that up-regulation of AC8 might have compensated the absence of AC1 function. To
test this hypothesis, behavioural responses of AC8KO, AC1KO and DKO mice were ana-
lyzed.150 The results showed that the single mutants had normal LTM for contextual and
passive avoidance learning whereas the DKO mice displayed a lower inhibitory response than
controls after 30 minutes, but not 5 minutes, following acquisition of a single trial step-through
passive avoidance paradigm. Also, DKO mice expressed a lower level of conditioned-fear when
exposed, after 8 days (but not 24 h), to the context in which they had previously received an
electric shock. Thus, it was hypothetized that hippocampal Ca2+-stimulated AC activity may
be required for LTM, but not for short-term memory. This conclusion is in agreement with the
idea that a cAMP cascade in the hippocampus is involved in the late, but not the early, phase of
a memory consolidation process occurring after inhibitory learning in rats. Bernabeu et al13,14

showed that rats submitted to step-down passive avoidance learning displayed a time-dependent
increase in hippocampal cAMP levels with a peak at 3-6 hr after training. This was supported
by findings that intrahippocampal infusion of 8-Br-cAMP (a stable analogue of cAMP) or Fsk
enhanced memory retrieval when given 3 or 6 hr (but not earlier than 3 hr) after the acquisi-
tion.13,14,15,16,17 Moreover, activation of dopamine D1, β-noradrenergic or 5-HT1A receptors
also modulates cAMP levels at 3-6 hr after training, and an increase in cAMP level is coincident
in time with increases in PKA activity, and in phosphorylated CREB and c-fos immunoreac-
tivities in the hippocampus after training. As emphasised by Wong et al150 the memory deficits
of the DKO lacking AC1 and AC8 resembled those previously described in CREB deficient
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mutants in fear-conditioning experiments.21 They hypothesized that Ca2+ activation of type 1
and type 8 ACs play a crucial role in LTM because they can generate the critical cAMP signal
required for Ca2+ stimulation of the CREB/CRE-mediated transcription (see Fig. 2). The use
of similar fear-conditioning methods in both studies supported this conclusion. However, the
interpretations of these experiments have relied on the assumption that this task is sensitive to
hippocampal lesions in mice. Several years later, authors of the study of the CREB mutants
reported behavioural findings, which were crucial for the interpretation of transgenic experiments
with the widely used fear-conditioning paradigms. They demonstrated that hippocampal-
lesioned mice are impaired in spatial versions of the Morris water maze task but can show
contextual fear conditioning34 suggesting that, at least in some conditions (such as those used
in the DKO study), the hippocampus may not be necessary for task acquisition. A second issue
to consider is that AC8KO mice do not show normal increases in behavioural markers of anxiety
when subjected to repeated stress, such as repetitive testing in the plus-maze or restraint preced-
ing plus-maze testing, suggesting a role for type 8 in the modulation of anxiety.114 This obser-
vation is of significance because anxiolytic-like effects could have interfered with the estima-
tion of retention performance of the DKO mice in tasks such as passive avoidance or
fear-conditioning.

All these recent results gained from genetic strategies strengthened the hypothesis for a role
of type 1 and/or type 8 in memory formation, which initially, was based only on brain locations
and functional considerations related to their regulatory properties (see above). However, the
conclusions remain still elusive and controversial. Considering that selective pharmacological
tools are not available yet, further characterizations of the behavioural phenotypes of these
genetically modified animals appear indispensable and should help to detail what is the exact
nature of the memory processes in which the Ca2+-stimulated ACs have a role.

Among the pharmacological strategies, inhibitors of PKA activity have been commonly
used to inhibit the cAMP signaling cascade and were shown to impair memory performance in
a variety of tasks (including spatial learning) in correlation with impaired LTP in the hippoc-
ampus (for a review see ref. 92 and Vianna and Izquierdo in this book). Conversely, stimula-
tion of PKA activity was used to demonstrate a role of PKA in the maintenance of LTP.

Pharmacological approaches supporting the view that an elevation in cAMP in the hippoc-
ampus is important for memory are based on the following data obtained using the passive
avoidance paradigm: 1) Post-trial injections of Fsk or 8Br-cAMP in the hippocampus im-
proved memory retrieval in the step-down passive avoidance13 and (2) in DKO mice, unilateral
administration of Fsk to the CA1 subfield immediately before training was shown to restore
LTM of passive avoidance.150 Recent studies in our laboratory have shown that increased hip-
pocampal cAMP levels produced by local infusions of Fsk improve memory in a similar kind of
task but impair spatial learning in water-maze tasks (unpublished data). The latter result is not
isolated since Taylor et al132 also reported that injection of Sp-cAMP into the prefrontal cortex
impair working memory in a delayed alternation task performed in a T-maze, suggesting that
activation of PKA activity produces deleterious effects in spatial memory tasks. These findings
greatly contrast with an extensive body of literature indicating that enhancement of the PKA
pathway improves memory formation. Indeed, increased cAMP levels can oppositely alter
mechanisms subserving different memory systems, suggesting mechanisms leading to “cogni-
tive enhancement” are not universal (see ref. 132 for further discussion).

Adenylyl Cyclases Up or Down Depending on Task Demands
Even though Ca2+-stimulated AC might have a crucial role in the memory function of the

hippocampus, these AC isoforms probably constitute only one part of a complex molecular
system in which, interactions between diverse sources of cAMP (including from Ca2+-insensitive
isoforms), would optimise the hippocampal functioning depending on the learning situation.
Since the insight of Tolman135 that animals can learn about a particular experience in more
than one way, it is now widely accepted that there exist multiple forms of memory and that the
underlying neural substrates are distributed throughout the brain.113 An important implica-
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tion of this notion is that these different memory systems interact synergistically or competi-
tively to produce behaviour.90 One consequence of this is that an animal may use different
strategies in order to deal with a learning situation. Moreover, recent data have shown that
hippocampal lesions facilitate the use of alternative learning strategies80-107 that are normally
overridden by hippocampal-dependent memory processing. Jaffard and Meunier72 have re-
ported data showing neurochemical or electrophysiological alterations in the hippocampus
following the acquisition of tasks, which are not dependent on the hippocampal formation.
Further, more neurobiological changes can be opposite to those observed following acquisition
of hippocampal-dependent tasks and furthermore, one pharmacological treatment (like a le-
sion) can produce differential memory effects (no effect, facilitation or impairment) as a func-
tion of task demands.36 In the context of these findings, opposite alterations in hippocampal
AC activity following acquisition of hippocampal-dependent or hippocampal-independent learn-
ing have been reported.57,58,60 Increased Fsk-stimulated AC activity was observed after acquisi-
tion of a bar-pressing task (hippocampal-independent task) whereas a decrease occurred after
acquisition of place learning in an 8-arm radial maze (see Fig. 3). Moreover, we showed that
cysteamine-induced depletion of somatostatin produced an increase in AC activity in the hip-
pocampus and improved acquisition of the bar-pressing task whereas place learning was im-
paired.58 Changes in AC activity were also studied following spatial learning in the water maze.
Again, responses to Fsk were dose-dependently decreased in the hippocampus. However, in
sharp contrast, responses to Ca2+ were enhanced. In other words, nonselective stimulation of
hippocampal ACs was reduced whereas selective stimulation by Ca2+ was selectively increased.60

Figure 3. Opposite regulations of Fsk-stimulated and Ca2+-stimulated AC activity occurs following spatial
learning in the hippocampus. (A), In an 8-arms radial maze, mice were trained to discriminate 3 arms which
were constantly baited. The top of the figure shows a representative track recorded at the end of learning
and illustrates searching patterns occurring selectively into the 3 baited arms of the maze. The graph bellow
shows changes in hippocampal AC activity in mice who had learned this task as compared to naive animals
(controls). Fsk-stimulated AC activity was reduced after learning. (B) summarizes results obtained in mice
who learned to locate a hidden platform in a circular water maze. In the hippocampus, in response to
stimulation by Fsk, the AC activity was dose-dependently reduced after learning whereas, in sharp contrast,
the AC responses were increased as function of the Ca2+ concentration.
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This suggests that an up-regulation of Ca2+-stimulated ACs associated with a down-regulation
of other AC isoforms might be as critical for spatial learning (see Fig. 3). Because the
Ca2+-insensitive type 2 AC is highly expressed within the hippocampal subfields, it was hy-
pothesized that cAMP-signaling occurring at synapses expressing type 2 AC could also modu-
late hippocampus functioning as a function of the task demand. Based on widely accepted
memory theories, which postulated the existence of at least two memory systems,113 a model
was proposed to explain why bi-directional regulations might be relevant.72,95 This model
confers a modulatory role on hippocampal functioning to signaling pathways involving the
Ca2+-insensitive type 2 AC, (see Fig. 4). As a function of the task demand, activation of type
2 AC would block the information processing in hippocampus. Conversely, decreased cAMP

Figure 4. This model proposes the existence of two memory systems, a system I (coding for stimulus-response
associations) and a second memory system (system II) coding for stimulus-stimulus associations, i.e.,
relational associations). When a novel learning situation occurs, both memory systems are a priori activated
by incoming stimuli (S), process and emitted responses. In simple learning conditions, the responses emitted
by system 1 (R1) can be sufficiently adapted to deal with the problem. In this condition, the inhibition
(negative feedback) of the hippocampal functioning, blocking nonuseful information processing (SS-R),
would speed-up acquisition. In contrast, when learning conditions are complex and required relational
encoding between the stimuli, the adaptation of the responses emitted by system II (R2) would trigger a
positive feedback to strengthen the hippocampus functioning. The bi-directional regulations of hippocam-
pal AC activity, as observed following learning in tasks respectively involving each of these two kinds of
information processing, might reflect a modulation of the hippocampal functioning. Further, we hypoth-
esized that signals involving type 2 might be involved in this regulatory process. Beyond this, Ca 2+-sensitive
ACs (types 1, 8) could be necessary to compute specific hippocampal functions such as the establishment
of relational representations and/or spatial mapping.
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levels at synapses involving type 2 would be permissive for such a function to occur. In agree-
ment with the extensive literature on the role of a Ca2+-stimulated ACs in memory formation,
this model also integrates the idea that type 1 (and/or type 8) could be a critical component of
an information processing system underlying the establishment of relational representation or
spatial mapping.

Summary and Conclusions
Studies over the past few years have firmly established that members of the AC family play

a key role in the complex intracellular network underlying synaptic plasticity and memory
formation. As ACs are regulated by diverse extracellular stimuli through multiple signaling
cascades, they could act as coincidence detectors to generate a unique cAMP response which
then makes cross-talk with other signalling pathways to enable specific cellular functions. Overall,
more detailed insight into the targeting of the different mammalian ACs in the neuronal com-
partments and the identification of complex mechanisms by which cAMP regulates other sig-
naling systems, such as the Rap1-ERK pathway, as well as the knowledge of specific crosstalk
between ACs and other cellular components, will be critical for a richer understanding of how
the different ACs participate in the regulation of synaptic efficacy and memory formation.
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Phospholipases and Oxidases
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Abstract

Memory formation is dependent on a series of biochemical cascades that alter synaptic
transmission and neuronal activity. Phospholipases are key enzymes in these
cascades that produce second messengers, which interact with a host of target sys-

tems, such as transmitter uptake systems, transmitter release, and intracellular calcium stores.
One of the main second messengers is arachidonic acid, which also acts as a substrate for
lipoxygenases and cyclooxygenases. These enzymes metabolise arachidonic acid to second mes-
sengers such as prostaglandins and leukotrienes. All of the transmitters have been shown to be
of importance in the induction of synaptic plasticity and in learning and memory formation in
rodents. In learning tasks such as a passive avoidance task in day-old chicks, inhibitors of
phospholipases prevented the consolidation of memory from 1 h after training onwards, while
inhibitors of cyclooxygenases blocked memory consolidation from 2 h onwards. These results
show that messengers synthetised by phospholipases and oxidases are most likely part of a serial
messenger cascade that underlies memory formation. Such a cascade could enable the system to
filter information and enable forgetting before complete consolidation of long-term memory.

Introduction
As has been described in detail in the previous chapters, memory formation is a process that

largely depends on neuronal metabolic mechanisms. Neurotransmitters are passed on between
neurons and activate specific receptors on the postsynaptic site, and the information has to be
transmitted beyond the neuronal membrane. Some receptors are linked to ion channels that
promote influx of Ca2+ (a second messenger; see the chapter on Ca2+channels), other receptors
are linked to G-proteins that are located on the other side of the membrane inside the cell.
These in turn activate enzymes that release second messengers or modulate ion channels. An
important family of enzymes that generates second messenger is the group of phospholipases.
The activity of the phospholipases induces the release of a range of second messengers. These
messengers then can be metabolised further by downstream enzymes, such as the cyclooxygenases.
All of these messengers interact with a multitude of target systems: ion channels, receptors,
intracellular calcium stores, transmitter release systems, cytoskeleton modifying systems,
immediate early gene activation, and more. This chapter will describe some of the known types
of phospholipases and their role in the complex network of cellular activities that underlies
memory formation.
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Phospholipases

What Are Phospholipases?
Phospholipases are enzymes that degrade phospholipids. Phospholipids are glycerolphosphate

groups with two fatty acid residues and a functional group (see Fig. 1A). They are lipophilic
and part of cell membranes. Depending on the pathway of catabolism one differentiates be-
tween several types of phospholipases. Phospholipase type A1 (PLA1) degrades phospholipids
by cutting off a fatty acid residue at a defined site (see Fig. 1B for details on phospholipase
metabolism). Two molecules are produced that both act as second messengers. A different
group is called phospholipase type A2 (PLA2) which separates the substrate at a different site
(see Fig. 1B). Furthermore, phospholipase type B, C, and D (PLB-PLD) are known. PLC
metabolises phosphoinositol bisphosphate (PIP2) to diacylglycerates (DAG) and
inositoltriphosphate (IP3). Both DAG and IP3 are important second messengers. PLD
metabolises phospholipids at a different site than PLC (see Fig. 1B)(for further details on
phospholipases see refs. 16,36,57,99). The best described phospholipases are PLA2 and PLC
and they appear to play the most important roles in neuronal metabolism.

It is important to state that phospholipases are found in all cell types. They are a part of the
basic biochemical machinery that is required for cell metabolism. However, neuronal isoforms
of phospholipases are known that have particular properties and play specific roles in neuronal
communication. These isoforms and their neuron-specific roles will be described in this chapter.

Figure 1. A) Shown is the structure of phosphatidylcholine, a phospholipid. Note the saturated fatty acid
residue at the C1 position (top) and the unsaturated fatty acid residue at the C2 position (left). The lower
right is a choline residue linked to the glycerol-3-phosphate frame. Triacylglycerates do not contain such
groups, instead they have 3 fatty acid residues. B) Phospholipases are defined by their enzymatic actions.
Shown is the molecule phosphoinositol bisphosphate, which contains inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate as a
residue (lower right molecule). This residue is an important second messenger that modulates intracellular
Ca2+ concentrations (see text for details). The locations where the phospholipases splice the molecule are
shown. For details see Karlson.57
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Phospholipases are mostly located near the membranes close to their substrates. However, a
cytosolic Ca2+-dependent isoform of PLA2 exists. Similar to γ-protein kinase C (PKCγ), PKA2
binds to the cell membrane when activated by Ca2+. This isoform is neuron-specific and
appears to play an important role in neuronal communication and in the induction of synaptic
plasticity (long-term potentiation of synaptic transmission, LTP).70,113

Phospholipases produce two molecules when degrading phospholipids. One is a functional
group (such as IP3, or arachidonic acid), the other is diacylglycerate (DAG). All of those
molecules act as a second messengers. DAG can activate PKC (see Nogues et al in this book, or
ref. 15 for review). The released DAG can be further degraded by a DAG lipase to release more
fatty acids.29,73

The type of fatty acids that is released by phospholipase activity depends on the kind of
phospholipids that are present in the membranes. In non-neuronal cells (eg. in adipose cells),
the types of fatty acids are quite diverse and can be saturated, unsaturated, or poly-unsaturated.
In neurons, however, the concentration of the poly-unsaturated fatty acid arachidonic acid
(ArA) is relatively high in cell membranes, and the percentage of ArA that is released after
stimulation of neuronal activity and transmission is very high compared to other fatty acids,
such as oleic acid or linoleic acid.9,15,19

The second messenger ArA has a number of important biological properties. It evokes Ca2+

release from intracellular stores,62,91 increases glutamate release,69 modulates ion channels,107

and inhibits uptake of glutamate in neurons and astrocytes.107,114

How Are Phospholipases Activated?
Phospholipases are activated by several mechanisms. Ca2+ -sensitive PLA types are activated

after neuronal activity which opens voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, or the Ca2+ channel that
is associated with the N-methyl-D-aspartate sensitive glutamate receptor (NMDA receptor). A
second mechanism is the direct activation via metabotropic receptors that are linked to a
G-protein. G-proteins act as interfaces between metabotropic receptors and intracellular target
molecules, such as second messenger generating systems4 or membrane-bound channels.92 One
family of metabotropic receptors that plays important roles in neuronal communication is the
metabotropic glutamate receptor family (mGluR)10,54 (see also Riedel et al in this book).

As has been described in the section ‘Glutamate receptors’, there are several subtypes of
mGluRs, divided into three main groups. Group I (mGluR1 and 5) is coupled to a PLC via G
proteins and modulate the synthesis of inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate.80,94 These mGluRs can
also be linked to PLD,24,81 but most likely only transiently during development.62

Other metabotropic receptors that are linked to PLC are the acetylcholine receptors. The
release of ArA via PLC can be triggered by carbachol, an acetylcholine agonist.101 In primary
cortical cultures from mice lacking the muscarinergic type 1 acetylcholine receptor,
agonist-stimulated phosphoinositide hydrolysis was reduced by more than 60% compared to
cultures from wild type mice.39 Release of ArA can also be induced by activation of a type 2
serotonin receptor.31

It is of interest to note in this context that beta-amyloid fragments, a class of polypeptides
that accumulates in the brains of Alzheimer’s disease, inhibited the cytosolic PLC in the
presence of increased Ca2+ concentrations.102 In another study, it was found that acetylcholine
receptors are uncoupled from PLC by beta-amyloid fragments and the production of inositol
phosphates was compromised.60

Phospholipase activity is under strict control. Piomelli and Greengard83studied PLA2
activity in in vitro enzyme assays and found that it is modulated by casein kinase II, CaMkinase
II, and protein kinase A.

Arachidonic Acid (ArA), a Second Messenger
ArA is one of the main messengers produced by phospholipase activity.73 Unlike other

second messengers, the eicosanoids such as ArA and metabolites of ArA are able to leave the cell
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in which they are generated and act as first messengers on neighbouring cells. Therefore, a role
as an intercellular messenger is plausible.84

The conditions for release and the neurophysiological effects of ArA have been investigated
in numerous experiments. Evidence for a role of ArA in neuronal transmission in particular
will be discussed here.

Release of ArA
As mentioned above, ArA is released by metabolising phospholipids by PLA2 or PLC

activity.4 In striatal neurons, ArA was released by coactivation of the α-amino-3-hydroxy-
5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionic acid sensitive glutamate receptor (AMPA receptor, an ionotropic
glutamate receptor subtype) and mGluRs and voltage gated Ca2+ channels.10,95 In primary
cultures of striatal neurons, this release was sensitive to quinacrine, an inhibitor of PLA2, that
also blocked LTP in this preparation. An inhibitor of diacylglycerol (DAG) lipase, another
source for ArA release,29,73 had no effect on LTP formation at early time points.29

In the hippocampal slice of the rat, NMDA receptor activation caused release of ArA and
oleic acid. This release was inhibited by inactivation of PLA2, or by NMDA receptor blockade
with MK-801 (dizocilpine).82

Other studies showed that release of ArA following activation of the NMDA receptor is due
to the activation of a Ca2+-dependent PLA2. For example, the NMDA- stimulated ArA release
in primary cultures of rat hippocampal neurons was inhibited by the NMDA receptor channel
blockers Mg2+, 5-amino phosphonovalerate (AP5), or the PLA2 and lipoxygenase inhibitor
Nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA).92,103

These results suggest that there is a chain of events that starts with the activation of NMDA
receptors, an increase of intracellular Ca2+ levels, and the activation of Ca2+-dependent
phospholipases that induce ArA release.

In a different study, it was observed that the fatty acids ArA, 12-hydroxy-6,8,11,14-eicosatetraenoic
acid (12-HETE), and 12-hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic acid (12-HPETE) were released after LTP induc-
tion in the rat in vivo. However, the concentrations of 12-HETE release declined already after 1 h to
baseline,8 while ArA levels remained high. In a follow up study, after the induction of LTP in
the hippocampal slice, ArA concentration in the postsynaptic membrane fraction increased,
due to PLA2 activity in the first minutes after induction. 45 min and 3 h later, PLC activity had
been responsible for the release.19 This shows that PLC plays a role in the LTP-induced in-
crease of ArA, but the release is later than PLA2 dependent ArA release. In synaptoneurosomes
of rat cortex neurons, 30% of arachidonic acid release was inhibited by neomycin, an inhibitor
of PLC, and 60% by quinacrine, an inhibitor of PLA2. The effect was additive when both
inhibitors were given.

Time Course of Release
After the induction of LTP in the hippocampal slice, ArA concentration in the postsynaptic

membrane fraction increased. This increase had a defined time course. Release of ArA that was
due to PLA2 activity, which took place in the first 2.5 minutes after induction, but went down
shortly thereafter. The PLC and DAG lipase-linked pathway of ArA release had a different time
course. ArA concentrations were increased as late as 45 min and 3 h after stimulation.19,20 This
later wave of ArA release can hardly be due to the time that PLC or DAG need to release ArA.
The data might show a second step needed for LTP consolidation by prolonging duration of a
second messenger signal.

Targets of ArA
ArA has a number of effects in neurons, from channel modulation to reuptake inhibition.

All these different activities seem to work towards changing the basal state of the neuron to a
state of increased excitability.
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In the rat hippocampal slice, ArA can directly mobilise intracellular Ca2+ independent of
IP3,68,91 in rat hippocampal synaptosomes, ArA and metabolites of ArA67-69 were able to stimulate
hydrolysis of PIP2

68,69 and release of glutamate.69 ArA inhibits uptake of glutamate in neurons
and astrocytes in cultures of rat cortex tissue. The uptake mechanisms in neurons are 20 times
more sensitive to modulation than the ones in astrocytes.114 In a patch-clamp study, ArA strongly
inhibited glutamate uptake in glial cells.6

Cis-fatty acids such as ArA can activate protein kinase C (PKC), an enzyme involved in key
processes of LTP formation, as well as in memory formation (see Nogues et al in this book). As
described before, PLC turns PIP2 over into IP3 and DAG. Lester et al65 and Kato et al58 showed
that ArA and DAG act synergistically to activate PKC in vitro and in vivo. In another study,
ArA increased B-50 phosphorylation,93 a presynaptic protein which is a PKC substrate and
which is associated with transmitter release.27,93 ArA is rapidly cleared from the cytosol, which
is important for the deactivation of the messenger signal after the transmitter-releasing
stimulus has stopped.73

ArA and Metabolites of ArA As Transmitters and ‘Retrograde
Messengers’ in Synaptic Plasticity

Apart from playing a role as intracellular messengers, a further role that these messengers
might play is that of a feedback signal to the presynaptic site (Fig. 2). Since changes can be
observed at the presynaptic site after induction of LTP, it has been speculated that a feedback
signal from the postsynaptic site must exist to relay the information that the presynaptic
neuron has successfully activated the postsynaptic neuron.109

Figure 2. Proposed model of increase or decrease of transmitter release after the activation of phospholipases
and the postsynaptic release of ArA. Presence of ArA reduces presynaptic Ca2+ influx which will in turn
reduce transmitter release. If ArA is present along with DAG and Ca2+, PKC will be activated which causes
increases in transmitter release. The DAG could be released by a PLC which is linked to a presynaptic
mGluR. The IP3 released by the PLC increases intracellular Ca2+ levels via internal store depletion. See text
for details.
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In sensory neurons of the sea snail Aplysia, where synaptic plasticity appears to be expressed
mostly at the presynaptic site, extensive studies of the activity of ArA in neuronal communication
have been conducted. Metabolites of ArA are released by sensory neurons in response to inhibitory
transmitters and directly target a class of K+ channel, increasing the probability of their
opening. This causes hyperpolarisation and shortening of action potentials. In vertebrate
neurons, other types of K+ channels have been found to be sensitive to ArA and to other
polyunsaturated fatty acids.107

In the motor end plate of Xenopus, an ArA metabolite has been found to play a role as a
retrograde messenger. In the muscle, a G-protein dependent release of ArA into the membrane
was observed. Injecting a non-hydrolysable GTP analogue into the muscle to activate the
G-protein increased spontaneous firing rates of the innervating neurons. Since the muscle is
the postsynaptic site and the motor neuron the presynaptic site, retrograde communication
must have taken place. Analysis of the ArA metabolites in the neurons identified 5-HPETE as
a prime candidate.40

Prostaglandins (PG) were shown to be excreted after activation of neurons that use
noradrenaline (NA) or acetylcholine (ACh) as transmitters. The prostaglandin PGE seems to
have a negative effect on NA release. Indomethacin, a cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitor which
prevents PG formation, increased NA release. In intestines, PG increased ACh evoked muscle
contraction, and indomethacin produced a decrease of contractions in the gut. While PG
played a negative feedback role in the NA system, it activated the ACh system in the peripheral
nervous system in a positive feedback manner41

These ArA and ArA metabolite -related changes in synaptic transmission suggest that these
messengers indeed travel between neurons and act as some kind of retrograde messenger.

How to Ensure Selectivity of ArA Messenger Activity
If ArA and metabolites would change synaptic activity in an indiscriminate manner, any

ArA molecules that diffuse to other neurons than to the target neuron would create a chaotic
situation by indiscriminately upregulating neuronal transmission. There is evidence that the
target neurons require more than one signal for modulation to prevent a non-selective change
in synaptic activity. ArA can modulate the release of the neurotransmitter glutamate.
Ca2+-dependent glutamate transmitter release was found to be inhibited by ArA in a PKC
independent fashion in cerebrocortical synaptosomes.42,44 This effect seemed to be due to the
reduction of Ca2+ entry into the presynaptic site that was caused by ArA.43 Yet, if the preparation
was incubated with ArA and low concentrations of phorbol esters simultaneously, PKC was
activated, and glutamate release potentiated.73 The same result was obtained when incubating
the preparation with ArA and a synthetic DAG analogue. The increase of glutamate release was
Ca2+ dependent.115 In the presence of ArA, only very low concentrations of phorbol esters were
needed to activate PKC and to increase glutamate release. The authors suggest that ArA serves
as a retrograde messenger which only increases transmitter release if it coincides with a second
signal such as Ca2+ entry into the presynapse or diacylglycerol formation.45,46 This mechanism
would ensure that only previously active neurons are upregulated in their transmitter release, as
these neurons have increased intracellular Ca2+ concentrations when the ArA signal arrives.
There is further evidence for such a mechanism. A PKC substrate which is associated with
transmitter release is the presynaptic protein B-50.27 Perfusion with high concentrations of
ArA increased B-50 phosphorylation in a synaptoneurosome preparation. Addition of Ca2+ to
the medium facilitated this, presumably because activation of the Ca2+ -sensitive PKC required
only low amounts of ArA to increase its activity.93

This ‘simultaneity detection system’ is not unique. Similar modes of operation have been
suggested for other molecules, such as PKC,30,44 the NMDA receptor,21 or nitric oxide (NO).50

See also Bourne and Nicoll13 for a discussion on coincidence detecting systems in the nervous
system. Since ArA will diffuse into neighbouring cells and synapses which are not activated at
the same time as the neuron that releases ArA, a potentiation of that inactive neuron would not
be sensible. Instead, the inhibiting effect could suppress neurons that are not firing at the same
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time as the active neurons which causes ArA release. If the neighbouring neuron is not active,
or if this activity is not in synchrony with the ArA releasing neuron, it is most probably not
working in cooperation with the active neuron. Suppression of such ‘non-cooperating’ neurons
thereby keeps spontaneous firing ‘noise’ and interference down. If ArA reaches a synapse that
recently has been active, Ca2+ levels will be high due to activation of voltage dependent
channels, and diacylglycerol will be available, for instance via activation of presynaptic glutamate
metabotropic receptors that are linked to a PLC.23,44,45

Contradictory results observed in the hippocampal slice preparation could be explained by
this model. Perfusion of the slice preparation with the mGluR agonist 1S,3R-1-
amino-cyclopentyl-1,3-dicarboxylic acid (1S-3R-ACPD) produced LTP in area CA1.11 O’Mara
et al77 and Collins and Davies,22 however, did not find a potentiation of transmission after
perfusion with 1S-3R-ACPD in the CA1 area. Instead, a depression (LTD) was observed. Only
when ArA was perfused along with 1S-3R-ACPD, a potentiation developed over 30 min. ArA
alone also created a slight depression of field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs).22 A
similar result was published by Zhang and Dorman115 who found that KCl-induced
depolarisation increased glutamate release when ArA and a diacylglycerol analogue were added.
This process was Ca2+ dependent.

The Role of ArA in LTP Formation
In various experiments, ArA and metabolites of ArA were shown to play a role in the induction

of LTP. In in vivo studies of the dentate gyrus of the rat, NDGA blocked the synaptic component
of LTP and the associated increase in release of glutamate. LTP produced a sustained increase
of ArA release that was blocked by NDGA.68 After the induction of LTP in the hippocampal
slice, ArA concentration in the postsynaptic membrane fraction increased. The release was
PLA2 and PLC dependent.19 The specific PLA2 inhibitor bromophenacyl bromide caused a
large reduction in the magnitude of LTP in the CA1 field of the hippocampal slice.70

In vivo blockade of PLA2 by quinacrine in the hippocampus of the rat inhibited oleate
release and LTP formation, the effect was reversible by application of oleate.66 In the CA1
region of rat slices, ArA produced LTP and LTD, which was inhibited by NDGA28,76 or AP5.76

ArA together with 1-oleyl-2-acetyl glycerol (a DAG analogue) induced LTP in the CA1 region
of guinea pig slices in low Mg2+ concentration, this was blocked by the phospholipase
inhibitors neomycin and 2-nitro-4-carboxylphenyl-N,N-diphenylcarbamate (NCDC).59 ArA
induced activity-dependent LTP in the hippocampus of the rat in vitro and in vivo. ArA itself
was not capable of inducing synaptic plastic effects. However, weak tetanic stimulation that did
not potentiate synaptic transmission by itself was required to induce LTP in the slice.8,76,108

It seems to follow from these results that ArA is of importance in LTP induction. However,
the comparatively slow effect of ArA in LTP induction made Williams et al108 suggest that ArA
only plays a role as a ‘slower’ retrograde messenger, while faster messengers such as NO precede
the ArA signal (see also Fig. 3).

Learning Experiments: Evidence for the Role of Phospholipase Activity
in Memory Formation

Inhibiting the activity of phospholipases in learning experiments have shown that these
enzymes are of importance for memory formation or consolidation. In a one -trial passive
avoidance task of the chick, animals learn to associate the unattractive taste of methylanthranilate
and the colour of a bead. The animals only need one trial to form the association. This task
offers the advantage of being able to ‘time’ the steps of memory formation.

In one study, bilateral intracerebral injections of the PLA2 and lipoxygenase
inhibitor nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) or the PLA2 inhibitor aristolochic acid (AST) were
made into the intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV), an area that is of
importance for the formation of memories formed by learning this task. Pre-training injections
of either inhibitor produced lasting amnesia for the avoidance response. The onset of amnesia
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for both inhibitors NDGA and AST was at 1.25hr post-training (see Figs 4 and 5). Injection of
drugs post-training had no effect on retention.53 The results support the theory that ArA release is
a necessary step in the relatively early events mediating the synaptic plasticity associated with
memory formation. Other phospholipase inhibitors have produced similar results. For example,
the PLA2 inhibitor bromoenol lactone impaired spatial memory formation in mice.32

In further support of the notion that the release of ArA plays an important role in memory
formation, a study of young and aged rats showed that aged rats with learning impairments had
lower concentrations of ArA in their brain tissue, while saturated fatty acids were increased.106

Chicks were given bilateral intracerebral injections of NDGA (5µl of a 4mM solution) or
saline 30min before training and tested at the stated times post-training (n=13-18 per group;
*=p<0.05). For details see Hölscher and Rose.53

Chicks were given bilateral injections of 5 µl of a 4 mM AST solution or saline 30 min
before training, testing was after 1, 1.25 hr or 24 hr subsequently. (n=15-18 per group; *=p<0.05).
For details see Hölscher and Rose.53

A Different Second Messenger Released by PLA2: Platelet-Activated Factor
(PAF)

As an example for another cellular messenger that is released by PLA2 and that plays important
roles in memory formation is the platelet-activating factor (PAF; 1-O-alkyl-2-acyl-sn-
3-phosphocholine). Some results of importance are that the induction of LTP can be blocked
by a PAF receptor antagonists in area CA1 of the rat hippocampus,2 in the dentate gyrus,59 and
in other areas of the brain.37 Furthermore, PAF was found to inhibit ionotropic GABA receptor
activity17 and to increase glutamate transmitter release, perhaps as a retrograde synaptic
messenger.63 A mouse strain lacking the PAF receptor also showed impaired LTP in some areas
of the hippocampus.18 PAF furthermore couples synaptic events with gene expression by

Figure 3. Schematic graph depicting the activity of the presumed retrograde messenger ArA. After NMDA
receptor activation (in the cortex, or hippocampus), or synchronous AMPA and mGluR activation (in the
striatum), ArA is released via PLA2 (NMDA receptor dependent) or PLC (mGluR dependent) activation.
ArA causes intracellular Ca2+ release and increases transmitter release, while transmitter re-uptake is inhibited.
Additionally, membrane fluidity is changed by the increased percentage of unsaturated fatty acids, which
modulates receptors activity. This enhances synaptic plasticity.
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stimulating a FOS/JUN/AP-1 transcriptional signalling system, as well as transcription of COX-2
(inducible prostaglandin synthase, see below).

Most interestingly in the context of this chapter is the indication that PAF enhances memory
formation if infused into the hippocampus or other learning-related brain areas.56,104

Oxygenases That Are of Importance in Memory Formation
ArA serves as a substrate for cyclooxygenases (COX) and lipoxygenases, leading to products

such as prostaglandins and leukotrienes (see Fig. 8), which are cellular messengers
themselves.23,57,73 In the following sections, a brief description of their role will be given to cast
some light on other parts of the biochemical cascades that form the basis of memory formation.

Lipoxygenases
ArA metabolism via the lipoxygenase pathway leads to formation of a family of messengers,

such as leukotrienes. The first step in leukotriene biosynthesis is catalyzed by the enzyme
lipoxygenase and results in the formation of hydroperoxy-6,8,11,14-eicosatetraenoic acid
(5-HPETE) in the case of 5-lipoxygenase, which may be converted enzymatically (via the
action of a peroxidase) or nonenzymatically to the corresponding hydroxy acid, 5-HETE (see
McMillan et al, 72 for a summary).

A Ca2+-dependent lipoxygenase has been described.72 This isoform is activated by increased
intracellular Ca2+levels, as are observed after activation of neurons, due to opening of voltage
dependent Ca2+ channels, opening of NMDA receptor associated Ca2+ channels, or due to
release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Activation of neurons therefore could activate or prime
the lipoxygenase through Ca2+ influx, as it is the case with many other Ca2+ dependent
enzymes. In the canine brain, a 12-lipoxygenase was found to be widely distributed: it was
localised in hippocampus, cortex, and basal ganglia.75 Lipoxygenases and their products (e.g.,
15-HETE) also have been found in the chick cerebrum and cerebellum.38

As described earlier, extensive studies of the activity of ArA metabolites in neuronal
communication have been conducted. 12-lipoxygenase derivatives of ArA are released by
sensory neurons in response to inhibitory transmitters and directly target a class of K+ channel,
increasing the probability of their opening. This causes hyperpolarisation and shortening of
action potentials. In vertebrate neurons, other types of K+ channels have been found to be

Figure 4. Effect of the phospholipase inhibitor NDGA on retention of a one-trial passive avoidance task
when injected pre-training and tested post-training. Animals were trained to avoid to peck a bead dipped
in an unpleasant substance. Shown are the percentages of animals pecking or avoiding the bead that they
were trained on. Avoidance indicates memory retention, while pecking suggests that the animals had
forgotten the task.
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sensitive to ArA, to lipoxygenase products, and to other polyunsaturated fatty acids.107 Piomelli
et al84 isolated lipoxygenase metabolites of ArA, 5-HETE and 12-HETE, from Aplysia nervous
tissue, as well as cyclooxygenase products, prostaglandins such as PGE2 and PGF2α.

In a behavioural study, the lipoxygenase product 1-oleoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphorylcholine (ODHPC), a phosphatidylcholine, enhanced discriminatory shock
avoidance learning in rats. Also, ODHPC enhanced LTP of population spikes in the CA1
region.55 These results indicate that lipoxygenase products are involved in the induction of
synaptic plasticity and memory formation.

Cyclooxygenases

What Are Cyclooxygenases?
Cyclooxygenases (COX) convert ArA into a variety of metabolites, mainly into prostacyclins,

prostaglandins, or thromboxanes57 (see also Fig. 7). The enzymes oxidise two double bonds
with two oxygen molecules and form a two-ring system (PGG2) in an epoxy-reaction. This
metabolite is very unstable and can be converted to any of the three main groups of COX
products.

COXs are found in all tissues. Enzyme concentrations vary greatly depending on tissue
type.99 At least two isoforms exist. COX-1 is a constitutive enzyme, the enzyme is always
present and the level of expression is regulated in a steady state mode. The enzyme is present in
neurons, macrophages, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells.

COX-2 is an inducible form of cyclooxygenase. It is induced by pro-inflammatory agents
including interleukin-1β and lipopolysaccharides. Anti-inflammatory steroids such as dexam-
ethasone inhibit the induction of COX-2 but do not affect levels of COX-1. Additionally,
COX-2 synthesis can be induced by a number of other molecules of which cAMP, interleukin-1,
leukotrienes, and ArA are noteworthy. The expression of the enzyme is furthermore modulated
by PKC, phorbol esters and DAG-induced prostaglandin synthesis. COX-2 is predominantly
expressed in endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and macrophages, and above all, in neurons.1,14,111

In an in vivo dialysis study in the hippocampus, an increase in the release of prostaglandins
after stimulation of the NMDA receptor was observed.64 The time course of COX-2 induction
is surprisingly constant, the time measured after COX had been induced by various agents was
always around 2 h.26

Figure 5. Effect of the phospholipase inhibitor aristolochic acid (AST) on retention when injected pre-training
(4mM) and tested post-training.
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Learning Experiments: Evidence for the Role of COX-2 Activity in Memory
Formation

To test if arachidonic acid is metabolised to other messengers by COXs, the effect of inhibitors
of these enzymes were tested in a one-trial passive avoidance task in the chick. The cyclooxygenase
inhibitors Indomethacin, Naproxen, and Ibuprofen caused amnestic effects at all concentrations
tested when injected intracerebrally (i.c.) before training. The onset of amnestic effects was
always 2 h after training, independent of drug type, concentration, and injection time before
training (see Fig. 6, and ref. 47). In a second study, the injection of the selective COX-2 inhibitor,
SC58125 (see ref. 97) or dexamethasone before training showed amnestic effects for training
on a one-trial passive avoidance task at 2 h but not 1 h after training.48

Figure 6. Effect of inhibitors of
cyclooxygenase inhibitors on re-
tention of a one-trial passive
avoidance task when injected pre-
training and tested post-training.
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A follow up study analysed the release of COX products (prostaglandins) from brain tissue
using the ELISA technique. The release of cyclooxygenase products into the extracellular fluid
was measured at 1, 2, and 3 h post-training. An increase of prostaglandin production was see
after 2 and 3 h, but not after 1 h. A cyclooxygenase inhibitor, ibuprofen, inhibited the
training-dependent increase of cyclooxygenase products 2 h and 3 h after learning when
injected pre-training, as did dexamethasone which prevents cyclooxygenase induction. The
selective COX-2 inhibitor, SC58125 had the same effect.97

Figure 7. Scheme of metabolism of ArA via the cyclooxygenase pathway II to prostaglandins (PG) or
prostacyclins (PGI2) and thromboxanes (TX) as an example of the diversity of these pathways. Seven major
pathways are known, three lipoxygenase (5-, 12, and 15-lipoxygenase), two cyclooxygenase, and two
P-450-cytochrome oxidase pathways.36,99
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The delay of release 2 h after training suggests that the drugs prevent induction of COX-2,
which takes around 2 h.26,74 The results indicate that COX-2 products play a role in memory
consolidation in the chick when learning this task. They also suggest that COX-2 induction
plays a role in memory consolidation several hours after the learning experience (see Fig. 7, and
refs. 47,48).

These studies of the role of COX in memory formation in chicks have been corroborated by
similar studies in rats, suggesting that the molecular mechanisms are similar in different
species. For example, it was shown that the effects of the Cox inhibitor ibuprofen impaired
spatial learning in rats as well as the development of LTP in vivo.78 In another study it was
shown that conditioning of animals in a lever-pressing task was dependent on COX activity.
Interesting enough, this investigation concluded that the main effect of the cannabinoid (CB1)
receptor agonist tetrahydrocannabinol on behaviour is mediated through COX activity as it
was blocked by COX antagonists such as diclofenac or indomethacin.112

In transgenic mice that overexpressed COX-2 in neurons, memory impairments were
observed.1 This finding suggests that an uncontrolled release or an unphysiologically high level
of COX products interferes with mechanisms necessary for normal memory formation.

Chicks were given bilateral intracerebral injections of the cyclooxygenase inhibitors
indomethacin, naproxen, ibuprofen, or saline 30min before training and were tested at the
stated times subsequently (n=13-18 per group; *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01). For details see ref. 47.

Cooperation of ArA and Metabolites of ArA As Messengers
in Neuronal Systems

The question arises why several neuronal messenger systems are in operation that appear to
serve similar functions. One argument in favour of parallel messenger systems is that the
system is very stable through redundancy. In fact, biological systems tend to make use of
redundancy when processes are concerned that are essential for life. A different possibility is
that only a subset of neurons use a particular type of messenger while others use a different type
to avoid cross talk. This appears to be the case for the neurotransmitter nitric oxide synthase
(NOS), which is produced in the different areas of the hippocampus of the rat at different
quantities50. A different line of arguments comes from a theoretical approach. Neuronal
signalling networks were constructed with experimentally obtained constants and analysed by
computational methods to understand their role in complex biological processes. These
networks exhibited emergent properties such as integration of signals across multiple time
scales, generation of distinct outputs depending on input strength and duration, and
self-sustaining feedback loops. Feedback can result in bistable behaviour with discrete steady-state
activities, well-defined input thresholds for transition between states and prolonged signal
output, and signal modulation in response to transient stimuli. These properties of signaling
networks raise the possibility that information for “learned behaviour” of biological systems
may be stored within intracellular biochemical reactions that comprise signalling pathways.7

Hence, a multitude of biochemical inputs can be more than just the sum of its parts and can
produce surprising effects and produce novel qualities.

Evidence for the parallel use of different signal systems has been collected in many investi-
gations in several species. In the marine mollusc Aplysia, Piomelli et al83 identified the
lipoxygenase pathway products 5-HETE and 12-HETE as well as COX products such as the
prostaglandins PGE2 and PGF2α as neurotransmitters. In the hippocampal slice of the rat,
12-HPETE and 12-HETE release was increased after LTP induction.68,9 In postganglionic
neurons, both messengers NO and ArA modulate calcium currents. In one study, the effect of
the NO generating drug nitroprusside was abolished by the NOS inhibitor NG-nitro-L-arginine
methyl ester (NAME), while the effect of ArA was unchanged by NAME,61 showing that both
systems are independent from each other. Finally, in the sensory pain-pathway, NO86 and
COX products3 act as messengers, they are co-located with dopamine, Histamine and
neuropeptides.
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These results show us that several signaling systems act simultaneously in neuronal
communication. So what does this tell us about the different function of these transmitter
system? Perhaps we have to look at other parameters. If we go back to the one-trial passive
avoidance task (PAT) of the chick we can have a look at the timing of memory formation and
consolidation.

The Timing of Memory Formation

Discrete Time Windows of Messenger Activity
Studies with the NOS inhibitors nitro-L-arginine (L-NARG) and 7-nitro indazole49,51,52

produced amnesia for the one-trial passive avoidance task in the chick. The interesting observation
here was that injection of the nitric oxide synthase inhibitors pre-training resulted in amnesia
for the task after 15 minutes of training.

As shown earlier, inhibitors of phospholipases are effective from 1 h onwards after
training,53 the time point when release of arachidonic acid into the extracellular fluid was the
highest.20

Injection of cyclooxygenase inhibitors before training produced amnestic effects from 2 h
onwards after training.47 The learning-related increase of release of prostaglandins observed in
the saline group followed the same time course, i.e., a large increase of release after 2 h
post-training compared to 1 h post-training values.48 The delay of 2 h can be explained by the
time the induction process of COX-2 takes, as measured in different cell types. As mentioned
before, the time course takes about 2 h.26

It appears that nitric oxide, arachidonic acid, and arachidonic acid metabolites act together
as messengers, lined-up in a linear cascade. Nitric oxide is an uncharged molecule that is
released quickly and that diffuses across cell membranes without much resistance.33,100 In
contrast, lipids are released rather slowly and tend to ‘stick’ to membranes for a longer time.36,99

Therefore, they are better suited as longer-lasting messengers. Arachidonic acid is a molecule
that is fairly unstable due to its double bonds, it is not only metabolised by oxidases but by
oxygen radicals or other free radicals.36 Hence, ArA is not a good messenger for longer time
durations. Oxidase products, however, have a longer life span but take longer to be synthetised.26

These properties could explain the observed time windows of memory formation. Hence,
induction of key enzymes in neurons appear to be of importance for memory consolidation
and synaptic plastic processes. This has been shown before in experiments that analysed the
time-course of development of LTP in the hippocampus. Several enzymes such as Ca2+/
calmodulin-dependent kinase II, and γ-PKC were found to be induced in the course of LTP
consolidation.105

Figure 8 summarises the three different time courses of amnesia development after drug
injection. One has to postulate that each messenger has a peak of production and is present
only in low concentration before and after this peak. Otherwise, a compensation of effects due
to loss of one messenger by other messengers should occur, and no amnesia would develop.
This might well be the case in other areas of the chick brain or in brains of other species.

Defined Steps in Memory Formation
Defined time windows for activity of drugs in learning-tasks have been observed before.

Rosenzweig et al90 as well as Gibbs34 discriminate between different steps of memory formation in
the chick. They differentiate between three phases: short term memory (0-15 min), intermediate
memory (15-55 min), and long-term memory (>55 min). Different drugs can interrupt one or
several phases of this cascade, and produce amnestic effects at the end of each phase, which has
not been interrupted. This interruption is independent of the concentration of drugs, or the
time point of injection before training (see also ref. 90). Rose and collaborators found another
time point that appears to be intrinsic in memory consolidation in the chick. The second wave
of glycoprotein synthesis that was first described by Pohle et al85 in the rat and was later found
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in the chick.15,96 This second wave of expression is found 6 h to 8 h post-training. Interestingly
enough, an increase of spontaneous neuronal bursting in that time period had been observed35

(see refs. 88,89 for a review).
Defined phases in the metabolic cascade of memory formation in mammals are not

unknown either. In memory formation of rats79 or humans,5 a division between short-term,
long-term, and working memory has been suggested. McGaugh71 noted as early as 1968 that
there are defined time windows for sensitivity of drugs injected in rats tested in passive
avoidance training tasks. Pohle et al85 observed two defined time windows of [3H]fucose
incorporation in the area CA1 and CA3 after training of rats in a discrimination task. Since
fucose is incorporated into glycoproteins, a second phase of memory-related glycoprotein
synthesis might be expressed in hippocampal neurons. Regan87 reported that intraventricular
infusion of antibodies to neuronal cell adhesion molecules (N-CAM) disrupted consolidation
of a passive avoidance response in the rat when administered between 6 and 8 h post-training.

A Potential Role for Defined Time Windows of Messenger Systems
in Memory Formation

Why do distinct time windows for metabolic processes in memory formation exist? Each
step in the biochemical cascade continues only for a limited amount of time, and after that, the

Figure 8. Scheme of possible production levels of neuronal messengers over time. This scheme is based on
the data presented in this chapter. A first wave of NO is proposed since inhibition of NO synthase produced
amnestic effects after 30 min. After NO production starts to decrease, ArA is released in greater quantity
with a rapid increase after about 1 h and decrease after about 1.75 h. ArA is most likely metabolised in this
time period, and the release of newly formed ArA is inhibited, since an amnestic effect becomes unmasked
after 1.75 h when injecting COX inhibitors. The third wave, which consists of cyclooxygenase metabolites,
starts after 1.75 h and continues for an unknown time period. For details see Hölscher and Rose;53 Hölscher.47,48
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activity of the receptor/enzyme is not essential for establishing the memory trace any more.
Then, inhibiting the activation of the specific step in the chain of events cannot prevent memory
consolidation. But what role would these defined time windows play in memory formation?

Clearly, it is of importance to filter information before it is stored in long-term memory. To
be able to filter memory input, several steps of consolidation are required. Initial activation by
NO could be a form of short-term memory, or a priming step, for further consolidation that
needs input of a different quality or quantity to be maintained past this stage. The PLA2 linked
ArA release might be the next step in this mechanism, which has to be followed by the 3rd step,
PLC activation, to ensure intermediate memory formation. A fourth step could be the metabolism
of ArA by COXs or lipoxygenases to messengers with longer half-lives that would ensure a long
lasting signal. Memory consolidation could be terminated at any of these steps. If the
conditions for long-term memory formation are not met, this signal could be interrupted and
the memory trace would be retained only for a limited amount of time. Clearly, memory can
be retained for different lengths of time. Not all information has to be kept, or should be kept,
in storage for the whole lifetime. If the activation of the NMDA receptor and the subsequent
activation of protein kinases, and the synthesis of glycoproteins, always resulted in long-term
memory formation, the phenomenon of forgetting would be hard to explain. In a weak-stimulus
passive avoidance task of the day old chick as employed by Bourne et al12 or by Crowe et al25,
amnesia is observed after about 5 hours, before a second wave of glycoprotein synthesis
occurs,12,96 or the main part of post-training neuronal bursting is observed.35 A termination of
memory formation at this step is possible. In other words, even if the synthesis of glycoproteins,
the production of immediate early genes, the upregulation of receptor sensitivity via protein kinase
activity already has happened, the mechanism can still be stopped, and memory formation halts.
All these different biochemical steps appear to act independently from each other, but all are
required in order to establish a long-term change in synaptic efficacy. Only then, blocking the
synthesis of a retrograde messenger as late as 2 h post-training could evoke amnesia. The results
presented in this chapter therefore not only illuminate the process of learning and memory
formation but also potential mechanisms of forgetting.
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Abstract

Memories are believed to rely upon enduring morphologic and functional changes at
synapses activated by learning events. Experiments carried out in the past two
decades have indicated that several cellular mechanisms need to be activated in or-

der for the synaptic changes to take place. Among these general cellular mechanisms, enzy-
matic cascades including the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase A, PKA) signal-
ing pathway in CA1 region of the hippocampus have been demonstrated to be crucial to memory
processing.

The importance of the PKA pathway to memory formation is indicated by its unique pro-
file of activation following learning experiences: PKA has two peaks of activity during long-
term memory consolidation period, the first within the first few minutes after training, and the
second in a protracted way, beginning 2-3 h after the experience, after most enzymatic cascades
have ceased their contribution.

The coincident increase of nuclear phosphorylated form of the cAMP-responsive element
binding protein (CREB) transcription factor at these specific periods, together with memory
sensitiveness to inhibitors of gene transcription and protein synthesis during PKA active peri-
ods suggest this signaling pathway may contribute actively to the synthesis of new proteins, a
crucial event for long-term memory (LTM) establishment. Simultaneously to its involvement
in LTM formation, the PKA pathway in the hippocampus is critical in the first hour after
training for the establishment of short-term memory (STM) and has contributed to the dem-
onstration of STM and LTM independence.

Recently it has also been shown that PKA contributes crucially to memory retrieval and
extinction, probably involving distinct mechanisms of activation among the variety of events
that have been shown to influence PKA activity.

Introduction
Memories are considered since Ramón y Cajal60 to rely upon enduring morphologic and

functional changes at synapses activated by learning processes (see also Geinisman et al, this
book). Experiments carried out in the past two decades have indicated that several enzymatic
cascades need to be activated in order for the synaptic changes to take place. It is clear that the
enzymatic signaling pathways do not carry the mnemonic information themselves, but act
instead as amplifying systems without which the protein synthesis dependent synaptic changes
inherent to memory would not be correctly or sufficiently activated.

Some of these enzymatic cascades act directly at synapses in order to enhance transmitter
release or receptor function in the CA1 region of the hippocampus: the Ca2+/calmodulin-
dependent kinases (Medina and Cammarota, this volume), protein kinase C (see Noguès, this
volume, and ref. 66) and perhaps tyrosine kinases (Gerlai, this volume; and also ref. 58). These
mechanisms may be viewed as modulators of the input to the hippocampus; i.e., the connec-
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tion between fibers afferent to CA1 and the postsynaptic membrane of CA1 pyramidal cells.
Other enzymatic cascades boost mechanisms triggered by second messengers in order to acti-
vate general cellular cascades and, particularly, gene transcription and the resulting protein
synthesis. These mechanisms are also activated in CA1 pyramidal cells, but in view of their
nature may affect mainly the interactions of these cells with their output connections. Among
these general cellular mechanisms, the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase A, PKA)
signaling pathway in CA1 stands out for several reasons.

First and foremost, it is the only signaling pathway in the hippocampus that is activated
twice after training experiences that produce memories: the first time briefly, within the first
few minutes after training, and the second time in a protracted way, beginning 2-3 h after the
experience (Fig. 1A).6,71 The second peak of PKA activity occurs long after other major cas-
cades involved in memory have ceased their function (see chapters by Noguès and Cammarota
and Medina in this book, and also refs. 6,7 and 84).

Second, the two peaks of increased PKA activity are coincident in time both with an in-
crease of nuclear phosphorylated form of the cAMP-responsive element binding protein (CREB)
transcription factor (Fig. 1B) (see refs. 6, 69 and Frankland and Josselyn, this book) and with
periods in which memory formation is peculiarly sensitive to inhibitors of gene transcription42

and protein synthesis.47,48,59 PKA-mediated phosphorylation of CREB1, a constitutive tran-
scription factor that is essential in CA1 for the maintenance both of LTM6,30 and LTP,33 is
indeed a marker of LTM processing;75 its absence is a marker of amnesia.69 A large variety of
plastic events in other nervous tissues has also been shown to depend on PKA and CREB
phosphorylation.4,13 Thus, differently from the other kinases that are activated during or shortly
after acquisition and remain active during a limited period following the learning experience,
PKA seems more likely to be responsible for the mediation of the late and long-lasting cellular
modifications thought to underlie long-term memory (LTM) storage.

Third, the PKA pathway in the hippocampus is critical in the first hour after training for
the establishment of short-term memory (STM).71,73 As will be seen in the next section, STM
is a separate form of memory that lasts about 3-6 h and runs parallel to the consolidation phase
of long-term memory (LTM).36,41

Finally, the PKA signaling pathway interacts strongly and at several points with the PKC
and MAPK pathways,53 both of which are critical for memory processing in the hippocampus
(see chapters by Noguès et al and Selcher et al in this book). The first peak of PKA activity may
correlate with the need for MAPK or PKC activity in the hippocampus for the establishment of
STM,44,71 and the second peak of PKA may correlate with the requirement for MAPK activity
3 h after training in order for long-term memory to become consolidated.77

Short- and Long-Term Memory
LTMs are not immediately established in their definitive form.50,51 This process takes hours

and requires a sequence of molecular events that are believed to result in structural and func-
tional long-lasting modifications at synapses of brain areas involved in memory storage.29,39,46

As was postulated years ago,50 a parallel STM system is in charge during the hours that it takes
for LTM to become effectively consolidated.35-37,40,41.71-73

The findings that led to the discovery that STM pertains to separate system parallel to the
first hours of LTM consolidation involved the demonstration that a variety of treatments can
block STM while leaving LTM intact for the same task in a given individual. This was first
shown for short- and long-term facilitation in Aplysia (see ref. 21) and then for one-trial inhibi-
tory (passive) avoidance learning in rats.35-37,40,41

The method of using localized and timed infusions of drugs with specific molecular actions
in order to extricate STM from LTM is the only procedure that can effectively separate the two
memory types.36,37,40,41 The learning-associated metabolic changes that are seen in the CA1
region of the hippocampus and elsewhere in the first 3-6 hours that follow acquisition,12,39,58

could in principle underlie one or another form of memory. Only the specific inhibition of one
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Figure 1. A) PKA activity measured in the CA1 region of 2mm-wide slices taken from the infused sites of
the rat hippocampus. Data are expressed as as percentage of saline treated naive control values (means + SEM
pmol/min/mg protein) N = 2-4 per group. The white column indicates values from naive saline treated
animals. The grey columns indicate values from saline treated animals submitted to shock of identical
intensity (0.4 mA) to that used in inhibitory avoidance training. The black columns show values for trained
animals at the indicated period following training session. The striped columns show the data from animals
trained and submitted to Rp-cAMPs (0.1 mg) infusion in that region 0 min after training. * indicate
significant differences from all other groups at p < 0.001 in a Duncan test. # indicates significant differences
from trained animals at that time period. Results taken from ref. 71.
B) Quantitative densitometric analysis of immunocytochemistry of P-CREB (in CA1 region of the dorsal
hippocampus of naive, shocked and trained in the inhibitory avoidance task rats. Data are expressed as
percentage of saline treated naive control values (means ± SE of relative OD per mm2). N= 5. The white
column indicates values from naive animals. The grey columns indicate values from animals submitted to
shock of identical intensity (0.4 mA) to that used in inhibitory avoidance training. The black columns show
values for trained animals at the indicated period following training session. * indicate p< 0.001 in com-
parison with naive control values in Newman-Keuls test after ANOVA. Results taken from refs. 6 and 39.
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or more of these changes at different times in the post-training period can determine whether
they pertain to STM or to LTM formation.36,41,43

The hippocampal events that underlie the processing of STM and LTM begin with the
activation of glutamate NMDA receptors in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. The changes
include activation of the PKA and MAPK cascades and an increase of nuclear P-CREB1 and c-
fos protein levels.6,12,39 They are not seen in animals treated with posttraining intra-hippocam-
pal infusions of the NMDA receptor blocker D-aminophosphonopentanoic acid (AP5), which
also causes amnesia.12

One-Trial Avoidance
The task of choice for the study of variables that affect or are affected by memory formation

has been for many years a form of contextual fear called one-trial inhibitory avoidance.39,74

This task is learned in a few seconds and therefore permits a clear-cut dichotomy between
effects on acquisition and effects on the post-acquisition period in which STMs and LTMs are
formed.27 In addition, this task offers a clear-cut definition between acquisition, consolidation,
retrieval and extinction.74 This is not the case with multi-trial tasks, such as the diverse varieties
of spatial learning; in these tasks, acquisition, consolidation and retrieval are distributed over
several sessions and are impossible to extricate one from the other in each session. Further,
many experiments carried out over the past decade have shown that one-trial avoidance de-
pends mainly on the functional integrity of specific molecular mechanisms in the CA1 region
of the hippocampus, and in several of its connections, namely, the entorhinal, posterior pari-
etal and cingulate cortex,2 the basolateral amygdala and the medial septum.38,39

Many of the experiments to be commented here used one-trial step-down inhibitory (pas-
sive) avoidance. For this task, rats are placed on a platform (CS) and receive a footshock (US)
when they step down from it onto a grid. Animals learn to remain longer on the platform than
they do on the training session (CR). The name “avoidance” should not obscure the fact that
this is not really an instrumental task: it is acquired through a single CS(context)-US (footshock)
pairing, which implies an impossibility for the animal to actually use the CR (to stay in a safe
platform or compartment) as an instrument to avoid the US. When the animals are tested,
they are exposed to the CS alone, which is actually the method of choice for initiating extinc-
tion.74 In fact, one-trial avoidance is extinguished by repeated testing at 24 h intervals.74

The cAMP/PKA Signaling Pathway
The second-messenger cyclic 3’-5’adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) regulates several im-

portant pre- and post-synaptic events, mainly by the activation of the cAMP-dependent pro-
tein kinase (PKA) and subsequent targets. The intracellular levels of cAMP are directly regu-
lated by cAMP-phosphodiesterase, a membrane bound enzyme that breaks down cAMP
molecules, and by adenylyl cyclase (AC), the enzyme that produces cAMP from ATP mol-
ecules. Several types of adenylyl cyclase have been identified and their activation constitute an
important regulatory step in the cascade.14,19 ACs are targets of dopaminergic D1, β-noradren-
ergic and serotonergic 1A receptor coupled G proteins that either can have stimulatory or
inhibitory effect upon cAMP production. Also, AC can be directly sensitive to intracellular
raises in calcium-calmodulin levels resulting from the activation of NMDA receptors, voltage-
dependent calcium channels, or intracellular Ca2+ release.12,55,78

PKA consists of a tetrameric holoenzyme composed by two regulatory subunits constitu-
tively linked to two catalytic subunits. cAMP binds to the regulatory subunits, inducing a
conformational change that results in the release of catalytic subunits. Once separated, catalytic
subunits can phosphorylate Ser/Tre residues on its substrates either in the synapse and its pe-
riphery, or, when translocated to the soma, in the nucleus.24 Drugs acting specifically upon
catalytic and regulatory PKA subunits have been extensively used to characterize the physi-
ological role of PKA.1,6,71,73
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Different PKA isoforms of both regulatory and catalytic subunits have been identified,
resulting either from expression of different genes or from alternative mRNA splicing of the
same precursor.24 This diversity permits several combinations between them. Several holoen-
zyme subtypes have been characterized, with specific catalytic dynamics, substrate affinity and
cellular location. PKAs also vary in relation to the subcellular compartment in which they are
more prevalent, and this seems to be related to specific anchoring proteins that bind PKA in
resting conditions.20,22

Among PKA neural substrates, the constitutively expressed regulatory transcription factor
CREB is a prominent candidate to mediate PKA mechanisms in LTM storage and has been
proposed to act as molecular switch from short- to long-lasting synaptic modifications.6,13,23,33,69

When catalytic subunits of PKA translocate to the nucleus they phosphorylate CREB on133

Ser, activating the protein and directly linking cAMP transduction pathways to gene expres-
sion and protein synthesis.13,67,79 There are several molecular forms of CREB; the one most
widely believed to participate in memory consolidation is CREB1 (see ref. 67 and Frankland
and Josselyn, this book).

There is no direct evidence whatsoever as to what proteins are specifically synthetized through
the activation of the cAMP/PKA/P-CREB pathway, with the possible exception of c-fos.12

However, very solid and abundant evidence suggests that: 1) many of these are new proteins; 2)
some are cell adhesion molecules (Regan, this volume), and 3) the action of these mediates
changes in synaptic ultrastructure (Geinisman et al, this volume) and synaptic organization.
Thus, the cAMP/PKA/CREB signaling pathway is crucial for the regulation of the synaptic
events that are at the core of memory formation. It does NOT carry the information, but
enables it to be carried.

PKA Involvement in Long-Term Memory Formation
The first inklings of involvement of the cAMP/PKA/P-CREB pathway in the maintenance

of CA1 LTP49 and in LTM storage appeared several years ago.17 Subsequently, the participa-
tion of this pathway in memory formation was characterized in different plastic processes in
several species, from facilitation in Aplysia17 to odor conditioning in Drosophila,70,79 spatial
learning in the mouse,10,11,30 and aversive learning in the chick65,81 and the rat.6,69,71,72 The
various experiments were performed using both genetically modified animals that were unable
to express CREB or PKA correctly,10,11,79 and PKA inhibitors,1,6,71,73 cAMP analogues,1 or
anti-sense CREB30 infused at different times after the original training The studies on transgenic
or knockout animals were useful to establish the need of PKA or CREB for memory formation,
and the pharmacologic experiments revealed both this and the precise timing of the interven-
tion of cAMP, PKA or CREB in the process.39

As mentioned above, the cAMP/PKA/P-CREB pathway is activated twice after inhibitory
avoidance training: briefly within the first few minutes after acquisition, and again 2-6 h later
(Fig. 1A).6,12,69,71-73 The two posttraining peaks of PKA activity in the CA1 region of the rat
hippocampus are accompanied by increased levels of P-CREB (Fig. 1B)6,69 and are necessary
for LTM formation.71 Also, they are coincident in time with the two phases in which memory
of the one-trial task is sensitive to the infusion into CA1 of inhibitors of transcription42 or of
protein synthesis.59 Inhibition of AC or PKA at the time of either peak blocks LTM forma-
tion.1,6,8

The second peak of post-training PKA activity depends on the first: if this is abolished by
Rp-cAMPs given into CA1, the second peak of PKA is not seen.71 Further, the second peak of
post-training PKA activity depends on the prior activation of glutamate NMDA receptors at
the time of training: if these are blocked by AP5 given post-training, the increase of intra-
nuclear PKA activity that takes place 2 h later is not seen.12
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The reliance of memory formation on a double wave of metabolic activity in the hippocam-
pus was first described by Matthies and his collaborators in the ‘80s,28,47,48 and confirmed by
many others using various forms of aversive conditioning in the rat6,10,39 and the chick.65,81

A peak of increased PKA activity is seen in the entorhinal cortex but not in the parietal
cortex 3 h after training in the one-trial task.58 The hippocampus is interconnected through
the entorhinal cortex to several other regions of the cortex.34

The first posttraining peak of PKA activity occurs without any detectable concomitant
change in cellular cAMP levels.6 It must, then, result from a quick activation of the enzyme
somehow triggered by glutamate or by noradrenergic receptor activation (see below). The early
PKA peak could also result from cross-talk with the concomitant activation of other enzymatic
systems, such as CaMKII (Cammarota and Medina, this volume), PKC or Src.53,80 In the
hippocampus, cAMP levels increase slowly 60 min after inhibitory avoidance training, and
attain a peak at 180-360 min. The maximum rise in cAMP levels is supposed to trigger PKA
activation: it correlates with the second PKA peak of activity.6 The cAMP increase cannot be
attributed to changes in cAMP-specific phosphodiesterase, and might be consequence of en-
hanced adenylylcyclase activity.6

Various neurotransmitter systems associated with alertness, anxiety, emotion or mood affect
PKA activity indirectly, through actions on G-protein coupled receptors that regulate AC.
Dopaminergic D1 and β-noradrenergic receptors enhance, and serotonin 1A (5HT1A) recep-
tors inhibit adenylyl cyclase activity (see Buhot et al, de Bruin, and also Gibbs and Summers in
this book), and thereby alter cellular cAMP levels. Forskolin stimulates adenylyl cyclase; 8-Br-
cAMP mimicks the effects of cAMP, including that upon the regulatory subunits of PKA. It
was found that the infusion of the D1 agonist, SKF38393, of norepinephrine, of the 5HT1A
receptor antagonist, NAN-190, of forskolin or of 8-Br-cAMP enhances LTM when given post-
training into CA1, the entorhinal cortex or the posterior parietal cortex; in contrast, infusions
of the PKA inhibitor, KT5720, of the D1 antagonist. SCH23390, of the β-blocker timolol, or
of the 5HT1A agonist, 8-HO-DPAT hinders LTM formation.1,6 The effect of these substances
on memory is probably related to the well-known fluctuations of memory processes that occur
in relation to mood, anxiety levels or emotion. The effect of these substances on memory varies
with the time after training at which they are given, and with the brain structure into which
they are infused. The time-windows of the effectiveness of each drug may or may not correlate
with the occurrence of PKA activity peaks. Thus, at the immediate posttraining period, norepi-
nephrine enhances and KT5720 inhibits memory consolidation when given into CA1; but
only 3 or 6 h later all the drugs become effective as mentioned when given into this structure.1,8

In contrast, SKF38393, SCH23390, norepinephrine, timolol, 8-HO-DPAT, NAN-190,
KT5720, forskolin and 8-Br-cAMP were effective when given into the entorhinal cortex 0, 3
or 6 h after training, or into the parietal cortex 3 or 6 h after training.1 Obviously, these studies
point to the need of AC/PKA activity at precise moments of the post-training period, regard-
less of whether this activity is at a peak or not.

It is interesting to note here that despite the similarity in nature and time-course between
the second peak of PKA activation in memory formation6 and in the involvement of PKA in
CA1 LTP,33 there are some significant differences. First, the existence of an early peak of
PKA activity in LTP has not been clearly demonstrated and whether this may be at all
necessary for the occurrence of the second peak, as is the case in memory formation.71

Second, the second, late peak of PKA activity and P-CREB levels that follows training and
is necessary for LTM is modulated by dopaminergic D1, β-noradrenergic and 5HT1A re-
ceptors in CA11,6 and by the muscarinic cholinergic input coming from the medial sep-
tum.69 The late CREB-dependent phase of LTP in CA1 is apparently only modulated by D1
receptors in CA1;31 it is instead modulated by β-noradrenergic receptors only in CA3.32 The
differences may of course be due to the fact that the LTP work was carried out in tissue
slices, in which modulatory input is absent.
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As mentioned, both PKA peaks correlate with an increase in nuclear CREB1 phosphoryla-
tion at133 Ser in CA1, and with a sensitivity of memory to inhibitors of transcription or of
protein synthesis. Antisense CREB infused into CA1 blocks the persistence of spatial LTM
beyond 4h (Frankland and Josselyn, this book and also ref. 30). Inhibitors of transcription42 or
of protein synthesis10,59 given at the time of training or 3 h later but not in the period in
between also block LTM. There is evidence that the key proteins syntetized 3-5 or more h after
training for the construction of long-lasting memories involve glycoproteins related to cell
adhesion (Regan, this volume) promoting morphological changes at the synapses involved in
each particular learning experience (see Geinisman et al, this book).

The intracellular mediators of glutamatergic, monoaminergic or cholinergic transmission
to protein synthesis stimulation remain unclear. The hypothesis that there must be a relation
between the receptors and PKA involvement is substantiated by the following findings: a)
intact NMDA receptors are needed for the second peak of PKA activity;12 b) D1, β, 5HT1A
and cholinergic receptors in the hippocampus modulate PKA and produce the changes in
memory formation that would be predicted from their biochemical effects; c) PKA is the only
kinase described to follow the double wave activation pattern that coincides with protein syn-
thesis requirement during LTM consolidation, and this depends on the early participation of
glutamate AMPA, NMDA and metabotropic receptors (mGluRs);39 d) PKA activates CREB
at the times in which changes in gene activation and protein synthesis are essential for memory
formation: around the time of training and again 2-6 h later.59,74

The role of mGluRs in the activation of PKA should be investigated. Such a role is to be
predicted from their physiological action.62 Intact mGluRs in rat CA1 are necessary for memory
formation in the first few minutes posttraining,8a as they have shown to be for the establish-
ment of LTP.9,64 The participation of class I metabotropic receptor and specifically mGluR5 in
memory formation has been recently ascertained.15,63 Moreover, their different contribution
to short- and long-term memories suggest a distinct contribution to short- and long-term
memory (see Riedel et al, this book).

The metabolic intracellular scenarios of each period of PKA activation, ranging from neu-
rotransmitter actions and their consequences on second messengers to the cross-talk between
PKA and other signaling pathways53 are different, and this will have to be taken into account
when a fully descriptive formal hypothesis on the cellular processes necessary for memory for-
mation is established. The formulation of such a hypothesis is still several experiments away
from current knowledge.

PKA Involvement in Short-Term Memory Formation
PKA is separately involved in STM and in LTM. In fact, this separation contributed to

demonstrate the dichotomy between STM and LTM.71,73

When infused into CA1 immediately after training, canceling the first peak of hippocampal
PKA activity,71 competitive inhibitors of the catalytic (KT5720) and the regulatory (Rp-cAMP)
subunits of PKA cause amnesia for STM and LTM. (Fig. 2A).41,71,73 In contrast, the stimulant
of the regulatory subunit, Sp-cAMP, enhanced retention of both memory types (Fig. 2B).71

Therefore in the immediate posttraining period, PKA is obviously necessary for the formation
of both STM and LTM.

However, the infusion into CA1 of KT5720 or Rp-cAMPs from 22 to 90 min after training
blocks STM completely but has no effect on LTM (Fig. 3A); Sp-cAMPs given 22-90 min
posttraining selectively enhances STM.71,73 When given 170-180 min post-training, these drugs
affect LTM again (Fig. 3A), while having no influence on the retrieval of STM (see refs. 41, 71,
73). Stimulators of PKA subserve the same time profile than inhibitors influencing LTM (Fig.
3B). Therefore, PKA is necessary for STM formation during the first hour or so after training,
and it is necessary for LTM formation only at the time of its two peaks.71 The PKA substrates(s)
involved in its role in STM are not known; clearly, they do not include P-CREB, which re-
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Figure 2. Short-Term Memory. A) Data are expressed as median (interquartile range) latency to step down
from the platform on STM test sessions. N = 8-10 per group. A STM was measured at 180 min from training
in animals that received intrahippocampal infusions of vehicle (20% dimethylsulfoxide), the PKA catalytic
subunit inhibitor KT5720 (0.5mg) (KT 0.5), saline or the PKA regulatory inhibitor Rp-cAMPs at two doses
(0.1 and 0.5 mg) (Rp 0.1 and Rp 0.5, respectively). Infusions were given 0, 22, 45, 90 or 170 min after
inhibitory avoidance training, * indicate significant differences from controls at p < 0.01 level in Mann-
Whitney u tests, two-tailed. B) STM was measured at 180 min from training in animals that received
intrahippocampal infusions of saline or the PKA regulatory stimulator Sp-cAMPs at two doses (0.1 and 0.5
mg) (Sp 0.1 and Sp 0.5, respectively). Infusions were given 0, 22, 45, 90 or 170 min after inhibitory
avoidance training. * indicate significant differences from controls at p < 0.01 level in Mann-Whitney U
tests, two-tailed.
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Figure 3. Long-Term Memory. A) Data are expressed as median (interquartile range) latency to step down
from the platform on LTM test sessions. N = 8-11 per group. A LTM was measured 24h after training session
in animals that received intrahippocampal infusions of vehicle (20% dimethylsulfoxide), the PKA catalytic
subunit inhibitor KT5720 (0.5mg) (KT 0.5), saline or or the PKA regulatory inhibitor Rp-cAMPs at two
doses (0.1 and 0.5 mg) (Rp 0.1 and Rp 0.5, respectively). Infusions were given 0, 22, 45, 90 or 170 min
after inhibitory avoidance training, * indicate significant differences from controls at p < 0.01 level in Mann-
Whitney u tests, two-tailed. B) Long-Term Memory. Data are expressed as median (interquartile range)
latency to step down from the platform on LTM test sessions. N = 8-11 per group. LTM was measured 24h
after training session in animals that received intrahippocampal infusions of saline or the PKA regulatory
stimulator Sp-cAMPs at two doses (0.1 and 0.5 mg) (Sp 0.1 and Sp 0.5, respectively). Infusions were given
0, 22, 45, 90 or 170 min after inhibitory avoidance training. * indicate significant differences from controls
at p < 0.01 level in Mann-Whitney u tests, two-tailed.
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mains at basal levels in the period between 5 and 180 min post-training.8,69 In principle, the
PKA substrates needed for its influence on STM may include receptors, enzymes or cytoskeletal
synaptic components whose function can be temporary modulated by phosphorylation.23

STM is also modulated by dopamine D1, β-noradrenergic and 5HT1A receptors in CA1
and in the entorhinal cortex. As mentioned, these receptors regulate PKA indirectly through
influences on AC. However, this modulation is quite different in both brain structures, and it
is also different from that observed for LTM.37 Thus, overall, there is a very strong monoamin-
ergic modulation of memory processes by pathways and receptors involved in the perception of
and reaction to changes in alertness, mood, emotion or anxiety levels, but the final outcome of
this modulation in terms of cognitive events is difficult to predict. Monoaminergic receptors in
the CA1 region and in the entorhinal cortex acting simultaneously may have similar, different
or even opposite effects on STM and LTM depending on the degree to which each of these
receptors is activated.41,42 In animals, including humans, this will probably depend on the
particular mood, degree of alertness or emotional state of the subjects, and these, as is known,
vary subtly from minute to minute in daily life.

PKA Involvement in Memory Retrieval
For reasons that escape us, most research on the molecular mechanisms in memory has

centered on memory formation.38,39,46 Until 2 years ago there were very few experiments on
the mechanisms of memory retrieval. This is so in spite of the obvious fact that memories can
only be measured indirectly, through retrieval.

Again, most research on this topic centered on the one-trial step-down avoidance task.
Retrieval of this task measured 3 h after training (STM retrieval) is blocked by the infusion into
CA1 of the glutamate AMPA receptor antagonists, CNQX or DNQX, or by the generic mGluR
receptor blocker, MCPG; it is unaffected by NMDA antagonists or by inhibitors of PKA or
MAPK.44 Therefore, STM retrieval appears to depend only on the integrity of the regular
glutamatergic transmission through AMPA and metabotropic receptors in CA1. The relation
between glutamate receptor activation, particularly mGluRs, and PKA in retrieval deserves to
be studied as well, as has been pointed out above in connection with consolidation. Actually,
more is known about the role of mGluRs in retrieval than about that in consolidation and its
down-stream effectors. In the hippocampus, together with AMPA glutamatergic receptors,
mGluRs are crucial for retrieval and its involvement is suggested to be responsible for PKA and
MAPK signaling pathways activation.68

In contrast, retrieval of the one-trial avoidance task measured 24 h or 31 days after training
depends on mGluRs and on the PKA and MAPK cascade: it is blocked by the infusion into
CA1 of MCPG (or, at the 24 h interval, CNQX or DNQX), or of the inhibitor of PKA, Rp-
cAMPs, or of the MAPK inhibitor PD098059.2,43,68 Retrieval measured 1 or 31 days after
training is enhanced by the pre-test infusion into CA1 of the PKA activator, Sp-cAMPs, which
underscores a key role of PKA in retention test performance.2 AP5 given into CA1 has no effect
on retrieval, and DNQX given into this structure at the time of testing 31 days after training
also has no effect.2,43

Very importantly, all these substances have similar effects to those observed in CA1, when
given into the entorhinal, posterior parietal or anterior cingulate cortex prior to the test session,
with two exceptions: AP5 also blocked retrieval when given into the parietal or cingulate cor-
tex, and DNQX was ineffective when given into the cingulate cortex.2 This shows that the
retrieval of a task as deceivingly simple as one-trial avoidance requires similar and simultaneous
metabolic activity in many regions of the brain.42

The basolateral amygdala, which plays a major role in the consolidation of various forms of
fear conditioning, including one-trial avoidance38 also participates in retrieval. Among the
molecular systems studied (see above), only DNQX was able to block retrieval when infused
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into the basolateral amygdala prior to testing.2 This does not detract from the role of that
structure on retrieval. It merely shows that this role is metabolically simpler than that of the
cortex. The basolateral amygdala is a site of action of glucocorticoids in the modulation of
retrieval18 and there is evidence for a role of it in the modulation of the emotional content of
memories both at the time of consolidation and at the time of retrieval.38

The involvement of PKA in retrieval occurs without any detectable change of the activity of
the enzyme in CA1. This stands in contrast to the MAPK pathway enzymes, p42 and p44,
which are increased following the test session (ref. 68 and see also Selcher et al in this book).

The need for regular ongoing PKA activity in CA1, entorhinal, parietal and cingulate cor-
tex in order for retrieval to take place is underlined by the fact that the infusion of D1 or β
receptor agonists or of a 5HT1A antagonist in all these structures prior to testing enhances
retrieval, whereas that of D1 or β receptor antagonists or of a 5HT1A antagonist depresses
retrieval of the one-trial task.3 Again, this modulation by the pathways and receptors involved
in emotion, mood, alertness or anxiety occurs simultaneously in all the brain structures men-
tioned.

PKA Involvement in Extinction
Retrieval of the one-trial avoidance task, or of most fear conditioning procedures for that

matter, is usually carried out without the unconditioned stimulus, i.e., the footshock(s).42,74

This is precisely the necessary condition for extinction to take place.57 Recent evidence indi-
cates that extinction of fear-motivated tasks requires the integrity of the hippocampus.16 Ex-
tinction involves a new learning of opposite sign to the original learning: animals learn a CS-no
shock contingency instead of the previously acquired CS-US contingency.

We have observed that extinction of the one-trial avoidance task really begins in the first test
session. If further test sessions are repeated at 24 h intervals, retrieval becomes gradually dimin-
ished.74 A variety of treatments given into CA1 either before or after the first test sessions
hinders extinction. Among these, the most relevant are the transcription blocker, DRB,42 the
protein synthesis inhibitor, anisomycin,74 the NMDA receptor antagonist, AP5, the CaMKII
inhibitor, KN-62, the MAPK inhibitor, PD098059, and the PKA inhibitor, Rp-cAMPs.42,74

These pharmacological findings indicate that extinction is indeed a new learning, requiring
transcription and protein synthesis (see also ref. 5) as much as the original learning does, as well
as a key role of NMDA receptors, CaMKII, PKA and MAPK. The main difference between
memory formation of aversive learning and its extinction is that in the former all these molecu-
lar processes act in a sequential way, whereas in extinction they appear to act simultaneously at
the time of the first retrieval test.42

Summary
PKA plays a pivotal role in the consolidation, retrieval and extinction of memories. The

cAMP/PKA/P-CREB pathway is involved twice in the consolidation of LTM: first at the time
of training, and then again 2-6 h later. PKA is involved in STM formation during at least the
first hour after training. The role of PKA in memory formation is not restricted to the hippoc-
ampus: PKA is also necessary in the entorhinal and posterior parietal cortex, where it can be
up- or down-regulated by receptors involved in anxiety or mood. It is believed that the protein
synthesis that mediates the effective laying down of memory traces through changes at the
synaptic level is specifically activated by the PKA signaling pathway.

Further, PKA activity is necessary for retrieval in CA1, entorhinal cortex, posterior parietal
and anterior cingulate cortex. Extinction is normally initiated by the first retrieval test after a
training experience. Extinction also requires intact on-going PKA activity in the CA1 region.

Cross-talk between the PKA pathway and others may occur and it may be crucial for memory
processes.53 It remains to be studied and analysed in detail.
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Protein Kinase C
Xavier Noguès, Alessia Pascale, Jacques Micheau and Fiorenzo Battaini

Abstract

This chapter reviews the involvement of PKC in cognition and in the brain pathologies
affecting cognition. PKC is a family of enzymes. Its activation process is described in
the first part. In the second part, we analyse the role of PKC in synaptic plasticity, a

neuronal property which may be required for the acquisition of information. Both electro-
physiological data and behavioural pharmacology suggest the involvement of this enzyme in
metaplasticity. Then, the experiments directly addressing the involvement of PKC in cognition
at various phylogenetic levels are presented according to the psychological question addressed.
Finally, we show that the brain pathologies causing cognitive deficits are characterised by PKC
abnormalities and the putative therapeutic ways mediated by PKC are presented.

Introduction
The involvement of protein kinase C (PKC) in the biological bases of cognition is now

widely accepted. This family of enzymes was discovered in 1977,59 and the first paper showing
its role in learning processes was published 10 years later.74 Since then, the number of publica-
tions addressing the issue of its involvement in various aspects of cognition has increased (see
ref. 116, 176 for a review). Paradoxically, although these publications are consistent in recog-
nizing the basic involvement of PKC in cognitive processes, both the mode of activation in-
duced by learning and the precise locus of involvement of this enzyme remain unclear.

An interesting issue concerning the neurobiology of cognition is the role of this enzyme in
the molecular mechanisms of neuronal and synaptic plasticity. According to most of the present
theories on the biological bases of cognition, the property of neuronal plasticity appears to be a
sine qua non for an organism to be able to perform cognitive processing. Basically, four types of
theories, which have proposed plausible biological devices of active information processing can
be distinguished. The local hypothesis supposes that the activity of one neuron may represent
one information (see ref. 9 for a detailed description of this view and ref. 141 for a formal
description of computational processes involved). The hypothesis of distributed static repre-
sentation is quite more recent. In this hypothesis, one information is represented by the
coactivation of a defined set of cells. Such a view was proposed by Hopfield,53 McNaughton
and Morris96 or Schneider and Detweiler.149 A hypothesis of distributed dynamic representa-
tion has been proposed by Kohonen.67 Finally, Freeman and Skarda42 proposed a hypothesis
emphasising the absence of biological representations of information. All of these hypotheses
have been supported by the demonstration that each proposed device was able to perform an
active cognitive processing of information. All of these hypotheses require properties of neu-
ronal plasticity.

The aim of the present chapter is to present an up-to-date view of the topic, both by pre-
senting the data demonstrating the involvement of PKC in cognition and by raising issues
which remain to be elucidated. In its first part, the PKC family is briefly presented through its
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molecular structure and its mode of activation. The second part of the chapter shows the
putative roles of PKC in the biochemical processes providing the neurons with the properties
required to generate cognitive abilities. In the third part, we describe the set of experiments
directly assessing the involvement of PKC in cognitive processes and attempting to identify in
which cognitive processes PKC is involved. Finally, in the fourth and fifth parts, we present the
current knowledge of the involvement of PKC in various pathologies affecting cognitive func-
tion and the putative therapeutic pathways mediated by interventions on PKC.

Protein Kinase C: Who Is It?

PKC: A Family of Phosphorylating Enzymes
Extracellular signals (neurotransmitters, hormones, growth factors) are decisive for cell-cell

communication. Their interaction with specific cellular receptors triggers a cascade of events
that allows the transduction of the message inside the single cell. In this context, a strategic role
is played by protein kinases through phosphorylation of specific substrates. The PKC family
includes 12 different isoenzymes classified as calcium-dependent (conventional PKCs: α, βΙ,
βΙΙ and γ) and calcium-independent isoforms (novel PKCs: δ, ε, η, θ and µ; atypical PKCs: ζ,
ι and λ) according to their calcium sensitivity.111

Conventional and novel PKCs require diacylglycerol (DAG) and phosphatidylserine (PS)
for full activation, while atypical isoenzymes are DAG-insensitive (for a review see ref. 61).
Novel PKCs appear to be selectively stimulated by DAG generated via the phospholipase D
pathway that is not associated with a calcium increase.46

PKCs are characterized by a tissue-specific expression, e.g., while a, d and ζ isoforms are
ubiquitous, PKCγ is selectively expressed in the CNS, PKCη is mainly found in lung and skin
and PKC θ is highly present in skeletal muscle.111,124

The primary amminoacidic PKC sequence comprises conserved domains (C1-C4) sepa-
rated by variable regions (V1-V5; cf. Fig. 1). The C1 domain contains the pseudosubstrate
region responsible for keeping the enzyme in the inactive form (folded conformation) when

Figure 1. PKCs structure. DAG: diacyglycerol; PS: phosphatidylserine; TM: transmembrane domain; PH:
pleckstrin homology domain; C1-C4: conserved regions, V1-V5: variable regions; V0: variable region only
present in novel PKCs.
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the physiological activators (e.g., calcium, DAG and PS) are absent. A tandem cysteine-rich
motif (C1a and C1b) follows the pseudosubstrate sequence and represents the DAG/phorbol
ester binding site. Mutational studies have shown that C1a and C1b are not equivalent. In the
atypical PKCs, there is only a single cysteine-rich motif present that seems more similar to C1a,
whose function is still unclear.100 The C2 domain constitutes the recognition site for the cal-
cium ion and is lacking in calcium-independent isoforms, although a C2-like sequence has
been described in novel PKCs. The C2-like region does not contain carboxyl residues and is
consequently unable to bind calcium.109 PS also binds to C2, but several studies have indicated
the contribution of both C1 and V1 in mediating this interaction.84 The cysteine-rich motif
and C2 regions do not appear to be the only portions involved in the phospholipid interaction.
In fact, the participation of the pseudosubstrate through its basic residues has been described.139

The C3 domain represents the ATP binding motif and is highly conserved in all human
PKC isoenzymes. The substrate binding site responsible for substrate specificity is localized in
the C4 region (reviewed in ref. 51).

Protein kinase µ (human) and its murine homolog (PKD) seem to form a PKC related-kinase
class. They contain an N-terminal transmembrane domain and lack the pseudosubstrate re-
gion. PKCµ/PKD is closest to novel PKCs in terms of stimulation conditions, since it is insen-
sitive to calcium ion and requires DAG and PS for activation. PKCµ/PKD is also characterized
by the presence of a PH (pleckstrin homology) region and does not catalyze significant phos-
phorylation of typical PKC substrates including histone and myelin basic protein. This unique
pattern of substrate recognition and its Golgi localization suggest the possibility that different
effects from those related to novel PKCs are coupled to this class of kinase.139

Newly synthesized PKC associates with the membrane where it is probably phosphorylated
by the 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase (PDK)-1 on the exposed activation loop. This
phosphorylation correctly aligns residues for catalysis, allowing subsequent autophosphorylation
at two key positions in the carboxy terminus. The phosphorylation at the first of these sites
brings the PKC into a catalytically competent conformation, while the second one accounts for
the release of the enzyme into the cytosol.31,110 This suggests a role of phosphorylation in
directing the subcellular localization of PKCs and a possible modulation exerted by dephos-
phorylation processes.110

Involvement of Anchoring Proteins in PKC Activation
Short-term stimulation of PKCs seems to be involved in signal transduction pathways lead-

ing to short-term events, while prolonged activation may be associated with long-term pro-
cesses like proliferation and differentiation.

The various PKC isoforms have been found in different subcellular compartments includ-
ing the cytosol, cell membranes, cytoskeleton and nucleus in both inactive and active confor-
mations. In the inactive state (folded conformation), the pseudosubstrate region binds the
catalytic domain. Following the interaction with the specific cofactors, there is a decrease in the
affinity of the pseudosubstrate for the catalytic site that can thus exert its phosphorylating
function, while PKC shifts to the open, active conformation (reviewed in ref. 128). Moreover,
the localization in specific subcellular sites may account for the different functions associated
with the individual isoenzymes, despite substrate specificity or sensitivity to activators.

Extracellular signals not only lead to activation of PKCs through the production of cofac-
tors, but also induce the redistribution of the individual kinase C isoenzymes from one com-
partment to another, an event known as translocation.69

Studies on trypsin sensitivity have indicated the importance of targeting proteins in this
translocation mechanism.102 A primary function played by targeting proteins is to localize the
individual isoforms in the appropriate position to respond to distinct activating signals. Sec-
ondly, these anchoring proteins bring PKCs close to the specific substrates.62 In this context,
Receptors for Activated C Kinase (RACKs) have a crucial importance. RACKs bind with PKCs
at a site distinct from the substrate or the catalytic region, suggesting a direct protein-protein
interaction. These anchoring proteins appear isoform-specific and seem to bind and shuttle the
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individual PKCs to a different compartment only when they are in the active conformation.138

It has been suggested that another group of proteins may interact with PKCs in their inactive
state. In analogy with RACKs, these proteins have been named RICKs (Receptors for Inacti-
vated C Kinase) and they are probably involved in localizing the various isoenzymes in subcel-
lular sites distinguished from those related to RACKs.103 An intriguing recent hypothesis aris-
ing from studies on astrocytes proposes that PKCs may translocate through actin filaments
from one RACK pool to another localized in a distinct compartment, and that RACKs are
mainly acceptors and not shuttle proteins for PKCs in different functional states.130

The coordination of cellular signals often involves phosphorylation/dephosphorylation pro-
cesses requiring the control of multiple protein kinases and phosphatases. Protein phosphatase
2A (PP2A) can dephosphorylate and thus inactivate PKC; moreover, inhibition of PP2A pre-
vents PKC down-regulation.48 A fascinating possibility to be investigated is that kinases, phos-
phatases and specific substrates could be brought to the same subcellular site through anchor-
ing proteins.155 Targeting proteins might then ensure the appropriate phosphorylation/
dephosphorylation level of specific substrates and guarantee a more adequate response to cellu-
lar dynamism.

PKC in Synaptic Plasticity
Synaptic plasticity is a physiological phenomenon whereby specific patterns of neural activ-

ity give rise to changes in synaptic efficacy and neural excitability that long outlast the events
that trigger them. The phenomenon called long-term potentiation (LTP) is a remarkable ex-
ample of synaptic plasticity, which has quickly become an attractive model as a biological
substrate of learning and memory formation (for a comprehensive review, see ref. 91). LTP, first
described by Bliss and Lømo16 at perforant path-granule cell synapses of the rabbit, has since
been observed in different brain areas such as the amygdala and the neocortex. The molecular
mechanisms that underlie LTP have been extensively investigated and early studies have pointed
to the prominent role played by phosphorylation reactions.19,83,144 Therefore, among the pro-
tein kinases implicated in these processes, PKC has been the main focus of attention.

Early Evidence for PKC Involvement in LTP
A first set of experiments performed in the dorsal hippocampus by the Routtenberg group

demonstrated a selective increase in the in vitro phosphorylation of protein F1 (also called
B-50, GAP 43, neuromodulin) in animals shortly sacrificed after LTP initiation in the dentate
gyrus. This increase in F1 phosphorylation persisted at least three days and was positively
correlated with the change in enhancement of both the population spike and the EPSP.83,145 As
evidence indicated that protein F1 was a substrate for protein kinase C, it was assumed by the
same group that LTP would induce an increase in PKC activity. Consequently, they showed
that high-frequency stimulation of the perforant path in the dorsal hippocampus resulted in a
translocation of PKC activity from the cytosol to the membrane compartment. However, this
activation did not occur immediately as the changes were detectable only one hour after the
termination of the LTP procedure.3,145 This time-dependent redistribution of PKC activity
was the first evidence suggesting a role of PKC in the persistence of the change in synaptic
efficacy but not in its initiation.

In Which LTP Phase Is PKC Involved?
It is generally assumed that the mechanisms underlying LTP are divided into two distinct

phases: the induction phase of short duration (about 30 s), during which a rise in postsynaptic
intracellular concentration of Ca2+ triggers the enhancement of the synaptic response; and the
maintenance phase, during which cascades of events bring about a long-lasting and selective
increase in synaptic efficacy. A great deal of work has gone into elucidating the participation of
PKC in both phases. Pharmacological evidence from experiments using both PKC inhibitors
and PKC activating phorbol esters support the contention that PKC activation is necessary for
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the maintenance of LTP but not its induction.82,137 However, the broad spectrum of activity of
these compounds may have led to some confusing effects due to functional cross-talk between
Ca2+/calmodulin and PKC pathways that may occur during the induction of LTP.182 More-
over, findings using more specific tools to assess PKC activity indicate that activation of PKC
contributes to both the induction and the maintenance of hippocampal LTP.66,183 Other re-
ports have more or less restricted the involvement of PKC to the induction phase of the LTP,
most likely by modulating the activity of the NMDA receptor.14,105,118 Although there is still
much discussion on the role of PKC in the induction and maintenance of LTP (see also "Re-
cent Findings: The Role of PKC in Synaptic plasticity, Revisited", below), another current
debate concerns the synaptic locus of PKC requirement for LTP.

Is PKC Requirement for LTP Presynaptic, Postsynaptic or Both?
There has been much controversy as to whether LTP in various fields of the hippocampus is

mediated by presynaptic or postsynaptic mechanisms. Although this debate continues, recent
observations point to a predominantly postsynaptic site for LTP expression, at least in the
Schaffer-collateral-commissural synapses in region CA1.156 In the context of this debate, the
locus of PKC activity necessary for LTP has been largely investigated. Based on pharmacologi-
cal experiments examining PKC activator and inhibitor effects on LTP, it has been proposed
that established LTP is expressed through a mechanism localized in the presynaptic termi-
nal.87,88 Other pharmacological studies showed evidence that PKC activation is necessary for
LTP persistence at both presynaptic and postsynaptic sites, but with a different time window.56

This assumption is strengthened by findings demonstrating that proteins involved in synaptic
plasticity like the presynaptic associated protein F1/GAP 43 and the postsynaptic protein
neurogranin (also called RC3, BICKS and p17) possess PKC phosphorylation sites.131 How-
ever, although it is not an exclusive hypothesis, more evidence is in favor of a postsynaptic
target for PKC involvement in LTP maintenance (see ref. 156). For example, the injection of
antibodies against the postsynaptic protein neurogranin in hippocampal slices was shown to
prevent LTP.39 Moreover, postsynaptic injection of PKC19-31, a pseudo-substrate inhibitor of
PKC, blocked Ca2+/calmodulin-induced potentiation in CA1 neurons of a hippocampal
slice.182,183

In conclusion, to paraphrase Huang and collaborators56 it is attractive to propose that dif-
ferent protein kinase C subtypes differentially localized to presynaptic or postsynaptic elements
may sequentially participate in LTP generation and expression.

PKC Isozymes: Who Is Doing What?
While behavioural experiments have highlighted the prominent role played by the γ isoform

of PKC in the cellular mechanisms of memory formation (see "Evidence for the Involvement
of PKC in Cognitive Processes"), electrophysiological investigations analyzing the biochemical
mechanisms of LTP have unravelled a more striking diversity in the possible actions of the
different PKC isoforms. Experiments with hippocampal LTP induction in vivo seem to con-
verge to emphasize changes in PKC γ immunoreactivity5,6,171 or in the expression of PKC γ
mRNA98,99 after LTP. Indeed, LTP induced in the dentate gyrus synapses produced an early
but transient PKC translocation restricted to the γ isoform.5,6 Following this initial activation,
other isoforms like the PKC α/β may, through a different molecular cascade, be transiently
activated during a later post-tetanic phase.6 However, long-term increases of only γ PKC mRNA
were detected 24 hr after LTP induction.171 The prominent role played by this PKC isoform in
synaptic plasticity has been confirmed by studies with transgenic mice lacking PKC γ that
showed diminished LTP.1 However, these mice exhibited only slight memory impairment,
suggesting the participation of other kinases. In vitro studies appear to paint a more complex
picture of the respective involvement of the different PKC isoforms in the cellular mechanisms
underlying LTP. First, LTP, which occurs in many pathways of the brain, is differentially sensi-
tive to the pattern of stimulation required for its induction. It is now well established that LTP
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in mossy fiber-CA3 pathway differs in many respects from LTP in the Schaffer collateral/
commissural (SC)-CA1 pathway. For instance, the latter depends on NMDA receptors while
the former does not (see ref. 91). PKC involvement may vary according to the form of LTP that
is concerned. LTP in mossy fiber-CA3 pathway was associated with a detectable translocation
of the presynaptically enriched PKC α and ε isozymes, whereas no changes were observed in γ
and β isoform distribution.157 In partial agreement with these findings, LTP induction in the
CA1 in hippocampal slices was shown to initiate a 15-minute delayed translocation to mem-
brane of the PKC α/β isoform.79,160 This PKC activation was thought to reflect the redistribu-
tion of the predominantly presynaptic PKC α that was accompanied by an increase in the
presynaptic protein F1/GAP-43 phosphorylation.79 However, these results differ from a study
by Sacktor et al. in which a transient immediate translocation of the PKC isozymes α, βI, βII,
γ, δ, ζ and η into the membrane compartment was reported after a tetanus to SC-fibres.147

After this rapid and very transient activation of PKC isozymes only a proteolytic activation of
PKC ζ was observed to generate a persistently activated PKC. Moreover, the increase in PKM
ζ was shown to be correlated with the degree of EPSP potentiation.125 Sacktor’s group has
extended the key role played by PKM ζ in synaptic plasticity by showing a decrease in this
constitutively active kinase C isoform in long-term depression (LTD) maintenance. It was thus
concluded that a bidirectional regulation of PKC, more precisely PKC ζ, may participate in the
molecular mechanisms of LTP and LTD.54 In addition, the participation of PKC isoforms may
have a regional specificity. It has recently been reported that the deletion of the PKC β gene,
which is predominantly expressed in the neocortex, in area CA1 of the hippocampus and in the
basolateral nucleus of the amygdala, results in defects in both cue and contextual versions of
fear conditioning. However, PKC β knock-out mice showed normal hippocampal synaptic
transmission and LTP, indicating a critical role for the β isoform of PKC in learning-related
signal transduction mechanisms that take place in the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala.185

Calcium-dependent and -independent isoforms of PKC are potentially involved in molecu-
lar mechanisms of LTP. However, their respective participation appears to depend on their
cellular and subcellular localization and on the compartmentalization of PKC-substrate inter-
actions. Another aspect requiring our attention concerns the stimulation history of the syn-
apse.

Recent Findings: The Role of PKC in Synaptic Plasticity Revisited
New compounds that more selectively target PKC have led to the reconsideration of the

role of kinase in synaptic plasticity. Potent and highly selective inhibitors of PKC failed to
prevent the induction of LTP in the CA1 region of adult rat hippocampal slices, suggesting
that PKC was unlikely to be directly involved in LTP induction or expression.18 In contrast,
PKC appears to play a role in a form of metaplasticity that regulates the induction of LTP.18

Metaplasticity refers to the plasticity of synaptic plasticity; it is a change in the ability to induce
subsequent synaptic plasticity, such as LTP or LTD.2 Interestingly, this view had also been
suggested by using a pharmacological and behavioural approach.113,115 Bortolotto and collabo-
rators17 have previously demonstrated that activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGluR) can facilitate the subsequent induction of LTP. It has been proposed that the stimu-
lation of mGluR activates a molecular switch whose setting requires the activation of PKC.18

More generally, recent experimental data support the idea that PKC may play a critical role in
modulating bidirectional changes in synaptic strength. Depending on the previous synaptic
history, PKC activation was shown to affect the threshold for eliciting LTD or for suppressing
LTP induction.161 The molecular mechanisms by which PKC may modulate these forms of
metaplasticity are still unknown. However, this modulation may not occur directly by phos-
phorylation of the NMDA receptor, but rather by that of associated targeting, anchoring or
signalling protein(s).76,191

The whole picture is rather more complicated because PKC does not function in isolation
but rather in a complex cross-talk within the intracellular network.101 A growing body of evi-
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dence is showing that several signaling pathways interact to refine the molecular mechanisms
mediating short- and long-term forms of synaptic plasticity.138,164,182

Evidence for the Involvement of PKC in Cognitive Processes

Habituation Sensitization and Classical Conditioning in Invertebrates
Together with some elementary forms of classical conditioning, habituation and sensitiza-

tion have been thoroughly studied in Aplysia and Hermissenda. In such animals, these types of
learning can easily be explained by the properties and the organization of a few well identified
neurons.

Basically, the involvement of PKC has been demonstrated by measuring PKC activity dur-
ing behavioral sensitization of the defensive reflex in Aplysia (increase in the membrane frac-
tion147 and classical conditioning in Hermissenda (decrease in the cytosolic fraction106). The
amount of [3H]-PdBu binding also increases following training.97 PdBu (Phorbol-12,13-dibutyrate)
is a PKC activator which can be used at low concentrations as a specific radioligand for quan-
titative autoradiography, either in situ or in vitro. It is then considered as an index of the total
amount of conventional and novel PKCs. The functional aspect of these changes has been
demonstrated by showing that the administration of various PKC inhibitors impairs learn-
ing28,38,94,106 and that both the intracellular injection of PKC and the extracellular administra-
tion of the PKC activator PdBu mimic the electrophysiological changes induced by learning.37

Finally, several studies on Drosophila mutants exhibiting low learning abilities show that
they have a low or nonexistent expression of PKC.24,49 These data suggest a wide ubiquity of
the involvement of PKC in learning and memory processes in the animal kingdom.

Classical Conditioning
Basically, most of the studies on classical conditioning have used [3H]-PdBu binding to

study the changes in the hippocampus following nictitating membrane conditioning (see Table
1). Most of them demonstrate changes induced by training though these changes do not occur

Table 1. Studies on the involvement of hippocampal PKC in the classical conditioning
of the nictitating membrane in the rabbit

PKC Assessment Result Ref.

PdBu binding in slices Increase in the CA1 after 3 sessions of training. 120
No significant changes in the CA3.

PdBu binding in slices Increase in the stratum oriens, decrease in the stratum pyramidale 120
relative to 1 session of training.

PdBu binding in slices Increase in the CA3 stratum oriens after 1 session of training. 148
No significant changes in the CA1, CA3 stratum pyramidale,
  CA3 stratum radiatum, and DG.

PKC βII and Increase in PKCγ in the CA1 and CA3. No changes in PKC 175
γ immunoreactivity. α, β I and II. Positive correlation between the ability to

learn and PKCg immunoreactivity in the CA1 and CA3.
In vitro immunoblotting No translocation. No changes in the amount of PKC. 175
  assay
PKC activity Translocation from the cytosol to the membranes (3 sessions) 8
PKC activity Potentiation in the ability to be activated in the synaptosomal 163

membrane fraction in the CA1, CA2, CA3 after 3 days of training.
In situ hybridization No significant changes in α,β, γ and \epsiion PKC 27

  mRNAs.
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systematically in the same hippocampal fields. However, the results are difficult to conciliate
into a unifying model. Studies on PKC activity measured in vitro also failed to give a homoge-
neous set of results. The first8 displayed an obvious translocation of PKC activity, i.e., a signifi-
cant decrease in the cytosol associated with an increase in the membrane-bound fraction (rela-
tive to the total amount of PKC activity). In another study, though PKC activity did not
change, its ability to be activated was potentiated in the synaptosomal fraction.163

In situ immunostaining shows the involvement of PKCγ in these changes.175 Interestingly,
this increase in PKCγ immunoreactivity and changes in PKC activity are not due to a neosynthesis
of the enzyme but rather to changes in its molecular conformation, given that conditioning
may not change the mRNA level of various PKC isozymes.27

Classical conditioning of the emotional response in rodents (see Table 2) has also provided
some interesting results. A correlation approach using [3H]-PdBu binding shows the involve-
ment of hippocampal PKC in the memory component of a task, whereas in the amygdala,
PKC is involved both in stress and response to the context.154

To verify the functional role of these changes, both PKC inhibitor injection and transgenic
mice have been used. PKC inhibition in the amygdala induces amnesia.45 Obviously, both
PKC β and γ transgenic mice show a deficit (respectively, refs. 185 and 1), but this is less
pronounced for PKC γ. It might be interesting to use methods such as antisense injections or
inducible gene knock-out’s in order to palliate the limitations of conventional transgenic animals.

Table 2. Involvement of PKC in emotional response conditioning

Task PKC Assessment Structure Result Ref.

Sequence of PdBu binding Hippocampus No effects of stress. Increase in 154
  electric shocks; on slices (dorsal): CA1, CA3, the CA1 induced by re-exposure
  re-exposure to DG to the context 5 days later
  the context
Sequence of PdBu binding Amygdala: basolateral Increase up to 24 h after stress. 154
  electric shocks; on slices nucleus; Thalamus: Increase after re-exposure
  re-exposure dorsomedial nucleus 5 days later
  to the context
Sequence of PdBu binding Somato-sensory No effects of stress. 154
  electric shocks; on slices cortex No effect of re-exposure to the
  re-exposure context 5 days later
  to the context
US: electric H7 injections Amygdala: basolateral No effects in central nucleus; 45
  shocks; CS: and central nucleus decreased freezing both in
  context + tone; context and auditory condition-
  R: freezing ing in basolateral nucleus
US: electric PKCβ deficient Whole brain Induced amnesia both for 185
  shocks; CS: context and tone
  context + tone;
  R: freezing
US: electric PKCγ deficient Whole brain Mutants freeze less than wild 1
  shocks; CS: type mice when re-exposed to
  context; the context.
  R: freezing

Studies have all been conducted on rats excepted for the studies using transgenic animals (mice).
CS: conditioned stimulus; US: unconditioned stimulus; R: response.
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Passive Avoidance
As shown in (Table 3), passive avoidance of electric shocks induces an increase in [3H]-PdBu

binding in several cerebral structures.15 This increase may be related to the increase in PKCγ
immunoreactivity174 or in PKC βI and βII.127 Pharmacologic evidence also supports the in-
volvement of PKC and shows that its activation may be necessary for 1 to 2 hours after train-
ing.

Other studies have used passive avoidance of food intake (either conditioned taste aversion
or conditioned visual aversion; see Table 4). Basically, most of these studies use a pharmaco-
logic approach and support the previously described findings. Interestingly, several of them
have been conducted on chicks, thus contributing to show the wide involvement of PKC in
memory in the animal kingdom.

Table 3. Data showing the involvement of PKC in passive avoidance of electric shocks

PKC Assessment Structure Result Ref.

PdBu binding in slices Hippocampus Increase in the CA1, CA2, CA3, and DG 15
PdBu binding in slices Amygdala Increase 15
PdBu binding in slices Cortex : Frontal, pari- Increase 15

etal, entorhina
PdBu binding in slices Striatum No effect 15
γPKC immunoreact. Cortex : motor, prefro- Strong increase in PKCg immunoreactivity 174

ntal, cingular, sensorial
cPKC immunoreact. in Hippocampus PKC α: no changes. PKCβ I: 127
  synaptic plasma increase. PKC βII: increase; cumulative
  membrane with shock. PKC γ: n.s. increase

induced by shock
PKC activity Hippocampus Increase in synaptosomal membrane 21
H7, melittin Intra-cerebro- Impairment 169

ventricular
H7 and staurosporin Hippocampus Impairment 188
Staurosporin or CGP- Dorsal hippocampus Impairment of retention when injected up 63
  41231 injections to 120 mn
Go6976. Inhibits: α Hippocampus (dorsal): Induces amnesia when injected up to 110 127
  and βI PKC CA1 mn after acquisition
Go6976 (inhibits α Dorsal CA1 Post-acquisition injections: Impairment 177
  and βI PKCs) and of short-term and long-term memories
  Go7874 (all PKCs) Pre-retrieval injections: Impairment when

test occurs 24h after acquisition but not 3h.
PMB and NPC15437 Amygdala Post-acquisition injections: Impaired 178

memory
PMB and NPC15437 Caudate nucleus No effects 178
PMA Systemic Prevent scopolamine induced amnesia 74
PMA Hippocampus Improvement of retention 24h after 188

learning.
PKCβ deficient Whole brain No effects 185

All experiments have been conducted on rats excepted for Refs. 74 and 185 which have been
performed on mice.
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Operant Conditioning
Few studies have addressed the issue of the involvement of PKC in operant conditioning.

All have been conducted by using a pharmacological approach. Consistently, they support the
involvement of PKC in this kind of learning (Table 5).92,162

Perceptual Discrimination Learning and Perceptual Memory
The studies addressing the issue of Involvement of PKC in perceptual memory are pre-

sented in the (Table 6) Basically, it is still widely thought that PKC is involved in a wide panel
of tasks. However, these five studies contain two kinds of intriguing results. The first is the
learning-induced lateralization of staining in the piriform cortex. Although this result does not
call into question the involvement of PKC in learning and memory, it provides interesting
insight into rodent neuropsychology, given that studies supporting a lateralization of brain
functions in rodents are rare. The second is the discrepancy between two sets of data obtained
from the same team.44,121 The first showed changes in the hippocampus after cue learning in
the water maze, whereas the second failed to show this phenomenon though the tasks were
quite similar. The authors explained this discrepancy by the difference in task components. As

Table 4. Involvement of PKC in passive avoidance of food intake

Species PKC Assessment Structure Result Ref.

Chicks In vitro immuno- IMHV Unilateral increase in the particulate/ 20
logic assay soluble ratio of α and β PKCs

Chicks PMB and melittin Forebrain Impaired memory test performed 3h 4
after training

Chicks H7 and melittin Forebrain Impaired memory test performed 3h 20
after training

Chicks Melittin and PMA Forebrain Melittin impaired memory. PMA prevent- 190
ed melittin induced amnesia, improved
memory after a weakly reinforced
training, but impaired memory after a
strongly reinforced learning

Chicks 13 different kinase IMHV H7 impaired memory 150
inhibitors

Chicks Chelerythrine IMHV Impaired memory tested 24h after 151
training

Rats PKC activity Parabrachial Increase in the cytosol 24h and 48h but 70
nucleus not 12h or 5 days after acquisition.

No changes in particulate fraction.
Rats PMB and H7 Gustatory Impaired learning when injected between 189

cortex CS and US. PMB impaired retention
also when injected 30 mn after US

Rats PMB and H7 Amygdala Impaired learning when injected between 189
CS and US

Rats PMB Thalamus: ventral No effects 189
posteromedial
nucleus

Rats Chelerythrine Parabrachial Impaired learning 189
nucleus

IMHV: intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale; CS: conditioned stimulus; US: unconditioned
stimulus
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Table 5. Data showing the involvement of PKC in operant conditioning

Biehavior Task PKC Assessment Structure Result Ref.

Active Action: must start NPC15437 Systemic Impaired the tempora  92
avoidance within 5s. component of the task

Reward: avoiding
an electric shock

Active Action: must choose NPC15437 Systemic No effects on the 92
avoidance the right side. spatial component

Reward: avoiding an
electric shock

Skinner box Action: press a lever GF109203X Intra-cerebro- Impaired retention 162
Reward: piece of food ventricular

All three experiments have been conducted on mice. NPC15437 and GF109203X are PKC inhibitors.

Table 6. Evidences of the involvement of PKC in perceptual memory

Behavior Task PKC Assessment Structure Result Ref.

Visual Cue learning PdBu binding on Hippocampus Decrease in the CA3. 121
  memory in the water slices No significant changes

maze in the CA1 and DG
Visual Cue learning PdBu binding on Occipital and cingu- No significant changes 121
  memory in the water slices late cortex, caudate,

maze putamen, habenula
Olfactory Olfactory PdBu binding on Piriform cortex Lateralisation induced 122
  memory discrimination slices by learning
Olfactory, Olfactory, PdBu binding on Hippocampus Increase in the CA1 122
  auditory auditory slices and CA3
  and visual and visual
  memory discrimination
Visual Cue learning PdBu binding on Cingulate, motor, No significant changes 44
  memory in the water slices somato-sensory and

maze striate cortices,
hippocampus, globus
pallidus, medial
geniculate and
superior colliculus

Visual / Learn a visual H7 and chelery- Intra-crerbro- Impaired choice when 23
  spatial pattern asso- thrine ventricular administered 10min but
  memory ciated with not 30min after learning

cocaine
Visual / Guidance st- PKCγ Whole brain No differences with 1
  spatial rategy in the deficient normal mice
  memory water maze

All three experiments have been conducted in rats.
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shown in this paper and in other reviews on PKC and memory, PKC appears to be involved in
a wide range of cognitive processes. Although it cannot yet be formally excluded, this view thus
appears unlikely. Such changes in the results of experiment replications have already been found
and quite different explanations have been proposed.114,116

Cognitive Mapping and Spatial Discrimination
Given the putative role of the hippocampus in cognitive mapping since O’Keefe and

Nadel’s theory119 the involvement of hippocampal PKC in spatial learning has widely been
investigated.

Place learning in the water maze induced a decrease in [3H]-PdBu binding in the CA3121 or
both in the CA3 and CA1.44 These results are in obvious opposition with studies using
immuno-histochemistry which showed increases in PKCγ immunoreactivity in most of the
hippocampal areas.13,34,173 Spatial discrimination learning decreases cytosolic PKC activity112

although long-term exposure to an enriched environment increases cytosolic PKC activity.134

The functional role of hippocampal PKC in cognitive mapping has been demonstrated by
studies showing that intra-hippocampal PKC inhibition impairs learning whereas its acute
pharmacological activation improves long-term retention.113 It is interesting to underline that,
although slowed down, learning is possible even when PKC is inhibited. This result supports
the concept that PKC is more involved in the regulation of the synaptic learning steps
(metaplasticity) rather than in the induction of long-term plasticity itself. Basically, the in-
jected drugs reach a wide variety of synapses, and it is unlikely that the treatment specifically
modifies the learning relevant synapses. Moreover, as shown by electrophysiological studies,
the pharmacological activation or inhibition of PKC respectively increases or decreases the
efficiency of synapses over a period of several hours. As suggested earlier,115 it is thus probable
that the activation of PKC in a whole set of synapses may nonspecifically and transiently in-
crease synaptic efficiency. Then, the response probabilities of synapses specifically activated by
learning will be enhanced, thereby inducing a long-term synapse-specific plasticity (see Fig. 2).

Finally, a negative correlation has been found between PKC activity and the ability to learn
spatial discrimination tasks both in cytosolic and membrane-bound fractions,112,114 and a positive
correlation was found between basal cytosolic PKC activity and the ability to use cognitive
maps (Table 7).129

Therefore, it is obvious that spatial discrimination affects hippocampal PKC. However,
given that contradictions appear when several methods of PKC assessment are used, cognitive
mapping might induce changes in PKC conformation in the hippocampus, leading to an in-
crease in its immunoreactivity. Its proteolysis or limited proteolysis which may follow its acti-
vation or participate in it may lead to a decrease in both PdBu binding and calcium- and
phospholipid-dependent cytosolic PKC activity (measured post-mortem in vitro).

Table 8 shows studies concerning the involvement of PKC in cognitive mapping in other
regions of the brain or nonspecifically in the whole brain.

Motor Activity, Anxiety, Stress
Motor activity, anxiety and stress are cognitive components, which are not specifically but

are almost systematically related to learning and memory. In nonhuman learning tasks, they are
almost always associated with the experimentally measured learning performance. The study of
their association with PKC shows several contradictory results. The simple exploration of a
maze induces an increase in hippocampal PKCγ immunoreactivity. However, it is difficult to
know whether this increase is due to the motor activity associated with exploration, to the
latent cognitive mapping naturally associated with exploration,172 or to the stress induced by
the new environment. The latter view is supported by the study of Fordyce and Wehner40

which shows that physical activity increases PKC activity in a cytosolic fraction (loosely bound
fraction). Motor activity has also been positively correlated with in vitro PdBu binding.159

Although these results are puzzling, the more consistent reports tend to show that the modifi-
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cations in PKC induced by motor activity are only nonfunctional correlates of behavior. In-
deed, except for PMA (phorbol myristate acetate) which may have large side effects, pharmaco-
logical interventions on PKC generally do not have any effect on motor activity.

More interestingly, stress appears to induce increases in hippocampal PKCγ immunoreac-
tivity71 whereas PKC inhibitors may induce a mild anxiogenic effect.177

PKC and Neuronal Pathologies Impairing Cognition
The involvement of PKC in disease states became apparent 20 years ago when it was discov-

ered that PKC was the receptor for tumor-promoting phorbol esters.22 Since then PKC has
been demonstrated to be involved in a variety of other pathologies, in addition to tumor cell
growth, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, immune and infectious diseases.43 PKC con-
trols not only proliferation but also cell survival, and recent studies have attempted to define
the role of specific PKC isoforms in regulating apoptotic pathways. While different PKC isoforms
are anti-apoptotic, depending on the cell system investigated, PKC δ in particular, is emerging
as a general pro-apoptotic intermediate in a number of cells,31 including neurons.68 PKC is
ubiquitous and most of the PKC isoforms are expressed in brain tissues, where the highest
levels of kinase activity are present.166 In addition to the control of neuronal plasticity dis-
cussed above, PKC modifies a variety of other neuronal conditions. For instance, regenerating

Figure 2.  An Illustration of How PKC May Control the “Learning Step” of Synapses (Metaplasticity)
During Learning.This figure shows that more stimulations are required in a system where PKC is poorly
activated (upper pathway) than in a system where it is strongly activated (lowest pathway) in order to reach
the same level of long-term synaptic changes. Pharmacological data have shown that the administration of
PKC activators transiently increases synaptic transmission probability. This may make it possible to facilitate
the specific potentiation of the relevant synapses for a long period and thus may speed up learning. PKC
inhibitors prevent artificially induced LTP but do not affect conventional synaptic transmission. This view
may help to understand why basal stores of PKC are correlated with the ability to learn, and why PKC
inhibitors slow down learning but do not prevent it whereas PKC activators facilitate learning. (Fig. adapted
from ref. 113).
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Table 7. Data showing the involvement of hippocampal PKC in cognitive mapping

Species Task PKC Assessment Result Ref.

Rats Place learning in the PdBu binding on Decrease in the CA3. 121
water maze  slices No significant changes in the CA1

and DG
Rats Place learning in the PdBu binding on Decrease in the CA3 and DG. 44

water maze slices Not significant decrease in the CA1
Rats Hole-board maze; γPKC immunoblotts Anterior hippocampus: no changes. 34

learning food in synaptic Posterior hippocampus: translocation
location membrane from the cytosol to the membrane after

4 days of training; not after 11 days
Mouse Place learning in the γPKC immunoreact. Strong increase in PKCγ in the 173

hole-board maze. CA1, CA3 and DG
Mouse Hole-board maze; γPKC immunoreact. Slight increase in PKCγ in the 173

exploration CA1, CA3 and DG
Rats Place learning in the PKC immunoreact. Increase in PKCγ in the CA1 after

hole-board maze. 9 sessions. Strong increase in PKCγ
in the CA1, CA3 and DG after 17
sessions. No changes in PKC α,
β I and II.

Rats Place learning in α, βII and Positive correlation only between 25
the water maze γPKC immunoreact. performance and particulate γPKC,

and performance and soluble bII PKC.
In old animals: only significant negative
correlation between performance and
soluble γPKC

Mouse Place learning in PKC activity Negative correlation between perform- 186
the water maze ance and PKC activity, both in cytosol

and particulate fractions. Analyses per-
formed on genetically different groups
of mice, not on individual data.

Mouse Place learning in the Soluble PKC activity No correlation between performance 129
radial maze and PKC activity, either on calcium

dependant or independent PKCs.
Mouse Spatial mapping, Soluble PKC activity Positive correlation between perform- 129

radial maze ance and calcium-dependant PKC
activity. No correlation between per-
formance and calcium-independent
PKC activity.

Rats 6 or 12 days of PKC activity Increase in cytosolic PKC activity after 134
exposure to an 12 days of exposure. No changes in
enriched environ- the particulate fraction. No effects of
ment a 6 days exposure.

Mouse Place learning in PKC activity Decrease in cytosolic fraction; persists 112
the radial maze at least 24h.

No effect in membrane fraction
Mouse Exploration, radial PKC activity No effect on PKC activity 112

maze
Mouse Place learning in PKC activity Negative correlation between perform- 112

the radial maze ance and particulate PKC activity

continued on next page
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nerve fibers, a “neuronal growth process”, involves the activation and change of localization of
various PKC isoforms.65

We will mainly consider here the clinical studies in which changes in central nervous system
(CNS) PKC activity and isoform levels have been related to chronic and acute neurodegenerative
pathologies involving memory loss. Other CNS-related conditions in which PKC may play a
role will also be discussed.

Chronic Neurodegeneration

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)
One of the initial clinical features of AD is an impairment in short-term memory; as the

disease progresses other cognitive processes are lost. Pathological characteristics of the disease
are senile plaques, neurofibrillary tangles and neuronal loss involving cholinergic pathways.75

Since M1 and M3 acethylcholine receptors are coupled to PKC activation, this enzymatic
system has been studied extensively in this pathology. In AD, brain PKC β and ε are reported
to be deficient in the temporal cortex in terms of levels and activities.93 For the calcium-dependent
isoform, the changes are due to modified isoform degradation because PKC β mRNA levels are
not modified. Crude extracts from hippocampus, temporal and frontal cortex have a decreased
PKC activity179 while such activities are unchanged in all brain areas of AD patients when the
PKC enzyme is purified from endogenous modulators, thus suggesting the possibility of in-
creased endogenous inhibitors of PKC activity in AD brain.78

[3H]-PdBu binding studies suggest the possible decline in PKC in parallel with neurofibril-
lary staging in the enthorhinal cortex, subiculum and hippocampus, on the one hand, and on
the other, with amyloid staging in the subiculum.73 For a more comprehensive review on PKC
isoforms and activity in AD, see ref. 64. A different approach has been taken investigating the
response of PKC to activation.179 By incubating AD brain slices in vitro with phorbol esters, a
decreased translocation of the enzyme was observed in cortex and hippocampus. Following
cholinergic stimuli, AD brain also shows an impairment in coupling, such as interaction of
muscarinic M1 receptors with G proteins.75 This deficit in signal transduction (receptors, G
proteins, PKC activation) may contribute to the loss of memory processes and to the limited
therapeutic responses to drugs activating the cholinergic system in AD patients. The signifi-
cance of an impaired PKC activation in AD brain is further underlined by data analyzing

Table 7. Continued

Species Task PKC Assessment Result Ref.

Mouse Place learning in PKC activity Negative correlation between perform- 112
the radial maze ance and particulate PKC activity

Mouse Place learning in PKC activity Negative correlation of learning ability 114
the radial maze both with particulate and soluble PKC

activity.
No correlation with the level of training

Mouse Place learning in the, Intra-hippocampal Impaired retention (between 24h 115
radial maze PMB injections delayed sessions).

No effects on working memory (intra-
session learning)

Mouse Place learning in the Intra-hippocampal Improved long term retention (16 days) 115
radial maze PMB injections

Mouse Place learning in the Intra-hippocampal Improved long term retention (16 days) 115
radial maze OAG injections
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RACK proteins. These “receptors” for PKCs are also important regulators of PKC activation in
brain tissues.10 In AD frontal cortex, there is a deficit in RACK1 levels. The specificity of this
effect is indicated by the observation that PKCβII, which specifically binds RACK1140 is not
changed in the same tissues,11 suggesting that the dissociation in levels of expression in the
same pathological samples is a specific rather than a general effect of AD on PKC signaling.
These data suggest that in addition to a lipid environment,143 other changes in the protein
environment may impair PKC activation and function in AD brain. Moreover, for RACK1
there may be a selective area effect because the levels of this protein are unchanged in the
temporal cortex of AD patients.153 In addition to a deficit in muscarinic signal transduction, a
deficit in PKC activation in AD may lead to an increased amyloidogenic processing of the
amyloid precursor protein (APP). This aspect has received much attention in recent years through
the use of peripheral cellular models (reviewed in Refs. 36, 128 and136). However, the
PKC-induced α-secretase APP processing in brain tissues may be independent from β-amyloid
production, as observed in human primary neuronal cultures80 and in animals with a constitu-
tive over-activation of brain PKC.142

Table 8. Involvement of non-hippocampal PKC in cognitive mapping

Task PKC Structure Result Ref
Assessment

Place learning Immunoreact. Neostriatum No correlations with perform- 25
  in the water ance (α, βII and γ PKC in sol-
  maze uble and particulate fractions)
Place learning PdBu binding on Occipital and cingulate No significant changes. 121
  in the water slices cortex, caudate, puta-
  maze men, habenula
Place learning PdBu binding on Caudate nucleus Decrease. 44
  in the water slices
  maze
Place learning PdBu binding on Cingulate, motor, soma- No significant changes. 44
  in the water slices to-sensory and striate
  maze cortices, globus pallidus,

medial geniculate and
superior colliculus

Exploration of PKC γ Cortex: prefrontal, Slight increase in PKCγ 174
  the passive immunoreact. cingular, motor, immunoreactivity
  avoidance sensoria
  apparatus
Place learning H7, melittin Intra-cerebro- Impairment 169
  in the water ventricular
  maze
Place learning PdBu injections Intra-cerebro- Improvement of learning 133
  in the water ventricular and retention.
  maze
Place learning PKCγ deficient Whole brain Mild impairment and obviously 1
  in the water a change in the problem solving
  maze strategy.

All experiments have been conducted on rats except for ref. 1 which have been conducted on
transgenic mice.
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Basal Ganglia Diseases
In Parkinson’s (PD) and Huntington (HD) disease patients, cognitive functions deteriorate

with the progression of the illness. Studies analyzing PKC levels in these neurodegenerative
diseases have utilized radiolabeled phorbol ester binding in striatal tissues from patients with
different degrees of mental deterioration.165 PKC levels were reduced in HD and in PD pa-
tients with dementia but not in those with preserved cognitive functions. The immunoassay of
the PKC isoforms involved showed a decrease in βII isoform in HD putamen and an increase
in α isoform. The data may indicate a correlation among PKC levels, neuronal loss and cogni-
tive function. (PKC βII is expressed in GABAergic striatal neurons specifically degenerating in
HD). The increase in PKC α could be viewed as an indication of reactive gliosis accompanying
the neurodegeneration.166

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
ALS is a chronic disease in which abnormalities in various systems (excitatory aminoacids,

calcium channels, superoxide dismutase) induce CNS degeneration. The disorder is due to cell
death in motor neurons of the ventral horn of the spinal cord and in cortical neurons providing
their afferent input, without compromising memory systems.30 In human spinal cord autop-
sies, PKC activity is increased in both cytosolic and membrane fractions and this effect is
related to an increase in the calcium-dependent immunoreactive isoforms.77 A tendency to
increased PKC activity in motor cortex was observed, while in the visual cortex no changes in
PKC were detected. These data are in accordance with the observation that cognitive functions
are maintained in this pathology, and that the spinal cord-restricted overactivation of PKC
could contribute to the motor neuron degeneration. It is interesting to recall that in addition to
having an anti-glutamatergic effect, riluzole, the only drug used to control ALS, also has an
inhibitory action on PKC.117

Acute Neurodegeneration

Cerebral Ischemia
Anoxia/ischemia is a devastating condition for both cardiac and brain tissues. According to

studies in animal and cell cultures, an increase in intracellular calcium activates protein kinases,
including PKC, thereby favoring interactions with second messengers/activators and transloca-
tion to specific regions of the plasma membrane where kinases can then be deactivated by
proteolytic cleavage.32 According to the time point investigated, PKC can be either activated or
down-regulated/degraded. A study in 10 patients who died after ischemic stroke (between 1
and 52 days) investigated PKC activity and isoform expression in infarcted, penumbra and
contralateral unaffected tissues.72 Ischemic penumbra showed an increase in PKC γ, while in
infarcted tissues there was an increase in PKC β isoforms. The α isoform was unchanged. PKC
activity changes did not match PKC isoform expression. A cascade of PKC isoform activation
could thus be associated with the progression of the ischemic damage.

Brain Trauma
Experimental data have indicated that brain trauma attenuates spatial learning in rats.41

Preclinical data have studied PKC involvement in traumatic brain injury. PKC activation was
present in regions undergoing neuronal degeneration; the α and β PKC isoforms were in-
volved in such an effect loss.126 In another study, fluid percussion brain injury activated a chain
of events linking endothelin 1 production, PKC activation, oxygen radical formation, and
impaired ATP-sensitive potassium channel function, ultimately leading to vascular tone con-
traction.7 Studies in humans have shown that free radical scavengers improve the outcome of
severe head injury.104 It is possible to postulate that modulation of PKC could be an additional
and/or different strategy to control the damage.
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Affective Disorders

Bipolar
The antimanic effect of lithium also has memory deficits as a side effect. Its action has been

related to interference with inositol phospholipid turnover (and thus with DAG production)
and more recently to interference with the brain PKC system.81 In preclinical studies, chronic
lithium treatment down-regulates PKC α and ε in the hippocampus.89 In cerebral autopsies
from bipolar patients, the PKC translocation in frontal slices is significantly augmented in
comparison to control tissues.180 Concerning the PKC isoforms involved, the γ and ζ were
increased in membrane structures. In addition, studies in living patients have demonstrated
that this increased PKC translocation can be observed in platelets (treated with serotonin,
thrombin and phorbol esters) of bipolar patients during the manic state of the illness. No such
changes have been reported in major depression and in schizophrenia. Moreover, the
mania-related increase in PKC activity (under unstimulated conditions) decreased as a conse-
quence of lithium treatment and of the improvement in related symptoms.181 It has also been
postulated that changes in brain PKC are important in the pathophysiology of the illness.47

Unipolar and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
In autopsies from suicides with diagnosed depression, the levels of PKC (assessed as phorbol

ester binding) were higher in soluble fractions from the frontal cortex and in the particulate
fraction from the hippocampus only in drug-free patients, while the antidepressant-treated
patients did not show such changes.26 In obsessive compulsive patients, platelet PKC is
overactivated as assessed by the decrease in serotonin uptake.90 No data have been reported on
the isoforms of PKC involved in the pathology-related changes.

Pharmacological Modulation of PKC: The Goal of Isoenzyme
Selectivity

The identification of the conditions in which PKC is specifically involved has suffered until
recently from the lack of isoform-selective activators/inhibitors. Phorbol esters do not have
absolute specificity for PKC139 and the “classical” PKC inhibitors can interfere with other
kinase systems (for a review see ref. 51).

From what has been presented so far, it is clear that specific PKC isoforms are involved in
various brain pathologies as well as in other systems. Targeting a compound to a specific isoform
is an important condition for obtaining specificity of action and, hopefully, limited side effects
when the compound is tested preclinically and clinically. PKC isoform-selective compounds
are now available and their effects in pathologies are under investigation.

PKC Inhibitors

Staurosporine Derivatives
A derivative of staurosporine, LY333531, shows 10-fold selectivity for PKCβ over other

isotypes.60 This compound improves retinal and renal complications in streptozotocin diabetic
rats (associated with a specific up-regulation of PKCβII in vascular tissues). LY333531 is under
clinical testing in diabetic patients and in CNS diseases associated with HIV-143 and also as a
potentiator of cytotoxic cancer therapies.170 It has no signs of general toxicity, probably due to
its high isoform specificity.

Peptides
Other PKC isoform-selective inhibitors of peptidic nature have been produced by the

Mochly-Rosen group who started with the working hypothesis that in the sequence of each
PKC isoform there must be a RACK-selective recognition site that is exposed only after that
PKC is “activated”.29 These peptides have been tested and their specificity of PKC interaction
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demonstrated utilizing both cardiac and neuronal cells.103 Isoform-selective peptides specifi-
cally inhibit PKC βI, βII, δ, ε, η and θ.158 Using these compounds, PKC ε has been demon-
strated to be specifically activated in cardiac preconditioning (see below and in neuronal
growth58). For their use in animals, their degradation must be controlled and the manner in
which they cross the membrane barriers must be evidenced.

Antisense Oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN)
Another approach to isoenzyme selectivity is to use ODN to block the expression of a

particular PKC isoform. ISIS 3521 is a 20-mer phosphorothyolate oligo that specifically inhib-
its PKC α. It has also been tested in the clinical setting as an anticancer compound.95 Like
LY33353, ISIS3521 has been found to be well tolerated in preclinical and clinical studies.43

Other PKC isoform-specific ODNs are under study (see ref. 184 for a review).

PKC Activators
The control of disease states may alternatively require the activation of PKC. For instance,

while PKC is generally overexpressed in tumor cells, it is underexpressed in various colon can-
cers.52 PKC activators are natural products like phorbol and ingenol esters, teleocidins,
aplysiatoxin and briostatins.85 Since these compounds are not rapidly metabolised like the
physiological activator diacylglycerol, persistent PKC activation may lead to enzyme
down-regulation. Briostatin is in clinical trials for cancer and malignant melanoma.43

RACK-derived peptides stimulate PKC β and ε specifically.86 These peptides can be delivered
to isolated or cultured cells or expressed in transgenic mice to investigate the role of different
PKC isoforms. Using these tools an experimental setting in which PKC activation plays an
important role has been discovered. Brief periods of ischemia can protect brain and cardiac
tissues from a subsequent more severe ischemic insult, a phenomenon termed ischemic precon-
ditioning. The activation of PKC is the first step in a cascade of events leading to tissue protec-
tion in heart tissues. Cardioprotection has been observed in all animal species so far tested and
may be operant in humans as well.107 The process has been extensively investigated in cardiac
myocytes and the use of PKC isoform selective peptide activators/inhibitors has demonstrated
the relevant role played by the activation of PKC ε in preconditioning protection.33 Such
protection may depend on inhibition of calcium influx through L-type calcium channels.55 In
this model PKC δ activation has the opposite effect, i.e., preconditioning is inhibited.33 These
studies suggest a new approach for improving cardiac survival after ischemic insult. In cultured
brain cells and slices, ischemic preconditioning does not require PKC activation.135,167 How-
ever, this may be applicable to in vitro models because in animals, down-regulation of PKC γ
may provide the neuroprotection of preconditioning.152

Conclusions
The actual concept on the biological bases of information storage and processing is based

on Hebb’s50 and Rosenblatt’s141 theories, which demonstrated that neuronal assemblies are
able to store and process information if they have some properties of plasticity and a suitable
organization in their connections. The property of plasticity was discovered in the nervous
tissue in 1973. The identification of the molecular bases underlying this phenomenon then
became one of the main goals for neurochemistry. Protein kinase C was one of the first intrac-
ellular molecules to be identified as having a key role in this property.

Therefore, given its involvement in neuronal plasticity and particularly in synaptic plastic-
ity, its involvement in information storage was also hypothesized. Interestingly, experiments
directly devoted to verifying this hypothesis supported this view at each phylogenetic level
tested.

Whatever its concentration, PKC is almost ubiquitous in the central nervous system. In the
hippocampus, it appears to be involved in a wide variety of tasks. Conversely, its activation in
the other structures seems to be more task-specific. This may call into question the concept
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presently in vogue in animal neuropsychology. Basically, it emphasizes that the hippocampus
may be involved only in certain kind of tasks but not in others.35,119,123,146

According to the involvement of PKC in the cellular mechanisms of synaptic plasticity, it is
to be expected that PKC activation is mainly involved in information storage. Therefore, the
changes in PKC induced by factors such as motor activity and stress may be surprising. As
shown in (Table 9), the effects of pharmacologic intervention on PKC on motor activity are
quite controversial and the most specific PKC inhibitors have no effects. The relationships
with stress and anxiety are more obvious, and it can be speculated that some changes in PKC
induced by motor activity are due to the stress induced by the exploration of a new environ-
ment. Accordingly, a putative concept is that the stress promoted by the exploration of new
environments induces changes both in motor activity and PKC activations. This might explain
the correlations between PKC activity and motor activity. In this way, this activated PKC could
contribute to learn the rules governing new environments, and thus to learn tasks. Feed-back
loops could then control the level and the duration of this activation. Though plausible, fur-
ther experiments will be needed to test this theory. Indeed, although the connexionist concept
is attractive, alternative views emphasizing quite different roles for neuronal plasticity in infor-
mation storage have been proposed.42

The second issue which remains to be clarified concerns the differences in the results ob-
tained either with the same biochemical method on the same task, with the same biochemical
method on different kinds of tasks, or on the same task but with different biochemical meth-
ods. Though the interactionist approach can account for the differences in results obtained in
the first case,116 the solution to the two latter issues may be found once better knowledge in
PKC biophysical and activation processes is obtained. In the first section, we have briefly pre-
sented an up-to-date view of PKC activation. Since the discovery of PKC, the model of PKC
activation has radically changed. First, it was thought that PKC activation consisted in a trans-
location from the cytosol to the membrane.69 Then, three-stage12 and five-stage models57 were
proposed. As shown in the first part of this article, the present model is again quite different.

Accordingly, it is probable that better knowledge in PKC biochemistry will lead to break-
throughs in neuropsychology by showing that a brain structure, which is activated during a
task, may have various qualitative forms of activation.

As described in the two last sections, most of the brain pathologies affecting cognitive abili-
ties are associated with PKC changes. Though PKC changes are probably a consequence and
not a cause of the pathology in most cases, they likely participate actively in the cognitive
impairment observed. Therefore, PKC is considered as a putative target for therapeutical re-
search. We have shown how different isoforms may play quite opposing roles in controlling a
function. However, it is also possible that more than one isoform controls a certain function, in
which case a broader spectrum of PKC selectivity would be needed. Another possibility is the
use of PKC compounds interacting with other drugs to improve certain pathologies. Given the
prominent role of PKC in neuronal function, a variety of other nervous system pathologies
may reveal changes in selected isoform levels and/or activation. From the preclinical studies
(with both models of pathologies or with transgenic mice that overexpress or have one isoform
deleted in general, or in a tissue-specific manner), it may be hypothesized that particular forms
of memory, alcohol withdrawal phenomena, nociception, heart failure and tumor suppression
could benefit from selected PKC isoform interactions.31,108,184 The use of PKC-specific com-
pounds will be fundamental to establish specific roles and possibly new therapeutic approaches
for a number of other pathologies. In this way, better knowledge of the activation mode of the
various PKC isoforms and of their role in cell physiology will help in targeting pharmacological
agents.

Finally, the recent discovery that PKC may be more involved in the regulation of the “learn-
ing step” (metaplasticity) of the synapse rather than directly in synaptic plasticity is an exciting
research prospect. In 1962, Rosenblatt showed that networks of artificial neurons (the
perceptrons) were able to perform some cognitive tasks if they had some specific properties.
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Table 9. Relations of PKC with motor activity, anxiety and stress

Behavior Species Task PKC Structure Result Ref.
Assessment

Motor Rats Exploration, In vitro PdBu Cortex Positive correlation 159
activity working binding between the number of

memory, visited  arms and particulate
radialmaze binding. No correlation

with the soluble fraction.
Motor Rats Exploration, In vitro PdBu Hippo- Positive correlation 159
activity working binding campus between the number of

memory, visited arms and particulate
radial maze binding. Negative correla-

tion between the number
of visited  arms and calcium-
dependant soluble binding.

Motor Mouse Treadmill PKC activity Hippo- Acute physical activity: 40
activity campus increase in membrane

associated PKC activity.
Chronic physical activity:
decrease in membrane
associated PKC activity.
No effects on cytosolic
PKC activity.

Loco- Rats Open-field Go6976 Dorsal No effects 177
motor (inhibits α CA1
activity and βI PKCs)

and Go7874
(all PKCs)

Motor Rats Measure of H7 injections Intra- Decrease cocaine induced 23
activity spontaneous cerebro- hyperactivity; no effects on

motor activity ventricular non treated animals
Motor Mouse Open-field GF109203X Intra- No effects 162
activity cerebro-

ventricular
Motor Rats Measure of PMA Intra- Induces hypoactivity 132
activity spontaneous cerebro-

motor activity ventricular
Motor Mutant Open-field PKC β Whole No effects 185
activity mice and rotarod deficient brain
Psycho- Rats Prolonged con- PKC γ Hippo- Increase in PKCγ in the 71
social frontation to immunoreact. campus CA1 and CA3. Decreases
stress dominant the PKCγ increase induced

animals by learning spatial tasks
in posterior hippocampus.

Anxiety Rats Elevated Go6976 (in- Dorsal Mild anxiogenic effect 177
plus-maze hibits α and βI CA1

PKCs) and Go
7874 (all PKCs)
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Like synaptic potentiation and synaptic depression, the learning step is one of these properties.
It is now widely used to improve the cognitive abilities displayed by more recent artificial
neural networks. If confirmed, the involvement of PKC in the regulation of the synaptic learn-
ing step may fill in one of the remaining blanks in neuroscience knowledge regarding a
connexionist theory of the cognitive abilities of the biological systems. Moreover, it may help
to explain and predict some of the effects of PKC activation and inhibition on behavioural
tasks.
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Abstract

The modification of synaptic properties by means of protein phosphorylation has been,
for long, recognized as a core and unifying principle in the study of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the formation and storage of new memories. The intrinsically

transient nature of this posttranslational modification, at first glance a property not compatible
with the protracted durability of the mnemonic trace, has encouraged the search for protein
kinases able to act as “memory devices” capable of auto-preserving its own enzymatic activity
even long after the stimuli that promoted its initial onset disappeared. The unique ability of
CaMKII to respond to a rise in the intracellular levels of calcium with an autophosphorylation
step that both, converts the enzyme into a calcium independent form and promotes its translo-
cation to the post synaptic density where it can phosphorylate plasticity-related substrates, has
made this kinase the paradigmatic example of such a “memory device”. In this chapter we
review the molecular properties of CaMKII and discuss recent experimental findings that ex-
tend our knowledge about its participation in plastic processes.

Introduction
Ca2+/calmodulin (CaM)-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) is an ubiquitous and

broad-specificity Ser/Thr protein kinase which plays a central role in synaptic plasticity and
learning and memory.56,57 This fact does not come as a surprise since CaMKII has demon-
strated to fulfil a key role mediating neuronal responses to intracellular calcium oscillations
such as transcriptional and translational regulation, receptor and channel function and neu-
rotransmitter synthesis and release.10

CaMKII isoenzymes are encoded by at least 4 genes, which are selectively expressed in
different tissues.10 The highly homologous α and β isoforms are primarily found in the central
nervous system (CNS),8,73 from where CaMKII can be purified as a multisubunit enzymatic
complex of 8-12 α and β subunits (450-650 kDa). Although these subunits are present in an
approximate ratio of 3:1, it is important to keep in mind that this ratio represents just the
average composition of what could be a heterogeneous array of holoenzymes formed by various
combinations of α and β subunits. In fact, some authors have suggested that forebrain CaMKII
consists mainly of homomultimers of these two subunits. This is a particularly important
observation, since it has been shown that in hippocampal pyramidal cells the mRNA coding
for αCaMKII is found at high concentration in dendrites while the distribution of the β subunit
messenger seems to be restricted to the neuronal soma, suggesting that αCaMKII mRNA is
locally translated into dendritic-localised polysomes and that the holoenzymes synthetised there
are primarily composed by α-subunits.46,65,77,95

It has been recognized early that the assembling as a holoenzyme is an essential modulatory
step in CaMKII behaviour. Regulation of the enzyme activation implies an auto-inhibitory
pseudo-substrate domain which, in the basal state, occupies the kinase’s catalytic site and inhibits
the binding of substrates (for the representation of CaMKII functional domains, see Fig. 1).
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Ca2+/CaM activates CaMKII by interacting with a target sequence that overlaps the kinase
catalytic domain, altering its conformation and releasing the blockade. The activated kinase
does not only phosphorylate exogenous substrates but it is also (and importantly) able to dis-
play a prominent autophosphorylation activity targeting the Thr 286 residue within the
pseudo-substrate domain. Thr 286 autophosphorylation is an intersubunit/intraholoenzyme
phenomena that requires Ca2+/CaM binding to two different and adjacent subunits, one act-
ing as kinase and the other serving as substrate. This autophosphorylation decreases the CaM
dissociation rate by more than three orders of magnitude and causes the autophosphorylated
enzyme to remain active even after CaM has dissociated from it. Trapping of CaM maintains it
bound to CaMKII for longer times and promotes the likelihood of more subunits to enter the
trapped state, increasing in that way the number of fully activated kinase molecules.10,20,33,34

Considering that in certain brain regions23 and neuronal organelles, such as the hippocampal
post-synaptic densities (PSD),50 CaMKII represents a considerable percentage of the total pro-
tein content and could be in molar excess with respect to CaM, the conversion of CaMKII into
a high-affinity Ca2+/CaM-binding form can contribute to the subcellular redistribution of
CaM during periods of high frequency Ca2+ oscillations, modulating the availability of CaM
and regulating calmodulin-dependent pathways whose activation could have a detrimental
effect on Thr 286 phosphorylation levels. Thus, rapid Thr 286 autophosphorylation produces
the appearance of an autonomous, constitutively-active form of CaMKII which catalyses addi-
tional regulatory autophosphorylation on different sites and that is able to translate a transient
elevation in the intracellular Ca2+ concentration into a persistent and Ca2+-independent
up-regulation of kinase activity.

CaMKII: Synaptic Plasticity and Memory Processing
Over the last decades a multidisciplinary effort has been made in the search of the molecu-

lar and cellular mechanisms responsible for learning and memory. Most of these studies have
utilised as a working hypothesis that postulated by Donald Hebb in 1949 which proposes that
a given synapse would be strengthened when the pre and postsynaptic neurons were coinciden-
tally activated. Today it is an almost universally accepted hypothesis that the storage of new
information under the form of long term memories requires the occurrence of activity-dependent
plastic mechanisms, such as those involved in long-term potentiation (LTP).13,39,64,81,82,89 In
the CA1 region of the hippocampus, LTP is triggered by changes in the frequency of
intradendritic Ca2+ oscillations largely mediated through the NMDA type of glutamatergic
receptor (rNMDA). This fact points to the necessity of molecular devices able to sense and

Figure 1. Schematic representation of αCaMKII functional domains. Rat αCaMKII is a polypeptide 478
aminoacids long. Its N-terminal end (residues 1-280) contains the kinase catalytic domain, including both
the Mg2+/ATP binding site and the substrate-recognition site. Aminoacids 281-314 define the so-called
regulatory domain which can be further separated into two overlapping regions: the autoinhibitory domain
and the CaM binding domain. The C-terminal extreme, denominated association domain (residues 315-478)
participates in the assembly of the holoenzyme.
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properly interpret variations in postsynaptic spine Ca2+ produced by the activation of the
rNMDA. The demonstration that, at least in vitro, CaMKII is capable to decipher the message
coded in the amplitude and duration of individual Ca2+ spikes and translates it into distinct
amounts of autonomous activity, strongly suggests that this kinase could be such a molecular
adaptor.20

Several evidences indicate that CaMKII has a prominent participation in the early phase of
LTP and during the consolidation of different types of memories. In the CA1 region of the
hippocampus, the induction of rNMDA-dependent LTP produces a rapid increase in both
CaMKII autonomous activity and Thr 286 autophosphorylation.25,26 Postsynaptic injection
of Ca2+/CaM induces synaptic potentiation requiring CaMKII activity111 and inhibition of
postsynaptic CaMKII abolishes the induction of LTP.76 Tetanic stimulation increases dendritic
synthesis and accumulation of CaMKII in hippocampal neurons77 and the injection of a trun-
cated, constitutively active form of the kinase into CA1 pyramidal neurons results in an in-
crease in the size of the excitatory postsynaptic currents and occludes subsequent LTP.58 Fur-
thermore, targeted disruption of the αCaMKII gene impairs LTP.37

Long-term memories can be classified into associative and nonassociative depending on the
mechanisms required for its formation. Associative memories are based on the acquisition of a
predictive link between a specific event and a stimulus. Nonassociative memories are acquired
when repeated or continuous exposure to a novel stimulus changes behavioral responses to it.
In mammals, some forms of associative and nonassociative memories involve the participation
of the hippocampal formation.40,68,106,123

The use of transgenic technology together with both pharmacological and biochemical
approaches have unequivocally demonstrated the requirement of CaMKII activation in the
formation of memories for different associative training paradigms in a variety of animal models.
Mutant flies, expressing a specific CaMKII inhibitor peptide under the transcriptional control
of an inducible promoter, present serious learning deficits.32 In mice, expression of a constitutively
activated Ca2+-independent form of CaMKII results in deficiencies in spatial learning and fear
conditioning.67 Homozygous αCaMKII mutant mice exhibit impaired spatial learning90 and
recently,24 it has been shown that although mice which are heterozygous for a CaMKII null
mutation show normal memory retention for contextual fear and water maze task 1-3 days
after training, these animals are amnesic for the mentioned paradigms when tested 10-50 days
post-training.

In the rat, one-trial step-down avoidance learning is associated with a rapid and specific
increase in hippocampal CaMKII activity14 and, pharmacological evidences indicate that its
participation is restricted to a narrow posttraining time window and involved, mainly, with
events related with the consolidation of long-term memories. For long-term retention of the
avoidance response measured 24 hs posttraining, the intrahippocampal infusion of a CaMKII
blocker causes full retrograde amnesia only when given immediately after the acquisition session;
30 min posttraining, CaMKII inhibition produces just partial amnesia and, interestingly, no
effect at all in long term memory formation is observed when the drug is administered 2 or 3
hrs posttraining115 or when short term avoidance memory is measured 90-120 min after
training.42 Passive avoidance,122 but not imprinting,93 also induces CaMKII phosphorylation
in the chick intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV) and lobus parolfactorius
(LPO) and Tan and Liang have reported an increase in amygdalar CaMKII activity after train-
ing rats in a step-through inhibitory avoidance learning task.103 The same group has published
evidence indicating that the Morris water maze training task induces CaMKII activation in the
rat hippocampus and that the retention of the memory associated with this paradigm is posi-
tively correlated with the levels of hippocampal CaMKII autonomous activity.102

Much less is known about the participation of CaMKII in the formation of nonassociative
memories, though, using one of the most elementary nonassociative learning tasks, the
behavioural habituation to a novel environment, we have found that blockade of hippocampal
CaMKII at two different time periods, one around training and the other 3 hrs after, impairs
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spatial habituation.41,109 Interestingly, inhibition of other hippocampal signalling pathways
such as PKA, ERK1/2 and PKC, which are crucially involved in many hippocampal-dependent
associative tasks (see chapters by Nugues et al, Vianna and Izquierdo, and Selcher et al in this
book), has no effect on long-term memory of habituation.

In contrast to memory acquisition and consolidation, the information about the molecular
mechanisms of memory retrieval, and particularly the role of CaMKII in this process, is sur-
prisingly scarce and fragmentary. Using the one-trial inhibitory avoidance task, we found that
pretest inhibition of CA1 CaMKII with doses of KN-62 that fully block memory formation
when given immediately after training,115 does not alter retention test performance.100 It is
noteworthy that blockade of rNMDA prior to the test session also produces no effect on memory
retrieval, indicating that some hippocampal mechanisms which are crucial for encoding and/or
consolidation (rNMDA and CaMKII), are apparently not involved in retrieval (see ref. 70, 100
and below).

Is hippocampal CaMKII involved in the core mechanisms of memory processing? The an-
swer to this question seems to be “yes”. Several pharmacological interventions enabled a dis-
tinction between core and modulatory mechanisms in memory formation (Fig. 2). For ex-
ample, memory deficits produced by treatments that act upon modulatory systems, such as
electroconvulsive shock or systemic β-endorphin, can be attenuated by treatment with differ-
ent drugs and hormones. Conversely, amnesia produced by inhibition of hippocampal CaMKII
cannot be reverted by the subsequent administration of neither PKA activators into the CA1
region of the hippocampus nor by systemic ACTH or vasopressin given at the time of retrieval,
three well-known treatments that enhance memory expression.6,43

CaMKII is able to translocate to the PSD in an activity-dependent manner and it is be-
lieved that in this subsynaptic specialisation is where CaMKII plays its more important “plas-
tic” role. CaMKII phosphorylates several PSD-associated substrates, like, among others, PSD-95
(a member of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase family of proteins which constitutes a
core component of the PSD),119 the GluR1 subunit of the AMPA receptor (rAMPA)62 and the
NR2A/B subunits of the rNMDA,16 altering the properties of some of them in a way that is
thought to contribute to the establishment of LTP (see below). In the PSD, CaMKII is able to
associate with different binding partners, including densin-180 (a transmembrane glycoprotein
member of the LAP [leucine-rich repeat (LRR) and PDZ (PSD-95, Dlg, Z0-1)] family of
proteins implicated in the organisation and subcellular sorting of multimolecular
complexes),98,110 F-actin3 and, fundamentally, with the rNMDA. Binding of αCaMKII to the
NR2B subunit has been reported to require Thr 286 autophosphorylation96 and several studies
have indicated that dephosphorylation of CaMKII promotes its release from the PSD, an event
that is mainly mediated by protein phosphatase 1 (PP1).97,120 At this respect, a recent and
exciting work from Waxham’s group, presents experimental evidence backing the intriguing
hypothesis postulating that CaMKII could have an intrinsic ADP-dependent, phosphatase
inhibitor-independent autodephosphorylating activity which targets the Thr 286 site and
abolishes its Ca2+/CaM autonomous activity.52

Interestingly, studies using green fluorescent protein-tagged CaMKII have demonstrated
that NMDA-stimulated translocation of this kinase to the PSD, although stimulated by Ca2+/
CaM and indirectly prolonged by autophosphorylation, does not require this posttranslational
modification.86 In a recent report, Schulman’s group has elegantly solved these apparent
discrepancies.7 The authors showed that NR2B contains two different CaMKII binding re-
gions: an autophosphorylation-dependent binding site (NR2B-P) and a Ca2+/CaM-regulated
interacting motif (NR2B-C), mapping within residues 839-1120 and 1120-1482 of NR2B,
respectively. Binding of CaMKII to NR2B-C increases its affinity for CaM similarly to what
happens after autophosphorylation. This effect is mimicked by a short sequence contained
within residues 1289-1310 of NR2B-C, which is homologous to the segment surrounding Thr
286 in the autoinhibitory domain of αCaMKII. The interaction of CaMKII with this region
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Figure 2. Postsynaptic effects of CaMKII activation during plastic events. As a consequence of
glutamate-enhanced exocytosis from the presynapse, the postsynaptic terminal is strongly depolarized
through the activation of AMPA receptors (rAMPA). This results in the removal of the Mg2+ block from
the NMDA receptor (rNMDA), allowing an increase in the Ca2+ influx into the postsynaptic neuron. The
elevation of the intradendritic Ca2+ levels induces, in turn, the formation of Ca2+/calmodulin (Ca2+/CaM)
complexes and the Thr 286 autophosphorylation of CaMKII, which translocates to the post-synaptic
density where it interacts, among others, with the rNMDA. Once there, CaMKII phosphorylates the GluR1
subunit of the rAMPA at Ser 831, increasing the conductance of the receptor-associated channel. Different
sources indicate that the activation of this kinase is a necessary step in the cascade of events that conclude
with the insertion of rAMPA into formerly silent synapses. CaMKII also promotes the rNMDA-dependent
activation of the ERK cascade through the inhibitory phosphorylation of the Ras-GTPase activator, p135
SynGap (SynGaP), contributing to the ERK-mediated gene expression. Although controversial, there exist
some evidence indicating that CaMKII could directly up-regulate transcription through the phosphoryla-
tion of the transcription factors ATF-1 and CREB. See the text for further details.
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of NR2B-C promotes the phosphorylation of the peptide and increases the kinase’s autono-
mous activity in a Thr 286 autophosphorylation-independent way, generating a kinase activity
that does not require Ca2+/CaM and that cannot be reverted by the action of protein phos-
phatases. Moreover, the mentioned interaction blocks the inhibitory secondary
autophosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr 305/306 that is normally initiated when CaM dissoci-
ates from the autonomous enzyme. In this way, and in contrast to what happens with the
interaction with other binding proteins, the association of CaMKII with the rNMDA may
occur following stimuli that produces only a small increment in the intradendritic levels of
Ca2+ and that are not able to induce a large increase in Thr 286 autophosphorylation. Binding of
CaMKII to the phosphorylation-independent site on NR2B might, in turn, facilitates Thr 286
phosphorylation of other subunits in the translocated holoenzyme and hence, further increase
the strength of the interaction, promoting the association of the autophosphorylated subunits
with the NR2B phosphorylation-dependent binding site.

The association of CaMKII with the rNMDA can also be attained through its interaction
with the NR2A subunit. The group of Di Luca at the University of Milan has identified a
sequence present in the cytosolic C-terminus of NR2A (residues 1412-1419) that is able to
specifically bind CaMKII.27 This sequence contains a PKC phosphorylation site (Ser 1416)
and the authors showed that the phosphorylation of this residue decreases αCaMKII binding
to the rNMDA without affecting the total amount of CaMKII present in a triton-insoluble
subcellular fraction from rat hippocampus. Moreover, PSD-95, which directly interacts with
the rNMDA and induces clustering of channel proteins into the PSD, competes with CaMKII
for binding to the NMDA receptor complex.28 At this regard, and using rNMDA
subunit-deficient mice, it has been recently shown that the activation of CaMKII that occurs
in the lateral/basolateral amygdala after retrieval of an auditory fear conditioning memory,
involves the NR2A subunit, suggesting the existence of a functional association between this
subunit and the up-regulation of the CaMKII cascade that follows the expression of a mne-
monic trace.70

The results mentioned above, together with those describing that the synaptic clustering of
αCaMKII is totally dependent on an intact actin cytoskeleton,3 indicate that the localisation of
CaMKII close to the postsynaptic receptor machinery is a highly and finely tuned process that
requires the concerted participation of several kinases, phosphatases and scaffold proteins. The
fact that CaMKII is able to phosphorylate several of its binding partners indicates that the
enzyme could be capable to modulate its own rate of association, modifying some of the prop-
erties of its interacting proteins. This hypothesis is further supported by findings showing that
CaMKII phosphorylation of PSD proteins inhibits its own translocation.120

Downstream Effectors of the CaMKII Cascade
What are the consequences of CaMKII translocation? How does the activation of this ki-

nase contribute to the establishment of LTP and in which way is this contribution related to
the formation of new memories? CaMKII phosphorylates several PSD-associated proteins,
including PSD-95, α and β tubulin, the GTPase dynamin, the type IV intermediate filament
protein α-internexin and cAMP phosphodiesterase,120 although the functional consequences
of most of these phosphorylations are not known. Despite this fact, there exists a considerable
amount of evidence indicating that one of the principal events mediated by CaMKII during
the early phase of LTP is related with the upregulation of AMPA receptors. As mentioned
above, CaMKII phosphorylates the GluR1 subunit of the rAMPA at Ser 831 and it has been
shown that this phosphorylation potentiates AMPA-mediated currents,4,58,69,104 presumably
through a mechanism that involves the stabilisation of the receptor into a high conductance
state.21 rNMDA stimulation promotes the Ca2+ and CaMKII-dependent phosphorylation of
the rAMPA104 and, moreover, induction of LTP is associated with a delayed enhancement in
AMPA-mediated responses which is accompanied by the CaMKII-dependent phosphoryla-
tion of GluR1 at Ser 831.5 Interestingly, inhibitory avoidance learning in the rat is also associ-
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ated with an increase in hippocampal GluR1 phosphorylation, possibly through a mechanism
involving CaMKII activation.14

Besides the direct effect that phosphorylation of the GluR1 subunit might have on the
electrophysiological properties of the rAMPA, CaMKII could mediated some other responses
that are known to involve plastic changes of this receptor. A high proportion of synapses in the
CA1 area of the hippocampus transmit with rNMDA but not with rAMPA, indicating that
they are nonfunctional at normal resting potentials. Surprisingly, these same synapses acquire
AMPA-type responses following LTP induction.54 These findings, together with earlier results
showing that both glycine-induced LTP in hippocampal slices72,84 and in vivo induced LTP in
the rat hippocampus63,107 produce an increase in the number of 3H-AMPA binding sites, fu-
elled the appearance of the “silent synapse” hypothesis (for a recent review see ref. 61). This
hypothesis postulates that LTP produces the conversion of synapses lacking rAMPA responses
into fully functional AMPAergic terminals, maybe by means of the insertion of previously
extrasynaptically localised rAMPA. This idea received further support when it was shown that
induction of LTP causes the rNMDA-dependent redistribution of green fluorescent
protein-tagged GluR1 from intracellular pools into dendritic spines.87 Although this process
has been reported to be independent of GluR1 Ser 831 phosphorylation, it can be mimicked
by increasing the activation state of CaMKII35 and quite recently it has been shown that spon-
taneous activation of rNMDA in hippocampal neuronal cultures provokes the rapid recruit-
ment of rAMPA into morphological silent synapses (i.e., synapses that contains rNMDA but
not rAMPA), an event accompanied by the translocation of CaMKII into those synapses and
the phosphorylation of GluR1 at Ser 831.55 These results are in agreement with both, recent
findings showing that KN-62 blocks the NMDA-induced increase in GluR1 and GluR2/3
associated with hippocampal synaptic plasma membranes (SPM)12 and those indicating that
incubation of hippocampal SPM under conditions suitable for CaMKII activation and
autophosphorylation promotes a CaMKII-dependent increase in PSD-associated 3H-AMPA
binding sites,14 suggesting the participation of CaMKII in this insertion mechanism and pro-
viding a plausible explanation to the observed increase in hippocampal 3H-AMPA binding
sites that follows inhibitory avoidance learning in the rat.15

A role for CaMKII in Ca2+ dendrite membrane trafficking has been suggested.59 There is
experimental evidence for the formation of new synapses (or the remodelling of existing ones)
after the induction of LTP1,71 as well as during the consolidation phase of both an avoidance
training and the water maze learning task (see ref. 74,75 and Geinisman et al, this book).
Tetanic stimulation promotes a rNMDA-dependent increase in the number of dendritic spines
surrounding the area of stimulation, which is blocked by KN-93, a specific CaMKII inhibi-
tor.22,60,108 Moreover, in Drosophila, expression of a constitutively active form of CaMKII
results in the phosphorylation of the disc large protein (DLG), a homologue of the mammalian
PSD family of proteins, causing rearrangement of the synaptic structure.53 These findings sug-
gest that long-lasting CaMKII up-regulation, as it occurs during activity-dependent synaptic
plasticity, could help in the synaptic remodelling of the PSD scaffold.

Together with CaMKII, PKA and PKC, the intracellular signalling pathway mediated through
the activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinases ERK1/2 is one the best characterised in
relation to plastic mechanisms (for recent reviews see ref. 99 and Selcher et al in this book).
Up-regulation of ERK1/2 is classically attained through the sequential activation of the GTPase
Ras, Raf-1 and the ERK kinase MEK and this pathway can modulate the phosphorylation
state of the transcription factors ElK-1 and CREB.19 A couple of years ago, and almost simul-
taneously, Huganir’s and Kennedy’s groups at the John Hopkins University and California
Institute of Technology, respectively, reported the existence of a novel, synaptically-localized
Ras-GTPase activating protein named p135 SynGAP. p135 SynGAP colocalizes with PSD-95,
the rNMDA and the synapse associated protein SAP-102 and it is almost exclusively present in
hippocampal neurons. p135 SynGAP stimulates Ras GTPase activity, suggesting that it is
negatively coupled to the activation of the ERK pathway.18,51 Interestingly, p135 SynGAP is a
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substrate of CaMKII which inhibits its Ras-GTPase activating activity. Moreover, it has been
shown that in cortical neurons, inhibition of CaMKII partially blocks the NMDA-induced
phosphorylation of ERK1/2.45 These findings encourage the tempting hypothesis that, by
means of blocking the inactivation of GTP-bound Ras, CaMKII could directly couple rNMDA
stimulation with the up-regulation of the ERK pathway and hence, indirectly contribute to the
activation of the inducible transcription factors that is needed for the establishment of late LTP
and the formation of long-lasting memories (see ref. 99 and also Selcher et al and Frankland
and Josselyn in this book]. In addition, there exists evidence suggesting that, in turn, ERK1/2
could also control CaMKII up-regulation during LTP. When LTP is induced into the CA1 area
of the rat hippocampus using a protocol that involves theta-pulse stimulation and activation of
β adrenergic receptors, it produces an ERK-dependent potentiation which is accompanied by
a transient, colocalized and rNMDA-dependent increase in ERK and CaMKII phosphoryla-
tion. These early increases are followed by a delayed, actinomycin-D/anisomycin-dependent
augmentation of CaMKII protein levels. Both, CaMKII phosphorylation and expression are
blocked by preincubation of the hippocampal slices in the presence of the MEK inhibitor
PD98059, indicating that ERK1/2 are likely to participate as an up-stream factor in the events
that regulate CaMKII function during neuronal plasticity.29

As mentioned above CaMKII subunits are encoded by a family of 4 related genes: α,β,γ and
δ and it has been described that alternative splicing can generate isoforms containing a nuclear
localization signal (NLS) homologous to that present in the SV40 large T antigen.11,94 As
demonstrated by immunostaining of brain sections11 and despite the large size of the holoenzyme
(400-600 kDa), it seems that CaMKII does have access to the neuronal nucleus where it could
directly regulate the activity of different transcription factors and hence gene expression.
Overexpression of a nuclear-localised isoform of the δ CaMKII subunit promotes BDNF tran-
scription in NG108-15 cells101 and it has been shown that, in hippocampal neurons, Ca2+/
calmodulin-dependent kinases intensify the activity and expression of the CCAAT enhancer
element-binding protein β (C/EBPβ),121 a transcription factor involved in the switch from
short to long-term facilitation in Aplysia2 and in the consolidation of hippocampal dependent
memories.105

As well as PKA and the ERK-activated kinase p90RSK, CaMKII can phosphorylate CREB
at Ser 133 [99] but it is not able to promote the activity of this transcription factor, maybe due
to the phosphorylation of a secondary site at Ser 142 that prevents CREB dimerization and
binding to the CREB-binding protein (CBP).117 Despite this fact, there are several lines of
evidence suggesting the involvement of CaMKII in the activation of CREcontaining genes. At
this respect, early studies have shown that CaMKII is able to directly phosphorylate the activat-
ing transcription factor 1 (ATF-1; a member of the ATF/CREB family of transcription factors)
on Ser 63, suggesting that in that way it could mediate transactivation of Ca2+/cAMP respon-
sive genes.88 (See Fig. 2 for a schematic diagram of the postsynaptic effects of CaMKII activa-
tion during plastic events).

CaMKIV: A New (and Important) Player in the Plasticity Team
Translocation of CaMKII into the nucleus is thought to be regulated by the phosphoryla-

tion of a Ser residue adjacent to the NLS sequence in the nuclear-targeted isoforms. The find-
ing that both CaMKI and CaMKIV are able to phosphorylate that site and hinder the accessi-
bility of CaMKII to the nucleus shows the existence of complicated interrelation mechanisms
among the different members of the Ca2+/CaM-dependent kinases family.36 As it happens
with CaMKII, both CaMKI and CaMKIV are able to bind Ca2+/CaM complexes and this
interaction activates these enzymes through a mechanism that involves displacement of an
autoinhibitory domain from the substrate and Mg2+/ATP binding sites.91 CaMKI and IV exist
as monomeric proteins78 and to attain full activity they require phosphorylation of a Thr resi-
due present in its activation loop. The phosphorylation of these sites (Thr 177 in CaMKI and
Thr 196 in CaMKIV) is carried out by another Ca2+/CaM dependent kinase (Ca2+/CaM de-
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pendent kinase kinase or CaMKK) and to occur it needs binding of Ca2+/CaM to both CaMKK
and its substrates.92 CaMKI is enriched in neuronal processes and synapses60 but, in contrast,
CaMKIV and the β isoform of CaMKK are enriched in the nucleus.44,92 This subcellular
distribution suggests a role for CaMKIV in the onset of nuclear responses to synaptic stimula-
tion and may be related with the observed effect of CaMKIV-signalling inhibition in the pro-
tein synthesis-dependent phase of different plastic events. It has been early shown that CaMKIV
regulates CREB-dependent gene expression66 and that it is able to phosphorylate CREB and
the transcriptional coactivator CBP.9,17 KCl-mediated depolarisation and rNMDA stimula-
tion increase CaMKIV activity in hippocampal neurons48 and disruption of CaMKIV expres-
sion blocks KCl-induced CREB phosphorylation.9 CaMKIV mutant mice present a decrease
in both basal and experimentally-induced levels of phosphoCREB together with impaired LTP.38

Recently, Eishichi Miyamoto and his group at Kumamoto University, have shown that induc-
tion of LTP in the CA1 region of the rat hippocampus is accompanied by a transient (back to
control levels within 30 minutes) increase in CaMKIV activity which is associated with an
enhanced expression of the immediate early gene c-fos and a rapid CaMK-dependent/
PKA-independent activation of CREB.49 These findings, together with those showing that the
rapid (0-10 min) CREB phosphorylation observed after synaptic stimulation is mainly due to
the activation of Ca2+/CaM-dependent kinases,116 suggest that the early up-regulation of CREB
phosphorylation observed after LTP induction and memory formation40,105 could be caused
by an initial increase in CaMKIV activity followed by the occurrence of late ERK or
PKA-dominated events. The use of transgenic mice in which the expression of a
dominant-negative mutant form of CaMKIV is restricted to the postnatal forebrain has par-
tially confirmed this hypothesis. These animals show intact synaptic functionality as well as
normal early LTP but, in contrast, activity-dependent c-Fos expression and CREB phosphory-
lation, together with late LTP and consolidation of long term memory, are impaired.47

The existence of cross-talk mechanisms between CaMKIV and other signalling cascades
have also been reported. For example, PKA phosphorylates CaMKK, inhibiting its activity and
abolishing CaMKIV activation.112 In turn, CaMKIV can phosphorylate and inhibit adenylate
cyclase I and III,113,114 modulating cAMP levels and PKA activation. The prevalence of one or
the other of these reciprocal control mechanisms seems to depend on the sequence in which
the stimulation agents are presented. The rise in cAMP levels elicited by forskolin blocks the
subsequent Ca2+-dependent increase in CaMKK and CaMKIV activities; conversely, if
ionomicin-induced Ca2+ mobilisation precedes forskolin stimulation, then CaMKK inhibi-
tion is greatly reduced, maybe because Ca2+/CaM binding to CaMKK reduces the accessibility
of PKA to its phosphorylation site.112 This auto-regulatory mechanism may have important
consequences in the activation state of several downstream pathways, including those involving
ERK. PKA activity is required for both depolarisation and NGF-induced ERK activation in
PC12 cells79,118 and it has been suggested that the pathway linking these two kinases is likely to
require PKA-mediated phosphorylation of Rap-1, a Ras-related GTP binding protein able to
interact with B-Raf and promote ERK phosphorylation.31 Interestingly, it has been shown that
both calcium and cAMP-induced increases in CREB functionality need activation of the Rap-1/
ERK pathway30 and that CaMKIV is able to phosphorylate Rap-1 “in vitro”, potentially strength-
ening its interaction with B-Raf and hence, inducing the ERK cascade.83

Concluding Remarks
Although extensive research has linked CaMKII activity and, by extension, the phosphory-

lation of its downstream substrates to synaptic plasticity, only a small body of evidence bridges
the gap between this protein kinase and behaviour. In general, the existing information is based
on pharmacological data and, with a few exceptions, one have to admit that very little is known
about the role that CaMKII substrates actually play in learning events. Taking into account this
caveat, and though the involvement of CaMKII in memory retrieval is still controversial, the
current knowledge points to a central role of this enzyme in the acquisition of new information
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and/or in the early stages of memory formation of associative and nonassociative tasks. Hope-
fully, the availability of new molecular and biochemical tools, in particular the use of
phospho-specific antibodies together with penetratins and antisense technologies will allow us
to fully understand how, when and where CaMKII and its “cousin” CaMKIV, a “newcomer” in
this scenario that deserves much attention, participate in the mnemonic processes.
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Abstract

In neurons the extracellular-signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) are emerging as important
regulators of neuronal function. This chapter will discuss the great progress that has been
made in identifying the essential components of the signal transduction pathways that lead

to ERK activation and several critical downstream effectors. In addition, we will discuss the
experimental basis supporting the concept that the ERK pathway interacts with synaptic mecha-
nisms involved in synaptic plasticity and learning and memory processes. In particular, the
necessity of the ERK signal transduction cascade for long-term potentiation in mammalian
hippocampus and certain spatial and associative forms of hippocampus-dependent learning.
Further discussions will include current studies focused on the role of the ERK signal transduc-
tion cascade on neuronal excitability and gene expression, implicating the ERKs as molecular
signal integrators and coincidence detectors.

Introduction and Background
Perhaps the most daunting scientific challenge of the new millennium will be deciphering

the cellular mechanisms governing cognitive processes in the brain. Although once probably
considered as far-fetched an endeavor as say sequencing of the human genome, efforts to un-
derstand behavior at the molecular level are beginning to progress. In particular, the cellular
mechanisms underlying learning and memory are of considerable interest. We possess the re-
markable ability to take in an experience, store it for a seemingly limitless amount of time, and
then recall it in a form that is often as vivid and evocative as the initial experience being remem-
bered. Because learned information often results in modifications to measurable behaviors, it is
also perhaps the most amenable of the cognitive processes to experimentation in lower animals
such as rodents. Although still in a relatively nascent stage, intense biochemical and molecular
investigation into how organisms encode and store information is currently underway. In this
chapter we will focus on recent efforts to understand the role of the MAP kinase superfamily of
signal transduction cascades in mammalian learning and memory.

The ERK/MAPK Cascade
As described in several preceding chapters, recent advances have given us a much more

detailed understanding of the signal transduction mechanisms subserving learning in the intact
animal and one fact that has become clear is that protein kinases play a critical role in these
processes. Most recently, the Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) superfamily of signal-
ing cascades has achieved some notoreity as a player in learning and memory. The MAPK
superfamily includes three subfamilies: the ERK (extracellular signal-regulated kinase) family,
the p38 MAPK family, and the jun kinase (JNK) family. Each subcategory of the superfamily
has a common motif, a characteristic core cascade of three kinases. The first kinase in each
cascade is a so-called MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAPKKK, e.g., Raf-1 and B-Raf in the ERK
cascade, see Fig. 1) which activates the second, a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK, e.g., MEK in
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the ERK cascade), by serine/threonine phosphorylation. MAPKKs are dual specificity kinases
which in turn activate a MAP kinase (e.g., ERK1, ERK2) by phosphorylating threonine and
tyrosine moieties (reviewed in ref. 44).

In addition to serving as a target for growth factor/tyrosine kinases in general, ERK serves as
an important point of convergence for the PKC and PKA pathways, both of which have been
shown to play critical roles in synaptic plasticity and learning (for review see refs. 1, 2, 19, 102
and also Nogues et al and Vianna and Izquierdo in this book). For example, PKC regulates
ERK activity through an interaction with either Ras or Raf-1 leading to activation of MEK and
consequently the ERKs. Interestingly, a family of phorbol ester-binding Ras/Rap guanine nucle-
otide exchange factors (GEFs) was recently discovered that allows the second messenger
diacylglycerol (DAG) to achieve ERK activation independent of PKC activation.35

In another example of cross talk between two kinase systems, PKA can also couple, both
negatively and positively to the ERK cascade. In some cell types, PKA can attenuate ERK
activity through inhibition of the Ras/Raf-1 pathway. In an important breakthrough, however,
Stork and coworkers discovered that cAMP could also be positively coupled to ERK activation
in neurons by signaling through the Ras homologue, Rap1 to activate the B-Raf pathway.100

Like Raf-1, B-Raf is a serine/threonine kinase that can activate MEK and therefore ERK. In
addition, a cAMP-responsive GEF was recently discovered that also leads to ERK activation,
independent of PKA.58

Simplifying what is a rather complex network of upstream activators is the fact that ERK
activity is exclusively regulated by MEK. Dual phosphorylation by MEK has been shown to be
both necessary and sufficient for ERK activation. This is a convenient feature of the ERK
system as it allows for monitoring of ERK activation using commercially available
phospho-specific antibodies recognizing phosphorylation at Thr202 and Tyr204 (see ref. 81
for example). In addition to easing detection of ERK activation, this attribute also has been
capitalized upon to create three pharmacologic tools used to investigate the ERK cascade ex-
perimentally: the MEK inhibitors PD098059,5 U0126,34 and SL327.8 By inhibiting MEK,
these agents effectively block ERK activation and lend themselves well to studies in vitro. Of
these inhibitors, SL327 is particularly important for behavioral studies due to its ability to cross
the blood-brain barrier and achieve effective concentrations in the CNS when administered
systemically.8

Figure 1. ERK activation and inhibition.
Schematic of the ERK MAPK cascade. The
classic MAP kinase cascade consists of at least
3 protein kinases beginning with the serine/
threonine kinases, Raf-1 and B-Raf, which
phosphorylate the MAP kinase kinase MEK.
MEK, in turn, is a dedicated, dual-specificity
kinase that phosphorylates and thereby acti-
vates both the ERK1 and ERK2 isoforms of
MAP kinase. These isoforms are the only
known effectors of MEK, and MEK is the
only known direct activator of the ERK
MAPKs. Also depicted are the MEK inhibi-
tors U0126 and SL327. SL327 is capable of
crossing the blood-brain barrier and is there-
fore amenable to behavior studies.
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Targets of the ERK Cascade
We will focus on two prominent targets of ERK, regulation of gene expression and potas-

sium channel function. We focus on these because they are the two neuronal targets for which
the most information is available. Other intriguing potential targets include the protein syn-
thesis machinery, synapsin, and the cytoskeleton—see section 8 of this book.

Because the formation of long-term memory is thought to depend on gene expression and
protein synthesis,30,41 an attractive mechanism by which ERK activation could contribute to
long-term memory formation involves ERK’s well-documented role in gene expression.88 ERK
has been shown to be an important regulator of a number of transcription factors including
c-Jun, Elk-1 and CREB. Members of the CREB family respond to increases in intracellular
calcium and cAMP by activating the transcription of genes containing an upstream CRE se-
quence. A wide variety of studies have implicated CREB-dependent transcription in long-term
synaptic plasticity and long-term memory in both invertebrate and vertebrate systems (for
review, see Frankland and Josselyn in this book). Injection of CRE containing nucleotides into
Aplysia cultured neurons selectively blocked long-term, but not short-term, facilitation of neu-
rotransmitter release.29 Both phosphorylation of CREB and CRE mediated transcription have
been shown to increase during the induction of LTP.32,50 In addition, genetic manipulations of
CREB in Drosophila and mice lead to deficits in the formation and retention of long-term
memory.20,42,109 It is currently unclear what upstream mechanisms lead to learning-related
activation of CREB.

ERK has recently been observed to regulate CREB phosphorylation in the hippocampus,
most likely using the protein kinase RSK2 as an intermediary.50 RSK2, a downstream effector
of ERK, phosphorylates CREB at Ser133 thereby activating it.107 In addition, ERK appears to
mediate the phosphorylation of CREB by other kinase systems such as PKA52,81 and PKC81 in
the hippocampus. CREB activation produced by both phorbol esters and forskolin requires
activation of ERK, as MEK inhibitors block this activation of CREB in area CA1 of hippocam-
pal slices. Gaining a better understanding of the regulation of gene expression by the ERK
cascade should provide important insight into the mechanisms underlying information storage
at both the synaptic and behavioral levels.

Potassium Channel Modulation
As described by Vernon and Giese in this book, potassium (K+) channels serve as the prin-

cipal regulators of membrane excitability in the central nervous system. These channels flux K+

currents that can influence the likelihood of spike generation in a variety of ways. Certain K+

currents, such as the transient A-type and inward rectifier currents, contribute to the establish-
ment of the resting membrane potential (Vm). Transient K+ currents also act to raise the thresh-
old for action potential initiation from dendritic depolarizations. Many other K+ currents par-
ticipate in membrane repolarization following the firing of an action potential, while others
control the frequency at which repetitive firing occurs.54 Alterations in the properties of these
channels (e.g., voltage-dependence, activation or inactivation profiles, distribution) have pro-
found effects on membrane excitability. For example, depolarizing Vm or slowing the rate of
repolarization could lead to generation of one or multiple spikes in response to stimulation that
normally would not produce an action potential.

Potassium channels can also regulate membrane excitability via their influence over the size
and shape of action potentials as they back-propagate into the dendrites. At one time, dendrites
were seen as little more than cables passively carrying excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs)
from the synapse to the soma. In this classic view, the influence of an individual EPSP was
dependent on its location within the neuron, as signals from more distant synapses were at-
tenuated to a greater extent than were proximal inputs. EPSPs originating in various regions of
the dendritic tree were “summed” in the axon hillock near the soma, and if the total depolariza-
tion reached a critical threshold level, an action potential was generated. Action potentials then
propagated forward (orthodromically) along axons toward connections with postsynaptic neu-
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rons. However, the concept of a passive role for dendrites in synaptic integration has recently
been discredited with the discovery of voltage-gated ion channels in the dendrites and the
demonstration of action potentials spreading backward (antidromically) into the dendritic tree.
These back-propagating action potentials are important feedback mechanisms as they allow
communication between the soma and an activated synapse in the dendrites.

Back-propagating action potentials appear substantially different when recorded in the den-
drites compared to those recorded in the soma. For one, action potentials are significantly wider
with a much slower rate of repolarization in distal dendrites than in the cell body. The amplitude
of back-propagating action potentials has also been found to decrease progressively with dis-
tance from the soma. These two characteristics of dendritic depolarizations stem from differ-
ences in the electrical properties of dendrites based on nonuniform distributions of two types of
potassium channels: Ca2+-gated K+ channels and voltage-gated, transient K+ channels.47,79

The decreasing amplitude of action potentials as they back-propagate into the dendrites
results from an increasing density of transient A-type K+ channels with distance from the soma.
These channels activate at potentials near the resting membrane potential and inactivate rap-
idly. These biophysical properties allow K+ channels to function in the dampening of dendritic
depolarizations. The high density of these channels in the distal dendrites prevents the initia-
tion of dendritic action potentials, reduces the amplitude of back-propagating action poten-
tials and restricts the size of EPSPs.47

A-type K+ channels can be modulated in a number of ways. Due to their rapid inactivation,
subthreshold depolarization following synaptic activity decreases the current subserved by these
channels. EPSPs with appropriate timing and amplitude can release the dampening effect of
these K+ channels and amplify backpropagating action potentials. With the proper timing, this
pairing can also induce robust LTP, suggesting a role for these postsynaptic action potentials in
Hebbian forms of synaptic plasticity.64 Similar to synaptic depolarization, protein kinase cas-
cades have also been shown to modulate transient K+ currents presumably through phosphory-
lation of K+ channels.46 In the dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons, activators of both PKA
and PKC have been shown to decrease the voltage-dependent activation of these currents lead-
ing to amplification of back-propagating action potentials.

Kv4.2 As an Effector for ERK
Recent research suggests that ERK modifies transient A-type potassium currents. Johnston

and colleagues have demonstrated that MEK inhibitor application leads to downregulation of
A-type K+ currents in CA1 hippocampal dendrites. Both PD098059 and U0126 produce a
hyperpolarizing shift in the activation curve for this current and block the enhancement in
back-propagating action potential amplitude observed in response to activators of PKA and
PKC (Yuan, et al, submitted). These findings suggest a role for ERK in the modulation of
dendritic A-type potassium currents.

While the identity of the K+ channel subunits responsible for this transient A-type K+ cur-
rent is currently unknown, evidence points to the Shal-type Kv4.2 channels as the leading
candidate to mediate these currents. One of two transient K+ channels found in the hippocam-
pus, Kv4.2 is abundantly expressed in somatic and dendritic regions of hippocampal pyramidal
neurons in area CA1.89 At the ultrastructural level, these channels are predominately localized
on the postsynaptic membrane associated with presynaptic terminals.6

Examination of the Kv4.2 amino acid sequence has revealed consensus sites on the C-terminal
domain suitable for phosphorylation by ERK. Using phospho-specific antibodies generated against
the channel at putative ERK phosphorylation sites, Kv4.2 appears to be an excellent substrate
for ERK in the hippocampus.4 Using this antibody, immunohistochemical studies have exposed
a fascinating pattern of input-specific labeling in the hippocampus, with high levels of staining
in stratum radiatum and sparse labeling in stratum pyramidale.99 In addition, recent studies
have demonstrated ERK-dependent phosphorylation of Kv4.2 in hippocampal area CA1 fol-
lowing activation of ERK by PKA, PKC and β-adrenergic receptor stimulation (Adams et al,
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unpublished observations). Taken together, these studies identify phosphorylation of Kv4.2 by
ERK as an attractive potential mechanism underlying modulation of A-type K+ currents, and by
this mechanism regulate the triggering of synaptic plasticity and memory formation (Fig. 2).

Hippocampal Involvement in Learning
In the early 1950s, numerous patients with intractable epileptic seizures underwent experi-

mental surgeries involving removal of one or both temporal lobes. The surgeries appeared at
first glance to be successful, as removal had the desired beneficial effect of ameliorating the
seizures. However, in patients who had unknown temporal lesions in the opposite brain hemi-
sphere or who underwent bilateral temporal ablations, the surgery had tragic results. One such
patient, H.M., displayed severe anterograde amnesia following his surgery.87 Although memo-
ries formed prior to the surgery were relatively intact, H.M. seemed incapable of forming new
long-term memories. For example, if given a three-digit number to memorize, H.M. could
remember the number as long as he was able to continuously rehearse. If distracted even mo-
mentarily, H.M. would lose not only the memory of the number but also the memory of
having been given the task in the first place. Thus, for H.M., the impairment was somewhere
in the transition from short-term memory into long-term memory. This suggested to research-
ers that the hippocampus was a critical structure in the formation of new memories.

Results from the extensive testing of amnesic patients like H.M. and from animal lesion
studies have contributed greatly to our understanding of the neuroanatomical distribution of

Figure 2. Working model. This model, as discussed in the text, highlights three potential sites of action for
ERK in LTP and learning and memory. To summarize:
• ERK may phosphorylate Kv4.2, thereby downregulating K+ currents and essentially amplifying individual

EPSPs. The larger EPSPs signaling to the soma could cause action potential generation.
• Action potentials initiated in the axon back-propagate into the dendrites. Again, ERK phosphorylation

of Kv4.2 could relieve the dampening effect that K+ currents have on these backpropagating action
potentials. A larger depolarization in the dendrite resulting from the larger action potential could remove
the Mg++ block from NMDA receptor allowing for calcium influx.

• The calcium entry via NMDA receptor-mediated channels could activate ERK via one of the pathways
shown above. A possible third site of action could be phosphorylation of the transcription factor CREB
leading to changes in gene expression.
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memory systems.36 Having identified the hippocampus as a brain region likely to be involved
in the formation of long-term memories, the next major task was in determining how plastic
changes in the hippocampus are related to behavioral changes and what mechanisms underlie
these plastic changes. This endeavor seemingly required a model system in the mammalian
brain analogous to the reductionist approach used in early studies in the marine mollusc Aplysia.
Hippocampal long-term potentiation has been proposed as one such model.

Long-Term Potentiation
Hebbian theory stated that the strength of a synaptic input would increase if it repeatedly

caused the postsynaptic neuron to fire action potentials. By 1973, Hebb’s theory proved pro-
phetic with experimental evidence demonstrating activity-dependent changes in synaptic
strength. In that year, Timothy Bliss and Terje Lømo showed that repetitive high-frequency
activation of the perforant path evoked a long-lasting enhancement of synaptic strength in the
dentate gyrus of the rabbit hippocampus.16 The discovery of this phenomenon, known since as
long-term potentiation (LTP), captivated learning researchers and has led to generations of
intense study. It has since been found to exist in in vitro preparations of hippocampus slices
and in many other brain regions. A complementary phenomenon known as long-term depres-
sion (LTD) has also been identified in some of these synaptic pathways.53,97 In LTD,
low-frequency stimulation yields long-lasting decreases of synaptic strength.

Due to the fact that information storage is believed to occur at the synaptic level, alterations
in synaptic strength have garnered considerable attention in the field of learning and memory.
LTP shares many attributes with behavioral learning and has been proposed as a memory
mechanism due to the similarity of many of these characteristics including its durability, speci-
ficity, cooperativity and associativity. Like learning, LTP can be defined as a long-lasting change
in output in response to a transient input. The persistence of this effect has been demonstrated
to extend many hours in vitro and several weeks in vivo. Forms of LTP are specific in that the
change in efficacy is restricted to tetanized pathways; even inputs convergent on the same
dendritic region of neurons are not potentiated.7 In general, LTP requires cooperative interac-
tion of afferent fibers, which in essence means there is an intensity threshold. This threshold
allows strong inputs to induce LTP, whereas weaker inputs cannot.70 Through LTP’s associative
property, however, a weak input can induce potentiation, provided a strong convergent input is
activated at the same time.13 This particular feature of LTP has stimulated a great deal of
interest as it has been likened to classical conditioning with weak and strong inputs corre-
sponding to conditioned and unconditioned stimuli, respectively. LTP has been demonstrated
at synapses throughout the nervous system but is most heavily studied in the limbic system,
primarily the hippocampus.

Deciphering the specific molecular mechanisms underlying LTP is a rather daunting and
complicated task. At this point, a comprehensive analysis of every molecule implicated in LTP
has become a near impossibility due to the sheer volume of studies. With the wide variety of
agents that have been found to modulate LTP, it is difficult to attempt to put them all in one
model. Another complication has been the lack of consistency in findings from one lab to
another. For these reasons, we will outline just a few of the more pertinent concepts underlying
LTP concentrating on those that are most widely accepted.

The primary triggering mechanism of LTP involves a rise in postsynaptic calcium. Prevent-
ing the rise in Ca2+ with postsynaptic injection of Ca2+ chelators blocks the induction of LTP
in hippocampal neurons,63 while release of Ca2+ sequestered by caging compounds leads to
enhanced synaptic strength that mimics LTP.65 This rise in Ca2+ can be accomplished a num-
ber of ways, but the predominant mechanism is influx of extracellular Ca2+ through NMDA
receptors.26 Other mechanisms for raising postsynaptic calcium include influx through
voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels and release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores.

Once triggered, two different types of LTP mechanisms are employed and must be distin-
guished. Induction mechanisms have been defined as transient biochemical events that serve to
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initiate the formation of LTP. These processes engender the persisting changes, or expression
mechanisms, that directly support synaptic potentiation.80,96 To date, most LTP studies have
focused on induction mechanisms at the expense of expression mechanisms.

Another theme common to many discussions of LTP involves determining the locus of the
alterations that sustain enhanced synaptic strength. With the triggering signal firmly estab-
lished as a rise in postsynaptic Ca2+, it is not surprising that induction mechanisms are also
believed to reside in the postsynaptic cell. Calcium-dependent protein kinases are currently the
leading candidate molecules to subserve these induction processes. However, what maintains
this enhanced efficacy: presynaptic changes in neurotransmitter release or postsynaptic changes
in receptor responsivity? Many scientific wars regarding the locus of the expression mechanism
have been waged across the synaptic cleft. Most of the data from LTP in hippocampal area CA1
appear to favor enhanced AMPA receptor-mediated postsynaptic currents.57,61 If, however, the
expression of LTP is wholly or even partially due to presynaptic events, the release of a retro-
grade messenger is necessary to account for the jump from a postsynaptic induction site to a
presynaptic expression site. Suggested retrograde signal molecules include nitric oxide,77 car-
bon monoxide,95 arachadonic acid,103 and platelet-activating factor.33

LTP As a Model for Learning and Memory
Countless hours and dollars of scientific resources have been spent in an exhaustive effort to

better understand the considerable complexities of synaptic plasticity, yet one overriding and
critical question remains: does LTP equal memory?94 In other words, does LTP have any natu-
ral physiological relevance to behavior? Conclusive answers to these questions are most cer-
tainly beyond the reach of this chapter, but we do want to evaluate some of the currently
available data (reviewed in refs. 10, 48, 68, 90, and 94).

Most of the data linking activity-dependent alterations in synaptic strength (namely, LTP
and LTD) and experience-induced behavioral modifications come courtesy of correlational
studies. In one of the first examples of these studies, aging rats displayed impairment in the rate
of acquisition of a spatial memory task involving navigation around a circular platform task.
The decline in behavioral performance was shown to correlate with statistical significance to a
corresponding decline in the persistence of LTP in these rats.9,11 Saturation studies have also
provided a link between LTP and learning. The premise of these experiments was as follows: if
synaptic potentiation was necessary for the formation of new memories, then eliminating the
capacity for further potentiation by inducing saturating levels of LTP should impair learning.
For example, Castro et al23 tetanized the perforant pathway for over 30 days producing persis-
tent LTP in the dentate gyrus and then trained animals in the Morris water maze task. The
persistently tetanized animals showed spatial learning impairments23 that disappeared with
decay of the dentate gyrus LTP. More recent studies, however, have cast doubt on these obser-
vations.12

Since these initial experiments, another form of correlational study has become increasingly
prevalent. In these experiments, manipulations that block the induction of hippocampal LTP
are shown to produce commensurate effects on a particular learning paradigm. For example,
many studies have been undertaken to assess the effect of pharmacological blockade of NMDA
receptors on LTP and hippocampus-dependent learning. LTP induced at a number of synapses
in the hippocampus has been shown to depend on activation of the NMDA receptor.26,45

Following this observation, numerous laboratories have demonstrated impairments in a variety
of hippocampus-dependent learning tasks including spatial learning, T-maze alternation, and
contextual fear conditioning.39,68,75 To provide a more specific example, Morris75 impaired
spatial learning in the water maze with intra-hippocampal infusions of AP5 at a dose sufficient
to block LTP.

Results from these experiments were not received without skepticism, as standard caveats of
drug experiments apply, especially with regards to the behavioral experiments. For one, the
locus of the drug’s effect comes into question. With intraperitoneal, intraventricular and even
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more direct infusions into the hippocampus, drug diffusion to other brain areas remained a
possibility. If this was the case in the NMDA antagonist studies, for instance, the performance
deficits seen in the behavioral tests may represent nonspecific effects on NMDA
receptor-dependent sensory or motor processes rather than learning effects. Although baseline
hippocampal synaptic transmission is independent of the NMDA receptor, NMDA antagonists
show effects on normal transmission in other brain regions, such as the thalamus.68 An animal
that cannot process sensory information normally is unlikely to be able to store it properly.

The introduction of gene-targeting techniques has provided a means to avoid these specific-
ity concerns (at least at one level) and has supplied researchers with a new format for inhibitor
studies comparing mechanisms underlying LTP and learning. In the first of this new breed of
study, Silva et al91,92 generated mice lacking the gene for the alpha subunit of calcium/
calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII). Upon electrophysiological and behavioral
characterization, these mice demonstrated impaired hippocampal LTP92 correlated with sub-
stantial spatial learning deficits.91 In the behavior experiments, the mice lacking α-CaMKII
exhibited slower escape latencies and poor performance in probe trials in the hidden platform
of the Morris water maze.

These genetic techniques, however, were also burdened by an inherent caveat. The absence
of a gene product during development could theoretically produce nonspecific effects. In fact,
some genes proved so important developmentally that their ablation prevented the survival of
mutant mice. Standard knockout of the R1 subunit of the NMDA receptor resulted in lethal-
ity soon after birth,24 thus seriously limiting its utility. Other genetic manipulations produce
anatomical defects that can also complicate interpretation of these knockout studies. For ex-
ample, the deletion of the tyrosine kinase fyn in a study by Grant et al43 resulted in impair-
ments in LTP and learning. However, it was later shown that this genetic manipulation inter-
feres with normal myelination and resulted in gross anatomic abnormalities in the
hippocampus.108 Additionally, mutant mice often have altered behavior independent of learn-
ing. As with nonspecific drug effects, aberrant behavior produced by the absence of a specific
gene can often confound processes related to the performance of the measured response in
behavioral learning tasks, thereby complicating interpretation of results. As mentioned above,
α-CaMKII knockout mice displayed slower escape latencies in the Morris water maze com-
pared to wildtype littermates.91 One puzzling aspect of this deficit was the fact that it existed
during the first training trials before any learning could have occurred in either set of mice.
This finding was suggestive of a nonspecific effect on sensory or motor abilities as opposed to
a definite impairment in spatial learning abilities.

In response to these criticisms, gene-targeting approaches have now been fine-tuned to the
point that expression patterns of mutated genes can be confined both temporally and region-
ally. The CreloxP technique produces gene knockouts restricted to specific brain subregions.
This regional specificity is precise enough to essentially limit expression to area CA1 of the
hippocampus.98 A further refinement of this technology allows for temporal control on transgene
expression and thus minimizes developmental concerns.66 For example, Mansuy et al66 dem-
onstrated that by combining the tetracycline-controlled activator (rtTA) system with the α-
CaMKII promotor, expression of an active form of the calcium-dependent phosphatase calcineurin
could be induced specifically in forebrain structures by administration of doxycycline. Mice
overexpressing calcineurin showed impaired LTP and spatial learning. One additional advantage
of this system is that it allows for the dissociation of a protein’s role in distinct phases of learning
(acquisition, consolidation, retrieval) based on the timing of the transgene induction.

To this point, we have focused on positive correlations between LTP and learning. How-
ever, a number of studies have failed to show this association. Targeted deletion of the AMPA
receptor subunit GluR-A resulted in impairment of LTP in area CA1 of the hippocampus
despite normal glutamatergic synaptic transmission.110 Despite the lack of hippocampal LTP
in these mice, they learned normally in the Morris water maze task. Mice generated lacking the
γ-isoform of PKC showed similar results, although later experiments found that normal LTP
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could strangely be rescued in these mice by preceding LTP-inducing tetanization with a bout
of low-frequency simulation.2,3 In another example of a dissociation of LTP and learning,
Meiri et al71 utilized a unique technique for investigating the role of the presynaptic A-type
potassium channel Kv1.4 in these phenomena. Intraventricular microinjection of antisense
oligodeoxyribonucleotides (ODN) to the Kv1.4 gene resulted in reductions in Kv1.4 mRNA
and protein levels, eliminated LTP yet had no effect on spatial learning in the rat.71 In a third
example, mice transgenic for mutant PSD-95, a protein purported to function in NMDA
receptor localization, displayed remarkably heightened levels of LTP with a range of stimula-
tion parameters.73 This enhanced LTP was surprisingly accompanied by impaired performance
in the Morris water maze. Compared to the prior examples, however, this result was less dis-
heartening to proponents of the “LTP = learning” hypothesis due to the lack of normal
bi-directional control of synaptic plasticity in the PSD-95 mutant mice that might lead to the
observed learning impairment.

So, the results are certainly ambiguous, but thus far, we have concentrated on studies in-
volving the hippocampus. However, defining the relationship between LTP and learning will
be very difficult to do in the hippocampus, based on the complexity of the behaviors mediated
by this structure. Resolution of this debate may require work in brain regions where the cir-
cuitry involved in a learning task is better understood, such as in the amygdala for fear condi-
tioning or the cerebellum for eyeblink conditioning.

Indeed, recent work on auditory fear conditioning in the amygdala provides perhaps the
most compelling data to date arguing for the use of LTP-like mechanisms during learning. In
fear conditioning, a neutral auditory conditioned stimulus (CS) is paired with an aversive
footshock (unconditioned stimulus; US). Information from the CS and the US are believed to
converge in the lateral amygdala. Auditory information that represents the CS is carried from
the thalamus to the amygdala and LTP has been demonstrated at the synapse between the
auditory thalamus and the lateral amygdala (LA). Interestingly, artificial induction of LTP at
this synapse leads to enhanced responses in the lateral amygdala to natural auditory stimuli.82

This demonstrates that the amygdala can utilize the mechanism of LTP in the processing of
auditory stimuli. Enhanced field potentials in response to the CS in the lateral amygdala have
also been observed following fear conditioning.83 This potentiation only accompanied learn-
ing; unpaired presentation of the CS and US did not lead to learning nor did it result in the
thalamo-LA LTP. In a complementary finding, synaptic responses of LA neurons were consis-
tently enhanced in in vitro slices prepared from fear conditioned compared to control rats.69

These studies are very exciting as they suggest that fear conditioning induces a form of LTP,
lending credibility to the hypothesis that LTP underlies learning.

ERK in Hippocampal Synaptic Plasticity
Considerable evidence already exists implicating ERK in various forms of synaptic plastic-

ity in a wide variety of systems. Long-term facilitation of the sensory-motor neuron synapse in
Aplysia causes translocation of ERK into the nucleus of presynaptic neurons. Furthermore,
inhibition of ERK by either anti-MAPK antibodies or PD098059 blocks long-term, but not
short-term, facilitation of the sensory-motor synapse.67,72 ERK has also been shown to be
activated during an in vitro Pavlovian conditioning paradigm in Hermissenda, and this activa-
tion is blocked by pretreatment with PD098059.28 Activation of the ERK isoforms of MAPK
have been demonstrated to be necessary for the induction of NMDA receptor-dependent LTP
in area CA1 of the rat hippocampus (see Fig. 3),8,37,38,51,52,104,105 NMDA receptor-independent
LTP in area CA1,56 LTP in the dentate gyrus,27 LTP in vivo,31,84 and LTP of the amygdalar
inputs into the insular cortex.55 In addition, long-term depression (LTD) in the rat hippocam-
pus is associated with long-lasting decreases in ERK immunoreactivity.76

Surprisingly, inhibiting ERK activation produced differential effects, depending on the spe-
cies, on hippocampal long-term potentiation induced with a high-frequency stimulation (HFS)
paradigm consisting of two trains of 1-sec, 100-Hz tetani (Fig. 3). In vehicle-treated hippoc-
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ampal slices from rats, HFS resulted in a significant and stable increase in the initial slope of the
EPSP. Consistent with results obtained previously in a number of studies, this enhancement in
synaptic strength was blocked by application of either 10 µM SL327 or 20 µM U0126.8,38,105

In the mouse hippocampus, however, MEK inhibitors had no effect on LTP induced with this
high-frequency tetanic stimulation. These findings suggest that LTP induced with a pair of
100-Hz tetani requires ERK activation in rats but not in mice. This would then suggest the

Figure 3. HFS-LTP requires ERK activation in rat but not mouse hippocampus. A) LTP induced with a pair
of 100-Hz tetani in rat hippocampal slices in the presence of either vehicle (0.1% DMSO; n = 10 slices),
10 µM SL327 (n = 7), or 20 µM U0126 (n = 5). Inset, representative traces from vehicle- and SL327-treated
rat slices before (gray) and after (black) tetanic stimulation. Scale bars are 0.5 mV by 8 msec. B) Mouse
hippocampal slices exposed to the same LTP-induction paradign in the presence of either vehicle (n = 19),
10 µM SL327 (n = 11), or 20 µM U0126 (n = 10). Inset, representative traces from vehicle- and SL327-treated
mouse slices before (gray) and after (black) tetanization. Scale bars are 1 mV by 8 msec.
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novel idea that these two closely related species do not employ identical molecular mechanisms
for the induction of this particular form of synaptic plasticity.

Mice are notoriously variable depending on their particular genetic background strain. To
ensure that our observation is due to a species difference as opposed to a quirk of a particular
mouse strain, the LTP experiments were conducted with hippocampi from three different mouse
strains: the widely used C57BL/6J strain, another inbred strain 129S1/SvImJ, and an outbred
strain CD-1. The CD-1 mice serve as a simple control for their outbred counterpart, the
Sprague-Dawley rat. MEK inhibitors failed to impair LTP in hippocampal slices from all three
of these mouse strains, suggesting that this is not merely a strain or inbreeding effect (data not
shown).

Theta-Like LTP Induction Paradigms Require ERK Activation
The behavioral relevance of traditional high-frequency stimulation paradigms such as the

one described above (2 trains of 1-sec, 100-Hz tetanic stimulation) is highly questionable con-
sidering this amount of activity would rarely if ever occur in a normal brain. However, LTP in
the hippocampus can also be induced with naturalistic patterns of stimulation that emulate the
firing pattern of hippocampal pyramidal neurons. This natural brain rhythm called the theta
rhythm occurs as a rhythmic oscillation in hippocampal activity in the 4- to 12-Hz range when
exploring the space of a novel environment.15

Short bursts of 100-Hz stimulation delivered at 200 msec intervals (to fall within the 4-12
Hz theta range) can very effectively induce LTP lasting weeks in vivo.59,93 In anesthetized rats,
LTP is induced preferentially with short trains of pulses applied at the peak of theta rhythm.15

Pulses applied at the trough of the theta rhythm had no effect or produce depression. In CA1
hippocampal slices, the theta rhythm can be elicited by pharmacologic stimulation of cholin-
ergic receptors. As in the whole animal, stimulus trains timed to the peak but not the trough of
this sinusoidal rhythm resulted in reliable LTP induction.49

The effects of MEK inhibition on LTP induction paradigms that mimick this theta rhythm
have been tested. Unlike the results obtained with LTP induced by high-frequency tetani,
patterned stimulation in the theta frequency required ERK activation in the mouse. MEK
inhibitor-treated slices showed impaired (but not completely blocked) LTP elicited by “theta
frequency stimulation” consisting of stimulation at 5-Hz for 30 sec.101,104

A Necessity for ERK Activation for Mammalian Learning
As described in section two of this book, two paradigms that have been used extensively in

studying learning are the conditioned fear task60 and the Morris water task.74 In fear condi-
tioning, animals learn to associate neutral stimuli with a foot shock. In the spatial learning
version of the Morris water task, animals learn to utilize various distal visual cues to navigate
through a pool of water to locate a hidden escape platform. Lesions of the hippocampus has
previously been shown to impair learning in variants of both of these tasks in mice.62 Evidence
from studies of hippocampal synaptic plasticity and of the behaving animal suggests that acti-
vation of protein kinases may contribute to the formation of these types of memories, however,
the underlying signal transduction mechanisms remain largely unknown.1,2,3,8,85,91,102

In early studies, we found that the ERK MAPK cascade is required for fear conditioning in
the rat,8 as has also been observed subsequently by Schafe et al.85 In the study by Atkins et al,8

hippocampal ERK activation increased 1 hour after training with a fear conditioning protocol.
This increased ERK activation was prevented by injection of the NMDA antagonist MK801,
a drug that blocks both LTP and fear conditioning.18,25 The NMDA receptor-mediated activa-
tion of ERK was required for learning, as inhibiting ERK activation by intraperitoneal admin-
istration of SL327 blocked both contextual and cue learning in the rat.

Due to the emergence of mice as the standard genetic and behavioral model, we examined
the role of ERK in fear learning in mice (Fig. 4). In these studies, SL327 injected systemically
crossed the blood-brain barrier at concentrations sufficient to inhibit basal levels of ERK acti-
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vation, and could effectively eliminate contextual learning in mice as it did in rats.8 SL327
administration also significantly attenuated cue learning, although these drug-treated mice did
display considerable freezing in response to the white noise following its pairing with a foot
shock. More intense training paradigms consisting of more than a single CS-US pairing res-
cued the deficit observed in cue learning.

Of course, a number of other laboratories also investigated the ERK cascade in associative
learning in a wide variety of systems. ERK is activated in response to a novel taste, and infusion
of PD098059 into the insular cortex of rats attenuates conditioned taste aversion.14 Genetic
manipulations of upstream members of the cascade that leads to ERK MAPK activation also
engender learning impairments. For example, the Drosophila mutant leonardo which lacks 14-3-3,
a protein important in the activation of Raf-1 (MAPKKK) by Ras, shows learning-related
impairments.22 In addition, mice lacking Ras-GRF, a guanine-nucleotide exchange factor that
induces Ras activation, display impairments in cue fear conditioning and abnormal amygdalar
LTP.21 However, these mice show normal hippocampal function and no significant deficits in
spatial learning.

Figure 4. SL327 blocks contextual fear conditioning and attenuates cue learning following 1 CS-US pairing.
A) Freezing responses during the training phase are shown. A tone (solid bar) was paired with a foot shock
(�) between minutes 3 and 4. Baseline behavior (before presentation of the tone) and shock response (after
the foot shock) were similar for all groups. B) Mice given SL327 (10 mg/kg, n = 5 or 30 mg/kg, n = 7)
demonstrated significant reductions in freezing to the context 24 hours after receiving one pairing of tone
and shock as compared to animals injected with vehicle (n = 6), left. Administration of 10 or 30 mg/kg SL327
was also sufficient to significantly attenuate freezing to the cue (CS - PreCS), right. There was no difference
between the PreCS values for any of the groups.  **represents p < 0.01, *represents p < 0.05.
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Spatial Learning Requires ERK
Administration of SL327 to mice during training in the Morris water maze produced sig-

nificant spatial learning deficits. SL327-treated mice took significantly longer to locate the
escape platform during training compared to vehicle-treated controls (Fig. 5). Furthermore,
vehicle-treated control mice performed significantly better than drug-treated animals in probe
trials conducted following training suggesting that SL327 impairs spatial learning performance
(Figs. 6 and 7). These results demonstrate a necessity for ERK activation in spatial learning.

These findings are consistent with those reported by Dash and colleagues29 who described
an increase in ERK phosphorylation in pyramidal cells of the CA1/CA2 subfield of the dorsal
hippocampus in response to behavioral training in the Morris water maze.17 This group also
demonstrated a necessity for ERK activation for spatial learning in rats, although they only saw
behavioral impairments on the first retention trial 48 hours after training following PD098059
infusions into the hippocampus. These differences seen in the two studies could be due to
different training or testing paradigms, species of test subjects, or differences in the efficacy and
time course of MEK inhibition by SL327 versus PD098059. One particularly intriguing pos-
sibility to explain the different observations is the locus of the drug effect. While Dash and
colleagues29 selectively infused a MEK inhibitor into the hippocampus, our intraperitoneal
administration of SL327 inhibits MEK throughout the central nervous system. Thus, the ob-
served differences might simply be accounted for by involvement of ERK activation in
extra-hippocampal areas during spatial learning.

When administered post-training, SL327 produced no impairments in water maze perfor-
mance, demonstrating that inhibition of ERK activation had virtually no effect on the perfor-
mance of animals that had already learned the water maze task (Figs. 5 and 8). This suggests
that ERK activation is required for the formation of memory, but is unnecessary for ongoing
maintenance of memory. These results are consistent with the LTP studies involving ERK
performed by English et al,38 in which application of PD098059 before tetanization was shown
to block the induction of LTP whereas PD098059 application 30 min after tetanization had
no effect on the expression of established LTP.

Figure 5. SL327 impairs performance during training on the hidden platform version of the Morris water
maze. Average escape latency during training on the hidden platform task. Performance for mice injected
with vehicle (n = 13) improved over the course of the training. Mice treated with 30 mg/kg SL327 (n = 11)
took significantly longer to locate the escape platform. The dark vertical line between blocks 10 and 11
represents the drug switch on day 6. On that day, SL327-trained mice (�) received DMSO (n = 9), while
vehicle-trained animals (�) received SL327 (n = 11).
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Figure 6. Administration of SL327 sig-
nificantly impaired spatial learning in
the Morris water maze. A) During the
probe trials on days 4 and 5, mice treated
with vehicle crossed the area where the
platform had been in the trained quad-
rant significantly more frequently than
a corresponding area in the alternate
quadrants. SL327-treated mice did not
exhibit the same selectivity in their
search. B) Control mice spent signifi-
cantly more time searching in the trained
quadrant than in any of the alternate
quadrants. However, mice injected with
30 mg/kg SL327 did not spend more
time searching in the trained quadrant.
The dotted line represents chance (25%
of the time in each quadrant).  ***sig-
nificantly larger (p < 0.01) than all three
of the other quadrants.

Figure 7. Mice treated with SL327 failed
to employ a spatial search strategy dur-
ing probe trials. A) Representative probe
trial of a vehicle-treated mouse. The
swim path trace shown here provides an
excellent example of a selective search.
This particular subject was trained with
the platform located in the northeast
quadrant. During the probe trial, this
mouse spent 56% of the time in the
correct quadrant and crosses the exact
area where the platform had been 9
times. B) Representative probe trial of
an SL327-treated mouse. This trace does
not represent a selective search. This
mouse was trained with the platform in
the northwest quadrant, but during the
probe trial, the subject crossed this
patform area only once and spent 32%
of the time in this quadrant (versus 34%
in the opposite quadrant).
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Dissociation of Contextual Fear Conditioning and HFS-LTP
In addition to suggesting a species difference in the molecular mechanisms underlying syn-

aptic plasticity, these results highlight an apparent disconnect between the mouse LTP data and
the mouse contextual learning data (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 4). Although 100-Hz LTP in the
mouse hippocampus is unaffected by MEK inhibition, administration of SL327 has been shown
to impair contextual fear conditioning, a learning paradigm dependent on the integrity of the
hippocampus.40,78 Based on the lack of correspondence between these results, LTP induced
with a pair of 100-Hz tetani does not appear to be a viable in vitro physiological model for
contextual fear conditioning in the mouse.

We and others have observed that other forms of synaptic plasticity present in the mouse
hippocampus are ERK-dependent and could therefore reconcile murine LTP and contextual
fear learning. For example, in a recent study, Winder and colleagues demonstrated that LTP
induced by theta frequency stimulation (5 Hz for 30 sec) is blocked by application of U0126 in
hippocampal slices prepared from C57BL/6 mice.104 It should also be noted that similar to the
present study this group observed no effect of U0126 application on LTP induced by a single
100-Hz train in these mice. Thus, the theta-frequency stimulation used in Winder et al104 may
represent a more physiologically relevant LTP-induction paradigm in the mouse and may serve
as a better model for hippocampus-dependent learning in this species.

Figure 8. SL327 had little effect on
mice that had previously learned the
Morris water maze task. After admin-
istration of SL327 on day 6 (drug
switch), the vehicle-trained mice still
showed significantly more platform
crossings (A) and spent more time
searching (B) in the trained quadrant
compared to the other three quad-
rants. SL327-trained mice who were
administered vehicle on day 6 did not
display a selective search strategy.
***significantly larger (p < 0.05) than
all three of the other quadrants. **sig-
nificantly larger (p < 0.05) than right
and opposite quadrants, but not quite
significantly different than the left
quadrant (p = 0.06).
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Specific Contributions of ERK Isoforms to LTP and Learning
Taken together, these findings described above build a convincing argument for a require-

ment of the ERK isoforms of MAPK in the molecular events that underlie information storage
at both the synaptic and behavioral levels. However, these inhibitor studies do not address the
specific contribution of one versus the other ERK isoforms, i.e., ERK1 versus ERK2. To this
end, ERK1 knockout mice were tested in various behavioral and physiological paradigms in
order to elucidate the role of this particular protein in sensory, motor, and learning systems.

Emotional learning was assayed in ERK1-deficient mice using a standard fear-conditioning
paradigm. As in the pharmacological studies described above, mice were placed in a novel
environment or context and were exposed to two pairings of an acoustic cue and mild footshock.
Learning was assessed 24 hours after training by measuring freezing behavior, a behavioral
index of fear, in response to representation of either the context (the training cage) or represen-
tation of the auditory cue within an entirely novel environment. Long-term retention of these
contextual and cue memories were also conducted two weeks after training.

Mice lacking the ERK1 isoform of MAPK displayed levels of conditioned fear similar to
wildtype control mice (data not shown). We observed no difference in freezing levels during
the training phase, suggesting an identical acquisition of conditioned fear in the two sets of
mice. Compared to controls, ERK1 knockout mice displayed normal freezing behavior in
response to representation of the context and to the delivery of the cue within a new context.
Longer-term fear retention in the two groups also appeared similar, as fear associated with both
the context and the cue was intact in both the mutant and wildtype mice when tested two
weeks after training.

One important caveat to this study, as with other studies involving knockout animals, in-
volves developmental compensation due to the mutation. The fact that the gene and its prod-
uct were missing throughout development means that the knockout affects every
ERK1-dependent function during development. No obvious compensatory changes were seen
in the basal levels of ERK2 or in stimulated levels of phosphorylated ERK2 in the hippocampi
of knockout mice. Therefore, behavioral and physiological characterization of these animals
should provide an accurate assessment of the role of ERK1 in mouse learning.

Similarly, mice deficient in ERK1 also showed no impairments in tests of hippocampal
physiology. ERK1 knockout mice displayed normal synaptic transmission, short-term plastic-
ity, and long-term plasticity as tested with three different LTP induction paradigms. Both
high-frequency (HFS) and theta burst (TBS) stimulation paradigms produced significant LTP
in ERK null mice that was indistinguishable from controls.

So, what insight do these findings provide regarding the role of the ERK2 isoform of MAPK
in synaptic plasticity and learning? One obvious explanation for the lack of a functional effect
would suggest that ERK1 and ERK2 play redundant roles. In such a scenario, ERK2 can
compensate for the loss of ERK1 in these knockout mice, thereby preventing the detection of
a learning impairment. A second explanation would allow for the possibility that ERK2 plays
a predominant role in the plastic changes accompanying learning, and its selective activation is
necessary for learning to occur.

The fact that the two ERK isoforms are coordinately regulated in most in vitro is consistent
with the first idea. ERK1 and ERK2 are both activated solely by MEK1 and MEK2, share very
similar substrate profiles, and display a high degree of sequence homology.88 Thus, the absence
of an overt physiological phenotype in the ERK1 knockout mice and the finding that the
animals are behaviorally similar to wild-type littermates would support the idea that the ERK
isoforms have significant functional redundancy.

Nevertheless, based on a number of recent findings suggesting that ERK2 may be more
selectively involved in mammalian learning, we favor the second hypothesis. Relative to ERK1,
for example, the ERK2 isoform of MAPK shows higher basal levels of activation in the hippoc-
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ampus as assessed using phospho-selective antibodies (demonstrated in Fig. 9). It has also been
demonstrated that hippocampal ERK2 displays a high degree of responsiveness to a variety of
signal transduction pathways critical to synaptic plasticity and learning.76,81,86 More interest-
ingly perhaps, selective activation of ERK2 has been previously demonstrated following induc-
tion of a physiological model for learning. In these experiments, phospho-ERK2 but not
phospho-ERK1 levels were significantly increased in area CA1 of the rat hippocampus one
hour after delivery of LTP-inducing tetanic stimulation.37 This preferential activation of the
ERK2 isoform of MAPK in the same region of the rat hippocampus was also observed in
experimental animals one hour after exposure to contextual fear conditioning.8

More direct testing of the specific role of ERK2 is obviously needed to distinguish between
the two alternatives proposed above. At this point many attempts have made to develop mice
that specifically lacked the ERK2 isoform by a number of laboratories. Unfortunately, all ef-
forts to this point have failed. Evidence from these unsuccessful experiments suggests that
ERK2 is necessary for normal development, as deletion of this gene produces lethality in em-
bryonic stages. It should nonetheless be noted that the absence of one isoform of ERK proves
lethal while the absence of the other yields no discernible effect. These findings are quite sug-
gestive that there may be significant differences in the functions subserved by these two isoforms,
especially considering that protein expression levels for both isoforms are roughly the same in
normal mice. Fortunately, conditional and inducible knockout strategies offer some hope that
the developmental effects of ERK2 targeting can be overcome. Generation of a viable ERK2
mutant mouse will allow a direct assessment of ERK2’s contribution to MAPK functioning in
the hippocampus.

Figure 9. Selective activation of ERK2 in the hippocampus. Although their protein expression levels are
similar (left), we often see selective activation of the ERK2 (p42) isoform but not the ERK1 (p44) isoform
of MAPK. This preferential activation of ERK2 over ERK1 seems to be particularly prevalent in the hippoc-
ampus. The Western blots shown above (done by J.P. Adams) indicate a selective activation of ERK2 following
exposure to the phorbol ester PDA (right). Although the ERK1 band is enhanced following PDA application,
it still makes up a very small percentage of the activated ERK, as measured by phospho-specific antibodies.
Deciphering the relative contributions of these two isoforms is one of the goals of the present study.
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Biochemical Attributes That Make ERK Suited for Memory
Formation

In this final section we would like to briefly touch on some particular attributes of the ERK
signaling cascade that we feel make this system particularly well suited for playing a role in
learning and memory. We will highlight the fact that the ERK cascade is a highly amplified
system, that the cascade can operate as a signal integrator, and that, as with most kinases, that
ERK is a pluripotent enzyme capable of coordinately regulating diverse downstream targets.

Signal Amplification
One attribute of the MAPK cascades that has been commented on extensively in the litera-

ture is their enormous capacity for signal amplification. This capacity arises out of the serial
linkage of three enzymes: the MAPKKK, MAPKK, and the MAPK (e.g., ERK). Serial cou-
pling of three catalysts confers a theoretical potential for signal amplification that seemingly is
far beyond anything the cell might ever require. However, the hallmark of highly amplified
systems is that they can operate in an essentially all-or-none fashion, conferring a capacity for
generating a biochemical step function for triggering cellular events. We speculate that this
capacity makes the ERK cascade ideally suited as an upstream trigger for establishing a memory
trace – wherein what is called for is that a single, transient stimulus can be capable of establish-
ing robust and lasting change.

Signal Integration
As we commented upon in the first section of this chapter, ERK is a downstream target of

a wide variety of signal transduction systems. Serving as a convergence point for a variety of
signal transduction systems, including dopaminergic and β-adrenergic signaling through PKA
and metabotropic glutamatergic and cholinergic signaling through PKC,81 ERK is a particu-
larly attractive molecule for the integration of a variety of biochemical signals. Synergistic ef-
fects on ERK activation have been demonstrated following coactivation of inputs merging
onto this kinase cascade.101 This capacity is coincidence detection at the biochemical level,
wherein the simultaneous presence of two signals achieves a unique effect. As has been widely
discussed in the context of the NMDA receptor, this capacity allows for powerful information
processing at the cellular level.

Temporal Integration
Tsien and colleagues have recently described a striking example of temporal integration at

the level of this molecule.106 In these experiments, the duration of ERK activation was criti-
cally dependent on the temporal pattern of stimulation. Multiple spaced stimuli (in this case,
K+-induced membrane depolarizations) gave rise to sustained increases in ERK phosphoryla-
tion, while single or “massed” stimulus delivery resulted in transient ERK activation. Interest-
ingly, this sustained activation of ERK by spaced stimuli is reminiscent of numerous studies
showing that memory formation in certain behavioral tasks also requires or is enhanced by
spaced training.

Response Coordination
ERK, being an enzyme with many downstream targets, is capable of eliciting a coordinated

cellular response at a wide variety of levels. This is not a unique attribute of ERK, of course, as
most protein kinases share this capacity, and it has been held for many years that kinases evolved
in part in order to be able to recruit a coordinated multicomponent response in regulating the
metabolism of cells. In the context of ERK’s role in neurons it is interesting that ERK appears
to be capable of regulating ion channels, gene expression, the protein synthesis machinery,
neurotransmitter release, and the cytoskeleton. The neuron may capitalize upon this attribute
in order to use a single system for simultaneously triggering both short-term and long-term
changes in neuronal function.
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Summary
The MAPK superfamily of signal transduction cascades has been wieldy implicated in regu-

lating cell growth, differentiation, and stress responses. However, recent studies have high-
lighted a prominent new role for these cascades in the central nervous system. Many studies
now document roles for MAPK cascades in LTP at a wide variety of mammalian central syn-
apses, and new studies indicate a role for both the ERK and p38 cascades in LTD in the
hippocampus and cerebellum. In vivo studies have demonstrated a requirement for the extra-
cellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) cascade in associative learning, spatial learning and novel
taste learning. A new report also has demonstrated a role for p38 in cerebellum-dependent
eye-blink conditioning. In this chapter we have overviewed this wide variety of studies impli-
cating MAPK cascades as general mediators of plasticity and memory formation in the mature
nervous system. We also have speculated about likely intracellular targets of these cascades and
discussed attributes of these signal transduction systems that may make them particularly well
suited for involvement in plastic phenomena in the CNS. It will be interesting in the future to
track the increasing understanding of the roles for these important signal transduction cascades
in memory in particular and cognitive processing in general.
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Abstract

Evidence implicating protein serine/threonine phosphorylation in memory formation
and related brain processes continues to accumulate at a rapid rate. Several protein
kinases have been demonstrated to play critical roles in models of synaptic plasticity,

such as long-term potentiation, and also to be necessary for memory formation to proceed in
numerous vertebrate and invertebrate species, across a range of learning tasks. Research into
equivalent roles for protein phosphatases began more recently and, although preliminary data
are promising, evidence implicating these enzymes in memory formation remains less compel-
ling. In this chapter theoretical reasons for hypothesising that phosphatases will be critically
involved in biological information storage processes are discussed. Evidence implicating phos-
phatases in neurophysiological models of synaptic plasticity is then reviewed, as is available
evidence directly implicating phosphatases in memory formation. Our research group has pro-
duced relatively convincing evidence that each of three classes of serine/threonine phosphatases
are essential for memory formation in day-old chicks trained on an established single-trial,
passive-avoidance, learning task. Our pharmaco-behavioural data are broadly commensurate
with more recent studies using gene technologies in rodent learning models, which predict an
especially important role in memory modulation for the calcium-dependent phosphatase, PP2B
(also called calcineurin). The temporal specificity of the results obtained thus far, and the im-
pressive similarities across studies from vastly different species and models of synaptic plastic-
ity, is consistent with the view that memory formation may rest upon a complex sequence of
more-or-less transient events involving post-translational modifications to existing proteins.
Kinases and phosphatases are likely to be equally important in fine-tuning critical events in the
intra-cellular milieu.

Introduction
Almost ten years ago, in a review of the contribution made by Aplysia californica to our

understanding of brain plasticity and memory formation, it was claimed that “the study of
cellular mechanisms underlying memory is being reduced to problems of activation of second-messenger
systems, modulation of membrane channels and other cellular processes by phosphorylation, and
regulation of gene expression and protein synthesis”.27 No truer words have been spoken and in the
last ten years, thousands of papers relevant to these issues have been published. While many
questions remain unanswered, the literature is beginning to provide a coherent account of
information storage processes in the brain. In this chapter, reasons for focusing on phosphory-
lation and, in particular, dephosphorylation are briefly reviewed. The contribution made to
information storage processes by one class of enzymes, protein serine/threonine phosphatases,
is then described.
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Protein Phosphorylation: What Is It and Why Is It Significant?
The cells that make up biological organisms comprise numerous components. Many are

proteins, the sequence of which is encoded genetically. Proteins carry small, localized, electro-
static charges that force each molecule to adopt a three-dimensional configuration specific for
that protein. This configuration determines its function. Several mechanisms have evolved by
which the configuration and function of proteins can be altered. Some are irreversible, result-
ing in permanent structural and functional change. Others involve temporary reactions catalysed
by opposing enzyme classes. These permit reversible changes in cell functioning and poten-
tially operate as ‘on/off ’ or ‘more/less’ switches. Protein phosphorylation and dephosphoryla-
tion are the most common reversible post-translational modifications. They are used ubiqui-
tously in biological systems to alter cell functioning in response to signals arising from the
extracellular environment.

Phosphorylative regulation involves a complex series of events (Fig. 1). A protein is phos-
phorylated when the terminal phosphate is transferred from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to
a hydroxyl group within the protein. This requires, first, that ATP be complexed to a divalent
cation, usually magnesium (Mg2+). A second requirement is the involvement of an enzyme, a
protein kinase, which catalyses the phosphate transfer. The protein is dephosphorylated when
the phosphate molecule is removed via hydrolysis, a reaction catalysed by enzymes known as
protein phosphatases. As phosphate molecules are negatively charged, their addition to, or
deletion from, a protein alters the distribution of electrostatic forces between that section of the
protein and other sections. This can induce a change in the protein’s three-dimensional con-
figuration and modify its functional state. Phosphorylative changes are typically rapid and
reversible, persisting only until a further enzyme reverses the initial change. They can be main-
tained, however, extending and/or amplifying a response to the signal initially responsible for
enzyme activation.

The brain is a rich source of kinases, phosphatases and substrate proteins, many of which
are unique to neural tissue,204 and phosphorylation is implicated in many brain processes and
mediates numerous nerve cell responses (reviewed in refs. 68 and 194). Indeed, the number of
brain proteins regulated by phosphorylation appears to increase at the same rate as new pro-
teins are described and it is difficult to locate a well-characterized protein not regulated either
directly or indirectly by this process. Most of the events that are fundamental to normal opera-
tions in the brain, and to synaptic transmission in particular, are regulated by phosphorylation.
For example, it seems likely that all voltage-gated ion channels may be subject to some form of
phosphorylative regulation (reviewed in ref. 135). In some cases phosphorylation plays a me-
diatory role, being an obligatory step in the opening or closing of a channel. More commonly,
phosphorylation is modulatory, altering channel sensitivity to factors responsible for opening
or closing the channel, altering the time course of channel opening, and so forth. Neurotrans-
mitter synthesis typically also proceeds only following phosphorylation of rate-limiting en-
zymes, and several Ca2+-dependent kinases and phosphatases act to both mediate and modu-
late the process of neurotransmitter release.160 Postsynaptic effector molecules strongly implicated
in important functional changes in the brain are similarly regulated by phosphorylation. These
include many ligand-gated ion channels and G-protein-coupled receptors (reviewed in ref.
101). The consequences of phosphorylation vary with each particular system but include
desensitisation, internalisation and activation.

While changes in acute pre- and post-synaptic events may underlie permanent information
storage, most theorists argue that they are more likely to maintain transient changes in synaptic
efficacy, with other, more stable, mechanisms being responsible for permanent storage.216 Con-
sistent with this, formation of permanent memories depends on synthesis of new proteins208

and changes in gene expression.45 Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are intimately in-
volved in initiating transcription and translation, with over 20 critical proteins being regulated
by these processes.212 The same processes also regulate the fibrillar cytoskeletal proteins that
interact to dynamically determine the shape of a cell at any given time.150 Phosphorylative
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regulation of one cytoskeletal element, microtubule-associated protein-2 (MAP2), has been
proposed to play a particularly important role in memory formation.97 MAP2 phosphoryla-
tion may act as a trigger for the incorporation of new cytoskeletal proteins, perhaps ‘tagging’
recently activated sites to allow specificity of plastic changes. This may, in turn, lead to rear-
rangement and enlargement of critical synaptic areas.216

Finally, numerous enzymes responsible for regulating all aspects of brain functioning are
controlled, either directly or indirectly, by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation. Indeed,
many kinases and phosphatases, in addition to being regulated by other means, are themselves
regulated by phosphorylation.131 Others are subject to regulation by specific proteins, some of
which are inhibitory and some of which target the enzymes to specific cellular locations.207

Many of these proteins are, in turn, regulated by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation.
Complex sequences of phosphorylative events often act either competitively, additively or syn-
ergistically to bring about extremely subtle, rapid, and precise changes in cell functioning.
These may be transient or persist indefinitely according to the requirements of the organ-
ism.204

Enzymes That Regulate Phosphorylation in the Brain
Several amino acids are capable of accepting phosphate molecules. Under physiological

conditions, however, phosphate binding generally occurs on the hydroxyl group of either serine
(Ser) or threonine (Thr) residues or of tyrosine residues. Some degree of overlap has been
identified103 but the enzymes catalysing these two types of reactions are generally distinct.
Kinases and phosphatases responsible for the phosphorylation of Ser/Thr residues have been

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the processes of protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation.
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strongly implicated both in the regulation of brain processes relevant to memory formation151,194

and in the regulation of memory formation itself.130,169 Kinases that phosphorylate tyrosine
residues have also been implicated in memory formation152,211 but less attention has been paid
to phosphatases that dephosphorylate tyrosine residues. In this chapter, we are concerned pri-
marily with evidence implicating Ser/Thr phosphatases in memory formation.

Protein Serine/Threonine Phosphatases in the Brain
Phosphatases have not been as intensively studied as kinases and, even fifteen years ago, no

firm conclusions could be drawn regarding how they were regulated or about their physiologi-
cal roles.141 This was due mainly to a mistaken assumption that phosphatases, by generally
turning things ‘off ’, act merely to restore homeostasis. Turning things ‘on’ via kinase activity
was thought to be the primary means of effecting change. Consistent with this view, phos-
phatases were not typically observed to be directly responsive to known second-messenger
systems. They were also found to have broad and overlapping substrate specificities in vitro.
They were assumed, therefore, to be constitutively active, non-discriminating enzymes, re-
sponsible for keeping proteins in a dephosphorylated state in ‘resting’ cells.

It is now evident that the activity of most phosphatases is highly regulated through complex
and often indirect routes.154,207 Phosphatases have central roles in the regulation of many cel-
lular processes and phosphatase activity is often necessary to initiate important cellular events,
not just to terminate events initiated by kinases.22,213 Two alternative classification systems
were originally proposed. One of these used a nomenclature based on the enzymes’ differing
requirements for specific cations.129 The other, more successful, system was developed initially
to distinguish among enzymes involved in the regulation of metabolism in skeletal muscle and
liver.83 It is widely applicable to other biological systems, however, and is now used almost
universally.

Under this classificatory scheme phosphatases are categorised on the basis of whether they
preferentially dephosphorylate the α or β subunit of one specific protein, phosphorylase ki-
nase, and on the basis of their sensitivity to nanomolar concentrations of two endogenous
inhibitor proteins, identified by Huang and Glinsmann77 and now referred to as phosphatase
inhibitor-1 (INH-1) and phosphatase inhibitor-2 (INH-2). Type 1 phosphatases (PP1s) pref-
erentially dephosphorylate the β-subunit of phosphorylase kinase and are inhibited by the two
inhibitor proteins. Type 2 phosphatases (PP2) preferentially dephosphorylate the α-subunit of
phosphorylase kinase and are relatively insensitive to INH-1 and INH-2. Type 2 phosphatases
are further divided into three groups on the basis of their requirement for divalent cations.
PP2A enzymes do not have a requirement for divalent cations. PP2B enzymes (also called
calcineurin) are dependent on Ca2+ and PP2C enzymes on Mg2+.

The classification system proposed by Ingebritsen and Cohen83 is quite robust. The four
types of phosphatase activity can be distinguished in all mammalian tissues and even in cells
from primitive organisms. With few exceptions, the distinctions drawn among the categories
apply across species. Various other criteria, including sensitivity towards various exogenous
inhibitory agents, can now be used to distinguish among the four classes of enzymes.171 In
addition, studies of the primary sequences of each phosphatase group have confirmed that
unique sequences account for the four types of activity. PP1 and PP2A are among the most
highly conserved enzymes known, sharing significant sequence homology with each other and
with PP2B.84 PP2C is unrelated to the other phosphatases and has derived from a distinct gene
family.36

Despite general support for the above classification system, recent developments have chal-
lenged both its specificity and generality.35 Additional levels of classification have been intro-
duced to account for reports that different isoforms of each type of phosphatase are the prod-
ucts of distinct genes. Although highly conserved, the isoforms differ in distribution and may
have distinctive properties.34 Additional notation has also been required to account for the fact
that PP1 and PP2A typically exist as high molecular weight complexes; a common catalytic
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subunit being associated with a range of non-catalytic proteins.171 A less tractable difficulty
comes from the isolation of enzymes which do not fit recognized categories and others which
cannot be distinguished using established criteria.35 Such difficulties might eventually force
revision of the current nomenclature, but Table 1 summarizes the structure, distribution, regu-
lation, and substrate specificity of the main Ser/Thr phosphatase classes recognised at this time.
This information is expanded in refs. 33, 154, 209 and in the papers listed in Table 1.

Why Phosphorylation Might Be Critical for Memory Formation
The demonstrated involvement of phosphorylative regulation in almost every facet of cell

functioning provides justification for examining the contributions made by this process to
memory formation. One of the difficulties inherent with research in this area, however, lies in
distinguishing brain processes that play a direct role in retaining information from those that
play a less direct, but equally critical, role, perhaps being necessary for general cell functioning,
without which memory cannot proceed. Phosphorylation might be expected to participate in
several ‘housekeeping’ functions that indirectly support memory formation. When one consid-
ers several assumptions that underlie memory research, however, it is clear that phosphoryla-
tion and dephosphorylation are also suited to several roles that may be directly involved in the
establishment of memory.

The first of these assumptions is that memory formation consists of multiple stages, a con-
cept that is not without controversy. Many years ago debate raged over whether memory stages
formed in parallel or were sequentially dependent.66,126 Sequentially-dependent models pre-
vailed, but have recently been challenged within many memory paradigms .46,88,125 Whether
memory stages form in parallel or in sequence is yet to be fully resolved. That two or more
biochemically- and temporally-distinct memory stages exist, however, is unquestioned.88 One
or more labile short-term memory stages are assumed to precede the expression of permanent
memories in all existing animal models, and these must be supported by the cellular processes
underlying memory formation.

A second assumption is that not all learned experiences are retained. Kety94 argued that it
makes evolutionary sense to conserve memory capacity by consolidating only information that
is ‘biologically significant’. At some point between a learning experience and the relatively
permanent changes presumed to underlie long-term memory, therefore, some mechanism must
appraise the significance of each experience. The ‘biological significance’ of an experience de-
pends at least partially on the level of arousal associated with it.127 In vertebrates, this may be
mediated, at least partially, by the neurohormone noradrenaline.143 Some of the evidence sup-
porting this claim is provided by Gibbs et al in this book. The important point at this stage is
that, during consolidation, the developing memory trace must be represented in such a way
that it remains vulnerable to modulating factors.

In 1897, Sherrington172 coined the term ‘synapse’ to describe connecting points between
neurons. He also noted that these areas were likely to be involved in learning, arguing that:

“Shut off from all opportunities of reproducing itself and adding to its number by mitosis or
otherwise, the nerve cell directs its pent-up energy towards amplifying its connections with its fellows,
in response to the events which stir it up. Hence, it is capable of an education unknown to other
tissues.” (Sherrington, 1897/1948).

Hebb72 more formally proposed that information may initially be represented in the brain
as a pattern of electrical activity, and that the ‘strength’ of synapses linking simultaneously
active pre- and post-synaptic neurons may be permanently enhanced. Theoretical and empiri-
cal advances have supported Hebb’s description of associative memories. Only changes at the
level of synapses appear able to account for the amount of information stored by biological
organisms. In addition, computer models have demonstrated that simple neural network sys-
tems, which store information in the form of weighted modifications to ‘synaptic’ connections,
are capable of learning feats which resemble those exhibited by biological organisms.163 Most
importantly, it has been demonstrated unequivocally that synapses contain mechanisms able to
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Table 1. Properties of the four serine/threonine phosphatase classes that predominate in nervous tissue

Enzyme Classificatory Properties Known Forms of Regulation Distribution Specific
(Alternative in Brain Reviews
Nomenclature)

PP1 1. Preferentially dephosphorylates the 1. Targeted to substrates and sites by subunits Widely distributed in (Bollen and
(ATP- and     β-subunit of phosphorylase kinase.     which are regulated by phosphorylation cytosolic, Stalmans, 1992)
magnesium- 2. Sensitive to INH-1 and INH-2 2. Inhibited by INH-1, DARPP-32 and PKA-R, synaptosolic, synaptic (Watanabe, 2001)
dependent 3. Sensitive to Okadaic acid (IC50 < 10 nM)     all activated by PKA and inactivated by PP2B. membrane and
protein 4. Does not require divalent cations for 3. Inhibited by INH-2, regulated by a complex synaptic junction
phosphatase)     activation     sequence of phosphorylation events fractions

5. Broad specificity 4. Affected by a deinhibitor protein, regulated
    by phosphorylation
5. Phosphorylated by a cyclin-dependent kinase
6. Specific inhibitors regulate PP1 in cell nuclei

PP2A 1. Preferentially dephosphorylates the 1. Distribution of different isoforms is Extremely concentrated (Sontag, 2001)
(Polycation-     α-subunit of phosphorylase kinase.     regulated at the level of transcription in brain as compared (Millward et al.,
stimulated 2. Insensitive to INH-1 and INH-2 2. Sensitive to polycations, polyamines to other tissues. 1999)
protein 3. Sensitive to Okadaic acid (IC50 < 0.1 nM)     and phosphoproteins
phosphatase) 4. Does not require divalent cations for 3. Phosphorylated by PKA and engages in Appears to be

    activation     auto-dephosphorylation predominantly
5. Broad specificity 4. Inhibited by G-substrate, activated by PKG cytosolic.

    and inactivated by PP2B
5. Exists as a complex of a catalytic
    subunit and one ormore noncatalytic subunits
    which may act to regulate or localize activity
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Table 1. Properties of the four serine/threonine phosphatase classes that predominate in nervous tissue

Enzyme Classificatory Properties Known Forms of Regulation Distribution Specific
(Alternative in Brain Reviews
Nomenclature)

PP2B 1. Preferentially dephosphorylates the 1. Extremely sensitive to Ca2+/CaM Found in both (Yakel, 1997)
(calcineurin)     α-subunit of phosphorylase kinase. 2. Requires metal cofactors cytosolic and (Guerini, 1997)
(Calcium- 2. Insensitive to INH-1 and INH-2 3. Targeted to sites by myristoylation particulate fraction. (Klee et al., 1998)
dependent 3. Partially sensitive to Okadaic 4. Phosphorylation by dephosphorylated (Sugiura et al.,
protein     acid (IC50 < 10 mM)     form of CaMK-II Comprises up to 1% 2001)
phosphatase) 4. Dependent on Ca2+ for activation 5. Constitutively active form can of total brain protein (Hemenway

5. Restricted range of substrates     be generated by limited proteolysis, and Heitman,
    mediated by calpain 1999)

PP2C 1. Preferentially dephosphorylates the 1. Dependent on Mg2+ Higher levels in brain
(Magnesium-     α-subunit of phosphorylase kinase. than in other tissues,
dependent 2. Insensitive to INH-1 and INH-2 mainly in cytosolic fractions.
protein 3. Insensitive to Okadaic acid
phosphatase) 4. Dependent on Mg2+ for activation Not concentrated in

5. Broad specificity nerve terminals.
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fully account for transient and permanent changes in their responses to neurochemical signals.
Research into mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity currently consumes a good portion of
the neuroscience community.

These assumptions, that memory formation consists of multiple stages, that a mechanism
exists to selectively initiate permanent consolidation only of those experiences that are biologi-
cally significant, and that memories reside in modifications to synaptic efficacy, dictate that
research into memory formation concentrates on brain processes able to meet these require-
ments. Processes regulated by kinases and phosphatases are particularly suited to such roles and
exhibit several appropriate characteristics, including:

A. a capacity for rapid responsivity and reversibility;
B. a capacity for specificity and precision;
C. a capacity for signal integration and
D. a capacity to prolong changes and induce permanent functional alterations

Capacity for Rapid Responsivity and Reversibility
Kinases and phosphatases respond directly or indirectly to second-messenger activation and

typically involve changes to existing proteins. Because substrate proteins include ion channels
and receptors, phosphorylative changes can instigate immediate change in the electrical or
chemical sensitivity of synapses. Phosphorylation cascades can act, therefore, to rapidly facili-
tate or inhibit the activity of individual synapses and might even ‘store’ information for a short
period, allowing the cell to respond more rapidly or forcefully to further stimulation. In addi-
tion, the changes produced by phosphorylation are often transient, with substrates returning to
their basal state as enzyme activity levels subside. This is attractive because, if information is
initially represented as reversible changes in the phosphorylation state of specific proteins,
modulatory factors could directly strengthen or weaken the existing representation by stimu-
lating or inhibiting kinase or phosphatase activity. Whenever enzyme activity is not appropri-
ately reinforced, the neurons involved could simply return to a basal state, ready to respond to
further stimulation.

 Capacity for Specificity and Precision
Although most kinases and phosphatases have broad and overlapping substrate specificities

in vitro, they each regulate highly specific responses in vivo. This is partly because of the local-
ized distribution of enzymes and/or substrates,82 and partly because enzymes, although acti-
vated by the same mechanisms, may be differentially sensitive to certain activating events.38,62

The latter is most readily demonstrated by reference to the prolific second-messenger, Ca2+. In
addition to direct regulation of ion channels, Ca2+ activates many types of cytosolic receptor
molecules. These include various isoforms of protein kinase C (PKC), activated by Ca2+ in
conjunction with 1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG), and a group of proteases called calpains. Ca2+ also
binds to a number of binding proteins, the most prominent of which is calmodulin (CaM).
The Ca2+/CaM complex regulates a variety of enzymes and receptors, including several ki-
nases, PP2B, several types of adenylate cyclase, a number of phosphodiesterases, inositol 1,4,5-tri
phosphate, and nitric oxide synthetase.203 The different effects are regulated by temporal fac-
tors and by phosphorylation-mediated changes in the binding of CaM to different proteins.164

Increases in Ca2+ are also often confined to specific intracellular regions so that the response
reflects the spatial organization of effector molecules.32;155 In addition, affinity for Ca2+/CaM
differs widely among target proteins, so that a small influx may result in an effect directly
opposed to that induced by a larger influx.96 The differential sensitivity of specific enzymes to
Ca2+ appears to be a critical factor in the regulation of synaptic plasticity and is discussed later
(see also Sun and Alkon, this book).
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Capacity for Signal Integration
Kinases and phosphatases often participate in networks of cross-communication between

different messenger systems, mediated by proteins that include receptors, second messengers,
kinases, phosphatases, regulatory proteins and so forth. Complex interrelationships, whereby a
single enzyme is regulated by an interplay of many factors, allow signal convergence and ampli-
fication.170 Some substrates have multiple sites that can be acted upon by different kinases and
phosphatases and these events may occur independently and have opposing or synergistic ef-
fects. In others, an initial phosphorylation event alters substrate conformation such that it
becomes more or less susceptible to further phosphorylation events. Multiple phosphoryla-
tions can generate a variety of protein forms in response to different extracellular events. Alter-
natively, they may ensure that a cell must experience a precise sequence of events before trigger-
ing a particular response. Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation processes can, therefore,
integrate information arising from different sources, perhaps allowing a developing memory
trace to respond not only to the presence of information itself, but also to modulatory factors
that signal whether or not the information is to be retained.

PP1 is particularly well suited to an integrative role, being regulated by a variety of events.
One is regulation by various inhibitory proteins. The most common of these inhibitors is
INH-1; others include the ‘Dopamine and cyclic AMP-Regulated Phospho-Protein’
(DARPP-32), and a specific type of regulatory subunit, R-II, which usually forms part of an
isoform of a protein kinase A (PKA) holoenzyme. All of these proteins become potent inhibi-
tors of PP1 following their phosphorylation by PKA, activated in response to cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP). They are inactivated following dephosphorylation by PP2B, acti-
vated in response to Ca2+.207 This may permit the existence of regulatory cascades such as those
depicted in Figure 2. The physiological significance of cascades such as these is currently being
explored.

Capacity to Prolong Changes and Induce Permanent Functional Alterations
While phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events are, in many cases, quite transient,

the activity of most kinases and some phosphatases can be prolonged via several means includ-
ing, in particular, autophosphorylation, through which an activated kinase phosphorylates it-
self as well as other substrates. Autophosphorylated kinases continue to phosphorylate sub-
strates following degradation of the message responsible for their activation. Provided phosphatase
activity is constrained, therefore, they could maintain information while structural modifica-
tions, proposed by many to be necessary to produce permanent memory, occur. The idea that
kinase autophosphorylation may act to store information has been comprehensively explored
by Lisman, who argued in 1985 that a bistable autophosphorylating kinase could store infor-
mation indefinitely.104

According to Lisman’s initial model, a switching mechanism could be formed from a kinase
capable of autophosphorylation and a phosphatase able to dephosphorylate the kinase. In an
initial state the kinase is dephosphorylated and incoming information triggers
autophosphorylation. If only a small proportion of the available kinase molecules are activated,
they are rapidly dephosphorylated, causing loss of the ‘biologically unimportant’ information.
If the stimulus is sufficiently strong to activate many molecules, however, the limited amount
of phosphatase available cannot counteract the autophosphorylation. All kinase molecules are
eventually activated and the activity is maintained indefinitely. It results, therefore, in perma-
nent phosphorylation of critical substrates and a stable record of the information.

This model represents only one way in which phosphorylation and dephosphorylation could
contribute to prolonged information storage. Another popular, not necessarily mutually exclu-
sive, model holds that permanent memory formation depends on changes in gene expression
and protein synthesis. Any change to gene expression or protein synthesis is likely to depend
heavily on phosphorylation since both transcription and translation are regulated at many
points by changes in the phosphorylation state of critical substrate proteins.212
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Figure 2.  A) Signal amplification-a cAMP signal stimulates PKA, resulting in increased phosphorylation
of PKA substrates including INH-1 and DARPP-32. This leads to inhibition of PP1, decreasing dephos-
phorylation of PKA substrates so that the response to PKA is amplified. B) Signal synergism-phosphorylation
of INH-1 in response to activation of PKA results in inhibition of PP1. If Ca2+-dependent systems are also
active, this synergistically increases phosphorylation of substrates for these systems. C) Signal
antagonism-dephosphorylation of INH-1 by PP2B means that extracellular signals that act through
Ca2+-driven systems can antagonise the actions of PKA.
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Phosphorylation in Information Storage Processes
A strong theoretical rationale exists, therefore, for investigating the involvement of phos-

phorylation and dephosphorylation in memory formation. No other regulatory mechanisms
exhibit the potential to contribute simultaneously to so many aspects of information storage,
including:

• initial registration of incoming information
• the decision to retain or reject information
• integration of various types of information
• maintenance of relatively labile stages of memory preceding the formation of a permanent

engram
• permanent, possibly transcription-dependent, changes in synaptic functioning

Given this rationale, it is not surprising that numerous studies have examined whether
kinases are directly involved in information storage. Roles for phosphatases have been consid-
ered only more recently, but evidence is rapidly accumulating which suggests that these en-
zymes may have roles as central as those attributed to kinases in synaptic plasticity213 and in
memory formation itself.157 The issue is particularly pressing given the potential importance of
bidirectionality in information storage processes. If memory formation depends, as is widely
believed, on changes in synaptic efficacy, mechanisms probably exist by which such efficacy
can be both increased and decreased.

Early Empirical Evidence of a Role for Phosphorylation in Memory
Formation

It was shown almost thirty years ago that a training experience increases incorporation of
radioactively labelled phosphate into nuclear proteins in rodents .115,116 Synaptosome-enriched
fractions from trained mice showed greater incorporation of labelled phosphate than did frac-
tions from untrained mice.64,153 In rats, increased phosphate incorporation was localized to the
hippocampus and caudate nucleus.178 Four synaptic proteins exhibited altered rates of phos-
phate incorporation following active-avoidance training.112,113 Only some synaptic proteins
phosphorylated in vitro showed altered phosphorylation following training (reviewed in ref.
162).

After this promising beginning, subsequent studies, attempting to examine the nature and
function of phosphorylation changes following training, initially encountered substantial diffi-
culties. These arose in part from the complexity of the systems regulating phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation events, which make it difficult to interpret changes observed in vitro.159

They also arose in part from the complexity of the average vertebrate central nervous system,
where billions of neurons render it impossible at present to accurately track the flow of infor-
mation from sensory organs to putative storage sites, much less observe the molecular processes
responsible.167 Additionally, researchers have tended to conduct isolated studies using different
species, tasks and methodologies. This initially worked against the systematic development of a
comprehensive knowledge base in the area of vertebrate memory formation.

Due to these difficulties, much of the information implicating phosphorylation in memory
comes from studies in which researchers have utilized a ‘simple’ systems approach,49 involving
learning in invertebrate species or synaptic plasticity in dissociated neurons and tissue slices. Of
central importance in the latter have been investigations into the phenomena of long term
potentiation (LTP) and long term depression (LTD), both of which depend critically on phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation events.86,194

Long Term Potentiation: A Model for Increasing Synaptic Efficacy
Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a phenomenon observed when brief trains of high-frequency

stimulation (HFS) are delivered to monosynaptic excitatory pathways in hippocampal neu-
rons, resulting in a persistent increase in synaptic efficacy. First reported in 1973,18,19 this
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phenomenon is consistent with the proposal that neurons may store information as changes in
synaptic efficacy and has been extensively studied as a putative memory-related brain process.
While tissue from various brain areas exhibits LTP, it is most often studied in tissue slices
containing one of two excitatory hippocampal synaptic connections: the perforant path to
dentate granule cell synapse and the Schaffer collateral/commissural (CA3 pyramidal cell axon)
to CA1 pyramidal cell synapse. The mammalian hippocampus has a highly organized structure
amenable to the types of studies required to investigate LTP and has been strongly implicated
in several kinds of memory processing.87,179,193 The nature of any relationship between LTP
and memory remains controversial.11,124 There is arguably some overlap between the two pro-
cesses, however, and many treatments which disrupt or facilitate LTP similarly affect memory
formation (discussed in refs. 86 and 158 ).

Hippocampal LTP is characterized by a requirement for simultaneous presynaptic activity
and postsynaptic depolarisation, involving the neurotransmitter glutamate. During HFS
glutamate is released in large quantities at many synapses. The flow of ions through non
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-linked glutamate channels depolarises the postsynaptic neu-
ron sufficiently to dislodge the Mg2+ blocking NMDA glutamate receptors (GluRs), with the
subsequent local influx of Ca2+ being a critical trigger for the induction of a major form of
LTP.119 Strong evidence implicates NMDA-GluRs in some kinds of learning.23,39,102,156 Like
memory, LTP may consist of two or more temporally-distinct stages, beginning with Ca2+

influx and ending with a protein synthesis-dependent change in synaptic structure which oc-
curs many hours later.76,183

Understanding LTP depends on identifying the processes responsible for transforming a
rise in intracellular Ca2+ into lasting synaptic modifications. It is therefore of interest that, in
addition to numerous other effector molecules, Ca2+ activates many kinases and phosphatases.
In conjunction with DAG, Ca2+ activates several isoforms of PKC.142 In conjunction with
CaM, it is responsible for activation of the prolific calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase –
type II (CaMK-II)107 and PP2B,213 the latter of which may then dephosphorylate PP1 inhibi-
tors, activating PP1.207 Through its effects on Ca2+/CaM-regulated forms of adenylate cyclase,
Ca2+ may also contribute to activation or deactivation of PKA,3,132 which may directly oppose
the effects of PP2B on PP1 inhibitors (see Fig 2). Finally, through stimulation of Ca2+/
CaM-dependent forms of nitric oxide synthase, it promotes activation of protein kinase G
(PKG).166 Numerous studies have investigated roles for kinases in LTP, and each of the major
Ser/Thr kinase groups has been implicated in different parts of this cellular process (see reviews
in ref. 177 and 183). CaMK-II appears to play a particularly critical role.107 Expression of LTP
may depend on increased α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazoleproprionic acid (AMPA)
receptor activity and/or AMPA receptor endocytosis, both of which may occur at least partially
through phosphorylation of the AMPA receptor subunit, GluR1, mediated by CaMK-II .8,119

Protein Phosphatases in LTP
The fact that numerous kinase-mediated events contribute to LTP justifies examination of

whether phosphatases may be similarly involved, and several studies have now addressed this
issue (reviewed in ref. 213). NMDA GluR subunits are reported to be closely associated with
PP2A29 and decreased PP2A activity, possibly associated with increased phosphorylation of a
non-catalytic PP2A subunit, has been reported in hippocampal slices following induction of
LTP.57 There is also evidence to suggest that PP1 may be targeted to NMDA GluRs by the
receptor associated protein, yotiao, which also binds PKA.210 In this study it was found that
anchored PP1 was constitutively active, limiting basal channel activity, and that activation of
PKA or inhibition of PP1 was required to enhance NMDA receptor currents. Hence, PP1
activity may modulate NMDA GluR activity. Accordingly, inhibition of PP1 and PP2A typi-
cally enhances normal transmission in rat hippocampal slices,55,73 although it also increases
responses of cultured neurons to agonists for nonNMDA-GluRs.206 Inhibition of PP1 indi-
rectly, by activation of PKA and subsequent phosphorylation of INH-1, facilitates LTP induc-
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tion.20,24 PP1 activation, via genetic suppression of INH-1, affects certain forms of LTP in
some hippocampal regions.2 These data suggest that these phosphatases, particularly PP1, nor-
mally constrain synaptic activity.

Application of NMDA to adult rat striatal slices and hippocampal slices results in rapid
dephosphorylation of two PP2B substrates, the PP1 inhibitor DARPP-3270 and the cytoskeletal
protein MAP2.69,133 This may indicate that occupancy of NMDA-glutamate receptors results
in an immediate increase in PP2B activity. That this activation is particularly rapid is indicated
by the observation that dephosphorylation of MAP2 precedes phosphorylation events. PP2B is
more sensitive to Ca2+ than most Ca2+-dependent kinases96 and a dephosphorylation event is
also reported to either precede67 or co-occur47 with phosphorylation events during
depolarisation-induced neurotransmitter release.

In visual cortex from young rats, inhibition of PP2B facilitates induction of LTP without
affecting basal transmission, an effect that appears to be postsynaptic.56 Inhibition of PP2B
synthesis or activity by chronic administration of antisense oligonucleotides against the cata-
lytic subunits of PP2B similarly facilitates LTP induction in the hippocampus of anaesthetised
rats.81 In a more recent study a truncated form of PP2B, under the control of a promoter
molecule, was overexpressed in the forebrain of mice,214 resulting in a 75% increase in
Ca2+-dependent phosphatase activity in the hippocampus. When hippocampal slices from these
mice were exposed to HFS they failed to demonstrated ‘normal’ levels of LTP but, instead,
exhibited what was termed an intermediate form of LTP, since it decayed to baseline levels
within three hours. Consistent with the proposal that overexpression of PP2B may alter PP2B/
PKA dynamics in favour of PP2B, the capacity for LTP was reinstated if PKA was activated. It
was concluded that PP2B may act as an inhibitory constraint that acts to regulate the synaptic
induction of longer forms of LTP by PKA.214

In hippocampal tissue, however, investigations have also found that PP2B inhibition dis-
rupts NMDA-GluR-mediated LTP, with no effect on low frequency stimulation-induced
depotentiation of previously potentiated synapses.108,110 Another found that inhibition of PP2B
prevented expression of LTP beyond 30 minutes.205 A third reported that PP2B activation is
essential for the depression of a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)A-mediated inhibitory postsyn-
aptic potential that normally accompanies an increased excitatory post synaptic potential dur-
ing LTP.109 These contradictory results characterize much of the literature concerned with the
molecular processes underlying LTP but suggest that a simplistic model, in which phosphatases
merely reverse the effects of kinases, may not account for the involvement of phosphatases in
either LTP or general synaptic transmission. Given that LTP is generally accepted by the scien-
tific community as a valid model of cellular processes relevant to memory formation, possible
roles for phosphatases require additional investigation.

Long-Term Depression: A Model for Decreasing Synaptic Efficacy
Initial reports that synaptic efficacy could be depressed in response to specific stimulation

protocols were welcomed as providing a necessary adjunct to LTP as a model for biological
information storage processes.114,118 The relevance of LTD to memory formation was difficult
to establish,123 however, and it was not until the late 1990’s that LTD was demonstrated to
occur in vivo in adult animals.74,180,192 Since then, progress in understanding the mechanisms
underlying various forms of LTD has been impressive. Some forms of LTD are postulated to be
critically dependent on phosphatase activity, making this process of great interest in the present
context. In the interests of brevity only hippocampal LTD will be considered. For a review of
processes underlying cerebellar LTD see ref. 85. For a review of other forms of LTD, including
hippocampal LTD, see refs. 12 and 93.

Mechanisms underlying the induction, maintenance and expression of hippocampal LTD
remain unclear, primarily because they appear to vary depending on such things as the induc-
tion protocol employed and the age and strain of the animal.93,100 A critical variable for
post-synaptically induced, activity-dependent LTD may be a modest level of postsynaptic acti-
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vation during induction.12 This may result in a localized but perhaps more moderate influx of
Ca2+ than is required for LTP.41,218 Because Ca2+ activates a range of enzymes it is difficult to
predict the consequences of Ca2+ influx. It has been argued, however, that PP2B has a higher
affinity for Ca2+/CaM than most other enzymes, and that CaMK-II and Ca2+/CaM-dependent
forms of adenylate cyclase, in particular, require higher levels of Ca2+ than does PP2B.198 These
claims have led to the development of a widely cited bi-directional model of synaptic plasticity,
building on the theoretical model first proposed by John Lisman.104

Lisman’s Bi-Directional Model of Synaptic Plasticity
According to Lisman’s first attempt to apply his bi-directional model of synaptic plasticity

to specific neural substrates (see ref. 105; most recently updated in ref. 107), information
storage in synapses may depend on prolonged autophosphorylation of CaMK-II. CaMK-II is
a prolific multisubunit kinase known to engage in intermolecular autophosphorylation follow-
ing stimulation by Ca2+/CaM.78 This typically results in translocation of the enzyme to postsyn-
aptic density sites and prolongs its activity until it is dephosphorylated or autophosphorylated
at another site. It is not clear which enzymes are responsible for dephosphorylation of CaMK-II.
PP2B is relatively ineffective in vitro,92 while PP1,44 PP2A131 and PP2C56 all readily dephos-
phorylate CaMK-II. In vivo the situation is more complex, and it seems that the location of the
enzyme determines its sensitivity to different phosphatases. Cytoplasmic CaMK-II is most
readily dephosphorylated by PP2A.181 Postsynaptic density associated CaMK-II differs, how-
ever, in being completely insensitive to PP2A, so that PP1 predominately dephosphorylates the
enzyme.220 This may be because PP1 and CaMK-II are bound tightly into postsynaptic density
positions by relevant scaffolding proteins.117,207

Lisman proposes that a moderate increase in Ca2+ may preferentially activate PP2B. Be-
cause PP2B is relatively inactive against CaMK-II, it is argued that the primary effect of this
activation may be dephosphorylation of INH-1. This is followed by activation of PP1 and
dephosphorylation of CaMK-II,44 which leads either directly or indirectly, via reduced phos-
phorylation of critical substrates such as NMDA195 and AMPA197 GluRs, to a ‘reduction’ in
the strength of information stored at the synapse. Conversely, a massive increase in Ca2+ is
postulated to activate CaMK-II, increasing the number of molecules undergoing
autophosphorylation and stimulating phosphorylation of relevant substrates. Simultaneously,
stimulation of adenylate cyclase activates PKA, leading to phosphorylation of INH-1, inhibi-
tion of PP1, and a reduction in dephosphorylation of CaMK-II and other substrates. This is
argued to represent an increase in the strength of stored information.

Protein Phosphatases in LTD
Lisman’s model has received a great deal of theoretical and empirical support (reviewed in

refs. 106 and 222). In the interests of brevity, only evidence examining the involvement of
phosphatases in relevant forms of synaptic plasticity is considered here. During LTD in the
adult hippocampus in vivo, there is a transient (< one hour) increase in PP1 activity and a more
persistent (> one hour) increase in PP2A activity.191 LTD in the CA1 region can be blocked by
bath-application of phosphatase inhibitors, with the agents used acting primarily against PP2A
and PP1.138 In this study phosphatase inhibition, after establishment of LTD, also reversed
LTD, and loading of postsynaptic neurons with a membrane-impermeable phosphatase in-
hibitor blocked LTD induction. These results suggest that postsynaptic phosphatase activity
may be required for induction of LTD and that continued phosphatase activity may be neces-
sary for its maintenance. Mulkey et al.138 speculated that PP1 was more likely to play a critical
role than PP2A simply because it is concentrated in isolated synaptic junctions, known to
dephosphorylate several important synaptic proteins, including CaMK-II, and could poten-
tially be activated indirectly by Ca2+ acting via PP2B. To test this hypothesis, inhibitors of
PP2B were bath-applied to hippocampal slices or injected directly into postsynaptic neurons.
Each protocol blocked LTD induction, leaving LTP unaffected. To further examine whether
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PP2B may regulate LTD induction via INH-1, thiophosphorylated INH-1, unable to be de-
phosphorylated by PP2B, was injected into postsynaptic neurons. This blocked LTD, an effect
not observed when dephosphorylated INH-1 was applied. cAMP analogues also prevented
LTD induction, presumably by activating PKA, keeping INH-1 in a phosphorylated state and,
hence, preventing activation of PP1 by PP2B.137

These early results suggested that hippocampal LTD induction may require a postsynaptic
phosphatase cascade beginning with stimulation of PP2B by Ca2+/CaM and culminating with
increased PP1 activation. Reports from other sources soon confirmed that phosphatase inhibi-
tion disrupts LTD in hippocampal tissue139,217 and in tissue from other brain areas95,196 in
vitro, and in hippocampal brain regions in vivo.145,190 The picture is now confused, however,
by the identification of forms of hippocampal LTD that appear not to require phosphatase
activity148 or that require activation of PP1, but not PP2B.165 Hodgkiss and Kelly75 initially
argued that only de novo LTD is blocked by PP2B inhibition. These authors found that PP2B
inhibition had no effect on LTD induction in slices that had previously undergone depression,
although LTD in naïve slices was reduced. More recently, it has been reported that LTD in-
duced by bath application of NMDA89,134 or by activation of metabotropic GluRs148 is not
sensitive to the phosphatase inhibition that disrupts synaptically-induced LTD.

Synaptic activation of NMDA GluRs in cultured hippocampal neurons results in a redistri-
bution of PP1 to synaptic locations.134 Peptides that inhibit the binding of PP1 to proteins that
target the enzyme to these locations prevent initiation of LTD and, in cells where LTD is
already induced, result in an increase in synaptic strength. These data indicate that PP1 activity
may contribute to the maintenance of LTD for at least 30 minutes following induction.134

Inhibition of phosphatases also prevents low frequency stimulation from depotentiating previ-
ously potentiated synapses,146 and renders it more likely to result in LTP. Such complexity is
not easily accommodated within existing models and awaits verification. In addition, very little
attention has been paid to the possibility that different forms of PP2B may have unique roles in
specific aspects of synaptic plasticity. Each PP2B isoform has a distinct distribution in the
brain, perhaps indicative of distinct roles.187 Consistent with this possibility, it has been re-
ported that mice selectively lacking a brain-enriched PP2B isoform, Aa, are significantly defi-
cient in depotentiation but exhibit normal NMDA-GluR-mediated LTD and LTP.230 Such
evidence suggests that roles for different PP2B isoforms require further investigation.

Also awaiting further elaboration are downstream targets for phosphatase cascades other
than INH-1 and CaMK-II. Potential targets are plentiful (see review in ref. 213) and include
AMPA receptors. At least one form of hippocampal LTD appears to depend on AMPA GluR
internalisation111 and AMPA GluRs have been shown to downregulate following dephospho-
rylation.99 A recent study has shown that both PKA and PP2B may be anchored to GluR1, a
critical AMPA GluR phosphorylation site, by a common anchoring protein, and that this
anchoring may confer a Ca2+/PP2B-mediated downregulation on GluR1 currents.189 It is of
interest, then, that a recent report examining regulation of AMPA GluR endocytosis in re-
sponse to activation of NMDA receptors found that inhibitors of PP2B were able to block this
effect.13 Inhibitors of PP1 failed to do so, potentially indicating that PP2B has effects on AMPA
GluR functioning that are independent of its role in activating PP1. Issues such as this need to
be addressed by future research.

Phosphatase Involvement in Invertebrate Memory Models
Few vertebrate models support the systematic exploration of cellular events underlying

memory formation. These events have been probed, however, using invertebrates such as the
marine molluscs Aplysia californica and Hermissenda crassicornis and the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster. Information storage in each of these species has been found to depend on phos-
phorylation, with Aplysia and Drosophila serving below as exemplars of two approaches to
understanding information storage processes. A recent study using Hermissenda has also impli-
cated phosphatases in some aspects of memory formation in this species.140 For a general dis-
cussion of the utility of studying invertebrate learning, see reference 98.
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Protein Phosphatases in Aplysia Learning and Memory
Aplysia has been used to study various forms of learning (reviewed in ref. 27). Sensitisation

of the gill-and-siphon-withdrawal-reflex has been most extensively studied and provides evi-
dence of a role for PKA-mediated phosphorylation in non-associative memory processes. PKC
is also indirectly implicated in learning in Aplysia26 but the exact role for this enzyme is less
clear and it is not discussed here.

Sensitisation occurs when Aplysia learns to strengthen a reflex withdrawal response to previ-
ously neutral stimuli following presentation of a noxious stimulus at another site.90 This in-
volves a presynaptic increase in neurotransmitter release at monosynaptic connections between
sensory and motor neurons. The neurotransmitter is serotonin (5-HT), which increases the
activity of adenylate cyclase in the membrane of sensory cells. This increases the concentration
of cAMP and, subsequently, activates PKA. PKA transiently phosphorylates many proteins,
one of which is either a 5-HT-sensitive K+ channel, the S-type K+ channel, or a protein that
regulates this channel, and another of which is a voltage-gated K+ channel.184 Phosphorylation
closes these channels, reducing K+ currents that repolarise the cell following an action poten-
tial. This broadens subsequent action potentials so that more Ca2+ enters the presynaptic ter-
minal via voltage-gated Ca2+channels and more neurotransmitter is released. Thus, PKA plays
a critical role in the transient strengthening of synaptic efficacy that underlies short-term
sensitisation (STS).

The same enzyme, PKA, may also be involved in more persistent responses. Sensitisation of
the gill-withdrawal response in Aplysia, following a single presentation of a noxious stimulus,
lasts for only several minutes. Four presentations produce sensitisation for up to a day, however,
and 64 presentations produce sensitisation for several weeks. This long-term sensitisation (LTS)
resembles STS in that it involves enhanced 5-HT release, modulation of S-type K+ channels,
depression of K+ currents, and phosphorylation of the same proteins phosphorylated following
STS.184 LTS is uniquely dependent, however, on protein synthesis and gene expression.10 Evi-
dence suggests that cAMP-responsive element binding protein (CREB)-like transcriptional
activators may be required for expression of LTS43 and that PKA-mediated phosphorylation
may be responsible for initiating these prolonged cellular events.42

Extracts from Aplysia contain phosphatase activities corresponding to the four major groups,52

with PP1 accounting for over 75% of membrane-associated activity.51 It is established that
modulatory changes induced by 5-HT or cAMP can be opposed by a second transmitter,
FMRFamide. The molecular consequences of FMRFamide have not been determined but,
because the actions of 5-HT and FMRFamide converge at the S-type K+ channel, it is antici-
pated that this transmitter may act via PKA inhibition or phosphatase activation. Administra-
tion of FMRFamide decreases phosphorylation in Aplysia neurons and reverses the increase in
phosphorylation which normally coincides with 5-HT administration.185

Ichinose and Byrne79 prepared voltage-clamped sensory neurons from Aplysia and exam-
ined steady-state membrane currents following administration of either a phosphatase inhibi-
tor or purified phosphatases. They also examined whether these substances could modulate
5-HT- and cAMP-induced inward currents and FMRFamide-induced outward currents. Phos-
phatase inhibition in preparations treated with 5-HT or cAMP enlarged and prolonged inward
currents, presumably either by facilitating phosphorylation necessary to induce inward cur-
rents or by preventing dephosphorylation that normally returns the channels to a basal state.
By contrast, injection of phosphatases led to the opening of K+ channels and modulation of
their susceptibility to closure by 5-HT. Phosphatase inhibition in preparations treated with
FMRFamide reduced outward currents in previously unstimulated cells, while administration
of purified phosphatases mimicked aspects of the response to FMRFamide. Phosphatase inhi-
bition produced an even larger reduction in outward currents in FMRFamide-treated cells that
had previously been treated with 5-HT, supporting the hypothesis that FMRFamide may di-
rectly antagonize 5-HT by opening closed channels, perhaps stimulating dephosphorylation of
PKA-phosphorylated channel components.
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These results indicate that phosphatases influence the magnitude and time course of
cAMP-dependent responses in Aplysia and are consistent with the view that FMRFamide may
act via stimulation of phosphatase activity. This has not yet been implicated in behavioural
change but is interesting given the lack of information concerning endogenous regulators of
phosphatase activity, perhaps indicating that these enzymes are responsive to as yet undiscov-
ered second-messenger systems. The actual phosphatase involved in the response has not been
identified, although preliminary evidence suggests that PP1 may be responsible for dephos-
phorylating proteins involved in the regulation of K+ currents in Aplysia neurons, with PP2A
playing a minor role.40

Protein Phosphatases in Drosophila Learning and Memory
Drosophila demonstrates numerous forms of learning. Most studies, however, use an olfac-

tory shock-avoidance conditioning procedure in which flies are placed en masse in a setting in
which they are sequentially exposed to two odours, one of which is paired with shock. To test
for conditioned avoidance the flies are later placed in a T-shaped apparatus and the two odours
delivered in air currents, one from each arm of the T. Avoidance is measured as the percentage
of flies migrating away from the odour previously paired with shock. Approximately 90% of
wild-type flies avoid the conditioned stimulus for up to one hour post-training, with retention
remaining significant for 24 hours.200 As with other species, additional training trials increase
the number of flies who retain memory for the training event over longer periods.

Five temporally distinct stages of memory formation have been identified in Drosophila199

and, quite remarkably, almost every mutant gene which produces deficits in learning or memory
encodes products involved in second-messenger systems and phosphorylative cascades. Most
evidence specifically implicates cAMP-dependent processes in memory formation,60,174,219 al-
though roles for other kinases have also been identified.31,91 Importantly, it appears that steady
state levels of cAMP may be less critical than an unidentified aspect of cAMP dynamics.229

Several attempts have been made to model the dependence of Drosophila learning on PKA
dynamics, with most models holding that prolonged activity of a specific type of PKA may
maintain a labile memory trace while structural changes are initiated.5 Prolonged activation of
PKA is attributed to either autophosphorylation or Ca2+-dependent proteolytic degradation of
dissociated regulatory subunits, which is argued to make them more sensitive to cAMP.

A role for phosphatases in memory formation in Drosophila seems likely. If phosphatase
activity is not constrained, autophosphorylated or dissociated PKA regulatory subunits would
be dephosphorylated, resulting in reassociation of the regulatory and catalytic subunits and
loss of stored information.25 Conversely, a low level of phosphatase activity may mean that any
transient cAMP signal results in prolonged activation of PKA, making it impossible to selec-
tively store information. Drosophila expresses PP1, PP2A and PP2B, each enzyme being similar
to its mammalian counterpart.149 Despite the potential importance of phosphatases in memory
formation in Drosophila they have received little attention. One study has shown that a mutant
Drosophila strain carrying the Su-var(3)601 mutation, known to affect the structural gene of
PP1, is impaired in performance on various learning tasks.6 The mutants did not demonstrate
deficiencies in their sensory abilities, strengthening claims that the Su-var(3)601 mutation may
selectively impair memory formation. The Su-var(3)601 mutation does impair other cellular
processes, however, making it necessary to confirm, through other means, that PP1 is necessary
for memory formation in this species.

Phosphorylation in Vertebrate Memory Models
Many studies have shown that inhibition of each major kinase group is sufficient to prevent

vertebrates from learning and/or retaining some kinds of information, as is genetically induced
depletion of certain kinases (reviewed in refs. 130 and 169). Others have reported that kinase
stimulation facilitates learning, while still more have identified brain proteins that show altered
rates of phosphorylation following training. While there is a wealth of evidence implicating
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each major kinase group in memory formation, only a few studies have examined roles for
phosphatases. These are described below.

Many vertebrate training paradigms require repeated exposure to a learning situation. This
makes it impossible to define exactly when learning occurs and may hinder the systematic
exploration of dynamic events that occur early in the consolidation process. For this reason, a
great deal of valuable information has been gained from studies using the day-old chick and a
single-trial passive-avoidance learning (PAL) task. This species and variants of the task have
been widely used to explore events which occur soon after learning53,144,161 and the paradigm
is particularly useful for pharmaco-behavioural investigations, which can be carried out rapidly
and with sufficient animals to provide adequate statistical power. A similar model exists in rats
and has been used extensively to pharmacologically explore events underlying memory forma-
tion in this species.86 Similarities between critical cellular processes across the two models en-
courage generalization but, thus far, roles for protein phosphatases in memory formation have
only been investigated within the chick model.

Kinases and Phosphatases in Chick Memory Formation
For the past three decades Ng, Gibbs, and their colleagues have investigated memory for-

mation in groups of day-old-chicks trained using a single-trial PAL task in which chicks learn
to avoid a red coloured bead which has been coated during a single, ten second training trial,
with an aversive chemical, methylanthranilate (reviewed in ref. 144). By testing groups of chicks
at precise times relative to learning, it has been possible to document the temporal characteris-
tics of the memory trace that develops after the training experience. In untreated chicks trained
on the PAL task retention levels, indicated by selective avoidance of the red bead during a
retention test, remain high for at least two weeks post-training, although two transient ‘dips’ in
retention are observed, one at approximately 15 minutes post-training and the other at about
55 minutes post-training. These dips, possibly analogous to the ‘Kamin’ effects identified in
rodents, coincide with the emergence of amnestic effects following administration of a number
of inhibitors. They are believed, therefore, to reflect transition points between different stages
of memory formation. This has supported the development of a temporally precise, three-stage
model, although studies within a similar chick paradigm have identified what appear to be
even later stages of memory formation.161 If the aversive training stimulus is diluted to 10 or
15%, high retention levels are maintained for only thirty minutes or so post-training. This
weakly reinforced version of the task provides a useful tool with which to investigate treatments
expected to facilitate memory formation.

A number of studies have addressed the involvement of phosphorylation in memory forma-
tion in the chick and strong evidence implicates each of the four major multifunctional Ser/
Thr kinases in this process. The temporal specificity of the model has permitted demonstration
of the fact that each enzyme group appears necessary for quite specific stages of the memory
formation process. From relevant pharmaco-behavioural studies CaMK-II appears to be re-
quired in both hemispheres of the chick brain for early stages of memory formation, although
this requirement may occur slightly later in the left hemisphere than in the right
hemisphere.223,225 PKC and PKA appear necessary only in the left hemisphere; PKC prior to
25-30 minutes post-training228 and PKA prior to 60 minutes post-training.227 PKG inhibition
also impairs memory, with bilateral inhibition causing a prolonged but transient period of
memory loss, with onset from approximately 100 minutes post-training.48

Preliminary studies measuring activity levels of the various kinases and changes in substrate
phosphorylation1,226 are generally consistent with the behavioural data. Importantly, however,
these studies indicate that periods of kinase activity may be transient, suggesting that dephos-
phorylation may also take place following a learning experience. It has also been found that the
effects of PKC inhibition and activation are dependent on the level of reinforcement associated
with the task.228 Pharmacological activation of PKC following weakly-reinforced training fa-
cilitates long term memory formation. Conversely, activation of PKC following
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strongly-reinforced training causes memory impairment. This may indicate that too much
kinase activity is as detrimental to memory as too little, and again heralds significant roles for
the phosphatases likely to be required in order to curtail kinase activity at critical time points.
It also underscores the efficacy of continuing to investigate brain processes relevant to memory
formation within the framework provided by a temporally precise model, derived from a
single-trial learning task within which the strength of reinforcement of a training trial can be
systematically manipulated.161

The involvement of three Ser/Thr phosphatase classes in memory formation has been stud-
ied by our research group and, in recent years, evidence implicating all three enzyme classes in
memory formation in the chick has been published.14,16,17,224 Although interpretation of the
data is made difficult by the poor specificity of available pharmacological inhibitors, a review of
these studies is useful in delineating some of the issues that will require further investigation in
the future. Pharmacological approaches are acknowledged to be particularly useful in initially
revealing the cellular processes underlying memory formation, which can then be targeted for
further research.128

PP2A
Initial studies employed the drugs Okadaic Acid (OA) and Calyculin A (CalA), agents

widely acknowledged to be specific and selective phosphatase inhibitors.54 Both drugs dis-
rupted retention from two different time points depending on the concentration of drug ad-
ministered and the time relative to training at which administration took place.17,224 At con-
centrations of OA that might be expected to selectively inhibit PP2A (0.5 nM per hemisphere),
bilateral intracranial administration of either drug close to the time of training induced reten-
tion deficits from approximately 40-50 minutes post-training. This most probably indicates a
role for PP2A in a process that normally occurs at or before this time relative to training and
that is critical to a subsequent stage of memory formation.

The apparent requirement for PP2A was later shown to be confined to the left hemisphere
of the chick. Administration of putative PP2A inhibitors to the right hemisphere was without
effect on retention levels at any time tested, while administration to the left hemisphere mim-
icked the effects observed following bilateral administration (Bennett, Moutsoulas, Lawen &
Ng, unpublished observations). These data are summarised schematically in Figure 3. The
effects of PP2A inhibition were observed also to vary with the strength of reinforcement asso-
ciated with the training experience. While left hemisphere inhibition of PP2A following strongly
reinforced training resulted in significant memory loss (Fig. 3), left hemisphere inhibition
following weakly reinforced training facilitated memory formation (Bennett, Moutsoulas, Lawen
& Ng, unpublished observations).

Previous data from our laboratory have demonstrated that PKC inhibition has an amnestic
effect following PAL which is evident by 25-30 minutes post training and which is also lateral-
ized to the left hemisphere.228 Transient changes in phosphorylation of the PKC substrate,
growth associated protein of ~50 kD weight (GAP-43), are also observed to occur at around
this time in critical areas of the chick brain,1,226 and within a similar time frame following
single-trial inhibitory-avoidance learning in the rat.28 The amnestic effect of PP2A inhibition
occurred soon after the effect observed following PKC inhibition. As PP2A is known to de-
phosphorylate GAP-43,168 it is possible that PP2A may be a critical element in a proposed
reinforcement-associated memory switch believed to require PKC activity.143 Dephosphoryla-
tion of GAP-43 may be just as essential as its phosphorylation. The memory ‘switch’ is believed
to determine whether information is retained beyond approximately 30 minutes post-training,
but evidence supporting this speculation is circumstantial so far. Other candidate substrates for
PP2A include a number of kinases that are dephosphorylated by this enzyme,7 the protein
called myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate (MARCKS), which shows increased phos-
phorylation following imprinting in the chick;173 the protein RC3/neurogranin, which shows
enhanced phosphorylation during LTP;30 and the protein tau, which shows altered dephos-
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phorylation in the brains of patients with Alzheimer’s disease,186 a disorder characterised by
memory loss.

PP1
It remains difficult to elucidate roles for PP1 in complex systems, as all available cell-permeable

inhibitors also curtail PP2A activity and most do so with greater potency. While some inhibi-
tors, such as OA, differ in their potency towards the two enzyme classes in vitro,63 it is not
generally considered appropriate to generalize from in vitro to in vivo contexts as many factors
can influence drug potencies in complex in vivo systems.37 Nevertheless, previous studies have
used differences in drug potencies to support arguments that either PP1 or PP2A is involved in
a particular regulatory system in intact cells.147,175,202 We have tentative evidence in support of
a role for PP1 in a relatively early stage of memory formation based on such an approach.

In our early studies with OA and CalA, both drugs were found to produce two temporally
distinct effects on memory formation.17,224 The retention functions were statistically identical
in each case and the two times of onset were relatively independent of time of administration or
drug concentration within set ranges. The most parsimonious explanation for these results is
that different cellular constituents, underlying different memory stages, might be inhibited by
high and low drug concentrations. The later of the two effects, discussed in the preceding
section, was most probably due to inhibition of PP2A as it was induced by very low drug
concentrations (up to 0.5 nM OA) as well as the higher drug concentrations (100 nM OA)
used in our later studies. It seems reasonable to attribute the alternative effect obtained in these
experiments, with onset of retention deficits prior to 20 minutes post-training, to inhibition of
PP1, since this effect was induced only by concentrations of OA sufficient to inhibit both PP1
and PP2A in vitro.

Of some interest is the later finding that the effect of inhibiting PP1, assuming this to be the
case here, was confined to the right hemisphere of the chick, with no evidence of a role for PP1

Figure 3. Schematic diagrams depicting the effects of inhibiting PP2A in one hemisphere of the chick
following strongly-reinforced learning (SRL). Groups of chicks were trained to discriminate between a
previously aversive red coloured bead and a previously pleasant blue coloured bead. They were then admin-
istered either OA (0.5 nM) or CalA (0.1 nM) into the left (LH) or right (RH) hemisphere and retention
was tested at the specified time post-training. Groups of chicks that received either drug in the left hemi-
sphere showed good retention, indicated by selective avoidance of a red coloured bead, only up until
approximately 40-50 minutes post-training. All groups tested after this time showed significant retention
deficits. Groups of chicks administered either drug in the right hemisphere showed good retention at all
times of test.
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in left hemisphere memory processing being evident (Bennett, Moutsoulas, Lawen & Ng,
unpublished observations). The left hemisphere retention deficits depicted in Figure 4 can be
fully accounted for by the effects of the drugs on PP2A, as they were also obtained following
administration of much lower drug concentrations (Fig. 3). More surprisingly, the effect on
retention levels of PP1 inhibition in the right hemisphere was found to be both transient (Fig.
4) and independent of the level of reinforcement associated with the task (data not shown).
Retention levels were reduced from before 20 minutes post-training through to after 60 min-
utes post weakly- or strongly-reinforced training, with drug-treated groups of chicks being
statistically indistinguishable from control groups by 2-4 hours post-training. This pattern of
results is unprecedented and, hence, difficult to explain. It was not observed when bilateral
drug administration took place, but this is probably due to the effects of OA and CalA on
PP2A in the left hemisphere, as described above.

It is possible that inhibition of PP1 in the right hemisphere may selectively affect retrieval of
information from specific memory stages, rather than affecting memory formation per se. It is
possible also that inhibition of PP1 may selectively affect only one or more of several informa-

Figure 4. Schematic diagrams depicting the effects of inhibiting PP1 in one hemisphere of the chick
following strongly-reinforced learning (SRL) or weekly reinforced learning (WRL). Trained groups of
chicks were administered OA (100 nM) or CalA (100nM) into the left (LH) or right (RH) hemisphere and
retention was tested at the specified time post-training. Groups of chicks that received either drug in the left
hemisphere showed good retention, indicated by selective avoidance of a red coloured bead, only up until
approximately 40-50 minutes post-training. All groups tested after this time showed significant retention
deficits, most probably attributable to the effects of the drugs on PP2A (see Fig. 3). Groups of chicks
administered either drug in the right hemisphere showed good retention only up until approximately 10-20
minutes post-training. Groups tested between 20 and 120 minutes post-training showed variable retention
levels, with a gradual recovery being apparent. By 240 minutes post-training, retention levels in right
hemisphere, drug-treated, chick groups were identical to those obtained from untreated control groups.
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tion traces that normally form in parallel, only one of which is expressed at any given time.
Several additional experiments (Bennett, Moutsoulas, Lawen & Ng, unpublished observations)
have provided preliminary support for the second of these conclusions but this has yet to be
fully investigated. Were this to be the case, it would support compelling data from other learn-
ing paradigms which have recently challenged the traditional view that existing memory stages
are sequentially dependent.46,50,61,91,201

PP2B
In our first series of studies using the PP2B inhibitor Cyclosporin A (CyA), we demon-

strated that memory loss was observed following bilateral drug administration from approxi-
mately 70-80 minutes post-training.16 We later showed (depicted in Fig. 5) that this effect was
lateralized to the left hemisphere (Bennett, Moutsoulas, Lawen & Ng, unpublished observa-
tions), and that a temporally identical amnestic effect was obtained following administration
of an alternative PP2B inhibitor, FK506.14 Unexpectedly, similar data were obtained following
administration of a number of pharmacological analogues which share with CyA and FK506
the ability to inhibit distinct classes of immunophilins, but which do not inhibit PP2B activ-
ity.15 Immunophilins (also called peptidyl prolyl cis/trans isomerases or PPIases) catalyse pro-
tein folding reactions,59 are enriched in brain tissue, and have important neuroprotective func-
tions.176 It was concluded, therefore, that our evidence was consistent with a role for these
enzymes, rather than for PP2B, in a later stage of memory formation. Investigation of whether
PP2B is also required for memory formation at or after this time awaits the development of
more specific inhibitors.

In a subsequent series of studies we proposed that, if PP2B plays a role in memory via
activation of PP1, as is suggested by leading theoretical models, then the temporal and spatial
parameters of this involvement might be expected to be similar. We investigated this proposal
by conducting further experiments with CyA and FK506, in which drug concentrations and
times and location of drug administration were systematically varied. Consistent with our pro-
posal, various treatments thought to act by inhibition of PP2B produced results almost identi-
cal to those produced by treatments thought to act by inhibition of PP1.14 The requirement for

Figure 5. Schematic diagrams showing the effects of inhibiting PP2B in one hemisphere of the chick
following strongly-reinforced learning (SRL). Chicks trained using the PAL task were administered either
CyA (20 nM) or FK506 (20 nM) and tested for retention at a specified time post-training. Groups of chicks
that received either drug in the left hemisphere (LH) showed good retention, indicated by selective avoid-
ance of a red coloured bead, up until approximately 70-80 minutes post-training, an effect also obtained
following administration of PPIase inhibitors (data not shown). Groups of chicks administered the drugs
in the right hemisphere (RH) showed a pattern of retention deficits similar to those obtained following
inhibition of PP1, with good retention for approximately 5-10 minutes, followed by a period of retention
loss which had resolved completely by 180-240 minutes post-training.
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PP2B was shown to be localized to the right hemisphere; inhibition of either PP1 or PP2B in
this hemisphere produced memory loss with an early time of onset; 10-20 minutes post-training
for PP1 inhibition and 5-10 minutes post-training for PP2B inhibition. The retention loss
with both classes of inhibitors was found to be transient, regardless of the level of reinforce-
ment associated with the training experience, and both retention functions were very similar,
with recovery of memory taking place by approximately 2-3 hours (Fig. 5).

This consistency is made more compelling by the fact that the pattern of retention deficits
seen in both cases is so unusual. Few early drug effects on memory have been found to occur
following right hemisphere drug administration, although this may be partially because many
retention tests are conducted after the time at which memory recovered in our studies, so that
transient effects might be overlooked. Recovery of memory following a prolonged period of
retention loss is also rare following strongly-reinforced training and, as yet, has not been re-
ported elsewhere following weakly-reinforced training. It seems reasonable to conclude, there-
fore, that at least one role for PP2B in memory formation in the chick may involve activation
of PP1.

The exact nature of this role remains undetermined although, given the model of synaptic
plasticity described previously, it is of interest that inhibition of CaMK-II in the right hemi-
sphere of the chick also results in memory loss soon after training.223 Unlike PP1 and PP2B
inhibition, CaMK-II inhibition also produces memory loss in the left hemisphere and all re-
tention deficits induced by CaMK-II appear to be permanent. It may be instructive that CaMK-II
appears to have more than one, differentially localised, role in memory for a single-trial,
step-down inhibitory avoidance task in rodents,215 and that only some effects of CaMK-II
inhibition in this species are permanent, while others can be attenuated by appropriate experi-
mental protocols.9 Additional work within the chick model is required to establish whether
similar effects may be observed within this species.

Protein Phosphatases in Rodent Learning and Memory
Pharmacological studies examining phosphatase involvement in memory formation in ro-

dents have emerged only recently. One of these found that rats infused with OA for several
weeks developed learning difficulties.4 The rats also demonstrated gross morphological changes,
however, making it difficult to determine whether phosphatase inhibition was responsible for
the learning deficits or whether these deficits may have reflected a secondary problem.136 In
another study, microinjection of OA into the dorsal hippocampus was found to impair spatial
reference and working memory one day later in rats. The impairment was reported to be tran-
sient, having disappeared by the following day.71 Chronic systemic administration of CyA at a
concentration used therapeutically has been reported not to impair retention of information in
rats.21 Indeed, FK506 was able to ameliorate a discrimination learning impairment induced by
chronic cerebral hypoperfusion in rats,188 probably due to its well described neuroprotective
effects.65 Using a different approach, Ikegami and Inokuchi80 found that infusion of antisense
DNA against PP2B resulted in enhanced hippocampal-dependent contextual fear learning,
although spatial learning performance on a water maze was unaffected.

Gene targeting approaches have also been applied to the issue of phosphatase involvement
in memory formation in rodents although, thus far, these techniques have only directly ad-
dressed roles for the Ca2+- dependent phosphatase, PP2B. As was described previously, a
transgenic mouse strain (CN98) that overexpressed a truncated form of PP2B, under the con-
trol of a promoter molecule, in forebrain regions including the hippocampus, was developed
by Mansuy et al.122 and shown by Winder et al.214 to exhibit only a truncated form of LTP.
When hippocampal-dependent forms of learning were investigated in these mice, they were
found to be significantly and selectively impaired relative to controls.121 Just as the capacity for
LTP in CN98 mice was reinstated by activation of PKA, however, so spatial learning perfor-
mance could be improved by providing additional learning trials. This may indicate that PP2B
is specifically involved in the transition from short-term memory stages to longer-term stages
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in the mouse. While this initially appears contradictory with the chick data, which suggested
that the effect of PP2B inhibition was independent of the level of reinforcement associated
with the training experience, it is of interest that memory loss induced by PP2B disruption in
both species appears reversible. Another study found that expression of a PP2B inhibitory
domain in the mouse brain reversibly facilitated LTP in vitro and in vivo, enhanced learning,
and selectively strengthened short- and long-term memory for several hippocampal-dependent
spatial and non-spatial tasks.120 This again suggests that lowering PP2B activity has a beneficial
effect on induction of LTP and some kinds of learning, although it is interesting that LTD
induction was not affected, perhaps because PP2B activity was only partially inhibited. An-
other interesting aspect of this study was that, while PP2B inhibition was able to strengthen or
prolong specific memory phases, it was not able to convert short-term memory into a more
permanent representation. This again implies that PP2B may modulate rather than mediate
memory formation in this species, a conclusion consistent with the data described previously.

A third study attempted to address this issue by reversibly but completely inhibiting a regu-
latory subunit of PP2B in the forebrain of adult mice.221 This manipulation resulted in a
significant shift in the LTP/LTD threshold, such that LTD was diminished and LTP enhanced.
In addition, the mice exhibited a specific deficit in hippocampus-dependent working and
episodic-like memory tasks that require single-trial learning, such as the delayed
matching-to-place version of the Morris water maze and the working memory version of the
8-arm radial maze. Performance of the mice was normal in hippocampus-dependent reference
memory tasks with multiple learning trials, such as contextual fear conditioning and a more
standard version of the Morris water maze. A dissociation between the involvement of PP2B in
different types of hippocampal-dependent memory tasks may partially explain the anomalous
results obtained previously but, given the tentative status of all data available thus far, future
research will be required to investigate this possibility. As was mentioned in relation to the role
of PP2B in models of synaptic plasticity, it is also possible that different PP2B isoforms have
distinct roles in memory formation that are obscured by present techniques. This possibility
also awaits future investigation.

Conclusion
All existing evidence points to the view that information storage in biological organisms

may rest upon a long and complex sequence of more-or-less transient events involving
post-translational modifications to existing proteins. These events, which persist for at least
two or more hours post-training in the chick, may act to store information while a decision is
made as to whether permanent consolidation is appropriate. Our own research group has pro-
duced convincing evidence that each of five major kinase groups are required for permanent
consolidation, each one playing a temporally specific role. Each of three classes of Ser/Thr
phosphatases have also now been shown to be essential, suggesting that dephosphorylation
may be as important as phosphorylation in ensuring that permanent storage takes place. Thus
far, the pharmaco-behavioural results obtained by our group are broadly commensurate with
more recent studies using gene technologies in rodent learning models. They are also consistent
with the many studies implicating phosphatases in processes underlying various forms of syn-
aptic plasticity. One might argue that an apparent inability to identify a kinase or phosphatase
not implicated in learning and memory formation is problematic, since it implies a lack of
specificity. The temporal specificity of the results obtained thus far, however, and the impres-
sive similarities across studies from vastly different species and models of synaptic plasticity, is
perhaps more consistent with the view that memory formation is indeed as complex as it is
fascinating, with a carefully orchestrated cascade of events underlying our capacity to learn and
retain information about events in our internal and external environments. While our present
understanding of this cascade is limited, the advances made in the last decade are impressive,
providing a solid scaffolding upon which future research can build.
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Abstract

Among three isoforms of nitric oxide (NO) synthase, both neuronal and endothelial NO
synthases may play an important role in learning and memory. NO production in the
brain increases, in an activity-dependent manner, following an increase in intracellular

Ca2+ levels. Electrophysiological studies revealed that the NO/cGMP pathway plays an
important role as an intercellular messenger in the long-term potentiation and long-term
depression, which is considered the cellular basis of learning and memory. Behavioral studies
further support the role of NO in learning and memory. Collectively, the evidence suggests
that NO plays a crucial role in certain forms of learning and memory formation. Furthermore,
we believe that modulation of the NO/cGMP signaling pathway is a novel therapeutic strategy
for at least some patients with cognitive impairments such as senile dementia.

Introduction
The cellular basis of learning and memory is an alteration in the effectiveness of synapses,

which is called synaptic plasticity. Several studies have suggested a relationship between synaptic
plasticity and memory.16 Extensive study of the molecular mechanisms of long-term changes
in electrophysiological responses at synapses, such as long-term potentiation (LTP)9 and
long-term depression (LTD),40 has led to a better understanding of the cellular basis of learning
and memory,90,98 although the existence of a direct relation between LTP and memory has
been questioned.53,58

Nitric oxide (NO) production in the brain was first reported by Garthwaite et al in 1988.28

They demonstrated that the excitatory amino acid glutamate evokes the release of an
endothelium-derived relaxing factor (EDRF)-like molecule, NO, in cerebellar slices, by
activating N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors.28 Subsequent studies have demonstrated
that NO acts as an intercellular messenger in the brain and plays a crucial role in synaptic
plasticity such as LTP and LTD, as well as learning and memory formation.32

In this chapter, we first give an outline of the regulation of NO synthesis in the brain, and then
review electrophysiological and behavioral findings that imply a role for NO in learning and memory.
Lastly, we describe the alterations of NO synthesis in the brain induced by learning and memory,
and aging.

Regulation of NO Synthesis in the Brain
NO is synthesized from L-arginine by NO synthase (NOS) in a NADPH-dependent reaction.

Several isoforms of NOS have been purified and molecularly cloned. Both neuronal NOS
(nNOS) and endothelial NOS (eNOS) are calcium/calmodulin-dependent enzymes.13,21 nNOS
is constitutively expressed in certain populations of neurons in the CNS. eNOS is also
constitutively expressed mainly in endothelial cells59 but also in the CA1 pyramidal cells of the
hippocampus.23 In contrast to these two isoforms, inducible NOS (iNOS) is calcium-independent
and expressed only after exposure to certain cytokines and/or bacterial endotoxins such as
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lipopolysaccharide.59,97 It is suggested that NO synthesized by iNOS plays a pathophysiologi-
cal role in ischemic brain damage and other neuroinflammatory diseases.38,81

Studies both in vitro and in vivo have demonstrated that NO synthesis in neurons is
stimulated by Ca2+ influx, which is induced by activation of ionotropic and metabotropic
glutamate receptors. NO activates soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC) which leads to the formation
of cGMP.13,21,88,89 Although relatively few neurons express NOS in the brain, the NO released
could influence surrounding neurons over a wide area because it diffuses rapidly within spatial
limits of approximately 0.3-0.4 mm.87

Another potential factor, which may modulate NO synthesis in the brain, is the availability
of the precursor L-arginine in the NOS-containing neurons. L-Arginine is present in glial cells
in the brain,3 and its release was shown in cerebellar slices in vitro30 and in the thalamus in
vivo.24 Systemic treatment with L-arginine, as well as direct infusion into the brain, produces a
significant increase in NO synthesis in the brain.74,88 In addition, an increase in extracellular
L-arginine and NO metabolite (nitrite and nitrate) levels were observed when the glial
function was impaired by treatment with the glial selective metabolic inhibitor fluorocitrate.46,96

It is proposed that the glial toxin impairs the function of glial cells as a reservoir of L-arginine,
leading to leakage of L-arginine from glial cells, which results in an enhancement of NO
production by NOS-containing neurons.96 Proposed mechanisms for the modulation of NO
synthesis in the brain are illustrated in Figure 1.

Role of NO in LTP and LTD
LTP in the hippocampus refers to the phenomenon whereby a brief, high-frequency

electrical stimulation of an excitatory pathway to the hippocampus produces a long-lasting
enhancement in the strength of the stimulated synapse.9 Pharmacologic as well as genetic
blockade of NMDA receptors prevents the induction of hippocampal LTP without affecting
normal synaptic transmission.57,73,82 The expression of LTP is thought to involve, in part, a
presynaptic increase in transmitter release, implying that postsynaptic neurons release
retrograde messengers acting on presynaptic nerve terminals. NO is a potential candidate for
such a retrograde messenger.32 NO binds iron in the heme of sGC, altering the conformation
to activate the molecule, which leads to formation of cGMP. Presynaptic injection of cGMP
produces activity-dependent LTP in cultured hippocampal neurons. Based on experiments
using a hippocampal cell culture system, the cellular mechanism of LTP has been proposed as
follows: Tetanic stimulation causes Ca2+ influx through postsynaptic NMDA receptors and/or
voltage-dependent calcium channels, thereby activating NOS in the postsynaptic neurons. NO
then diffuses across the extracellular space to the presynaptic terminal, where it activates sGC
and cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) to produce an activity-dependent long-lasting
enhancement of transmitter release4,101 (Fig. 1). A recent study, however, revealed that
cGMP-dependent protein kinases are not involved in LTP and that NO induces LTP through
an alternative cGMP-independent pathway, possibly ADP-ribosylation in mice lacking
cGMP-dependent protein kinases.42

Initial pharmacological studies suggested that NO is involved in LTP as a retrograde
messenger29,61,75 but there is no consensus on the role of NO in LTP6,51,85 (Table 1). These
discrepancies suggest that there are NO-dependent and independent forms of LTP. Alterna-
tively, the results may be partly due to the stimulation pattern used to elicit LTP. High-frequency
stimulation to induce LTP is different from neuronal activity under physiological conditions,
and thus may lead to NO-independent forms of LTP. A recent study showed that the hippoc-
ampal LTP in vivo that was induced by a stimulation phase-locked with a theta rhythm, a more
physiological stimulation pattern, is completely blocked by NOS inhibitors.34 LTP in the
hippocampus has been found to exhibit an early phase that is independent of protein and RNA
synthesis (E-LTP) and a late phase that is reduced by inhibitors of those processes (L-LTP).
Most studies into the role of NO in LTP have focused on E-LTP, not L-LTP. It has recently
been demonstrated that NO contributes to L-LTP via the activation of sGC, PKG and CREB
phosphorylation.50
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 LTP in the hippocampus is normal in mice with a targeted mutation of nNOS or eNOS,62,78

but is eliminated in double mutants for nNOS and eNOS.78 Inhibition of the membrane
localization of eNOS results in an inhibition of LTP in the hippocampus.41 It is shown that
LTP in the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus of eNOS knockout mice was entirely absent
under weak stimulation conditions although strong tetanic stimulation induced a robust LTP
which was not blocked by NOS inhibitors.86

LTD in the cerebellum involves a persistent reduction of transmission efficacy at synapses
from parallel fibers to Purkinje cells, which occurs when the parallel fibers are activated in
conjunction with climbing fibers converging at the same Purkinje cells.40 LTD in the cerebel-
lum is thought to be a cellular basis of motor learning.76 Stimulation of white matter of the
cerebellum increases the NO concentration in the molecular layer. A NOS inhibitor
NG-monomethyl-L-arginine acetate (L-NMMA) and an NO scavenger hemoglobin inhibit
LTD77 (Table 1). LTD cannot be induced in Purkinje neurons of cerebellar slices from young
adult nNOS knockout mice.49

The induction of LTP and LTD is not restricted to the hippocampus and cerebellum.
Activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is induced in many other areas of the brain (Table 1).
For instance, NO-dependent LTP was demonstrated in layer V of the auditory cortex84 and the
medial amygdaloid nucleus.1 NMDA-independent, but NO-dependent LTP can be induced
in the somatosensory cortex of mice, although it is not induced in eNOS knockout mice.31

High-frequency stimulation of corticostriatal glutamatergic fibers induces LTD in striatal spiny
neurons, and the NO/cGMP pathway plays a critical role in the corticostriatal LTD.15

Figure 1. Regulation of NO synthesis in the brain and the role of NO in LTP. L-Arginine (L-Arg) is stored
in glial cells. NO is synthesized by nNOS and/or eNOS from L-Arg in neurons. In the LTP, tetanic
stimulation causes Ca2+ influx through postsynaptic NMDA and/or voltage-dependent calcium channels
(VDCCs), thereby activating NOS in postsynaptic neurons. NO then diffuses across the extracellular space
to the presynaptic terminal, where it activates sGC and cGMP-dependent protein kinase PKG to produce
an activity-dependent long-lasting enhancement of neurotransmitter release.
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Role of NO in Memory Processes
As described above, NO plays an important role in LTP and LTD, suggesting that this

intercellular messenger participates in some forms of learning and memory. This hypothesis has
been tested in a number of studies with various behavioral tasks and NO-related agents (NOS
inhibitors, NO donors, L-arginine, GC inhibitors, cGMP analogs, cGMP-dependent phos-
phodiesterases inhibitors). Some of these studies showed positive results supporting the in-
volvement of NO in memory formation while others reported negative results70,90 (Table 2).
Accordingly, it is suggested that NO plays a role in certain forms of learning and memory but
not others. Alternatively, nNOS and eNOS may have different roles in learning and memory
processes. To test this hypothesis, the effects of specific inhibitors for each NOS isoform have
been investigated in various behavioral tasks. Although mice with a targeted mutation of each
NOS isoform (nNOS and eNOS knockout mice) are available, reports of behavioral
experiments with these mutant mice on learning and memory are limited.27

Spatial Learning and Memory
Many studies have examined the role of NO in spatial learning and memory by using the

water maze test,5,11,18,25,36 but the results are not unequivocal. Several investigators have shown
that systemic administration of the non-selective NOS inhibitor NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl
ester (L-NAME) as well as the nNOS-selective inhibitor 7-nitroindazole (7-NI) impairs
performance in acquisition trials, in which the escape platform was submerged, although

Table 1. Role of NO in LTP and LTD

LTP/LTD Effect Drugs/Mutant Mice References

LTP in the hippocampus Inhibition L-NA, L-NMMA, 61
L-NAME, 75
Hemoglobin, 29
HMA 41
7-NI, TRIM 34,50

Temperature & L-NA, L-NAME, 85
age-dependent Hemoglobin
Conditioning- L-NA 51
dependent
No effect L-NAME 6
No change nNOS mutant mouse 62

eNOS mutant mouse 78
Impairment nNOS/eNOS 78

double mutant mouse
eNOS mutant mouse 86

LTP in the neocortex Inhibition L-NAME, L-NMMA 84
Hemoglobin 31

Impairment eNOS mutant mouse 31
LTD in the cerebellum Inhibition L-NMMA, 77

Hemoglobin
Impairment nNOS mutant mouse 49

LTD in the corticostriatal Inhibition L-NAME, 7-NI 15
pathway Induction SNAP 15

HMA: hydroxymyristic acid (a myristoylation inhibitor)
SNAP: S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine
TRIM: 1-(2-trifluoromethylphenyl)imidazole
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performance in cued trials, in which the platform was placed above the water, was not affected.
These earlier studies suggest that NO plays a role in acquisition of spatial memory.18,25,36

In contrast, Bannerman et al5 have shown that although L-NAME impairs spatial learning
in the water maze task with multiple trials per day, it has no effect when only one trial per day
is used. Based on these and other results, they have suggested that the impairment of
performance caused by L-NAME is not due to any direct effect on the mechanism of spatial
learning. Blokland et al11 examined the role of hippocampal NO in spatial learning and
reversal learning in the water maze test, because spatial learning is highly dependent on hippoc-
ampal function.56 Local injection of NG-nitro-L-arginine (L-NA) into the dorsal hippocampus
before a daily training session transiently affected search behavior during the training, but
failed to affect performance in the probe trials or reversal learning. Accordingly, it was
concluded that hippocampal NO is not critically involved in place learning.11

The role of eNOS in learning and memory was investigated with eNOS knockout mice in
the water maze test.27 Unexpectedly, a clear improvement in performance was observed in the
acquisition trials, although there was no difference between eNOS knockout mice and wild
type mice in the cued trials. Thus, the performance of the mutant mice cannot be
attributed solely to differences in sensorimotor capacities. Furthermore, eNOS knockout mice
performed better in the probe trials and the reversal learning test. It remains to be determined
whether the improvement depends on an increased spatial learning capacity per se or whether
eNOS gene disruption induces changes in brain processes related to anxiety or reward which
might play an important role in memory.27 Pharmacologic studies with selective eNOS inhibitors
will provide additional insight into the role of eNOS in learning and memory.

The role of NO in spatial learning and memory has also been investigated in a radial arm
maze.12,36,55,79,92,102 All these studies consistently demonstrated an inhibitory effect of NOS

Table 2. Role of NO in memory processes

Task Effect Drugs/Mutant Mice References

Water maze Impairment L-NAME, 7-NI 18, 25, 36
No effect L-NAME, L-NA 5, 11
Improvement eNOS mutant mouse 27

Radial arm maze Impairment L-NA, L-NAME, 7-NI 12
L-NMMA 92, 36, 79, 102, 55

3-Pannel runway Impairment L-NAME 63
Object recognition Impairment L-NAME 20

State-dependent L-NA 10
Operant conditioning No effect L-NAME 43
Y-maze Impairment L-NAME, 7-NI 93, 94, 52
14-Unit T-maze Impairment 7-NI 39, 54
Habituation Impairment L-NAME 92
Passive avoidance Impairment L-NA, 7-NI, L-NMMA 35, 33, 7, 37, 26, 44

Diphenyleneiodonium 72
chloride

No effect L-NA, L-NAME 12, 5, 93
Olfactory memory Impairment L-NAME 12

No effect L-NA 14, 66
Enhancement Sodium nitroprusside, 67

L-Arginine 68
Locomotor adaptation Impairment L-NMME, Hemoglobin 99
Eyeblink conditioning Impairment L-NAME 18
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inhibitors on performance in the acquisition trials, suggesting a crucial role for NO in spatial
memory formation. We demonstrated that L-NAME, but not D-NAME, impaired
performance in a dose-dependent manner during the acquisition of the radial arm maze task,
while it failed to affect performance in those rats that previously achieved the task.92 A
non-specific NOS inhibitor, L-NAME inhibited both spatial reference and working memory
formation in rats whereas a specific nNOS inhibitor 7-NI impaired specifically spatial
reference learning in a reference/working memory task without affecting working memory.102

A working memory deficit in rats following the treatment with L-NAME was also
demonstrated in the 3-pannel runway test63 and the object recognition test.20 However, a
study using the operant conditioning test showed that inhibition of NOS activity induced by
L-NAME does not interfere with the learning or retention of basic operant tasks that involve
simple spatial or visual analysis.43

Daily administration of L-arginine increased the choice accuracy, by reducing the number
of reference memory errors, in the late phase of training on the radial arm maze, although,
during this period, NOS inhibitors had little effect.102 Accordingly, it is possible that NO
production in the brain changes depending upon the degree of memory formation, such that
the level of production is high in the early phase of training, and then decreases with repeated
training (Fig. 2). NOS inhibitors may cause an impairment of spatial learning in the early
phase of training during which time NO production levels are high. The inhibitory effects of
NOS inhibitors would disappear in the late phase of the training when the level of NO
production decreases. Although systemic administration in rats of L-arginine increases NO
production in the brain,74,88 the effect may appear only when the level of production in the
brain is low. It is likely, therefore, that L-arginine increases choice accuracy by increasing NO
production in the late phase, but not the early phase of radial arm maze training.

In addition to the water maze and radial arm maze, several other tasks, including the
Y-maze,93,94 a 14-unit T-maze39,52,54 and habituation tests,92 have been utilized to assess the
role of NO in spatial memory formation. It was demonstrated in a 14-unit T-maze test that
learning impairment induced by the nNOS inhibitor 7-NI can be overcome by systemic
administration of the NO donor, molsidomine.54 Furthermore, an impairment of spontaneous
alternation behavior in a Y-maze induced by systemic administration of NOS inhibitors such
as L-NAME and 7-NI, which was associated with a significant decrease in cGMP contents in
the hippocampus, was ameliorated by the intracerebroventricular injection of cGMP
analogs.52,93,94 These findings suggest that a NO/cGMP pathway in the hippocampus is
responsible for spontaneous alternation behavior in the Y-maze.

Collectively, it appears that NO in the hippocampus may play a crucial role in certain forms of
spatial learning but not others. It remains to be determined which NOS isoform is responsible for
hippocampus-dependent spatial learning and memory.

Fear Memories
The passive avoidance task is widely used for the study of the mechanism of learning and

memory because memory processes involved in the task can be manipulated at different phases,
such as acquisition, consolidation/retention and retrieval. Since passive avoidance information
is stored for a relatively long period, the memory involved in this task is considered long-term
memory. In the chick, memory consolidation and/or retention in the passive avoidance task is
impaired by treatment with NOS inhibitors33,35 and enhanced by sodium nitroprusside,71

which spontaneously releases NO. These results imply that NO is involved in long-term memory
in the chick. Other groups have also shown in mice and rats that NOS inhibitors, administered
immediately before or after the training, produce memory impairment.7,26,37 A recent study
showed that NO is involved in retention of the passive avoidance response through the
modulation of the forebrain cholinergic system.44 In contrast, other studies have failed to find
any effect.5,12,93 Therefore, further study is needed to confirm a possible role for NO in long-term
memory involved in the passive avoidance task. One study suggested that the effects of NOS
inhibitors on learning and memory are state-dependent, indicating that hippocampal NOS
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inhibition leads to a change in the internal state of animals and this may affect the manner in
which it performs in a cognitive task.10 Another study72 showed that day-old chicks trained on
a single-trial passive avoidance task suffered significant memory loss from post-training
intracranial administration of a selective inhibitor of eNOS, diphenyleneiodonium chloride,
although administration of a selective nNOS or iNOS inhibitor at the same time had no effect
on retention. Taken together, it is likely that eNOS plays a role in memory formation in the
passive avoidance task, which is at least distinct from any role that may be played by nNOS.72

Olfactory Memory
The olfactory bulb is one of the brain structures involved in olfactory memory in animals.

Since this structure possesses much activity of NOS, the role of NO in olfactory memory has
been examined. Although one study showed impairment of olfactory memory following a
systemic injection of L-NAME,12 others did not observe any significant effect induced by a
direct injection of L-NA into the accessory olfactory bulb.14,66 Subsequently, it was shown that
intrabulbar infusions of NO donors (sodium nitroprusside) and L-arginine induced formation

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the hypothetical changes in NO production during memory formation.
NO production in the brain changes depending upon the degree of memory formation, such that the level
of production is high in the early phase of training, and then decreases with repeated training. NOS
inhibitors cause an impairment of spatial learning in the early phase of training during which time NO
production levels are high. The inhibitory effects of NOS inhibitors would disappear in the late phase of
the training when NO production has decreased. The effect of L-arginine may appear only when the level
of NO production in the brain is low. It is likely, therefore, that L-arginine increases choice accuracy by
increasing NO production in the late phase, but not the early phase, of radial arm maze training.
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of a pheromone-specific olfactory memory in the absence of mating.67,68 Collectively, it is
likely that NO in the olfactory bulb plays a role in olfactory memory.

Motor Learning
LTD in the cerebellum is considered a cellular basis of motor learning. Since NOS inhibitors

impair LTD in the cerebellum, NO is considered to be involved in certain forms of motor
learning.40 For instance, NOS inhibitors and hemoglobin, which scavenges NO, abolish
adaptive control of locomotion to perturbation, a form of motor learning, in the cat.99

Cerebellar and brainstem structures play a critical role in the acquisition and retention of eyeblink
conditioning.80 Since L-NAME impairs acquisition of eyeblink conditioning in the rabbit as
does selective lesion of the cerebellar cortex,47 it is suggested that NO is involved in normal
function or synaptic plasticity in the cerebellar cortex.18 Furthermore, it is demonstrated that
impairment of conditioned eyeblink response by L-NAME is accompanied by a retardation in
the formation of conditioning-related activity in the interpositus nucleus.2

Learning and Memory-Associated Changes in NO Production
in the Brain

As described above, accumulating evidence supports the hypothesis that NO plays a role in
certain forms of learning and memory. If so, memory formation may be accompanied by an
increase in NO production in the brain (Table 3). Papa et al69 have shown that intense
NADPH-diaphorase staining, a specific histochemical marker for neurons containing NOS22

in the hippocampus is observed 2 hr, but not immediately, after exposure of rats to spatial
novelty. The NOS inhibitor L-NA inhibits NADPH-diaphorase staining and behavioral
habituation to spatial novelty.69 In passive avoidance learning, intrahippocampal injection of
L-NA immediately after training impairs memory retention, and NOS activity as well as cGMP
content in the hippocampus increases immediately after training.7,8 Chen et al19 showed that
NOS activity and nitrite levels in the hippocampus and cortex, and also the nitrite level in the
cerebellum were significantly elevated one day after rats had learned a water-rewarded spatial
alternation task in a Y-maze. Furthermore, immunohistochemistry with nNOS antibodies
revealed that spatial learning and memory in the same water-rewarded spatial alternation task
increased the number of NO-producing neurons in the dentate gyrus and frontal cortex.100

Regarding olfactory memory formation, a stimulus-specific expression of nNOS mRNA was
demonstrated, by using an in situ hybridization technique, in the female mouse accessory
olfactory bulb.65

These results demonstrate that the levels of NO, as well as cGMP, increase after memory
formation in the brain regions, which are considered to be important for learning and memory.
Furthermore, the results provide additional evidence for a role of the NO/cGMP signaling
pathway in learning and memory.

Conclusions
In this chapter, we first outlined the regulation of NO synthesis in the brain, and then

reviewed electrophysiological and behavioral findings that imply a role for NO in
learning and memory formation. Among three NOS isoforms, both nNOS and eNOS may
play an important role in learning and memory. In NOS-containing neurons, NO production
increases, in an activity-dependent manner, following an increase in intracellular Ca2+ levels.
Electrophysiological studies revealed that the NO/cGMP pathway plays an important role as
an intercellular messenger in the LTP and LTD, which is considered the cellular basis of
learning and memory. Behavioral studies further support the role of NO in learning and memory.
Collectively, the evidence suggests that NO plays a crucial role in certain forms of learning and
memory formation.

It is important to examine whether compounds that can modulate the NO/cGMP signal-
ing pathway have therapeutic potential for the treatment of patients with cognitive
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impairments such as aging-associated memory impairment. Some investigators suggested a
decrease in NO synthesis in aged rat brain17,60,83,91,95 whereas others suggested increased
synthesis.45,48 We believe that modulation of the NO/cGMP signaling pathway is a novel
therapeutic strategy for at least some patients with cognitive impairments. Of note, Ohtsuka
and Nakaya64 reported an improving effect of oral administration of L-arginine on senile
dementia. Other potential candidates include NO donors and inhibitors of cGMP-dependent
phosphodiesterase.
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From Messengers to Molecules: Memories Are Made of These, edited by Gernot Riedel
and Bettina Platt. ©2004 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers.

CREB
Paul W. Frankland and Sheena A. Josselyn

Abstract

The cAMP Responsive Element Binding Protein (CREB) is an activity regulated
transcription factor that modulates the transcription of genes with cAMP responsive
elements (CRE) located in their promoter regions. A variety of signaling pathways

converge to phosphorylate CREB at Ser133 and induce transcription. Here, we review the key
features of CREB-dependent transcription and evaluate evidence suggesting that CREB plays
a key role in different forms of plasticity in a wide range of species. The unifying feature of
these studies is that manipulations of CREB function affect long-term, but not short-term,
memory. This suggests that CREB-dependent transcription is required for the cellular events
underlying long-term memory.

Introduction
Current psychological theories of memory propose that memory is not a unitary phe-

nomenon. Rather, memory can be subdivided into qualitatively different memory systems,
each of which is served by anatomically distinct brain regions.104 A second distinction can be
made within these systems. That is, memory can be subdivided into different phases, each of
which can be distinguished from one another in terms of their temporal and biochemical
properties.32,78

Using animal studies, at least two phases of memory have been identified: Short-Term
Memory (STM) and Long-term Memory (LTM). Short-Term memory is induced rapidly and
does not persist beyond a few hours. It involves transient changes in synaptic strength. These
are mediated by covalent modifications of preexisting synaptic molecules, such as the phospho-
rylation or dephosphorylation of enzymes, receptors and/or ion channels. These post-transla-
tional modifications produce short-lasting changes in the efficacy of synaptic transmission.106

In contrast, Long-Term Memory lasts days or longer, and is thought to involve the growth
and restructuring of synapses. There is extensive evidence from a wide variety of species that
enduring changes underlying long-term memory require the synthesis of new proteins.30,76 An
essential feature of all of these studies is that administration of protein synthesis inhibitors at
the time of learning specifically disrupts the formation of LTM, without affecting learning or
STM.

The synthesis of most proteins is mediated by activity-regulated transcription factors. Stud-
ies in a wide variety of species have shown that the synthesis of proteins necessary for LTM
formation is regulated, at least in part, by cAMP (cyclic adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate) re-
sponsive element binding protein (CREB). CREB is a transcription factor that modulates the
transcription of genes with cAMP responsive elements (CRE) located in their promoter re-
gions. Just as in studies examining the effects of protein synthesis inhibition on memory for-
mation, a unifying feature of these studies is that manipulating CREB function affects only
LTM, and not STM. The first studies showing that CREB plays a critical role in LTM
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formation were conducted in Aplysia and Drosophila. Subsequent studies in vertebrate species
(including, in particular, mice and rats) using a variety of molecular-genetic tools suggest that
CREB has a highly conserved role in LTM formation.

Structure
CREB is a member of a family (CREB/ATF) of structurally similar, activity-regulated tran-

scription factors. In mammals, at least three genes encode the CREB-like proteins, CREB,
CREM (cAMP Response Element Modulator) and ATF-1 (Activating Transcription Fac-
tor).38,55,94 The mammalian CREB gene comprises 11 exons,26,54,115 and alternative splicing
generates the three major activator isoforms of CREB: α, ∆, and β.11,47,118 Each of these is
highly expressed in all tissues. In addition to these transcriptional activators, the CREB family
also includes repressors of transcription. For example, the CREM gene codes at least four
isoforms that repress CRE-dependent transcription: the CREM α, β and γ proteins as well as
the inducible cyclic AMP early repressor (ICER).37,82

CREB regulates gene expression in response to a wide array of extracellular signals. In its
inactive state, CREB is prebound as a dimer to CRE sites in the promoter regions of target
genes. Neuronal stimulation may lead to the activation of CREB (via activation of various
CREB kinases). In its activated form CREB binds CREB-binding protein (CBP); the recruit-
ment of CBP links CREB directly and indirectly to other components of the basal transcrip-
tion machinery, thus promoting transcription.24

Activation
A large number of signaling pathways converge on CREB, indicating that the transcrip-

tional activity of CREB is regulated by a wide variety of extracellular signals.31,77,100 Each of
these pathways activate CREB via CREB kinases that phosphorylate CREB at serine 133
(Ser133). This is the critical residue for the transcriptional activity46 since mutation of this
residue to a nonphosphorylatable alanine (Ala) residue abolishes the transcriptional response
to elevated cAMP levels.46,83 Although CREB was initially identified as a transcription factor
that responds to elevated levels of cAMP, it is now clear that CREB may be activated by three
major signaling pathways (Fig. 1): 1) cAMP, 2) Ca2+, and 3) growth factors.

1) cAMP: The activation of G-protein linked receptors (e.g., D1 receptors) leads to the
increases in the second messenger cAMP via activation of adenylate cyclase.44 Rises in levels of
cAMP lead to the activation of protein kinase A (PKA) by dissociating the regulatory (R) from
the catalytic (C) subunits. The C subunits of PKA passively translocate to the nucleus where
they may phosphorylate CREB at Ser133.5,29,50

2) Ca2+: Calcium is a pleiotropic second messenger that is activated via several different
mechanisms following changes in membrane potential. Extracellular Ca2+ may enter the cyto-
plasm via ligand-gated ion channels of NMDA and AMPA receptors, or via voltage-gated
calcium channels. In addition, Ca2+ may be released from intracellular stores.100 Calcium sig-
nals are then transduced via a large number of different CREB kinases which include: CamKII,
CaMKIV, RSK1-3 (via Ras-ERK), PKC and PKA.10,29,33,75,101,107 The different kinetics of
each of these pathways provides a mechanism for sustained CREB activation and CRE-medi-
ated transcription. For example, activation of CaMKIV produces a wave of CREB phosphory-
lation with rapid on- and offset (lasting only minutes), whereas activation of the Ras-ERK-RSK2
pathway promotes a slower phase of CREB phosphorylation.116 Furthermore, the distinct ki-
netic properties of these upstream regulatory pathways may allow CREB to compute informa-
tion regarding the exact nature of the stimuli, perhaps allowing for specific stimuli (or patterns
of stimulation) to be translated into specific patterns of gene expression. For example, recent
data indicate that Ca2+ influx into neurons causes the phosphorylation of CREB at Ser142 and
Ser143 (in addition to Ser133), and that CREB-induced transcription induced by this triple
phosphorylation may not require the participation of CBP.67 Therefore, Ca2+ influx promotes
CREB-mediated transcription via a set of mechanisms that are distinct from those produced by
other extracellular activation.
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3) Growth Factors: CREB mediates gene expression in response to a wide variety of growth
factors, including nerve growth factor (NGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), epidermal growth
factor (EGF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (see Brandner, this book). Signal-
ing is then mediated by a large number of growth-factor-induced kinases. For example, NGF
stimulation activates NGF receptors (tyrosine kinase receptor, Trk receptors) that stimulates
guanine-nucleotide release factors (GRFs) that activate Ras, a small G protein. Activated Ras,
in turn, stimulates the serine/threonine kinase, Raf, that triggers activation of MEK, and its
targets, the ERK 1 /2 members of the MAPK family.12 One downstream substrate of the Ras/
ERK pathway is a 90 kDa ribosomal S-6 kinase-2 (RSK-2). Upon activation, both ERKs and
RSKs translocate to the nucleus where they may phosphorylate CREB at Ser133.23,36,117

Just as phosphorylation of Ser133 seems to be critical for activation of CREB, dephospho-
rylation of this residue is important for inactivation of CREB. As with all other phosphopro-
teins, therefore, the level of CREB phosphorylation at Ser133 reflects a balance between the
oppositional actions of kinases and phosphatases, such as protein phosphatase 1 and 2 (PP-1
and PP-2).49 For example, dephosphorylation of CREB at Ser 133 may be initiated by the
activation of calcineurin (PP-2B) by the Ca2+-CaM pathway.10 The transcriptional activity of
phosphorylated CREB may also be actively suppressed by transcriptional repressors, such as
CREM α, β and γ isoforms or ICER.37,70,82

Figure 1. Activation of CREB by a multiple signaling pathways. In the first pathway, a neurotransmitter may
bind to a receptor (R) that is linked to a G-protein (G), which leads to the increases in the second messenger
cAMP via activation of adenylate cyclase (AC). Rises in levels of cAMP leads to the activation of protein
kinase A (PKA) by dissociating the regulatory (R) from the catalytic (C) subunits. The C subunits of PKA
passively translocate to the nucleus where they may phosphorylate CREB at Ser133. In the second pathway
growth factors (such as NGF or BDNF) bind to and activate a Trk receptor. This, in turn, activates Ras and
the downstream kinases Raf, MEK and ERK. Activated ERKs stimulate the activity of MSKs and RSKs
which may then phosphorylate CREB at Ser133. In the third pathway, intracellular increases in Ca2+ which
binds to calmodulin (CaM) which activates CaM kinases (CaMKII, CaMKIV, CaMKK) which may also
phosphorylate CREB at Ser133.
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The complexity of the pathways upstream from CREB may permit tight, fine-tuned regu-
lation of CRE-mediated transcription, allowing it to produce distinct patterns of gene expres-
sion in response to different patterns of stimulation. For example, CREB activation may be
moderated by phosphorylation events at sites other than Ser133 (e.g., Ser142 and/or Ser143),
and also indirectly by phosphorylation or dephosphorylation of other components of the tran-
scription machinery that CREB interacts with (e.g., CBP, POL II etc).

CREB and Electrophysiological Studies of Long-Term Plasticity
in Aplysia

The withdrawal of the gill—an external respiratory organ— in the marine mollusk Aplysia
can be produced by mechanical stimulation of either the siphon or mantle shelf. The reflex
serves a defensive purpose: the retraction of the gill protects it from potential damage. This
reflex exhibits a number of forms of plasticity. In particular, the sensitization of the withdrawal
reflex—that is its enhancement following noncontingent shock applied to the tail of the ani-
mal—has been instrumental in the identification of many of the cellular and molecular mecha-
nisms mediating synaptic and behavioral plasticity. The persistence of the reflex sensitization is
related to the number of shocks applied to the tail: one shock produces a transient sensitiza-
tion, lasting minutes, whereas 5 or more shocks produce a LTM lasting days or
longer.6,18,25,39,45,62,91 Long-term sensitization at the synaptic level can be studied in reduced
preparations containing the sensory-motor synapse: short- and long-term facilitation of this
synapse mediates the behavioral sensitization of the reflex.

The role of CREB in memory and plasticity has been studied in cocultured Aplysia sensory
and motor neurons.28 Injection of oligonucleotides with CRE sequences into cultured sensory
neurons blocks long-term facilitation (LTF).28 Presumably, these CRE-oligonucleotides act as
competitive antagonists, trapping the CREB proteins needed for the transcriptional activation
of genes that ultimately mediate LTF.4,61 Moreover, a similar injection of a reporter gene driven
by a CRE-containing promoter shows that stimuli that produce LTF also trigger CREB activa-
tion, while stimuli that do not produce LTF similarly do not trigger CREB activation.61

There are several CREB-like proteins in Aplysia. The CREB1 gene encodes three proteins
(ApCREB1a, ApCREB1b and ApCREB1c) by alternative splicing.7 The ApCREB1a shares
structural and functional homology with CREB transactivators in mammals, while ApCREB1b
resembles mammalian ICER, a repressor of CREB transcription. Injection of antibodies or
antisense against CREB1a blocks LTF (but not short-term facilitation) while injection of phos-
phorylated ApCREB1a protein alone induces LTF.7 Application of ApCREB1b blocks LTF
while decreasing ApCREB1b function lowers the threshold for producing LTF.7 ApCREB1c is
a cytoplasmic protein that lacks a nuclear localization signal. Injection of unphosphorylated
CREB1c followed by a single pulse of serotonin enhances STF and induces LTF. Therefore,
this cytoplasmic form of CREB may play an important role not only in the modulation of
CREB-mediated transcription necessary for LTF but also in STF.7 Aplysia CREB2 is structur-
ally unrelated to Aplysia CREB1 but shares some homology with mouse ATF4.51 Decreasing
ApCREB2 function decreases the threshold for producing LTF.7 However, the precise mecha-
nism underlying the effects that ApCREB2 exerts on LTF is unclear.

One neuron may participate in the storage of multiple memories. Therefore, activity-de-
pendent changes must be synapse-specific so that the same neuron can encode multiple pat-
terns of stimulation. Experiments using a single sensory neuron composed of two branches
that contact two spatially separated motor neurons show that local application of serotonin
onto a single synapse induces LTF that is specific to that branch.22,73 This branch-specific LTF
requires local protein synthesis (presumably at the synapse to be modified) as well as CREB
activation in the nucleus of the presynaptic neuron. Repeated application of serotonin onto the
cell body of the sensory neuron (rather than the branch) induces a transient, cell-wide LTF that
does not persist beyond 48 hours. This transient LTF is CREB-dependent, but is not accompa-
nied by synaptic growth. A similar pattern of transient LTF and no synaptic growth is pro-
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duced by injection of phospho-CREB1 into the sensory neuron. In order for this transient LTF
to become stable and for synaptic growth to appear, a single pulse of serotonin at either synapse
is required. Thus, CREB-mediated transcription cooperatively induces synaptic changes in
concert with local stimulation by serotonin, representing a mechanism by which individual
synapses may be strengthened.

CREB and Memory in Drosophila
The molecular mechanisms underlying LTM have been successfully studied in Drosophila

(or fruit flies). Learning in flies has been studied using an associative olfactory conditioning
paradigm. Flies will learn to avoid a previously neutral odor that was paired with shock in favor
of another odor that was not paired with shock in a T-maze.112 Both forward and reverse
genetic approaches have been used to study the involvement of CREB in memory in Droso-
phila.112 Using a forward genetic approach, the progeny of flies that were treated with a mu-
tagen were screened for learning and memory impairments. Two mutants identified by this
screen were subsequently determined to have disruptions in Ca2+/CaM-stimulated adenylate
cyclase (rutabaga) and in cAMP-specific phosphodiesterase (dunce), both key enzymes in the
regulation of intracellular levels of cAMP.16,71,112

Just as in other species, LTM (produced by multiple training trials) is dependent on protein
synthesis.113 Using a reverse genetics approach, Yin and colleagues120 showed that disrupting
CREB function in Drosophila blocks LTM produced by multiple training trials, suggesting
that protein synthesis required for LTM is mediated, at least in part, by CREB. They found
that transgenic over-expression of a CREB transcriptional repressor (dCREB2b) impairs LTM,
but not STM, in this task. The finding that STM is intact indicates that the over-expression of
this CREB repressor does not disrupt acquisition, and furthermore suggests that basic percep-
tual, motor, and motivational processes required for the task are intact in these flies.120

In species ranging from Aplysia to human, spaced training (training trials presented with
intervening rest intervals) is more effective than massed training (the same number of training
trials presented shorter intervening rest intervals) in producing LTM. The same is true in flies:
multiple spaced training produces maximal LTM, whereas the same number of trials presented
in a massed fashion produces strong STM but weak or no LTM. However, massed training
alone is sufficient to produce maximal LTM if a CREB activator (dCREB2a) is over-expressed
in transgenic flies prior to training. The over-expression of this CREB activator produces ro-
bust LTM following even just one training trial,121 perhaps the fly equivalent of ‘photographic’
or ‘flashbulb’ memory.119 Transgenic flies over-expressing a mutant activator, where Ser231
(similar to Ser133 of the mammalian CREB gene) was replaced by an Ala, do not show LTM
after one training trial, indicating that phosphorylation of CREB at this residue is required for
the enhancement of LTM.121 Together, these results show the importance of CREB in LTM
formation in Drosophila and, furthermore, suggest that CREB may be a rate-limiting compo-
nent of this process.

CREB and LTM in Mammals

Targeted Disruption of CREB Function in a Mouse
The study of the role of CREB in mammalian memory was first made possible by the

generation of a mouse in which the CREB gene was disrupted. A neomycin resistance (neo)
gene was inserted into exon 2 of the CREB gene, which was believed to contain the translation
initiation site for all CREB isoforms.56 This neo insertion resulted in the loss of two main
isoforms of CREB (α and ∆). However, the translation of a previously unknown CREB isoform
(CREBβ) starts from exon 4. Therefore insertion of the neo gene into exon 2 did not disrupt
the translation of this isoform; rather, in these CREBα∆ mice, expression of the CREBβ isoform
is elevated.11 The expression levels of CREM activator (τ) and repressor (α and β) isoforms
were also increased in these mice. However, importantly, CREB-dependent transcription is
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decreased in these CREBα∆ mutant mice.11 The homozygous deletion of all major CREB
isoforms (α, β and ∆; CREBnull) is lethal.96

Since the CREBα∆ mice were generated, they have been exhaustively characterized at the
behavioral level. Consistent with the effects of protein synthesis inhibition,2,13,99 CREBα∆ mice
exhibit normal STM but impaired LTM in several fear conditioning paradigms. For example,
CREBα∆ mice show normal conditioned freezing to both tone and context when tested shortly
(<1 hour) after training. However, both contextual and tone fear conditioning are impaired if
these mice are tested 24 hours after training.14,66 A similar pattern of results has been observed
using a different assay of conditioned fear—fear-potentiated startle.34

A parallel set of findings has been observed in studies examining two forms of social learn-
ing in CREBα∆ mice. Rodents develop a preference for foods recently smelled on the breath of
other rodents.15,41,42 Memory for this socially transmitted food preference is normal in CREBα∆

mice when tested immediately following training. However, just as in fear conditioning, CREBα∆

mice are impaired when tested 24 hours following training.42,66 The ability of rodents to re-
member conspecifics can be assessed in a social recognition task. Recognition is inferred from
a decrease in the amount of time spent investigating a familiar (vs. unfamiliar) conspecific.
Again, LTM, but not STM, for social recognition is disrupted in CREBα∆ mice.65 Together
with the fear conditioning data, these findings show that the CREBα∆ mutation specifically
affects LTM, and not STM, in a variety of behavioral paradigms with widely varying perfor-
mance demands. The extent of these impairments is influenced by gene dosage.42 Further
disruption of CREB function can be achieved by combining the CREBα∆ and CREBnull muta-
tions to produce mice carrying only a single allele for the CREBβ isoform (CREBcomb). Memory
impairments are more severe in these CREBcomb mice compared to the CREBα∆ mice carrying
two alleles for the CREBβ isoform.

Drawing an intriguing parallel with the fly experiments, Kogan et al66 showed that the
LTM deficits in the CREBα∆ mice were rescued by increasing the spacing between training
trials. This was true in three different forms of LTM: spatial (Morris water maze), contextual
(fear conditioning) and social (socially transmitted food preference). These parallels suggest
that the levels of activated CREB are rate-limiting for memory formation: The over-expression
of the CREB activator (dCREB2a) in the transgenic flies removes the requirement for spaced
training trials for LTM formation; Conversely, the reduced levels of CREB in the CREBα∆

mice necessitates multiple, spaced training, rather than fewer massed trials, to produced stable
LTM.

One difficulty in the analysis of knockout mice in learning and memory studies is distin-
guishing between the effects of a given mutation on mnemonic vs. nonmnemonic processes.
This problem is largely circumvented in the CREBα∆ and related mice since these mice show
normal learning and STM. Therefore, compromising CREB function alone does not seem to
have nonspecific effects on sensory, motor and motivational processes required for the acquisi-
tion and expression of learning. Rather, compromising CREB function appears to specifically
affect the formation of LTM.

Gaining Temporal and Spatial Control of CREB Function
in Mammals

One of the problems with traditional knockout approaches is that the target protein is
deleted throughout development and in all tissues. For example, compensatory upregulation of
the CREBβ and CREM isoforms complicates the analysis and interpretation of the CREBα∆

mice. Therefore, achieving both spatial and temporal control over gene expression has been
one of the major goals, and three approaches have attempted to meet this challenge.

First, two studies have examined the effects of CREB antisense oligonucleotides on learning
and memory in rats. Guzowski and McGaugh48 examined acquisition in the hidden version of
the water maze following injections of antisense against CREB mRNA directly into the dorsal
hippocampus of rats. These injections disrupted acquisition in the hidden version of the water
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maze, a form of learning known to be dependent upon the hippocampus. Similar injections 2
days post-training had no effect on subsequent performance in the water maze, indicating that
decreasing CREB function does not affect the expression of a previously consolidated memory.
Acutely disrupting CREB function in the amygdala has also been shown to disrupt the devel-
opment of a conditioned taste aversion.69 Injections of antisense directed against CREB blocked
long-term (3-5 days), but not short-term (2 hour), CTA memory. Sense control infusions, as
well as infusions of antisense into brain regions (basal ganglia) not critical for plasticity under-
lying CTA, had no effect.

Second, a transgenic line of mice has been developed that inducibly expresses a CREB
repressor (αCREBS133A).63 The induciblity of the system is produced by fusing the CREB
repressor to a ligand-binding domain (LBD) of a human estrogen receptor with a G521R
mutation (LBDG521R). The activity of this mutated LBD is regulated not by estrogen but by
the synthetic ligand, tamoxifen.27,35,72 In the absence of tamoxifen, the LBDG521R-CREBS133A

fusion protein is bound to heat shock proteins and is therefore inactive.35 However, adminis-
tration of tamoxifen activates this inducible CREB repressor (CREBIR) fusion protein, allow-
ing it to compete with endogenous CREB and disrupt CRE-mediated transcription. This mouse
has been used to dissect the role of CREB in potentially dissociable memory processes. By
administering tamoxifen to activate the repressor in CREBIR transgenic mice at key time points
in a fear conditioning protocol, the effects of acutely disrupting CREB function on 1) encod-
ing or STM, 2) consolidation into LTM, 3) storage or maintenance, 4) retrieval were assessed.
CREB is crucial for the consolidation of long-term conditioned fear memories, but not for
encoding, storage or retrieval of these memories. While acute over-expression of a CREB re-
pressor disrupts LTM, chronic over-expression of the same transgene throughout development
has much milder effects.93 The weaker effects associated with chronic over-expression of a
CREB repressor (compared to conditional over-expression of this transgene in the CREBIR

mice) may be due to upregulation or compensation through development. Alternatively, the
weaker phenotype might be due to a milder disruption of CREB function in these mice: for
example, transgene expression levels may not be sufficiently high to compete effectively with
endogenous CREB.

A third approach has used viral vector-mediated gene transfer technology to manipulate
CREB levels.19-21 Josselyn et al60 used herpes simplex viral vector-mediated gene transfer tech-
nology to specifically increase CREB expression in the amygdala of rats. This method exploits
the natural ability of the herpes simplex virus to insert DNA into specific neuronal popula-
tions.103 These rats were fear-conditioned using massed training that normally only produces
STM but no or weak LTM for a light-shock pairing (Fig. 2). However, the over-expression of
CREB in the amygdala neurons now results in normal LTM. These data are consistent with
results in Drosophila showing that increasing CREB levels reduces the number of training trials
required to produce LTM, or overcomes the requirement for trial spacing to produce LTM.121

Detecting CREB Activation During Learning
Complementary to approaches demonstrating that disruption of CREB function blocks

the formation of LTM are those showing that CREB is activated following learning. These
studies are invaluable since they provide a powerful synergy between systems and molecular
approaches. They not only show that CREB-mediated transcription is critical for the forma-
tion of long-term memories, but they identify where and when these processes occur.

Activation of CREB leads to the transcription of genes with CRE sites in their promoter
regions. Transgenic mice with a β-galactosidase reporter construct under the regulation of a
CRE-containing promoter (CRE-LacZ) have been used to identify where in the brain learn-
ing-related CREB-mediated transcription occurs.58,59 Following fear conditioning significant
increases in CRE-dependent gene expression are observed in both the hippocampus and the
amygdala, consistent with the idea that plasticity in these structures is critical for learning
context-US and tone-US associations. In a clever control study Impey and colleagues showed
that CRE-dependent gene expression related to tone-US associations was limited to the amygdala
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using a latent inhibition protocol. To minimize the likelihood of the context becoming associ-
ated with shock, mice were pre-exposed to the training context for 12 hours prior to training.
These procedures produced significant increases in CRE-dependent gene expression in the
amygdala, but not the hippocampus. Consistent with this, when these mice were tested they
only showed conditioned freezing when re-exposed to the tone, but not the context.

Figure 2. Effects of CREB over-expression in the amygdala on fear-potentiated startle. A) Massed training
produces weak LTM, as assessed by mean fear-potentiated startle difference scores (difference between mean
startle amplitude on light-tone (LT) trials from tone-alone (TA) trials). B) The same number of trials
presented in a spaced fashion produces robust LTM. C) Infusion of HSV-LacZ herpes simplex viral vectors
encoding LacZ (HSV-LacZ) into the basolateral amygdala produces high expression of β-galactosidase that
is restricted to the basolateral amygdala. D) A high-power image of the amygdala following infusion of
HSV-CREB showing over-expression of CREB that is restricted to the lateral nucleus of the amygdala. E)
Infusion of HSV-LacZ into the amygdala does not change the weak LTM normally induced by massed
training. F) Infusion of HSV-CREB into the amygdala prior to massed training enhances LTM.
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A second approach has been to use immunocytochemical procedures to detect
learning-induced changes in levels of phosphorylated CREB (pCREB). For example, levels of
pCREB are elevated in the olfactory bulbs following olfactory conditioning in neonate rat
pups.79 Consistent with the effects intra-amygdala infusions of CREB antisense oligonucle-
otides on the development of a conditioned taste aversion,69 increases in pCREB levels are
observed in the lateral nucleus of the amygdala following pairing of saccharin (CS) and
LiCl-induced illness (US). Similar increases are not observed if the rats are exposed to the CS
(saccharin) or US (LiCl) alone, indicating that activation of CREB is related to associative
learning.

Several studies have examined pCREB levels in fear-motivated learning paradigms. Inhibi-
tory avoidance training, for example, induces phosphorylation of CREB in the CA1 and Den-
tate Gyrus regions of the hippocampus.9,17,88,108-110,114 These immunocytochemical data con-
firm similar findings using the CRE-reporter mouse.59 Contextual fear conditioning increases
pCREB levels in both the hippocampus and amygdala,105 again consistent with the observa-
tions of Impey.59

The contribution of these studies is that they show that CREB activation is restricted to the
brain regions that have been shown to critically mediate learning in each of these tasks. Fur-
thermore, they allow us to characterize the time course of CREB activation following a learn-
ing event. Indeed, both contextual fear conditioning and inhibitory avoidance training appear
to produce two waves of CREB activation:8,105 pCREB levels are initially increased 0-30 min-
utes following training, and later 3-6 hours following training. These observations are consis-
tent with the idea that LTM formation may involve multiple rounds of protein synthesis. For
example, protein synthesis inhibition immediately following, or 4 hours following training,
disrupts long-term contextual fear memories.13 It is speculated that these later waves may be
mediated by sustained PKA activity: In Aplysia CREB activation leads to the induction of a
number of immediate response genes, including carboxy-terminal ubiquitin hydrolase. This
hydrolase removes the regulatory subunit of PKA, allowing the kinase to become persistently
active.13

CREB and Reconsolidation
Two studies showed that either CRE-dependent gene expression59 or CREB activation105

are detected in the amygdala following fear conditioning training. A third study has shown that
pCREB levels are elevated in the amygdala following testing.52 Therefore retrieval, as well as
encoding, of fear memories initiates signaling cascades that culminate in CREB activation and
presumably gene expression. These findings support the idea that memories are dynamic and
modifiable entities.81,85-87,98 That is, memory retrieval may induce a state of plasticity in which
memories become labile before becoming stable again. The process of re-stabilization of the
trace, or reconsolidation, following retrieval has been shown to be protein-synthesis depen-
dent.86 Consistent with the role for CREB in regulating gene expression required for initial
consolidation of memories, recent data supports the role for CREB in regulating gene expres-
sion required for reconsolidation, implied by the Hall52 study. Using the inducible CREB
repressor transgenic mice, Kida et al63 showed that acutely repressing CREB function follow-
ing memory reactivation impairs the stability of memory. Although the exact molecular mecha-
nisms mediating consolidation and reconsolidation may differ,108 CREB appears to be neces-
sary for both.

Conclusions
Much effort, using a wide variety of tools, has been focused on identifying the molecular

mechanisms underlying learning and memory. Establishing that a particular molecule partici-
pates critically in these processes relies, it might be argued, on presentation of at least two types
of evidence.74,95 First, disruption of normal molecular function should interfere with memory
formation. Second, activation of the molecule, in a predictable, region-specific manner, should
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be observed following learning. Reliance on evidence from one line of inquiry increases the
potential for false-negative and false-positive results.43,64 For example, targeted deletion of a
particular molecule may cause learning impairments not because that molecule directly partici-
pates in processes critical for plasticity; rather, the loss of that molecule may produce more
global disruption of cellular processes that indirectly impair the neuron’s ability to respond
appropriately to extracellular signals.

The case for the critical involvement of CREB in LTM is compelling since both types of
evidence have been brought to bear on the problem. That is, disrupting CREB function, be it
via the generation and testing of genetically-engineered mice or via the infusion of oligonucle-
otides, specifically disrupts LTM, but not learning. Secondly, studies using reporter mice or
immunocytochemical approaches, have shown that CREB is activated following learning in a
temporally- and region-restricted manner. In rodents, this conclusion is strengthened since
these observations are drawn from a wide variety of tasks, each with widely varying stimulus
properties and performance demands.

Similar manipulations of CREB function produce qualitatively similar effects in a wide
variety of species including Aplysia, Drosophila, Chasmagnathus crab, honey bees, and song
birds.1,3,57,68,84,92,97,102,119 In humans, it is particularly noteworthy that the cognitive disabili-
ties in several disorders appear to be directly related to disruption of CREB-mediated tran-
scription. Mutations in RSK2, a protein kinase that activates CREB by phosphorylation at
Ser133, are associated with Coffin-Lowry syndrome,111 as well as nonspecific mental retarda-
tion.80 For example, in tissue from Coffin-Lowry patients, reductions in RSK2-mediated CREB
phosphorylation (following EGF stimulation) are linearly related to severity of cognitive defi-
cits.53 In addition, Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome, which is caused by a mutation of CBP—the
cofactor that is essential for transcriptional activation of CREB—is associated with mental
retardation.90 Consistent with this, mice that are heterozygous for CBP mutation exhibit learning
impairments.89 These studies, along with those from sea slugs and flies, mice and rats, suggest
an evolutionarily conserved role for CREB-transcription in role in long-term memory forma-
tion.
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Abstract

How long-term memories are formed in the brain is one of the principal targets of
contemporary neuroscience research. This work is important from a fundamental
perspective, because memory is a vital component of virtually all cognitive activity. It

is also important from a clinical perspective since the early and most dramatic symptoms of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) are an impairment of memory formation. Diseases such as AD can
provide clues about which neurotransmitters and intracellular signalling pathways are involved
in human memory formation. In this chapter, the importance of muscarinic cholinergic signalling
in memory formation and AD will be discussed. The classical immediate early genes (IEGs)
implicated in memory formation, and the signalling cascades which may regulate their activity
will then be described. Finally, our recent work on the potential involvement of stress response
immediate early genes in memory formation will be presented.

Introduction
The brain neurotransmitter acetylcholine has been shown to be critical for long-term memory

storage38,54 and drugs which activate muscarinic acetylcholine receptors improve memory by
activating a system that is critical in memory formation (see refs. 36 and 46, and also Pepeu and
Giovannini in this book for review). The best predictor of the cognitive decline in AD is the
loss of acetylcholine markers in the brain reflecting death or atrophy of acetylcholine-producing
neurons in the basal forebrain,8,10 indicating that the memory loss in AD may be due to a
reduction in acetylcholine signalling through muscarinic receptors on post-synaptic neurons.
Cholinesterase inhibitors (which elevate acetylcholine in brain, such as tacrine) delay the pro-
gression of AD,31 and their effects may be due to a combination of direct cognitive actions and
enhanced acetylcholine signalling through postsynaptic M1 muscarinic receptors, the latter
having been shown to activate secretion of soluble amyloid precursor proteins23 and reduce tau
phosphorylation.25,52 Although postsynaptic M1 muscarinic receptors are not lost in AD brain,37

there is a large impairment in signalling via the phosphoinositide (PI) system,40 and this
impairment in AD brain membranes is mimicked by application of amyloid-β-peptide, a pep-
tide found in AD plaques and implicated strongly in AD causation,44 to cultured neurons.41

There is also a relationship between apolipoprotein E4 (APOE4), which is a risk factor for
developing AD, and cholinergic systems such that the APOE4 allele is associated with greater
loss of cholinergic markers and a reduced responsiveness to cholinergic agonists in AD.50

APOE-deficient mice show a cholinergic impairment and memory formation problems that
can be ameliorated by M1 agonists,24 and an impairment in muscarinic agonist-induced PI
hydrolysis.14 Thus, M1 muscarinic receptor signalling is severely impaired in AD brain and this
is likely to contribute to the memory formation problems seen in AD patients, as well as for the
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poor efficacy of M1 agonists in AD. Glutamate is also fundamental to memory formation and
memory consolidation, and readers are referred to many excellent reviews on this topic in the
literature (e.g., see ref. 48 and also Riedel et al in this book).

Learning Activates IEGs
Long-term changes in neuronal phenotype are required for the formation of long-term

memories in the brain.43 The discovery many years ago that the c-fos IEG, which codes for a
transcription factor, was induced in neurons after various types of physiological and pathologi-
cal stimulation generated great excitement in the neuroscience community because it provided
the first indication that the neuronal genome was responsive to activation of membrane-bound
receptors.34 In particular, researchers interested in memory consolidation wondered whether
c-fos might provide the link to the neuronal genome underlying the formation of long-term
memory. Thus, neurotransmitters might cause permanent changes in neuronal phenotype by
accessing the neuronal genome through induction of transcription factors (coded for by IEGs)
such as c-Fos.20,26,47 While this turned out not to be the case for c-fos,16 other IEGs have
emerged as better candidates. For example, it was shown that both glutamate, acting via
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, and acetylcholine, acting via muscarinic receptors,
induce the Krox 24 IEG product and transcription factor in neurons.13,33,34,51,57,59The induc-
tion of Krox 24 (but not c-Fos) via NMDA receptors predicts the permanence of synaptic
changes in the long-term potentiation (LTP) model of memory storage,2,5,51 implying that
Krox 24 may be involved in inducing genes responsible for long-term memory stor-
age.9,15,17,18,49,61 These data have been well reviewed over the past few years.3,18,61 Until re-
cently, the link between krox 24 expression and LTP maintenance have been purely correla-
tional. However, Jones et al39 recently provided direct evidence for this relationship. They
showed that the late, protein synthesis-dependent phase of LTP is absent in mice with a tar-
geted disruption of krox 24. Furthermore, these mice exhibited long-term, but not short-term,
memory deficits. Thus, Krox 24 appears to be a transcription factor that is vital for memory
consolidation.

A Link between Cholinergic System and IEGs
Muscarinic receptor agonists enhance memory storage through a delayed action,46 and

muscarinic antagonists, which cause amnesia in humans,1 block neuronal krox 24 expression,33

suggesting that Krox 24 is an intermediate signalling molecule linking muscarinic receptor
activation to memory-related gene expression. However, other transcription factors are also
likely to act in concert with Krox 24. For example, phosphorylation of the transcription factor
cyclic AMP response element binding protein (CREB) is also strongly implicated in long-term
memory storage.53 We recently discovered a novel signalling pathway linking muscarinic re-
ceptor agonists to CREB phosphorylation (maximal at 5-10 min) followed by Krox 24 induc-
tion (maximal 1 h) in human neuroblastoma cells.19,27 Exactly how muscarinic receptor ago-
nists activate CREB phosphorylation is unclear but the mechanism could involve one of several
signalling cascades. Interestingly, we have discovered that Krox 24 induction downstream of
muscarinic receptor activation is dependent on p42/44 mitogen activated protein (MAP) ki-
nase activity, as it is blocked by the MEK inhibitor U0126, whereas CREB phosphorylation is
unaffected by MAP kinase blockade.27 Thus, the activation of muscarinic receptors leads to
activation of both CREB and Krox 24, but these pathways appear to be parallel rather than
sequential, with one (Krox 24) being dependent upon activation of the MAP kinase cascade
while the other (CREB) is not. At present the functional implications of this are unclear. How-
ever, the ability of muscarinic agonists to activate two transcription factors, both of which play
important roles in memory consolidation, might account for the importance of cholinergic
signal transduction in learning and memory.
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IEGs and Their Relation to Stress
In addition to classical IEGs such as krox 24 being involved in memory and LTP, we have

recently discovered that transcription factors normally associated more with stress responses are
also activated by LTP-inducing stimulation. In particular, we have been interested in how
transcription factors such as Activating Transcription Factor 3 (ATF3) might be involved in
LTP and hence memory processes. This interest stems in part from studies showing that c-Jun
N-terminal kinase (JNK) activity, which is associated with some forms of cellular stress and
apoptosis (see refs. 44 and 63, as well as 62), is also activated in the CNS by environmental
stimulation.65 Furthermore, one JNK target, c-Jun, is switched on in neurons during LTP.5

ATF3 (also called LRF-1 in rat, LRG-21, CRG-5 and TI-241 in mouse) is a member of the
ATF/CREB family of bZIP transcription factors but cannot be detected basally in neu-
rons.21,22,30,32,35 ATF3 has the characteristics of an IEG, with its induction being independent
of protein synthesis.22 The rapid induction of ATF3 by a number of physiological stress signals
has led to its general designation as a stress response gene.28,29 In the nervous system, for
example, induction of ATF3 has been observed following peripheral nerve axotomy55,58 and
pentylenetetrazole-induced seizure activity.12 This induction may be linked to Ca2+ influx, as
ATF3 is also induced in SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells by calcium ionophore treatment.7 In
addition, there is evidence that induction of ATF3 is downstream of JNK activation.11,29 The
induction of ATF3 following seizures and the possible link to Ca2+ flux and JNK activation
prompted us to ask if ATF3 is induced as a consequence of nonpathological synaptic activity.

Figure 1. ATF3 is induced in dentate granule cells 2 hours after HFS. Immunohistochemical staining in
dentate granule cells for ATF3 (A and C) and Krox 24 (B) in coronal brain sections 2 h following 50 T HFS.
Control and tetanised hemispheres are indicated.
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We conducted experiments in freely moving adult rats which had bilateral chronically-indwelling
stimulating and recording electrodes implanted suitable for recording perforant path-evoked
field potentials in the dentate gyrus.5 High-frequency stimulation (HFS, 400 Hz) was deliv-
ered to the perforant path of one hemisphere, with the contralateral hemisphere used as a
nontetanised control. Brains were removed and frozen at defined times post-tetanisation (as
described in detail previously in ref. 5), and 16 µm frozen coronal brain sections cut through
the dorsal hippocampus were fixed and immunostained with antibodies to ATF3 (Santa Cruz
sc-188) or Krox 24 (Santa Cruz sc-189). Antibody binding was visualised by peroxidase/
3,3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining.63

In these studies we observed ATF3 induction following HFS of the perforant path input to
the dentate gyrus. A robust tetanisation protocol of 50 trains (50 T), delivered as described by
Abraham et al,5 which reliably induces LTP lasting weeks in the dentate gyrus,6 resulted in
ATF3 induction 2 h post-tetanisation in the dentate granule cell layer on the tetanised side, but
not on the control side (Fig. 1A). This response coincided with the induction of Krox 24,
which was strongly induced throughout the dentate granule cell layer of the tetanised hemi-
sphere (Fig. 1B). However, the ATF3 expression appeared confined to the nuclei of a propor-
tion of the granule cells (Fig. 1C) unlike the more general Krox 24 immunostaining. In sec-
tions that contained the path of electrode insertion, some ATF3 staining was evident in cells
immediately surrounding the needle track for both hemispheres of the brain (results not shown),
a result consistent with ATF3 being induced by tissue damage.29

Figure 2. Time course for ATF3 induction in dentate granule cells following 50 T HFS. Brains were removed
at the indicated times after the 50 T HFS protocol and coronal brain sections were immunostained for
ATF3. Control and tetanised hemispheres are indicated.
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The time course of ATF3 expression in dentate granule cells was determined following
completion of the 50 T HFS protocol (Fig. 2). No ATF3 immunostaining was present in
dentate granule cells 10 min after completion of the 50 T protocol (4/4 animals). At 2 h
post-tetanisation, 6/6 animals showed ATF3 immunostaining in a proportion of the dentate
granule cells on the tetanised side. ATF3 expression was still present at 4 h post-tetanisation
(6/8 animals), and was declining but still visible at 8 h post-tetanisation (2/3 animals). This
time course of ATF3 expression is quite similar to that described for Krox 24, which shows a
peak at 1-2 h and has returned to baseline by 8 h post-tetanisation.51

To determine whether the induction of ATF3 in dentate granule cells by HFS bore any
relationship to LTP induction and stability, we compared ATF3 immunostaining at 2 h
post-tetanisation following a range of tetanisation protocols (Fig. 3). As described above, the
robust 50 T protocol reliably induced ATF3 expression (6/6 animals). Pretreatment with the
NMDA receptor antagonist 3-(2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP) com-
pletely blocked ATF3 induction 2 h following the 50 T protocol (Fig. 3, 4/4 animals), showing
that the induction of ATF3, like LTP, is dependent on NMDA receptor activation. A 20 train
protocol (20 T), which induces robust LTP that is however less stable than that induced by 50
T,5,64 resulted in low but detectable ATF3 expression (2/3 animals). A spaced protocol of 20
trains administered in 4 sets of 5 trains with 10 min between each (4x5 T) did not result in
ATF3 induction (4/4 animals). All of these protocols typically show substantial initial LTP,4,5

indicating a poor correlation between LTP induction and ATF3 expression. This is also the
case for Krox 24 induction, which shows a better correlation with LTP persistence than with

Figure 3. ATF3 induction in dentate granule cells varies with tetanisation protocol and is NMDA receptor
dependent. Brains were removed 2 h after the indicated HFS protocols, and coronal brain sections were
immunostained for ATF3. The NMDA receptor antagonist CPP (10 mg/kg) was injected i.p. 2 h prior to
HFS (bottom panel). Control and tetanised hemispheres are indicated.
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the initial level of LTP.51 However, the 4x5 T protocol typically produces more stable LTP than
the condensed burst-type 20 T protocol,4 which suggests that the strength of ATF3 induction
is more closely related to the intensity of the HFS protocol than the stability of the resulting LTP.

Overall, we found from these experiments that protocols with fewer or less sustained bouts
of tetanisation were less effective at inducing ATF3 expression. These results suggest that com-
ponents of a stress response may be initiated in dentate granule cells following robust HFS
protocols, possibly as a result of a large amplitude Ca2+ influx via NMDA receptors. Details of
the signalling molecules involved in ATF3 induction in this system are not clear at present.
However, we have preliminary evidence that the related transcription factor ATF2 is phospho-
rylated at Thr69/71 10 min after 50 T HFS (data not shown). Because the ATF3 promoter can
be activated by ATF2/c-Jun heterodimers,42 this result suggests that the induction of ATF3
after HFS may be mediated by activation of ATF2 and c-Jun. We have previously shown that
ATF2 is phosphorylated in neurons undergoing apoptosis.63 Furthermore, we hypothesised
that Jun/ATF2 heterodimers cause apoptosis.60 Clearly, dentate granule cells do not undergo
apoptosis after LTP stimulation, but activation of stress-associated signalling cassettes in these
neurons suggests some stress-related LTP processes. Whether these responses influence the
characteristics of induced LTP is not clear at present.

Summary
In conclusion, recent data39 provide support for the hypothesis, proposed many years previ-

ously3 that the IEG krox 24 codes for a transcription factor (Krox 24) that links short-term
neuronal events to long-term events required for consolidation of long-term memory storage.
Although many other transcription factors are also induced by LTP stimulation, their role in
memory processes is not as well defined. However, studies showing that LTP stimulation elicits
not only changes in transcription factors classically associated with plasticity (e.g., Krox 24)
but also in transcription factors linked historically to stress responses (e.g., ATF3, ATF2, c-Jun)
increase the range of molecules associated with this model of memory formation. Whether this
is because LTP represents a stress-response paradigm rather than a pure model of memory
formation, or whether ATF3, ATF2 and c-Jun have multiple functions in addition to their
presumed role in cell stress, is presently unclear.

Studies of IEG involvement in LTP and memory processes have revealed important signal
transduction pathways that control the formation of long-term memories in the brain. Many
challenges and opportunities lie ahead, including identifying the late-response genes activated
by transcription factors such as Krox 24 (e.g., synapsin 156) so that the molecular events in-
volved in encoding the engram can be fully defined. The clinical implications of this work have
yet to be fully realised but the hope is that drugs and/or gene therapy approaches, based upon
these memory signalling cassettes, will one day provide a rational and effective approach to
treating memory disorders such as AD.
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Protein Synthesis: I. Pharmacology
Oliver Stork and Hans Welzl

Abstract

The formation of long-lasting memory traces depends on the de novo synthesis of
proteins. For more than 30 years substantial experimental evidence has been collected
in species ranging from insects to mammals, in support of this hypothesis. A pharma-

cological approach to investigate the dependence of long-term memory formation on de novo
protein synthesis is to administer drugs that prevent protein synthesis on the transcriptional or
translational level. When injected during or after learning, these drugs block the development
of long-term memory while leaving short-term memory unaffected. Recent research investigat-
ing the time course of protein synthesis following learning revealed the existence of two or
probably more distinct time windows during which new proteins are synthesized in order to
form an enduring memory trace. Another current topic addresses the question where in the
neuron de novo protein synthesis takes place. Whereas a large part of the new proteins are
synthesized in the soma, some of them are assembled specifically at those synapses whose modi-
fication of synaptic efficiency underlies memory formation.

Asking about the ‘Where’ and ‘When’ of Learning-Related Protein
Synthesis

Over the past 30 years and more, a large body of evidence has been raised for an involve-
ment of protein synthesis in the formation of long-term memory (LTM). The use of protein
synthesis inhibitors (PSIs) has been fundamental for the development of this view. Short-term
memory (STM), which is insensitive to protein synthesis inhibition, is now believed to be
based on transient modifications of preexisting molecules, most importantly phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation of enzymes, receptors and/or ion channels. For an alteration of synap-
tic efficiency beyond the scope of STM, however, the de novo synthesis of proteins appears to
be indispensable. These proteins include transcriptional activators and regulators, neurotrophic
factors, cytoskeletal and cell recognition molecules, to name but a few. In essence, it is believed
that the protein synthesis during formation of LTM is required for structural changes of exist-
ing synapses or generation of new neuronal circuits through reactive sprouting and
synaptogenesis.4,22,67,83 A strong similarity is apparent to the regulation of growth during de-
velopment and regeneration in the nervous system. All these processes are activity-dependent,
require retrograde messengers and recruit cellular programs of growth including de novo pro-
tein synthesis to evoke changes in synaptic structure and function.18,62,101

The fact that LTM in vertebrates and invertebrates can be blocked by PSIs has long been
the sole evidence for an involvement of protein synthesis.29 In recent years, however, this hy-
pothesis has obtained support from studies that employed molecular and genetic approaches,
as the targeted disruption of transcription factors (e.g., c-fos, zif268, CREB) or specific effector
genes (e.g., BDNF, NCAM, CamKII) disturbed the formation of LTM. It must be considered
though that mutation of a gene may affect a variety of biological functions other than memory
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formation, especially if the gene is active during development. Mutant phenotypes may often
be related to compensatory up-regulation or cis-activation of other genes91 rather than the
mutation itself, and are sensitive to variations in genetic background.28,46 Some of these prob-
lems are overcome with inducible transgenic or knock out mutants,110,118 with injection of
anti-sense oligonucleotides or with virus-mediated gene-transfer.61,131 However, it may still be
difficult to clearly distinguish roles of the mutated molecules in STM and LTM as experimen-
tally induced changes in gene expression require time and can hardly be controlled to occur in
an exact time window before, during or after training.

Thus, while the tools are now available to investigate protein synthesis with unprecedented
molecular specificity, PSIs become increasingly important to investigate the temporal and spa-
tial aspects, in other words the “When? and Where?” of learning-related protein synthesis.
They appear to be particularly powerful when studied in combination with or comparison to
specific molecular interventions. In the following we describe the function of the most com-
monly used PSIs and their effect on memory formation in various paradigms.

Figure 1. Sites of PSI action within the cell. Actinomycin-D interferes with transcription, whereas 8-azaguanin
is incorporated into the growing mRNA and subsequently disturbs its translation. Anisomycin, cyclohex-
imide, emetine and puromycin disturb cytoplasmic translation throughout the cell. Puromycin and chloram-
phenicol interfere with mitochondrial translation. Rapamycin, by interfering with the function of TOR
proteins, can be used to specifically disturb synaptic protein synthesis.
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Inhibitors of Protein Synthesis

Transcription Inhibitors
Actinomycin-D (dactinomycin) and 8-azaguanine can be used to interfere with protein

synthesis at the transcriptional level. Actinomycin-D is one of the best known antibiotics and
used as a cytostatic agent in, e.g., Hodgkin’s disease. It is produced by Streptomyces antibioticus
and intercalates between GC base pairs of the DNA double strand without binding to single
stranded RNA, and thus at low concentrations can inhibit transcription without interfering
with translation or DNA replication.99 Actinomycin-D does not cross the blood-brain barrier
and, therefore, has to be injected intracranially when a blockade of transcription in the central
nervous system is desired. 8-Azaguanine, which is identical to Pathocidin from Streptomyces
spectabilis, is incorporated during transcription43 and subsequently disturbs the translation of
the affected mRNA. It also exerts influence on a variety of enzymes in cell metabolism and
inhibits 5-phosphoribosylpyrophospate-amidotransferase, the key enzyme in purine synthesis.
Unfortunately, doses of 8-azaguanine and actinomycin-D that are sufficient to substantially
suppress cerebral protein synthesis cause rapid and irreversible systemic toxicity as well as ne-
crosis.21,121 Intracranial injections of very low doses (1µg) of actinomycin-D, on the other
hand, have little effect on RNA synthesis but still attenuate retention even when injected as late
as 24h after training.121 This suggests that retention deficits may be the result of drug-induced
brain damage and abnormalities in electrical activity. Thus, experiments with these transcrip-
tion inhibitors should include anatomical and electrophysiological controls and have to be
interpreted with caution.

Figure 2. Chemical structure of the most commonly used PSIs in memory research, actinomycin-D,
anisomycin and cycloheximide.
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Translation Inhibitors
Three classes of translation inhibitors have most commonly been used in memory experi-

ments: puromycin (PURO), anisomycin (ANI), and various glutarimides (cycloheximide
(CXM), emetine and acetoxycycloheximide). PURO is a nucleoside-antibiotic from streptomy-
ces alboniger and inhibits protein synthesis at both the 70S and 80S, i.e., prokaryotic/mito-
chondrial and eukaryotic, ribosomes. Through its structural analogy to aminoacyl-tRNA, PURO
can be incorporated into the growing peptide chain at its carboxyl end, which results in prema-
ture release of peptidyl-PURO fragments from the ribosomal complex. Unfortunately, such
peptidyl-PURO fragments may by themselves have a long-lasting effect on cell function that
causes amnesia.29 In addition to inhibiting protein synthesis, PURO induces hippocampal
seizures, swelling of mitochondria and disaggregation of ribosomes.36 Due to its numerous side
effects, PURO cannot be recommended to investigate the effects of protein synthesis inhibi-
tion on memory formation (for a discussion see ref. 29).

ANI is a pyrolidine antibiotic from Streptomyces griseolus. It inhibits the peptidyl transferase
activity in eukaryotic ribosomes and thus interferes with peptide bond formation.94 ANI is, at
doses that successfully block retention, a fairly nontoxic protein synthesis inhibitor. Successive
injections of ANI permit an inhibition of variable duration in the range of 2-8h, with the
inactive form deacetyl-ANI serving as control compound.36 However, it should be considered
that ANI is a potent agonist of Jun-NH2 terminal kinase (JNK) as well as mitogen-activated
kinase (MAPK), and can induce apoptosis.15,136 CXM, which is isolated from Streptomyces
griseus, interferes with the function of peptidyl transferase at the large subunit of the eukaryotic
ribosome. However, CXM not only disturbs translation (initiation, translocation, and steps of
elongation processes), but also DNA, rRNA and tRNA synthesis,43,49 and in effective doses is
far more toxic than ANI.35 Doses inhibiting protein synthesis by 80% or more can cause
sickness and, under stressful training conditions, even death. On the behavioral level, changes

Figure 3. Gene expression during memory formation. (A) Induction of the immediate early gene c-fos in
the amygdala, 30min after fear conditioning training. A number of strongly labeled cells can be found
throughout the amygdala, whereas baseline c-fos expression levels (not shown) are hardly detectable. (B)
Expression of a novel ubiquitination factor Praja1 in the amygdala, 6h after fear conditioning training. (1)
Fear conditioned, (2) pseudo-trained and (3) fear memory retrieving mice, (4) naive controls. The graded
increase across groups indicates fear-, stress- and learning-related regulation of gene-expression.128 CE,
central amygdala; L, lateral amygdala; BL, basolateral amygdala; MB, basomedial amygdala; M, medial
amygdala and CO, cortical amydala.
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in locomotor activity occur that are not seen after ANI injections. Both protein synthesis in-
hibitors can cause diarrhea, but the signs are hardly noticeable after ANI injections.36 Emetine
is the main alkaloid component in Radix ipecacuanhae and inhibits protein synthesis through
an interaction with the ribosomal protein S14 of the small eukaryotic ribosomal subunit. Emetine
is very toxic and irritant and although considered one of the classical PSI antibiotics has only
been used in few studies to interfere with memory formation.

Antibiotics that specifically interfere with the function of 70S ribosomes, such as the Strep-
tomyces venezuela antibiotic chloramphenicol, may be used to inhibit prokaryotic and mito-
chondrial protein synthesis. Chloramphenicol binds to the 50S mitochondrial ribosome sub-
unit and disturbs the mitochondrial peptidyl transferase reaction without affecting protein
synthesis of eukaryotic ribosomes. Indirectly, however, chloramphenicol also affects nuclear
and cytoplasmic gene expression and leads to the generation of new mitochondrial RNA spe-
cies.117 Moreover, the inhibition of mitochondrial protein synthesis may change energy provi-
sion or Ca2+ sequestration in the mitochondria. The effects of chloramphenicol treatment thus
have to be interpreted with care, in particular as its blockade of LTM can be accompanied by
profound changes in motor behavior.42

Rapamycin finally is a lipophilic macrolide, which has been employed to show synaptic
protein synthesis in Aplysia californica.16 Rapamycin is isolated from a strain of Streptomyces
hygroscopicus indigenous to Easter Island (“Rapa Nui”). It interacts with the ubiquitous protein
FKBP12 to specifically interfere with the TOR protein (target of rapamycin98). TOR modu-
lates the phosphorylation of proteins that are involved in translation initiation and elongation
of the peptide chain, and controls the abundance of the translation machinery in response to

Figure 4. A model for protein synthesis during LTM formation. An incoming signal can produce several
cellular responses: (1) post-translational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation) of proteins at activated
synapses, responsible for STM, (2) a translational induction of protein synthesis at preexisting mRNA, to
support ITM and possibly the generation of synaptic “tags”, and (3) an induction of gene-expression
through the activation of transcription factors, which are indispensable for LTM. All these processes appear
to be activated in parallel during learning.
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mitogen and growth factor stimulation. TOR localizes to synaptic sites and interacts with gephrin,109

and is therefore thought to play a pivotal role in the control of synaptic protein synthesis.
In summary, a number of PSIs are available to interfere with different steps of protein

synthesis during memory formation. However, possible unspecific effects have to be carefully
controlled in experiments with PSIs. In fact, several hypotheses have been put forth to explain
the amnesic effects of protein synthesis inhibitors by mechanisms other than their blockade of
protein synthesis (e.g., by producing sickness and conditioned aversion, changes in locomotor
activity, inhibition of steroidogenesis, and disturbance of catecholamine neurotransmission),
but a number of experiments in different laboratories have provided results that make all these
alternative explanations unlikely (for a review see ref. 29). Still, it should be considered that
inhibitors of protein synthesis may affect behavioral performance not only through their inter-
ference with memory formation, but also by acting on learning-related processes involved in,
e.g., attention or motivation. In addition to PSIs, the inhibitors of specific signal transduction
pathways can be used to interfere with gene expression during memory formation. In fact,
inhibition of the protein kinase A (PKA) and MAPK pathways, or blockade of glucocorticoid
receptors have revealed striking similarity to the effects of PSIs.

Effects of Protein Synthesis Inhibitors on Memory Formation

Invertebrates
Learning in invertebrates has been extensively used to investigate cellular and molecular

mechanisms of memory formation, including the role of protein synthesis in LTM. Inverte-
brates are capable of simple forms of learning that are controlled by less complicated and more
accessible nervous systems than in vertebrates.

Aplysia californica
In the sea snail Aplysia californica, a simple gill-withdrawal reflex habituates with repeated

stimulation (direct touch), but is sensitized by a noxious stimulation of the tail (for a review see
ref. 32). The basic elements of this reflex can be simulated in vitro in a preparation consisting
of sensory and motor neurons, and application of exogenous serotonin. Long-term facilitation
has been shown to be synapse-specific and to require local protein synthesis, as well as RNA
and protein synthesis in the cell body.16,74 Long-term - but not short-term – in vivo sensitiza-
tion or in vitro facilitation are prevented when mRNA or protein synthesis is inhibited during
or up to 30min following treatments that normally induce the formation of a memory trace.5,17,81

ANI, when applied around the time of such treatments (-1h to +2h) or 4-7h later, can also
block structural changes that are associated with long-term sensitization and facilitation.90 In
addition to STM and LTM, an intermediate-term memory (ITM), which requires transla-
tional but not transcriptional activation, has been described.48,75,129,130 The translational acti-
vation during this ITM seems to be independent of the soma and based on mRNA already
existing at the synapse.

Hermissenda crassicornis
In this sea snail classical conditioning of the foot contraction reflex is achieved by pairing a

light stimulus (conditioned stimulus; CS) with a rotation (unconditioned stimulus; US; for a
review see ref. 32). Several different paradigms have been used on different nervous system
preparations from Hermissenda. Although this makes a direct comparison of experimental data
difficult, a number of key features, resembling those obtained in Aplysia, emerged. First, exten-
sive conditioning causes structural changes of the neurons involved.1 Second, three different
stages of memory formation could be distinguished: STM,25,26,97 which is independent of
protein and RNA synthesis, ITM, which is dependent on translational but not transcriptional
processes,27 and LTM, which requires mRNA as well as protein synthesis for its formation.25,26

And third, the requirement for protein synthesis is probably not restricted to the immediate
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post-training period, but continues for several hours, since prolonged and selective changes in
RNA expression have been observed after extensive training (maximal at 24h and still detect-
able after four days88).

Insects
The fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster has been a long-time favourite with behavioral geneti-

cists, due to the ease with which mutations can be created and their consequences are investi-
gated (for a review see ref. 32). In a simple odor discrimination task, an anesthesia-resistant and
CXM-insensitive memory can be induced that decays within 4 days after training. With spaced
training, however, a LTM for odors is established that lasts for at least 7 days and can be
blocked by application of CXM during training.139 Few studies exist that investigated protein
synthesis and memory formation in other insects. In honeybees (Apis mellifera), LTM for an
odour-sucrose association is blocked by inhibition of either transcription or translation. The
blocking effect can be detected 4 days after conditioning, if the drugs are injected 1h or 6h –
but not 24h - after conditioning. Memory lasting for up to 2 days, however, is unaffected by
the protein synthesis inhibition.80,142,144 Inhibition of protein synthesis also prevents passive
avoidance learning in the praying mantis (Stagmatoptera biocellata59). When tested after 24h,
animals that were injected with CXM immediately after training act like naive animals. CXM
injection 2h after training has no such effect.

Birds
The analysis of memory formation in birds has been particularly helpful to identify critical

temporal phases of protein synthesis and the biochemical processes that occur after training.

Imprinting
When newly hatched chicks are briefly exposed to a distinct moving object, they become

imprinted to it and the time spent near this object will be increased during future exposures.
This imprinting process can be attenuated by immediate post trial injection of CXM.47 Im-
printing is accompanied by structural changes in the intermediate medial hyperstriatum ventrale,
a brain structure known to be essential for different types of visual learning in chicks. However,
the question whether protein synthesis inhibition also blocks these changes has not yet been
investigated.55

Passive Avoidance Learning
Newly hatched chicks will also peck at water droplets that form at beads of different color

and shape. When one of the beads is associated with a bitter tasting fluid, the chicks quickly
learn to avoid pecking at beads of that color and shape.103,105 Injection of ANI immediately
before or up to 30min after initial training blocks the formation of LTM in this task.37,133

Pretraining ANI injection can also prevent structural changes in the lobus parolfactorius that
accompany the retention of passive avoidance.120 A second time window of critical protein
synthesis has been identified with ANI injections 4-5h post-training.132 Inhibitors of protein
fucosylation similarly prevent LTM formation when applied during this second time window,
indicating the generation of glycoproteins that are essential for the learning process.104,106

Song Learning
When zebra finches listen to the song of a conspecific, neuronal activity and expression of

an immediate early gene (zenk, synonym to zif268) is increased in the caudomedial stria-
tum.24,78,79,86 With repeated listening to the same song, neuronal activity declines and zenk
expression disappears. However, novel calls or complex sounds reinduce neuronal activity and
zenk expression. This ‘stimulus-specific habituation’ can last for up to two days.23,24 Injection
of CXM immediately after song presentation (0.5-3h) or at multiple subsequent periods (5.5-7h,
14-15h, and 17-18.5h) blocks the reduction in neuronal activity and prevents the decline of
zenk expression.23,24,140
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Mammals
Since the early 1960s a wealth of data has accumulated that supports a critical role of pro-

tein synthesis for LTM formation in mice and rats (for a review see ref. 29). The data have been
collected in paradigms that range from classical conditioning to complex spatial learning tasks.

Fear Conditioning
In recent years, the involvement of protein synthesis in auditory cued and contextual fear

conditioning has been extensively studied; this paradigm appears to be particularly well suited
for molecular, cellular and biochemical analyses since a robust association of the auditory CS or
the training context with the aversive US can be achieved within one brief training session. In
different experiments with ANI, CXM and actinomycin-D it has been shown that the forma-
tion of such fear memory can be prevented with systemic, intra-ventricular or intra-amygdalar
blockade of protein synthesis.6,114,115,116,127 Contextual fear conditioning was further found to
involve either one or two PSI-sensitive consolidation periods, depending on the intensity of
training.13 In the latter and in other studies, a striking similarity was observed to the effects of
PKA and MAPK inhibition.114,115 It has further been shown that fear memories require
amygdalar protein synthesis also for reconsolidation after their retrieval.84 Extinction of con-
textual fear memory, on the other hand, can take place in the presence of systemically injected
PSIs.65

Conditioned Taste Aversion
Similar to fear conditioning, conditioned taste aversion learning is characterized by a brief

training episode, in this case with a novel taste that is followed by the induction of sickness
(e.g., through administration of lithium chloride). Consolidation of taste aversion memory can
be prevented by intra-ventricular injections of CXM,56,137 and by bilateral ANI injections into
the gustatory cortex before or during trainingal.108 Recent studies furthermore have shown
that ANI injection into the gustatory cortex can also block the extinction of conditioned taste
aversion.10

Avoidance Learning
It has long been established that administration of PSIs before or immediately after training

prevents passive avoidance learning in rodents.35,36,66,95,96,124 The same treatment does not
affect STM, nor the performance during acquisition of the task. However, the amnesic action
of protein synthesis inhibition was shown to decrease with the strength of training and to
increase with longer duration of protein synthesis inhibition. The involvement of hippocam-
pus and amygdala in this task is illustrated by the amnesic effects of local actinomycin-D and
CXM injections, respecitively.11 On the other hand, protein synthesis inhibition over a period
of 6-8h is necessary to block active avoidance learning or the extinction of this task in mice.33,34

Discrimination Learning
Injections of CXM or ANI during and following training interfere with the establishment

of LTM for an object discrimination task.122 Moreover, rat olfactory discrimination learning in
two different social situations was found to be blocked by protein synthesis inhibition.70 ANI,
however, does not prevent memory formation after olfactory discrimination learning,124 possi-
bly due to residual protein synthesis or the occurrence of protein-synthesis independent synap-
tic changes outlasting the training-test interval. Two critical waves of protein synthesis for
brightness discrimination learning , one around training (between 10min pre and 80min post-)
and one 4-6h post training,50,51 could be identified with hippocampal ANI injections. Injec-
tions between these two time windows are without effect.
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Spatial Learning
Few studies have investigated the effects of protein synthesis inhibition in spatial learning

tasks. However, the formation of spatial LTM in the water maze can be disturbed by subcuta-
neous or intra-ventricular injection of ANI before, but not after each training session.65,77

Extinction of spatial memory, in contrast, has proven insensitive to ANI.65

Electrophysiological Models
Long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) are electrophysiological

models of synaptic plasticity that can be tested in vivo as well as in vitro. Physiological and
molecular events that characterize LTP and LTD resemble those observed in learning para-
digms, i.e., strong parallels exist between hippocampal LTP and spatial learning,12,100 and
amygdala LTP and fear conditioning.73,102 Accordingly, a late phase of LTP (L-LTP), which is
sensitive to PSIs in vitro and in vivo,38,39,57,63,85,89,92,123 can be distinguished from a
PSI-insensitive early phase (E-LTP). A similar protein synthesis-dependent late phase of cer-
ebellar LTD has also been described.69,71 The maintenance of LTP for up to 3h has been shown
to require protein synthesis, but not mRNA synthesis,92 suggesting that - as in ITM - proteins
which can support a limited maintenance of LTP are synthesized from preexisting mRNA.

Principle Findings and Future Perspectives in Protein Synthesis
Inhibitor Research

Investigations in both vertebrates and invertebrates have provided ample evidence for the
dependence of LTM formation on de novo protein synthesis. Findings from protein synthesis
inhibition are supported by recent molecular and genetic studies which interfere with the func-
tion of specific transcription factors during memory formation.8,14,60,61,93,131,145,146 PSIs have
been particularly valuable tools in determining spatial and temporal characteristics, i.e., the
“Where? And When?” of learning-induced gene-expression.

The “When”
In essence, it seems that at least two critical waves of protein synthesis exist during memory

consolidation; only when applied within these time windows are protein synthesis inhibitors
able to block the formation of LTM.13,50,51,104,132,134 Moreover, the finding that a limited LTM
can still be induced in the presence of transcription inhibitors during an initial phase following
training92,130 has led to the concept of an intermediate-term memory (ITM), which is sup-
ported primarily through translation from preexisting mRNAs. Other studies have identified
unique biochemical processes during this transitional phase of information storage, such as
activation of PKA and calcineurin.54,72 The biochemical processes that underly ITM and LTM
appear to be activated in parallel; the induction of early gene transcription factors for example
is essential for LTM, but not for ITM, and occurs within minutes after training.

Protein synthesis is further involved in the reconsolidation and continuous refinement of
existing memories. Interestingly, opposite effects of PSIs were observed in different aversive
learning tasks: ANI blocked the extinction of an active avoidance memory after systemic injec-
tion34 and the extinction of conditioned taste aversion when infused to the insular cortex,10

but strongly interfered with the reconsolidation of auditory cued fear memory after injection
into the amygdala.84 These observations may illustrate the complexity of memory reconsolidation
and the contribution of different brain areas therein.

The “Where”
By disrupting memory consolidation with local injections of PSIs, it was in fact possible to

identify brain areas that undergo neural plasticity following training, such as the amygdala
during Pavlovian fear conditioning114 or the gustatory cortex during aversive taste condition-
ing.108 Moreover, PSIs may be used to address the intracellular localization of protein synthesis.
It has also become evident in recent years that some critical protein constituents are synthesised
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synaptically during memory formation.125,126 In fact, transport of mRNA into dendrites ap-
pears to be common for plasticity-related molecules including microtubule-associated pro-
tein2 (MAP2),44,138 CamKII,76 arg3.1,68 brain spectrin,45 trkB and BDNF.135 Such synaptic
protein synthesis may speed up local reorganization processes, allow localized and
transcription-independent regulation of protein synthesis through retrograde messengers82 and
possibly provide new “synaptic tags”.16,40,41 As one of the best examples, CamKII mRNA is
actively transported into dendrites and associates with synaptic polysomes upon depolariza-
tion.3,76 Specific cis-acting elements in the 3' untranslated region of CaMKII mRNA are re-
sponsible for its localization and for its synaptic translation, which involves the cytoplasmic
polyadenylation element binding protein, CPEB.76,143 Initiation of translation, elongation of
the peptide chain and the abundance of translation machinery components including CPEB
are regulated by the TOR protein, which has become an exciting new target in memory re-
search.16

PSIs have also been helpful for the identification of signal transduction pathways that con-
trol gene-expression during formation of LTM and to identify the factors that are induced. For
instance, a striking parallel has been observed between protein synthesis inhibition and the
effect of glucocorticoid inhibition during chick passive avoidance learning.111,112 In Pavlovian
fear memory, a temporal coincidence of PSI- with PKA- and MAPK inhibitor-sensitive phases
of memory consolidation has been observed. e.g.,113 As the PKA and MAPK pathways con-
verge in CREB activation, these findings support the idea that CREB-mediated gene expres-
sion may be critical for fear memory formation.14,61 Indeed, CREB activation in both verte-
brates and invertebrates has been implicated in numerous other learning paradigms.7,31,52,58,64,141

Downstream of CREB, several genes are induced during a first PSI-sensitive phase immedi-
ately after training. In this phase, so-called immediate early gene transcription factors (e.g.,
c-fos, c-jun, zif268) and neurotrophic factors, the latter of which can initiate activity-dependent
functional and structural reorganization in presynaptic and neighboring cells, are ex-
pressed.2,18,30,53,78,79,107 Target genes of these transcriptional activators are expressed in later
waves of protein synthesis and likely participate in the modification of synaptic structure and
signal transduction.9,19,20,87,119,128

In summary, PSIs have been valuable tools for investigations on the brain structures and
time windows that are critical for memory formation. They are used to dissect signalling path-
ways that control gene expression during learning and to identify the factors that are critical in
these processes. The application of PSIs to questions of intracellular control mechanisms of
synaptic plasticity, such as dendritic protein synthesis and synaptic tagging, and to the question
of memory reconsolidation are promising new fields of research.
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Abstract

The role of protein synthesis in long-term memory formation is still an area of intense
scientific interest, which encompasses the study of mechanisms involved in gene
expression and molecular mechanisms underlying synaptic plasticity. A number of low

molecular weight compounds have been used to inhibit or enhance this fundamental cellular
process. The pivotal role of protein synthesis in long-term memory formation suggest yet again
that an understanding of how protein synthesis can be activated and regulated by events that
ultimately lead to memory consolidation can lead to better understanding of the processes that
keep our memories alive.

Introduction
Protein synthesis allows the remarkable capacity of nervous system to modify its neuronal

architecture as a consequence of learning. The variety of protein molecules involved in this
process encompasses very different type of proteins, from transcription factors and enzymes
involved in neurotransmitter metabolism, to cell adhesion molecules.

Today, one takes a great risk when questioning the role of protein synthesis in memory
formation. However, some readers may find it unusual that there is often a sign of scepticism
regarding this dogma.19,21 The main reason for the doubt is a paradoxical feature of proteins.
Namely, proteins simultaneously encompass two rather different features: they are not stable
molecules, yet they ensure continuity of our memories throughout our lifetime. Protein turn-
over replaces different types of proteins, including synaptic proteins, probably hundred times
during our lifetime with no evident consequences for long-lasting synaptic modifications. There-
fore, the question of how organisms store information for very long periods of time in spite of
constant molecular turnover is one of the most captivating questions for many neuroscientists.

Bearing in mind the physical limits of a chapter, I have been ‘forced’ to omit many impor-
tant papers that paved the way to a better understanding of the role of protein synthesis in
memory formation. Thus, I would like to apologise to all of the zealous researchers whose
name and work is not mentioned in this chapter.

 A Brief History
The search for chemical substrates of learning and memory has a long history. Halstead46

was perhaps the first to suggest that ‘engrams’ might be stored in “template” protein molecules
in nerve cells. Correlational studies of Hydén focused on RNA and protein changes induced by
training procedures, and implicated RNA changes in memory formation.47-49 Although no
replication of this type of experiment was ever reported from outside Hydén’s laboratory, an
unfortunate cul-de-sac stemming from this work was the hypothesis on memory transfer.52,71

As a consequence, the conceptual model of “specific memories stored in specific molecules”
was abandoned rather quickly and research shifted from “memory molecules” to biochemical
and molecular processes that might result in modified synaptic interactions, either through (a)
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structural changes, which inevitably involve proteins as building blocks of synaptic membranes
or (b) process changes, which would, again, involve synthesis of protein molecules such as
enzymes, neurotransmitters, receptors, etc.

Protein Synthesis Inhibitors
A reasonable test for the hypothesis that new proteins are necessary for long term memory

was to substantially prevent the expression of new proteins using protein synthesis inhibitors. A
vast literature has developed using different drugs and antibiotics that inhibit protein synthesis.
Early studies10,11,17 showed that actinomycin D, an antibiotic that in low concentrations inhib-
its transcription without appreciably affecting DNA replication could produce impairments in
learning and memory. Results were criticised because of the severe toxicity of the drug. However,
this objection has been overcome with the introduction of less toxic drugs such as anisomycin,
which inhibit peptide bond synthesis. The most convincing data on the importance of protein
synthesis for long-term memory formation came from work of Flood et al.30,31,98 who demon-
strated that the stronger the training and consequently the greater the amount of learning, the
greater the duration of inhibition of protein synthesis had to be in order to produce amnesia.

However, there was some scepticism regarding the conclusion that treatment with protein
synthesis inhibitors demonstrates that synthesis of new proteins is required for long-term memory.
Importantly, it was not the concept that was in doubt, only whether antibiotics used as protein
synthesis inhibitors demonstrate this notion (Table 1). Another reason for scepticism resided in
the fact that, for example, puromycin produces effects on learning and memory that are quali-
tatively different from drugs such as acetocyloheximide, cycloheximide and anisomycin.24

Namely, Flexner and Flexner29 published data on the effect of NaCl which, when injected into
the brains of mice some days after training, reversed the amnesia produced by puromycin given
at the time of training, suggesting that puromycin did not prevented the long-term memory
formation, but only its expression. On the other hand, Rosenbaum and colleagues,97 while
replicating this unusual finding of the Flexner’s found that NaCl did not have an effect on
amnesia produced by acetocycloheximide. Moreover, many other drugs ‘attenuated’ the amnestic

Table 1. Inhibitors of protein synthesis in eucaryotes most often used in research into
the role of proteins in long-term memory formation

Inhibitors of Processes Affected Site of Action
Protein Synthesis

Actinomycin D Transcription Prokaryotes and Eucaryotes: binds tightly to
and duplex DNA by intercalating phenoxazine ring
DNA replication between neighbouring base pairs in DNA

Puromycin Elongation Structural analogue of the 3'-terminal end of
aminoacyl-tRNA. Enters aminoacyl site on the
ribosome and is incorporated into the growing
polypeptide chain that causes release of
shortened polypeptide chains from the ribosome
with puromycin attached.

Anisomycin Translation Blocks peptide bond formation by binding to 60S
(peptide bond formation) ribosomal subunit. Concentration used for protein

inhibition causes internucleosomal fragmentation
and activates the stress-responsive pathways.

Cycloheximide Elongation Interferes with protein synthesis in eucaryotes by
and inhibiting peptidyl-transferase activity
Acetocycloheximide
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effect of protein synthesis inhibitors while not affecting the rate of protein synthesis.24 For
example, Flood et al.32 found that amnesia induced by anisomycin could be attenuated by
either amphetamine, strychnine or picrotoxin if these drugs were given at the time of training
with no significant effect on the inhibition of protein synthesis induced by anisomycin. It
seems that all these drugs act in this manner when their effect is opposed against the effect of
amnestic agents such as protein synthesis inhibitors. The scepticism was nourished even fur-
ther with the set of data showing that specific conditions such as stress, could bring back
memories that were supposedly never formed.67 Thus, one inescapable question arose: what are
the contributors, of central or peripheral nature, to the process of memory formation?

De Wied116 was among the first to suggest that hormones might influence the processes
that underlie memory formation. It become obvious that the learning experience and the hor-
monal response have to occur within certain temporal limits for the hormonal response to
influence the learning process and consequent memory formation. The list of hormones influ-
encing learning processes is impressively long (see review by de Wied and Kovacs in this book).
Many of them, such as vassopressine, affect learning through peripheral autonomic sequalae,
while others, such as steroid hormones, modulate the process of gene expression.

The concept that memory storage is time-dependent process74 brought new light on the
idea that some form of neural activity must underlie the setting down of memory traces and
that while the experience of events and the memories formed may be continuous, the underly-
ing molecular processes are clearly discontinuous with defined time courses. This conceptual
framework of McGaugh introduced post-training treatments as a new experimental approach
in studies of different phases of memory consolidation. Among the earliest published data
supporting the idea that the underlying molecular processes in memory consolidation are dis-
continuous with defined time courses are studies on goldfish by Agranoff et al.3,5 They clearly
demonstrate that animals injected intracranially with puromycin just before or within 30 min
of a learning experience showed no problems with initial learning but had markedly impaired
long-term memory. However, injections given more than 30 min after learning, did not pre-
vent the formation of long-term memory. Thus, it was concluded that the most crucial differ-
ence between short- and long-term memory is that short-term memory is resistant to protein
synthesis inhibitors while long-term memory is not (Fig. 1). From that time until today count-
less experiments confirmed that short-term memory is protein synthesis-independent, the for-
mation of long-term memory is a time- and protein synthesis-dependent process, while the
formation of long-lasting memory (consolidation of memory) is protein synthesis independent
(for review see ref. 75).

Figure 1. Different phases of memory consolidation (Adapted from ref. 75).
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Interim Summary
The large body of evidence on the effect of antibiotics on brain protein synthesis can be

summarised, according to Squire and Davis,106 into few basic findings: first, the effect of anti-
biotics on memory formation is a phenomenon found across different animal species and in
wide variety of training paradigms (see also Strock and Welzl in this book). Second, in order to
induce amnesia protein synthesis has to be inhibited up to a level of 90 - 95%, and finally, if
inhibition is established 30 or more minutes after training, no amnesia develops. Despite the
concise summary offered by Squire,105 these studies left memory researchers with the already
mentioned paradox: if protein synthesis is necessary for long-term memory then how could
any other molecule that does not affect protein synthesis reverse the amnesia that was induced
by drugs such as anisomycin? This paradox lead to the development of research into the role of
drugs, such as amphetamine, that could substantially alter neural processing67,98 and hormones,
that could modify gene expression (for review see refs. 63, 72 and 73) thus altering the forma-
tion of long term-memories.

The Rate of Protein Synthesis
Changes in the rate of protein synthesis associated with learning have been extensively

studied as potentially crucial factor in consolidating memories. Despite the fact that many
experiments suggested that there may be a general increase in the rate of cerebral protein syn-
thesis, incorporation of radiolabelled amino acids into brain proteins in trained animals rela-
tive to control ones in the period immediately following training4,23,24,95 appeared to be af-
fected by stress responses and as such, may be due to the release of the hormones known to
respond during stress25 rather than to consolidation. Moreover, the increased amino acid in-
corporation was often neither region-specific nor tissue specific - further evidence of a nonspe-
cific response to activation.

The Posttranslational Modifications
The posttranslational modification of proteins attracted the attention of many laboratories

because any process by which chemical groups can be added to or subtracted from the proteins
very rapidly, resulting in major changes in the properties of the molecule, is likely to be utilised
by neurons during the process of activity-dependent modifications.4,23 Two types of covalent
modification, very different in nature, attracted the most attention: phosphorylation and
glycosylation. The process of cAMP-induced protein phosphorylation59 offered fast, reliable,
target-specific modification, an ideal candidate for signal transduction that could ultimately
lead to modification of gene expression. Glycosylation, in contrast to phosphorylation, is a
much slower process, but is capable of producing enormously heterogeneous and complex
glycoprotein structures, making glycoproteins ideal candidates for intercellular interactions.

The first indication that protein phosphorylation was sensitive to behavioural manipula-
tion came from the work of Machlus, Wilson and Glassman65 on nuclear proteins, but subse-
quently emphasis has been shifted toward synaptic and membrane proteins.14,38,55,62,100 It took
neuroscience about 20 years after Wilson and Glassman’s publication to ‘rediscover’ the role of
activity-driven phosphorylation of transcription factors (TFs) as the crucial event in regulation
of gene expression in the process of memory formation (for review see refs. 1, 18, 22, 69, 113
and 115).

The first indication that glycosylation of proteins is sensitive to behavioural manipulations
came from work of Entingh et al.27 who discovered changes in uridine metabolism following
learning and suggested that uridine metabolites might be used as building blocks for glycopro-
tein synthesis. Two research groups, one in Magdeburg68,88 and the other at The Open Univer-
sity91,92,94,110 took another approach to investigate the role of glycoproteins in memory forma-
tion. Namely, they introduced a new ‘tool’ into the field: 2-D-galactose as competitor of fucose
and consequent protein glycolsylation.
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The ‘Local’ Protein Synthesis
When Fisher and Litvak28 and Guiditta et al.42 published their findings showing that axo-

plasmic proteins were labelled when isolated squid giant axon was incubated in vitro with
radioactive amino acids, they set the stage for a number of studies indicating that translation
might occur in cell compartments other than cell body. But, studies of glial-axonal protein
transfer60,61,114 provided strong suspicions of local protein synthesis and led to the belief that
proteins were synthesised in periaxonal glial cells and secondarily transferred to the sub-adjacent
axon by intercellular transfer. This view was generalised to all axons and became a commonly
accepted view, despite evidence that the giant axon contained all of the prerequisites for such
protein synthesis.41,43,44,50 The idea of local protein synthesis was brought to light for the
second time with the isolation of mitochondrial fractions from brain which contained a sub-
stantial portion of sheared off nerve terminals resealed into osmotically sensitive particles named
synaptosomes.20,45,87 This method allowed determination of whether presynaptic terminals
contribute to protein synthesising activity8 of neuronal cell bodies. Using two different inhibi-
tors of protein synthesis, cycloheximide (inhibitor of ribosomal protein synthesis) and chloram-
phenicol (inhibitor of mitochondrial protein synthesis), Yellin et al.117 confirmed that both
cytoplasmic and mitochondrial systems of protein synthesis are present in synaptosomes.

The history of presynaptic protein synthesis is as turbulent as the history of protein synthe-
sis. However, the convincing experimental evidence of Steward and Levy108 which showed the
existence of synapse-associated polyribosomal complexes (SPRCs) selectively localised in distal
processes beneath postsynaptic sites on the dendrites and recent data indicating that presynap-
tic translational activity exists across different species cleared the clouds of suspicion and more
importantly, lead to the belief that presynaptic protein synthesis is required for long-term plas-
ticity changes.66

Present Time
Although the present times are characterised by breath-taking technological developments,

time-dependent involvement of cellular processes enabling formation of lasting memories (con-
solidation theory proposed by Müller and Pilzecker in 1900 and revisited by McGaugh in ref.
74) is still shaping research into protein synthesis. Unfortunately, the contribution of Glassman
and his two stage hypothesis of molecular cascade in memory consolidation, which postulated
two distinct waves of protein synthesis during which an activator protein synthesised during
phase 1 will act as an activator of the genes coding for phase 2 proteins,39 is often forgotten.

One question that suddenly reemerged during the last four years and has lead to rather
intensive arguments, that is the discussion of how stable long-lasting memories are after reacti-
vation or retrieval. The experiments LeDoux and colleagues83,84,103 aimed to test the stability
of memory trace in terms of activation of molecular events. They showed that the same ma-
nipulations that could cause amnesia after initial learning, such as inhibition of protein synthe-
sis around the time of training, can also lead to memory loss right after reactivation or retrieval.
In other words, LeDoux and colleagues argue that any attempt to access memory when it is
consolidated will bring the memory trace into a labile state making it vulnerable to the effects
of inhibition of the same cellular and molecular processes that were critical for the original
consolidation.83,84 Hence the term reconsolidation entered the field yet again. The term
reconsolidation as such is contradiction in adjecto. The problem is not of semantic nature but in
the fact that anisomycin interfered with both new memories and reactivated memories, in
other words, anisomycin rendered animals amnestic for the original learning task. On the
other hand, the experiments of Morris, Anokhin, Sara and Taubenfeld contradicted the work
of LeDoux’s goup and showed that at the cellular level, NMDA receptors104 or transcription
factor C/EBPß111 are not involved in retrieval of previously established memories. The stability
of the memory trace during retrieval studied by the group of Anokhin,64 using protein synthe-
sis inhibitors in association with a reminder procedure, showed that administration of anisomycin
and cycloheximide induced the development of temporary amnesia whose duration gradually
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declined as the interval between training and reminder increased. The same conclusion was
drawn from the experiments of Sara.101,102 At a system level, hippocampus-dependent learning
tasks have always been the ‘darling’ of research into memory consolidation. To identify whether
hippocampal activity contributes to these processes independently, Riedel and colleagues used
a novel method of inactivating synaptic transmission using a water-soluble antagonist of AMPA/
kainate glutamate receptors and addressed the reconsolidation question by temporarily inacti-
vating hippocampus prior to spatial memory test.90 Their findings indicated that hippocampal
neural activity is necessary for both encoding and retrieval of spatial memory and for either
trace consolidation or long-term storage. On the other hand, experiments of McGaugh showed
that other brain areas, such as amygdala, may have an important function in memory consoli-
dation after a learning task has taken place.76

As for the novelty of the problem, it was in 1989 when Matthies68 actually ‘broke’ the
concept of protein synthesis independent phase of memory consolidation and showed the
existence of the second wave of protein synthesis, which occurs 4-6 hr after learning experi-
ence, using a brightness discrimination task in rats (Fig. 2). The bimodal feature of protein
synthesis was found in another extensively studied task, the one-trial passive avoidance task in
chicks.33 In spite of anatomical differences between rats and birds, the similarities in cellular
processes between these two species is remarkable, from the very early events, such as involve-
ment of glutamate receptors,12,51 to the bimodal protein synthesis. Thus, the concept of ‘stabil-
ity’ of long term memory, historically speaking, has already been challenged. Nevertheless, the
reappearance of the consolidation problem emphasises, yet again, the complex nature of learn-
ing, consolidation, retrieval and extinction as well as our need to carefully study all these pro-
cesses on both molecular and behavioural levels.

De Novo Protein Synthesis (with Paraphernaliae)
During the last two decades most of the research efforts have been directed toward discov-

ering the sequence of events that will ultimately lead to activity-driven transcription and con-
sequently protein synthesis. The major break-through was made by Kandel and colleagues40,82

who unravelled the mechanism by which extracellular signals capable of inducing covalent
modification of constitutive transcription regulators, mediated through second messengers,
regulate the induction of gene expression (for review see refs. 9 and 54). Although inducible
transcription factors, often called immediate early genes (IEGs), are not the focus of this chap-

Figure 2. The time-windows of sensitivity of protein synthesis to antibiotics. The progress in imaging
techniques, which can identify brain regions active during acquisition and retrieval, combined with
visualisation of neural activity and gene expression could help us to elucidate the problem of ‘reconsolidation’.
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ter, one could not discuss protein synthesis without referring to IEGs (see also Greenwood et
al. in this book). Many of the IEGs products are regulated by kinases, such as fos and CREB6,7,13

or NF-kB78 and are set in motion by a different state of organism almost on a minute-to-minute
basis. Although it is obvious that the regulation of gene expression does not necessarily depend
on de novo synthesis, but could be achieved by posttranslational modification of existing IEGs,
it is important to emphasise that: (a) IEGs work only because of their combinatorial proper-
ties,107 (b) CREB alone or any other transcription factor for that matter cannot be sufficient
for initiation of DNA transcription or for any physiological process such as memory storage.

When a role for a particular protein is proposed on a basis of evidence from single-gene
knockout approach, one should be aware of many interpretative difficulties precluding firm
conclusions.15,37,70 The reason for doubt is not solely due to the problems associated with
knockout animals. When the idea that kinases can modify proteins already present within the
synapse was proposed it was believed that these were synaptic transmission processes set in
motion by the event itself.99 Experiments in which kinase inhibitors were applied to the region
of synapses showed that inhibition of phosphorylation ceases to be effective at about 1 hr after
long-term potentiation (LTP) is initiated. However, one hour after the LTP tetanus or low
frequency stimulation, the synthesis of Nf-kB and TFIIIa as well as p50 and p65 mRNA are
increased.78,79 The most probable reason for this rapid synthesis of transcription factors follow-
ing phosphorylation events is that these proteins must be replenished.77 Increased activation
and/or synthesis of transcription factors could lead to more synthesis of target proteins as well
as repressors and terminators of transcription1 that would ultimately cause cessation of gene
transcription. A good example of this complexity comes from work of Kinney et al.58 describ-
ing the effect of decreased binding of hippocampal TFs to the E-box that is correlated with
increased GAP-43 mRNA. All these events, rather different in nature, such as: transmembrane
signalling, phosphorylation cascade, protein kinase activation, recruitment of transcription factors
somehow merge their effect at the same time-point, 1-hr after the initial signal transduction
event. Thus, one can assume that the transition from short-term memory to events that will
trigger the consolidation is likely to occur at this point in time.

There is a time point at about 6 hr after the initial signal transduction event that may herald
another transition point. Here, we find studies with widely disparate methods and animal
models pointing to this time point.53,58,7896 Across different species, model-systems and train-
ing tasks, memory consolidation occurs only after the initiation of the late-transcription phase
that leads to the synthesis of a variety of proteins among which the cell adhesion proteins
implicated in morphological changes at specific synapses (Fig. 3).

One could ask the question ‘why search for glycoproteins’? Long-term remodelling must
involve changes to the structure or geometry of synaptic or dendritic membranes, hence
attention was drawn to glycoproteins, especially cell adhesion molecules (idea formulated as
a general theory in ref. 26). And indeed, over the past 15 years there has been a remarkable
convergence of evidence pointing to (a) activity-driven changes in the synthesis of cell adhe-
sion molecules and (b) a key role for the cell adhesion molecules in the process of memory
formation.

Early learning in the chick has proved a particularly fertile system in which to study the
cellular and molecular processes of memory formation and consolidation. The protocol which
has been most widely used for those studies is a one-trial passive avoidance learning task, based on
the disposition of young chicks to peck spontaneously at small objects and to remember their
characteristics for long periods. This model has all the experimental advantages of one-trial learn-
ing paradigms and since its first description by Cherkin in 196916 it has been widely used for the
biochemical and pharmacological study of the molecular events involved in memory formation.

Following the pioneering work of Gibbs and Ng,35,36 which utilised a pharmacological
dissection procedure to identify biochemically sensitive periods in the minutes following train-
ing on this task, a combination of interventive and correlative studies has revealed a cascade of
molecular processes occurring in defined brain regions, notably the left intermediate medial
hyperstriatum ventrale and lobus parolfactorius. Briefly, within minutes of pecking at the bitter
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bead, there is: (i) enhanced glutamate release, (ii) up-regulation of NMDA-sensitive glutamate
receptors, and (iii) the opening of N-type conotoxin-sensitive calcium channels. These synap-
tic transients result in the activation of protein kinases and expression of IEGs such as c-fos and
c-jun and consequently, the family of late genes coding for glycoproteins which, inserted into
the pre and post-synaptic membranes, alter synaptic structure and connectivity (for review see
ref. 93). Several aspects of this cascade and its time-dependencies are reminiscent of those
occurring during and following LTP. However a one-trial task may not be typical of learning in
general, because many instances of animal and human learning are based on the acquision of
experience in a number of repeated trials, involving processes such as generalisation, categorisation
and discrimination.

We have been able to identify a number of pre and post-synaptic membrane glycoproteins,
which show enhanced fucose incorporation between 1 and 24 hr after training (presynaptic 50
kD; post-synaptic 33, 100-120 150-180 kD). This enhanced fucosylation was accompanied by
increased activity of fucokinase. Moreover, the anti-metabolite 2-deoxygalactose, if injected
around the time of training, and 4-6 hr after training , produced amnesia in animals tested
24hr later (for review see ref. 93).

What might be the significance of those 2 time-windows of sensitivity to the fucosylation
inhibitor - presumably representing 2 waves of glycoprotein synthesis? A clue comes from ma-
nipulating the nature of the training experience: in a normal training protocol chicks peck at
the bead which was made aversive by immersion in 100% methylanthranilate (MeA), and will
avoid that bead for at least 48 hr subsequently. However, if the aversant is made weaker (10%),
the avoidance response is initially as strong as for 100% MeA, but retention does not persist.
Much more importantly, in the case of weak training fucosylation does not occur. These data
led us to believe that, for the memory of passive avoidance training to endure, a functionally
discrete second wave of neural activity, including glycoprotein, synthesis is required.

Two questions inevitably arise: (i) as even a single cell type uses multiple molecular mecha-
nisms in adhering to the other cells (and to the extracellular matrix), the specificity of cell-cell
adhesion must result from the integration of a number of different adhesion systems, some of
which are associated with specialised cell junctions while others are not, and (ii) whether this
cascade is unique to the specific case of one-trial learning in the chick or whether it is generalisable
to other forms of avian and mammalian learning?

Our work on different synaptic transmembrane glycoproteins showed that the glycopro-
teins are recruited at different points in time and so are susceptible to blockade only at the time

Figure 3. Pre and post-training intervals sensitive to 2-deoxy-Galactose.
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at which they are recruited. This conclusion was based on two different but complementary
approaches: (i) an antibody approach, by which we were able to interfere with the expression of
protein function by blocking the extracellular domain of protein in question (Fig. 4), and (ii)
antisense approach, by which we were able to downregulate gene expression, hence to test the
significance of de novo protein synthesis (Fig. 5).

L1, NCAM and APP antibodies were injected into the IMHV at various time-points before
and after training. These groups received antibodies 30-min pretraining and 5.5 and 8-hr
post-training. These times were similar to the time-windows of amnestic action observed with
2-d-Gal. Animals were tested 24 hr after training. Memory retention was impaired, compared
with saline controls, (a) in the case of anti-L1 during both time-windows of protein synthesis;
(b) in the case of anti-NCAM only during the second time-window, and (c) in the case of
anti-APP only during the first time-window of protein synthesis. Since blocking the protein
function by use of specific antibodies outside of specific time window were without effect, we
addressed the question of the importance of de novo protein synthesis by use of synthetic
oligodeoxynucleotides.

The two distinct time-windows of behavioural response to APP and NCAM downregulation
confirmed that: (a) induction of de novo synthesis of different synaptic transmembrane glyco-
proteins occurs at different points in time after training, and (b) the specificity of cell-cell
adhesion indeed results from the integration of a number of different adhesion systems.80,81

Conclusion
“… be always prepared to rewrite the encyclopaedia”
Umberto Eco, Serendipities, Chapter: The Force of Falsity, 1998
Although it is safe to say that protein synthesis leads to structural changes that are the

physical substrate for long-term memory, there are time points in which the protein synthesis
seems to be constitutive and independent of input. The experimental data that supports this
notion are obtained from studies of transcriptional activation of GAP-43, which occurs 12, 24,
48 and 72 hr after LTP.85,86 There is obviously a 2-3 day delay in promoter activation and
mRNA synthesis. At this point we should start to doubt the prevailing view. What maintains
memories for lifetime if proteins are synthesised, utilised, and finally replenished reflecting the
recruitment of gene regulatory events that are input independent?

And, there are more questions to be asked. Namely, does dependence on the protein synthe-
sis indicate that the proteins required for enduring synaptic modification are made on mRNAs

Figure 4. The antibody-induced onset of amnesia.
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that are present constitutively, or on mRNAs that are synthesised as a consequence of
learning-induced transcriptional activation? Modification of existing proteins already positioned
at synapses to be modified could potentially solve the problem of synaptic specificity,34 because
rapid changes in protein function can occur at the site of change. But, if the required proteins
are made on constitutively expressed mRNAs, the precise mechanism of their increased trans-
lational activation should be synaptic activity. And if that is the case, what could be the ‘pick-and
chose’ mechanism by which cells precisely regulate the translation of different mRNAs from
the mix of mRNAS that are in place. If the required proteins are synthesised as a consequence
of learning-induced transcriptional activation and the new gene expression is required, what is
the nature of the process that allows signalling from the synapse to control the transcriptional
activation of the neuron? What are the mechanisms by which the newly synthesised proteins
essential for activity-dependent synaptic modification are selectively delivered to the synapses
that are to be modified? How is this coordinated and how all of these molecules actually ‘fit’
into the process of memory consolidation?

The cellular mechanism for targeting newly synthesised mRNAs to synaptic sites on den-
drites have been partially revealed by Steward and  Worley109 through studies on the intracellu-
lar transport and synaptic targeting of Arc (activity-regulated cytoskeleton associated protein).
The synthesis of Arc mRNA is induced by patterns of synaptic activity that also includes LTP.
Arc mRNA is rapidly transported into dendrites and the de novo synthesised arc protein is
assembled into the synaptic junctional complex of the recently activated synapses. Moreover,
the experiments with Arc antisense showed that preventing of Arc induction impairs consoli-
dation of long-term memory thus suggesting that Arc protein induction is fundamental not
only in marking neurons which have been sufficiently depolarised to activate NMDA recep-
tors, but also in the stabilisation of activity-dependent processes.

The recent success of ‘proteomics’, the large-scale analysis of proteins, provided the basis for
a better understanding of the interactive network of proteins within multiprotein complexes
associated with neurotransmitter receptors and cell adhesion proteins involved in signalling.
However, understanding the regulation of the flow of genetic information between the genome
and ‘proteome’ is still uncharted territory. The first step in this flow is dependent on successful
gene expression. The expression of gene product seems to depend on a complex network of
ribonucleoproteins (mRNAPs) regulated by ELAV/Hu proteins.112 This is particularly impor-
tant for the expression of IEGs, which products could mediate the second wave of gene expres-
sion, in other words, the second wave of protein synthesis. Thus, the understanding of the
properties of the mRNP expressed in neurons, their infrastucture and organised network, the

Figure 5. The APP- and NCAM-antisense-induced onset of amnesia.
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approach called “ribonomics”, could potentially provide research into memory formation with
invaluable knowledge of the temporal and spatial regulation of activity-driven regulation of
gene expression. Many of the neuronal mRNAs, to which ELAV/Hu proteins bind, encode
transcription factors including CREB, ERG-1 and fos and appear to be packaged at distances
far from the nucleus. Their localised expression in response to external stimuli may, when the
transcription factors are transported back to nucleus, influence cellular events following stimu-
lation of neurons.5 Moreover, it seems to be that ELAV/Hu proteins are capable of regulating
expression of clustered mRNP subset encoding proteins with related functional properties.
The advantage of such a guarded regulatory pathway is that it could represent a controlled
synapse-specific mode of direct activation of specific genes, and subsequent de novo synthesis of
specific proteins, without involvement of multiple signal transduction cascade.56,57 This mode
of cellular response has the potential to be a selective mechanism by which dendritic branches,
which received the appropriate input, activate de novo protein synthesis and modulate with
great precision long-term modifications, the strength of the connections, underlying long-term
memory formation.
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Learning-Induced Synaptogenesis
and Structural Synaptic Remodeling
Yuri Geinisman, Robert W. Berry and Olga T. Ganeshina

Abstract

This chapter analyzes the results of quantitative electron microscopic studies of the
vertebrate brain aimed at the elucidation of changes in synaptic unltrastructure that
may underlie learning and memory. It has been reported that behavioral learning pro-

motes new synapse formation, including both a net synaptogenesis, which causes a net gain in
synapse number, and a specific synaptogenesis. The latter either accompanies a learning-related
adult neurogenesis or leads to the formation of multiple-synapse boutons. Other data strongly
suggest that behavioral learning also elicits a structural remodeling of existing synapses. This
process is revealed morphologically as an increase in the number of perforated axospinous
synapses and an enlargement of postsynaptic densities. Further research will show if the
observed diversity of structural synaptic alterations reflects differences among various forms of
learning and memory or among various consecutive processes underlying the formation,
consolidation and long-term storage of each memory trace.

Introduction
Over a century ago, Ramón y Cajal99 and Tanzi114 postulated that changes in the number

and structure of synaptic connections might underlie the establishment of long-term memories
following behavioral learning. Since that time, cellular mechanisms of learning and memory
have been thought to include the formation of new synapses and/or a structural remodeling of
existing synapses. Numerous attempts have been made to verify this assumption by defining
those modifications of synaptic ultrastructure in the vertebrate brain that result from the
learning of new behaviors (for reviews see refs. 4, 6, 34 and 48). The review of the literature
presented here examines a growing body of evidence for learning-induced synaptogenesis and
synapse remodeling. The data reported so far are also related to the phenomena of adult
neurogenesis, spine motility and transformation of postsynaptically silent synapses into
functional ones. Finally, the role of these phenomena in shaping the patterns of learning-induced
alterations in synaptic ultrastructure is discussed.

Patterns of Synaptogenesis Elicited by Behavioral Learning

Net Synaptogenesis Resulting from Learning
The search for the net synaptogenesis that may underlie the learning of new behaviors

involves determining whether the process of learning is accompanied by a net gain in synapse
number. Initial attempts to resolve this issue were based on the use of light microscopic
preparations stained according to the Golgi method for counting dendritic spines, which
usually synapse with axon terminals. However, since the Golgi method stochastically stains
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only a small fraction of neurons, subsequent work over the past two decades has focused on the
examination of electron microscopic preparations that reveal all the synapses present in a given
tissue specimen. Samples of entire synaptic populations, including all morphological synaptic
types, were taken from pertinent regions of the vertebrate brain and used for obtaining
estimates of synapse number. Animals that had learned a given behavioral task were compared
on this measure with controls that had no such learning experience. These electron
microscopic studies, however, produced inconsistent results (Table 1).

Several studies found that behavioral learning promotes a net gain in synapse number (Table
1). Additionally, quantitative electron microscopic analyses of dendritic spines showed that
their total number was increased in the molecular layer of the rat dentate gyrus as a
consequence of either passive avoidance conditioning91 or water maze training.92 Similar
results were obtained with the aid of confocal microscopy: an increase in the number of spines
per unit length of basal, but not apical, dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells was detected
following spatial learning of rats in a complex environment.82,83 Taken together, these data are
consistent with the notion that the process of learning is accompanied by a net
synaptogenesis.4,6,48 At variance with such a notion is the observation of other studies that the
learning of new behaviors does not cause a net change in synapse number (Table 1).

A number of factors might have contributed to the discrepancy in the results. One of these
is that appropriate methods for synapse quantification were not available until recently, and
most of the ultrastructural studies referred to in Table 1 used methodologically inadequate
procedures. These included the identification of synapses in single (rather than in serial)
ultrathin sections, sampling in selective (rather than in systematic, uniformly random) fashion,
counting with two-dimensional (rather than with three-dimensional) probes, and estimating
the numerical density of synapses (rather than their total number). Each of these procedures
involves biases.40,41 The direction and magnitude of the biases were not evaluated, which makes
it difficult to interpret the data of the earlier electron microscopic studies. To circumvent these
problems, a stereological method was designed for providing unbiased estimates of total
synapse number in defined brain regions.41

This method was then used to explore the problem of whether the total number of synapses
in the stratum radiatum of hippocampal subfield CA1 is altered by trace eyeblink
conditioning.40 The latter is a hippocampus-dependent form of associative learning67,84,107

that is accompanied by increases in the synaptic responsiveness40,96 and postsynaptic
excitability21,85 of CA1 pyramidal neurons. For conditioning, rabbits were given daily 80-trial
sessions to a criterion of 80% conditioned responses in a session. During each trial, the
conditioned stimulus (tone) and the unconditioned stimulus (corneal airpuff ) were presented
with an intervening trace interval of 500 msec. Brain tissue was taken for morphological
analyses 24 hours after the last session. The results showed that the total number of synapses in
the CA1 stratum radiatum was not changed in conditioned rabbits as compared to
pseudoconditioned controls (Fig. 1A). No trend towards a conditioning-induced increase in
total synapse number was observed (Fig. 1A), and the group means (± SEM) for
pseudoconditioned and conditioned animals (23,267 ± 915 and 23,250 ± 869 synapses x 106,
respectively) differed by only 0.07%. These data provide convincing evidence for the stability
of total synapse number in the CA1 stratum radiatum 24 hours after acquisition of the trace
eyeblink conditioned response.

If the discrepancy in the results of previous studies is due to their methodological
limitations, it is reasonable to expect that the use of modern stereological methodology for
synapse quantification following learning would yield consistent data. This, however, was not
the case. Conflicting results were also obtained with the aid of the unbiased disector technique.
Rusakov et al101 found that spatial learning in the Morris water maze had no effect on the
numerical density of synapses per unit volume of the rat CA1 stratum radiatum and dentate
gyrus molecular layer. This finding is in agreement with our observation (Fig. 1A). In contrast,
the work from the Greenough laboratory demonstrated that the learning of complex motor
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skills increased the number of synapses per neuron in the rat motor and cerebellar cortex.9,69,70

It appears, therefore, that the methodological limitations alone cannot account for the diversity
of the data reported so far.

Another factor that may be of special importance in this respect is the transient nature of a
learning-induced net gain in synapse number. In certain brain regions, such a change persists
only for a limited period of time following behavioral training. This was clearly demonstrated
in experiments involving passive avoidance conditioning of day-old chicks (for a review see ref.
112). Acquisition of the conditioned avoidance response was followed by an increase in the
overall numerical density of axospinous synapses that was observed in the intermediate and
medial hyperstriatum ventrale (IMHV) only at 1 hour, but not at 24 hours, after training.22

On the other hand, the same change in the lobus parolfactorius (LPO) was detected 24 and 48
hours, but not 1 or 6 hours, post-training.56 The different temporal sequence of alterations in
the synaptic numerical density observed in the IMHV and LPO may be explained by
differences in the involvement of these brain regions in task acquisition and consolidation.
Lesion studies have indicated that the IMHV may be the site of initial registration of the
memory trace, which is subsequently transferred to the LPO for long-term storage.43 Similar
observations were made more recently in experiments examining the effect of passive
avoidance conditioning91 or spatial learning92 on the numerical density of dendritic spines in

Table 1. Results of synapse quantification based on analyses of samples taken from the
entire synaptic population of a given brain area following behavioral learning

Behavioral Species and Brain Parameter
Paradigm Used Area Examined Analyzed Result Reference

Brightness discrimination Rat hippocampus NA Increase Wenzel et al, 1980
  conditioning in a Y-maze (subfield CA1)
Acquisition of male-like Canary robustus N Increase DeVoogt et al,1985
  singing behavior by archistralis nucleus
  females treated with
  testosterone
Passive avoidance Chick hyperstriatum NV Increase Stewart et al,1987;
  conditioning ventrale and lobus Hunter & Stewart,

parolfactorius 1989; Doubell &
Stewart, 1993

Complex motor skill Rat cerebellar and NN Increase Black et al, 1990;
  acquisition motor cortices Kleim et al, 1996;

1997
Visual imprinting Chick hyperstriatum NA, NV No change Bradley et al, 1981;

ventrale Horn et al, 1985
Visual discrimination Rabbit visual cortex NV No change Vrensen & Nunes
  conditioning Cardozo, 1981
One-way active Rat dentate gyrus NA No change Van Reempts et al,
  avoidance conditioning 1992
Spatial learning in the Rat hippocampus NV No change Rusakov et al, 1997
Morris water maze (subfield CA1) and

dentate gyrus
Trace eyeblink Rabbit hippocampus N No change Geinisman et al,
  conditioning (subfield CA1) 2000

Designations: NA – synaptic numerical density per unit tissue area; NV - synaptic numerical density
per unit tissue volume; NN – number of synapses per postsynaptic neuron; N – total  synapse number.
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the molecular layer of the hippocampal dentate gyrus of adult rats. Following the cessation of
training on either task, spine number was shown to increase at 6 hours and then return to
control levels by 72 hours. The latter temporal pattern of ultrastructural changes is consistent
with the concept that the hippocampal formation plays only a transitory role in the consolidation
of memory (e.g., ref. 109). In the cerebellar cortex of adult rats, on the other hand, an increase
in the number of synapses per Purkinje cell persists for at least 4 weeks after motor skill
learning.70 This suggests that the cerebellar cortex may be involved in a long-term retention of
memories for motor skills.

The data described above underscore the necessity of examining various phases of the
acquisition/consolidation process in order to reach a definitive conclusion of whether a net
increase in synapse number is characteristic of a given form of behavioral learning. In most
studies available in the literature, including the one from this laboratory,40 synapses were
quantified only at a single time point relative to behavioral acquisition. If quantitative
ultrastructural analyses were performed at various time points along the acquisition/consolida-
tion curve, the presence of additional synaptic contacts might have been detected as well. It is
also conceivable, however, that some forms of learning may not involve a net gain in synapse
number and, hence, a net synaptogenesis. Work from the laboratories of Rakic and
Goldman-Rakic has provided evidence in favor of this supposition (for a review see ref. 11).
Their estimates of synaptic numerical density in five major areas of the primate cerebral cortex
reveal no ultrastructural sign of net synaptogenesis over the entire period of adulthood in spite
of presumably continuous accumulation of long-term memories.

Even if the acquisition and retention of a given behavior does not result in a detectable net
synaptogenesis, it is possible that new synapses may be nevertheless formed as a consequence of
behavioral learning. In such cases, learning-induced synaptogenesis might be confined to
re-arranging only a specific subset of synaptic connections in order to establish a memory trace.
Examples of such specific synaptogenesis will be considered next.

Figure 1. Total number of all synaptic contacts (A) and of axospinous synapses (B) in the CA1 stratum
radiatum of pseudoconditioned and conditioned rabbits examined 24 hours after cessation of training (data
are from ref. 34). Bars show group means ± SEM.
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Specific Synaptogenesis Related to Learning-Induced Adult
Neurogenesis

It has been established that the production of new neurons in the vertebrate brain continues
throughout adulthood, and there are observations suggesting that it may occur not only spon-
taneously but also as a consequence of behavioral learning (for reviews see refs. 47, 50, 75 and
102). These observations are especially relevant to the present discussion because to become
functional, adult-born neurons have to form appropriate synaptic connections. This implies
that a specific synaptogenesis involving newly generated neurons should accompany the pro-
cess of adult neurogenesis.

Evidence for the existence of neurogenesis in the adult brain comes from studies employing
the incorporation of tritiated thymidine, as well as from immunocytochemical studies using
markers for the detection of proliferating cell progenies and their neuronal phenotype. Al-
though these methodological approaches have serious limitations that make the interpretation of
the results difficult (for reviews see refs. 44 and 98), there is a general consensus that new
neurons are spontaneously added to several regions of the adult mammalian brain, most nota-
bly to the dentate gyrus and olfactory bulb. Adult neurogenesis has been most extensively
studied in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation, and the latter is known to mediate
certain forms of learning and memory. Therefore, the following discussion is focused on data
from the dentate gyrus.

Principal neurons of the dentate gyrus (granule cells) are generated in all adult mammalian
species studied thus far, including rodents (e.g., see ref. 1, 5, 8 and 62), nonhuman primates46,73

and humans.18,28 New granule cells arise from their precursors residing in the subgranular zone
of the dentate gyrus and migrate into the granule cell layer where they assume the morphological
features characteristic of neighboring neurons.14,61,62 The majority of the new granule cells die
within two weeks of their birth.14,45 However, adult-generated granule cells do display syn-
apses,61,62 receive functional synaptic inputs similar to those found in mature granule cells118

and rapidly extend their axons through the mossy fiber tract to their natural target area, hip-
pocampal subfield CA3.52,81,110 This suggests that neurons newly generated in the adult den-
tate gyrus may become, at least temporarily, integral components of neural circuits in the hip-
pocampal formation and participate in its functions related to learning and memory.45,50,63

Several experimental approaches have been used to test the validity of this suggestion. A
number of studies have addressed the question of whether environmental complexity or aging
alter adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Exposure of adult birds and rodents to enriched envi-
ronments, which presumably offer more opportunities for learning than standard laboratory envi-
ronments, increases the number of new hippocampal neurons. This does not affect the prolif-
eration of progenitor cells, but rather promotes the survival of their progeny.7,64,65,89 The
enhanced survival of new granule cells in mice kept in an enriched environment is associated
with improved spatial learning in the Morris water maze.64,65,89 Conversely, the process of
normal aging, which produces deficits in hippocampus-dependent forms of learning and memory
(for a review see ref. 38), is accompanied by a dramatic reduction in the number of granule cells
that are born in the dentate gyrus of aged mice and rats.13,74,104

Another approach was employed in experiments designed to determine if adult neurogenesis
is modulated by specific learning experiences. An indication that behavioral learning may
upregulate adult neurogenesis was initially provided by studies showing that the seasonal modi-
fication of song in birds coincides with the increased addition of new neurons to a forebrain
vocal center involved in song learning.2,68 A subsequent study of birds demonstrated that spa-
tial learning associated with the first few exposures to the experience of storing and retrieving
food augments the rate of neuronal recruitment into the hippocampus and hyperstriatum
ventrale.93 More recently, it has been found that learning the trace eyeblink conditioned re-
sponse or the location of an invisible escape platform in the Morris water maze promotes the
survival of granule cells born in the dentate gyrus of adult rats 1-2 weeks prior to training.45

Additionally, the spatial learning ability of rats in the Morris water maze containing an invisible
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platform correlates with the extent of survival of adult-generated granule cells.3 Unlike these
hippocampus-dependent learning experiences, hippocampus-independent experiences, such
as learning the delayed eyeblink conditioned response or the location of a visible and cued
platform in the Morris water maze, have no effect on the number of new granule cells.45 It
should be noted here that functional integration of adult-born neurons into existing or newly
developing circuitry occurs on a time-scale of several days. Thus an increased production of nerve
cells resulting from an accelerated rate of adult neurogenesis would not have immediate func-
tional consequences while a prolonged survival of functionally competent new neurons would.45

The results summarized above have been extended by the finding that the targeted destruction
of the majority of newborn granule cells in adult rats by a toxin for proliferating cells
(methylazoxymethanol acetate) impairs hippocampus-dependent trace eyeblink conditioning but
does not affect delayed eyeblink conditioning, the latter of which is hippocampus-independent.106

These observations suggest that adult-generated granule cells may play a role in the formation of
hippocampus-dependent memories (see ref. 117). The hippocampal formation is considered to be
especially important for the acquisition of associations between temporally or spatially
discontiguous events121 and for a transient storage of recently acquired memories.109 It is pos-
sible that new granule cells, in spite of their limited lifespan, may support such major functions
of the hippocampal formation. Since pyramidal cells can be newly generated in the adult hip-
pocampus proper,100 they may also mediate these hippocampal functions.

Newborn neurons in the adult brain may be much more modifiable and readily involved in
synaptogenesis than older neurons. In order to survive and appropriately function, the
adult-generated neurons that subserve learning and memory must make synaptic connections.
Although such specific synaptogenesis associated with learning-induced adult neurogenesis may
take place, it is difficult to document it. Markers for newly established synaptic contacts are not
yet available for ultrastructural studies, which makes it necessary to demonstrate that
learning-induced neurogenesis in a given brain region is accompanied by an increase in total
synapse number. This alteration is not likely to be detected because synapses involving adult-born
nerve cells constitute only a minute fraction of all synaptic contacts in a brain region. Quantifica-
tion of the entire synaptic population is not necessary, however, for the detection of the other
known form of specific synaptogenesis. This involves the formation of multiple synapses by single
axonal boutons, which can be readily identified and selectively quantified as is described below.

Specific Synaptogenesis Related to Learning-Induced Formation
of Multiple-Synapse Boutons

The term “multiple-synapse boutons” (MSBs) refers to those presynaptic axon terminals
(boutons) that establish separate synaptic appositions with two or more postsynaptic elements
instead of only one synaptic apposition with a single postsynaptic element. Earlier studies have
reported that acquisition of complex motor skills increases the incidence of MSBs29,59 as well as
the overall number of synapses9,69,70 in rat cerebellar and motor cortices. These data indicate
that motor skill learning elicits both a specific synaptogenesis selectively producing additional
MSBs and a net synaptogenesis. In light of the above observations, we explored the possibility
that hippocampus-dependent associative learning, which does not alter total synapse number
in the CA1 stratum radiatum40 and hence does not involve a net synaptogenesis, nevertheless
induces a specific synaptogenesis leading to the formation of MSBs, at least at the studied time
point after training.

Electron micrographs obtained in our earlier study40 were reanalyzed as described in detail
elsewhere.35 Trace eyeblink conditioned and pseudoconditioned rabbits were compared, the
hippocampi being taken for morphological analyses 24 hours after the last training session.
Unbiased stereological methods were used for obtaining estimates of the total number of MSBs
in the CA1 stratum radiatum. Inspection of electron micrographs revealed that a typical MSB
in this layer is a single presynaptic bouton that forms separate synapses with two spine heads
(Fig. 2). Such MSBs can be unequivocally identified only in serial sections because in single
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sections they usually exhibit a single synaptic profile involving only one spine (Fig. 2a-c,e,f ) or
no synaptic profile (Fig. 2d). MSBs synapsing with a dendritic shaft and a spine were encoun-
tered extremely rarely, in accordance with the observation that axodendritic

Figure 2. Electron micrographs of consecutive ultrathin sections (a-f ) through the rabbit CA1 stratum
radiatum demonstrating a typical multiple-synapse bouton (MSB). The bouton makes two synapses (black
and white arrows), each one involving a separate dendritic spine (S1 or S2). Scale bar – 0.5 µm.
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synapses constitute only about 2% of the entire synaptic population of the rabbit CA1 stratum
radiatum.40 Therefore, only those MSBs that formed synapses exclusively with spines were
quantified. The results showed that the mean total number of MSBs in the CA1 stratum radiatum
was significantly increased in the group of conditioned rabbits (1,236 ± 43 x 106) as compared
with the pseudoconditioned group (1,047 ± 28 x 106). Conditioned rabbits also had
significantly more MSBs relative to untrained controls (1,077 ± 52 x 106), while the two
control groups did not differ significantly from each other with respect to total MSB number.

Although MSBs in the rabbit CA1 stratum radiatum usually form synapses with two spines,
some MSBs synapse with three or four spines. Therefore, we addressed the question of whether
trace eyeblink conditioning alters the number of axospinous synapses per MSB and found that
the mean numbers of axospinous synapses per MSB were the same (2.05) for the pseudoconditioned
and conditioned groups. Another characteristic of MSBs is that they form both perforated syn-
apses,16,94 which exhibit a discontinuous profile of the postsynaptic density in at least one serial
section, and nonperforated synapses that show a continuous postsynaptic density profile in all
consecutive sections (Fig. 3). The perforated subtype has been implicated in synaptic plasticity
associated with behavioral learning and hippocampal LTP (for reviews see refs. 34, 58 and 86).
Our estimates of perforated synapse number per MSB showed, however, that the groups of
pseudoconditioned and conditioned animals did not differ significantly on this measure.

The major finding of the cited study regarding an increase in total MSB number following
trace eyeblink conditioning is in accord with those of earlier reports that motor skill learning
induces the addition of MSBs.29,59 Taken together, these results suggest that various forms of
learning may promote MSB formation. Interestingly, this kind of morphological alteration is
not unique to behavioral learning and to related phenomena such as hippocampal LTP115 or an
exposure to enriched environments.60 Rather, the incidence of MSBs has been reported to
increase as a consequence of various experimental manipulations that induce plasticity (for a
review see ref. 35), indicating that the formation of MSBs may represent a general form of
structural synaptic plasticity.

Individual MSBs in the CA1 stratum radiatum can synapse with spines arising from the
same or different dendrites.108,123 The LTP-induced increase in the proportion of activated
boutons synapsing with two or more spines is essentially due to the formation of those MSBs
that synapse with spines originating from the same dendrite.115 However, we have been unable
to reliably trace many multiple spines to their dendritic origins and to obtain representative
samples for quantitative analyses. It is not known, therefore, whether the MSBs that are newly
formed as a result of trace eyeblink conditioning make synapses with spines arising from the
same dendrite. If this is the case, the strength of the conditioned synaptic input to target CA1
neurons may be amplified. If, however, the multiple postsynaptic spines synapsing with
additional MSBs emanate from dendrites of different neighboring neurons, this may contribute to
a synchronous activation of the latter and hence to the assembly of functional multineuronal
units tuned to the synaptic input activated by conditioning stimulation. In either case, the
effect of conditioning stimulation would be facilitated.

The results of our recent study and those reported in the literature suggest three models of
structural plasticity that may underlie MSB formation after trace eyeblink conditioning (Fig.
4). For the purpose of simplicity, the following assumptions were incorporated into each model:
1) existing single-synapse boutons are transformed into MSBs by the conditioning and 2) the
spines that are postsynaptic to newly formed MSBs originate from the same dendrite. The
models also take into account our observation that trace eyeblink conditioning does not alter
the total number of axospinous synapses in the CA1 stratum radiatum at the studied time
point (24 hours) after acquisition of the conditioned response (Fig. 1B). This parameter would
have been increased by about 2% if new axospinous synaptic contacts were added in the
process of MSB formation. However, no trend towards such an increase was detected (Fig. 1B),
suggesting that MSB formation in the conditioned animals may not be due to the recruitment
of new axospinous synapses.
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Figure 3. Electron micrographs of consecu-
tive ultrathin sections (a-d) through the rab-
bit CA1 stratum radiatum demonstrating a
multiple-synapse bouton (MSB) forming a
perforated synapse (black arrows) with a large
spine (S1) and a nonperforated synapse
(white arrows) with a small spine (S2). The
PSD of the large spine exhibits perforations
(arrowheads) in some serial sections (a, b)
whereas the PSD of the small spine shows no
perforation in all sections. Scale bar – 0.5 µm.
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Figure 4. Models of conditioning-induced MSB formation that presumably involves spine motility and does
not increase synapse number. A) Relocation of existing spines (broken lines) from non-activated boutons
for specific synaptogenesis with boutons activated by conditioning stimulation. B) Emergence of new spines
(asterisk) and their outgrowth for specific synaptogenesis with activated boutons, coupled with the
resorption of spines (broken lines) postsynaptic to non-activated boutons. C) Splitting of spines with
completely partitioned segmented PSDs (arrowhead) that produces double or multiple spines establishing
synaptic contacts with single activated boutons. This is accompanied by the retraction of spines (broken
lines) from non-activated boutons into parent dendrites.
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Additionally, these models incorporate the recently discovered phenomenon of spine motility
(for reviews see refs. 51, 80, 103 and 122). This phenomenon was established by labeling CA1
pyramidal neurons in cultured hippocampal slices with vital fluorescent markers and time-lapse
two-photon imaging of their spines. Such experiments demonstrated that spines are highly
dynamic structures constantly undergoing formation and resorption under normal conditions
and that the process of new spine formation is markedly augmented by local high-frequency
stimulation of dendrites, a manipulation which elicits LTP.27,78 The ability of spines to rapidly
elongate or retract is especially prominent during early postnatal development, but is retained
to a certain degree after the maturation of CA1 pyramidal neurons in slices obtained from
developing animals and maintained in culture.17,24,31,72 Moreover, spines exhibiting larger and
probably more mature synaptic contacts are no less motile than those forming smaller
synapses.111 A concordant movement of activated boutons and their postsynaptic spines23 may
also contribute to the spatial alignment of pre-and postsynaptic elements during MSB formation.

Accordingly, the first model (Fig. 4A) posits that, following trace eyeblink conditioning,
some postsynaptic spines contacting non-activated boutons leave their presynaptic partners,
relocate to boutons activated by conditioning stimulation and synapse with them. The second
model (Fig. 4B) postulates that conditioning stimulation may induce the emergence of new
spines and their outgrowth for a specific synaptogenesis with activated single-synapse boutons,
probably in response to a signal emitted by the boutons. This model encompasses the retraction of
some postsynaptic spines from non-activated boutons into parent dendrites, a process that
keeps the total number of axospinous synapses constant. Finally, the third model (Fig. 4C)
proposes that a specific synaptogenesis producing MSBs involves the splitting of large spines,
which exhibit a PSD consisting of multiple segments separated from each other by complete
spine partitions. The process of spine retraction maintaining the constancy of axospinous
synapse number is also incorporated into the third model. This model was suggested by the
findings of Toni et al116 who examined the effect of hippocampal LTP on synaptic ultrastructure
and observed a temporal coincidence between the disassembly of synapses involving such spines
and the addition of MSBs that synapse with double spines arising from the same dendrite.
However, the spatial arrangement of spines originating from the same dendrite and receiving
synapses from the same MSB indicates that MSBs of this kind are unlikely to be formed by
spine splitting.30

Further studies are needed to establish which of the three models is valid. In any event, our
data described above demonstrate that trace eyeblink conditioning elicits specific synaptogenesis
resulting in the formation of MSBs. Although the latter change does not require a net
synaptogenesis to take place, it may facilitate the effect of conditioning stimulation.

Pattern of Structural Synaptic Remodeling Elicited by Behavioral
Learning

Increase in the Number of Perforated Axospinous Synapses following
Learning: A Possible Morphological Correlate of the Conversion of Synapses
into More Efficacious Subtypes

An increase in the proportion or number of perforated axospinous synapses is perhaps the
most notable and consistent change among activity-dependent alterations in synaptic
ultrastructure (for a review see refs. 34, 58 and 86). There are reports in the literature that
behavioral learning is also associated with such structural synaptic modification. The first
indication that this may be the case came from the study of Greenough et al49 showing that rats
reared in a complex environment have more perforated synapses in the visual cortex than their
counterparts kept in isolated conditions. The same effect was later found to be characteristic of
visual discrimination conditioning.120 Additionally, a significant correlation between the
spatial learning ability of rats tested in an 8-arm maze and the number of perforated synapses
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per postsynaptic neuron was observed in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus.36 The
numerical density of perforated synapses involving concave spines in the same synaptic layer
was also estimated to increase following active avoidance conditioning.119 It has been
established that large perforated PSDs contain more AMPA receptors than do small
nonperforated PSDs.19 This finding implies that perforated synapses are more efficacious than
nonperforated ones, and an augmentation of synaptic efficacy is believed to be essential for
learning.54,71,114

A recent study from this laboratory demonstrated, however, that the total number of
perforated axospinous synapses and their various morphological subtypes remained stable in
the rabbit CA1 stratum radiatum 24 hours after trace eyeblink conditioning.40 A plausible
explanation for this negative finding is provided by data strongly suggesting that the addition
of perforated synapses is an early and transitory event associated with the induction of the
NMDA receptor-dependent form of hippocampal LTP,39,115 which is widely regarded as a
synaptic model of memory.10 For example, the proportion of perforated synapses in the rat
CA1 stratum radiatum increases at 30 min but returns to the control level at 60 min after
potentiating stimulation of Schaffer collaterals in cultured hippocampal slices.12,115 It is
possible, therefore, that an increase in the number of perforated synapses was not observed by
us 24 hours after trace eyeblink conditioning because it occurred at an earlier time point.

In any event, the formation of perforated axospinous synapses is a rapid process that is
completed within 15 min or less.87,115 In contrast, the assembly of new excitatory hippocampal
synapses takes 1-2 hours following an initial contact of pre- and postsynaptic elements.32

Comparison of the time frames of the two processes indicates that a rapid formation of
perforated synaptic contacts results from a structural remodeling of existing synapses and not
from synaptogenesis. In discussing such a remodeling, which may also occur as a result of
behavioral learning, it is necessary to note that perforated axospinous synapses are morphologi-
cally heterogeneous and may be subdivided into several distinct subtypes (reviewed in ref. 33).
This suggests that synaptic plasticity might be mediated by the conversion of some synaptic
subtypes into others.15,25,88

Of special importance in this regard are the data demonstrating that an LTP-related
increase in the number of perforated synapses is essentially due to the addition of their particular
subtype distinguished by the presence of multiple, completely partitioned transmission
zones.37,116 In synapses belonging to this subtype (Fig. 5E), complete spine partitions provide
barriers between two to four discrete transmission zones, each one being formed presynaptically by
a separate axon terminal protrusion and delineated postsynaptically by a separate PSD seg-
ment.33 It has been postulated that these synaptic contacts evolve from existing synapses.33,34

The process is proposed to commence with an enlargement of small nonperforated synapses
(Fig. 5A) and their conversion into atypically large ones (Fig. 5B). This is followed by the
consecutive formation of perforated synapses that have initially a focal spine partition with a
fenestrated PSD (Fig. 5C), then a sectional partition with a horseshoe-shaped PSD (Fig. 5D)
and finally a complete partition(s) with a segmented PSD (Fig. 5E).

The structural features of the latter synaptic subtype suggest that it may be especially
efficacious. Multiple transmission zones may function as independent units, provided that
there is a barrier in the synaptic cleft preventing the diffusion of neurotransmitter and that each
PSD segment is associated with an activated or newly inserted receptor cluster.26,33 Under
these conditions, an amplification of impulse transmission would be expected to take place.
Mathematical modeling has also shown that the formation of multiple, completely partitioned
transmission zones may facilitate synaptic transmission by altering calcium diffusion within
the presynaptic bouton and enhancing thereby the probability of release.42

As was mentioned before, the number of axospinous synapses with multiple, completely
partitioned transmission zones increases soon after LTP induction and then returns to the control
level.39,116 The reversal of the initial morphological change may reflect the transformation of such
synapses into other synaptic subtypes. Three possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive,
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have to be considered in this respect. One of these is that some additional axospinous synapses
with a segmented PSD and complete spine partitions (Fig. 5E) may be converted into
asymmetrical axodendritic synapses (Fig. 5G). Such conversion is suggested by the
observations that synapses of the latter kind are selectively increased in number during the
maintenance phase of LTP and that there is a synaptic subtype (Fig. 5F), which appears to be
transitional between axospinous and axodendritic junctions.39 Another possibility alluded to
in the preceding section was originally envisioned by Carlin and Siekevitz15 who postulated

Figure 5. Diagram illustrating a hypothetical synapse restructuring that may underlie activation-dependent
alterations in synaptic efficacy as explained in the text. The schematic shows the following synaptic subtypes:
(A) typical (small) and (B, L) atypical (large) nonperforated axospinous synapses; perforated axospinous
synapses that have (C) a focal spine partition and fenestrated PSD, (D) a sectional partition and
horseshoe-shaped PSD, or (E) a complete partition(s) and segmented PSD; (F) an axospinous perforated
synapse involving the postsynaptic spine that is partially retracted into a parent dendrite; (G) an asymmetrical
axodendritic synapse; (H) two nonperforated axospinous synapses formed by a multiple-synapse bouton;
perforated axospinous synapses that lack spine partitions and exhibit (I) a segmented, (J) horseshoe-shaped,
or (K) fenestrated PSD. The sequence of synapse restructuring from A through B, C, D to E is proposed
to be a rapid process that supports an initial maximal level of synaptic enhancement. The conversion of
synapses from E through F to G and/or from E to H may underlie an enduring retention of synaptic
enhancement at a relatively low level. Additionally, the consecutive transformation of synapses from E
through I, J, K, L to A may account for the return of synaptic responses to the control level.
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that large segmented synapses (Fig. 5E) might split into small nonperforated ones (Fig. 5H). A
temporal coincidence between the disassembly of synapses with multiple transmission zones
and an increase in the proportion of MSBs after LTP induction116 gives credence to this notion
(but see ref. 30). Finally, it is also feasible that the transformation of additional synapses with
multiple transmission zones into typical nonperforated synaptic contacts may be accomplished
through the consecutive formation of perforated axospinous synapses that lack spine partitions
and exhibit a segmented (Fig. 5I), horseshoe-shaped (Fig. 5J) and fenestrated (Fig. 5K) PSD.

These different patterns of the proposed remodeling of perforated synapses with multiple
transmission zones (Fig. 5) may account for both the decay of synaptic responses (the sequence
from E through I, J, K, L to A) and the sustained retention of a low level of synaptic enhancement
(the sequences from E through F to G or from E to H) during LTP maintenance. Behavioral
learning is accompanied, as is hippocampal LTP, by increases in the number of perforated
axospinous synapses and of MSBs. It is tempting to speculate, therefore, that some forms of
perforated synapse restructuring as outlined above may be characteristic of both phenomena.

Enlargement of Postsynaptic Densities following Learning:
A Possible Morphological Correlate of the Conversion of
Postsynaptically Silent Synapses into Functional Synapses

Recent work using time-lapse confocal imaging of hippocampal spines expressing a
prominent PSD protein (PSD95) tagged with green fluorescent protein revealed that PSDs
may rapidly (<15 min) expand or shrink.79 It is not surprising, therefore, that previous electron
microscopic studies indicated that the length of PSD profiles increases following acquisition of
new behaviors.20,55,112,119,120 In our experiments with trace eyeblink conditioning, we mea-
sured the length of PSD profiles on electron micrographs of consecutive sections through each
synapse sampled from the CA1 stratum radiatum of the rabbit hippocampus to obtain
estimates of the PSD area in conditioned and control animals.40 These measurements showed
that nonperforated axospinous synapses had a significantly larger PSD area in conditioned
animals (30.3 ± 0.8 nm2 x 103) than in pseudoconditioned (27.5 ± 0.9 nm2 x 103) or
unstimulated (26.1 ± 1.0 nm2 x 103) controls.

The PSD contains signal transduction proteins, such as postsynaptic receptors and ion
channels.66,125 The recent discovery of “silent” hippocampal synapses leads to the suggestion
that the conditioning-induced enlargement of nonperforated PSDs might reflect an addition
of AMPA receptors. Electrophysiological experiments have revealed that a high proportion of
synaptic contacts in the rat CA1 stratum radiatum exhibit functional NMDA receptors, but
not functional AMPA receptors.57,76 This makes such synapses postsynaptically silent, in that
they do not generate a synaptic response to a release of a neurotransmitter, because NMDA
receptor channels are blocked by extracellular magnesium at normal resting membrane
potentials. Correspondingly, immunocytochemical studies have provided evidence for the
existence of hippocampal synapses that exhibit only NMDA, but not AMPA, receptor
immunoreactivity.19,53,90,95,97,113 A lack of AMPA receptors, and not their inactive state,
accounts for this phenomenon.90,113 Notably, silent synapses acquire AMPA-type responses
after LTP induction in the rat CA1 stratum radiatum,57,76 indicating that they may be
transformed into functional synaptic contacts due to an insertion of AMPA receptors into their
PSDs. Based on these findings, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the same synaptic
modification may be induced by trace eyeblink conditioning (Fig. 6). This hypothesis appears
to be inconsistent with the data showing that gene-targeted mice, which lack the AMPA receptor
subunit GluR-A and have a reduced number of functional AMPA receptors, do not exhibit
deficits in their spatial learning ability when tested in a water maze.124 However, the trace
eyeblink conditioning task taps the temporal, but not the spatial, domain of hippocampus-
dependent memory function. Learning of the trace response may involve synaptic modifications
that are different from those accompanying spatial learning.
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Our hypothesis helps to explain why the enlargement of the PSD is a selective process that
is characteristic only of nonperforated axospinous synapses and that does not involve any other
synaptic subtype.40 Especially relevant to this question are the data demonstrating that the
ratio of AMPA to NMDA receptors is directly proportional to the PSD size in axospinous
synapses from the rat CA1 stratum radiatum and that the AMPA receptor number regresses to
zero when a PSD diameter is smaller than 180 nm.90,97,113 These observations strongly suggest
that the pool of silent axospinous synapses lacking AMPA receptors consists primarily of those
synaptic junctions that have a relatively small, nonperforated PSD. Accordingly, our data show
that only the smallest nonperforated PSDs, which probably lack AMPA receptors, are increased
in their area by trace eyeblink conditioning (Fig. 7). Such a change may result from the insertion of
AMPA receptors that are rapidly delivered to spines in response to synaptic NMDA receptor
activation.77,105 Provided that the spine delivery and insertion of AMPA receptors are triggered
by associative learning, the observed enlargement of the smallest nonperforated PSDs may
represent a structural correlate of the conversion of silent synapses into functional ones.
Further ultrastructural studies using double labeling of AMPA and NMDA receptors are re-
quired to verify the validity of this supposition.

Figure 6. Diagram illustrating the hypothetical conversion of postsynaptically silent synapses into func-
tional synapses associated with trace eyeblink conditioning. The schematic shows axospinous synaptic
contacts between a presynaptic axon terminal (AT) and postsynaptic dendritic spine (SP). A. Nonperforated
axospinous synapse with a small PSD that contains only NMDA receptors (NMDAR) but lacks AMPA
receptors (AMPAR). Due to this, the synapse cannot generate a postsynaptic response and is postsynapti-
cally silent. B. The PSD of this synapse is increased in size as a consequence of trace eyeblink conditioning.
This structural modification is hypothesized to reflect the insertion of AMPAR, which makes the synapse
functional.
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Conclusions
Quantitative electron microscopic studies of the vertebrate brain have provided evidence

that alterations in synaptic ultrastructure associated with learning and memory include both
synaptogenesis and structural remodeling of synapses. A learning-induced net synaptogenesis
manifested by an increase in the number of all synaptic contacts in a given brain region does
not appear to be a ubiquitous phenomenon because it was detected in some studies, but not in
others. Do these data tell us that only some varieties of learning and memory promote a net
gain in synapse number or that such a gain takes place only during a certain phase of the
acquisition/consolidation process?

Additionally, there are two known kinds of specific synaptogenesis, each one generating a
special subset of synaptic connections that may be necessary for establishing a memory trace.
One of these is confined to multiple-synapse bouton formation, which may complement a net
synaptogenesis or occur independently of it. The addition of multiple-synapse boutons
following learning may involve spine motility. Recent findings indicate that dendritic spines
are highly dynamic structures capable of rapid motility. The neurobiological significance of
this phenomenon remains unknown. Our models of multiple-synapse bouton formation raise
the possibility that some existing or newly formed spines may relocate to single-synapse boutons
activated by conditioning stimulation in order to synapse with them. The other kind of specific
synaptogenesis, which may accompany learning-related adult neurogenesis, has not been
directly demonstrated so far. Do both kinds of specific synaptogenesis represent a generalized
phenomenon or are they unique for some particular forms of learning and memory?

Figure 7. Comparison of pseudoconditioned
and conditioned rabbits in terms of the dis-
tribution of nonperforated axospinous syn-
apses according to the size of their PSD area
(data from ref. 34). The total number of
nonperforated synapses that had PSDs be-
longing to the smallest size category (PSD
area < 20 nm2 x 103) was decreased in the
conditioned group. Nonperforated synapses
with PSDs that fell into all larger size catego-
ries were increased in number after condi-
tioning. These data indicate that only the
smallest nonperforated PSDs are enlarged
in their area in conditioned rabbits.
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Synapses have also been reported to undergo a learning-induced structural remodeling. The
most demonstrative example of this is an enlargement of the PSD. Such a change was shown to
selectively involve nonperforated axospinous synapses that had the smallest PSDs, usually
lacking AMPA receptors, which probably made them postsynaptically silent. The increase in
nonperforated PSD area was postulated to reflect the insertion of AMPA receptors and to
represent a structural correlate of learning-associated conversion of postsynaptically silent
synapses into functional ones. Is this hypothesis valid?

A learning-related increase in the proportion of perforated axospinous synapses is another
alteration in synaptic ultrastructure resulting from structural remodeling of synapses: this
alteration is completed within minutes, while the assembly of excitatory synapses takes at least
1 hour. It has been postulated that perforated axospinous synapses may evolve from nonperforated
ones and then undergo a further restructuring. This would culminate in the formation of the
perforated synaptic subtype distinguished by multiple transmission zones completely separated
by spine partitions. The addition of synapses belonging to the latter subtype is known to occur
early after the induction of hippocampal LTP, and it is possible that the same structural
synaptic modification may be also associated with behavioral learning. Does the number of
perforated synapses with multiple transmission zones increase soon after acquisition of new
behaviors and is this change accompanied by a corresponding loss of nonperforated synapses?

The various learning-induced alterations in synaptic ultrastructure reported in the
literature and reviewed here may be events that are interrelated or independent from each
other. There are arguments in favor of the former possibility. For example, the enlargement of
nonperforated PSDs promoted by learning may represent a step in the transformation of
nonperforated axospinous synapses into perforated ones. Additionally, it is conceivable that
specific synaptogenesis leading to MSB formation may be due to the splitting of axospinous
synapses with multiple transmission zones. Such synapses transiently increase in number after
LTP induction, and the reversal of this change coincides with MSB formation. Does behavioral
learning elicit a similar sequence of structural synaptic alterations? The challenge of future
research will be to address the questions posed above and to provide a better understanding of
whether learning-associated net synaptogenesis, specific synaptogenesis and structural synapse
remodeling are the links in a common chain of consecutive processes that underlie memory
formation, consolidation and long-term storage.
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Cell Adhesion Molecules
Ciaran M. Regan

Abstract

The molecular cascade of events associated with hippocampal processing of information
for long-term storage is a time-limited event. Learning sets in motion neural processes
that continue to evolve after training, a phenomenon known as consolidation. The

consolidation process has been proposed to involve the translation of neural activity into
enduring synaptic change by a cascade of sequential molecular steps involving gene induction,
increased protein synthesis and synaptic growth mediated, in part, by cell recognition systems.
However, evidence for dendritic remodelling being a mechanism of memory consolidation is
still in its infancy. There is no clear consensus as to whether spine or synapse frequency change
accompanies memory formation. This may arise from a failure to consider temporal change in
synaptic dynamics during information processing. By contrast, there is significant evidence
that the temporal orchestration of cell adhesion molecule function is an integral process for
memory consolidation. An attractive possibility is that transmembrane cell adhesion molecule
expression is modulated in an activity-dependent manner that permits rapid alteration in
synapse structure and/or efficacy. Evidence exists to correlate cell adhesion molecule function
with spine and synapse formation following learning but also for their increased synaptic
expression in the absence of dendritic remodelling. There appears to be a need to correlate the
temporal dynamics of cell adhesion molecule function to synapse structure if a morphological
correlate of learning is to be established.

Introduction
An important problem in the neurobiology of memory is whether cellular mechanisms of

learning and memory include the formation of new synapses or the remodelling of existing
ones. To elucidate this problem, numerous studies have examined alterations in the number
and structure of hippocampal dendritic spines and synapses (see Geinisman et al in this book).
This brain region, along with associated cortical structures in the temporal lobe, has been
implicated in holding and processing information destined for consolidation as long term
memory within the neocortex.2 Moreover, this consolidation process has been demonstrated to
involve a molecular cascade of events within the medial temporal lobe in which enhanced
neural activity activates gene transcription, protein synthesis and synaptic reorganisation.5,37,70,72

Activity-dependent synapse selection is attractive in its simplicity and most likely will provide
a basis to understand neuroplastic events subservient to behavioural adaptation in the adult
animal.

Most excitatory synapses in the adult brain are located on the bulbous heads of dendritic
spines,45 where they occur in vast numbers, estimated to be in the order of 1014 for the human
cerebral cortex.121 Dendritic filopodia are initially involved in the generation of shaft synapses,
which later develop into spines.28 This distinctive structure of dendritic spines is specialized by
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underlying microfilaments composed of actin that contrasts with the cytoplasmic
microtubules that are dominant in the dendritic shaft.68 The actin microfilaments are in close
association with the postsynaptic density, a membrane specialization thought to be important
for the clustering of postsynaptic receptors and ion channels and for the assembly of the
postsynaptic signalling machinery.42

Cell adhesion molecule-regulated cell-cell recognition and/or signal transduction events
play an integral role in dendritic spine development and synapse elaboration.9 Cell-cell
adhesion across the synaptic cleft is thought to hold the presynaptic active zone and the
postsynaptic density in close register.36 As yet, there is no clear consensus on the role of cell
recognition systems in dendritic growth and synapse restructuring. Such molecules may
function to promote dendritic growth and synapse formation and provide mechanisms that
restrict elaboration of the dendritic arbor.15 Moreover, in the adult hippocampus, region-specific
cell genesis has been suggested to contribute to the fine-tuning of the neural structure
throughout life by invoking a developmental replay of cell-cell recognition events.55

The challenge ahead lies in identifying the network of molecular interactions, including cell
adhesion molecules (CAMs), that together produce the activity-induced morphological change,
such as dendrite and synapse formation, as the greatest pitfall in research on activity-related
plasticity is to overstate the relevance of single identified regulators.

Is Net Synapse Formation a Correlate of Learning?

Results from Studies Employing Long-Term Potentiation
Neural activity plays an important role in the emergence of new spines, the stabilization of

existing spines, and changes in spine morphology. However, the extent to which dendritic
motility depends on afferent innervation or synaptic activity is under debate. Much of this
debate centres on the use of a cellular model of learning—long-term potentiation (LTP). The
essence of LTP is a remarkably persistent enhancement of synaptic responses resulting from
brief, repetitive activation of an excitatory afferent monosynaptic pathway by high frequency
trains of electrical impulses.11 LTP has been studied most intensively at excitatory hippocampal
synapses formed by Schaffer collaterals on CA1 pyramidal cells or by perforant path fibres on
dentate gyrus granule cells.

Recently developed imaging techniques that permit time-lapse observations have allowed
an unprecedented understanding of dendritic spine dynamics. Studies using coordinated
patterns of activity, such as the tetanic stimulation required for the induction of LTP, results in
the growth of CA1 dendritic protrusions that are dependent on NMDA receptor-mediated
neurotransmission.27,65 Further, these dendritic spines have been shown to persist for >45 min
in the absence of additional evoked activity.

Synaptic modifications are also reported to follow the induction of LTP in the perforant
path. For example, following 4 daily tetanizations of the perforant path the ratio of perforated
to non-perforated synapses in the mid-molecular layer of the dentate gyrus becomes increased
by approximately 23% one hour after the last tetanization (Genisman; this book).38,39 These
studies suggest that spine splitting may be one of the mechanisms by which LTP is maintained
at the synaptic level. Studies on activated synapses, identified by the detection of calcium
precipitates in the spine apparatus, support this suggestion. Activated synapses appear
transiently in the 30-60min post-tetanic period, exhibit perforations and, in the ensuing 2-3h
period, an enduring three-fold increase in the frequency of activated CA1 presynaptic elements
with at least two dendritic spines contacting the same axon terminal.124

By contrast, however, Sorra and Harris110 have failed to observe new synapse formation at
2h following tetanization of the hippocampal CA1 region. Moreover, in separate studies
utilizing a single tetanization of the perforant path, no change in spine frequency was observed
in the outer-molecular layer of the dentate gyrus when examined 24h after potentiation.105

These results suggest that LTP does not cause an overall formation of new synapses.
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Alternatively, presynaptic terminals may move in concert with dendritic spines or synapses
might be broken and reformed rapidly, in a matter of seconds to minutes, so that structural
changes are relatively balanced across the dendritic arbor. This phenomenon has been observed
for Purkinje cells in cerebellar slices and retinal ganglion cells in culture.24,132

Results from Studies Employing Behavioural Paradigms
A number of electron microscopic studies available in the literature report that the numerical

density of synapses is increased in relevant areas of the vertebrate brain as a consequence of
learning.5,43 Change in hippocampal CA1 synapse numerical density has been observed at 1h
following acquisition of a brightness discrimination task and in the intermediate hyperstriatum
ventrale following avoidance conditioning in the chick.20,130 In the hippocampal dentate
gyrus, spine frequency changes occur at 6h following passive avoidance or water maze training
that are transient and return to basal levels at 72h.85,86 Motor skill learning also results in an
increased synapse density in the rodent cerebellar cortex10 that persists for at least 4 weeks.59

However, trace eyeblink conditioning in rabbits, a hippocampus-dependent task that is
acquired over 5-10 days, failed to reveal a change in total CA1 synapse number when examined
at 24h following the final conditioning session.39 Moreover, extended water maze training,
over a five day period, failed to elicit changes in either axospinous or axodendritic synapses in
either the CA1 or dentate gyrus molecular layer at six days after the last training session.97

Similar results have been obtained with rats subjected to a one-way active avoidance procedure
over 3 days as no change in total synapse number in the molecular layer of the hippocampal
denate gyrus could be observed.127 Taken together, these results would suggest that the
formation of long-term memory does not necessarily involve enduring synapse formation.

A possible reason for the disparity in these data sets may relate to the dynamic nature of the
learning phenomenon. Stereological analyses performed at different time points during memory
consolidation have suggested spine frequency changes to be transient in nature.85,86 Similar
studies have also provided evidence for temporally-regulated and region-specific changes in
synapse number. Following avoidance conditioning in the chick, for example, transient
synapse number increases are first observed in the intermediate hyperstriatum ventrale and,
subsequently, in the lobus parolfactorius at 24h following training.20,50

Do Cell Adhesion Molecules Have a Role in Learning?

CAM Structure and Function
The spine surface exhibits an array of proteins many of which span the membrane thereby

permitting bidirectional communication.134 These proteins include ligand- and second
messenger-gated ion channels, G-protein-coupled receptors and cell adhesion molecules that
coexist in an organized but dynamic array in the postsynaptic density. Spectrin and spectrin-like
proteins link these proteins to actin filaments that mingle with larger intermediate filaments in
the spine head.

Analogous to the postsynaptic density, the presynaptic cytomatrix is organized into active
zones that determine sites of synaptic vesicle fusion and recycling. These active zones are likely
to spatially restrict proteins involved in vesicle docking and fusion, such as the SNAP (soluble
N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein) receptor complex and synaptotagamin.
In addition, the active zone includes cytoskeletal proteins, such as members of the
membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) superfamily, as well as other multidomain
proteins that are tightly associated with synaptic junctions. These are thought to function as
adaptor proteins involved in localizing and assembling pre- and postsynaptic signalling com-
plexes that also include cell adhesion molecules.36

The cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) localised to the synaptic complex include representatives
from the cadherin, immunoglobulin and integrin superfamilies and, in addition, the neurexins
and neuroligands.9 The cadherins mediate Ca2+-dependent cell-cell adhesion that is mainly
trans homophilic. They have a single pass membrane domain that interacts with the actin
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cytoskeleton via a group of proteins termed the catenins. The integrins are formed from two
non-covalently linked heterodimeric proteins that have single pass membrane domains that
can link to actin by a variety of adaptor proteins, such as talin or vinculin. The extracellular
domains of the integrins form a ligand binding site that requires divalent cations and interacts
with defined matrix protein sequences (such as –Arg-Gly-Asp-).4 The immunoglobulin
superfamily is characterized by the presence of Ig-like domains and fibronectin repeats in their
extracellular domains.

These adhesion molecules can interact in a hetero- or homophilic manner between cells
(trans interactions) or in the same plane of the membrane (cis interactions) (Fig. 1). Many
CAMs have single pass membrane domains, some of which interact with actin, or attach to the
cell surface via a glycosylphosphatidylinositol linkage. The neurexins and neuroligands are
located to the pre- and postsynaptic membranes, respectively, and mediate Ca2+-dependent
cell-cell adhesion through their extracellular N-terminal domains.

Unfortunately, the precise mechanism(s) of CAM signalling still remain to be re-
solved.18,41,56,67,131

CAMs and Learning-Induced Synaptic Plasticity
Across species and paradigms, numerous examples exist to support a role for CAMs in the

synaptic plasticity that accompanies behavioural adaptation, however, these examples relate
mainly to members of the immunoglobulin and integrin superfamilies. Targeted mutation of
the volado gene product, an α-integrin subunit that is enriched in mushroom body neurons,
impairs olfactory-avoidance learning in Drosophila.44 Moreover, integrin receptor antagonists
block the induction of LTP in the rat hippocampal formation112 and intra-dentate injections
of the integrin-associated protein impair avoidance conditioning.49 With respect to the
immunoglobulin superfamily, antibody interventive studies have implicated both NCAM and
L1 to be necessary for the induction of LTP and avoidance conditioning and spatial learning
paradigms.1,21,64,87,92,102,103,123

Disruption of CAM function does not always impair synaptic plasticity. For example, pre-
treatment of hippocampal slices with antibodies raised against the extracellular domain of
either N-cadherin or E-cadherin have no effect on basal synaptic properties but significantly
reduce LTP.120 By contrast, deletion of cadherin-11 enhances LTP.66 The basis for these
opposing effects on LTP that are obtained by blocking N-cadherin or cadherin-11 is unknown
but it suggests that different cadherins may have unique roles in synaptic signalling. An
alternative explanation, as offered by Sanes and Lichtman,100 is that many molecules are likely
to be required to mediate the multi-step process of LTP that has been described to have at least
four phases: initial, early, intermediate and late.11 This aspect is further discussed below.

The case for members of the immunoglobulin superfamily being involved in the synaptic
plasticity associated with memory formation is more substantial. Mice with a targeted null
mutation in the L1 gene exhibit impaired spatial learning.33 Moreover, adult mice with a
targeted deletion of the NCAM gene exhibit behavioural abnormalities that include altered
exploratory activity accompanied by increased anxiety and intermale aggression.113,114 Not
surprisingly, mice deficient for NCAM function fail to sustain LTP and exhibit an impaired
spatial learning ability.16,17 However, by crossing NCAM-deficient mice with those generated
to over-express the NCAM180 isoform, the isoform enriched in synapses of postmitotic
neurons,89 Schachner and colleagues could rehabilitate the behavioural abnormalities induced
by lack of NCAM expression.115 This singular experiment clearly provides evidence of CAM
function regulating behaviour at the level of the synapse.

Do Cell Adhesion Molecules Have a Temporal Role in Learning?
The molecular cascade of events associated with hippocampal processing of information for

long-term storage is a time-limited event (Fig. 2).58,72,135 Learning sets in motion neural processes
that continue to evolve after training, a phenomenon known as consolidation. The consolida-
tion process has been proposed to involve the translation of neural activity into
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enduring synaptic change by a cascade of sequential molecular steps involving gene induction,
increased protein synthesis and synaptic growth mediated, in part, by cell recognition systems.6

As time passes, a more permanent memory develops which is independent of the hippocampal
formation and most likely located in the neocortex. Such studies have contributed to a model
of memory consolidation in which the medial temporal lobe memory system serves as a
temporary reservoir prior to the eventual storage of long term memory within the cortex.2

Figure 1. Proposed modes of
CAM-CAM interactions and
cell signalling. The blue and
white bars represent individual
CAMs that traverse the plasma
membrane (black line). Trans
homo- and heterophilic bind-
ing occurs between two appos-
ing plasma membranes. By
contrast, cis heterophilic bind-
ing involves CAM-induced
clustering of transmembrane
receptors with intrinsic kinase
domains (black line with filled
circle).

Figure 2. Temporal involve-
ment of hippocampal forma-
tion in memory consolidation.
This figure illustrates memory
recall in rodents, primates and
humans with hippocampal le-
sions at increasing times fol-
lowing paradigm acquisition.
The data is expressed as per-
cent recall in those with hip-
pocampal lesions as com-
pared to the control group.
The data was adapted from
information contained in refs.
58,117,135.
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At least two temporally and mechanistically distinct processes contribute to activity-dependent
synaptic plasticity, which lasts from tens of minutes to hours or more. After its induction, LTP
passes through a 30-60min period during which unknown chemistries make it progressively
less vulnerable to disruption or reversal. For example, hypoxia of duration just sufficient to
transiently block synaptic responses completely eliminates LTP when applied within the first
minutes after induction but is without effect 30min later.3 Also, LTP reversal is readily
obtained with theta pattern stimulation when applied within the first minutes and becomes
progressively less effective over 30min post-induction.111

Little is known about the neurochemical events responsible for consolidation. Protein and
mRNA synthesis inhibitors are reported to dissipate LTP beginning several hours after
induction.80 Whether this reflects a need for newly synthesised molecules in order for
potentiation to enter a late stage, as opposed to sustaining already established LTP, is an unre-
solved issue. In any event, the effects obtained with protein synthesis inhibitors develop too
slowly to be part of the stabilisation process that begins within the first minute after induction.

Certain classes of adhesion receptors may be better candidates. Several of the more than 20
known integrins are expressed by hippocampal neurons and at least some of these are
concentrated in the synapses91 and many of these have been implicated in the stabilization of LTP.
For example, function blocking antibodies to the α5 or β1 integrin subunits have no effect on
initial potentiation but significantly reduce it 45min later whereas antibodies to the α(v) or α2
integrin subunits are without effect.14 Moreover, function blocking with antibodies to the α3
integrin subunit stabilize slow decay of LTP.62 Members of the immunoglobulin superfamily also
appear to be involved in the maintenance of LTP as judged by the increased expression of
neuroplastin-65 and NCAM180 in the late phase following the induction of LTP.104,109

There is also evidence for the temporal involvement of CAMs in the consolidation
processes that follow behavioural adaptation. For example, intraventricular administration of
anti-L1 effectively blocks the acquisition of avoidance conditioning when administered just
prior to training and, specifically, in the 5-8h and 15-18h post-training periods.103,123

Similarly, anti-NCAM has been found to induce amnesia of avoidance conditioning and odour
discrimination paradigms when administered in the 6-8h post-training period.21,96,102 More
recently, NCAM has been demonstrated to play a role in the acquisition of passive avoidance
learning. Intraventricular infusions of a synthetic peptide ligand of NCAM (C3) strongly
inhibited recall of a passive avoidance response in adult rats when given during training or in
the 6-8 hours post-training period.30 This peptide has an affinity for the IgI domain and the
capability of disrupting NCAM-mediated neurite outgrowth in vitro.93

This unique amnesic action of the C3 peptide has also been related to disrupted NCAM
internalization immediately following training. In the 3-4h period following training NCAM180,
the synapse-associated isoform, becomes down-regulated in the dentate gyrus of the
hippocampal formation. This effect is mediated by ubiquitination and prevented by C3
peptide administration during training. Thus, these findings indicate NCAM to be involved in
the acquisition and in the later 6-8h post-training consolidation of a passive avoidance
response in the rat. Moreover, this study provided the first in vivo evidence for CAM
internalization in learning, an observation presaged by studies on ApCAM, the Aplysia NCAM
homologue, that has been demonstrated to rapidly down-regulate and become internalized in
an in vitro model of long-term sensitization of the gill and siphon-withdrawal reflex.7,69

Internalization of CAMs may be a general mechanism for the dynamic modulation of synaptic
plasticity during memory consolidation. Both NCAM and L1 are also endocytosed by
clathrin-dependent pathways54,73 and growth cone elaboration has been associated with
endocytosis-dependent recycling of L1.53

Can Cell Adhesion Molecules Reveal Memory Pathway?
Studies of memory-related modifications in the mammalian brain are severely restricted by

the difficulty of identifying the network in which specific memory-induced changes occur, and
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by the prospect that these cellular changes are too subtle to be distinguished from the
background of previously acquired memories. This conundrum has, in part, been overcome by
the development of a unique probe to a CAM glycosylation variant.

NCAM Polysialylation
A significant post-translational modification of NCAM involves the attachment of large

homopolymers of α2,8 polysialic acid (PSA), a modification that is specific to NCAM in the
mammalian brain (Fig. 3).95,98 This post-translational modification of NCAM with PSA is
believed to modulate NCAM-mediated homophilic adhesion and/or signal transduction events
by virtue of its extensive negative charge .47,131,133 By attenuating adhesion forces and modulating
overall cell surface interactions, NCAM PSA has the potential to orchestrate dynamic changes
in the shape and movement of cells, as well as their processes.57,94

The development of a monoclonal antibody to extended chains of PSA found on
meningococcus group B polysaccharides95 provided an unparalleled immunohistochemical tool
for mapping PSA expression in the mammalian central nervous system. Moreover, a
bacteriophage-derived endoneuraminidase (endo-N), that cleaves polysialosyl units associated
with the K1 capsular antigen of certain Escherichia coli strains, provided the ideal control for
these immunohistochemical procedures.29,128 Both anti-PSA and endo-N require a minimum
recognition size of at least 10-12 residues46,71 and, as a consequence, only NCAM with
extended chains of polysialic acid is recognised.

Using these tools the distribution of NCAM PSA in the adult brain has been mapped and
found to be associated primarily with those brain regions that undergo structural
reorganization and synaptic plasticity, such as the olfactory bulb, hypothalamus and
hippocampal formation and its associated structures in the medial temporal lobe.12,31,32,74,81,83,106

This convergent set of data has been used to suggest that NCAM PSA supports structural
plasticity in adult nervous system.57 NCAM PSA has also been implicated in activity-dependent
synaptic remodelling. The hypothalmo-neurohypophysial system expresses high levels of NCAM
PSA throughout life and undergoes extensive morphological synaptic plasticity in response to
physiological stimuli that is dependent on the surface expression of polysialylated NCAM.48,82

For example, microinjection of endo-N blocks cell surface expression of NCAM PSA and the
synapse increase that occurs in response to lactation or osmotic stimulation.122

Consistent with this view is that removal of PSA with endoneuraminidase-N has been found
to interfere with the induction and maintenance of hippocampal LTP and to produce spatial
learning deficits in the Morris water maze paradigm.8,76 Moreover, the frequency of NCAM
polysialylated hippocampal neurons at the dentate infragranular border transiently increase at
10-12h following acquisition of either spatial or conditioned avoidance tasks.22,31,77 These
frequency changes are learning specific as they are not observed in animals rendered amnesic
with either scopolamine or propofol.23,84 Similar coincident frequency increase of polysialylated
neurons occurs in layer II of the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex following spatial learning.32,83

Regulation of NCAM Polysialylation State
Addition of PSA to NCAM takes place in the trans Golgi compartment and is entirely

catalyzed by the polysialyltransferases STX (ST8SiaII ) and PST (ST8SiaIV).26,60,61,63,79 PSA
expression appears to be inducible as recent studies have demonstrated inhibition of
calcium-independent PKCδ to be inversely related to NCAM polysialylation state both in
vitro and in the hippocampal dentate gyrus during memory consolidation, an effect associated
with the Golgi membrane fraction.34,35 However, the role of polysialyltransferase in other forms
of synaptic plasticity is not so clear-cut. Mice with a targeted deletion of the gene encoding
PST-1 exhibit an impairment of Schaffer collateral-CA1 LTP but not mossy fibre-CA3 LTP.26

These regional differences suggest that NCAM, but not PSA, is likely to be important for LTP
in the hippocampal CA3 region. While PKC is known to be involved in learning and LTP, it is
mainly the calcium-dependent isoforms that have been investigated and not in relation to the
regulation of NCAM polysialylation.125
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Figure 3. Structure and mode of NCAM-NCAM interactions.. The upper panel illustrates the basic structural
features of NCAM. The three major splice variants – NCAM 180, NCAM 140 and NCAM 120 – associate
with the membrane by a single transmembrane domain with extensive cytoplasmic domain, a single trans-
membrane with short cytoplasmic domain and by a glycosylphosphosphatidylinositol linkage, respectively.
The lower panel illustrates the influence of increasing the PSA hydration sphere (yellow) on NCAM-NCAM
interactions (dark blue line) and the degree of plasma membrane apposition (light blue line).

Figure 4. Distribution of polysialylated and BrdU-labelled neurons in the hippocampal dentate gyrus in the
12h post-training period following acquisition of a passive avoidance paradigm. Panel A illustrates (ls)
PSA-labelled neurons at the infragranular layer (arrows) and their dendrites extending through the
supragranular layer and into the molecular layer (stars). In Panel B the distribution of BrdU-labelled cells
(circled) in the infra- and supra-granular layers and hilus of the hippocampal dentate gyrus is shown. In both
panels the thickness of sections illustrated is 12µm. The images are adapted from ref.31.
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It would appear, however, that polysialyltransferase activity is not regulated by enzyme
levels alone but is directly controlled by a cellular signalling cascade that encompasses a
PKCδ-dependent phosphorylation event involved in inhibition of polysialyltransferase
activity.35 The cellular signalling cascade appears to be NMDA-dependent as inhibition of this
receptor system prevents the rapid decrease in NCAM PSA expression observed following
electrical signalling.13,78 Although cell activation seems to be an important regulatory factor in
PSA synthesis other biosynthetic-independent mechanisms may also be involved. These most
likely include the intracellular trafficking NCAM PSA by endocytotic cycling, however the
molecular details of these mechanisms remain to be elaborated.57

The HNK1 Carbohydrate Epitope
NCAM PSA is not the only glycosylation mechanism associated with CAM function in the

synaptic plasticity of memory consolidation. For example, many CAMs carry the HNK-1
carbohydrate structure, which was recognised first by a monoclonal antibody raised against
human natural killer cells, hence, the acronym. The HNK-1 carbohydrate has been shown to
consist of a minimal epitope of 3’-sulfated glucuronic acid attached to a lactosaminyl residue
that is involved in the homophilic binding of NCAM.101 The HNK-1 epitope also appears to
be involved in synaptic plasticity associated with LTP and inhibitory avoidance learning in
both fish and rodents.87,99,116 However, the HNK-1 epitope lacks the advantage of NCAM
PSA for defining the pathways associated with memory consolidation.

What about Neurogenesis in Learning?
Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation studies suggest that a proportion of the

polysialylated neurons observed in the adult hippocampal dentate gyrus are recently
generated106 and necessary for odour discrimination.40 Moreover, their depletion, following
neurotoxic lesions, results in impaired trace conditioning of the eyeblink response, a
hippocampal-dependent paradigm.107 However, the learning-induced transient increase in
polysialylated denate neuron frequency during the 12h post-training period does not appear to
be associated with increased neurogenesis.31 Indeed, the specificity of BrdU as a neurogenic
marker has been recently questioned.90 In contrast to 3H-thymidine, BrdU is not a marker for
cell division but rather a marker for DNA synthesis. This would explain the presence of
BrdU-positive cells in layers other than those of the infragranular zone (Fig. 4).31 Moreover, the
cells of the infragranular zone are remarkably heterogenous75 and, to date, there has been no
attempt to relate BrdU or PSA labelling with their neurotransmitter phenotype. These
polysialylated neurons receive synaptic input and are distinguished from the mature neurons,
located in the superficial granule cell layer, by showing paired pulse facilitation and having a
lower threshold for induction of LTP.126,129 In my view, the most likely functional significance
of learning-induced transient increases in the polysialylated neurons of the dentate infragranular
zone is to facilitate the dendritic elaboration of recently acquired neurons in response to the
acquisition of novel behavioural repertoires.

Perspective
The function of dendritic remodelling as a mechanism for the consolidation of information

is still in its infancy. There is still no clear consensus as to whether spine or synapse frequency
change accompanies memory formation. Aside from the consideration of differing tissue
fixation and stereological procedures, the majority of studies have failed to take account of the
fleeting nature of hippocampal information processing prior to its eventual consolidation within
the neocortex.117 Moreover, the diverse nature of the learning paradigms employed is also
likely to result in temporal phase shifts of synaptic dynamics. For example, synapse frequency
change occurs within minutes following the induction of LTP124 as compared to the changes
wrought at 6-8h following the acquisition of a spatial learning paradigm.86 Moreover, 24h after
the induction of LTP there is little evidence of spine frequency change or at 6 days following
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extensive training in the water maze.97,104 Studies on spine and synapse frequency change fol-
lowing behavioural adaptation must also be cognisant of the separate pathways and sub-regions
of the medial temporal lobe that are involved in the processing of information. Spine frequency
change has been observed in the dentate gyrus but not CA1 region of the hippocampal forma-
tion following successful acquisition of tasks dependent on this brain region.37,86

The question of cell signalling from the extracellular environment to the nucleus of the
neuron is central to how the brain modifies its structure and function to learn and remember.
In this regard, ideal transmembrane signalling molecules should control the connections formed
between neurons and govern cytoskeletal dynamics in a manner that regulates their morphol-
ogy. CAMs are cell surface macromolecules that control cell-cell interactions during
development of the nervous system by regulating such processes as neuronal adhesion and
migration, neurite outgrowth, fasciculation, synaptogenesis and intracellular signalling.

There is now substantial evidence that CAMs are intimately associated with the molecular
cascade that underpins the synaptic plasticity of memory consolidation and, moreover, their
functions follow a defined sequence of events. The temporal involvement of CAMs in memory
consolidation is dramatically illustrated by interventive studies using anti-L1 in chick
avoidance conditioning.103,123 In this paradigm L1 function is required at three discrete time
periods over an 18h period. Again, with NCAM, and its PSA glycosylated variant, discrete
periods of function are described for its role in acquisition, in a 6h post-training period that
coincides with increased synapse production and, later at the 12h period.21,22,30,31,32,77,83,96,102

The fact that antibodies are ineffective in the intervening periods further supports the notion
that CAMs have specific temporal actions in the molecular cascade of memory consolidation.
Moreover, these experiments are consistent with the need for their extensive involvement in the
processing of information within the medial temporal lobe prior to its re-distribution to
multiple neocortical sites.

What is unclear about the role of CAMs in memory consolidation, however, is their
suggested contribution to synapse connectivity pattern that is proposed to be generated by
activity-dependent spine growth and de novo synapse formation. Indeed, the significance of de
novo synapse formation as a functional correlate of memory consolidation is far from clear, as
some studies have failed to equate this morphological associate with learning.37 Aside from the
obvious consideration of differing tissue fixation procedures, failure to observe morphological
change may relate to the temporal aspects of memory consolidation, as is exemplified by the
CAM interventive studies. Although spine and synapse formation have been correlated with
periods of CAM function in some studies,22,85,86,102 others have failed to find an increased
spine number but, rather, an increased frequency of synapses expressing greater levels of CAM.104

In this regard, it is interesting to suggest that the increased NCAM labelling observed in the
chick paradigm of avoidance conditioning, at a time sensitive to memory disruption with
anti-L1 and anti-NCAM, may simply reflect selective retention of a synaptic population
normally eliminated during the precocial development of this animal.102,103,108

What the future seems to hold is the need to associate increased CAM functions, such as
signalling, and their role in de novo synapse formation. Too often CAM function has been
extrapolated from in vitro studies and their role in the adult nervous system may be signifi-
cantly different. This view is supported by the numerous models of targeted deletion of CAM
function that have no significant developmental outcome but frequently exhibit learning defi-
cits.16,33 Another example that supports a potential role for CAMs in synapse remodelling, as
opposed to de novo synapse formation, comes from studies of peptide ligands with an affinity
for the homophilic binding domain of NCAM.30 In vitro, such peptides induce neuritogenesis,93

a function that might predict an inherent cognition-enhancing property if the model of de
novo synapse formation has relevance to memory consolidation. By contrast, these peptides
produce a profound amnesia when administered during training or in the 6-8h post-training
period in which anti-NCAM and spine formation is observed to occur following training.30 A
more parsimonious interpretation could be that these peptide ligands disrupt pre- to
postsynaptic signalling necessary for synapse strengthening.
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An attractive possibility is that transmembrane CAMs transmit activity-dependent change
of intracellular-signalling across the synapse hence modulating the strength of cell-cell binding
and thereby rapidly altering synaptic structure and efficacy. Although the expression patterns
of N-cadherin, NCAM and L1 can be regulated by distinct patterns of action potentials,51,52

their adhesive interactions across the synaptic cleft and in synaptic function has remained
elusive. If expression of cell adhesion molecules can be regulated by activity, then newly
synthesised molecules may participate in the formation and modification of synapses. For
example, at certain synapses in the central nervous system, pre- and postsynaptic adhesion is
mediated by N-cadherin that, upon depolarisation, dimerizes and becomes markedly protease
resistant.119 Other in vitro studies have demonstrated activity-dependent strengthening of
synapses to be dependent on integrins and/or the relative levels of post-synaptic, as opposed to
pre-synaptic, NCAM.14,19

In conclusion, CAMs can no longer be viewed as the structural scaffold of the synapse but
as active participants that are involved in all aspects of its plasticity, including trans-synapse
signalling and structural modification. Understanding these trans-synapse signalling
mechanisms will be crucial in relating extracellular adhesive interactions to gene transcription
and protein synthesis that is required for long-term changes in synaptic function.
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CHAPTER 7.1

From Messengers to Molecules: Memories Are Made of These, edited by Gernot Riedel
and Bettina Platt. ©2004 Eurekah.com and Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers.

Animal and Human Amnesia:
The Cholinergic Hypothesis Revisited
Robert Jaffard and Aline Marighetto

Identifying Memory Dysfunction

The net effect of an experimentally-induced or “naturally” occurring alteration in learning
and memory is generally determined by the type of neurological dysfunction (from
focal lesions to gene expression) and/or the nature of the learning task. Accordingly,

memory systems are defined as distinct, but interactive, psychological and biological entities
that still need specification. Within this framework, a full understanding of learning and memory
covering the cellular/molecular, systemic and behavioural levels can be achieved only by
experimental studies in animals. This, in turn, requires “animal models” asserting the structural
congruence between sets of causally related neurobiological and behavioural variables. In the
first part of this chapter, we examine the “cholinergic hypothesis of memory” formulated in the
80s, and then focus on cognitive ageing, giving an example of a possible alternative to the
classical “pro-cholinergic” approach to age-related memory disorders. In doing so, the specific
constraints on current animal research in learning and memory will be illustrated.

Acetylcholine and Memory: From a Key Neurotransmitter
to the Functional Dynamics of Interactive Processes

The Cholinergic Hypothesis of Memory: Lesion Studies
By the 1960s, psychopharmacological experiments conducted in both animals and humans

provided evidence that anticholinergic treatments produced a deficit in learning and memory
performance. The hypothesis that these effects arose from the common dependency of a set of
memory-related brain regions on acetylcholine was supported by the observations that these
regions were rich in cholinergic elements. Investigations into the neuropathology of Alzheimer’s
disease finally showed that choline acetyltransferase activity (ChAT) was markedly reduced in
brain tissue from these patients, and that this decrease was correlated with a loss of cognitive
function. Together, these findings provided the basis for the “cholinergic hypothesis of memory”.4

Consequently, considerable effort has gone into investigating the behavioural effects of lesions
of basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, targeting either the Nucleus Basalis Magnocellularis
(NBM) that provides cholinergic innervation to the entire neocortex and amygdala, or the
Medial Septal Nucleus (MS) and Vertical Diagonal Band (VDB) which, via the Fimbria/Fornix
(FF), supplies almost the entire cholinergic innervation to the hippocampus.

By the 1990s most authors began to share the view that owing to a lack of specificity, the
earlier interpretation of electrolytic or excitotoxic lesion studies in terms of support for the
hypothesis that cholinergic neurons subserve learning and memory was generally unfounded.21,33

More recently, immunotoxin IgG saporin, a powerful and selective tool with which to destroy
cholinergic neurons, has been used in a number of experiments. Taken together, the results
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have provided evidence that selective destruction of the NBM cholinergic neurons results in
no—or only very mild—deficits in learning and memory as assessed by performance in spatial
learning tasks such as the Morris water maze (MWM) in rats,13 or by the delayed non-matching
to sample (DNMTS) task in monkeys.63 However, there is now strong evidence that the NBM
cortical cholinergic projections support certain aspects of attentional function in both
species.54,63

Selective destruction of MS cholinergic neurons has been reported to produce significant,
although modest, learning and memory impairments in certain behavioural tasks that are
sensitive to hippocampal lesions. Selective depletion of pre-synaptic cholinergic markers in the
hippocampal formation induced by injection of 192 IgG saporin into the MS/VDB in rats has
been shown to impair working memory both in the radial arm maze (RAM) and in the delayed
non-matching to place (DNMTP) tasks using an operant chamber.57,60,65 However, both the
selectivity of the hippocampal cholinergic denervation and the delay-dependent effect of these
impairments remain controversial. Recently, it has been suggested that extensive lesions of
both the hippocampal (MS) and cortical cholinergic pathways (NBM) associated with great
memory demands (i.e., remembering more than one simple location) are necessary to produce
a delay-dependent deficit in the RAM task.67 Although similar selective cholinergic deafferen-
tation seems to result more consistently in delay-dependent impairing effects in the operant
DNMTP than in the RAM task,45,60 it is not clear whether these tasks assess the same mne-
monic functions, as the delays used are generally much shorter in the former (tens of seconds)
than in the latter task (minutes or hours). In contrast, infusions of 192 IgG saporin into the
MS/VDB or even into both the MS/VDB and NBM failed to impair reference memory in
either the MWM task or RAM tasks.6,57,60 These reports indicate that removing cholinergic
neurons that project to the hippocampus only produces, if any, mild learning and memory
deficits in tasks that otherwise are clearly impaired by less selective MS neurotoxic lesions22 or
FF transections.33 It is thus possible that damage to both the cholinergic and GABAergic
neurons that project to the hippocampus is necessary to impair hippocampus-dependent
learning and memory functions. Recent experiments showing that the previously observed
cognitive-enhancing effect of muscarinic drugs targeted to the MS44 may be better accounted
for by increased impulse flow in the GABAergic than cholinergic septo-hippocampal
pathways68 emphasize the potential functional importance of this GABAergic component.
Finally, since selective removal of cholinergic neurons in young rats did not reproduce the
learning and memory impairments found in aged rats, and since these aged rats displayed a loss
of GABAergic neurons in the septal region,48 it may be that the deterioration of the cholinergic
system is not sufficient to produce impairments. However, the fact that the severity of the
behavioural impairment seen in aged animals is generally linked to the degree of
septo-hippocampal cholinergic deficiency23 suggests that this system is necessary for normal
learning and memory function. In this respect, it remains possible that the sensitivity of the
tasks that, up to now, have been used to assess the behavioural effects of a selective hippocampal
cholinergic hypofunction is not sufficient to detect impairments. For example, it has recently
been reported that rats injected with 192 IgG saporin into the MS displayed a significant bias
toward the preferential use of an egocentric (versus allocentric) response strategy in the MWM
task.35 This would suggest that testing designs based on competing strategies37 might provide
a more sensitive tool to assess spatial memory dysfunction than the standard testing designs
previously used. This also points to interactions existing between memory systems and to the
possible involvement of cholinergic neurons in regulating such interactions.

Cholinergic Alterations Induced by Learning and Memory Testing
Based on the assumption that brain cholinergic neurons play a role in learning and memory,

several studies have provided evidence that memory testing is associated with significant changes
in pre-synaptic markers of cholinergic activity10,51,66 as well as in alterations in the release of
acetylcholine in hippocampal and/or cortical regions.1,29,59 In a series of experiments using
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mice as subjects,41 we showed that both reference-memory (RM) and working-memory (WM)
testing in the RAM induced significant and long-lasting changes in hippocampal cholinergic
activity using ex vivo measures of sodium-dependent high affinity choline uptake (SDHACU).
Namely,

i. Both types of training induced an immediate increase in hippocampal SDHACU as com-
pared to the “quiet” control condition.

ii. In the RM task, this immediate increase in SDHACU was followed by a decrease leading to
a long-lasting (24 hours and 9 days) inhibition of this cholinergic marker. This secondary
decrease in SDHACU occurred earlier with repetition of training, thereby leading to a
shortening of the testing-induced cholinergic activation as RM training progressed.

iii. By contrast, in the WM task, SDHACU was still increased 24 hours after the last session of
training.

iv. Finally, the amplitudes of both the immediate increase and subsequent secondary
decrease in SDHACU were significantly related to the rate of acquisition and behavioural
profile of learning in the RM task. Our set of results was interpreted with the aim of
reconciling previous seemingly discordant data on training-induced changes in cholinergic
activity. Specifically, our proposal was the following: The enhancement of hippocampal
cholinergic transmission during training might facilitate the acquisition of a “relational
kind” of information (sustaining WM and spatial mapping in RM), but to the detriment of
simple associations (e.g., stimulus-response, or stimulus-reward that may also sustain RM
performance). The subsequent post-training decrease and inhibition in cholinergic activity
would facilitate the subsequent consolidation of the permanent (invariant) aspects of
acquired information (e.g., information to be held in RM).

Subsequent pharmacological experiments42 provided evidence that the long-lasting
inhibition of hippocampal cholinergic activity subsequent to RM testing could be mediated, at
least in part, by glutamatergic receptors located in the lateral septum (LS). Indeed, such
receptors would, presumably through GABAergic interneurons, provide an inhibitory input to
cholinergic cells in the medial area.27 Therefore, we hypothesized that hippocampo-septal
glutamatergic synapses in the LS could be the locus of an “LTP-like” mechanism sustaining the
post-RM training inhibition of cholinergic cells, a phenomenon that should not be observed
following WM testing. This hypothesis was confirmed. As compared to their controls (i.e.,
treadmill group), mice trained in the RM task exhibited a progressive and persistent enhancement
in hippocampal-LS synaptic neurotransmission as training progressed, whereas an
opposite change (i.e., a depression) occurred in mice trained in the WM task.25,34 As previously
observed for SDHACU, the magnitude of the RM training-induced enhancement of
hippocampal-LS neurotransmission was correlated with discriminative performance. It is highly
unlikely that the training-induced LTP- and LTD-like changes of the LS synapses are involved in
the storage of specific information;61 rather, they might “shape” the hippocampal-septal-hippocampal
circuitry in the more appropriate configuration for coping with the requirement of the task.
Specifically, the RM training-induced synaptic enhancement of hippocampal-septal synapses could
be involved, through the rapid post-testing decrease in hippocampal acetylcholine release, in the
consolidation of the to-be-learned trial-independent information (RM), a process which is not
required for the trial-dependent WM performance. As mentioned above, the increase in
hippocampal cholinergic activity might be necessary for the short-term maintenance of (a
relational kind of ) information during both RM acquisition and WM testing, whereas its
immediate post-acquisition inhibition might make it possible to consolidate information hold
in RM alone. The functionality of these training-induced “biphasic” changes in hippocampal
cholinergic activity as well as its above-mentioned putative mechanisms are in fact congruent
with data obtained with pharmacological approaches. Namely, it has been shown that increasing
or decreasing cholinergic activity by pre-training infusion of drugs in the septal area (i.e., the
NMDA receptor blocker AP5 or the GABAergic agonist muscimol, respectively) facilitated the
maintenance of information in WM50 and impaired acquisition of spatial RM in the MWM
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task.49 Furthermore, using the same experimental design, Nagahara et al49 showed that inducing
inhibition of hippocampal cholinergic activity immediately after (rather than prior to) training
actually facilitated (rather than impaired) subsequent retention.

Should the Cholinergic Hypothesis Be Re-Examined?
If the participation of the proposed “biphasic” mechanisms of the septo-hippocampal

cholinergic neurons is to be confirmed in some forms of memory, many apparent discrepancies
within cholinergic-related findings would be resolved, and the importance of the dynamical
aspects would have to be taken into account. An example of such discrepancies is that, even
though selective cholinergic lesions have, on the whole, failed to reproduce the impairing effect
of ageing in the MWM task, it remains that the magnitude of this impairment is significantly
correlated with the magnitude of cholinergic loss. It therefore seems that the cholinergic
hypothesis of age-related cognitive decline deserves to be re-examined in the context of interactive
and dynamical processes at both the neural (structures and circuits) and psychological (forms
of memory) levels. It might indeed be that part of such a decline in cognitive abilities is related
to alterations in the connective processes that sustain proper recruitment of a set of structures
in the brain, as suggested by neuroimaging studies in humans.7,12,47 The fact that in comparison
with younger adults, aged animals displayed a different pattern of cholinergic responses to
memory training and, in particular, that the long-lasting inhibition of hippocampal cholinergic
activity subsequent to RM training was not observed in aged subjects.10,32 is coherent with this
view. Thus, if the plastic properties of glutamatergic synapses in the LS are really necessary for
adjusting optimally the septo-hippocampal activity both as a function of the stage of memory
formation and of the relative contribution of different information processing functions (e.g.,
“relational” vs. “simple associations”),11 then the observation that aged mice display strong
alterations in LS synaptic plasticity24 should not be without consequences on their learning
and memory capabilities. In this respect, alterations in LS synaptic plasticity and thus
alterations in the capacity of the aged brain to configure the brain circuitry needed for optimal
encoding, storage and retrieval of specific information, might be one of the numerous possible
causes of the deficits observed at the behavioural level.62

Together, these data provide a potential framework in which to examine the neurobiological
basis of cognitive ageing and, in particular, the possible involvement of the septo-hippocampal
cholinergic pathway. However, due to the complexity of the system (both in terms of interactions
between its components and of its temporal dynamics), it is not clear how it might be possible
to correct the dysfunction by pharmacological means that could be used to alleviate age-related
cognitive impairments in humans. Up to now, another problem that has not been considered is
the validity of animal behavioural models used to assess the cognitive impairments occurring in
senescence.46 As an illustration of both issues, it has recently been shown that the enhancing
effect of tacrine (an inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase) on spatial navigation performance (MWM
task) in aged rats was blocked by non-spatial pre-training.2 Indeed, this suggests either that
targeting the cholinergic system of aged subjects is totally inefficient or that the cholinesterase
inhibitor improves some major non-cognitive or procedural aspects of the task performance.30,38

The latter possibility might explain why cholinergic agonists have been reported to be ineffective
in reversing age-related deficits in tasks that need intensive pre-training (e.g., the DNMTP
task).14

From Assessment to Alleviation of Age-Related Memory Impairments
in Mice

Although the need for experimental studies of ageing in animals is obvious, the relevance of
these studies depends on whether both the specific functions and biological systems targeted
for study are appropriate models of human ageing. In this section, we describe how we tackled
both issues using C57BL/6 mice as subjects.
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Modelling Human Age-Related Memory Deficits
In humans, there is a consensus that declarative/explicit memory appears to be more

vulnerable to deterioration in senescence than procedural/implicit memory.56 Cohen8 has
identified two cardinal “non-verbal” characteristics of human declarative memory, i.e., its
capacity to compare and contrast items in memory and to support the inferential use of memories
in novel situations (flexibility). In contrast, procedural memory involves the facilitation of
particular routines for which no such explicit comparisons are executed. Following on from the
original reports by Eichenbaum et al,16,17 we developed tasks to determine whether these
different processes could be engaged or disengaged in mice simply depending on how the same
items were presented (i.e., using a within-subject design).40,43 The tasks consisted of
unambiguous discriminations between arms of opposite valence in a radial-arm maze. As
depicted in Figure 1, each experiment (either A or B) was designed in two-stages, with an initial
learning phase followed by a test-phase. The only parameter which was varied among the
successive stages was the way of presenting arms to mice, i.e., either in pairs (simultaneous
discriminations) or one at a time (successive go-no-go discrimination). During the initial learning
phase, most of the aged (21-23 months) mice were impaired in learning the simultaneous
discriminations (B, stage 1) whereas all the aged subjects acquired the discrimination task as
well as the adult (4-5 months) controls in a successive go-no-go design involving the same set
of items (A, stage 1). When challenged with modified presentations of familiar items in the test
phase, aged mice were impaired if two arms were presented to them simultaneously in a novel
pairing, but not if they were presented one at a time, in a successive go-no-go procedure. Thus
our results showed that the extent to which ageing could alter the ability to acquire (stage 1) or
to use previously acquired spatial discriminations in novel situations (stage 2), strictly depends
on the manner the discriminanda were presented to the subject. This set of data supports the
conclusion that two forms of memory expression of the same acquired experience can be
preferentially triggered through a change in the way discriminanda are presented. Specifically,
even though two-choice tasks can be theoretically solved on the basis of elemental associations,
it appears that, at least in the present (and other) specific conditions,43 presentation of
discriminanda may encourage the use of explicit comparisons thereby requiring relational
representations of past experience. In this sense, the dissociation observed in aged mice is
reminiscent of the dissociation between implicit and explicit expression of the same piece of
previously acquired material in human amnesic subjects.55

In contrast with most data from experiments carried out using the MWM,5 results from the
experiments described above did not provide evidence that impaired and unimpaired individuals
could be distinguished within the population of aged mice. In fact, in a study conducted in a
large population of F-344 rats tested in the MWM from 1.5 to 26 months, Lindner38 did not
find any evidence among aged rats of a bimodal distribution of performance in the spatial
learning versions of the task.

Assessing Similarities of Memory Impairments in Senescent
and Hippocampal Lesioned Subjects

Within a neuropsychological framework, the cognitive decline in non-demented aged
individuals grossly parallels that observed in medial temporal lobe amnesia9 and is thought to
originate mainly in deficient hippocampal processing. In this view (i) aged mice should display
alterations in hippocampal functioning when confronted with problems in the RAM tasks
described above, and (ii) hippocampal damage in adult mice should result in the same selective
deficit as that seen in aged mice. When confronted with selected RAM problems in which they
were able to perform at the same (above-chance) level as adults, aged animals indeed displayed
an overall reduction of the testing-induced increase in the expression of the immediate early
gene cFos (for review, see Greenwood et al, this book) in the whole septo-hippocampal system
(SHS). Importantly, this diminished activation was accompanied by a loss of correlation
between Fos activity levels in the connected sub-regions of the SHS.69 Ibotenate hippocampal
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Figure 1. Two-stage paradigms of RAM discrimination tasks (adapted from ref. 40). Each mouse was
separately assigned six adjacent arms. Out of these, three served as positive (baited) arms and the remaining
three served as negative (not baited ) arms. Design A: In stage 1, the six arms were always presented one at
a time using a go-no-go discrimination procedure (in each trial, the door to only one arm was open).
Go-no-go discrimination was indexed by a ratio between the median latency to enter negative arms and
positive arms. Each mouse was trained until reaching a predetermined criterion of go-no-go discrimination
and then transferred to stage 2. Mice failing to reach the criterion within 360 trials were dropped from
further testing. The discrimination problems presented in stage 2 were between the same arms as in stage
1: the reward contingency of the discriminanda remained unchanged, but their presentation was modified.
The six arms were now grouped into, and presented as, three adjacent pairs A, B and C. In each trial, the
mouse was confronted with access to two adjacent arms with opposing valence and allowed to visit only one
of them. Accuracy was measured by percentage correct, i.e., choice of the positive arm within a pair. Design
B: In stage 1, the six arms were grouped into the three pairs A, B and C (exactly as design A, stage 2) . A mouse
was considered to reach criterion performance when its choice accuracy was above 75% correct for two
consecutive sessions and then transferred to stage 2. Again mice failing to reach the acquisition criterion
within 360 trials were rejected. In stage 2, the presentation of the arms only was modified. Two choice arms
of opposing reward valence, each taken from a different discrimination problem featured in stage 1, were
presented either one at a time or simultaneously as members of a novel pairing. These corresponded to “go”
or “no-go” trials and “recombined” two-choice discrimination, respectively.
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lesions in adult mice nicely reproduced the selective behavioural impairment previously ob-
served in aged mice.19 Namely, hippocampus-lesioned mice performed as intact mice in learn-
ing the location of reward versus non-reward when arms were presented one at a time (see
Figure 1, A stage 1). However, as aged mice, they were unable to translate this knowledge into
an efficient approach to the rewarded arm in the two-choice (simultaneous) discrimination
(i.e., A stage 2).

The selective deficit seen in both aged mice and hippocampal-lesioned mice in the RAM
tasks described above is unlikely to be due to confounding (non-specific) changes (affect,
motivation, perception or motor control), as all the basic requirements of the task were largely
identical in the successive stages. In contrast, in-depth analysis of the performance of rats in the
MWM38 has revealed significant relationships between non-cognitive and or non-mnemonic
factors (e.g., swim speed, thigmotaxia, performance in the cued platform version of the task)
and measures of cognitive functions (i.e., swim distances in the spatial learning versions). This
suggests that swim distances in the MWM may be affected by non-specific factors.31 Moreover,
it is unlikely that presenting arms one at a time (see A, stage 1 in Figure 1) in the RAM task is
easier than presenting them by pairs (i.e., B, stage 1), as the speed of acquisition of adult mice
was very similar in both situations. This is also an important point since it has been suggested
that since the visible platform task in the MWM is easier to solve than the hidden platform
task, this experimental design may be biased towards false specificity.26 Whatever the case, two
(multiple)-stage testing designs17 such as the RAM tasks seem to provide a valuable tool for
dissociating impaired from unimpaired forms of memory expression and, as we have shown, to
support the hypothesis that the selective cognitive deficit of senescent mice stems from
hippocampal dysfunction.

The anomalous performance seen in both aged mice and hippocampal-lesioned mice
resembles the deficit observed in rats with fornix lesions in the studies of Eichenbaum et al16,17

on odour-guided discrimination tasks. It has been proposed that in both animals and humans,
this deficit may stem from alterations in forming relations between separately experienced cues
(i.e., relational representation),15,36 a process that would critically depend on the functional
integrity of the hippocampus here conceived of as an associator of discontiguous (spatial and/
or temporal) items.64 It is therefore conceivable that one basic dysfunction underlying learning
and memory impairments in senescence is the difficulty in prolonging neural activity subserving
the representation of a cue.53 Such a dysfunction may account for age-related impairments
observed in a variety of tasks such as Pavlovian conditioning in the trace paradigm,58 delayed
response or delayed recognition tasks,14 and in tasks that require the encoding and storage of
relationships between discontiguously perceived cues or events to guide performance (i.e.,
contextual information, cognitive maps).

Alleviating the Selective Age-Related Memory Deficit
Most of the pharmacological strategies traditionally used to improve age-related cognitive

decline are designed to restore the deficiency of neurotransmission of one (e.g., cholinergic) or
several (e.g., cholinergic and serotoninergic) specific types. Alternatively, other compounds
(e.g., Nerve Growth Factor) are used to improve the “general health” of neurons and thus to
maintain their normal cellular functions as they age. Recently, experiments were carried out to
determine whether normalising a broad profile of brain gene expression in aged mice to
pre-senescent (adult) levels would improve their associated cognitive deficits. The rationale was
the following. First, it has been reported in mice that ageing is associated with a reduction
(20-30 %) in the levels of mRNA for brain retinoid acid nuclear receptors (i.e., RAR and RXR)
and in particular that this age-related reduction is susceptible to reversal by acute systemic
administration of retinoic acid (RA).18 Second, it is now well established that these nuclear
receptors regulate the expression of a number of genes coding for neural proteins involved in
synaptic plasticity (e.g., neurogranin, NMDA receptors, synaptophysin etc.), for
cholinergic-specific proteins, and for neurotrophic factors (for references, see ref. 20). All of
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these constitute a potential therapeutic target for attenuating cognitive deterioration. Using
the RAM tasks we20 showed that restoring the brain (and hippocampal) levels of retinoid
receptors and the expression of certain specific associated target genes [in particular, that of the
Ca2+-sensitive calmodulin-binding protein neurogranin (RC3)] by administration of RA
specifically alleviates the selective deficit of aged mice (see Fig. 2). Conversely, decreasing brain
levels of brain retinoid receptors (and expression of RC3) by 20-30 % in adult mice using a
vitamin A deprived diet was demonstrated to produce the same selective cognitive deficit as
seen in aged mice.70 Given that retinoid receptors play a major role in the foetal development
of the nervous system, these findings are, in a sense, in line with the general principle that “the
signals transduced by cells during growth and physiologic activity are the same as those that
become overloaded during pathological events and ageing”.39

Conclusion
We have shown in this chapter that processes more complex than that suggested by the

hypothesis linking age-related memory loss to cholinergic deficiency have to be considered.
First of all, we have underlined the need to optimise the development of animal behavioural
models providing closer analogy with -and greater sensitivity and selectivity to- the cognitive
deficits known to date to accompany human senescence. Second, we have emphasised the need
to recognise that ageing cannot be reduced to a neurobiological dysfunction at a single locus,
but rather that it involves a set of dysfunctions, including compensatory changes whose
functional relevance lies at the system-property level. In this respect, it must be noted that both

Figure 2. Behavioural data from ref. 20. Four groups of mice (i.e., adult mice treated with vehicle, aged mice
treated with vehicle, aged mice treated with RA and aged mice treated with RA and the antagonist of retinoid
nuclear receptors, CD3106) were trained in our RAM discrimination tasks (design A as described in figure
1). Learning curves in stage 1 (successive go-no-go discriminations) were identical among the four groups.
Each group of mice reached about the same mean level of no-go/go latency ratio in the last two sessions of
stage 1. Conversely, between-groups differences emerged in stage 2 when the same arms were combined into
three pairs. While aged mice treated either with vehicle or a mixture of RA and CD3106 behaved as if they
were naive, failing to transfer their acquired preference into the choice of the positive arm within a pair, aged
mice treated with RA displayed nearly the same above chance level of accuracy as seen in adult controls.
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observations are not inherent to ageing studies, as they concern all research investigating the
problem of relating brain function to memory. Returning to the ageing issue, we tentatively
propose that rather than compensating a single identified dysfunctional target, a better strategy
would be to attempt to globally re-establish cellular homeostasis. Although the strategy of
using RA administration seems efficient (see Figure 2), we are at present unable to pinpoint the
protein product(s) of the retained-activated target genes that are responsible for the observed
improvement in cognitive function in senescent animals. Yet it has long been a dream of
neurobiologists to reduce complex cognitive function to a simple molecular device (but see ref.
3 and 52), as well as to equate cognition (a psychological construct) with measures of behavioural
performance assessed by training and testing techniques currently in vogue.28 As already widely
remarked, no one has ever measured learning and memory. They can only be inferred from
careful behavioural analysis specifying what, how, and why, and not simply by stating that
“something” has been learned. Such are the prerequisites for thoughtful integration of the
neurobiological level with the behavioural level.
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Abstract

Normal brain aging is associated with physiological alterations in Ca2+ homeostasis and
deficits in learning and memory. The hippocampus, a structure critical for proper
learning and memory functions, is frequently implicated in aging-related learning

deficits. Consistent with the “Ca2+ hypothesis of aging”, there are many reports of aging-related
changes in Ca2+ signaling cascades in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, including enhance-
ment in the Ca2+-dependent AHP caused by an enhanced sIAHP. Previous experiments from
our laboratory have shown that the size of the AHP and the sIAHP is inversely correlated to the
acquisition of hippocampus-dependent tasks and positively correlated to the aging process
(i.e., the AHP and the sIAHP are reduced during learning and enhanced during aging). We thus
hypothesize that the AHP and the sIAHP are critically involved in learning and age-related
learning deficits. The fact that the sIAHP receives neuromodulation from many transmitter
systems important for learning and sensitive to aging lends further support for its role in
age-related learning deficits. Our data suggest that the sIAHP is a good candidate to be an
important link between age-related changes in Ca2+ homeostasis and learning deficits.

Introduction
Neuronal activity is accompanied with a rapid rise in the level of cytosolic Ca2+, which

functions as a second messenger to mediate a wide range of cellular responses such as neu-
rotransmitter release, changes and maintenance in cytoarchitecture, gene transcription, and
activation of enzyme cascades. The pivotal role of Ca2+ in these and other cellular processes
dictates a need for precise homeostatic control. Because the transmembrane gradient for Ca2+

is far greater than those of other physiologically relevant ions, a small change in membrane
Ca2+ permeability can result in a large difference in the level of cytoplasmic Ca2+. Under nor-
mal conditions, the level of intracellular free Ca2+ is carefully regulated to maintain a sharp
concentration gradient to ensure rapid signal transduction for subsequent events (see also Sun
and Alkon, this book).

The Ca2+ signal in response to neuronal activation is derived from many sources and modi-
fied by different mechanisms: Ca2+ influx into the cytoplasm from the extracellular space, Ca2+

release from intracellular stores, cytoplasmic Ca2+ buffering, and Ca2+ clearance systems (that
either extrude Ca2+ from the cell or accumulate Ca2+ into internal stores). Changes in all of
these processes have been implicated in aging. Despite negative feedback and compensatory
mechanisms, the summed effect of the age-related dysregulation in Ca2+ homeostasis is an
enhanced free cytosolic Ca2+ level in aging neurons.60,98,118

Prolonged exposure to elevated levels of Ca2+ can lead to irreversible cell damage and even
cell death.14 Based on the toxic effects of excess Ca2+, the “Ca2+ hypothesis of brain aging” was
proposed to account for age-related changes in neuronal function and viability in aging. The
“Ca2+ hypothesis” has received considerable support since its inception, including studies dem-
onstrating age-related changes in Ca2+-dependent synaptic plasticity,53,71,72,75,103 and others
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showing an age-related increase in vulnerability to Ca2+-dependent neurotoxicity and
neurodegeneration.12,63,89 It is believed that dysregulation in Ca2+ homeostasis in the hippoc-
ampus, a brain region critical for learning and memory, contributes to compromised behav-
ioral/learning deficits associated with aging.

Much work has focused on determining the sources for Ca2+ dysfunction and alterations in
Ca2+-mediated events in aging tissues. However, less is known about how these physiological
changes translate into compromised learning and memory. To address the relationship between
age-related Ca2+ dysregulation and learning deficits, our laboratory has performed a series of
experiments using hippocampal preparations from young and aging animals trained in
hippocampus-dependent learning tasks. We have identified several age- and/or learning-related
changes in Ca2+-mediated processes in the hippocampus, including changes in Ca2+ influx, the
Ca2+-dependent postburst afterhyperpolarization (AHP), as well as two of the AHP currents
(the IAHP and sIAHP). Furthermore, we have shown that changes in the AHP and the sIAHP are
inversely correlated with ability to acquire hippocampus-dependent tasks. The AHP currents
are critical determinants of neuronal excitability. Thus, our data indicate that regulation of
neuronal excitability by the AHP currents are important events that occur during learning, and
further suggest that changes in the AHP currents are likely to play a role in aging-related
learning deficits. This chapter focuses on studies performed in our laboratory illustrating the
involvement of the AHP and its underlying currents in the cellular mechanisms of learning and
memory. We review briefly 1) age-related changes in Ca2+ homeostasis; 2) two
hippocampus-dependent learning tasks, trace eyeblink conditioning and Morris water maze
training, that are useful to examine learning and aging-related learning deficits; and 3) changes
in the AHP and the sIAHP of hippocampal pyramidal neurons in relation to compromised Ca2+

regulation, as well as to learning, in aging animals. We have compelling evidence suggesting
that changes in the AHP, and in particular, the sIAHP, could link altered Ca2+ homeostasis in
aging to changes in neural function and learning deficits. Some of the topics addressed in this
chapter are covered in somewhat greater depth in two recent reviews.127,128

Altered Ca2+ Homeostasis in Aging
A major source of Ca2+ for signal transduction comes from the extracellular Ca2+ pool.

Extracellular Ca2+ can enter the cell via voltage-gated Ca2+ channels (VGCCs) and ligand-gated
receptors. In aging CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons, Ca2+ action potentials are larger88

and have a longer plateau phase that is mainly attributable to an enhanced L-type Ca2+ influx
(Fig. 1).71 This enhanced L-type Ca2+ influx is partially the result of an increase in the func-
tional L-type Ca2+ channel density.12,37,113 Whether influxes via other VGCCs exhibit similar
age-related alterations is unclear. Ca2+ influx via ligand-gated receptors —alpha-amino -3-hy-
droxy- 5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionate (AMPA)/kainate receptors, N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) receptors, and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors— has also been implicated in ag-
ing.7,8,32,33,57,81,99,100 Altogether, these studies point to an enhanced Ca2+ influx in aging hip-
pocampal pyramidal neurons.71,88

Another major source of Ca2+ comes from the release from the intracellular Ca2+ store—the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER).10 ER Ca2+ release can occur via two pathways: 1) the ryanodine
receptor (RyR) pathway, in which Ca2+ binds to RyRs on ER and initiates store release in a
process termed Ca2+-induced-Ca2+-release (CICR); and 2) the inositol-triphosphate (IP3) path-
way, in which IP3 and Ca2+ activate IP3 receptors on ER, causing Ca2+ to be released from IP3
stores, which then activates the RyR-sensitive store to cause CICR. Store release in the hippoc-
ampus has not been quantified in the context of aging. Nonetheless, ER Ca2+ content has also
been shown to increase with age,35 and the caffeine-induced rise of intracellular Ca2+ appears
to be higher in aging neurons.40 There are also reports of age-related and region specific changes
in IP3Rs in aging rats.5,62 Together, these data suggest that Ca2+ release from internal stores is
impacted by the aging process.
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Aging is also associated with significant, albeit region-specific changes in neuronal Ca2+

buffering capacity. The expression of many Ca2+ binding proteins that may act as buffers is
down-regulated in certain brain regions of aged animals. For example, in the hippocampus,
expressions of both mRNA and protein47 for calbindin-D28K, a major cytosolic Ca2+ binding
protein, are reduced in aging. The number of interneurons positive for parvalbumin, calbindin,
or calretinin is also decreased in aging (see ref.104; ref.90 showed no decrease for
parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the hippocampus but a decrease for the calbindin-D48K-positive
interneurons). Conceivably, age-related alteration in neuronal Ca2+ buffering capacity, com-
pounded with a decrease in the inhibitory drive in the hippocampus, can lead to different
hippocampal network activities and contribute to age-related cognitive deficits.

The decay of depolarization-induced Ca2+ transients is prolonged in aging neurons,40 indi-
cating an impaired buffering and/or Ca2+ extrusion mechanism. The clearance of Ca2+ load
after neuronal activity and maintenance for a low resting Ca2+ level is performed by several
membrane-located and intracellular systems.118 The extrusion of Ca2+ to the extracellular space
is mediated by membrane Ca2+-ATPase and the Na+/ Ca2+ exchanger. In addition, Ca2+ is
removed from the cytoplasm by sequestration into the ER via the sarco/endoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) type of receptors, and into the mitochondria via uniporters. Both Ca2+

extrusion and sequestration mechanisms are impaired in aging. For example, Ca2+ effluxes
through the Na+/ Ca2+ exchanger and Ca2+-ATPase are markedly reduced in old rats.61,65 ER
store loading is also substantially reduced in aging neurons, suggesting deficiencies in the activ-
ity of the SERCA type receptors.122 Similarly, the amount of Ca2+ bound to mitochondria,61 as
well as mitochondrial Ca2+ uptake, is decreased in aged brains—a result associated with a
decrease in the activity of the mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter.98 Together, these results suggest
that, during neuronal activation, aging neurons are exposed to high elevations of Ca2+ for a
longer period of time.

Figure 1. Age-related enhancement in Ca2+ influx in CA1 pyramidal neurons. The calcium action potential
consisted of an initial fast phase followed by a slower plateau phase. There was no difference in the peak
amplitude of the initial fast phase between young and aging neurons. The amplitude and duration of the
slower plateau phase was significantly larger in aging neurons. [Reprinted from ref. 69].
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Altered Ca2+ Homeostasis and Age-Related Learning Deficits
The various changes in Ca2+ homeostatic processes point toward an increased intracellular

Ca2+ level in aging, especially under conditions of high Ca2+ loads—a situation that may exac-
erbate neuronal vulnerability to excitotoxicity. The same mechanisms involved in Ca2+

dysregulation in aging have also been implicated in learning. For example, the density of the
L-type Ca2+ channels is negatively correlated with performance in Morris water maze,113 sup-
porting a role for Ca2+ influx in learning. Our laboratory has also demonstrated that nimodipine,
an L-type Ca2+ channel blocker, facilitated learning in the trace eyeblink conditioning task in
aging rabbits,21 further linking changes in the L-type Ca2+ influx with aging-related learning
deficits. D-cycloserine, a partial coagonist to the NMDA receptor glycine site, improved the
acquisition of trace eyeblink conditioning task in both young and aging rabbits, suggesting
that an age-related decrease in NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ influx affects learning ability.114,115

Alterations in Ca2+-Mediated Plasticity in Aging: Implications for
Learning

There are several forms of activity-dependent plasticity in the hippocampus thought to
underlie certain forms of memory. In nearly all cases, the occurrence of these phenomena
involves Ca2+-mediated cascades. Disruptions of these Ca2+signals after neural activation pre-
vent plastic changes from occurring, and in some cases have been shown to hamper learning in
animals as well.6,48,82,121 These results are consistent with the view that Ca2+ dysregulation
contributes to age-related learning deficits.

Modulation of the postburst AHP, a hyperpolarizing voltage shift from the resting mem-
brane potential that occurs after a burst of action potentials, is an example of an
activity-dependent plasticity that is readily observed after learning and occurs normally during
aging. The AHP is a compensatory mechanism for the cell to prevent Ca2+ overload. When
Ca2+ concentrations reach high levels, Ca2+-dependent K+ currents underlying the AHP are
activated. Together, these outward currents hyperpolarize the membrane, thus limiting further
firing in response to sustained excitation in a process called spike frequency adaptation, or
accommodation. Once activated, the AHP currents exert powerful negative influence on neu-
ronal excitability and therefore regulate subsequent Ca2+ signals.

Our laboratory and others have identified age- and learning-related changes in the AHP
and its underlying currents.70,72,77,91,116 In the following sections, we review the paradigms
that were used to establish an involvement of the AHP and its underlying currents in learning
and in aging. Our data have led us to propose that changes in the AHP, partially attributable to
changes in the sIAHP, link Ca2+ dysregulation in aging neurons with learning deficits.

Paradigms Used to Study Age-Related Learning Deficits
The hippocampus is critically involved in learning and memory.17 Hippocampal lesions in

humans and animals cause severe deficits in the ability to transfer information from short-term
to long-term stores, thus preventing the formation of new memories.108 The hippocampus, as
well as learning and memory processes that depend on proper hippocampal function, is par-
ticularly vulnerable to the aging process.38,87 Aging animals and humans have shown an im-
pairment in acquiring hippocampus-dependent learning tasks while they are not impaired in
versions of the task that do not require the hippocampus.41,42,116

Two of the hippocampus-dependent tasks that our laboratory has used to address the rela-
tionship between age-related changes in Ca2+ dynamics and learning are trace eyeblink condi-
tioning68,107,124 and Morris water maze learning.66,67 Successful acquisition of these tasks re-
quires a properly functioning and intact hippocampus.15,27,64,67,68,107,124

Trace Eyeblink Conditioning
Trace eyeblink conditioning is a hippocampus-dependent temporal paradigm that we have

used to characterize learning- and age-related associative learning deficits in rabbits, rats, and
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humans. In trace eyeblink conditioning, the subject must learn to associate a conditioning
stimulus (CS), with a behaviorally significant unconditioned stimulus (US), and give a condi-
tioned response (CR). An empty trace period intervenes between CS offset and US onset,
requiring the subject to form a short-term memory of the CS in order to predict US onset
successfully and give a CR timed appropriately to avoid the US. Trace eyeblink conditioning
taps into the role of the hippocampal system in forming temporal associations, making the
hippocampus necessary for acquiring this task.17,105,123 In addition, trace eyeblink condition-
ing is impaired in aging rabbits,21,31,106,111,116 aging rats,41 and aging humans.42 Thus, this task
is useful for analyzing the cellular mechanisms underlying aging-related learning deficits.

Morris Water Maze
Morris water maze learning is a paradigm designed to target hippocampus-dependent spa-

tial learning, and is sensitive to deficits accompanying lesions of the hippocampus.27,67 During
this task, the animals are placed in a circular tank filled with opaque water, and are required to
swim to a hidden platform in order to escape. Successful acquisition of this task requires the
animals to remember the placement of the platform location by using extramaze cues to escape
the water quickly and effectively. Acquisition of the Morris water maze requires that spatial
associations between the platform location and the surrounding environment be formed, mak-
ing the hippocampus necessary for this task.123 In addition, learning in the Morris water maze
is impaired in aging rats.27,93,94

Learning-Related Changes in Hippocampal CA1 Pyramidal
Neurons—Postsynaptic Excitability Increases in Learning

The AHP and accommodation are reduced in rabbit CA1 and CA3 hippocampal pyrami-
dal neurons after the acquisition of the trace eyeblink conditioned response (Fig. 2).69,70,117

These biophysical changes are learning-induced, as they are not observed in neurons of
pseudoconditioned controls (which receive unpaired presentations of the same tone condi-
tioned stimulus and air puff unconditioned stimulus), naïve controls, and animals that were
trained but failed to acquire the task. They are postsynaptic, as they are evoked by intracellular
current injection, and persist after blocking Na+ spike-dependent synaptic transmission.19 More
importantly, changes in the AHP and accommodation return to baseline after acquisition and
initial consolidation,70,117 consistent with the hypothesis that the hippocampus functions as an
intermediate storage buffer during learning.17,22,39

Eduction in the AHP is a general phenomenon that occurs in learning, and is not
species-related or task-specific. In rat CA1 pyramidal neurons, the AHP was also reduced fol-
lowing the acquisition of the trace eyeblink conditioning task78 or the spatial water maze learn-
ing.77 Other laboratories have also reported reductions in the AHP in hippocampal pyramidal
neurons after radial arm maze training28 and in rat piriform cortex pyramidal neurons after
odor discrimination operant-conditioning.95 Together, these results strongly suggest that an
increase in postsynaptic neuronal excitability, caused by a reduction in the AHP, is a conserved
cellular mechanism underlying learning across species.

Components of the AHP Altered in Learning
The AHP can be separated into fast, medium, and slow components (fAHP, mAHP, sAHP,

respectively) based on kinetic and pharmacological criteria.96,110 The currents underlying these
components are four classes of outward K+ currents (IC, IM, IAHP, and sIAHP), and the time
course of the AHP is in part regulated by a mixed cationic current, IQ/Ih.3,34,50,55,79,109 Three of
the four K+ currents, IC, IAHP, and the sIAHP, are Ca2+-dependent and have been implicated in
learning. In the invertebrate Hermissenda, IC, part of the fAHP, is reduced after classical condi-
tioning.4 Current-clamp data from our laboratory suggest that for rats and rabbits, changes in
the AHP after learning associative tasks are mainly driven by changes in the currents underly-
ing the mAHP (IM and IAHP) and the sAHP (IAHP and sIAHP).69,70,116,117 Using whole-cell
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voltage-clamp techniques, we have subsequently demonstrated that in CA1 pyramidal neurons
from rats trained in the water maze task, both the IAHP and the sIAHP are reduced.77

Postsynaptic Excitability in CA1 Hippocampal Pyramidal Neurons
Decreases in Aging: Implications for Age-Related Learning Deficits

Acquisition of the trace eyeblink conditioning response is impaired in aging rats and rab-
bits.41,45,116 Interestingly, the AHP and accommodation are enhanced in CA1 neurons of rab-
bits and rats at ages that show learning deficits (Fig. 3).49,54,69,70 Although many aging animals
failed to acquire the trace eyeblink conditioned response,41,116 those that did learn also showed
a reduction in the AHP (Fig. 4).69 Together, these data revealed an inverse relationship between
the AHP and learning ability, and suggest that AHP enhancement in aging is involved in
aging-related learning deficits.

Nimodipine reduces the L-type Ca2+ influx in aging hippocampal pyramidal neurons,71

thereby reducing the AHP72 and restoring excitability to levels closely resembling those of
young adult CA1 neurons. Administering nimodipine to aging rabbits facilitated the acquisi-
tion of trace eyeblink conditioning,21 suggesting that the effect of this drug might be mediated

Figure 2. Acquisition of trace eyeblink conditioning task increased excitability of CA1 pyramidal neurons.
A) Voltage traces showing an overlay of representative AHP recordings in neurons from naïve (Naive) and
trace eyeblink conditioned rabbits (Trace). The learning-related AHP reduction is transient, as AHP record-
ings taken 14 days after the rabbits reached behavioral criterion (Retention) showed no change as compared
to those from naïve animals. The AHPs from naive rabbits followed a normal distribution, as demonstrated
in the frequency distribution and z-score graphs (insets). B) Typical accommodation responses in CA1
pyramidal cells from rabbits. During the 800 ms of depolarizing stimulus, trace eyeblink conditioned
animals fired more action potentials in comparison to the pseudoconditioned animals. Since the AHP
regulates the degree of accommodation, the reduction in accommodation is also transient. Accommodation
measurements taken 14 days after the rabbits reached behavioral criterion (Retention) showed no change
from those from pseudoconditioned animals. [Reprinted from ref. 70].
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Figure 3. Age-related enhancement in the AHP. A) An overlay of representative AHP traces recorded from
neurons of young and aging rabbits. B) Mean AHP amplitude was greater in aging neurons than in young
neurons (mean ± SEM; unpaired t test; *p < 0.05). [Reprinted from ref. 91].

Figure 4. Acquisition of trace eyeblink conditioning task increased excitability of CA1 pyramidal neurons
from aging animals. A) 1. Overlay of voltage traces showing representative AHP recordings in neurons from
aging naive (Naive), aging slow-learning (Slow), and aging trace-conditioned (Trace) rabbits. 2. Mean
effects of trace eyeblink conditioning on AHP amplitude in aging rabbit CA1 neurons. After learning, the
AHP was significantly reduced compared with naive and slow-learning aging controls. B) Typical accom-
modation responses in CA1 pyramidal cells from aging naive (Naive), aging slow-learning (Slow), and aging
trace-conditioned (Trace) rabbits. [Reprinted from ref. 69].
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by its secondary effect on the AHP. Cholinergic treatments that facilitated learning in aging
animals were also found to reduce the AHP45,46,80,125 and the sIAHP (ref. 92) without directly
affecting Ca2+ dynamics, further supporting the idea that the effects of these treatments were
mediated by reducing the AHP and the sIAHP.

Our data show that two of the AHP currents, the IAHP and the sIAHP, are enhanced in aging
neurons (Fig. 5).91 Previous studies have shown that the apamin-sensitive IAHP accounts for
only a small percentage (~20%) of the total AHP.79,109 Thus by inference, most of the enhance-
ment in the AHP in aging is attributable to the sIAHP. This deduction is fairly consistent with
the reduced neuronal excitability seen in aging hippocampal pyramidal neurons,72 because the
sIAHP is the main determinant of neuronal excitability.96,110 Bath applications of nimodipine
also caused a quantitatively greater reduction in the sIAHP in hippocampal pyramidal neurons
of aging animals in comparison to that of the young animals,91 consistent with enhanced L-type
Ca2+ influx in aging. However, the residual sIAHP in bath-applied nimodipine was still larger in
aging neurons than in young neurons, suggesting that other mechanisms also contribute to an
enhancement of this current in aging.

Mechanisms Underlying Aging-Related Enhancement in the sIAHP
The sIAHP is a Ca2+-dependent K+ current. So far, Ca2+ influx from the extracellular pool

and Ca2+ release from intracellular stores have both been shown to activate the sIAHP. Further-
more, Ca2+ buffering/Ca2+ clearance systems have also been shown to affect the time course of
the sIAHP. In hippocampal pyramidal cells, Ca2+ influxes from both the VGCCs and ligand-gated
receptors (such as NMDA and AMPA)51,91,101 have both been shown to generate the sIAHP. In
particular, Ca2+ influxes from both the L- and the N-type channels have greater influences on
the sIAHP, as bath applications of nifedipine, nimodipine, and ω-conotoxin GVIA all cause
partial reductions of this current (see ref. 112; ref. 102 showed no contribution for the N-type
channels). The P/Q-type Ca2+ channels probably contribute only a small amount to the total
Ca2+ influx, if at all, as ω-agatoxin IVA had no effect on the sIAHP.112

Ca2+ released from intracellular stores is also important for the sIAHP. In cultured hippocam-
pal neurons, blocking this store release with ryanodine causes a reduction in the sIAHP.102 Simi-
larly in CA1 and CA3 neurons, bath applications of ryanodine and thapsigargin, which deplete
the store, also reduced the AHP and the sIAHP.102,112,119,120 The decay for the sIAHP is regulated
by the extent of cytoplasmic Ca2+ buffering,52,131 and Ca2+ clearance mechanisms.52 The defi-
cits in these two mechanisms are consistent with a prolonged AHP and sIAHP tail in aging
neurons.

The sIAHP also receives modulation from a variety of neurotransmitters, neuropeptides, and
neuromodulators.110,128 Many of these neurotransmitter systems that modulate the sIAHP are
sensitive to aging, raising a possibility that the enhanced sIAHP we observed in aging hippocam-
pal pyramidal neurons results from differences in neuromodulation.

The various neurotransmitters and neuromodulators suppress the sIAHP through protein
kinase activities.1,29,36,73,83-85,120 For example, in CA1 pyramidal neurons, the effects of cholin-
ergic transmission on the sIAHP in CA1 pyramidal neurons are mainly mediated through the
muscarinic receptors92 by the activation of PKC,2,18,58 and/or Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent ki-
nase II,2,73,85 along with a phosphatase.44 Glutamatergic transmission also reduces the AHP
currents—IM and IAHP/sIAHP—by activating metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) and
the subsequent PKC cascade.1,13,16,20,59 Monoamines such as dopamine, noradrenaline, hista-
mine, and serotonin, as well as neuropeptides such as VIP, CGRP, or CRF all affect the sIAHP by
activating the cAMP/PKA pathway.36,56,83,84

Under normal conditions, the sIAHP is maintained by a balance of the activities between
kinases and phosphatases.86 Many of these kinases such as PKC and CaMKII, as well as phos-
phatases such as PP1 and PP2A, that are known to modulate the sIAHP depend on Ca2+ influx
for activation. Thus, phosphorylation of the sIAHP channels is likely to be altered with age as
well. It has previously been suggested that the enhanced L-type Ca2+ influx in aging might
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preferentially activate protein phosphatases relative to protein kinases.25 A study examining the
effect of phosphorylation on regulating synaptic strength has indeed demonstrated a shift in
the balance of kinase and phosphatase activities in aging hippocampal neurons toward the
direction of higher phosphatase activities.75 This shift may partially explain why the sIAHP is
enhanced in aging neurons, since the effect of kinases has been shown to suppress this current.

Another possibility that might contribute to an enhanced sIAHP is an increase in the func-
tional sIAHP channel density. In perfusate containing nimodipine, the sIAHP was still signifi-
cantly larger in aging neurons than in young neurons,91 indicating that an enhanced Ca2+

influx alone or the resultant shift in kinase/phosphatase activities is insufficient to account for
the enhanced sIAHP in aging. It is known that increases in intracellular Ca2+ concentration can
activate various signaling pathways that drive new gene expression essential for neuronal devel-

Figure 5. Age-related enhancement in the sIAHP. A) Representative sIAHP recordings from CA1 pyramidal
neurons of young and aging rabbits. The sIAHP amplitude is greater in aging neurons than in young neurons
(mean ± SEM; unpaired t test; **p < 0.01). B) In saturating concentration of nimodipine (10 µM), the
sIAHP recorded from neurons of aging rabbits is still significantly larger than that of young rabbits, suggesting
that the enhancement of sIAHP in aging is not solely due to an enhanced L-type Ca2+ influx. [Modified from
ref. 91].
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opment, survival, and plasticity.23,126 The route of Ca2+ entry determines which signaling path-
ways are activated, and thus plays a critical role in specifying the cellular response to Ca2+. For
example, L-type Ca2+ influx is particularly effective in activating transcription factors such as
CREB and MEF-2.23 Given the numerous changes in the Ca2+ signaling mechanisms in aging,
it is conceivable that the profile of gene expression alters with age as well. As the sIAHP is a
compensatory mechanism to counter neuronal Ca2+ overload, it is possible that the functional
channel density for the sIAHP channels is upregulated in aging.

sIAHP As a Link Between Age-Related Changes in Ca2+ Homeostasis
and Learning

Depending on the route of entry, Ca2+ can differentially modulate the sIAHP by activating
different kinase cascades and affecting subsequent plastic changes. The interaction between the
Ca2+ signaling cascade and the glutamatergic system exemplifies the complex nature of the
regulation of the sIAHP and neuronal excitability. In hippocampal pyramidal neurons,
NMDAR-mediated Ca2+ influx can activate the sIAHP in the absence of action potentials.51

However at synapses, this Ca2+ influx shows associative features in that it becomes supralinear
when it occurs with the pairing of an action potential and EPSPs.43,129,130 Likewise, repetitive
activation of mGluRs can induce large increases in intracellular Ca2+ level at the proximal
dendrite when paired with backpropagating action potentials.74 Given the putative locations
of the sIAHP channels,9,11,97 the NMDA receptor- and mGluR-mediated Ca2+ transients might
be especially important in regulating the sIAHP by strategically increasing local dendritic Ca2+

levels and activating local kinase cascades. Furthermore, in hippocampal pyramidal neurons,
the Ca2+ transient evoked by stronger stimulation is dependent on VGCCs but independent of
NMDAR, whereas the Ca2+ transient evoked by subthreshold stimulation is independent of
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and dependent on NMDA receptors. Thus, differential modula-
tion of the sIAHP by Ca2+ channels and the glutamatergic system can be adjusted in an
activity-dependent manner.

The exact biochemical steps that lead to changes in the sIAHP in learning hippocampus-dependent
tasks and in aging are not totally understood. What is clear, however, is that numerous
neuromodulators can alter both sIAHP and higher brain functions. For example, activation of
mGluRs has been shown to reduce the AHP and the sIAHP.1,13,16,20,59 However, by activating
PKC, mGluRs can also prevent activation of β-adrenergic receptors, which couple to adenylyl
cyclase, from blocking the sIAHP.76 Since the AHP modulates neuronal responsiveness, cross
talk between PKC and the adenylyl cyclase pathway is likely to have physiological consequences.
The interference with the β-adrenergic response by mGluRs suggests that under physiological
conditions, mGluRs can exert dominance over β-adrenergic receptors in a task-specific manner.

Furthermore, it is likely that these mechanisms also involve Ca2+ signaling and second mes-
senger systems that were previously implicated in other forms of synaptic plasticity. For ex-
ample, kinases known to modulate the sIAHP—PKC, PKA, and CaMKII—are also important
for the induction of LTP. Pharmacological manipulations that facilitated LTP have also been
shown to reduce the AHP,16 suggesting that the AHP and its underlying currents can serve as
an adjustable gain control, variably hyperpolarizing and shunting synaptic potentials arising in
the apical dendrites and controlling the induction of LTP.97 A recent study confirmed this
hypothesis, demonstrating that steady state activation of the sIAHP dampens temporal summa-
tion of the EPSPs as well as speeds up their decay rate.51 Accordingly, a reduction in the AHP
of CA1 pyramidal neurons during learning can allow further synaptic plasticity to occur at
critical synapses, and an enhanced AHP in aging can hamper the formation of further plasticity
important for learning and memory.24,30,97
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